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“The Greatest War Drama ever filmed
”—New York American

J. Stuart Blackton and Albert E. Smith’s

Great Patriotic Photo-Spectacle

THE BATTLE
CRYOF
PEACE

WRITTEN BY J. STUART BLACKTON

Based on Hudson Maxim’s “Defenseless America”

Vitagraphed by Wilfrid North

and featuring the distinguished American actor

CHARLES RICHMAN

NOW PLAYING
to crowded houses every afternoon and evening

at the

Vitagraph Theatre, New York

Metropolitan Opera House, Philadelphia—Columbia Theatre, San

Francisco—Metropolitan, Cleveland—Hippodrome, Buffalo

—

Broadway-Strand, Detroit—Colonial Theatre, Dayton

and at other prominent theatres in the leading cities thruout the United States

“The Uncle Tom’s Cabin of pictures
”—New York Evening Journal
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Make Money
Serving This Big Concern

And Own a New Sample Typewriter
Apply today and learn how you can secure

exclusive local control and sale of this remark-

able new model typewriter—Oliver “Nine.”

Experts pronounce it years ahead of the

times and typewriter users are demanding it

everywhere.

Experience Unnecessary
The Oliver “Nine” with lightest standard

touch sells itself repeatedly

where agents show the sample

we supply.

And we send you the “Oliver

School of Practical Salesman-

ship” FREE. You can soon

master the same tested methods
that are winning incomes for

1 5,000 others.

Crowning Features
Even our own previous models never had

?

Film Exhibitors ! Accept This Extra Money
Write at once for our plan that links your screen to a bigger bank book; enables

you with Printype Slide Films to typewrite and show on your screen instantly any
announcement or paid advertisement without loss of time or expense for special slides.

We start you out with $30 advertising contract. Write today for full details.

The Oliver Typewriter Co., 1212 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

the battery of advances that come alone on

this machine.

One feature—the Optional Duplex Shift

—

multiplies speed and makes touch writing

/00 per cent easier !

Another—the Selective Color Attach-

ment—does the regular work of a two-color

ribbon and acts as a check protector besides.

The Oliver alone has Printype

that writes like print—the auto-

matic spacer and cushioned

keyboard.

When agents can offer these

brilliant betterments at the old-

time price, do you wonder that

men are growing rich taking

Oliver orders ?

Yet we let each agent sell this model on
our popular monthly payment plan— /7 cents

a dau !
Open to All

You don t have to change your business to handle
this dignified agency. Scores of storekeepers, sales-

men, lawyers, doctors, clergymen, teachers, students,

bankers, etc. nearly every vocation is represented in

the crack Oliver sales organization.

Write Us Quickly
Our inspiring book Opportunity” gives full details. Sent

FREE.
.

Mail a postal or this coupon at once before your
territory is assigned.

Mail This to Make Money

I THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.,

1212 Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago

Send me “Opportunity" Book Free and tell me how I can
secure a brand new Oliver “Nine" sample typewriter and
exclusive local agency.I
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One of the most graphic stories ever penned, and one of the

most thrilling' (and doubly so because it is a true story
, new

and true), is

“How I Got to Przemysl and

Filmed the Bombardment”
By JOHN ALLEN EVERETS

the American Moving’ Picture Photographer with the German armies in

the Eastern campaign. This story makes history. It should be read by
everybody, young and old. Beautifully illustrated with wonderful photo-
graphs taken on the spot of this great battlefield. This great story will

appear only in the

February Motion Picture Magazine
which will be on sale at all newsstands on and after January 1st. This
number will be a memorable one for other reasons, too. It will contain a

wonderful story by Robert J. Shores, written from one of the great

classics of literature, a book that everybody loves, that most people have
read several times, and that all will enjoy reading in the form of an
illustrated short story. It is so well written that lovers of Cervantes will

marvel, and it is illustrated with drawings by the great Dore and by
photographs in which appear a number of favorite photoplayers, including

the inimitable Fay Tincher, and also the king of comic opera stars,

De Wolf Hopper, who plays the part of the grotesque knight-errant.

This story, as you have already surmised, is

Don Quixote

And then there is a story by Hec-
tor Ames, entitled “The Girl with

Nine Lives,” with illustrations which

indicate that eight of those nine lives

have already been lost—or nearly so.

And not less important than these

three features is a wonderful new
contest that begins in the February
Motion Picture Magazine, and when
you read about it you will admit that

it is the cleverest idea that has yet

been presented to the Motion Picture

public.

A BIGGER AND

With this number the Motion
Picture Magazine begins its sixth

year, and it starts with a number that

will be very hard to equal thereafter.

It was the first in the field, and it has

grown while others have come and

gone and still others arc struggling

along the rough road. We lead, others

follow; we pointed the way, and now
dozens are aiming at the star to which

we hitched our wagon.

Still again, we have added eight

pages to the magazine, and it will

now be

BETTER BOOK
Better see your newsdealer NOW and arrange to get a copy

of the February Motion Picture Magazine before it is sold out,

which will probably be the ease before it has been on sale a week.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
175 DUFF1ELD STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
REAL ESTATE

New York
Hempstead Lawns, 10 Miles From New York; quarter
acre for $300; terms $15 cash, $5 month. Hempstead
has fine electric train service. Send for maps and
illustrated booklet to W. Kaye, 277 Broadway, New York.

Mississippi
IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a plantation in Mis-
sissippi is giving away a few five-acre tracts. The
only condition is that figs be planted. The owner
wants enough figs raised to supply a Canning Factory.
You can secure five acres and an interest in the Fac-
tory by writing Eubank Farms Company, 939 Key-
stone, Pittsburgh, Pa. They will plant and care for
your trees for $6 per month. Your profit should be
$1,000 per year. Some think this man is crazy for
giving away such valuable land, but there may be
method in his madness.

HELP WANTED
NOTICE—NOTICE. 15,000 men and women will get
U. S. Government Jobs this year. $75.00 month. Va-
cations. No layoffs. Short hours. Common education
sufficient. “Pull” unnecessary. Write immediately for
free list of positions now obtainable. FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE. Dept. E-78, Rochester, N. Y.

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Monologues, Dialogues,
Speakers, Minstrel Material, Jokes, Recitations, Tab-
leaux, Drills, Entertainments. Make Up Goods. Large
Catalog Free.

T. S. DENISON & CO., Dept. 63, Chicago.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS
HOW TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS. Our new, large
volume will help you to become a successful scenario
writer. Contains a model scenario, a list of 41 buyers, and
all information necessary. Price 35c. Worth $10. PHOTO-
PLAY BOOK CO.. MPS-3348 Lowe Aye.. Chicago.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS. “Writing for the Screen” gives
instructions, markets—25c. Write Plays, Acts. “Writ-
ing for the Stage” tells all—25c. Both 40c. E. L.
GAMBLE. Playwright. East Liverpool. O.

WANTED—PHOTOPLAY PLOTS AND IDEAS. You
can write them. Begin at once. $25 to $100 each
paid. We send free details. ASSOCIATED MOTION
PICTURE SCHOOLS. 602 Sheridan Road. Chicago, 111.

WANTED! Your ideas for photoplays and stories may
bring you BIG MONEY! No experience needed. Send
us mere ideas, synopses or finished stories. We CRITI-
CISE FREE, and sell on commission. Hundreds mak-
ing money. YOU can. too! Write to-dav for full details.
STORY REVISION CO., 96 Main, Auburn. N. Y.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS. Make a fortune in your spare
time. Large cash prizes offered for best ideas. Amaz-
ing prices paid for ordinary Photoplays. Send for
FREE descriptive literature on HOW TO WRITE
PHOTOPLAYS. Enterprise Co., M. P. T.-3348 Lowe
Ave., Chicago.

FOR THE HOME
BUY FUR NOW—YOU CAN GET REEL QUALITY
FURS AT BIG DISCOUNT. Write for catalog and dis-
count list M today.

HERMAN REEL CO., Milwaukee, Mis.

NOVELTIES
MINIATURE MOTION PICTURES—Three subjects—
Prize Fight, Dancing Girl, Gymnast; also two dandy
pocket tricks, including complete set of catalogs, all
postpaid, for 25c. Bamberg Co., 1193 Broadway, N. Y.

COINS, STAMPS, ETC.

SS—OLD COINS WANTED—$$—$4.25 each paid for
U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856. $2 to $600 paid
for hundreds of old coins dated before 1895. Send TEN
cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book,
4x7. Get posted—it may mean your good fortune.
C. F. Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers, Box 155, Le Roy, N. Y.

PATENTS
PATENTS secured or fee returned. Send sketch for
Free search. Latest and most complete patent book
ever published for free distribution. George P. Kiminel,
Attorney, 262 Barrister Building, Washington, D. C.
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THE SHADOW-CHILD’S DOLL
By GEORGE WILDEY

Christmas eve! and the snow, drifting silently down,

Glistened diamond-like in the lights of the town
;

The great clock in the tower had thundered midnight,

Keeping watch upon old Father Time in his flight.

All the stores had been closed and the shoppers had fled
;

Every child in the city was dreaming in bed,

Save one dear little shadow-girl, charming and sweet,

In a picture theater down on the main street.

They had tucked her away in her reel for the night,

And the place was quite dark, for they’d switched off the light;

And, oh ! would you believe it, not ever a soul

Of the many who loved the dear child in her role

Had once thought of the stocking which always before

Santa Claus had discovered and left brimming o’er

With his Christmas surprises of dollies and toys,

Which he loves to present to his girlies and boys.

So the dear little shadow-child’s heart was sore wrung

And o’erflowed with a tear for the stocking unhung

;

But her sweet, childish faith was unshaken and strong

In her kind Christmas saint she had worshiped sq long,

And she called to him softly in reverent prayer,

Never doubting her message would reach him somewhere

—

And she asked that he please come and bring her a doll,

Be it ever so humble, or hairless, or small

;

She would be quite content with just nothing but this

—

And her Amen was wafted abroad with a kiss.

Santa Claus must have heard her, for sure as you’re born,

When the dear little shadow-child woke the next morn

And peeped forth from her reel, the first thing to be seen

Was a great, lovely dollie hung up on the screen !

llhi ii mi i
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‘ * r) ut I dont love

you, ’’said the

girl, trying,

not very successfully,

to put regret into the

lilting triumph of her

tone. “I dont love

you at all, you see.”
‘

‘ I dont believe it,
’ ’

Ralph Warner cried;
‘
‘ you ’re just playing
with me now, d e a r—
aren ’t you ? W h y ,

you
must love me. I wouldn’t
have spoken unless I ’d been
sure. But every look an

every tone of yours the last

week have told me I needn’t
wait any longer. Dear,
I ’m thirty, and I ’ve

waited thirty years for

this minute. Dont play the coquette

with me now, sweetheart.”
Under the gold veil of her lashes

she looked up at him, noting the ten-

derness of the whole big frame—the

little muscles quivering under the dark
skin

;
the wonder in the honest, gray

eyes—and her heart quickened. It was
a delicious moment—this one when the

great man-creature floundered, caught
at last in the silken meshes of her

snare. She desired to prolong it. to

savor the sensation of her power to the

uttermost.

“But are you sure?” she breathed,

oh ! so softly, and swept a tiny glance

upward. “What makes you think you
love me?”

She heard the catch of his breath,

felt the shake of his arm along the

coat-sleeve that brushed her shoulder.

Connoisseur in the art of love, she

knew that she had never made a more
worthy capture than this.

‘
‘ How do I know I love you ?

’
’ he

repeated almost roughly. “How do I

know I’m alive? How do I know
when I ’m hungry or thirsty ? I ’m not
much of a talker, little golden girl;

but there’s one thing I’d like you to

know. I’ve seen a good many women
in my life—and passed by them be-

cause I wasn’t looking for the Inn of

Flirtation but for a place called Home.
And when I saw you three weeks ago,

I knew I’d found it. I had just that

* xJonnall'

same contented, joyful feeling you get

when you turn in at the home gate

after a long, lonesome journey. And
that’s how I know I love you. you
little bit of a thing

!”

The deep quiver in the man’s voice

vibrated somewhere far within the

girl’s shallow little soul. She did not

like the feeling it gave her and resent-

fully laid her discomfort to his charge.

So a butterfly, seeing the net closing

about its golden wings, flutters away
from capture with the instinct to be

free.

“How interesting!” she drawled,

and deliberately showed her tiny,

white teeth in a little yawn, “but I

think I’d rather be an inn than a

home. It’s so much gayer and
brighter, you see. I ’m afraid it would
bore me to be a home.”

Shocked, he started back from her

levity as one who hears ragtime strains

when he enters what he believes to be

a church.

“Then you have been playing with

me all along?” he said slowly.

“Dont be cross,”
she cooed. “Truly, I

did want you to fall

in love with me, and I

wanted to fall in love

with y o u, too. But
marriage” — she shiv-

ered delicately
—‘

‘ oh,

marriage is like being
shut up in a lonesome
room all your life with
only one person to see you
-ugh! What’s the use of

being beautiful for just one
person? No, no, Ralph, mar-

riage lasts too long.”
“You flirt!” he snarled between

clenched teeth; “vou contemptible
little flirt!”

She gave him a challenging glance
out of very blue eyes, and suddenly
he had control of himself.

“Listen to me,” he said quietly.

Hat in hand, he stood before her, and
the bones of his face stood out starkly

under the taut-drawn skin. “I’ve
told you I loved you, and I meant it.

I meant it so much that I cant live

without you. If I dont hear from you
by ten o’clock tonight that you’ll

marry me, I shall shoot myself. It’s

eight-thirty now, and I’m going to my
rooms and wait for the telephone to

ring.”

“You are positively melodramatic,”
shrugged the Flirt, and sent out a

tiny peal of laughter like golden bells

—the bells of the tea-house, not the

temple. “Tf you’re planning to do it

with a picture of me in your hand, do
take the last one. The other is posi-

tively horrid, and people would say
you hadn’t any sense dying for a girl

who looked like that
”

But she was speaking to an empty
room, for Ralph had gone. The Flirt

gave another chime of laughter and
ran to the piano, where for some mo-
ments she banged out a medley of gay
tunes

;
then, with a catch of the

breath, she whirled away from the

keys.

“Br-r-r ! but it’s cold in here!” she

shivered. “Believe I’ll go to bed.

There wont be any one else in to-

night.”
She strolled across the room, into

(Thirteen)
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the hall, and paused before the tall

grandfather’s clock. The hands
pointed to five minutes past nine. In
spite of herself, the Flirt turned a

little pale.

“The silly boy!” she murmured.
“1 suppose he’ll be around tomorrow,
as tiresome as ever. They all say they
will kill themselves, but they never

do.” She spread out a pink, dim-
pling hand. “They all want to put a

ring, like a ‘Keep Off the Grass’ sign,

on you.” she smiled; “but you’re still

curious world. No lights from houses
or motors twinkled in the misty half-

dusk ; no noises reached her across the

lavender twilight. She seemed to

move thru a soft haze that widened
at length into a field, rolling toward
the pale horizon’s farthest stars. In
the center of the field a dim figure

rose to meet her—austere, white-

bearded, wise with all the years.

“Oh, Father Time!” moaned the

Flirt. “It is ten o’clock—hark! You
can hear the city clocks striking now

!

she shuddered. “He said if I would
not—love him—he would—die. Oh,
Father Time ! he is too fine and good
and worthy a man to die

”

“And do you love this youth, my
child?” asked the old man, solemnly.
“Is it your love would save him?”
“I do not know,” the Flirt stam-

mered. “I love to be loved. I love

to have men speak of love to me and to

feel their hearts quivering in my
hands. I love to know I am beautiful

and to read my beauty reflected in

’

“PIT IT YOl.'R SCYTHE AND TURN BACK THE HANDS AN HOUR, FATHER TIME !
” MOANED THE FLIRT

free, and they get over it and go away
and marry their childhood friends.

Still—they didn’t any of them have
his chin

”

She flung herself into a deep chair

and closed her eyes. “I’ll just sit

here till it’s ten o’clock,” she

thought, “and then I’ll call up Ralph
and laugh at him ”

“But it cant be ten yet,” she

gasped, sitting up suddenly, with the

crash of the strokes in her ears.

“Why, I only just sat down here!

Oh ! ft is, it is\ What shall I do?”
She drifted to feet that seemed to

carry her along without her volition,

out of the house into the dimness of a

And it must not be ten—it must not!

Put up your scythe and turn back the

hands an hour, Father Time!”
The stern face turned upon her an

awfful look. “And why, my child,

should I stop the world’s spinning for

you?” he asked. “A thousand souls

are to be born this hour. Would you
keep them awaiting your whim ? A
hundred suffering bodies are to find

peace when yonder clocks have ceased

their pealing. Would you deny them
the awful boon of death? Say why I

should check the machinery of God
for such as you.”
The Flirt cringed and held out two

white hands frail as moon-flowers.

“lie said—he would die at—ten,”

men’s eyes. But I think that I do not

want to love any one myself. Father
Time.”
She covered her face from the

frown on his reverent brow. Then
she felt her wrist seized in a firm hold.

“Come with me, child,” said Father
Time. “In the Garden of Love souls

grow sometimes. Perhaps we shall

find one for you there.”

They passed thru a portal all hung
about with crimson passion-vine and
roses red as blood and musky-
breathed, and stood in a fair garden-
close. Before the eyes of the Flirt

reared a black cave and two strange,

savage figures struggling by the body
of a woman stretched along the

(Fourteen)
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lost an army and a kingdom,”
grieved the voice in the Flirt’s ear;
“yet because she knew not the value
of love and had trifled with it often,

the end for him was death and the
scorn of the world, and for her the
small, green asp upon her ivory
breast.

’ ’

On and on they went, where Troy’s
lowers flamed sullenly on the sky and
a thousand thousand brave men paid
the penalty of Helen’s unfaith

;
by the

moonlit balcony where Romeo wooed
his Juliet among the nightingales; by
castle and cot and camp wherein love
held sovereign sway.
At the end the Flirt covered her

face with shamed hands.
‘

‘ Show me no more, ’
’ she begged.

‘
‘ I

think I cannot bear any more now.”

“Love,” said the voice of Father
Time in her ears, sternly, “brings
happiness and brings sorrow. The
love of a good man and a good woman
is the strongest force in the world.

Beware how you tamper with the

winds of God. least you unleash a

whirlwind that destroy you utterly.

And now, my child, do you think that

you love the youth who loves you?”
The Flirt laid a hand on her heart.

“If love is a pain,” she cried piti-

fully, “if love is a shame and a lone-

liness and a great want, I love him,
Father Time.”
“That is well, my daughter.” said

the old man, quietly. “See to it you
are staunch and worthy and true to

that love all your days. For you will

ground. The figures were naked, save

for a girdle of skins, and the fight was
one to the death.

“The woman betrayed the love of

both,” said Father Time, sorrowingly,

“so she died,

and one or both

of them will die,

for love is not to

be betrayed nor
sold cheaply.

Even the cave-

men knew the
might and majesty of the great prin-

ciple of the world.”
On they went and came to where a

great throne rose, hung with barbaric

gold and purple. A woman, with a

face like a flame, lay on a divan at the

top of the long flight of stairs, while

slave - women a n d lyrists

attended her. As they
watched, a lean figure of

a man sprang from the

shadows and up the

“in the garden of love, souls grow
SOMETIMES. PERHAPS WE SHALL

FIND ONE FOR YOU THERE,”
SAID FATHER TIME

stairs, and the woman
gave a glad cry. They
kist, and the fire of the

kiss was brighter than
the torch’s flame.

“For Cleopatra, the
flower of the Nile. Antonv

(Fifteen)
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not always be as you are now.

Behold!”'
A crystal pool lay before them,

pellucid in the white moonbeams. The
Flirt bent over it and gave a gasping

cry, for she saw not a young, beauti-

ful face and figure rounded with life’s

budding, but a withered countenance
and bowed, graceless limbs. Her
hands went to her hair, her cheeks,

her breast, in horror, but they were as

they had been to her eyes.

“What is it—what does it mean?”
she gasped. “That cannot be I. that

withered crone!”
“Not now. but in thirty years from

now,” said the slow, emotionless voice,

“or perhaps forty years; but it will

surely come. Old age is a disease no
doctor can heal—no rose but withers

some day. Yet to Love’s eyes, if you
have lived worthy of him. the scars of

age are beautiful—almost invisible.”

“Oh, Ralph! Ralph! Had I only

listened to you in time!”
“Hark!” said Father Time, and

his voice grew deep like the overtones

of a great bell. “Count the strokes

—

eight—nine—ten
’ ’

The Flirt opened her eyes and
groped to her feet, listening incredu-

lously. The great grandfather’s clock

was booming ten ! Her hand hovered
drunkcnly above the electric-light

switch. Her face, she knew—the ra-

diant, rose-shaped face—could never
look the same to her now : the vile

yellow in the pupils of Cleopatra’s

eyes; the sensual, drooping mouth of

Helen of Troy
The light flashed across her mirror.

She stared with dilated eyes, and the

face of the woman she saw was
gloriously beautiful. The door at the

end of tile hall opened slowly, and
Ralph stood before her, tall and grave.

“I came back for my answer, dear,”
he said, and held out his arms.

“Haven’t you anything more to say

to me, little girl?”

She crept into the shelter of them,

her shamed head on his shoulder.

“Love is so big and I am so little,”

she whispered. “I was frightened

before 3
Tou came, but now”—she bur-

rowed closer
—“now I. too. have come

—home !”

STARS OF THE MOVIES
By ESTELLA McMANUS

Stars of the movies, a-glittering clear.

Shed o’er the city your lustre of cheer;
Gather us in from the rush and the glare:
Take us where Nature lies tempting and fair.

Take us where snows everlasting shall be:
Show us the wealth of the tropical sea;
Spread out before us the desert and plain,
Mountains, and valleys that broad rivers drain.

Mingled thruout, as the height of your art,

Picture the worth of the great human heart—
Its longing for love and its struggle with strife,

Pantomimed all in the drama of life.

Ever, as on us your cheering beams fall,

Worshipers willing, we answer the call,

Mindful of nought but the pleasure we know.
Wrapt in the warmth of your radiant glow.

( Sixteen
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r. Hugh
Ellis
listened

outside his
wife’s door. It

was odd that she

should have rushed
up to her own room
the moment her

guests were gone,

when she

knew
that he
w a s ex-

peeting
her to re-

turn to t h e

drawing-room.
Dr. Ellis rapped
lightly. “Norma,”
he softly called.

Norma did not re

ply, but her husband
caught a distinct sound
b i n g within. He
no longer, but, turning
entered the bedroom, his handsome
and intelligent face plainly betraying

his concern. Dr. Ellis loved his wife

more than anything else in the world
—he cherished her. At the sound of

her sobs the protective instinct of the

male was awakened and roused within

him to such a pitch that his voice

shook as he sprang into the room, call-

ing out, “Norma, what is it, girl?

What is the matter ?
’ ’

Norma lay stretched face down-
ward upon the counterpane of her

bed. Her shoulders heaved and shook
in a passion of grief and vexation. At
the sound of his voice she sobbed only

the harder, like a hurt child ques-

tioned as to its woe. Seating himself

on the bed and throwing a protecting

arm across her shoulders, Dr. Ellis

forced her face toward him and, look-

ing into the tear-dimmed eyes, once
more demanded to know the cause of

her grief. For a moment she clung

to him and her sobs slowly ceased.

Placing her hands on either side of

his face, she looked long and steadily

at her husband.
“Hugh.” she said at last, “you do

love me, dont you ?
’ ’

“Love you? Of course I love you—
love you more and better than all the

world beside. Has any one ques-

tioned it?”
An explanation of her peculiar be-

havior suddenly suggested itself.

Doctors were always the victims of a

certain amount of slander. He re-

n o w
had

present
wife ’svisi-

rived that
His tone grew

thosewomen been

tors first ar

afternoon,
stern.

“What have
saying to you?”
“Nothing,” said Norma, “nothing,

at least, about you. But I was won-
dering, if you loved me, how you
could continue to humiliate me.”

‘
‘ I humiliate you ?

’
’ There was out-

raged innocence in his voice now. It

was one thing to stand ready to de-

fend his wife against an outsider; it

was another to be called upon to pro-

tect her against himself. “In what
manner have I humiliated vou, my
dear?”
“By refusing to give me money,”

said Norma, accusingly.
‘ When have I refused to give you

money? I am sure I have never' re-

fused to give you money when you
asked for it.”

“No,” she admitted, “but you have
refused to give it to me until I asked
for it. Today when my friends called

they were selling tickets to a benefit

performance at the Domino Theater.

I agreed to take one, but when I came
to pay for it, I had no money. I had to

give it back and plead an engagement.
You heard me say it as you came in.”

“Well, well,” laughed the doctor,

thrusting his hand in his pocket and
bringing out his pocketbook, “is that

all that is troubling you ? Here is

the money. Why didn’t you ask me
for it then ?”

“You were
busy at the

time, and when
you came in I

eouldn ’t b ring
myself to beg for

money before them
like a child — or a

beggar !

’ ’

Her lips were trembling
ominously again, but she

took a firm hold on her emo-
tions and continued. “Why

dont you ever give me any
money of my own? Every time I

want anything I have to run to you
and ask you for it. I have no more

independence than little Roy. Surely
you might give your wife more free-

dom than you give your child ! Dont
you trust me?”

Dr. Ellis stiffened.

“Certainly I trust you, my dear,

but I dont believe in leaving business

matters to women. Household ac-

counts are just as much business as

my office accounts. I am the one who
makes the money, and I will be the

one to dispense it. I have never re-

fused you a reasonable request, and
I am happy to say you have never

made an unreasonable one, until you
began asking for an independent bank
account. That I must refuse you. I

dont believe in it.”

“But I’m not asking for an inde-

pendent account—I’m simply asking

for a joint account. Every check I

make will show in the check-book.

You will know exactly how the money
is spent. I am in charge of the house

;

why shouldn’t I pay the bills? I can-

not get what I want from merchants
when they know I do not pay the bills.

1 cannot get respectful service from
the servants. The person who runs

the household ought to be able to

handle the household accounts.”
‘

‘ Nonsense, my dear,
’

’ answered her

husband. “If your servants are dis-

respectful, discharge them. If mer-

chants do not please you, change your

merchants. I dont object to that. I

cant have the whole family dipping

into the bank account. When I run

it, I know where we stand. If every

one takes a hand in it, I know nothing.

Leave that to me.”
He rose, with an air of finality

which indicated that, so far as he was
concerned, the discussion was at an

end. Norma was not so easily to be

put off.

“If you cant see the injustice of it.
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and apparently you cant, at least you
must realize how much time and how
many petty annoyances I could save

you by taking these details of house-

keeping out of your hands. Think
of the endless number of interrup-

tions when you are at work—and all

because I am not in a position to pay
the smallest of our bills.”

Dr. Ellis paused with his hand on

“My dear fellow,” he said at last,

“I dont like to disappoint you, but
the fact is, as I told you when you first

mentioned it, I have no faith in these

drug cures. I believe that nothing
but will-power, and will-power alone,

can overcome the drug habit. More-
over, I am opposed to endorsing any-
thing which partakes of the nature of

a patent medicine. ‘Oublier, ’ how-

one or two, where I have been able to

keep in touch with the victims, it has
positively worked a cure. Think what
a boon this will be to the wretched
creatures who are held fast in the
clutches of the drug habit.”

Ellis shook his head.
“I will say nothing against it, I

promise you, but I cannot be quoted
as endorsing it.” As the doctor

ever N 'm K7
effica-

c i o u s ^ F it may
prove, is " 1If a p r o-

prietary \ / remedy.
To endorse V / it will en-

danger my \ xr standing
in the profes \ / sion. I can-

not take the risk— even
for as good a v friend as your-
self.”

Powers’ face fell. He had counted
upon the endorsement of Dr. Ellis.

“But there is no risk about it,” he
protested. “I have tried it, and I

know that it is good. I have gone
about in the haunts of the drug-fiends,

and I have induced them to take it,

under the impression that it was some
new form of ‘dope.’ In every case
there has been improvement, and in

fin-

ished

this
speech
there

was aknock
at the door.

“W h o is

there?”
“It is I, dear

—

Norma.”
‘

‘ Sorry, dear, but
I cant see you now.

I ’m busy. ’ ’

To his surprise the

door opened and
Norma entered, with

t h e household account
books under her arm.
Feeling that something un-

usual was in the air, Powers
rose at once and, before Ellis

could voice his astonished in-

dignation at Norma’s uncere-

monious entrance, he turned to

the doctor, extending his hand.
“Well, I must be running along,”

he said. “I’m sorry you dont see it

my way, and I’m sure I’ll be able to

convince you. I’ll wait, however,
until you have had more time to think

it over.”
“I’m afraid you will have a long

wait. Dont stay away until you think

I am ready. Come and have dinner

with us tonight.”

When Powers had left. Dr. Ellis

turned to his wife, with a coldly in-

quiring manner.
“How, may I ask, did you happen

to come in when I said that I was
busy ?

’ ’

“Because I had something to say

which could not wait,” flared Norma.
“After you came downstairs I thought

everything over, and I came to the

conclusion that we would have to do

one thing or the other. Either you
will give me the money to run the

house, or you must run it yourself. I

wont do half and half. We women
who are never given any money of our

own are more like slaves than wives

—

we are bondwomen, chattels—and if I

am to be a chattel, I mean to have

the
door-
knob.
“My

dear Nor-
ma, ” he
said, in his

most oracular

manner,
‘

‘ these petty
annoyances, as

you term them,
are much to be pre-

ferred to a continual

annoyance, and that

is what your insistence

in this matter threatens

to become. I must ask

vou to cease acting like a

child.”

And the door closed be-

hind him, cutting off any pos-

sible retort.

When the doctor entered his

office, he found awaiting him his

friend, David Powers, a well-

known chemist and a frequent visi-

tor at the Ellis home.
When they had shaken hands,

Powers took a newspaper clipping

from his pocket, saying, “I had a

double purpose in coming to see you
this afternoon. For one thing, our
copper stock is booming. Shares in

the Chance Mine, as you will see by
this clipping, have advanced about

twenty points in the last couple of

days.
’ ’

The doctor took the clipping

eagerly.
‘

‘ Good !
” he exclaimed. ‘

‘ I have five

thousand dollars worth of the stock

and only have one payment of one
thousand dollars to make before I own
it outright. At this rate it will make
us all rich.”

“I hope so,” responded Powers,

“but in case it does not I have another

hope of making a fortune. It is the

‘Oublier’—the drug cure. I sent you
a sample of it the other day—have
you had time to examine it? I want
to get your endorsement.”

Dr. Ellis was a little embarrassed.

He hesitated.
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the irresponsibility of a chattel. I

wont be responsible for a business

which I do not control. So you can

take the books.”
‘‘But, my dear ” began the doc-

tor, in a conciliatory manner.

‘‘I mean it,” interrupted Norma.
‘

‘ I will not continue to be the nominal

housekeeper while you insist upon
auditing the bills and making all

of the checks. I shall so instruct

the servants.” And so saying, she

walked out of the office without wait-

ing for his reply.

Dr. Ellis had scarcely recovered

from his surprise, when his younger
brother, Ned, arrived and asked if he

could see him alone for a moment. Dr.

Ellis knew what that meant
;
Ned was

after money. Ned, it seemed, was
always after money. The boy had
fallen into evil habits. Disconcerting

reports of his conduct

and his manner of

life were reaching

Ned grinned in a half-impudent,

half-sheepish manner, but remained
silent.

“Well,” said his brother, “I’ll give

it to you this time, but let me tell you
that if I do not hear better reports of

you, it will be the last time. They tell

me that you are spending your time
on the East Side

;
that you frequent

Norma insisted that it be given to her
husband. Professor Bowe showing
some surprise, Dr. Ellis explained the

argument he had had with Norma
concerning their financial affairs.

“But you are wrong,” said Norma’s
father. “I know, for I used to take

care of the household matters myself.

My wife had died and Norma was just

the
elder

brother

every
d a y. He
was about

to launch
into a lecture

upon the sub-

ject, when the
maid knocked.

She had a bill

from the butcher.

“Will you look this

over, please?”
‘

‘ Whv dont vou take it

to Mrs.' Ellis?”

“I did, sir, but she told

me that you were to take full

charge of the house. There is

some question about the amount
of the bill. Will you see the boy?”

Dr. Ellis went out, leaving Ned
alone in the office. Ned was no sooner

left alone than he cautiously picked
up a key from the desk and, passing

into the operating-room adjoining,

opened a cabinet and extracted some
cocaine. A part of this he sniffed,

after the fashion of cocaine users, and
the rest he thrust into his pocket.

Taking a bit of wax from his pocket
he made an impression of the key

—

it would come in handy later on.

Then he returned the key to the desk
and sat down to wait for his brother.

“What did you want to see me
about?” asked Dr. Ellis, as he again

sat down at his desk. “I suppose you
are after money again?”

1 o w
dance-
halls and
associate
with t h

exp erimen ting
with drugs. Let me

tell you, my boy, that

your

y o u
often. Here is

money
;

see that
use it to advantage.
Ned took the money V and made

a hurried exit, glad to be off so

lightly. He had known that some day
his habits must become known to the

doctor, and he had expected a worse
lecture than he had received.

There was an unexpected guest for

dinner at the Ellis home that evening.

Professor Bowe, Norma’s father,

dropped in, and a place was laid for

him at the table.

The dinner had scarcely begun be-

fore the maid again appeared with the

corrected bill which the butcher had
presented that afternoon. She again
attempted to hand it to Norma, but

a young
girl. Isuf-

f e r e d
from c o n-

stant inter-

ruptions in my
work, and it was

impossible for me
to give the time

and attention which
I should have given to

my philosophical writ-

ings. There were bills to

pay, change to be made,
and all that sort of thing,

until I thought I should go
mad. My work suffered.

“Finally my little girl—Norma,
here—asked me to give her a bank

account and let her look after the

housekeeping. I did so, and from that
day on I was bothered no more. As a
consequence I began to succeed in my

work, and I owe it to her effi-

ciency. After all, why
shouldn’t a wife have a fair

share of the money to expend?
Isn’t she a member of the firm of

Husband, Wife and Company?”
With the word “company” the pro-

fessor humorously indicated little

Roy Ellis with a wave of his hand.
‘

‘ I am the firm part of this family,
’ ’

responded the doctor, dryly. “When
I married Norma, I did so because I

wanted a wife and a mother for my
children, and, of course”—he patted
Norma’s arm affectionately

—“because
I loved her. If I had wanted a

cashier I should have hired one. I

dont believe in the economic inde-

pendence of women. It ruins them:
it makes them extravagant

;
it makes

them lazy
;

it unfits them for the

duties of motherhood.”
Professor Bowe thereupon dis-

creetly dropped the argument.

Ned Ellis did not profit by his

brother’s warning. He made fre-

quent use of the duplicate key which
he bad made for Dr. Ellis’ medicine
cabinet, surreptitiously replenishing

his stock of cocaine, which he shared

with his associates. The doctor con-

(Nineteen)
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lie had taken and filled with a mur-
derous hate at Powers’ interference,

Ned smashed the front of an instru-

ment cabinet, and seizing a scalpel,

attacked the chemist. Dissipation had
weakened him, and, tho he was the

younger man, he was easily thrown out

of the window. As the operating-room
was on the ground floor, he sustained

yond the hurt
but this was

lying in wait
ers to leave

w h e n he
happened
to see
Dr.El-

1 i s

com-
ing

“To see you? No! Do you think
he comes here to see you? You had
better keep an eye on him—I ”

Dr. . Ellis angrily flung off his

brother’s arm. “Get out,’’ he said

shortly, “and dont come back till you
are sane.’’ Nevertheless the seed of

suspicion had been sown.
With devilish ingenuity Ned con-

tinued to foster, by innuendo and in-

sinuation, the suspicion that there was
something more than there should be

between Norma and Powers. Once Dr.
Ellis came upon Ned standing in the

parlor, holding a picture of Powers
and one of little Roy, and pretending
to trace some resemblance in their

features. This was too much. In-

furiated at this insult to his wife, Dr.
Ellis ordered his brother to leave the

house, never to return.

When Ned employed jeal-

ousy to further his re-

venge. he little suspected

that this same passion

would prove his own
undoing

;
yet such was

the case. His daily meet-

ings with Belle had not

passed unnoticed in
‘

‘ Arcadia, ” and
one S n o w-
d r o p, who
belied her
name,
with
whom
Ned had
been
friend-

ly, took

h i s

defec-

t i o n
deeply

to heart.

Coming up
behind
him one
ni g ht
in the

dive,

she

c u rin g
Belle.

of the

young
w o in e n
who fre-

quented
the place,

and he

off ered
some of

his “Ou-
blier” to

Ned; b u
Ned woulc
have none
it. R o

ers then
deter-
mined
to ac-

tinued to advance him money, for Dr.
Ellis was not penurious, despite his

refusal to grant Norma’s request for

a check-book.

Ned eventually encountered David
Powers at the
“Arcadia,” a

dive patronized

by drug - fiends

a n d p e 1 1 y
criminals, a n d
Powers, for the

first time, learnt

of Ned’s addic-

tion to the habit,

Powers had suc-

eeeded in

complish his end by strategy and in-

duced Belle to substitute the .cure for

the drug, meeting Ned daily at the

dive for that purpose.

One day, as Ned was stealing

cocaine from his brother’s medicine

cabinet, he was surprised by Norma,
and, altho she promised not to betray

him to the doctor, she would probably

have fared ill at his hands had it not

been for the timely arrival of David
Powers. Maddened by the drug which

down the street. In a moment he con-

ceived a scheme of revenge which
could only be born in a brain crazed

by drugs. Dr. Ellis mounted the

steps as Powers passed down the

street.

Ned grasped his brother by the arm.

“Do you see who is going down the

street?” he asked.

“David Powers, isn’t it? Was he
here to see me?”
Ned laughed sardonically.

deliberately poured a vial of vitriol

directly in his face.

Ned screamed and writhed in agony.

The girl was arrested, and Ned was

rushed to his tenement room by an

acquaintance, who hurriedly tele-

phoned for Dr. Ellis to come at once.

Having hastily administered first

aid, the doctor decided that an imme-

diate operation was necessary. It was

accordingly arranged, and Dr. Ellis

( Continued on page 69)
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THE END OF THE ROAD
(American)

n the days when our

p a r e n t s were
y o u n g ;

w h e n
Southerners were
still called
‘

‘ rebels
’

’ and we
were d u b b e

d

“tyrants” and
worse; in the

shameful days of reconstruction, when
Northern politicians were sent South
to pick a slick living from the dry
bones of the vanquished, a certain

Richard Quigg closed his law-office in

Washington, and, by river-boat and
wagon, made his tedious way to the

mountains of eastern Kentucky.
To these the Kentucky mountaineers

clung in their little, steep-hilled

farms that neither grew nor dimin-

ished from father to son—a queer and

(Twenty-one
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By EDWIN M. LA ROCHE

unfathomable race
;
a strange blend of

primitive manliness and meanness

—

hospitable, generous, proud, shiftless,

dissolute, and glorying with a re-

ligious fanaticism in their sins of

murder and feud.

It was into one of their shadowed
valleys that Quigg had come, making
himself a useful finger of the govern-
ment in the dismal years after the

war. He borrowed funds in Wash-
ington and loaned them at double
rates to the land-poor settlers.

Quigg was always on the move
;
his

long, bent-shoulclered figure, with his

dust-colored eyes and black string-tie,

was a familiar sight on the valley

roads.

At a certain place the walls of the

valley receded, and the finest bit of

land in the country spread out in

seeming largeness. A little removed
from the road was the whitewashed
homestead, with pretentious Doric
columns, set in a grove of magnolia
trees. Quigg always pulled his horse

down to a walk on passing Magnolia
Hall. The quiet majesty of the place

fascinated him. Then again, he felt a

proprietary interest in it. He had
bought a mortgage on the place and
knew that it could not be paid off.

A wisp of a girl with maize-colored

hair and corn-flower eyes, whose crim-

son lips drawled their words out deli-

ciously, but whose laughing eyes

spurred them on out of all semblance
of indolence, was the principal tenant

and owner of the hall. Colonel Wil-

son, her father, had been killed lead-

ing a charge of North Carolinians.

His daughter’s inheritance had been
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the Hall, heavily mortgaged and shorn

of slaves; her aunt, who had never
grown past her flirtatious days

;
and

her father ’s sword.
The first and last of these she treas-

ured, and almost literally turned the

slender weapon into plowshares. Old
Doctor Sterling Duke, too, who could

never quite kill his secret admiration
for Aunt Flora, used to ride over

from the Court House and tender his

old-fashioned advice.

Then Richard Quigg had come to

the valley, the mortgage had passed
into his hands, and he began to take

a keen interest in the place.

She distrusted the man as much as

she admired his brief, practical sug-

gestions. He rode a “racker, ” whos(
footfalls were as soft as an Indian’s,

and sometimes she Mould turn to find

horse and rider at her elbow, the dust-

colored eyes staring down moodily at

her.

One day, a balmy spring morning,
with the laurel abloom on the skirts

of the mountains, Quigg called at the

Hall just as Doctor Duke was bending
over the ladies’ hands in courtly

adieux.

The lawyer’s eyes "were vaguer than
ever, and his face held the dim pallor

of a sick-room.

“Dont go, doctor,” he said. “I
know you are Miss Grace’s advisor,

and I have something to say of deep
interest to her.”
“What can he be up to now?”

thought the girl, as the doctor led the

way to a shady spot in the corridor.

“You all know,” said Quigg, quite

resolutely, “that I am, to all intents,

the master of Magnolia Hall—the

mortgage is due this fall, and Miss
Grace will not impoverish herself by
paying it off.”

“Surely,” said the doctor, “you
have no intention of pressing the ob-

ligation at so near a time.”
“Unfortunately,” said Quigg, “I

have. I will call the mortgage when
due.” He coughed painfully. “As
Miss Wilson’s advisor,” he resumed,
“you have it in your power to endorse

a happy solution. I have long ad-

mired her. I want her to be my
wife.”
“So this has been your interest in

Magnolia!” the girl cried. “Your
solicitude for the crops, your receipt

for cutworms, your pleasure in the

fresh paint—it was all yours
;
and I’m

to be thrown in as a sort of baker’s

dozen.”
“Miss Grace! Miss Grace!” he

said, sorrowfully, shifting his eyes be-

neath her sharp glance. She lowered

her voice to meet his, but the words
cut just as deep.

“You needn’t call any more,” she

said; “when the mortgage is due I

will be particular to send you around
the money. ’ ’

Doctor Duke shivered slightly at

her boldness and waited for Quigg ’s

answer. But it never came. The
moody, brooding look gathered in the

dust-colored eyes, the stooped back
turned upon them, and presently they
heard the almost imperceptible touch
of the “ racker ’s” hoofs.

Then the girl dashed Aunt Flora’s
hand from the doctor’s arm and flung

herself on him in a gale of indignant
tears.

A month went by, during which the

lawyer kept studiously away from the

Hall. The tobacco plants grew apace
in the fields and unfolded thin, ovate

leaves. On all sides the hills crowned
the gr^en valley with a mass of pur-

ple and pink and scarlet rhododen-
drons.

Two strangers were making toward
the valley—strangers to each other

and strangers to the kingdom they in-

vaded. They came by different routes

and different means. Design—a gov-

ernment mission—brought the first

one in, thru the Gaps, clad in butter-

nut homespun and speaking the dia-

lect of the mountaineers. And the

second one idled his way down the Big
Sandy on the wings of chance, flaunt-

ing a fishing-rod and dressed in the

glory of the Northern sportsman.
At the neck of the valley these two

chanced to meet, one night, over a

camp-fire. “Hev any trouble gettin’

down th ’ Sandy in them togs ?
’

’ asked
the man with the dialect.

“No,” laughed the other. “I Avas

shot off a raft once when it buckled,

and rode a saddle-backed mule for

twenty miles
;

otherwise, the bass

fishing was good.”
The other’s eyes glistened. “Whar

air ye from, an’ what mought yo’

name be ?”

The big, brown giant passed a pan
of sizzling bacon to his guest, and
meekly answered :

‘
‘ Harvard—Paul

Harvard, from New York.”
“Well, Harvard,” said the other,

“didn’t yo’ take note of nary a Kain-
tuck’ man with a Winchester or two
in his hands sort o’ lookin’ yo’ over?”
“Now that you mention it—yes,”

yawned the bronzed giant; “there
was a regular procession of those long-

whiskered caricatures always poking
out of the brush, rifle in hand.”
“God wardeth the babe and the

blind,” said the other, sloughing his

dialect; “likewise the feeble-minded.

You came thru the heart of the ‘moon-
shine’ country, man, and your life

wasn’t worth a green apple.”
That night the giant slept unruffled,

but the other sat crouched over his

gun.

“l AM, TO ALL INTENTS, THE MASTER

“I have a mind to desert the d—

n

fool,” he said to the fire, but the gray
of morning still found him on guard.

A thrush was singing somewhere in

the half-light in the woods, and its

flute-like notes held the cool freshness

of the morning.
The giant stirred and babbled in his

sleep.

“Come,” said the other, “it’s time

to be goin’ yander to the Co’t House.”
“Good-by,” he said, as they broke

out upon a rough mountain road

;

“our way lies apart, after this.” He
looked back over his shoulder. “An’
say, if yo’ ever git in trouble down
yander, dont blame me.”
The sportsman gazed after him,

puzzled. Doctor Sterling Duke, to

whom he bore a letter of introduction,

would, no doubt, post him up a lot on

mountain manners and customs.

Two hours later he lay back in the

doctor’s surrey and labored with his

host’s home-grown cigar, as the doc-

tor drove him down the valley to

Magnolia Hall.

One glance into the big fellow’s

eyes, and the doctor had appraised

him as a cure for Grace’s spell of

despondency. “Put these two young
innocents together,” he diagnosed

—
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“the hot head and the soft head—and
they’ll frisk like a couple of lambs.’’

For once the doctor was right. Six-

feet-two had no more than measured
his eyes against five-feet-one, when
she faced about and led him, a willing

captive, on a tour of inspection to the

slave quarters and stables.

Once, an hour later, the doctor

thought he caught a glimpse of them
as she danced ahead down a path in

the deep-scented garden. Later on, as

he was leaving, a deep guffaw—the

first laugh from the heart he had
heard since the war—apprised him
that the captive was still en train.

The doctor drove his guest home in

silence. The young man ate his sup-

per hastily and strolled out alone on
the moon-bathed porch.

Presently he spoke toward the moon
and the slumberous mountains.
“And she lives there all alone!”

After this sweet communion, the doc-

tor lit a candle and led him up to his

room.
The next day Paul Harvard dis-

played a sudden interest in horseflesh,

and set off on a twenty-mile tramp to

the Court House, where the doctor
told him that Judge Bulstring kept a
string of Blue-grass thorobreis.

Along toward evening the giant
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came thundering up to the doctor’s

gate on a stunning black hunter,

flecked to the heels with sweat.

After that the summer came and
went swiftly for the captive and the

captor maid. If he at least rode

courageously, she rode well, and, after

a few rides out together, she had
shamed him, and he had bumped him-
self into a tolerably good seat.

And, strange to say, never in all

their riding out did they chance to

meet Richard Quigg and his pad-
footed “racker. ”

Doctor Duke received a letter that

called him in haste to Frankfort, and
Paul was relieved to be rid of his

rather insistent ciceroning. With the

doctor away, he thought himself a

burden in his wrell-ordered house, and
set about making plans to desert it.

One day, in his glory of hunting-
boots and sage-green coat, he climbed
up on a spur of the mountains “to
take a squint” at Magnolia Hall,

nestled in the valley below. As he
turned, with a sigh, the tiny roar of

a mountain-stream cascading to the

green floor of the valley caught his

ears. Crouching low, he parted the

brush with his head and worked to-

ward the cooling sound.

“Splash!”

“It’s a whopper of a trout!”
thought Paul, and parted the curtain
of brush in front of a pool.

There, with her chamber walls cleft

from moss-tinted granite, and her
carpet the soft browns and green of

sand and fern, stood a mountain-girl
in the pool, bathing her round, brown
legs.

The sportsman took note of her
thick, spun-silk, brown hair, the violet

shadows under her downcast eyes, the

short linsey dress, the ripple of her
mirror around her bronzed legs.

Then a branch snapped in his hand,
and, with a sparkle of water and a
scud across the sand, she was off thru
the brush like a brown partridge.

Paul hallooed and gave chase. The
distance widened between them. It

was like a butcher’s cart giving chase

to a motorcycle.

Presently he broke thru upon a lit-

tle clearing, and there stood the girl,

panting, in front of a cabin.

“I beg your pardon,” he said; “do
you live here?” She ignored the stu-

pidity of his question, and, for a mo-
ment, he watched the quick play of

her breast. “Is your ma home?” he

asked, more intelligently, and she

nodded and darted inside.

A tall, slack-waisted woman ap-

peared in the doorway, and her shiny

eyes stared at him keenly.

“Whar air ye from, an’ what
mought yo ’ name be ?

”

“Seems to me I’ve heard that be-

fore,” he said, smiling, and leaned

against the cabin, while he told her

all about himself.

“If yo’ a friend of the doctor’s, yo’

needn’t say more.”
“Say, I like this place,” said Paul,

glancing around the little cleft in the

woods. “Will you take me to board?”
“ Yo’ll hev to wait till Jack comes,”

she said; “I reckon he’ll know.”
Paul squatted with his back against

the cabin, while the women went in-

side. The picturesqueness of the

place—the mud-chunked cabin, the

luring girl, the well-like clearing in

the woods—all struck home to his

nature-loving bones.

The sun stood poised across a sad-

dle in the mountains, rolled once or

twice like a settling ship, and sank

behind the massive, serrated curtain.

In the purple, benedictory light,

Paul saw a gaunt thing of homespun
and slack gait coming toward the

cabin. He felt like shouting, “Get
out of my sunset, you warped scant-

ling,
’

’ but, remembering that this was
Jack, he waited.

“What mought yo’ name be?” the

nasal voice droned.

“You forgot some of it,” said Jack;

“I’m from New York and my name’s
Harvard.”
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“Maw know yo’ around?”
“You bet she does,” said Paul;

“I’m the new boarder.”
Jack passed into the house and

presently came out with his Winches-
ter in the fold of his arm.

Presently a candle flared from in-

side, and he went in and sat down
with the others to a meal of corn-

bread and potatoes.

“We’re lucky jest gettin’ some
cawn-fiour,” said Jack.

“If that’s a luxury,” thought Paul,

“a potato is a rank dissipation.”

After the meal the girl sat down by
the hearth and stretched her bare legs

frankly out to the fire, which danced
and played in shine and shadow across

them.
“What’s your name?” asked Paul,

suddenly.
‘

‘ Car ’line—Car ’line Tolliver.
’

’ Her
voice was nasal, but not so harsh as

her brother’s.

“Well — tomorrow,” said Paul,

stifling a yawn, “you can show me all

over fhe mountain and back again.”
Caroline showed him over the moun-

tain many times, until the day came
when he knew all the short-cuts down
to the valley and Magnolia Hall.

Once or twice he met mountaineers,
always clasping a Winchester, and he
wondered why he never heard a shot

if game was so plentiful.

One day toward dusk, as he was
toiling up the trail, three men passed
him by, and he noticed that one was
very stoop-shouldered, with almost

colorless eyes. Between him and a
mountaineer was a chap with a stubby
beard, who was singing a hymn in

crazy fashion, bis arms sprawled about
the others’ necks.

“Great Scott!” said Paul. “It’s

my friend and chaperon of the Big
Sandy. He talked like a tank the

night he met me.”
Caroline began to keep more and

more to herself, and one moonlit night

Paul noticed that her eyes were lumi-
nous and so hollow that they scared
him.

“Poor thing,” he thought, “I guess
she needs something to spruce her up
a bit.”

The next day he walked down to

the crossroads store in the valley and
smuggled a big paper parcel up the
mountain in his arms. And that night
he came upon Caroline just within
the shadow of the sentinel trees of the
clearing and handed her his prize.

She clawed the string off, nervously,
and a length of the best dress material
for twenty miles around unrolled at
her feet.

The poor thing gave a little moan,
then took his hand and fell to kissing
it, but he would have none of her
humble gratitude and gently shook
her off.

‘‘Yo’ know!” she cried, over and
over again—“yo’ know!”

But not for the life of him did he
guess what the girl was driving at,

and the following night he went to
the shadow’s edge, expecting to meet
her again.

Two long arms, tense like wagon-
tires, flung themselves around him
and lifted his bulk from the ground.

“Caroline, you little tease!” he
cried.

A knotted hand slipped up under
his throat and clutched, vise-like, at

his windpipe. Then, for the first time,
the stars whirled like silver dust above
him, and he sensed that he was in the
grip of a man.

It was years since he had used the
lumps of his muscle in anger, but the
man back of him was slowly choking
him to death.

The mad fury of a bull coursed thru
his wavering brain. He lashed out
in the dark, with giant strokes, at

nothing.

Then his thumb caught in a leather
belt, and with this one finger he
slowly drew his assailant around in

front of him. The fisted bones of his

free hand beat savagely against bones
—jaw, nose and cheek—until the face

held mistily before him was a welter

of pulpy flesh. Suddenly a bone
snapped like the cracking of a nut,

and the man let go his strangle-hold

and sank to the ground.

His two hands cupped his jaw in

agony.

“You dirty backbiter!” roared

Paul, with a sudden rush of breath.

“I’ve a good mind to throw you clean

over the mountain!”
The man, with a scream of fright,

sprang up and ran thru the woods.

The spears of moonlight, stabbing

thru the trees, showed a fleeting

glimpse of his ramshackle, fleshless

shape.
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Paul crashed heavily after him
down the mountain. He felt it his

righteous, flaming duty to rid the

mountains of this fellow once and
forever.

The pursuit led down to a narrow
gorge between a cleft in the moun-
tain, thru which a mountain stream
tumbled and roared.

The man sprang thru it with goat-

like strides, and Paul lumbered after

him like a maddened bear. Suddenly
the wounded man whipped across a

little log foot-bridge and dashed thru
the door of a cabin.

“The fox is earthed!” cried Paul,

and he scrambled across the bridge
and pressed against the door. It did

not give, so he drew off, football

fashion, and came at it shoulder on.

When six-feet-two of plunging
muscle meets a slab door, something
has to give. The door did, and sent

him sprawling into the cabin.

It was full of choking smoke, with

a fire burning in a great open oven
below a copper retort.

There was no time to gather details.

Two dark figures flung away from the

fire and were down on him, pinning
him to the floor.

“The gun, you—shove home a

cartridge—quick !

’ ’

The click of a rifle-breech, the sharp
snap as it locked together, and Paul
closed his eyes.

“In the forehead, Jack,” said

Quigg—“jest above the eyes.”
Why couldn ’t they get it over with ?

Something seemed to hold the man’s
finger rigid around the trigger.

And then from the gorge came the

crazy wail of a drunken man’s hymn
tune.

“It’s that galoot from Yirginy.

Open th’ door an’ let him in.”

The sound of the crazy singing

came nearer, and the shambling feet

entered the room.

Paul opened his eyes. It was the

man in butternut homespun ! And
there, crouching over him, his eyes

ablaze and his broken jaw slack, stood

Jack with the leveled Winchester.

The beating of swift rain in his

face brought Paul to his senses. Thru
the leaky, seamed roof a flash of light-

ing leapt toward his eyes. About him
were evidences of a fierce struggle,

and the drunken hymn-singer must
have saved him, for he felt that he
still lived. He crept to the door of

the cabin and looked out. A sight to

sicken even a Kentucky mountaineer
met his eyes. The cabin was an island

surrounded by a mire of yellow,

quaking mud.
He let the rain beat down on his

feverish face for a spell, then drew
back into the cabin.

A booming sound, like great drums,
echoed thru the gorge.

“The dam has gone !” A shrieking

figure leaped past him and started

across the bridge.

With a sucking, rushing roar, the

wall of water lifted the frail bridge

and spun it into its maw. The logs,

with the man still clinging to them,
shot down thru the black walls of the

gorge. And slowly, like some great

animal, the cabin slid from its base,

and it, too, followed in mad pursuit.

Paul ’s wits flashed suddenly crystal-

clear. It was like a brain lying open
to the sun. He clung to the under
door-sill, letting the cabin act as a
huge shield against the mass of swirl-

ing driftwood.

Once thru the mad rush of the

gorge, and he knew that the water
would flatten out in the valley beyond.
With the roar of fiends, the water

closed over his head. He clung on
desperately, his great arms wrapped
around the sill-log. And just as sud-
denly the water subsided, and he
knew that he had been shot thru to

the valley.

He waded ashore thru the waist-

high rapids, and started back toward
the gorge.

The poor crack-brain remembered
that the body of his would-be mur-
derer was jammed back there in the

gorge, and was going back to find it.

The story of the giant’s rescue of

his blood enemy has been told from
cabin to cabin so often, even down
thru the counties as far as the Ten-
nessee line, that we will not listen to

a twice-told tale.

By some miracle of fate, or dispen-

sation of heaven if you will, Jack was
still alive, wedged against a swaying
oak.

The story is almost unbelievable,

but, nevertheless, true. Paul swam
out to the tree, succeeded in climbing

to a fork with the sheer weight of

Jack on his shoulder, and sat crouched
until the mountaineers gathered and
brought them ashore.

Days afterward, as he lay in Jack’s

cabin, weak as a puppy from fever,

the mountaineers gathered again, and,

with Caroline standing, half-proud,

half-shamed, by his bed, Jack publicly

proclaimed him innocent of any
wrong toward his sister.

And the word passed thru the

mountains, mysterious as is their mes-

senger, and, as a sort of homage, when
Paul passed thru the woods and down
the mountain to Magnolia Hall, each

mountaineer lowered his Winchester
and shot a bullet into the ground in

token that no harm could ever come
to him thru them.

There was need of haste. The fall

of the year had come, and the mag-
nolia trees were bare of blossoms.
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opening to the eye the curious group
of farmers and traps on the lawns.

Quigg had advertised the place and
had come to make the highest bid.

It was a heartbreaking day for old

Judge Bulstring when he was sum-
moned to knock down the home of his

oldest friend and of his sweetest

young friend, too, to the highest

bidder.

“Eight thousand dollars—going

—

going ”

For the love of law and order, who
is that hulk on the maddened, black

horse that dashes up to the porch?
It is Paul, escaped from the moun-

tains, its snares, its doom, and its

homage—the lost one, Paul, whom the

maid of Magnolia Hall had been too

proud to remember, nor yet too un-
loving to forget.

“Nine thousand dollars!” bellowed
Paul.

“Magnolia Hall is yours, sir!” said

the smiling judge, in a jiffy.

And Paul stepped forward, tender-

ing his check as he went.

A tall, stoop-shouldered man with
dust-colored eyes, a strangely familiar

man, stepped forward, too, and spoke
a few words with the judge.
“I’m humiliated to announce it,”

he said, in a scarcely audible voice,

“but the property goes to Mr. Quigg,

the previous bidder. The court can

accept only United States money.”
“Come in — everybody!” cried

Quigg, quite carried away, “and have
a drink in my corridor.”

“Jest one moment befo’ yo’ help

yo’self, ” said a quiet, timorous voice,

that Paul struggled to remember

—

“there’s jewelry goes with this, too

—

a pair of iron bracelets.”

And, suiting the action to the

words, the man in homespun clasped

the handcuffs on Quigg ’s wrists.

“Good-by, Letcher County,” he

sang out; “I ’in takin’ yo’ leadin’ citi-

zen with me over th’ mountains.”
He paused, to drive home a point.

“Think of it, gentlemen, a three-

months’ drunk—every drop of it Dick
Quigg ’s moonshine!”

The crowd laughed
;

Quigg had
never been popular.

“And now comes the nasty part of

it,” said the revenue officer, a hard
look in his eyes. “Mr. Quigg has been
making all his money up there in the

mountains on a printing press of his

own—fool money to sweat you with!”
The crowd of mountaineer-farmers

drew nearer; some had drawn their

guns. “There’s a little mountain-
girl,” said the homespun man, quietly,

“that he married and wont own.”
With a snarl of hate, the crowd

rushed forward, but a lank, black Colt

frowned them back to the ground.
“He’s my prisoner,” said the

homespun man, “and we’re goin’ on
a long hike over the mountains.”
The crowd parted, and he turned

and led Quigg down the steps. On the

porch was another prisoner—her

hand was held securely by Paul.

“And yo’, ” said the homespun
man, smiling upward, “if yo’ ever

get in trouble up yander, dont blame
me!”
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JEANNE DORE
(Universal)

From the Stage-Play of Tristan Bernard, Featuring Sarah Bernhardt

By GLADYS HALL

was born,” Jeanne
Dore was wont to

say, “just to be his

mother. It is be-

ing h i s mother
that has made life

possible for me.”
And she said it

again today, as she

sat at the back of their tiny stationery

shop, on the outskirts of Paris, and
watched her son selling cards to a

customer. In her eyes there burned
the fire that had been lit there at his

birth, and would continue to burn
as long as they both should live—

a

splendid flame of mother-love for her

young. Sacrifice unending, hope
glorious, and faith dauntless and per-

sistent, she said it more than ever to-

day, because she knew that Jacques
was in trouble—that he had a secret

sorrow gnawing at his heart. She had
suspected something wrong for some
time—mistrusted his abstractions, his
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inattentiveness, his loss of interest in

the tiny shop that had been their liv-

ing ever since his father’s death. But
she had thought, with the fond fatuity

of a parent to whom a child is ever

the child, that he would come to her

with whatever it might be. She had
not known that her son was living a

man’s sorrow now—one in which she

might not have the smallest part.

She had finally decided to take her

perplexity to her brother, who had
established her in business and been

her moral, if not actual, support since

her husband’s death.

Monsieur Duchelles was an iras-

cible man with violent convictions

of his own. His life was a conserva-

tive one—his habits irreproachable.

The spirit of Paris was not the spirit

of Monsieur Duchelles. One of his

convictions was that mincing matters
never got one anywhere. Therefore,

when Jeanne came to him with her

trouble, he went directly to the point.

“Jacques is making a fool of him-
self, Jeanne,” he said harshly, “hav-
ing a liaison with Madame Louise
Tissot—a hussy, if ever there was one.

It is the talk of the town.”
Jeanne had clutched at a chair for

support, and her heart had seemed to

stop. Jacques—her baby—and a

woman ! Vaguely, in her constant
dreams of him, she had pictured a

marriage, some day, with a fresh-faced

girl who would call her “Mother”
and lay Jacques’ son in her arms after

awhile.

“What—can we do?” she had ques-

tioned, mutely. “I have tried—so

hard ”

“Tiens!” the old man had ex-

claimed veritably. “What can any one
do to a young fool when a woman like

La Tissot gets hold of him? I tell

you. Jeanne, she’s got him—got him
bodv and soul—and she wont let go
until she’s drained him dry. Oh, T

know ’em.”
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Jeanne had gone home like one
walking in her sleep. After awhile,

she thought strickenly, she would
wake up—wake up to know that

Jacques was all her own still—her boy
with the steady eyes, the clean mouth
and the buoyancy. She tried to

banish the more recent picture from
her mind—tried to forget the hollows

in his cheeks, the purple splotches un-

der his eyes, the nervous way of his

hands.

That night, after the shop was
closed, and they sat at tea, Jeanne
said to him, suddenly, “Jacques, did

I ever tell you of your father—and
our lives before his—death?”
Jacques started out of a reverie.

“No,” he said, disinterestedly—“a
very little, maman.”
Jeanne looked at him wistfully. In

her mind was a vague wonder how it

happened that a mother-love like hers

could be placed on the scales with the

love of a light woman—and found
wanting.
“I’m going to tell you a little story,

nion fils,” she said softly. “Will you
listen—and try to learn from it

”

“Oui, maman,” he said in his sing-

song way, “but certainly.”

“I married your father,” said

Jeanne Dore, “in the same way that

many French girls are married.
There was much talk of dowry and
suitability

;
a great deal of chaperon-

age and ceremony
;
a very, very little

bit of love—peu d ’amour—alas! Eh
bien, I respected him, at first, and he

was kind to me. But deep in my heart

of hearts I cherished a secret hope
that some day I should have a tiny

baby—a creature of spirit and flesh

all my own—so utterly, so marvel-

ously mine that we should be as one.

I dreamed and visioned and lived in

this hope. In my mind I tended your
helpless body

;
my spirit prayed for

your spirit
;
I grew with your growth.

I knew, even then, that I, Jeanne
Dore, had been born for but one pur-

pose—to be your mother.

“Men failed to interest me—their

love was not the love my heart was
hungry for. At last you came to me

—

ah, Jacques, your baby-head against

my breast, your round, black eyes

questioning— questioning.
1 Oui —

petit,’ I used to murmur in your tiny

ear, ‘ I am your mother, bebe—and
death itself cannot cleave us apart.’

“As you grew, I seemed to grow

with you. and the fierce passion of my
maternity grew, too. About that time
your father began gambling, and
there came a time when he became in-

volved in a very serious affair—a debt
of honor. He went to your Uncle
Duchelles, but was refused assistance.

To clear the debt away I sold my
jewels and gave him the money. I

made him swear on your head,
Jacques, that he would never gamble
again. He took the money, went back
to the gambling-rooms to pay his debt,

and fell a prey to his weakness again.

His creditor pressed him for money

—

he had lost every centime—and that

night he shot himself.

“Jacques, as I looked at his dead
face that night, only one thought was
in my mind. I was glad—glad that

he could not live to contaminate you
by his incurable weakness. And I

prayed that you might prove of dif-

ferent stuff ; that whatever tempta-

tion beset your way you might con-

quer it, force it down—a vanquished
thing. He was my mate, after all

—

the father of my beloved son—yet so

omnipotent was my love of you that it

seemed a tiny thing in comparison.

“Jacques, is it not a tiny thing to
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JEANNE DORE REFUSES ALL COMFORT FROM HER NEIGHBORS

you to give up this—woman—for the

sake of my love You are still

petit Jacques ”

“Maman!” Jacques rose to his

feet and rumpled up his dark, thick

hair.
‘ 1

1 refuse to be censured in this

way. I am a grown man. I must be
permitted to live my own life. I love

Louise Tissot—love her with every
drop of my blood. I—oh, I would clie

for her if I could! I
”

Jeanne watched him, with wistful

tears in her lovely eyes. “Your life,

Jacques,” she said, a tiny catch in

her voice, “your life—and yet, mon
fils, is it not perhaps a little bit of

mine ?
’ ’

‘‘Of course, maman. But Oh,
what is the use of my talking? I can-

not say more than that I love her

—

that I must always love her—and that

she is denied to me in the way I want
her by her marriage. It is that

—

that terrible barrier that is driving me
slowly mad ”

“A woman—a true woman—would
not permit the attentions of a youth
like you—under the conditions. She
cannot love you, beloved son—love is

not like that.” Jeanne spoke yearn-
ingly. her deep, burning eyes fastened
on his tense, young face—pitiful for

the ravage she saw beginning there

—

longing to take his precious youth and
keep it from the searing of the

flames.

Jacques rose, face flushed with im-
patience. “Pardon, maman,” he said

abruptly, and, muttering something

(Twenty-nine)

about a date and seeing her later, he
dashed out of the tiny room.
Long after he had gone, Jeanne sat

gazing into the coals, and her eyes

were wide with an endless pain. She
was seeing her son—her best beloved

—in the arms of his mistress, and the

woman’s face had hard, red lips, and
mocking, shallow eyes—and the son

she saw faded slowly into the tiny

babe with red, crumpled face and
round, black eyes—the babe who had
drawn its life from her body, and for

which life she would so gladly, so

freely give her own.
Jeanne was still brooding over the

fire when Jacques returned, some
three hours later. His young face was
white now, and his dark eyes blazed

with an unhealthy excitement. About
him hung the faint but unmistakable
perfume of Yera Violetta, and there

was a fine dusting of powder on his

coat where close arms might have
twined. Jeanne, noting these things,

winced, and felt a horrid sickness.

But the smile she gave him was simply
glad. “I have been dreaming of you,

Jacques,” she smiled, “and you were
my bebe again—my little, suckling

“Maman!” Jacques came and
stood over her low chair. “I have to

ask you a hard thing. I need money.
I need it at once. It is—is for

—

Madame Tissot.”

“Jacques!” Jeanne’s voice held a

note almost of fear, of cringing. She
shrank instinctively from the blow

this demand must mean. This money
had been toiled for by her unaccus-

tomed hands that Jacques might have

ease and plenty. The little sum in the

bank spelled small denials made daily

that Jacques might have a backing

should he ever need one. And now
he would take it from her—for La
Tissot

!

“Jacques—you are speaking—at

random ” Jeanne’s hand went to

her throat. Something swelled in it.

“I mean it, maman. I must have

it—at any cost. Mon Dieu ! Will you
drive me mad? Where is your

vaunted love of me that it balks when
I need it most ?”

“Jacques—to give it to you would
break my heart, but to deny it is even

harder. I cannot
”

“Bien!” The youth flung out the

word harshly. “I shall go to le bon

Duchelles,” he grated out, “and if he

refuses—we shall see what we shall

see.”

When Jeanne was shown the news-

papers in the little grocery store,

where she was shopping the following

morning, she did not need confirma-

tion of her fear. Instinct—the in-

stinct of a woman intensified by

mother-worship—said to her clearly,

“It is your son.” Monsieur Duchelles

had been found murdered in his

home, the papers said—violence had

been used, and the gendarmes were on

the murderer’s track. Then she

fainted. When she came to she seemed
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to emerge into a new world—a world
peopled by ghosts, fear-liaunted on
every side. They could not torture

her—the high ones of the earth—save

only thru her son. And, for the fear

that they touch a hair of his head,

she was shaken almost beyond control.

The short distance from the grocery

shop to her own home and shop seemed
to stretch out into an interminable

length, and every man and woman
seemed to glare at her with malice

—

seemed vested with the terrible power
of snatching her son from her. She
felt like a miser, whose treasure, the

essence of his life, is being threatened

on every side. Her breasts heaved,

and she panted like some dumb ani-

mal whose young are being maltreated
while she is helpless to interfere.

He was in the tiny washroom off the

shop when she entered, and she re-

coiled from the thing he was washing
with quick, spasmodic motions of his

nervous hands. Her haunted eyes

lifted to his face, and rested there in

such an agony that her face was
beaded with cold, sick sweat. She felt

an awful freezing of the blood within
her veins. “Jacques,” she whispered
thru stiff lips

—“bebe—you must
flee

“I am ” Jeanne started at the

thick rasp of his voice—a voice com-
ing from vocal cords parched with
the ghostly fear of a hunted human
thing. “Maman—help me ”

Jeanne did not wait to hold and
comfort him. Instead she helped him
dress, packed a grip, and guarded the

dark rear entrance to the shop while

he sped down the alleyways, doubled
on his tracks, and—went to the home
of Madame Tissot for a last farewell.

Then she turned to the front of the

shop to face the officials. She bore

the grilling cross-examination, head
high. However guilty the Jacques of

today might be, to her he was the

unsullied babe whose little soul had
come to her straight from the garden
of God, and in that innocence she

based her replies—replies made firmly,

proudly, so humbly and sweetly, that

the officials doubted that the son of

such a mother could be a murderer.

‘
‘ Is there not a—woman—mixed up

with your son ?
’

’ was one of the

questions.

“I am the only woman in my son’s

life,” the mother made unflinching

reply, and her dilated nostrils quiv-

ered with the evanescent odor of Vera
Violetta. “He is only a boy, mes-

sieurs—hardly out of his teens.”

“Such a boy is an easy victim for

such a woman, madame,” declared one

of the officials, “and once they are

victimized they are crazed. Such a

woman is like a deadly, insidious

poison in their veins—they are not

responsible.”

“There is no such woman,” reiter-

ated Jeanne Dore.

“May we search the house?” in-

quired another official, compassion-

ately.

“Mais certainement, monsieur,”

courtesied Jeanne.

On the stairway they found his hat

—the one he had just fled with, and

in his room they found him—crouch-

ing there—the guiltiest spectacle that

could possibly be conceived. The gen-
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truly as she felt the texture of her gown, she would feel the baby
Jacques nestling near her heart. At other times she would sit erect,

and her eyes would glaze, and she would cry out wildly, “It is not

true!” Her black tongue would articulate: “It is not true! Ah,
mon Dieu, mon Dieu, let this dream pass from me!”
And every day would find her at the prison before the cell of

Jacques. On her lips would be a Spartan smile, and her voice, when
it came, was infinitely soothing—so vibrant with a deathless love

that it defied the very hand of death itself and seemed to promise
comfort on the dread stroke of the axe. He would press his young,
doomed head against the grating, and she would stroke it with a

passionate, yearning tenderness, loving, with a depthless love, each

tiniest fiber of his hair. On one such time his voice came to her

brokenly. “Maman,” it said, and somehow it sounded like the

little-boy voice—the little boy afraid of a dreadful dark into which
he was being forced—“maman, can you imagine a man’s love for a

woman ? I— I—it is hard for me to explain, but somehow I want you
to understand—a little. It was not me, maman—not your son

Jacques who did that fearful thing. It was the madman that she

has made—just by the way her gold hair grows and the white lids

over her sleepy eyes. Maman, it is like some sharp hunger I feel.

I am not haunted at nigbts by the guillotine—I am haunted by
desire of her—I am maddened for her touch. If she could come to

me once again—but once only—I could die—happy.”
She would not come to him—Madame Tissot. Jacques Dore, free

and young and madly infatuated, was a valuable asset; Jacques

darmes had been guarding the home of

Madame Tissot in anticipation of a

visit from him, had intercepted him,
and he had eluded them and fled back
to his mother’s home, only to fall into

another trap.

One month later he was sentenced to

death on the guillotine.

In the days that preceded Jacques’
execution, Jeanne Dore died a million

million deaths. Hourly, daily, her body
was given over to the executioner

;

every breath she drew stabbed her raw
heart with an unbearable agony. Thru
the palling black nights she would
stand at the window of the shop, her

face flattened against the pane, staring,

staring out into the dark. Sometimes
she would sit in a low rocker and rock

back and forth and croon little, happy
lullabies, and at such times, just as

JEANNE DORE GOES TO THE PRISON TO SEE HER SON AND PRETENDS THAT SHE IS

HIS SWEETHEART
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Dore in a murderer’s cell was another
proposition. And so Jeanne planned
her ultimate sacrifice—the sacrifice

that must deny her her last poor con-
solation. the anguished recompense of

a farewell to her son. She would make
this last permitted visit—as Louise
Tissot.

His poor young face was strained
against the Lars when she came in

on that last afternoon. By the lan-

tern’s fitful light she could see it,

gleaming and chalky in the dark. His
eyes, like two burning holes, tried to

reach her face beneath the veil, but
failed.

“Louise,” he gasped—“is it—you
—vraiment ?”

The woman lost all consciousness
of self. She became Love—just Love
shorn of all degrees—all varieties.

She stepped outside of herself, and
became a throbbing, mighty heart
that could give itself in any guise

it chose

“It is
! ” she whispered, her rich

voice husky with an emotion a vibrant

girl might feel.

“My darling !

’

’ The lad prest hun-
grily against the bars. “Louise—

I

am dying tomorrow—but it is for

you—and so—I am glad. Louise

—

Louise—do you hear me ?—I am
glad ”

“Dont—Jacques ” The an-

swering voice was a sob. Jacques
caught her hand, and it prest a rose

into his.
‘

‘ That rose will bloom again,

Jacques,” the husky voice whispered;
“and you will live again—my dear-

est one ”

“You love me, Louise? You do?”
The boy’s fevered mouth clipped the

rose avidly
;
his nervous hand clasped

and unclasped the hand he held

—

the hand, O sons of all the earth,

that toiled for him—slaved for him

—

grew calloused and worn and sore

and stiff in his service, and had the

power miraculous to become soft and
white again for his last need. Jeanne
drew together each remnant of her

ebbing control. She summoned every

atom of resource within her. Lean-
ing passionately against the bars, she

kist his thin hand, and let her soft,

burning lips linger hungrily over the

tiny pulse in his bared wrist

“Better than life,” she whispered

to him, “better than life—stronger

than death—sure as your mother’s

—

beloved—beloved
’ ’

“Ah!” sighed Jacques, and the

cry was the rapturous one of a man
who is well content.

In the second story of a tiny sta-

tionery shop on the outskirts of Paris

an aged, wasted woman clasped her

suddenly withered hands together

and watched a slender lad mount the

guillotine. Her wide eyes never

flinched. It was over. He was dead—dead—dead ! ’ ’

( Thirty-two
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he officer’s glass was
hurled down with

a crash. He strode

to the door.

“Hell! It is

locked. Here,
break it down—
sword, bayonet,

anything !”

• J . STUART •

• BUACKTON •

A wreath of white smoke hung in

the still air. A woman sat on the

floor, pillowing in her lap the head of

her first-born. In her arms she held

the youngest one, rocking her gently

to and fro, smiling and crooning to

her as if she were again a baby.

“How they are rattling and bang-

ing on that door!” she complained.

“They will wake Dorothy, little Dor-

othy who is so tired ! And Virginia,

too—she is sleeping so soundly
;
well,

she has had a hard day. Why did we
come here? Where are we? Oh, yes,

at the Beltons’, of course. We must
be going. Dorothy! Dorothy, dear!

Strange how still she is and how
heavy.”
A sudden, frightened look shot into

the tired, questioning eyes, growing
into an expression of dumb terror.

“Why doesn’t she answer?”
The loving touch strayed caress-

ingly up and down the slim form,

seized a limp hand, and raised it to

her lips. It was cold! She released

it and the arm fell, heavy as lead.
‘ ‘Virginia !

’

’ She reached over and
shook the girl lying so peacefully,

with calm, upturned face. Her eyes
traveled stupidly over the lithe figure,

traveled beyond, and caught the me-
tallic gleam -of a pistol lying on the

floor beside her
;
traveled further still

and stopped, rigidly focused on an
ever-widening stain on the carpet—

a

dark, dread, gruesome stain. Her
body stiffened, her eyes glared. For
one brief, blinding, crucifying second,
sanity returned. They were not

asleep : their eyes were closed in death !

Dead ! Both of them. Her last, her
all, her babies ! Dead by her own
hand.

Those beasts at the door ! She re-

membered. She struggled to rise, to

tear them to pieces with her nails, her
teeth.

Then something in the tortured
brain snapped, and, leaning her head
back, she laughed and laughed and
laughed.

same author, and was begun in the November
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It was a good, strong door and a

first-class lock, but finally it gave, and
the officer, with a tigerish snarl,

hurled himself thru, the other brutes

following close on his heels.

“They are here, my darlings, but
fear not. Mother has tricked them.
They thought they were clever, but
mother was too cunning for them.
“Keep your eyes closed, and they

will think you are dead—dead! Ha!
ha ! Only sleeping. How we are

fooling them ! When they have gone
we will steal out and tell father

and brother. How they will laugh,

too
”

There were some young faces in the

group at the door—faces on which
shame or sympathy should be found

;

but none was there.

Had they mothers and sisters of

their own ? Evidently not, for no sign

of compassion could be traced in the

brutal masks that covered the faces

God “made in His own image.” They
too, are laughing—not the wild laugh

of insanity, but the cruel laugh of

fiends incarnate.

Their captain was not laughing.

His coarse lips were twisted into a
vicious sneer. The back of his neck
grew dull red. The veins on his fore-

head swelled with rage as he realized

that the little woman had tricked him
and had made a fool of him before his

^ 5‘ATTLE. CRA
PEACE
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men. Yes, they were laughing in

their sleeves at him, and she was the

cause of it. She had robbed him of

his perquisite, his just fruits of vic-

tory. Devil’s luck! The old witch
had killed her brats just to spite him.

Very well

!

With an oath, he emptied his auto-

matic into the three figures on the

floor, firing savagely and indiscrimi-

nately until the gun was empty.
“Curse her!” he roared. “She

made them laugh at me!”
He turned, the men in the doorway

fell back, and, without another look,

he strode after them and slammed the

door.

The smoke ascended and hung in

lacy clouds under the ceiling.

A last, flickering ray of sunlight

struggled for an instant thru the

heavy, violet clouds and fell on the

quiet mother-face. The ray of sun-

light was no longer blood-red. It was
pure gold, and it lingered caressingly

on the dead face, glorifying with a

more than earthly radiance the smile

that rested on the now peaceful

countenance.

Chapter XXI.

The invasion of America was a work

of genius. Genius, we are told, is “a
capacity for taking infinite pains.”

So carefully, so completely had the in-

vaders laid and carried out their

plans, so fully were they informed by
their far-reaching spy system, that

every feeble move on the part of the

defenders was anticipated. So sud-

denly had they struck that the city

was in their hands before any organ-

ized resistance was possible.

The first thought in each New
Yorker’s mind was of his home and of

those whom it was his duty to pro-

tect. The first object of the invaders

was to destroy every armory, central

station and power-house, and thus tel-

ephone, telegraph, subway, elevated,

trolley and electric light—every main
artery of the city’s life—were para-

lyzed by the enemy’s shells from
without, and thru co-operation with

their traitorous confederates within.

The militia, the only available force

for the defense of New York, was,

therefore, rendered well-nigh useless

at the outset, and the handful of reg-

ulars at Governor’s Island and the

forts—not a thousand all told—had
been sadly decimated by the terrific

bombardment of the enemy fleet.

The commander of the Army of the

East knew how hopeless it all was.

He had seen the handwriting on the

wall for years, and now that the time
had come, he knew the knell of doom
had sounded for his brave little baud,
and so, fifteen hours after that first

paralyzing crash, which heralded the

dread war-monster’s approach and
scattered the Brothers of Peace like

a lot. of scared rabbits, the ghostly

dawn ushered in to the people of

America the horror of that never-to-

be-forgotten morning after.

The streets were empty, silent, yet
peopled with the fearsome presence of

a thousand murdered innocents; de-

serted by all save the dead, until the

silence was broken by the advance of

countless drab figures trampling ruth-

lessly over the poor, mutilated bodies,

pressing unceasingly on thru the hor-

rible shambles, line after line, regi-

ment after regiment—endless divis-

ions of a great army—their perfection

of equipment, training and discipline

a hideous comparison to the sad spec-

tacle of our unpreparedness.
They flowed onward as resistlessly

as the current of Niagara, up Fifth

Avenue, thru the Bronx, and out into

Westchester County, where a handful
of Americans, hastily entrenched near
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"White Plains, were about to go

thru the farce of “defending their

country. ”

The makeshift American Army was
made up of a little over 500 regulars,

infantry and coast artillery
;

about
4,000 National Guardsmen

;
1,000 from

the police force, who bravely volun-

teered, and approximately a thousand
practically untrained recruits, con-

sisting of business men who had spent
a month in the military camps at

Plattsburg and Fort Hamilton.
Against this pitifully small, disor-

ganized force of about 7,500 men
was advancing a compact, highly

trained body of veteran fighters, num-
bering 125,000—three highly devel-

oped army corps, organized and
equipped with the most modern and
deadly field artillery, hundreds of

machine-guns, thousands of rounds of

MADE THEM
LAUGH AT ME’ \w

ammunition, and an efficient flying

squadron of twenty aeroplanes and
two dirigibles.

The American commander had set

his stage for the last stand. His men
had dug themselves in, but the time
had been too short to construct any-
thing more than shallow, improvised
trenches in which, worn with anxiety
and the unaccustomed fatigue of an
all-night march, lay the caricature of

an army, fondly supposed by the smug
exponents of national complacency to

be capable of defending the gateway

(Thirty-five)

and metropolis of the wealthiest

country on the face of the globe.

As the sky brightened into an opal-

escent dawn, several little black specks
could be descried away up among the
rose-tinted clouds. They rapidly
grew more distinct.

“Aeroplanes!” laconically ex-

claimed a lean-visaged captain of

artillery.

“They can see us ! Oh, it’s hellish !

They have found our range now, and
we are as blind as bats,” blurted out
a boyish-looking National Guardsman.
And the chaplain of New York’s

crack militia regiment quoted under
his breath: “Whosoever heareth the
sound of the trumpet and taketh not
warning; if the sword come and take
him away, his blood be upon his own
head.”
The General, looking, as he knew,

for the last time on his helpless little

army, cursed, in the bitterness of his

heart, those upon whose heads rested

the blood of these brave men, so soon
to be slaughtered.

Three miles away things were hap-
pening. A rather dense thicket of

woods ran parallel to the American
entrenchments, and these woods were
literally alive with the men in the
drab uniforms and little, round steel

caps.

Carefully hidden among the foliage

was a row of heavy -field-guns and
howitzers.

A drone, as of a swarm of hees,

grew gradually louder, and two of

the aeroplane scouts circled over the
woods. One landed gracefully on an
open stretch of ground, the other
continued on towards the invading
army’s headquarters in New York.
The aviator made his report, the

commander shrugged his shoulders
contemptuously and turned to an
artillery officer.

“The scouts are now giving you
the range,” he commanded bluntly

—

‘
‘ commence firing !

’ ’

Slowly, methodically, the muzzles
of the great guns were elevated. A
shrill whistle sounded, and one of the

sinister mouths spoke. The artillery

officer did not watch where the shell

struck. He scrutinized thru his

glasses the hawk-like aeroplanes hover-

ing over the American lines.

Quickly the signal came: “Two
points too high.”

In unison the black muzzles were
depressed a quarter of an inch. An-
other deep-throated roar, and the

second shell, screaming its telltale

message, flew in a high, wide arc, to

burst full in the center of the shallow
entrenchment. The aeroplanes sig-

naled “Correct,” and in an instant

the air was filled with the shriek of

shrapnel, the moan of heavier shells
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and the continuous roar of terrific

detonations.

And what of the opposing army?
Blasted, withered, pitiful

;
torn into

shreds and hurled into the air.

Smashed to bits and buried under
tons of earth—here a huge smoking
mound thrown up, with legs, arms and
fragments of human bodies protrud-

ing; there, a deep crater with men
unspeakably maimed and mutilated,

clawing the earth in their agony,
slipping down in a frightful welter

of blood into the ghastly pile at the

bottom.

After ten minutes of an inferno

such as none of the defenders ever

dreamed of, the bombardment sud-

denly ceased.

A handful of the survivors—all

that was left of them—retreated to

the nearest cover—the little farm-

house a quarter of a mile away. The
observers in the air watched the

movement ivith derision, and com-

municated the intelligence in detail

by their aerial wireless.

One of the big howitzers lifted its

huge mouth grimly and silently. A
huge shell tore thru the air and
crashed into the exact center of the

farmhouse. The entire building and
its outhouses disappeared like a house
of cards. A fierce flame licked up the

few scraps of inflammable material

that had not been blown into atoms,

and for yards around the ground
was covered with dead and dying.

The General himself was seriously

wounded, and less than five hundred
men remained alive.

When, fifteen minutes later, the

enemy advanced in close formation,

the General surrendered. A small

force was detailed to take the prison-

ers back to New York, and the great,

drab monster continued its ceaseless

march onward, ever onward, thru the

rich and fertile fields, toward those

other cities, waiting, with their wealth,

their arsen-

als, machine-
shops and

powder works,

to be sucked into the in-

satiable maw of the war-mon-
ster. A

.

H ow A immutable the work-
ings of Providence, how resistless the

cycle, in each swing of which history

is made, and how true it is that his-

tory repeats itself! Four hundred
and sixty-five years before Christ trod

the earth the noble city of Carthage
reared its skyline on the shores of the

blue Mediterranean. The Carthagin-

ians were puffed up with a proud self-

sufficiency. They had heard of the

Romans, but the broad seas were be-

tween them, and because they had not

seen Rome they feared it not.

But the day came when their proud
fleet of gold and silver and brass

bedecked galleys was scattered,

broken and sunk
;
when the multitude

gathered on the hills saw not the flags
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of their victorious navy returning, but

Roman banners flaunting at the mast-

heads of a countless fleet of invading
ships.

Even then fear entered not into

their hearts, for on their lips was the

stock phrase, the modern shibboleth of

Peace without Preparedness: “Have
we not legions of brave citizens, ten-

fold the number of the invaders, to

take up the sword and drive them
from our shores ?

’ ’

And it is written that a bearded
sage answered them, saying, “Of
what utility is an untrained mob of

brave men before even a small army of

armed and trained brave men?”
And how truly he spoke is shown by

that same relentless history which tells

us that the people of Carthage were
put to the sword, that the fair city was
destroyed, that plows were run over
the place where Carthage once stood,

and that salt was spread upon the

blood-sodden, upturned earth as a
sign that the city should never be

rebuilt.

Has this not a familiar ring?

—

“The broad seas are between us and
our enemies, therefore we fear them
not”—“Can we not raise an army of

a million citizens at the wave of a
hand to drive our enemies from our
shores?”

This weak-kneed, milksop twaddle
no doubt disgusted the bearded sage

of Carthage as much as it nauseates
the few red-blooded American citizens

of today who really know the needs of
our country and its dangers.
Four hundred and sixty-five years

before Christ, down to Anno Domini
1915, and yet we have not learnt the

lesson of the ages; have not learnt

that the weak and helpless will always
be oppressed

;
have not learnt that

might is right
;
have not learnt how to

protect our rights and the rights of

our children

!

There is the crux of the whole in-

defensible situation—our duty to our
children—for the children are the
strength of the nation. In the words
of the bearded sage of today, one of
our most respected and most vener-
able citizens, Reverend Doctor Lyman
Abbott

:

“The father and mother may sur-

render their own rights, but they have
no right to surrender the rights of
their children.”

Chapter XXII.

“To neglect one’s liberty is to lose

it; to neglect one’s country is to

perish with it.”

Some of the heavy-hearted thou-
sands, who filled the sidewalks and
clustered in the windows of those
buildings still standing in the vicinity
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of Broadway and Forty-second street,

may have remembered those epic

words, spoken by a senator from the

West at the recent launching of the

battleship Arizona.
The work on that splendid vessel

was being rapidly pushed to comple-

tion, but, alas ! no Stars and Stripes

would fly proudly from her masthead.
When finished by forced American
labor, she was going to be joined to

the powerful fleet of the enemy. An-
other ironical rebuke to those whose
policy was responsible for the deplor-

able sight now being witnessed in the

heart of that erstwhile “Great White
Way”—now a “Way of Black Deso-
lation.”

On either side of Broadway, as far

as the eye could reach, stretched lines

of the hostiles, standing rigid and im-

movable as stone figures. Down be-

tween them came a straggling band of

American troops, weary and broken in

body and spirit, sullen resentment
smouldering in their eyes, hopeless-

ness written on their haggard, war-

worn countenances.

Sad and pathetic figures they were
in their tattered uniforms. The
“Army of the East,” all that was
left of them—the weakest and most
grievously wounded staggering along,

supported by their stronger comrades.
In the widest part of the street a

great pile of rifles was being con-

stantly added to as each man de-

posited there his arms of offense and
defense.

“Lay down your arms,” had been
one of the slogans of the pacifists, and
here it was of a verity coming to pass,

but not quite in the manner hoped
for by the gentle advocates. This was
the way chosen by the victors as a sort

of Roman holiday. Another and a

final object-lesson to those who had
crept back, or been driven back, or

had never been able to get away in

that Dante’s Inferno a month ago,

when the population fled wildly from
the rain of death.

Give up your swords, ye officers

!

Relinquish your torn shreds of flags,

ye color-bearers ! Lay down your
arms and pass on in ignominy and
defeat, ye poor victims of short-

sightedness, ignorance and criminal

neglect

!

Your capitol at Washington is in

ruins—its fair, white dome rent and
blackened. Columbia is on her knees,

despoiled and violated, with fettered,

supplicating hands raised to Heaven,
and there is none to aid her.

People of America ! Do you want
this?

Or will the spirit of ’76, the spirits

of Washington, of Lincoln, of Grant
and of McKinley, kindle now in the

breasts of our citizens the realization

that Power spells Peace, that the Navy
is our first line of defense, and that

behind it must stand an Army worthy
of the name? Will we learn that “if
we really wish for peace at all hazards
we must ever strengthen our Navy
and train every youth in the Repub-
lic to such an extent as shall qualify

him to be converted into an efficient

soldier at the shortest notice”?
Can we be taught “self-preserva-

tion is the first law of a nation
;
neither

wars, fires nor disasters are caused by
precaution, but precaution and pre-

paredness prevent them”?
That “adequacy is not reached un-

til our Navjr is strong enough to meet
on equal terms the navy of the

strongest possible adversary.”
Will the truth come home to us that

‘
‘ our coast-defenses protect the people
of the inland States and their interests

just as surely as those of the States

on the coast”?
Have you stopped to consider that

“when your Congressmen fight only
for the interests of their native States

they are being untrue to the best in-

terests of their native country,” and
that “the right to vote implies an
equal right and obligation to bear
arms for that voter’s country”?

Let us look for a moment on the
brighter side.

No enemy has yet violated our
shores.

Our hero and his beloved mother,
his sweet sister and brave, enthusi-

astic young brother, are still alive.

The familiar living-room of that

typical American home has no gap-
ing, ragged hole in its sheltering wall.

Mother sits in the lamplight, her
Bible on her knees, and Alice is

arranging the flowers for the table.

Two familiar figures enter at the

door. They are John and Charlie

—familiar in face, yet habited in a
new and startling manner.

Alice’s gasp of astonishment is

hushed by a warning finger on the

lips of the elder son. They are in

the full khaki uniform of the Na-
tional Guai’d.

“How are my dear boys this even-

ing?”
Mother half-turns and smiles, but

does not look back in their direction.

Sheltering behind mother’s chair,

they bend over and kiss her faded
cheek.

“Mother,” they tell her in full-

hearted chorus, “we have been watch-

ing our bluejackets parading on Fifth

Avenue—everywhere the crowds went
wild with enthusiasm—and we saw
the President, on the Mayflower,
reviewing the fleet—and we have been
planning a surprise for you, mother.”
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A pause—a nudge—a quick look
given and taken.

“You tell her, John,’
whispers Charlie.

John, looking very
serious for a moment
covers mother’s eyes
with his big
hands, men-
tions to

listed!” John says. “I cant hold
hack the news. We want to feel we

are doing our share, as father
did his

”

Charlie is down on his

knees beside her, stroking

the trembling hand.
Her head is bowed and

they cannot see

her face. She

Charlie to “stand at attention” in

front of her, then withdraws his hands
and stands beside his brother.

Her eyes fall upon the trim gaiters,

travel slowly up to the military

belts and buttons, then on upward to

the eager faces of the sons she loves

so dearly.

Her face becomes drawn and sad
and the eyes rest upon the picture

on the wall, the portrait of that other

one in uniform, that husband who
marched away in a similar khaki-col-

ored suit and never came back.

“Mother, Charlie and I have en-

reaches

out, takes

John’s hand
a n d presses it

against h e r cheek,

and thus, silent and con-

strained, they wait.

Somewhere, deep down, far,

far back in her inner con-

sciousness, a strain of music
is beating—the beat of a dis-

tant drum, the echo-notes of a
bugle-cry, calling to the spirit

within her, the spirit of those

American ancestors who served at

Gettysburg—aye, and at Valley

Forge and Yorktown.
Her face gathers strength and

beauty and inspiration. She puts

the caressing hands aside with a

strong, firm gesture, rises and
walks steadily across the room to

r husband’s portrait, to the sword
they sent to her from Cuba with that

(Thirty-eight
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“glory, glory hallelujah! his truth is marching on!”

sad, terse, but glorious message,
“Killed in action at Santiago.”
She stands a long while looking into

the eyes which seem to be saying,

“Brave wife—brave mother—do thy
duty.” The sword is drawn from
the scabbard, and she turns, holding
it as a guerdon across her breast

;
the

glorified light in her eyes is not of

the earth.

“Mine eyes have seen the glory of

the coming of the Lord”—her lips are

moving, repeating softly the words of

that martial refrain, now beating in

her heart like the diapason of a

mighty organ.

“He hath sounded forth the trum-
pet that shall never call retreat.”

She presses her lips to the shin-

ing blade, then holds it out to her

first-born.

“Your father’s sword!” she saj^s,

ever so proudly. “Wear it in mem-
ory of the life he gave for his coun-

try, draw it only in your country’s

defense
”

The arms of her boys are about
her and about sweet Alice, his father’s

sword is gripped in the strong right

hand—a hand that has learnt to mas-
ter it—of that living counterpart of

him who wielded it bravely and well.

On her lips, a paean of praise, ring
the last inspired words of Julia
Ward Howe’s immortal Battle

Hymn

:

“Glory, glory hallelujah! His
Truth is marching on!”
And in her heart, a living flame,

burns the hope that over all the

country may sweep a wave of patriot-

ism, that in every home men may
pledge their lives, and women dedi-

cate their sons and husbands to the

Campaign for Peace thru Prepared-
ness against War.

the end
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CHRISTMAS EDITION OF

ROBERT GRAU’S “HALL OF FAME”
In the October number of the "Motion Picture Supplement” appeared an article by Mr. Grau entitled "Filmdom's Hall of Fame,” in

which the following were featured: Anderson (G. M.), Bushman, Costello, Daly, Eytinge, Ford, Griffith, Hall, Ince (T.. K. , and John),
Johnson, Kerrigan, Leonard, Moore (T., O., and M.), Nesbitt, Ogle, Pickford, Quirk, Richardson, Stewart, Theby, Ulrich, Vernon, Weber, Young
(Clara), and Zukor. The Editor attached a note to the article, as follows:

"EDITORIAL NOTE.—While the foregoing interesting article was written by one of the foremost writers on Motion Pictures in this country,
and by one who is considered an authority on many subjects, it may be a question if Mr. Grau has made a happy selection of his twenty-five
characters to represent the letters of the alphabet. Nevertheless it is quite clear that no two writers (or readers, for that matter) could hope
to agree on a matter of this kind.”

Perhaps it was this mild criticism that inspired Mr. Grau to revise—or, at least, add to—his list, with the result that we have the following
"Christmas Edition.” Perhaps when Mr. Grau hears the adverse criticism which is bound to come, whatever be his list, he will be inspired to
write still another edition. Let us hope so. There are still names that should be on the list.

A stands for Allen—Viola—one of

the few distinguished stage

stars who came to the screen seriously

in the belief that she might bestow
something more than a famous name

;

who, after scoring a triumph in “The
White Sister,” was immediately per-

suaded to add other of her stage

portrayals to the film gallery for

posterity.

B for Bosworth— Hobart— who
came to the screen after a pro-

longed stage career. A protege of

Augustine Daly and a product of a

dignified stage era, when the stock

company was yet the school for artis-

tic development
;
who made the fame

of Bosworth, Inc., what it was before

he was lured to a haven less replete

with cares and tribulations. Now
producing for the Universal Film
Corporation and constantly creating

new roles in an environment to his

liking.

C for Chaplin—Charles—the most
remarkable personality the

screen has ever revealed, whose stage

career indicated nothing to suggest

that he would turn the Motion Picture

art and industry upside down and be-

come himself the greatest attraction

the world has ever known
;
a serious-

minded Englishman who has the rare

gift of being able to stand success ;
a

prodigious worker whose greatest in-

centive for continued conquest is the

never-ceasing prediction of less fa-

vored colleagues that Charlie’s vogue

will be short.

D for Drew—Sydney—the Coque-
lin of the screen, who has made

his impress in filmdom greatly thru

specializing in mock heroics, but who
has indicated in the feature film,

“Playing Dead,” that he may yet

compare with comedies of that grade

in which Jefferson, Florence and
Sothern were so happy

;
an actor and

director who will contribute immeas-

urably better work to the screen as

the new art develops artistically in

the present decade.

E stands for Eyton—Bessie—the

lady daring of filmdom
;

the

type of picture actress so firmly in-

trenched in *he hearts of the people

(Forty-one)

that it is not to be wondered at that

she seems destined to spend her entire

career in one film organization.

F for Fuller— Mary— famous the

world over not only for her fine

portrayals, but also for being the first

to be featured in a serial which
started the tremendous affiliation be-

tween the screen and the press and
which broke down the very last bar-

riers in the editorial sanctum against

a new art’s development.

G for Gish—Lillian—protegee of

the great master of filmcraft,

D. W. Griffith
; a photoplayer who

came to New York’s theater-zone un-

heralded with the epoch-making
“Birth of a Nation” and is now
widely discussed by critics and in

artistic circles, and of whom it is said

David Belasco has sought in vain to

tempt her to desert the screen for the

stage.

H for Hart—William S.—an ex-

perienced stage star, but one of

the very few who entered filmdom
with serious intent, perhaps the great-

est living exponent of Western char-

acters for the screen
;
who has re-

peatedly demonstrated that the play
of emotions in weaving a film narra-

tive is a fine art and who seems des-

tined to remain forever at Inceville,

where he is now surrounded with a

far higher grade support than when
he began there.

(

must still stand for Ince, and few
will say us nay. for the Motion

Picture art has revealed no greater

genius than the master of Inceville,

and his younger brother, so often

eulogized by this writer, still remains
loyal to the Vitagraph Company,
where one day he will produce a fea-

ture in which he will prove that

thrillers do not constitute his final

goal.

J for Jose— Edouard— one time
matinee idol of the Parisian stage

and long time jeune premier for the

divine Sarah
;

who, like so many
foreign actors gifted in the difficult

art of pantomime, has scored a

triumph on the screen
;
who is now

producing for himself, tho still acting

before the camera; a delineator of

classical roles who makes his impress

greatest thru subtlety and repression.

K for Kent—Charles—grand pa-

triarch of the stage and dean of

the screen
;
the first actor of promi-

nence to tempt fate and defy precedent
by casting his lot in picturedom in the

days when the photoplay was just be-

ginning to assert itself
;
who is still a

vital and honored factor in the organi-

zation he joined nearly a decade ago

;

a magnificent illustration of artistic

rectitude and undying loyalty
;

a

Vitagraph pillar, beloved of all film-

dom.

L for Lawrence—Florence—one of

the very first screen stars who
was idolized by the public before her
name was known to one in a hundred
who paid her homage

;
who is seen

altogether too seldom these days, but
whose career will provide future his-

torians of the screen with much
incentive

;
the type of photoplayer

who has had nothing to fear from
the onrush of stage celebrities into

filmdom.

M for Maurice—Mary—the grand
old lady of the screen, of whom

it is said her face expresses the very
last word in motherly affection, but
who at rare intervals has contributed
film characterizations replete with
conflicting emotions

;
who sheds real

tears, yet who is never happier than
when her efforts are confined to com-
edy

;
the Dejazet of the silent drama.
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N for Normand—Mabel—unques-
tionably the best exponent of

comedy roles of her set. but who in her
Biograph days showed that when op-

portunity was hers she could embrace
serious roles with distinction

;
film-

dom’s most popular woman, who is

never so content as when she appears
in the same productions with famous
newcomers; who stood out conspicu-

ously in Dressler-Cliaplin and Hitch-

cock features, even adding to her fame
in them.

O for O’Neill—Nance—whose film

career has been attended with

the same triumphs which character-

ized her prolonged stage record
;
the

finest example we have of an actress

who can sway her audiences on stage

and screen alike.

P for Periolat— George— the
screen’s best character actor,

who invests each portraiture as a

type; one of the “Flying A’s” orig-

inal quartet, which lifted its pro-

ductivity from the primitive to the

distinctly artistic.

R for Roland— Ruth — erstwhile

Kalem girl, now a Balboa-Pathe
stellar light

;
the typical screen sou-

bret, expert in athletics and eques-

trianship, to whom no feat, however

intrepid, suggests hesitation, and who
more than once has proved that mirth-
making does not constitute her sole

asset; a photoplayer with an ingrati-

ating, Hibernian mien for which the

late W. J. Scanlan and the living

Chauncey Olcott always sought in

vain.

S for Storey—Edith—Yitagraph ’s

emotional lead, who, as Glory
Quayle, achieved a notable triumph
in “The Christian,” despite that the

character on the screen had to atone
for the elimination of Hall Caine’s
superb text

;
versatile to her finger-

tips, a veritable child of the theater

whose talents naturally found best

expression before the camera.

T for Talmadge—Norma—of whom
a blase New York playgoer once

said, “Here is a girl who would have
atoned for Mary Anderson’s retire-

ment from the stage”; who has scored

so often on the screen that it is diffi-

cult to select her best portrayals
;
who

left the Vitagraph just as she had
registered a sensational success in

“The Battle Cry of Peace.”

V for Van— Wally— known the

world over as “Cutey”; whose
appearance on the screen is never so

welcome as when he is seen in a wintry

environment; who so radiates with
what is called “personality” that
stage folk marvel as to where he was
secluded before the screen called him
to the studios; a screen type adept in

comedy of the most extravagant kind

;

a graceful dancer and an expert in

measuring the comedy values of a
scenario.

W for Walthall— Henry— now
more widely discussed than

ever before because of his splendid
work in “The Birth of a Nation,” but
whose fame rests on no single por-

trayal
;
whose best effort for the screen

is generally accepted to have been in

“An Avenging Conscience.” One of

a half-dozen virile, manly actors now
raved over by all classes of playgoers
-—-the Harry Montague of today.

Y still for Young—the wondrous
Clara—who as Trilby has im-

measurably added to her fame, and of

whom a staid, metropolitan critic

wrote so eulogistically that the screen

is in danger of losing one of its

standard-bearers, at least temporarily.

Z for Zelma Rawlston, Biograph
player; one-time rival of Vesta

Tilley and long-time vaudevillian

who comes to the screen for new
conquests.

3foeal

betters

A

Life is but a plant.

Love is the root of its

inspiration.

AVhen this wonderful plant blooms

its blossom is called" SUCCESS
Sometimes it raises its successful head so

high that it forgets the humble "root b love” that

helped it bloom. But the lives that blossom best

are always willing to pay tribute to the love that in-

spired them. ^ Thus JackW Kerrigan, on Mother’s Day,

paid loving tribute to the Mother who has been his inspira-

tion. ^ There can be A no surer sign of great-

ness. And we,on the outside may deem

ourselves fortun- [/ //],—-AN yvate to be permitted

this glimpse into // \\ the heart of a MAN
Martha Groves

i&otfjer

My Dear and Beloved Mother:

Night and day your

heart makes supplications for my hap-

piness and well-being, and, though I feel I

can never thank you enough or properly, I am
sending a few lines on this day, dedicated to

Mothers, as an expression of my gratitude, and with

this little note my daily prayer, that God will grant you a

long and peaceful life, tfl It was you who instilled into me the

great object of my life—to influence the hearts, the lives, and

so the destinies of men for better and nobler things. You have

taught me the principle that a man’s success is measured by his direct

service and usefulness to his fellowmen. Through you I chose this

field of work, because here I can be of the greatest service to mankind.

You have always been
^ ^ _ and are the idol of my

truest friend — the

1 Mother. My con // ]// W \\ stant aim is to be

kind of a man you

you; to have you

near. Lovingly
f

I
\

JACK

Yotxr Youngest Son. S's' Kerrtoan
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VALENTINE GRANT AND THE OLD SPINNING WHEEL SHE BROUGHT HOME WITH HER FROM IRELAND

FINDING A PERSONALITY
Being a Quest for a Person Who Could Play an Irish Harp

and the Pleasant Discovery of “Saint” Valentine Grant

have always wanted
to hear some one
play one of those

odd-looking little

harps which flour-

ish so resplendently

on Irish flags and
play such an im-

portant part in the
themes of Irish songs. Once, in Ire-

land, I came dangerously near to it. A
picturesque old character in Dublin
planted himself on a shady street cor-

ner, where I was passing, and, after

a considerable amount of tuning,
thumbing and general skirmishing, he
began. It was terrible. I could have
done better myself, and I dont know
whether the bass strings begin up

By J. ALLEN BOONE

among the little short strings or down
among the long ones at the other end.

T didn’t hear or see any other Irish

harps in action while I was in Ireland,

and I was disappointed, for I have
always suspected that if one under-
stood and could sympathetically
twang those strings he could make the

instruments speak a language irresis-

tible in its beauty and appeal.

I know now that my suspicions were
well founded, for I have heard one
played as it should be played, and I’m
for it strong. You may have your big

orchestral harp, but give me the little,

growth-stunted harp of Ireland.

It was at an informal studio gather-

ing in New York, where men and
women of various artistic followings

gather occasionally to frolic and en-

tertain one another, that I heard the

Irish harp in action. There had been
several songs and piano numbers, and
then into the room danced a most at-

tractive Irish colleen, with dancing
gray eyes and black hair and quaintly

attired in the holiday garb of the Irish

peasant. In her hands she carried an
Irish harp. Once around the room
she danced, and then almost before

any one knew what it was all about,

she had seated herself on a stack of

cushions and was playing the harp.

Rarely had any of us heard such

music as she got from those strings

—

it was wonderfully beautiful.

The player was Valentine Grant,

the little international cinema star

(Forty three)
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who made such a hit in Israel Zang-
will’s “The Melting Pot,” with
Walker Whiteside, and in the series

of Irish dramas made in Ireland

under the direction of Sidney Olcott.

Miss Grant ’s contribution to the occa-

sion was as unique as it was interest-

(Forty-five)

ing. She played the harp, sang in-

numerable folk-songs of the “ould
counthry, ” and then, as a sort of

finale, swept into the room playing an
Irish bagpipe. Then and there I

determined to find out more about this

clever little screen artist who has

made so great a success of different

things.

So we chatted. The first thing I

discovered of interest was that Valen-

tine Grant comes rather close to being

a record-holder when it comes to mak-
ing short cuts from the great outside
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to the jealously guarded ranks of

leading women of the screen. She
had no special training for screen

work
;

she had never been on the

legitimate stage—in fact, she was not
especially interested in either branch.
She was a concert singer—and a good
one, too. Old Father Destiny cut

across her path and said “Jump.”
She did jump, and when she landed
she was a photoplay star, and no one
was more genuinely surprised at the

suddenness of it all than was Valen-
tine Grant.

Miss Grant is a Chicago girl, and
had she gone according to the prear-

ranged schedule she would have today
been in grand opera. After a thoro
musical training she became a concert

singer and traveled extensively. Later
she went to Seattle, Wash., to sing,

and liked it so well there that she

bought a home on the shores of Puget
Sound, built herself a studio there, be-

came a voter and decided never again
to return to the East except for occa-

sional musical engagements. A siren

call from the East came to her. how-
ever, in the way of a flattering offer to

come to New York for a series of con-

certs and then go into grand opera.

Miss Grant went, and right on her

heels trod old Father Destiny.

The concert work in New York
began better than it ended, for she

contracted a series of bad colds and
was forced to postpone the concerts.

Then upon the scene entered Sidney
Olcott. Any one who has anything
to do with pictures knows—or at least

knows of—Sid Olcott. He has filmed

pictures in almost every country,

and his “From the Manger to the

Cross,” which he made a few years

ago in the Holy Land and Egypt,
established a new epoch in the realis-

tic art of Motion Pictures. Olcott is

at present directing Mary Pickford.

When he met Miss Grant, he was
hunting for a leading woman for one
of his own productions, and shortly

after he met her he offered her the

position at a flattering salary.

Miss Grant laughingly told him
she knew nothing about pictures or

acting.

“You take the job and I’ll take the

chance,” Olcott told her.

Miss Grant didn’t want to give up
her concert work.

“All right,” said Olcott, “I’ll tell

you what we’ll do. Your cold will

prevent your singing for several

weeks, at least. I can make the pic-

ture in that time, and then you can

continue your concert work.”
It was a good sporting proposition,

and as such appealed to the little

singer. She agreed to work in one
picture.

Olcott immediately cast her for the

leading role in his war drama, “A
Mother of Men,” in which she was
called upon to play a young girl, a
yqung married woman, a middle-aged
mother and a grandmother of seventy-
eight—and this, mind you, was her
first picture. But Sid Olcott has won-
derful ability in both handling and
getting results from the people he
directs.

Suffice it to say that she made a big
hit in the part and was so astonished
and delighted herself that she readily
consented to sign a long-term contract
with Mr. Olcott. Since then she has
been most successful. When Olcott

organized a company to make a tour
of the world, Miss Grant went along
as the leading woman. Their first

stop was in the south of Ireland,

where they spent several months film-

ing a series of Irish dramas, among
the plays being, “All for Old Ire-

land,” “Bold Emmet” and “Irish in

America.”
“So that’s where you learnt to play

the harp and sing those Irish songs?”
I queried.

“Yes,” said she, with a wistful look

in her gray eyes, “that trip to Ire-

land was one of the most delightful

experiences of my life. We lived in a

charming little town half-a-dozen

miles from the Lakes of Killarney and
a few miles from the Gap of Dunloe,
and the people there were wonderful
to us. Every few nights Mr. Olcott,

who is very popular there, would give

some sort of an entertainment, and
people for miles around would come.

I always sang or played for them.
They called me Saint Valentine, and
never have I had more appreciative

audiences than those simple-living

Irish families.

“When they knew that I wanted to

learn their old Irish songs so that I

could sing them when I returned to

America, their enthusiasm knew no
bounds. From all parts of South Ire-

land men and women came to sing to

me the old songs—many of which have
never been printed. The words I

took down, not only stenographically,

but phonetically. The melodies were
quite easy to jot down and arrange
afterwards. One old man, who in his

youth had been a traveling musician
and who went from town to town and
sang the news he had gleaned en

route, taught me to sing the ‘Come-
all-ye’s,’ and it was thru him that I

got my Irish harp and learnt how to

play it. Another old friend gave me
lessons three times a week on the

Irish pipes.

“I had a host of instructors, and I

was anxious to learn all they could

teach me. They taught me how to

dance all their reels and jigs, how to

knit and how to use the old Irish spin-

ning-wheel. Whenever I wasn’t work-
ing in the pictures I was learning
something or other, and I thoroly
enjoyed every minute of it.

‘ ‘ In our little town, before the war,
when the Irish volunteers were drill-

ing, I often put on a drummer-boy’s
costume and drummed for the men as

they marched on the parade ground,
and I was made an honorary member
of the company. Then this horrible
war started and all our plans were
upset. We were forced to return to

this country, and many of our dear
old friends went to the trenches.
Quite a number of them have been
killed or sent home crippled for life

—

it’s too sad for words. I have tried
to keep in touch with them, but it is

almost impossible. Since the war
started I and a few friends have been
making and gathering things for the
Irish boys at the front, and were it

not for my contracts and the work I

have ahead I’d go back to Ireland on
the first steamer and establish a small
hospital for the wounded Irish boys
who are being sent home.”
“And your hobbies— ” I started to

ask.

“Hobbies!” she repeated laugh-
ingly

—“I have millions of them.
Almost everything in life that is

worth while and interesting I am in-

terested in. Health heads the list, and
I go in for all sorts of exercises and
games to keep myself in the best of
condition. After that comes the rest

of the million. There is so much in

life that one can be interested in that
the days seem hardly long enough.
Life, you know, need never be dull if

one looks after one’s health and keeps
the mind active.”

It was dusk, and the big studio was
in semi-darkness. Over in one corner
a weird light dimly shone from the

inside of a Chinese dragon’s head;
some one lighted a tall altar candle
which stood with majestic splendor
by the side of the grand piano, sil-

houetting Miss Grant against the dim-
ness of the studio, and producing an
effect that was aesthetic, to say the

least. She began playing a quiet but
hauntingly sad melody, and then her
voice stole in, rich in its tonal qual-

ity and clearness, and attractively

spiced with the Irish brogue. It was
an old Irish folk-song she was singing

and crooning—as charmingly quaint

as it was beautiful—and, oh, so full

of the pathos of the country whence
it came.
A rare occasion, I mused to myself,

from my point of vantage on a deep-

pillowed Turkish divan; I have at

last heard some one really play an
Irish harp, and I have met a real

personality—for which let Allah be

praised

!

(Forty-six
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He Speculates in Comedy
Thunder

By E. W. HEWSTON

MACK SENNETT

silent, imperturb-
able man, not yet

arrived at middle
age, stood on the

threshol d of a

studio one hot

summer morning,
in California. He
was tackling the

biggest film production of his career,
but, he was as famously cool as the
tropic day would permit him to be.

The scene was wonderful in its

vividness. Weeks were required to
complete it. It reflected an interior
of the palace of a Maharajah, with the
great mogul himself squatted in lux-
ury in the foreground, before whom
danced a beautiful woman, clad in

that brevity of costume so peculiar to

a danseuse of the Orient. In the
background a fountain played into a

pool of water—deliciously cool. Real
Sikhs and Hindus squatted about.
The wonderfully rhythmic creature

gyrated about the room, executing
syncopated convulsions, much to the
amazement of the royal man of India.
The scene was strangely Oriental, even
to the exuding of myrrh and incense.
The taciturn person, whose hand
was upon the comedy-lever, was Mack
Sennett, world-famous creator of film-

comedies and producing executive for

the biggest comedy company on earth
—the Keystone.
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Sennett is known as the only man
in the laugh-making business ready
and willing to tackle any kind of a

comedy proposition and put enough
tickle-music into it to make people
laugh in spite of themselves.

The secret of Sennett ’s success lies

in his masterful control of the laugh-
propensities of the public at large.

He has the laugh figured down to a

nicety. He knows the border-line be-

tween wholesome, full-grown, thunder-
ing, Gargantuan laughs and silly,

fatuous, down-in-the mouth, pigwidg-
eonish laughs. No matter what kind of

a laugh you are related to, he will give

it to you in full measure.
There are film-comedies which,

when scrutinized at close quarters,

would wither many a laugh in the

making. They should be labeled

laugh-stranglers because their princi-

pal function is to hang many a good
laugh on the yard-arm of soul-terrify-

ing humor.
And there are good film-comedies

—

the type known as world-laughs
;
the

type which has banded the name of

Sennett round the earth like latitude
and longitude—which has placed his

name atop the world of Motion Pic-
ture comedy, with leagues to spare,
as a producer of virile, life-sized

laugh-pictures.

It has been said that ten mil-

lions of American people see a Sen-
nett comedy every day in the year.

Whether this be so or otherwise, it

must be conceded that Sennett has
waded far into the laughing waters,

where others have gone in but ankle-

deep. He has mastered the fun-
damentals of all laughdom. He is the

original discoverer of the center-of-

laugh-gravity. So far he appears to

have all the laugh-territory on this

terrestrial sphere of ours pretty

nearly cornered.

His film confections certainly con-

tain gallons of pure American humor
which simply make you tread on the

heels of a laugh whether you will or

not.

The Oriental smack of light comedy
went on, with nothing but the click

( Continued on page 70)
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Became a Photoplayer on a Dare fir
By MABEL WARREN

I

t was in a

spirit of fun

that Grace
Cunard joined

the pictures.
This clever ac-

tress, who had
been playing in

stock since she

was thirteen
years old, re-

marked to a

friend one even-

ing that she

wanted a

change, and was
thinking of en-

tering vaude-
ville. The
friend suggested

the Moving Pic-

tures, and dared

Miss Cunard to

try them. It

was upon this

dare that the ac-

tress applied for

a place. That
was four years

ago, and the
work has been

so fascinating to

her that not once

has she had a

thought of re-

turning to the

stage.

But, tho the

spirit of fun
took her in, she

is an assiduous

worker, and in

all her roles is

most exacting
with herself.
Conscientious-
ness gives to her
work a finished

touch that could

come only from
a thoro under-
standing of her

art.

From the in-

genue and com-
edy to the dra-

matic parts has
she played, but

her preference is

for strong roles, particularly those of

mystery and adventure. To play the

adventuress—the most wicked one and
of the deepest cunning—is her great-

est delight. These characters of deep
motives she is aptly able to play, for

there is about her a sort of magnetism
that holds the interest of her audience.

Next to act-

ing, Miss Cu-
nard enjoys
writing sce-

narios, but she

is not one of the

fortunate au-

thors who claim

that wonderful
ideas come
drifting into

their brains.
She sometimes
spends days
wrestling with
her plots— un-

tangling some
complications
and creating
others — and
thinks this a

hard way to

earn a living,

and, being the

author of four

hundred photo-

plays, her judg-

ment should be

good.

With all her
work, this busy
actress finds

time for other

things. Of read-

ing she is fond.

Her favorite au-

thors are Dumas
and Kipling,
and the library

in her artistic

chalet in Holly-

woo d, Califor-

nia, where she

makes her home
with her mother
and sister, con-

tains all the
works of these

writers. From
them she gets

many references

for her plays.

When her
work and read-

ing are finished

for the day, and
she is not busy
designing her
gowns, her

greatest delight is to get into her big

car, thoroly relax, and race along the

country roads. A 50-mile clip is her

bracer after a hard day’s work.
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ONCE UPON A TIME
By JOHNSON BRISCOE

a
January 12,

1907.

— J ulia
Sway ne Gor-
don (V i t a -

graph ) was a

most striking

picture of fem-
inine deprav-
ity, stirring up
trouble and
disaster at

every turn as

that wicked
creature, Olga

Warrenough, in “Secrets of the

Police,” which bright, little enter-

tainment concluded a stay of three

nights at the Grand Opera House,
Wheeling, W. Ya.

December 22,

1910.— Lillian

Walker (Vita-

graph) was to

be found upon
the stage of

the Grand
Opera House,
New Y o r k,

where in num-
erous disguises,

each of which
tended to show
off her r a r e,

pulchritudinous charms, she frankly

admitted that she was one of “The

December 17.

1906.

— Ralph
Ince (Vita-
graph), who
could not have
possibly then
guessed of the

screen fame
which he was
soon to know,
was happy in

the assurance

of a long sea-

son’s engage-

ment in the big spectacle, “Ben
Hur, ” in which he played Cecilius,

this day entering upon an engage-

ment of three nights at the Washing-
ton Theater, Bay City, Mich.

December 3,

1908.

— Isabel

R a e (B i o -

graph) was a

splendid pic-
ture to the eye

in the role of

Anne Bolevn,

in “When
Knighthood
Was in Flow-
er,” in which
Grace Merritt

was starring,

this day being the attraction at the

Empire Theater, North Adams, Mass.

January 4,

1908. — Her-
bert Prior
(Edison) was
busily stirring

up all sorts of

trouble in the

role of Her-
man May, the

thief, in “The
Banker, the
Thief and the

Girl,” featur-

ing Joe Morris,

a melodramatic feast, which held

them spellbound upon this, its third

and concluding night, at the Calumet
Theater, South Chicago. 111.

December 19,

1907.— Vivian
M a r t i n
(World) was
enjoying prob-

ably the hap-

p i e s t chance
she ever ex-

perienced be-

hind the foot-

lights, being
specially
selected by
Charles Froli-

man to play the title role in a road
company of “Peter Pan,” appearing
this date at the Opera House, Cohoes,

N. Y., and she will go down into stage

history as the very first actress, after

Maude Adams, to play this part in

this country.

December 29,

1909.

— Flor-

ence II a eke tt

(World) was
touring about
the map in the

No. 3 company
of “The Trav-
eling Sales-
man, ” in which
she was play-

ing the role of

Mrs. William
Henry Daw-

son, stopping off for a night’s visit

to the Broad Street Theater, Pittston,

Pa., and she was probably glad that

Christmas Day was a thing of the past

(she spent it in Scranton, Pa.), be-

cause her two youngsters, Janet and
Albert, were also playing parts in the

same company.

December 28,

1908.

— Augus-
tus C arne

y

(Fine Arts)
was cutting
comic capers
in his own in-

imitable fash-

ion, in the role

of Pat Cahill,

in “T h r u
Death Valley,”
a melodramatic
treat, which

settled down for a week’s stay at the

Theater Franeais, Montreal, Can.

January 5,

1904.—Rose E.

Tapley (Vita-

graph) made a

beautiful, ef-

fective picture

as the young
Christian
maiden, Mer-
cia, in “The
S i g n of the
Cross” — one

of her favorite

roles, by the

way—which moving drama did an ex-

cellent night’s business at the Post

Theater, Battle Creek, Mich.
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MOTION PICTURE

December 21,

1908. — Bige-

low Cooper
(Edison) was
undoubtedly a

most imposing
figure in the
character of

Herbert Gould,

a millionaire,

in ‘‘He Mil-

lionaire a n d

the Police-
man’s Wife,”

a dainty Theodore Ivremer classic,

which thrilled the spectators at the

Bijou Theater, Pittsburg.

December 23,

1907 .—Marion
Leonard
(Knickerbock-
er) gave just

the proper
touch of sym-
pathetic u n -

derstanding to

the title role,

Mary Melrose,

a popular met-
ropolitan star,

in
‘

‘ The Life

of an Actress,” which attracted a

lai’ge multitude to the Bastable The-
ater, Syracuse, N. Y.

December 24,

1900. — Maur-
ice Costello
(Vitagraph)
was barnstorm-
ing about the

map, stopping
hither and yon
in that popu-
lar play of the

people, “The
Night Before
Christmas, ”

and upon this

—the night before Christmas—he de-

lighted the visitors to the New Nielsen

Opera House, Sandusky, Ohio.

December 25,

1906. — Mar-
guerite Clark
(Famous Play-

ers) probably

ate her Christ-

mas dinner
with rather a

heavy heart,

tho there is lit-

tle doubt that

she had for her

companion no
less a merry

person than De Wolf Hopper, with

whom she was playing leading parts,

being Sylvia in “ITappvland,” be-

January 6,

1907. — Harry
Pollard (Equi-

table) was en-

gaged in the

light and easy

task of study-

ing a new part

each week, be-

ing a juvenile

man of the
stock company
at the Colonial

Theater, San
Francisco, upon this Sabbath Day,
when two performances were given,

playing the role of Horatio Drake in

“The Christian,” all the while carry-

ing about in his head the lines of next
role, Andrew Strong in “The Butter-

flies,” which he played the following

evening.

cause it takes a stout heart to face a

Christmas night ’s performance in any
such place as the Opera House, Cairo,

111.—with Vincennes, Ind., to follow

the night after

!

December 30,

1910. — Evart
Overton (Vita-

graph) was a

happy, care-

free chorus-
lad, probably
little dream-
ing, then, of

the screen suc-

cess which lay

before him, at

the moment
gamboling

gaily about in “Fifty Miles from
Boston,” which was having a lengthy
run of three days at the Majestic
Theater, Springfield, 111.

December 31,

1910 .—Octavia
H andworth
(late Lubin)
was playing in

the city of

Philadelphia,
at the National
Theater, in
one of A. H.
Woods’ thrill-

ers, “Broad-
way After
Dark,” prob-

ably with little idea that she would
afterward be located in that same city

as a Moving Picture star, and she

unquestionably made a New Year’s

resolution to greatly advance in her

chosen profession. Incidentally, we
find her using her maiden name at

this time, same being Octavia Boas.

January 8,

1910. — B oy d
Marshall
( Thanhouser

)

was quite hap-

py in the lead-

ing juvenile
role in

‘
‘ The

Cash Girl,” of

which May
Ward was the

star, at the mo-
ment affording

diversion to

Pennsylvania denizens in the one-
night stands, this date holding forth
at the Grand Opera House, Hazleton,
Pa.

January 1,

1909. — Ethel
Clayton (Lu-
bin) was prob-
ably also mak-
ing a New
Year’s resolve

to become a

bigger and bet-

ter artist in

her chosen
work, and she

was certainly a

most able ac-

tress at this time, playing Elsa Berg
in “The Devil,” with Edwin Stevens,

at the Grand Opera House, London,
Can.

December 27,

1907.— Frank-
lin Ritchie
( Biograph

)

was an heroic

and pictur-
esque figure in

the leading
role of Ben
Cameron in

“The Clans-

man, ” a thrill-

ing bill, set

before the pa-

trons of the Waterloo Theater, Water-
loo, la., where a large audience was
conspicuously in evidence.

January 2,

1897. — Lionel

B a r r y m o re

(Metro) had
just started his

career in ear-

nest, after one
or two rather

futile earlier

attempts, a p -

pearing in the

support of

Georgia Cav-
v a n, on her

initial starring tour, being Lord Sil-

versnake in “Squire Kate,” at Mac-
auley’s Theater, Louisville, Ivv.

(Fifty)



What Famous Fiction Authors Think of Their

Photoplay Adaptations

ince m a n y stage

stars have read

t li e handwriting
on the wall and
have deserted the

stage to enter film-

dom—some for an
occasional engage-
ment, while others

are staying in the game for good—it

is only to be expected that famous fic-

tion authors would follow in their

footsteps.

They have found in the Motion
Picture a new source of revenue.
Their invasion, however, has certainly

served to make the film producers
realize that if they are to obtain the

best stories they must rely upon
thoroly capable authors and pay
them remunerative prices.

Before established authors made
overtures to the studios, the average
fee for photoplays seldom exceeded
twenty-five dollars per reel, but before

(Fifty-one)

By ERNEST A. DENCH

the men who made writing their pro-

fession could be induced to part with
their brain-children they demanded
one hundred dollars per reel and up-
ward, with frequently a royalty into

the bargain.

A year or so ago Jack London
had several of his gripping novels

adapted for the film, the best known
being “The Sea Wolf.” After it was
produced, he was invited to attend a

special exhibition in San Francisco.

He then held a very poor opinion of

Motion Pictures, but the elaborate

theater he sat in came as a pleasant

surprise. So did the photoplay.

Hobart Boswortli ’s characterization

appealed to him as a masterly one,

while the novel, as a whole, he con-

sidered, gained considerably by its

visualized treatment.

Jack London feared more than any-
thing else that the underlying motive
of the story would not “get across”

on the screen, as he thought that only

pure melodrama and slapstick com-

edy were effective in films.

Some time previous to this, in the
‘

‘ wonder days of pictures,
’

’ Jack Lon-
don and Glen White, the aviator, had
a prolonged controversy as to whether
Motion Pictures had many limitations.

London argued in the negative and
White in the affirmative. This of

course occurred before London had
sold the film production rights of any
of his stories. White, to substantiate

his point, argued that it would not be

possible to film his friend’s story,

“Winged Blackmail.” The impos-

sible stunt in this is that of following

carrier-pigeons in flying machines.

Yet, since then, the impossible has be-

come the everyday occurrence both in

pictures and aviation.

Hall Caine is credited with saying

that he was the only person in the

world who was capable of adapting

“The Christian” for the film. He
was opposed to the Motion Picture



because lie had never witnessed a good
film story, and furthermore averred

that photoplays should not be pre-

sented at theaters without organs,

trumpets and crowds of “extras” to

impart life to the silent drama.

Yet he, the most austere of all

critics, capitulated and has allowed

the Vitagraph to produce “The Chris-

tian” without his personal supervi-

sion. Not even his scenario was used.

It was prepared by Eugene Mullin, a

staff author, and directed by J. Stuart
Blackton and Frederick Thompson.
Rex Beach, when his full-blooded

story, “The Spoilers,” was about to

be released, took great care not to have
it butchered by the meddling Chicago

SCENE FROM JACK LONDON'S “JOHN BARLEYCORN” (BOSWORTH)
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censorship board. It therefore came
as a revelation to him that the picture

drew the admiration of the censors,

who allowed it to go by without a

single cut.

The most remarkable thing about
Motion Pictures, in the opinion of

Rex Beach, is that while an author
has to use from one hundred thou-

sand to two hundred and fifty thou-

sand words in order to tell a long

story, only from two hundred to three

hundred words are necessary to ex-

plain what it is about on the film.

Tho satisfied with the production,

he considered that he lost half of the

pleasure of his work by not being

present when it was filmed in Cali-

fornia. So in future cases he will

personally superintend his adapta-

tions so that the director may gain a

full appreciation of the local color

and characters.

Conan Doyle, after his novel. “The
House of Temperley,” had been

filmed, frankly admitted that the

credit for the production should go to

the director. The creator of “Sher-
lock Holmes” was surprised at the

clever way in which his novel had
been whipped into shape for the film,

as he thought it was not at all suited

to silent drama. Moreover, the film

absolutely made the reputation of a

new, but now leading. British film

company.
Marie Corelli deplores the sensa-

tional character of many photoplays.

To this end she intends entrusting

some of her simple love stories to a

producer who will make the most of

the dramatic side. It is her opinion

that emotional incidents can be

made much stronger than sensational

situations.

James Oliver Curwood is one of the

few authors who now writes almost

exclusively for Motion Pictures. He
attributes his success in this sphere to

introducing as much plot into a photo-

play as he does for a story intended
for one of the leading magazines. He
believes in strong, heart-interest

stories with plenty of plot, and still

more significant is his statement that

not even the best fiction author is

competent enough to write above the

high standard demanded in modern
photodrama.

Louis Joseph Vance complained
that the first adaptations of his novels

were badly produced and poorly

acted, while the plots were ruthlessly

altered. This made them the most
“mellow” of melodramas.

In studying the photoplays pre-

pared by staff writers attached to the

film companies, he was convinced that

they failed to put sufficient sympa-
thetic treatment into them. They in-

troduced just the “bare bones,” with

no attention to characterization,

atmosphere, motives and the finer

details which go to make a har-

monious whole.
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MOTION PICTURE

ROSE COGHLAN IN SHAKESPEARE ’.S ''AS YOU LIKE IT” (VITAGRAPH'
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Nearly All of Shakespeare’s Works Have Been or Are Being Filmed.

the Screen

This is One of the Very First to Reach

DONALD BALL MAUBICE COSTELLO S. RANKIN' DREW

SCENE FROM “ MR. BARNES OF NEW YORK” (VITAGRAPH)

This was what prompted him to

form his own producing company.
He could' then be assured that his
forthcoming novels would be done jus-
tice to. The photoplay, he has stated,
is destined to be the greatest medium
of dramatic expression that the world
has ever known.

Every fiction author of note who
has entered the Motion Picture field

has experienced a difficulty in obtain-
ing his fair wage; but while reputa-
tions are easily spoiled, they are the
labor of years in the making, and the
producers eventually had to pay the
quality prices.

The day of film royalties, too. has
dawned, and the masters of fiction are
reaping the same harvest for their film

creations as they get for the novel
rights.

The fiction author has done much to

raise the standard of the photoplay,
for he has wakened up the regular
photoplaywright to the true value of

characterization— something which
has been long lacking in his plots. To
have allowed this to have continued
would have wrought untold havoc in

the industry. It has been only the

personalities of the movie stars that

have averted the crisis until the ad-

vent of the fiction author saved
Motion Pictures from the overdone
and the commonplace.
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FAVORITE SCENES FROM FAVORITE PLAYS

he scenes shown this

ra o n t h are the
favorite ones of

Romaine Fielding
(L ub in), Harold
Lockwood (Ameri-
can) and George
Larkin (Selig).
Thru seeing the fa-

vorite scene of these favorite actors,

and learning the reason for their

choice of it as such, you become ac-

quainted, not with the actor, but with
the personal man. To Romaine Field-

ing patriotism makes a great appeal

;

Harold Lockwood wants life and
action

;
the emotions mean most to

George Larkin.

From the original photoplay, “A
Species of Mexican Man,” by the

vivid, compelling Romaine Fielding, is

the scene on this page taken. In
answer to our request for his favorite

scene. Mr. Fielding writes

:

“My reason for choosing this scene
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By MABEL WARREN

is because of an unusual and pathetic

incident which occurred during the

action. One of the extras, a veteran

ex-soldier of Diaz’s reign, was so car-

ried away by his patriotic spirit that

as I rode in among my faithful fol-

lowers, this poor old Mexican threw
himself on his. knees, clinging to me
and kissing my hand. No more beau-

tiful appreciation or greater tribute

to the heart of a man could have been
offered than the proof this old white-

haired warrior bestowed upon what he

thought was his leader. It was true

patriotism, and every one recognized
the spirit.”

At the top of the following page is

a scene from “The End of the Road.”
Harold Lockwood chose it as his

favorite because of its thrills. This

popular star is a thoro athlete and, as

his letter shows, is keen for all stunts

that put his strength and suppleness

to the test

:

“Some of my screen friends might

expect me to say that I like pretty,

romantic stuff best, but I’m going to

be brutally frank and tell you that

not many things appeal to me more
than a fight. I love a fight on the

screen because it means action, and
action is the heart-blood of a picture.

‘The End of the Road’ is full of

thrills, and I’d like to set at rest any
doubts that this was a real fight. Fake
a fight ! Why, I get so into the spirit

of it that I forget everything else and
have to be pulled off.”

The scene from “The Love Vic-

torious” is George Larkin’s favorite

because, as he writes

:

“It gives me an opportunity to dis-

play my emotions. I am always fond
of a scene that requires remorse and
grief, altho at times I am tempted to

do some daredevil stunt. I like

them, too.
”

By refinement and clearness of

acting Mr. Larkin renders well the in-

terpretations of these emotional parts.



FAVORITE SCENES: GEORGE LARKIN IN “THE LOVE VICTORIOUS” (GOLD SEAL)
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PENOGRAPHS OF LEADING PLAYERS

l TRUST THUH y
Public Will (.
APPRECIATE THIS^
BE AuTiFuLl WORK
or art

—

HARRY MYERS

HART

ARBUCKLE

Q-fw/'W

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG EARLE WILLIAMS MARY FULLER
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Big Moments from Great Plays

SCENE FROM “MR. BARNES OF NEW YORK” (VITAGRAPH)

r. Barnes had been
violently in love
many times, and,

as the play opens,

a dark-eyed Corsi-

can, Marina, had
caught his fancy.

Despite t h e in-

g e n u i t y of Mr.
Barnes, her only brother fights a
duel with an unknown English army
officer and is shot thru the heart.

Marina vows a vendetta against her
brother’s killer. Mr. Barnes goes to

Paris, and falls in love with Enid

Anstruther, a fair young English girl.

Marina, in the character of a nurse,

searches the hospitals in Egypt for

her brother’s slayer, whom she has

never seen, but who, rumor states,

was wounded in action. She nurses

Lieutenant Edwin Anstruther, a

blond giant brother of Enid, back to

health, and they fall deeply in love.

On her wedding-day Count Danella,

the Lieutenant’s rival, falsely dis-

closes to her that Anstruther is the

man who killed her brother. Bound
to her oath, loving her fiance yet hat-

ing him, she agrees to his death.

At a given signal—the sound of his

footsteps—her father thrusts his

stiletto thru the curtains. Mr. Barnes,
who at last has pieced together the

terrible situation, enters the room just

seconds too late. He tells the agon-
ized girl that Anstruther was inno-

cent. A pallid hand beneath the

curtain tells him in turn that he is too

late. Twitching the curtains aside,

Mr. Barnes discovers Danella, his face

fixed in half-grin, half-agony, and two
great wounds in his breast.

Marina’s father had thrust better

than he knew.
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RETURNING TO HIS HUMBLE HOME FROM HIS FLOCK IN THE FIELD, KINDHEART IS HORRIFIED TO FIND HIS FAMILY IN TIIEIU

DEATH-BLOOD. AN INVADING ARMY HAS RAIDED THE DEFENSELESS VILLAGE. KINDHEART SWEARS TO AVENGE THE
DEATH OF HIS DEAR ONES. SCENE FROM “THE BLOOD OF OUR BROTHERS” ( CENTAUR)

KING PHILIP HAS ACCUSED MENDOZA OF THE MURDER OF DON JOHN, OF WHICH HE HIMSELF WAS GUILTY. MENDOZA THEN
TURNS ABOUT AND ACCUSES THE KING. “iN THE PALACE OF THE KING” (ESSANAY)
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FACES

the
stage
a n d
how to

hold
his hands,
seemingly
simple

things, yet

those that
few have the

art of doing
properly.

Mr. Roccardi
would be bet-

ter known to

the movie mil-

lions were his

disguises not

so complete.

AY i t h no
two char-
acters
alike

h e

might
play a

h u n d r e d
parts and
not be recog-

nized in a

dozen, for
only close

students of

the art of

make-up
would be able

to see under-

neath the
paint. And lie’s

oh, so willing!
‘

‘ Where ’s Roccardi ?
’ ’

is the ever constant Anta-

graph cry.

man-
ners, cus-

toms a n d profes-

sional art.

“Tony,” as

lie is familiarly

called, is noted
for his excellent

character w o r k.

He steps into
the intricacies of

each of his char-

acters. and given a

minor part, makes
of it one that
stands out. Be-

cause of his work
as a pantomirnist.

acting in the
pictures is second

nature to him, and
his thirty years’

experience on the

stage gives to his

work a finish and
repose n rely
equaled.

In “Air. Barnes
of New York,” “The New
Stenographer,”

“ ’Fraid Cat”
and “Fncle Bill” Air. Roccardi did

especially good work. That he is

versatile and portrays entirely differ-

ent characters equally well can be

seen by these illustrations.

A part of dignity can he portray,

a n d greater oppor-

tunity is given f o r

playing a variety of char-

acters. He thinks, too. that

work in the pictures helps an

actor to learn how to walk across

THE MAN WITH A THOUSAND

A lbert Roccardi is by birth, as his

name readily shows, an Italian.

In Alilan is an avenue bearing
his name, an honor conferred because
of diplomatic services rendered by one
of his family.

By early training he*is a French-
man. It was in France that he learnt

the art of pantomime, a then popular
form of amusement and similar to the

younger art, the Aloving Pictures. In

the former the acting is before the

audience ; in the latter it is for

the audience thru the camera. I
By preference this clever

ATtagraph actor is an Ameri-
can, for he likes best this

|

cou 11-

try 's

or his appearance can be a fun frolic.

It is truthfully said that Albert

Roccardi is not always Albert Roc-
cardi, for into each part

he is playing he complet
sinks himself, and every
movement seems to belong
to that special character.

His shifting facial expres-

sions are Aloving Pictures in

themselves.

Air. Roccardi ’s preference is for
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This department is for information
of general interest, but questions
pertaining to matrimony, relation-
ship, photoplay; writing, and techni-
cal matters will not be answered.
Those who desire answers by mail,
or a list of the film manufacturers,
must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. Address all inquiries to
“Answer Department,” writing only
on one side of the paper, and using
separate sheets for matters intended
for other departments of this maga-

G. S. V.—You should have put your name
and address at the bottom and your pen
name at the top. The only thing for you
to do is to go to the manufacturers per-

sonally.

I Know You.—A bridle for the pen is

a fine piece of harness for those who write
such long and uninteresting letters as

yours. Spare me, kind miss. A little

thought, and you could have said it all in

one-tenth the space, and think of all the
good ink' and paper saved.
Mrs. A. P. L., Norfolk.

—

Sorry, hut I

have no name for the champion tree-chop-

per in “The Man Trail” (V. L. S. E.).

Alberta Lee was Mrs. Lake in “Bred in

MAN
zine. When inquiring about plays,
give the name of the company, if

possible. Each inquiry must con-
tain the correct name and address
of the inquirer at the end of the
letter, which will not be printed.
At the top of the letter write the
name you wish to appear. Those
desiring immediate replies, or infor-
mation requiring research, should
enclose additional stamp or other
small fee; otherwise all inquiries
must await their turn.

9
5
9
v
9
9
9
9
9
ypa

I

the Bone.” 10^^ I believe
Marguerite Loveridge de-
cided to change her name to Lovey Marsh,
on account of being May Marsh's sister.

Interested C. T.

—

I am afraid you ex-
pect too much of the directors. You
know that they are human, after all. I

think it was Lottie Briscoe who said that
her recipe for a competent director was
“A bunch of patience, a measure of in-

ventive imagination, a dash of literary
ability, a modicum of generalship, a pinch
of hypnotism, a spoonful of temperament,
a glob of tact, a sprinkle of sympathy, a
drop or two of acting ability, a squirt of
athletics and a wisp of art photography.

Shake well, mix thoroly, and then stir in
about two hundred other highly magnified
human qualifications.” This prescription
is 0. K., only I think Miss Briscoe has not
added enough ingredients.
Barbara.

—

Of course it is possible to
print a brief biography of Arnold Daly, and
it shall be did. How many times must I

tell you that I am 74 and expect to go at
least a quarter of a century yet?
James C.—I am not prepared to say

when the war will end, but Jean Finot
says that there is every probability that
the Allies will win a complete and final

victory about May, 1916. Let us hope that
somebody will win before that.
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Sent FREE

LAW
Course On Approval

Not one penny down. Get this jrreatest home-study course in
law—including this magnificent fourteen-volume library, the most
cwnplete library of its kind in existence, and the first lectures, in-
dividual lessons, assignments, etc,— clear, comprehensive discus-
sions ofthelaw—in your hands free of charge—without any obliga-
tion whatever. We want you to see this course, before you even
decide. Write a postal—right now—to get the details of this
startling offer—to find out how you can, without risking a penny,
get started right on your legal education.

Get Your Degree By MAIL!
We are authorized by the State of Illinois to confer on our

graduates the degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.). Our course
prepares you to pass the bar examination in any state. Should
you fail we guarantee to coach you without charge until you are
successful. We have not on record a single instance of a LaSalle
graduate who took a bar examination and failed.

FREE Complete Course in Public Speaking
(

Prepared by Dr. Frederick B. Robinson, Professor of Public
Speaking. College of City of N. Y. etc. No other course like it

—write today for Special Limited Free Offer.

QPNfl NO MflNPY send your name and address on aULciU I1U in U vl LI postal, and we will forward by return
mail full particulars of our remarkable free on approval offer and
our wonderful free book “Guide to the Law” showing how to study
law at home. If you act promptly we will save you more than half
your tuition. This offer is subject to withdrawal in a short time,

^without notice. So act now.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. G171, Chicago, IIL

THE

EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING CO.
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS

GOOD CUTS
Half-tone and Line Work for Printing in One or More

Color* for Any Purpose

DESIGNING :: :: RETOUCHING
165-167 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

This
Interesting Book

shows the keen delight and personal satisfaction which a
musical training will bring you; and how you can obtain this

training easily and thoroughly in your own home at onej-

quarter the usual cost.
It tells how this most priz?d of social accomplishments

greatly increases your own enjoyment of life and the en-
joyment of others. It tells of the concert career which
maybe open to you, and how you can increase your earn
ing power by giving musical instruction in your spare
time. Send for your copy of this valuable book today ;it isfree

Dr. Quinn’. Famous WRITTEN METHOD
has revolutionized the study of music. By the use of Dr.
Quinn's remarkable device, the COLOROTONE (patented),

f

you save three-quarters of the time and effort usur.lly re-*(

quired for learning piano or organ. You play chords immedi- —

_

ately and a complete piece witnin a few lessons. The method is sci n-

tific and systematic, yet practical and simple. It is endorsed by leading
musicians and heads ofstate universities. Equally effective for chil-

dren or bdalta, beginner* or experienced player*. Practise in spare time, when-
ever convenient ^Successful graduate* everywhere Diploma granted. Special
reduced inmvt thxm rrumth. Investigate without cost or obligation by writing
today tor free book. **H >w to Learn Piano and Organ.”

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory, Box 650K.A., Chicago

Leland S.—E. A. Turner was the cor-

poral in “The Mystery of the Poisoned
Pool.” James Gordon was Joe Cameron,
and Betty Harte was Dorothy. Margaret
Thompson and William Hart in “The
Grudge” (Broncho). Thanks for the
verses.
Gord Bastedo.—Enid Markey played the

part exceedingly well in “The Iron
Strain.” If you did not like her, it was
because you did not like the character.
You make me jealous when you speak of

the warm weather you are having. It is

so cold here that words freeze in your
mouth. Sometimes the sidewalks are
covered with conversations, and we have
to take them in the house and put them in

the oven to thaw before we can tell what
we are talking about. Our furnace isn’t

going yet. They say that down in Texas
it is now so hot that they have to feed the
hens cracked ice to prevent them laying
hard-boiled eggs.

G., Toronto.—Cecil Arnold was the girl

in “His Musical Career.” Yes, it was very
funny. Will hand your suggestions to the
Editor, who will, no doubt, adopt them.

G. U. Stiff.—You are extremely compli-
mentary in your selection of classic epi-

thets. William Duncan and Jack Mower,
George Kunkel and Alice Neice in “His
Golden Grain.” Sorry I didn’t see
“Jewell.” You say you like Anita Stewart
and Pearl White because they are not
or do not appear to be conceited.
Brunetta, 17.—The original term of

copyright runs for 28 years, but it may
be renewed for 28 years more. Clara
Young was Lola; Alec B. Francis and
James Young.

Bettie of Kingston.—Hobart Henley
was Porter in “The Flight of a Night-
Bird.” I am not sure, I cannot tell; per-

haps we shall arm ourselves to the teeth,

and perhaps we shall all begin to disarm,
after the war. King Alphonso says that
after the war the nations will arm more
than ever. But even kings are sometimes
wrong.
Junior Fan.—Glad you liked the No-

vember. A college education does not
amount to much unless you know how to

apply it. There is an old fable about an
ass disguising himself in a lion’s skin;
now they disguise themselves wrth a
sheepskin. I have neither.
Edward M.—Helen Holmes will he seen

in Kalem pictures for some time, but she
has left Kalem. Vivian Wessell was “The
Dancing Doll.” Wayne Nunn was her
sweetheart.
Curicuse.—You consider Clara K. Young

and Edith Storey the finest players on
the screen. Mary Fuller played the part
of Mary Queen of Scots.

Gertie.—Sorry I missed you when you
’phoned. I learnt a whole lot from your
letter. You could be an Answer Man
yourself. I do not think that Hazel Dawn
has the charm of either Marguerite Clark
or Pauline Fredericks—I mean on the
screen. She does not register so well.

&
<ST Ca

<c "THuryle Kretzer.
1315.

On the cold, bleak nights in winter,
When the snow is all awliirl.

You can go into a Picture-House.
And see this bathing girl.
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Mary B. W.—Thanks a whole lot for

your generous fee. Yes; Edison first, but
I cannot tell the order of the others.

Biograph, Vitagraph, Kalem, Essanay,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, George Kleine and
Melifes were the first ten in the General
Film Co. Kleine and Pathe dropped out.

D. W. Griffith was once with the Adele
Blood Stock Company in Louisville. Can-
not tell whether Vitagraph will reissue
“Love’s Sunset,” but I think they will be-

cause it was so popular. It was two reels,

I think. The copy you saw must have
been very old. After they have been run
100 times they are called in. Thanks.
Julia D., McKeesport.—Mary Moore

was Adelaide, and Charles Ogle was John
in “The Meddler” (Universal). John-
stone is usually pronounced John son.

Vincent J., San Francisco.—Eddie Foy
has left Keystone, and Irving Cummings
is with Horsley. No; I didn’t care for

Harry Millard in “The Man in Hiding.”
He is a good player. Nevertheless, I am
the same Answer Man who writes for the
Motion Picture Magazine.
Millicent B.—Eugene Palette and Lil-

lian Webster in “The Penalty,” and
Eugene Palette and Bessie Buskirk in

“The Ever-Living Isles” (Reliance). Kate
Toncray is with Mutual. Vivian Rich in

“The Blot on the Shield.”
Jerry, 18.—You aspire to he a Captain

of Industry, but if you stay out there
thinking it over all your life you will be-

come Major-General of Indolence. Come,
get busy. Start something!
Mabel, Florida.

—

Kindly do not write
mush. I get altogether too much mush,
and I expect better things from you.
Glad you like May Allison. She is doing
nice work with Harold Lockwood. Anna
Little with Mustang branch of Mutual.
Lorraine Huling was Edith in “His Wife.”

Alice Joyce Admirer.—You must sign
your name and address. Send a stamped,
addressed envelope if you wish a list of

manufacturers. Yes, “Pippa Passes” was
reissued and released October 15th, with
Arthur Johnson, Marion Leonard, Ger-
trude Robinson, James Kirkwood, Owen

Moore and Mack Sennett. Quite a bunch
of celebrities, dont you think? They are
all in different companies now.
Will T. H.—I am waiting for your

“Kaleidoscopic Melange.” Let her come.
Really cannot tell you where Evelyn
Dominicus is. She was clever in “The
Mills of the Gods.” Yes, and George
Cooper also. That’s too bad you didn’t
see my loving-cup. Stop in again, and
ask to see it. I am very proud of it.

Luella R. W.—A thousand thanks for

your praise, which I fear is excessive.
Be nice. Soft Word and Hard Word had
an argument, and who do you think won?

C. W. T„ Minneapolis.—Write to the
A. H. Andres Co., 115 Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago, 111., for their catalog on chairs.
About 100. The average duration of
human life is about 33 years. Is your
time up yet? Mine is not, yet I am 74.

Frank G., Chicago.—Yes; I saw “Shang-
haied." The boat scenes were good, but
there was not much originality in it.

Knickerbocker Features are released every
Wednesday thru General Film.
Mary Me.—The leading man in “star

plays” plays the male role next in im-
portance to that of the star. If the star
is a leading lady, the leading man, in
most cases, plays the part of her lover.

Your letter was as bright and sparkling
as a glass of champagne.
Arthur J.—Blanche Ring in “The

Yankee Girl” (Morosco). The Mary who
had a little lamb was a real character.

Jerrie.—So you decided to come to the
Classic because you couldn’t get answered
in the Magazine. Come right in and sit

down. Yes, the Magazine is pretty well
crowded. Thanks, I still live in my hall-

room, and I enjoy my buttermilk.
Tommy, Kalamazoo.—Write to the

Jungle Film Co., 407 Mecca Bldg., New
York, for the Paul J. Rainey African hunt
pictures.

Jessica.—I am indeed sorry. It is a
matter of personal taste and feelings

whether you go in mourning or not to

make a public exhibition of a private
sorrow. I never did it.

The Eternal Question: Who is the Answer Man?

Shirts and Neckties by Mail for

Less Than You Pay for Shirts Alone
Od receipt of $2 and 15c postage with name and

address of five friends, we send a box of 3 DURO
Shirts and a handsome necktie by parcel post

DURO Shirts are guaranteed to wear six months without
fading ihrinking or ripping, or new shirts free. Made of fine white
percale shirting fabric with narrow stripes of blue, black and lavender.
One shirt of each color to the box. Cut in the popular coat style, cuffs

attached, hand laundered and very fashionable. St<.ndard sizes 14 to
17. Sleeves 33 or 33. Neckties are navy blue, black and lavender.
T ake your choice. The shirts would cost you a dollar apiece and you
,w->uld get no guarantee of wear. The tie would cost 50c. Illustrated

literature on request, but save time by sending $2 bill and 15c postage
today with size and five names, for if all the goods are not satisfactory on
arrival we will gladly refund your money. Highest bank references.

GOODELL & CO. , Room 67, 158 E. 34th Street, New York

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
HOW TO DEVELOP
VITALITY, ENERGY, ENDURANCE,
NERVE STRENGTH, MUSCULAR
STRENGTH, PERFECT PHYSIQUE?

My FREE BOOKS, “The Whys of Exercise*’ and
“The First and Last Law of Physical Culture,” tell

you, if you are weak or underdeveloped, how to grow strong:

if strong, how to grow stronger. They explain how to de-
velop lungs and muscle, the strong heart and vigorous digestion

—in short, how to improve health and strength internally as
well as externally. Send TO-DAY—NOW— for these
FREE BOOKS. Enclose 4c. in stamps to cover postage^

PROF. H. W. TITUS
56-58 Cooper Sq. Dept. 250 New York City

BURROWES
Billiard andPoolj&Table

A few cents a day (payable monthly) will soon make you
the owner of a handsome Burrowes Table. Play while you
pay. No special room is needed— can be mounted on dining

or library table, or on its own legs or folding stand. Put up
or taken down in a minute. Sizes range up to x 9 ft.

(standard;. Prices from $15 up. Cues, balls, etc., free.

Burrowes Tables are splendidly made, and adapted to

the most scientific play. Great experts say that the

Burrowes Regis High-Speed Rubber Cushions are

the best made.

Write for illustrated catalog containing

free trial offer, prices, terms, order
blanks, etc.

THE E. T. BURROWES CO.
303 Spring Street Portland, Me.
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DON’T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, h hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows
and eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results.

Lashneen is an Oriental formula. One box is

all you will need. Not sold at druggists. Mailed on re-

ceipt of25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY Dept 19 Philadelphia

TALKING MACHINE
AND RECORDS

Reproduces, talking, singing
and instrumental music. Clear in tone, plays Columbia or
Victor Records. Machine with records FREE for 15 sales Gold Eye needles.

Easy to sell. 2 packages for 10c with free thimble. When sold return $1.50 and
machine and record • are yours.

KEYSTONE GIFT CO., Box 776 Greenville, Pa.

WANTED!
Your Ideas for Photoplays

and stories may bring you BIG MONEY

!

Rowland Thomas, an “unknown writer,”

won a $5 ,000.00 prize from Collier's Weekly.

No Experience is Needed
Writing is open to all classes. Editors give

preference to a writer’s IDEAS—not his

name. Hundreds of inexperienced people
are making money. YOU can, too!

Ideas Taken in Any Form
We will accept your ideas in any form

—

either as finished scripts or as outlines of

the plot. Send us mere ideas, plots, synop-
ses or finished stories.

We Criticise Your Ideas Free
We also improve them, if necessary, then
promptly submit to the Leading Film and
Fiction Editors. Your work is sold on com-
mission. No charge is made for selling,

except a small commission when a sale is

made.

Get Busy! Send Your Manuscripts at Once.

Write us to-day for full details.

STORY REVISION COMPANY
54 Main Auburn, N. Y.

BIG WONDER PACKAGE

Money Making

i Great North Pole Game (size i8xii),
i Big Roll Stage Money, i Game
Authors (48 Cards), 1 Cribbage Board,
1 Checker Board and Men, x Pack
Pinochle Cards (48 Cards), 38 other
Games, 19 Lessons in Magic, 1 Set of
Dominoes, 27 Autograph Verses, 12
Wireless Telegraph Code, 25 Pictures, ..._ „ egTa

of Pretty Girls, 2 Puzzles, 100 Conundrums, 8; definitions 01

Flowers. All the above for 10c. with large catalogue.

ROYAL GAME COM Box 18, So. Norwalk, Conn,

ROE/MfiVANTED
Send us your verses or melodies today. Accept-
ance guaranteed if available. Write for valu-
able booklet—it's free.

MARKS-GOLDSMITH CO.
Dept. 116 WASHINGTON. D. C.

FORD JOKE BOOK, 10 Cents
All the latest and BEST JOKES on the FORD Auto.

Hundreds of them and all good ones. Also Jitney jokes.
Moving Picture and new Vaudeville jokes. Laugh till you

shake. A neat, colored covered book by mail I ft cts.

PIKE PUBLISHING CO. IU
Box B, South Norwalk, Conn.

Millie E., Gasport.—“The Dust of
Egypt” (V. L. S. E.) was very fine, every
one says, and Edith Storey is always
good. Better shake your “friend.” A
friend in need is a friend indeed—if he
doesn’t need too much.
Kanyda.—Glad to meet you. Jack Dru-

mier was Rufus in “Felix Holton” (Bio-
graph). Send United States money, and
it wont cost you any more. You must not
take those letters so seriously. Goodness
sakes alive, but yours was long enough.
Canada.— Mary Anderson’s mother

called in the other day and said she re-

ceived a package of silk stockings from
Canada addressed to Mary with $2.50 duty
due. Be you the party what done it? It

is your duty to pay duty, dont you think?
However, Mary is much pleased, says ma.
Hamilton S.—Only Pathe are now

showing hand-colored pictures. Balboa
are producing a four-reel drama in colors,
featuring Jackie Saunders in “The Adven-
tures of a Madcap,” but it is released
thru Pathe.
Mildred S. R.—Kindly back up. You

have the cart before the horse. And, be-
sides, I dont answer such questions. I

dont know which causes the most mar-
riages—the desire to be married or the
fear of remaining single.

Melba, Brooklyn.—Glad to hear you
are studying. Ruskin’s “Seven Lamps of
Architecture” are Sacrifice, Truth, Power,
Beauty, Life, Memory and Obedience.
Jersey Central.—If this war teaches

anything it teaches that the human ani-
mal should walk on all-fours after this,

and even then the other animals will be
ashamed to be classed with us. Most of
the lower animals would be ashamed to
engage in any such struggle as men are
now engaging in. You see, m’sieurs and
mesdames, I am not neutral, but agin ’em
all.

J. G. B., Toronto.—The expression
“once over” means getting the best of any
one. Lillian Gish and Elliott Dexter will
play in “Daphne” (Fine Arts).

I. M. A. B.—Buzz away! Yes, a dog
may look at a doctor, but he must not
dogmatize with him. Smiling Billy
Mason is with Keystone, but I cannot tell

you how long he will remain there, for
he belongs to Edwin August’s Moving
Actors’ Club.
Alice X.—So you are against Beverly

Bayne? Gadzooks—why? You liked
“Fifty-fifty,” with Lillian Drew? She is

quite handsome, and thatwas very funny.
Comedy Fan.—Marie Dressier played in

a Keystone, also a Lubin. Dorothy Gish
is in New York, playing for Griffith.

Miriam L. C.—You seem to belong to
that class of critics who see the fly on
the barn door before they see the door.
Dont you ever see anything to praise?
Nothing is perfect in this world. The
diamond has its flaws, the sun its spots
and the rose its thorns.

J. S., Winnipeg.—Mon ami, yes, there is

much more room in the Classic than in
the Magazine, altlio the Editor is adding
eight pages more to the Magazine for the
February issue; but I guess that wont
help me any. I, too, would rather see
the play first and read the story after-
wards. Some readers make it a rule
never to read a story until they have
seen the play. They save up the maga-
zines for that purpose. There are
twenty-two episodes to the “Broken Coin.”
Johnson C. K.—Oh, yes, I saw that

Sidney Drew comedy, “The Professional
Diner,” based on the superstition of
thirteen at table. It was great. It

teaches this lesson. Never sit at a table
where there are twelve others; all of
the thirteen will die some time, and it

may be you. Jewel Hunt is now in Vita-
graph, never having had stage experi-
ence. See article about her in January
Magazine.

N. J. K.—Universal have a studio at 573
Eleventh Avenue, New York City. Yes;
Mary Fuller is there. So you dont like

Anita Stewart. She is very popular now.
Gertrude Robinson and James Cooley are
with the Ivan Film Co.
Brunetta, 17.—Gypsy Abbott I believe

you refer to in “Who Pays?” No, she is

not new; she has been playing for Balboa.
Elsie McLeod was in “Carmen” (Fox).
So you liked Theda Bara better than
Geraldine Farrar.

Dix, Gloucester.—-Only two magazines
do I write for, not the third. Clara K.
Young had the lead in “My Official Wife.”
It seems that Anita Stewart will play
opposite Richard Turner now in her new
studio at Brightwaters, L. I. No, the
three R’s are not all. You must also have
the three H’s—heart, head and hand.

Pat, 17.—Stafford Pemberton was Rob-
ert and Bryant Washburn was Gerald
in “The Helping Hand” (Essanay).
Eugene O’Brien was John Barclay in

“The Lieutenant-Governor” (Essanay).
You have the wrong title. Guess again.

Andell Higgins and Vinnie Burns in

“A Species of Mexican Man” (Lubin).
Helen Holmes is no longer with Kalem.

Faces on the Screen
By M. M. MURPHY

Faces on the screen, we see you smile,
And care departs from out our troubled
hearts:

We drink the cup of joy with 'you the while
And care not that you only play the parts,

Faces on the screen!

Faces on the screen, we watch you sigh,
And taste the wormwood in the passing
show;

Then deep within our souls we mean to try
To bear the burden—these the seeds you

sow,
Faces on the screen!

Faces on the screen, you teach us love,

And into sunless hearts a warmth steals;

Then life’s replete with blessings from above
And all the world’s a never-ending reel.

Faces on the screen!
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Melva.—Robert Cain was Captain in

“The White Pearl” (World). So you are

going to exclude “W. T. H.” from your

club if he persists in calling me a lady.

He knows differently now, since he has

seen me.
Martin M. B.—They do say downtown

that Pavlowa received $50,000 for playing

in “The Dumb Girl of Portici,” and it

may not have been all stage money.
Come, come, cheer up.

Frank C., Rochester.—Your letter was
shocking. A man with anger in his heart

and a pen in his hand is as bad as a

horse with a bit in his mouth, for both
are bound to run away with themselves.
Irma C.—If you have nothing worth

writing, please dont write it.

Buddy.—Rogers Lytton, Julia S. Gordon,
Lillian Walker and Robert Gaillord in

“The Artist’s Great Madonna” (Vita-

graph). James Cruze and Florence
LaBadie in “The Woman in White.”
Octavia Handworth in “The Toll of

Mammon.” I enjoyed yours very much.
Jonsie C., Brooklyn.—Yes, that was

Jackie Saunders and Jack Livingston in

“The Woman of the Sea” (Kalem).
Robert Grey was Ivan. Ethel Teare and
Bud Duncan are playing regularly. I be-

lieve there is one released every week.
Easy Mark.—Yes, the election suited

me, and I was just as well pleased to find

that the attempt to make VOTE the
feminine of the masculine VETO was
frustrated. I suppose they will some day,
however. “The Lonedale Operator” (Bio-

graph) will be reissued.

Letters to the Editor

Robert Hofstetter, 1521 Twenty-
third Street, Galveston, Texas, is an

ardent admirer of the Answer Man,
and after the criticisms the poor old

fellow has lately received we think it

no more than fair to publish this:

It’s about three years since I started to

read the Motion Picture Magazine and
now take the Motion Picture Classic
also, so I guess I have the right to have a
little chat with you. I am a great “picture
fan,” and also think the world about your
most excellent Magazine. But, above all,

my dear sir, am I an ardent admirer of

yourself. Now, I am not a man of the
“flattering” kind, but whenever I do ad-

mire any one, you can be sure that there
must be a very good reason for it.

I wish I knew your name, dear sir, for to

address you as “Answer Man” seems to

me like a sacrilege of your worthy person.
I consider you to be one of the greatest
men living today in these grand United
States, for you are doing more good than
you may imagine that you do.

To read the answers to your many
readers is a priceless privilege, and I

have learnt much from your wise say-

ings and laughed much over your witty
remarks. I often think that if we could
learn your name, we would find you to

be one of America’s famous humorists and
philosophers.

I really believe that you are 70 or so

years young, for any one of less than this

age couldn’t possibly know as much about
life as you do and couldn’t possibly be so

full of patience. I am your silent admirer
for the last three years, but at last I

could stay silent no longer. May heaven
bless you, dear sir, and let you stay with
us for many, many years to come. This
old world of ours, more than half of

which has gone mad, is indeed very much

( Continued on page 71)
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For Holiday Presents
|

Special Values120

$75

Diamondsw Ulatehes
on Credit Send for Jewelry

Catalog—FREE
This special selection of Diamond-set jewelry shows the most popular of the season’s new

mountings. Gorgeously beautiful Diamonds, of fiery brilliancy, set in solid gold. V
have cut prices almost to cost. It’s your opportunity to save money. Any selection

sent on approval, delivery charges prepaid. If satisfied, send one-fifth of the
price as first payment, balance divided into eight equal amounts, payable

monthly. If not just what you wish, return at our expense. Send
for Our Handsome 116-Page Illustrated Catalog. Over

2,000 suggestions for Holiday Gifts, or for personal wear.
All the new styles in jewelry—rings, studs, scarf pins,
w ear screws, brooches, bracelets.watcnes, chains, watch^ bracelets, silverware, etc. Liberal credit terms A

n anything desired. Send for free catalog,

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.,
The National Credit Jewelers

Dept. H 616 108 N. State St.,

. v cnitago, III.

119 Stores in Pittsburgh;

.1-22
y *2Q $20 XSLLouiB.Omaha

25 $25

29
$75£2£

This Interesting and Instructive Booklet
tells you about the tremendous demand for photoplay ideas and how you may sell

yours for $25 to $200 each. It explains why new writers are encouraged, and
tells all other facts about this most profitable occupation for your spare time at
home. Send for it today. It is free.

Your Happy Thoughts
Are Worth Cash

In your own life, and every-
where about you, is material

for many strong and heart-

appealing photoplays. If you
attend the movies you know the

kind of ideas wanted.
Previousexperience or literary

education are not necessary.
Here is your opportunity to ex-
press your best thoughts in your
own words and place them right

on the screen to inspire and enter-

tain millions of people.
With 30, 000 theatres changing

program daily, and with the sup-
ply of photoplays from Europe cut
off, the demand for new ideas has be-
come tremendous.

The Chicago Daily News says:
“Money considerations are almost negligible factors

among the “movie” manufacturers in their endeavor to out-
strip each other in the film race. Not many years ago $25
was considered the high watermark for a single reel scenario,
and today Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film
Company, casually remarks that he is considering a propo-
sition to produce a series of fifty-two single reel plays, each
scenario of which will cost his concern $1,000.”

$1,000 for a single reel scenariol A scenario is

simply an Idea, plus the technical skill to put it into

photoplay form. A single reel scenario averages
from three to ten type-written pages, and could,

Convincing Evidence of
Big Demand

A $10,000 Cash Prize is now being
offered for a Photoplay Idea!

The New York Times says:

“It is the newest profession in the
world, this of scenario writing, and it

is giving the few men engaged in it

thousands of dollars.”

Mrs. Louella O. Parsons,former Scen-
ario Editor ofthe Essanay Co., says:
"Scenario writing isthe most fascin-

ating form of fiction. There is a bigger
future for scenario writers than for
writers in any other field. But you
must have something good to offer in
order to reap rewards for your efforts.
I am confident that the people—those who
go to the movies regularly and see what the
producers want—have unique and brilliant
ideas. But the vast majority do not know
how to put these into salable form. They
must master technique and construction if
they would succeed.”

for my FREE book, f'piaye
“How to Write f
Photoplays.” .*

Elbert Moore, Box 772 SA, Chicago '* Address

after proper time spent in

thought and preparation, be
written out in less than an hour’

s

time. Have you Ideas as good
or better than those you see in

the theatres? If so, write tome
and I will show you how to put
them into proper form.

Former Scenario Editor

Shows You How
My complete and authorita-

tive COURSE OF INSTRUC-
TION AND CRITICISM cor-

rectly develops your ability and
gives you the simple rules of A
photoplay writing in clear,,

and concise form. It in-,

eludes a 224-page Text,

Book, covering evervA
branch of photoplay writing, 12 Screen
Talks prepared especially for my Course
by leading Producers, Scenario Editors ,* Elbert Moore
and Actors, 6 Student Guides, and my Box 772SA
own Personal Instruction and Cnti- y Chicago, 111.

cism. Easy to read and under- .* Please Bend me, without
stand. Strongly recommended .'cost or obligation, your FREE
by men who know. Special re- V Book

f
”How to Write Photo-

tit ,* Plays, and full particulars ofaucea terms tnts montn. y yoor course of Instruction and
Clip the__coupon now ,* Criticism la Writing the Photo-

y* Name •
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w
USE

CREME
s V ELCAYA

AND BE COMPLIMENTED ON

1 YOUR
t-eco

COMPLEXION

nr H IS dainty "Cream of Flowers" makes
1 the skin like velvet and adds an irre-

sistible charm to the use of powder.
Sold everywhere Send 10c for dainty trial size

JAMES C. CRANE. Sole Agent
108-1' Fulton St., New York. N. Y.

You Can Have Beautiful

EYELASHES and BROWS
(JUST LIKE MINE)

EYEBROW-1NE, a hair food, stimulate* the quick
growth to perfect, heavy, long, Luxuriant LASHESaud
BROWS, adding 100 per cent, to your beauty, charm
and attractiveness. EYEBROW-IXE is absolutely harm-
less—sure in results—one box does the trick. EYE-
BROW-IXE mailed in plain cover ou receipt of price, 25c,

or 50c.

REES MFG. CO.. 950 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Photoplay Hit of the Season
The Little Book of Honest Advice

“HERE LIES”
By L. CASE RUSSELL

YY/E have exhausted the first edition of “ Here Lies,”W but not its demand. A second edition is now
ready. This clever and timely booklet on How Not To
Write photoplays is invaluable to bewildered and dis-

couraged writers. The greatest obstacle in the road to
success is the ** Has been done before” rejection slip.

At least 8o£ of the unsold scripts now on the market
were written around stale plots. For the first time,
these forbidden themes have been collected, classified,

crucified and buried in “ Here Lies.” Read what studio
editors think of it:

"Here Lies" could almost be guaranteed worth a half-
year's time to any student of the photoplay.

LAWRENCE McCLOSKEY,
Scenario Editor, Lubin Manufacturing Company.

Its subtle humor is delicious, while underlying it all

there is so much truth that it is worth reading many
times. It is of value to the trained and professional
author, as well as to the amateur.

CALDER JOHNSTONE,
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.,

Pacific Coast Studios.

It would save some of these poor beginners many a
heart-ache if they would learn what to avoid, and you
seem to have struck the keynote in your Dont list.

LOUELLA I. PARSONS,
Editor of Scenarios, Es3anay Film Manufacturing Co.

If "Here Lies" gets the circulation it certainly deserves,

it should be a boon to writers and reconstructors who
have to doctor up their work.

GEORGE RIDGWELL,
Of Vitagraph Company of America.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25c in stamps or coin

THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

Uou can rUtxd TTOllaju, IaMi IJuj

At Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 89 Lakeside Bldg..Chicaqo

CHARLIE CHAPLIN SQUIRT RING
HERE YOU ARE, BOYS, a medallion ring

_of Charlie Chaplin. Everyone will see it on
your finger and try to get a better

look. Press the bulb, and Charlie

will do the rest by squirting a fine

stream of water all over the curious
Will squirt 20 feet. Greatest joke out

and brand new. By mail with big catalog 15c.

FISHER NOVELTY CO.. Box M.P., 721 Suiting Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LOOK! LOOK! 10c.
Enough to Amuse the Whole Family. Roll of Stage Money,
Disappearing Coin Trick, Mysterious Bottle. How to

cut glass with scissors, Wonderful Wine and Water
Trick, Magic Age Teller, Rules for Love Making, 13

Tricks with Cards, 1 5 Parlor Games, 7 Fortune Telling

Secrets, 39 Magical Experiments. 30 Money Making
Secrets, 14 Flirtations, 7 Parlor Games, 10 Funny
Readings, 71 Toasts, 21 Puzzles, and 300 Jokes. All

for 10c. los. H. Oeskau, Dep. 79. 491 Ridgewood Ave .
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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C rane Wilbur, besides being busy acting, wrote “The Blood of Our Brothers,”
and you might add, “Could a Man Do More?”—Yes, he has just finished “The
Adventures of Allan Dale.”

Donald MacBride, Vitagraph, was present at a social function not long ago. A
particular friend of his, also invited, had to remain at home—and that borrowing
habit started with mere pins.

Stella Hammerstein, daughter of Oscar Hammerstein, has signed with Mutual;
Frederick Ward, tragedian, will be seen in Thanhouser films.

“Wasted Lives” wasn’t to Arline Pretty’s liking. She says she is not anxious
to waste hers on cold-water scenes in November.

On November the fifteenth Mother Mary Maurice celebrated her seventy-first
birthday and her fiftieth anniversary as an actress.

Max Figman, Pathe, went to a skunk farm in Connecticut to get local color.
Well, it is rumored that he had to foot it back to Ithaca—as a passenger in a train he
was quite impossible.

In “The House of Tears” Emily Stevens, driving an auto, runs over herself. That
was going some, wasn’t it?

Julia Swayne Gordon and Rose Tapley are rivals—in collecting toads, alligators
and cats. Latest bulletins announce Rose Tapley two toads in the lead.

When Tom Chatterton, American, arrives his friends have got the habit of looking
to see if he is carrying a bundle. He has been giving to his friends the main part of

a good chicken dinner.

Myrtle Stedman, Oliver Morosco, is busily engaged during her spare time dressing
dolls for charity.

An extra was rather bombastic in his remarks to William Duncan, Vitagraph.
When he found himself lifted to the other side of this athletic actor, Duncan quietly
explained, “I’m a bit deaf on that side.”

Carlyle Blackwell has joined the World Film Company in New York.

Judge—You say you got that black eye as the result of a blow by the defendant?
Prosecuting Witness—Yes, sir.

Judge

—

Tell me the circumstances under which he struck you.
Prosecuting Witness—We were sitting in a Motion Picture show, and I was

explaining the pictures
Judge—That’s enough! The case is dismissed.

(Sixty-six)
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Greenroom Jottings

Last week Edna Mason, Universal, took the first vacation she has had during
her many years of acting. She reports a great time at the Exposition.

Charles Ray, who played in “The Coward”—Triangle—went for a holiday a few
days ago. He was accompanied by an automobile, a little gold ring, and a young
lady by the name of Grant.

No more has Bud Duncan, Kalem, such high ideas of farm life. It’s a puzzle
to him how a plow handle could raise such blisters.

Julius Cowles, Metro, says there sure was “A Yellow Streak” in that burro
that kicked out two of his teeth.

It was only a rag doll that Lillian Walker ran over the other day, but she stopped
to pick it up to add to her collection of dolls.

Sophie Clutt’s feelings, at least, have been reduced by dancing. She tried to

crawl thru a stand-pipe two feet in diameter. After some trouble several of the
Essanay players managed to dislodge her.

The second that scene 1539—the last one of Balboa’s “Neal of the Navy”—was
finished, William Courtleigh and his bride, Ethel Fleming, started on their delayed
honeymoon to the Exposition.

Every one has tried “The Home Cure.” Vitagraph has a good one.

Bryant Washburn, Essanay, has been trying to make the players believe that his
one-month-old son says “daddy.” What when he is six months old?

Johnny Sheehan, Mutual, will now be more of a cut-up than ever. Every barber
around Santa Barbara sent him a razor to use in “Johnny, the Barber.”

Ethel Clayton, Lubin, is busy nowadays over a matter of “Dollars and Cents.”
From the stage to the screen come: Mabel Taliaferro to Metro; Joe Dalpin and

Grafton Wiggins to Vitagraph; Robert Haines and Hal Forde to Mutual; Hattie
Williams to Oliver Morosco; Millicent Evans and John Jarrott to George Kleine; and
Frank Lasce to Famous Players.

Jack Richardson, American, now has so many vests he has them indexed.
It was an exciting “Night in a Show” for Leo White. The fat princess slipped,

and her 350 pounds landed on him. And Charlie Chaplin was not responsible.
Helen Gibson, Kalem, says “life is just one bruise after another.” Perhaps it is

a case of “Crossed Wires,” which she is now doing.
Ned Finley, Vitagraph, is evidently a believer in that idea “A sucker is born every

minute.” This time it’s a ring—he calls it a “Mystic Yogi of the Inner Temple of
Bhungo”—it cost him $2 and he sold it for $65.

Francis Bushman’s “Illinois Chief” has been sold and sent to the front in Europe.
Friends who were often invited to ride that spirited mount are rejoicing. They say
he is all right for the fellows there who want to be heroes.

“THERE’S A REASON.”
“Say, ma, do you want me to cut some wood, run any errands, or wipe the dishes

for you?”

(Sixty-seven
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To prove the superior
quality of our celebrated
embroidery floss we will
send this beautiful Pillow
Top (size 17x 21 inches)
stamped on White Em-
broidery Cloth, FKH K to
any lady sending only 10c

in stamps or silver to pay for p stage and the material to
embroider it. On this remarkable offer you get

PILLOW TOP FREE!

Pillow Top Stamped—Ready to Work
One Complete Instruction Diagram
Two Skeins Collingbourne’s Ploss

Send for this free
stamps will be returned

pillow top today. If you are not pleased, your 10c in
promptly. Address

COLLINGBOURNE MILLS, Dept. 539, ELGIN, ILL.

A Great Opportunity
Are you in a rut ? Learn SHOW CARD
writing and become independent. Ex-
perience unnecessary, no capital. We
show you how. Our course is not a
book of alphabets, but a course com-
piled by an expert show card artist.
Send for booklet M.

LITIIOI.IA SYSTEM OF LETTERING
Tlat iron Bldg., N. Y. C.
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?5he PHOTO-PLAYWRIGHTS t

PRIMER t

By L. CASE RUSSELL
AUTHOR OF

“HERE LIES”

= The Cleverest Book Ever Written! ’TA A
The First, Last, and Most Authoritative A.

Word on the Biggest Subject Today ^
A <JIt is fresh from the facile pen of L. Case Russell, author A
a. of the famous little "Here Lies” book (which has outsold A“ all other similar books three to one), and just off the press. ^
a As Important as your Dictionary! a

<|This book covers every phase of photoplay writing in

such a complete and novel way, as to be almost amazing.
It is as useful to the past master as to the beginner.

Not a Re-hash—Nothing but New ideas
Contains All the Points

,
and only jo cents a copy

<[It is printed in large type, 64. pages, size 4%X7K, with
numerous illustrations.

IJMailed to any address on receipt of fifty cents in one
cent stamps or a fifty cent piece. (If the latter, it should be
carefully pasted to letter or wrapped so that it will not
cut thru the envelope.) For sale only by

A
A
A M. p. PUBLISHING CO., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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My $3 Exerciser $| .00

Reduced to

.

l
Until further notice I will
seud one complete

Muscle Builder

Outfit
to any reader of “Motion
Picture Classic” upou re-
ceipt of $1.00—jubt one-third
the regular price. I will also
include a complete body*

building course of instructions
containing 24 selected exercises.
The Muscle Builder will meet
the requirements of any person
—weak or strong -man. woman or
child. Can be used to exercise
auy muscle in the body.

Y-K

A Chest
Expander AlsoJ
with each outfit, I will give an
extra handle, without charge, by
which the Muacle Builder can
instantly be converted into a most
effective Chest Expander to be used
for developing the chest and lungs.
Take advantage of t his opportunity
while it lasts. Send your order today.

Prof. Anthony Barker
Studio 42,1 10 W. 42d St., NewYork

II Don’t Keep Her Waiting
Mary Fuller and ii other Movie Stars are
waiting for you. 12 Autographed sepia
photos of any of your film favorites for 25

Sr S cents, coin. Send coin and list of 12 preferred
to

MOVIE PHOTO CO., Virginville, Pa.

6 sets (CO) photos for $1 if you send at once

Will you give one family a

MERRY
XMAS

DINNER?
We are but your
agents—you are

the host.

300,000 poor peo-
ple cheered last

Xmas in theU. S.

by The Salvation

Army.

Help us in this

way to get close

to these people.

Give them at
least one happy
day in the year.

$2.00 Feeds a Family of Five

Send Donations to Commander Miss Booth
118 Weil Fourteenth Street, New York City

Western Dept., Commissioner Estill, 108 N.Dearborn St., Chicago

TELL MEYOUR.FOOT TROUBLES
It will ease your Mind

;

I will ease your Feet.

Enlarged Joints Reduced and
Toes Straightened by

ACHFELDT’S
“Perfection” TOE SPRING
Worn at night without inconvenience, with
auxiliary appliance** for day use. Sent »n ap-
proval. Money refunded if not ait represenfed.

Umc My Improved Arch Supporter
for “Flat Foot” and broken down instep.
Send outline of foot. Full particulars and
advice free In plain Healed envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist
DEPT. K.C. 1328 Broadway. at 34th St., 'Marbridge Building'. NEW YORK

Greenroom Jottings

Ernest Maupin, Essanay, is an accom-
plished artist, and in the intervals be-

tween scenes is busy with his brush.
We have with us this evening: Charles

Le Moyne and Kathlyn Williams (p. 14);
Harry De Vere (p. 16); John Sainpolis
and Maude Fealy (p. 18); Iva Shepard
and Mildred Gregory (p. 19); Maurice
Stewart, Jr. (p. 20) ; Beatrice Van and Hal
Clement's (p. 22); William Stowell. May
Allison and Nan Christie (p. 23); Harold
Lockwood (p. 25); Sarah Bernhardt (p.

32); Mary Maurice. Charles Richman,
James Morrison and Belle Bruce (p. 39).
Bobby Connelly Is a little fellow, but

he knows “One Plus One Equals One.”
Harry Myers is the recipient of a novel

cushion from a girls’ club in Georgia. He
is trying to think of some really extraor-
dinary way to show his appreciation.
Darwin Karr, Essanay, says the home

life of photoplayers that you hear so
much about must be great, and he’d like

to try it for a while—he’s been on the
road ever since he joined the pictures.

Kate Price has written a script and
threatens to produce it.

Victor Potel, Universal, lost the key to

his auto, but was making great headway
filing thru one of the links of the chain,
when he was interrupted by a policeman.
No; Potel didn’t have his certificate of

ownership with him. Universal players
identified him at the police station.

Flora Finch has left Vitagraph, but is

going to build a home. She has pur-
chased twenty acres at Beecliwood, L. I.

Our $10 gold prize for the best story of

the month goes to the author of “Jeanne
Dore,” second prize to the author of “The
Great Divide” (January Magazine) and
third prize to the author of “The Scarlet
Band” (January Magazine).

Lloyd V. Hamilton, Kalem’s “Ham,”
has not yet recovered from a recent in-

jury, but he is an interested onlooker
from the side lines.

Edna May, famous “Belle of New York,”
has been captured by Vitagraph.
Three San Francisco girls have reason

to be jealous of Lillian Walker. An ad-

mirer writes the Vitagrapher he is court-

ing them all. but his love for “Dimples”
is greater than for all three combined.

Belle Bennet changes from Lubin to

David Horsley.
The same old question again, “What

Will People Say?”—but Metro is going to

answer it.

Once, when playing in a small Western
town, Sarah Bernhardt, who will soon be
seen in pictures, was suffering from a
severe cold, but did not dare blow her
nose. That afternoon a mash note had
said, “If you will take supper with me,
blow your nose.”
Kate Price’s Welsh rarebit sounds

tempting, but the mushrooms, one of the
principal ingredients, are home-picked,
and Kate’s friends dont place much con-

fidence in her ability to tell a mushroom
from a toadstool.

Lillian Drew, Essanay, says she
wouldn’t go “fifty-fifty” with her new car.

She claims it is the greatest ever.

Mutual is going to give “Lessons in

Love.”
Earle Williams has “abandoned” Anita

Stewart, and will now be starred by Vita-

graph in a twelve-part, two-reel serial,

“The Scarlet Runner.”
Bud Duncan is determined to find the

one who substituted a gun with a “kick”
for his harmless affair. Ethel Teare is

contemplating a trip.

$250.00

IN GOLD PRIZES

are offered by the Motion
Picture Magazine in a new
contest of art and skill.

1UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

THE most unique contest ever

devised, and one in which the

merest child may win, because
it involves the art of reading the

countenance—and who can do this

better than a child ? Full details will

be found in the February issue of the
Motion Picture Magazine, which
will be on sale at all newsstands on
and after January 1st. Borrow, beg
or buy a copy and see if you cannot
get a part of this $250 by writing the

cleverest answers to the question,

‘‘What Are They Saying?”

The February Motion Picture
Magazine will be a bigger and better

book—bigger by the addition of eight

pages. Order it now from your news-

dealer !

Electric Lighting Dynamo
FOR MOVIES. Anyone can operate
with engine. Saves half your current bills.

Price $85.00. Easy payments.
HOBART BROS., Troy, Ohio

CAN YOU?
Act For The Movies

Realize on Your Personality whilewatching the screen

that you have possibilities— that, if you had the chance to show "hat

you could do, you would make good ? No one can teach you to be

a star like Mary Pickford or Charlie Chaplin unless you have the

natural ability and a driving Director to bring it out.-

“Motion Picture Acting”
will tell you some mighty interesting facts about this fascinating pro-

fession. Will prepare you at home to meet the greatest test of all

securing a position. Don’t throw your chance away by not

being ready for it. Find out

What the Director’s Photo Test is.
How to Prepare for this at Home.
Whether you are fitted for Comedy or Drama*
What Personal Magnetism is.
How Movie Actors Make Up.|
How the Director works.
What Salary you can expect at the Start*
Whom to Apply to for a Position*
Where the Studios are Located*
How Trick Pictures are made.

Send for THIS BOOK
Don’t sit back and wish you knew just what to

do. At least give us the opportunity to help

you decide this question—to show you what
we can do for you. Mail the attached cou-

pon today—enclose it in an envelope with

fifty cents, either stamps or money.
*

’ Moving Picture Acting’ 'will be promptly
mailed and vour money just as promptly
returned if you are not satisfied.

not satisfied.

H. E. GRIFFIN, Oepl B
353 E. 55th Place, CHICAGO

Enclosed 60c for a copy of “Mov-
. " It is understood

i returned if 1 am

(Sixty eight)
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Bondwomen

( Continued from page 20)

brought Ned to his house and left

word with Norma that, under no

circumstances, was he to be disturbed,

as his brother’s eyesight depended
upon it.

Sitting in the doctor’s office, guard-

ing the entrance of the operating-

room, Norma idly fingered the papers

on his desk. Suddenly her eyes

dilated. In her hand she held a letter

from Dr. Ellis’ brokers, stating that

his final payment on the stock in the

Chance Mine must be made before

three o’clock that afternoon or the

stock would be lost. That meant a

fortune would be lost

!

She must see him at once. Her hand
was on the door when she realized that

she dared not disturb him. His
brother’s eyes, perhaps his brother’s

life, depended on it. If only Hugh
had trusted her! If only he had al-

lowed her a bank account

!

Casting about for some way out of

her dilemma, she thought of Powers.

She telephoned him and explained the

situation. Powers assured her that lie

would be only too glad to arrange the

matter; he would come at once, and
they would go to the broker’s and
make the payment.
When Norma returned to her home

with the stock in her hand, she found
Dr. Ellis waiting for her in her bed-

room. The operation had apparently

been successful. A few days would
make certain.

Norma was so full of her exploit

that she could not wait to tell it to her

husband. “And so you see,” she said,

“ if it had not been for me, you would
have lost the stock.”

“Where did you get the money?”
demanded Dr. Ellis, suspiciously.

“From our friend, David Powers.”
At this all of the evil suggestions

which his brother had poured into his

ear rose up and overwhelmed him. He
burst into a bitter denunciation of his

wife and his friend. Rushing into

the nursery, he seized little Roy and
dragged him in before his mother.

“Confess,” cried her husband, “or
I will beat our son until you do !

”

He pulled the boy into his own
room and closed the door. Norma,
hearing the lock click, threw herself

against the panels of the door in a

frenzy of fear.

Dr. Ellis opened the door. “Are
you ready to confess?”
Norma bowed her head. “Yes,” she

whispered, reaching out hungry arms
for the boy. An hour later she and Roy
left for the home of Professor Bowe.

Dr. Ellis removed the bandages
from his brother’s eyes just seven days
after the operation, and Ned again
saw the world which he had feared he
would never see. But instead of

thanking his brother, he turned to

him, pleading for cocaine. Dr. Ellis

sternly refused to give it to him, and
Ned, biding his chance, slipped from
the room and telephoned to Belle. She
had promised to help him secure some
from the laboratory of David Powers.
Thus she led him into the presence of

Powers himself, who made clear to

Ned that he had been cured of the
drug habit tho he did not know it, and
that what he had been taking under
the belief that it was cocaine, was, in

reality, the cure, “Oublier.”
Overcome with joy at this informa-

tion, Ned confessed the trick he had
played upon his brother and agreed to

confess all to the doctor.

Hugh Ellis, who had never ceased
for a moment to love his wife, was
overcome with shame when he realized

that he had discarded her upon the

word of an irresponsible drug-user.

Instead of being the destroyer of his

home, David Powers had been the
saviour of his brother.

It was a humbled man who sought
Norma Ellis in the home of her father,

Professor Bowe. Norma had already
heard the story from the remorseful
Ned.
“Norma,” pleaded her husband,

huskily, “can you ever forgive me?
Can you still love me a little?”

Norma sought her place in his arms
After a moment she whispered,

“Hugh, there is only one thing in the
world impossible—and that is, that I

should cease to love you for one hour
—come what might !

’ ’

Roy looked up from his playthings
on the floor.

“Papa,” he demanded shrilly,

“when are you going to take us
home ?

’ ’

Norma and her husband both
laughed at this relief from the

emotional strain.

“At once, my boy,” said his father,

“but first, here is a present for your
mother. You give it to her.”
Norma glanced wonderinglv at the

little book which Roy handed her, in

obedience to his father’s request. On
it she read

:

First National Bank

f
Hugh

]
In account with 1 and 1 ELLIS

[
Norma

J

You can have BEAUTIFUL

Long and Luxuriant

EYEBROWS
and LASHES

by applying: “ Lash-Brow-ine 99

nightly. Adds wonderfully to your
beauty, charm and attractiveness.

“Lash-Brow-ine” is a noted Chemist’9
proved formula. We absolutely guaran-

tee it to do just what we claim. Mailed
in plain sealed cover for 25c. [coin.] >

Obtainable only direct from THE MAYBELL
LABORATORIES, 4008-0 Indiana Ave., Chicago, lit

xf LADIES’ BEAUTY POWDER LEAVES
i| A gift appreciated by every woman. The paper

Wlk leaves of these books are specially prepared and
coated with absolutely pure face powder, deli-

ri ? cately scented. The dust and oily secretions from
\A J

j
the surface of the skin are removed, not Just cov-

it-— --- ered us when a puff is used. Made up in neat

/it II
suede leather case with cut-out design, 50c. With

/£» ii'Jr 1 initials in gold leaf, 75e, postpaid.

1

•n* 1

'

| G. & B. SPECIALTIES

||
|

6162 South Park Ave., Dept. 1, • Chicago, III.

LADIES ! POWDER PUFF FREE

!

Large, Fine, Woolly Powder Puff bee with a box
of SNOWFLAKE FACE POWDER, used andhighly
indorsed by leading Film Actresses. Adds that

dainty, smooth and dignified appearance to the

tenderest complexion; so pleasing and refreshing

you will become a constant user. This offer for

25 cents sent postpaid. You can get either White
or Flesh Color. EMIL A. KAHN, (Manufacturer),

1392 Franklin Avenue, New York City.

AUTOGRAPHED

PILLOWTOPS
OF MOVIE STARS

Made on Old Gold Satine, 18x18 inches

Mailed Postpaid, 30c Each
Send Two-cent Stamp for Folder

CROCHET BOOK
FREE

Contains 147 illustrated lessons with
new designs by Virginia Snow. To

k
introduce JAPSILK Cordoney best hard
twisted, mercerized Crochet Cotton, we will
mail free and postpaid Collingbourne’s
Encyclopedia of Art Needlework to
any lady sending only 10c, in silver or
stamps, for sample ball.JAPSILK

r comes in White and Ecru—sizes. 1,3,5, 10, 15, 20. 30. 40,
60,60. 70. 80. 100: also in all leading colors— -sizes, 5. 30
and 50. Crochet Book contains many original ideas in

I Crocheting/Tatting and Embroidery. Also list of 26 Free Premiums. Send to-
Lday. COLLINGBOURNE MILLS. Dept. 539, ELGIN^ ILLINOIS

REALLY HANDSOME
ARE THE PHOTO POSTCARDS WE OFFER

Eighteen <»fyour own choice lor twenty-five cents or a bun
dred for a dollar. Six poses ofMary Pick ford, two of Mar-
guerite Clark, two of Chaplin, a new picture of William
Courtleigh, 4r., Mary Anderson, Lillian Lorraine, an
autographed picture of Juck W. Kerrigan, and many
other new Feature stars.

Also actual photos, size II 500 LIST all orders I

8x 10, at 50c each
1 1
or free on request j

THE FILM PORTRAIT CO„ 127 C 1st Place, Brooklyn. N. Y.
|

Ideas Wanted for Photoplays
You can supply them. $25 to $100 each. Begin-
ners encouraged and helped. We teach you all.
Details Free if you write NOW.

ASSOCIATED MOTION PICTURE SCHOOLS,
601 Sheridan Road, Chicago, 111.

© THROW YOUR VOICE
into the next room, down cellar, under the
bed or anywhere. Fool your friends, lots of
fun.

THE VENTRILOPHONE
is a little instrument that fits into the mouth
and cannot be seen. Boys or girls can use it.

We also send you complete instructions
in the Art of Ventriloquism.

With our big Catalog of 300 Novelties all for 10 Cts.
Stamps or coin. ARDEE CO., Desk J, Stamford, Conn.

(Sixty-nine)
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WANTED
Railway Mail Clerks

$900 to $1800 a Year
($75 to $150 a month) Pleasant Work—Continually Traveling:

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE (The Pathway to Plenty), Dept. D 126, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Rapid advam-pmem hi,her Government Positions. “ No lay-offs _ This c0up

-

0Ilj fiIled out ,s direc,ed) entitles the sender to free specimen questions
• " a free conv of our hook. “Government. Positions Anri Haw fn Hot Thom ” n li*

Ifet ause ,.f STRIKES. WARS. FINANCIAL FLURRIES or the WHIM
SOME PETTY BOSS. THE POSITION Is YOURS FOR LIFE.

Country residents and city residents
iliate appointment. Conmiou-seuse education sufficient. Political influence
NOT REQUIRED.

Write immediately for schedule showing the places and dates of THE
COMING GOV'T examinations. Don’t delay. Every day you lose means the
loss of just so much coachiug before the rapidly approaching examinations.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE. Dept. D 126, Rochester, N. Y.

a free copy of our book, •‘Government Positions and How to Get Them,” a list
of Government positions now obtainable, and to consideration for Free Coachiug

tand the same chance for imme- tor the examination here checked.
COUPON

.Railway Mail Clerk. .($900 to $1800)

.Bookkeeper ($900 to $1800)

.Postoffice Clerk ($800 to $1*200)

.Postoffice Carrier. . ..($800 to $1*200)

.Rural Mail Carrier- • ($500 to $1*200'

.Auto Chauffeur

Name Address
Use this before you lose it.

.Customs Positions- ($800 to $1500)
• Stenographer ($800 to $1500)
. .Internal Revenue. .($700 to $1800)
. .Clerk in the Departments

at Washington ($800 to $1500)
-Canadian Gov't Positions

D 126
Write plainly.

AUTHOR’S ADDRESS WANTED.
We trust that this notice will be read by Ray-

mond Madden, or by one of his friends who will
communicate with him. His former address was
General Delivery, Lansing, Michigan. We are
holding a check for $35.50 to his credit for the
sale of his photoplay, “For He Loved Much,” to
the Vitagraph Co., and will forward as soon as
author gives us his corrected address.

PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE,
175 Dulfield St., Brooklyn, New York.

Genuine Photographs off Your Favorite
Photoplayers,Autographed by

the Player, 50c.
Also autographed photographs reproduced on post-
cards in a beautiful sepia, (not the cheap glazed
kind), 15 for 25c. Send stamp for list to select
from. Our new book, “FILMLAND FAVORITES,”
containing the autographed photographs and biog-
raphies of all the leading players, is now ready for

delivery, 25c. Order now.

FILMLAND FAVORITES COMPANY
Dept. C. f Security Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. ,fk

THE STAGE PLAYING CARDS

Handsomest deck of cards made. Pink, cream, green and gold backs; gold edges;
flexible, highly finished, lively and durable; fifty-two cards and joker to each pack.

PORTRAITS OF THE GREAT STARS
Each card contains a portrait of a great star, including Marguerite Clark, David

Warfield, Julia Marlowe, Alla Nazimova, E. H. Sothern, Willie Collier, Blanche Bates,

Rose Stahl, Blanche Ring, Frank Daniels, Anna Held, Grace George, James O’Neill,

Ellen Terry, Henrietta Crosman, Frances Starr, Margaret Anglin, Eddie Foy, Mrs.
Fiske, Harry Woodruff, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Cissy Loftus, Tyrone Powers, Henry E.

Dixey, Elsie Janis, William Faversham, Dustin Farnum, Louis James, Louis Mann,
Maxine Elliott. Herbert Kelcey, Henry Miller and Effre Shannon. Most of these great

players, and most of the others, have already made their appearance on the screen, and
every one of them has made stage history, as many of them are now making Motion
Picture history. Why not take advantage of this opportunity to make a collection of the

portraits of these great stars, even if you do not want to use the cards to play with?
(Please note that this set of cards has no connection with the set of Motion Picture

cards in our new game called “Cast.”)

Only 50 cents a pack, in handsome telescope box, mailed to any address, postage
prepaid, on receipt of price. (One-ccnt stamps accepted. If a 50-cent piece is sent,

wrap it in folded paper and enclose in envelope in your letter. An unwrapped coin

sometimes cuts thru the envelope and is lost in the mails. It is perfectly safe also to

send a dollar bill by mail.)

THE M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

He Speculates in Comedy
Thunder

( Continued from page 47)

of the camera and the pit-a-pat of the

dancer’s feet to disturb the tropical

silence. Dozens of players stood on
the side-lines absorbingly interested.

“Dance away from the Mahara-
jah,” spoke Sennett, in a subdued
monotone.
“Now come back up- here in

front of the camera,” a trifle louder.

“Now throw yourself at his feet and
salaam.

”

A moment of quiet, with nothing
audible hut the purr of the camera.

“Get up and continue dancing;
rise. Maharajah, and repel her from
you. Thank Buddha you have re-

ceived the State document
;

thank
him hard—that’s it.

“Now to the sacred vault, Mahara-
jah, with the document; look amazed
and horrified”—this to the dancer.

An image of Buddha under a canopy
opens with the movement of a
swarthy slave. The document is

placed therein. It closes again.

Everybody falls prostrate to the floor.

“Well done,” says Sennett. “Turn
off the fountain. Fifteen minutes for

lunch.”
This is a sample of how Sennett

works. lie is terse and punctual in

all matters, whether business or social.

He goes straight to the bat with a

film-picture, with all smiles left be-

hind. To him this comedy business

is a matter of super-seriousness. He
wants no idle laughs about the stu-

dios. If any one feels like loosening

up on his laugh-strings let him secure

a requisition from the business office

and spill it on celluloid.

That’s what the}- are paid for—to

produce laughs—and there shall be

no smile-wastage in the plant there-

for. “For,” as Sennett characterizes

it, “we have to turn out so many
genuine laughs each week, and we re-

quire all the smile-machinery in the

studios to do it.”

Sennett has often said that as a

producer of screen-comedies he has

about the hardest job that has fallen

to the lot of any single mortal.

Sending waves of laughter over

the earth with mechanical precision

must be a difficult occupation at best.

“The stalemate laugh reservoirs

must not be drawn upon by producers
of today if they wish to enjoy success

in their chosen vocation,” Sennett
says.

It is the original laugh that is

wanted, according to the tenets of the

profession. It, and it only, counts.

(Seventy
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Gypsy Fortune Teller
And Dream Book

Know thy future. Will you be
successful in Love, Marriage,
Health, Wealth, and Business
Tells fortunes by all methods,
cards, palmistry, teacup, zodia-

ology, etc. Gives lucky and
unlucky days. Interprets
dreams. A large book by mail
for TEN CENTS.
Earn Money Telling Fortunes

Royal Pub. Co., d*p«. c So. Norwalk, Conn.
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6,000 PHOTOS
TO BE DISPOSED OF

DURING the last five years we have

accumulated many valuable photo-

graphs of scenes taken from popular

photoplays. Some of these are large and
beautiful; some are small and not fine; some
contain players of fame, such as Mary
Pickford, FrancisBushman, Earle Williams,

etc. Some are mounted on cardboard with

ourartist’sdesign around; some aretrimmed

;

etc., etc. Good photographs sell as high as

$5 .00 each, and the average price is $ 1 .00

each. Whileallof ours are not worth $1 .00

each, many are worth much more. We
have made up several hundred packages

each containing five or more photographs,

and we will mail these to any address for

50c a package—5 packages for $2.00.

We cannot tell you what is in any package
for we do not know, but we assure you
that each contains “value received and
more too.” We have tried to make all

packages alike in value.

Take Advantage of This Offer

tjl There are various uses for these photos.

You can make up a fine collection and
paste them in an album; or tack them on
your wall with fancy paper border, or

make a wall-paper design of them ; or

frame them; or mount them and give them
away for presents; or adorn your den
with them, etc., etc.

Send in your order now, for they may
not last long—an opportunity seldom
offered. Some of these photos are rare

copies and can never be duplicated.

M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 DUFF1ELD ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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(Seventy-one)

( Continued from page 65)

in need of great minds and hearts like
yours—there are so few of them.
Thank you, thank you ever so much for

the many happy hours that I have had in
reading your department, and please take
good care of yourself so that there will

be many more of them.
Kindly excuse the errors in this letter,

but I am in this country just five years
(from Switzerland) and have not mas-
tered the English language yet.

George A. Sehepard, 1096 First

Street, Milwaukee, an admirer of

Henry Walthall, agrees with some of

our other correspondents that the

stage stars should not invade the pic-

ture field

:

I am a reader of your Magazine and
Classic, and they deserve much praise,
as they help one to know the play-
ers and also to learn the progress of the
film industry. Seeing the open forum for

your readers, I take advantage to give the
opinions of myself, family, friends and
acquaintances. You know the films today
make one of the great topics of discus-
sion. We have for years been ardent
theater-goers, and have always sought the
best that came to the city, but now we
are lured to the Motion Pictures, unless
we wish to hear music or see some re-

nowned player who has as yet not en-

tered the films. This brings me to what
I mainly wished to write about. It is

with regret we see the stage celebrities

entering the films. We have seen prac-
tically all that have appeared so far, and
the majority have been utter disappoint-
ments. We have seen them behind the
footlights, and heard their voices, which,
I think now, was their chief factor to-

ward fame, and we have hugged them to

us; but in the films, where only the eye
follows, they largely overact and are not
what they seemed. Their names would
not attract so readily the second time,
and when they go back to the stage I

think they find they are not so popular.
There are a few who have as yet not en-

tered the films, and we hope they will not.

Maude Adams is one. We want to keep
our speaking stage, and why rob us of

the illusion? Of the few celebrities of

the stage, who are good in the films, are
Robert Warwick and the Farnum broth-
ers. There are many fine film artists,

with ability that should count, who are
being kept in the background by names
of the stage. Let the screen bring forth

its own stars. Why shouldn’t it? Each
is distinctly different. I have seen many
beautiful stories, which would have been
made to live if graced by some of our
film stars, fall flat when the star was
from the stage.

Of film stars, first and foremost is that
superb dramatic artist, Henry B. Walthall.
He surely should rise to the highest pin-
nacle of fame, for he is an artist to his
finger-tips and is well named “The Booth
of the Films.” I have watched his work
from the time he entered films, in small
parts and in great—in fact, in everything
he has played to date—and he always
perfectly interprets his roles, running the
whole gamut of emotion, from tenderest
love to murderous hate and from sub-
lime faith to the most abject fear, with-
out one useless gesture. I predict, when
others are long forgotten, Walthall will
be remembered. I hope he is given every
opportunity to interpret many of our
fine, intense dramas and latter-day fiction.

WHO’SWHO IN MOTION PICTURES
Most Unique Book Ever Published

Contains nearly 800 photograph

x

and biograph-
ical sketches of photoplay stars, directors, man-
agers and business executives. Mary Fuller,
Earle Williams, Anita Stewart, King Baggot,
Pearl White, Crane Wilbur, Marguerite Snow,
Maurice Costello. Blanche Sweet, Robert War-
wick, Mary Pickford, William Farnum, Rosemary
Theby and hundreds of others. Send for “WHO’S
WHO” today and learn all about your favorites.

Price $1.00. Sent Postpaid. Order from
STERLING SYNDICATE

1724 Aeolian Building, New York

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
CAN BE

HARMLESSLY
REMOVED

You can instantly and harmlessly
rid your face, neck and arms of
that aggravating superfluous hair.

“Dr. Beilin’s Wouderstoen does it.” Tablet form, not a
liquid, clean, sanitary, odorless, economical, absolutely
free from poison. Recommended by leading physicians.
Money back if not satisfied. Price One Dollar.
At leading drug and department stores or mailed direct

on receipt of $1.00.
Write for our illustrated booklet.

DR. BELLIN’S WONDERSTOEN CO.
Dept. C 55 Delancey Street New York
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The

William G. Hewitt Press

61-67 Navy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Printers of the

Motion Picture Magazine

and

Motion Picture Classic

SPECIALTY IN

Magazine, Periodical, Book

and Catalogue Printing

WRITE—PHONE—CALL
5498-5499 MAIN

Learn the art of Sign & Showcard Writing. Branch
of Advertising. Men and women make big money. Personal in-
struction and original methods (copyright) make you expert.

$6.00 Per Day or More
is the union scale in Chicago and other towns. You
can make even more on job work. Have a big business of
your own. We show you how by mail and helgt you pay for

ILLINOIS SCHOOL OK
DepUy, 187 N. Clark Street

LE FERNE WONDER CREAM
“THE CREAM THAT BEAUTIFIES”

A dainty cream that protects your face from the wintry
winds; cleans up a muddy complexion and removes all

blemishes. By mail 35 cents per jar. Dainty sample for
two-cent stamp to

LE FERNE WONDER CREAM CO.. Woodhaven, L. I.

Distributing Agents: Eimer & Amend, New York

SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE !

me war ha> created unlimited opportunities for those who
know Spanish, French, German or Italian. Better
your position or increase your business. You can learn

quickly, easily, at home, during spare moments, by the

LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD
And Rosenthal’s Practical Linguistry
(Highest Award Panama-Pacific Exposition

)

You listen to the living voice of a native professor
pronounce the foreign language, over and over, until
you know it. Our records fit all talking machines.
Write for Booklet, particulars of Free Trial.

1
1 nr A I vuac nrr I

,he I'anffuage-Phone Method.
IDEAL XMAS GIFT 1989 Putnam Bldg., \V. 45th St., N.Y.
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THE CALL FOR GOOD PHOTOPLAYS
Every Motion Picture Studio Is on the Still Hunt for New Material

PRICES DOUBLED IN ONE YEAR; WILL DOUBLE AGAIN

The Policy of the Photoplay Clearing House Has Contributed to Bring This About

In 1912 Photoplay authors were glad to receive $10 to $15 for their product. Last year
competition, an open market, and the demand for stronger Photoplays forced prices up to $20

and $30 per reel. And now many of the leading studios are writing us, offering to pay $35 to

$100 per reel. The art of Photoplay writing is just beginning to be worth while. Another con-
stant call of picture manufacturers is, “Send us the work of new writers—the old school is

running dry. Vital, dramatic, new ideas will be bought on sight.”

There never has been a period in the history of literature when a new field has so suddenly
opened and has so rapidly expanded. Over 10,000 new Photoplays are demanded by the public

each year. While it is true that many studios have taken on staff writers to help supply the
demand, the services of outside writers of Photoplays are eagerly sought after.

The Photoplay Clearing House was established three years ago to aid and counsel new
writers and to market their plays. Our records show hundred of sales, and over 14,000 photo-
plays reviewed, criticized and placed upon the market. We are under the supervision of the

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. We tell you: How to go about it; where to market your
plays; how to revise and cure their weak points; the kind of photoplays wanted, and a hundred
other details of making and selling a finished scenario. The high standard of our aims has
received the unqualified endorsement of all of the leading studios without exception. During
that period we have spent over $15,000 in systematizing our sales bureau and in assembling a
staff of well-known photoplaywrights and critics. In order to serve authors, our editors must
be well qualified—must be successful writers themselves. Our editorial staff consists of the

following established photoplaywrights who personally pass upon all manuscripts submitted:
Edwin M. La Roche, Henry Albert Phillips, L. Case Russell, William Lord Wright, Courtney
Ryley Cooper, Dorothy Donnell, Russell E. Ball, Gladys Hall. Herbert C. Chesnut, Bennecke
Peterson and others. We have received over 5,000 unsolicited letters from both unknown and
successful writers endorsing our method of critical advice and marketing of Photoplays.

THESE ENDORSEMENTS SPEAK FOR TH EMSELVES—5,000 OTHERS ON FILE.

Photoplay Clearing House:
Dear Sirs—Am glad to hear of the requests you have made

to your clients for good feature stories. Hope some of the
calls you sent out bring in something really big, because we
are paying really big prices ami must have the goods.

Very truly yours,
EQUITABLE MOTION PICTURES CORPORATION,

Russell E. Smith, Scenario Department.

Photoplay Clearing House:
Dear Sirs

—

We enclose check for $35.00 in full payment
for your Moving Picture scenario entitled “The Famous
Marchio Ruby" (one reel).

Kindly have two persons witness your signature after exe-
cuting the enclosed assignment and return it to us promptly
in the enclosed addressed and stamped envelope.

Yours very truly,
BIOGRAPH COMPANY.

Photoplay Clearing nouse:
Dear Sirs

—

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your check to-
day for $22.42, being the amount due me for the script,
“The Psychic Law,” which you sold for me to the Gaumont
Co. I wish to thank you very kindly for your prompt reply,
and also for your efforts in placing the script. I have an-
other which I expect to send you in a (lay or two.
With kindest regards.

Very truly yours,
202 Ruby St., Lancaster, Pa. E. E. KELLER.

Photoplay Clearing House:
Gentlemen— I am in receipt of your criticism of my photo-

play, for which I am very grateful; you have given me
many valuable suggestions. I will reconstruct the play,
weaving into it another story in the hope cf strengthening
it, and when more in line with requirements as indicated
by your review, will again forward the same to you. I
have no “illusions” regarding the merit of my work, and
your candid opinion is exactly what I need.

Very truly yours,
1310 23d St., Sacramento Cal. ALMER P. SOULE.

Photoplay Clearing House:
Gentlemen—Received carbon copy “Transplanting of

Tess." I desire to thank you very much for the same.
Since this has been reconstructed I can see a vast improve-
ment from my original copy.
Hoping that you will be able to dispose of same and

thanking you for your attention to this matter, I remain.
Yours truly,

MAUDE MULLIN'.
218 North Garfield Ave., Pocatello, Idaho.

Photoplay Clearing House:
I thank you very much for the carbon copy of script No.

9526, “Chains That Bind.” The revision is perfect, and I

appreciate it so very much. I could never have revised it as

you have done. Thanking you again, I am,
DORA A. IMSCHWEILER.

2029 W. Centre St., Ashland, Pa.

Photoplay Clearing House:
We wish to offer you $30.00 for the Motion Picture rights

of “The Demon,” by J. M. Schloenbach, Mason Hotel,

Jacksonville, Fla.
We'd like very much to hear whether you were able to

secure releases for the two which we made offers on.

THE VITAGRAPH CO. OF AMERICA,
By Doris M. Schroeder, Editor, Western Studios.

Photoplay Clearing House:
Re Number 10987, “Her Rival.

Dear Sirs—In submitting manuscripts to us we hope you

.will 'not be guided by the reviews of our past and present

releases. Our policy has been completely changed.
We want only strong, single-reel domestic dramas dealing,

not with improbabilities, but with the realisms of life.

We are ready to pay top-notch prices for good scenarios,

and we will endeavor to give you prompt action.

Very truly yours,
LUBIN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Daniel Ellis, Scenario Department.

THE PLAN OF THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE.

We are intimately connected with the Motion Picture business and in close touch with the
manufacturers. We are advised of all their advance releases, their requirements and the kind
of scripts they want. As suitable ones come to us, in salable shape, they are immediately sent
to the proper studio. No stale, imperfect or copied plots are submitted.

All photoplaywrights are invited to send their Plays to this company, advising as to what
manufacturers they have been previously submitted, if any. Every Play will be treated thus:

It will be read by competent readers, numbered, classified and filed. If it is, in our opinion,
in perfect condition, we shall at once proceed to market it, and, whan we are paid for it, we will

pay the writer 90% of the amount we receive, less postage expended. If the Scenario is not in

marketable shape, we will so advise the author, stating our objections, offering to return it at

once for his correction, or to revise, typewrite and try to market it. IF THE MANUSCRIPT IS

HOPELESS, WE SHALL SO STATE, and in some cases advise a course of instruction, naming
various books, experts and reliable teachers to select from.

Fee for reading, criticism and filing, $1.00 (multiple reels, $1.00 per
reel), but to readers of the MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC it / This Coupon is
will be only 50c., provided the annexed Coupon accompanies each script; good for 50 cents,
for multiple reels, 50c. per reel. For typewriting, a charge of $1.00 for When accompanied
each Play will be made provided it does not run over 10 pages. 10c. / with 50 cents more
a page for extra pages. The fee for revising will vary according y it will entitle holder
to work required, and will be arranged in advance. No Scenarios ^ to list one single-reel
will be placed by us unless they are properly typewritten. Pay- / scenario with the Pho-
ment in advance is expected in all cases. RETURN POST- / toplay Clearing House.
AGE SHOULD BE INCLUDED, and foreign contributors
should allow for U.S. exchange. Enclose P.O. order, stamps, Photoplay Clearing House,
checks, or money with manuscripts. 1c. stamps accepted. 175 d uffie Id St., B’klyn. N Y

The Most Suitable

Christmas Gift!
r

|
’O those of your friends and rel-

atives who are interested in

Motion Pictures, and nearly every one

is a Motion Picture fan, nothing could be

more suitable for a Christmas gift than a

year’s subscription to the “ Motion Picture

Magazine’’ or the “Motion Picture Classic.”

They are gifts that will be enjoyed not

for one day or week, but for the entire year.

Each month they will be reminders of your

thoughtfulness and kindness at Christmas time.

A Set of Pictures FREE!

With each subscription to either the

Magazine or Classic we will send a set of

large, beautiful, elegantly mounted portraits

of the players, thus making two gifts in one

for the price of one.

A year’s subscription to “Motion Picture

Magazine” and 10 portraits. . . $1.50

A year’s subscription to the “Motion
Picture Classic” and 10 portraits . . $1.75

Special Offer—Both the Magazine and

Classic and 20 portraits . . . . $3.00

(Add 30 c. for Canadian postage, $1.00 for foreign)

Choose from This List:

Mary Pickford

Beverly Bayne
Earle Williams

Lillian Walker
Carlyle Blackwell

Norma Talmadge

Theda Bara

Ben F. Wilson

Alice Joyce

Edith Storey

Anita Stewart

Charles Chaplin

Mary Fuller

Lillian Loraine

Crane Wilbur

Pearl White

Olga Petrova

Francis X. Bushman

J. Warren Kerrigan

Clara K. Young

Just fill out the coupon below, write a list of the pictures and

instructions on separate sheet and mail with proper remittance.

A Beautiful Gift Card bearing your name will be sent out

with both the Portraits and the Magazine. Our Subscription

Department will soon be busy with Christmas orders. Dont

wait. Send in your order NOW.

M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

M. P. PUBLISHING CO.,
175 Dutfield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $ fora year s
“Motion Picture Magrazine “

subscription to the “Motion Picture Classic”
to be sent as a Christmas Gift to

List of portraits and further Instructions are grlven
in the attached letter.

Name. .

.

Address

(Seventy-two)



TUTARY herself re-
*'-* members nothing

but the vision— the

haunting vision of the

giant hand on her

white shoulder! She

may have done it. She

does not know. Doyou?

Can You Solve This Mystery

DAVE POLLOCK, drunkard, man-about-tovvn, pursuer of Mary Page—is dead. Mary’s revolver lies beside him.

Did Mary Page kill Dave Pollock? The police say she did it. The evidence says she did it. The jury is con-
vinced! But—did she do it? Mary herself does not know. She cannot tell. Can you? Can you solve

The Great
Magazine Serial

The Strange Case of

MARY PAGE
The Creat

Motion Picture Serial

Did you ever see a motion picture serial with a won-
derful heroine, a beautiful, appealing heroine, a charm-
ing love story? Mary Page is that kind.

Did you ever see a motion picture serial with the
most remarkable succession of thrilling adventures,
threatening villains, heart-thumping escapes? Mary
Page is that kind.

Did you ever see a motion picture serial that told
a great big important truth more powerfully, more
utterly convincingly than that truth has ever been told
before? No. you didn’t, for there never was a serial like

thi9 one. Mary Page is that kind.

- T j
famous hero of The Birth of a Nation. Henry B. Walthall, the most

finished actor on the screen, will play Langdon. It is the biggest part of

As a mystery story it has no equal. As
a picture play, it has everything— the best
acting, the best producing, the best pho-
tography—all that goes with the name

GEORGE K. SPOOR. President

many biff parts that Henry B. Walthall has played.
The appealing heroine of "The Blindness of Virtue'

beautiful Edna Mayo, will play Mary—a wonderful part
for a wonderful actress.

How to Cet the Magazine
Frederick Lewis, author of “What Happened to

Mary, the famous motion picture serial, has pro-
duced a still greater success in “The Strange Case of
Mary Page.’ You must read it. You must see it.

Pictures of Mr. Walthall and Miss Mayo, the
first chapters of the great mystery serial— all these and much more in the

‘ J anuary Ladies’ World. Remember, Mary Page begins her adventure in
January Ladies’ World. The price is only ten cents. Get your copy to-day.

Ask Your Pavorite Theatre
for the Picture

Read it in the magazine—Look for it in the pictures

THE LADIES’ WORLD
The McClure Publications, McClure Building, New York

Ask Your Newsdealer for
Your Copy

THIS WILLIAM G. HEWITT PRESS, Gl-67 NAVY ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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i Special

£2 313029

It in lin "ton
Watch Co.
19th St. and .Marshall Rlvd.

33<;i Chicago, III.

Plewe send me (without obligation
and prepaid i your free book on watcher
with explanation of vour cash or $2.i»0 a

mouth offer on the Burlington Watch.

Name

Address.

Jewel $
Burlington
The Master Timepiece Now Sold Direct for Only A Month

Write today for our great offer on the master timepiece—adjusted to the second

—

adjusted to positions—

•

adjusted to to isochronism — now sent direct to you without a penny down. If

you decide to keep it, pay only the rock-bottom direct price (the same price that even the. wholesale
jeweler must pay) either for cash or at the rate of $2.50 a month. Send coupon, today.

Write for Special Offer!
Send us the coupon below—or a postcard for the great, sweeping direct offer

on the genuine Burlington. We want you to see and examine the Burlington.
Find out for yourself what a magnificent timepiece it is—’and at a price

which must surprise you. Write today for the book that shows you handsome
illustrations in full color of the newest watch cases that you have to choose
from. The latest triumphs ofmaster goldsmiths are yours on. this special offer.

NeWldeas in
Watch Cases

Block* and Ribbon* Mono-
grams, Diamond Set, Lodge,
French. Art, Dragon, Etc.

Send the Coupon forNew Watch Book
Learn the inside facts about watch prices, and the many superior points of the Burlington over double-
priced products. Just put your name and address on the coupon, letter or postcard and get the Watch Book Free.

Burlington Watch Co. 19th Street and Marshall
Boulevard—Dept. 3361 Chicago, 111.

*





Become Wonderful in Health—Wonderful in

Vitality and Wonderful in Efficiency for Your
Own Advantage Through Conscious Evolution.

Cells are wonderful beings. They are the creators of the plants, the trees, the fruit, the
vegetables. They create the corn, the wheat, the apples. They are the creators of the rose,

the lily, the violet and other flowers—they are the creators of everything living in the sea—they
are the constructors of whales, sharks, porpoises and all fish. Through the activity of cells,

the coral beds of the ocean are made. They are the creators of all animal life—they are the
creators of you. They create your organs and the foundation of your mind.

Billions of cells are within your body working for you. They are remaking your heart,
your lungs, your nerves, your digestive system, your muscles, your brain—in fact, they are
busy constantly reconstructing your entire body. You will be a better human machine—possess
a better body and mind if you cultivate these cells—if, in other words, you give your cells

greater energy and a greater opportunity as well as a better and more persistent reason for
improving every tissue, every organ and every part of your body.

The Swoboda System, through applying the principle of Evolution to the cells of the body,
produces new human beings, new and better hearts, new and better lungs, new and better
organs, new and better nerves, new and better brains, and, therefore, keener and more efficient

mind.

M
Y new copyrighted book ex-

plains the Swoboda System of

Conscious Evolution and the
human body as it has never been

It also explains my new and unique
and mind. It will startle, educate

explained before,
theory of the body
and enlighten you.

My book tells in a highly interesting and simple man-
ner just what you, as an intelligent human being, have, no
doubt, always wanted to know about your body and your

mind.

You will cherish this book for having given you the first real

understanding of your body and mind, It shows how you may be

able to obtain a snperior life; it explains how you may make

use of natural laws for your own advantage,

My book will give you a better understanding of yourself than

you could obtain from a college course, The information which it

imparts cannot be obtained elsewhere at any price, It shows the un-

limited possibilities for you through conscious evolution of your cells;

it explain s my discoveries and what they are doing for men and women.

Thousands have advanced themselves in every way through a

better realization and conscious use of the principles which I have

discovered and which I disclose in my book. It tells what Conscious

Evolution means and what it may do for you. It also explains the

DANGERS and AFTER EFFECTS OF EXERCISE and EXCES-
SIVE DEEPBREATHING ______ DT pope

My book explains the cause of HIGH BLOOD PRES-

SURE and HARDENING OF THE ARTERIES, as well as

OLD AGE conditions, and how to overcome them.

I offer my system on a basis which makes it impossible for anyone

to lose a single penny. My guarantee is startling, specfic, “ ai£-
proof, and just as any honest person would naturally desire it to be.

Write for my FREE BOOK and full particulars today

before it slips your mind. Make up your mind to at least

learn the facts concerning the SWOBODA SYSTEM OF
CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION for men and women.

If you have reached your present stage of evolution

without conscious effort, consider what your possibilities

are through an intelligent and conscious use of the prin-

ciples of evolution. My booklet will make you think.

ALOIS P. SWOBODA, 1 3 69 Aeoli

What Others Have to Say:
“One year ago I was an old man at forty; today I am a youth at forty-one.”
“I must state that the principle of your system is the most scientific, and at the same

time the simplest, I have ever heard. You do not misrepresent one single word in your
advertising.”

“Just think of it, five weeks ago I was ashamed of my physique; today I am almost
proud of it. I am delighted with Conscious Evolution.”

“Fourteen years ago at the age of 68 I was an old man; today at the age of 82 I

am the marvel of my friends; I am younger than most men at 40. Your system gave
me a new lease on life.”

“ Last week I had a reading of my blood pressure, and was gratified to learn that it was
fully ten points below the previous reading. This was a surprise to me as well as to my
physician, who did yiot believe that my blood pressure could be reduced because of my
advanced age.”

“Doctors told me I had hardening of the arteries and high blood pressure. They
advised me against exercise. Conscious Evolution reduced my blood pressure and made
a new man of me.”
“The beauty of your whole advertisement is that every word of it is the truth. Your

svstem is the most wonderful in the world; it gave me new energy, strength and life;

in other words, it made a new man of me. I have been an advocate of your system
since the first day I used it; I have withstood a mental strain during the past year

which would have broken my health had it not been for your system.”
“Can’t describe the satisfaction I feel.”

“Worth more than a thousand dollars to me in increased mental and physical capacity.”

“I have been enabled by your
system to do work of mental char-
acter previously impossible for me.”

“I was very skeptical, now am
pleased with results; have gained 17

pounds.”
“The very first lessons began to

work magic. In my gratitude I am
telling my croaking and complain-
ing friends, ‘Try Swoboda.’ ”

“Words cannot explain the new
life it imparts both to body and
brain.”

“It reduced my weight 29 pounds,
increased my chest expansion 5

inches, reduced my waist 6 inches.”

“I cannot recommend your sys-

tem too highly, and without flattery

believe that its propagation has been
of great benefit to the health of the

country.”
“My reserve force makes me feel

that nothing is impossible, my ca-

pacity both physically and mentally

is increasing daily.”

“I have heard your system highly
recommended for vears, but I did

not realize the effectiveness of it

until I tried it. I am glad indeed
that I am now taking it.”

“Your system developed me most
wonderfully.”

“I think your system is wonder-
ful. I thought I was in the best of

physical health before I wrote for

your course, but I can now note the

greatest improvement even in this

short time. I cannot recommend
vriur system too highly. Do not
hesitate to refer to me.”
“You know more about the human

hodv than any man with whom I

have ever come in contact personally
or otherwise.”

a n Building, New York City, N* Y.

What is said of the Swoboda System no doubt, sounds too good to be

which will, no doubt, prove to you that nothing said about Conscious
true Swoboda, however, has a proposition of which you should know and

and Creative Evolution in Motion Picture Classic is too good to be true.



Extraordinary Prices on
These Oliver Typewriters

Here'sYour CKance!
Must Sell a Thousand Machines Quick

The great European War makes it impossible to ship typewriters

to Europe. We have 1,000 No. 5 Oliver machines which we must
sell quick. And we are determined to dispose of them in this country

at prices which defy competition. These grand typewriters must be

sold at once. Here is a great opportunity to secure an Oliver at

bed-rock prices. You will never have another chance like this, as

the small number of Olivers at this ridiculously low price will be

sold to the first thousand readers sending in the coupon. Are you
going to be one of these fortunate people ? Act now if you want a

good typewriter. Investigate today.

Genuine Oliver Typewriter
Guaranteed a Lifetime

These machines come to us fresh from the factory. Money will not buy greater

typewriter value. They have all the wonderful Oliver advantages—visible writing,

U-shaped type bar, built-in tabulator, marginal release, universal keyboard with six extra characters, etc., etc.

Each full standard size, complete with every accessory and full instructions for operating.

The Oliver has the lightest touch and greatest durability of any typewriter made. Anyone can operate the

Oliver successfully.

We will sell you one on the easiest terms ever known. Better still, we cover every single machine with a lifetime

guarantee. Other machines are guaranteed for one year. But we have such confidence in the No. 5 Oliver that we will

guarantee it for life. When you buy an Oliver you buy “for keeps.”

Half the Price of Other Machines
Payments Just Like Rent

These 1,000 machines must go at once. And the price we make is so low that we do not dare even publish it. We can
quote this price only in a confidential letter. Ask for it, if you need a machine. Don’t wait until they are all gone before
investigating. Mail the coupon or a post card today. Our price and terms will surely astonish you.

And remember that this is a regular $100 machine, with many thousands in use all over the world right now. We
can always undersell manufacturers, because we have no salesmen with their big salaries and expenses. All of our
machines go direct to the consumer, and he gets the saying.

And right now we are going to cut our own low price clear to the bone. Seize this opportunity while you Wr'
k may, for we doubt if it ever can be repeated. At the astonishingly low price we are quoting, these thousand ^ Xy

NO. 5 OLIVER

A

Oliver Typewriters will all be disposed of in a very short time.

Get Our Amazing Price and FREE Trial Offer!
Send for our offer today. Use the coupon or a post card. Find out all about our sensational

cut in prices. A few cents a day will buy your Oliver. And we will let you try one free,

without sending us a single cent. Mail the coupon now, whether you’re ready to buy or not.

Then you will know whether you can afford to do without a standard No. 5 Oliver any
longer.

TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
1510-81M Wabash Ave., Chicago

(One)



MOTION PICTURE

Learn Music
At Home!

Lessons
New Method—Learn To
Play By Note— Piano,
Organ, Violin, Banjo,

Mandolin, Cornet, Harp,
'Cello or to sing, Special
Limited Otter of free weekly
lessons. You pay only for
music and postage, which is

small. Noextras. Beginnersor
advanced pupils. Everything
illustrated, plain. simple, sys-

tematic. Free lectures each
course. 16 years’ success.
Start at once. Write for
Free Booklet Today — Now
U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 186
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

$100 Typewriters ^
Underwoods, Smiths,
Remingtons, Olivers,
at cut-rate prices. 500
Typewriters at $12.50.

Guaranteed 5 years with exchange privilege.

Anybody who can read and write can operate
a typewriter. Write for Free Trial Offer.

A-M Mfg. Co.. Desk M. C.
162 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago

MILL REMNANTS S,
For only 10c we will send you a one-ounce box of assorted “% _
mill remnants of our famous Collingboume’s Mercerized V/C
Threads and Flosses -rich, lasting colors— sure to please.

C0LL1NGB0URNE MILLS, Dept. 739, ELGIN, ILLS.

$250.00 in Gold to be Awarded.SL£^«*E5
answers to the question. “What Are They Saying?” Full particulars will be found iu

the current number on sale at all newsstands. Fifteen cents a copy, and the handsomest
magazine, of the standard size, in the world. All Motion Picture enthusiasts simply have
to read this magazine. Among the features of the March number is a splendid short

story by Cyrus Townsend Brady. And lots of other things just as good.

THE ART OF SELLING A PHOTOPLAY
A THINC MORE DIFFICULT TO ACQUIRE THAN THE KNACK OF WRITINC ONE

The Photoplay Clearing House Acts as Advisor, Friend and Agent
in Setting Ycu on the Right Road to Successful Scenario Writing

Established for nearly three years, with a record of hundreds of sales, over 15,000 manuscripts re-

viewed, criticized and placed upon the market, the Photoplay Clearing House has become the
one authoritative and reliable agent for the handling of authors’ product in the Moving
Picture industry. We have received over 5,000 testimonial letters; we are under the supervision
of the Motion Picture Magazine : our business is in intimate personal touch with all of the

leading photoplay manufacturers, and our staff of editors, who personally pass upon all

material, consists of the following well-known photoplaywrights: Edwin M. La Roche, Henry
Albert Phillips, L. Case Russell, William Lord Wright, Courtney Ryley Cooper, Dorothy
Donnell, T. H. Chesnut, Gladys Hall and others. In order to qualify for our reading staff

of editors, it is necessary that an editor be a successful scenario writer, a fair and able
critic, and a good Judge of market conditions and values.

We tell you: How to Go About It, Where to Market Your Product, How to Revise and
Cure Its Weak Points, The Kind of Photoplays Wanted, and a hundred other details of making
and selling a finished scenario.

THE FOLLOWING LETTERS ARE PICKED AT RANDOM FROM A FILE OF OVER 5.000:

Photoplay Clearing House: Photoplay Clearing House:
My Dear Sirs—Let us have some three and five-reel stuff. Dear Sirs—Enclosed you will find release slip for fifteen

mostly five, and make it good. No Western and not too dollars ($15.00) for scenario entitled “The Double Reward,
many on the "seamy” side of life. by Frank D. Genest.
We want to discourage the submitting of hundreds of At present we are doing three- reel features exclusively,

manuscripts which have been coming in from week to and scripts of that length telling a strong, dramatic story

week from outside contributors, most of which are pure rot. will be given prompt consideration.
Yours faithfully. With all best wishes, I am,

THOMAS A. EDISON, INCORPORATED, Sincerely,
L. W. McChesney, Manager Motion Picture Division. WILBERT MELVILLE.

(F T )
Photoplay Clearing House:
Gentlemen— I received your revision of my manuscript.

No. 12,652, "Honor's Disguise," which was changed to Dear Mr. Ball:
"Brother Jim," and I really must say I was delighted at Yours of the eighth received, and contents carefully

the change. Everything so clear and words so well chosen noted. I can use several comedies with good strong plots,

that I seemed ashamed of what I had sent you before you We are putting on farce comedies here at the present time,

revised it. but give me a good comedy plot. Let me have some stories

I hope you can sell this photoplay for me, and with at your earliest convenience,
gratitude to you, I am. Very sincerely.

Yours most sincerely, at wav
(MISS) CECILE NEWMAN. UAI

* „ 14B
115 W. 113th St., New York City. National Film Corp., Baltimore, Md.

And so on thru a long list of pleased patrons and studios, which we will announce as space permits.

THE PLAN OF THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE.

We are intimately connected with the Motion Picture business and in close touch with the
manufacturers. We are advised of all their advance releases, their requirements and the kind
of scripts they want. As suitable ones come to us, in salable shape, they are immediately sent
to the proper studio. No stale, imperfect or copied plots are submitted.

Ali photoplaywrights are invited to send their Plays to this company, advising as to what
manufacturers they have been previously submitted, if any. Every Play will be treated thus:

It will be read by competent readers, numbered, classified and filed. If it is, in our opinion,
in perfect condition, we shall at once proceed to market it, and, when we are paid for It, we will

pay the writer 90% of the amount we receive, less postage expended. If the Scenario is not in

marketable shape, we will so advise the author, stating our objections, offering to return it at
once for his correction, or to revise, typewrite and try to market It. IF THE MANUSCRIPT IS

HOPELESS. WE SHALL SO STATE, and In some cases advise a course of instruction, naming
various books, experts and reliable teachers to select from.

Fee for reading, criticism and filing, $1.00 (multiple reels, $1.00 per /
reel), but to readers of the MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC It This Coupon is
will be only 50c., provided the annexed Coupon accompanies each script; pood for 50 cents,
for multiple reels. 50c. per reel. For typewriting, a charge of $1.00 for When accompanied
each Play will be made provided it does not run over 10 pages. 10c. <' with 50 cents more
a page for extra pages. The fee for revising will vary according it will entitle holder
to work required, and will be arranged in advance. No Scenarios to list one single-reel

• will be placed by us unless they are properly typewritten. Pay- scenario with the Pho-
ment in advance Is expected in all cases. RETURN POST- toplay Clearing House.
AGE SHOULD BE INCLUDED, and foreign contributors
should allow for U.S. exchange. Enclose P.O. order, stamps, Photoplay Clearing House,
checks, or money with manuscripts. 1c. stamps accepted. 175 Duffield St. B’klvn. N. Y.

TALKING MACHINE
AND RECORDS

Reproduces, talking, singing
and instrumental music. Clear in tone, plays Columbia or
Victor Records. Machine with records FREE for 15 sales Gold Eye needles.

Easy to sell, 2 packages for 10c with free thimble. When sold return $1.50 and
machine and records are yours.

Greenville, Pa.

GENUINE EVERBRIGHT SILVER-
FRIENDSHIP BRACELET FREE
To get acquainted with you, we will send
this genuine Friendship bracelet, to fit your
arm. any initial engraved. Just sena 10c
to help pay advertising.

Auction Co., Dept. 128, Attleboro, Mass.

KEYSTONE GIFT CO., Box 776

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS—Handle Latest Sensation; I.ittle Marvel,
self-lighting burner attachment; just out; fits any burner;
retails 15e; made by makers of famous Simplex lighter; call
or write. AUTOMATIC GAS APPLIANCE CO.,
INC., 89 East 14th Street, New York.

REAL ESTATE
New York

Hempstead Lawns, 10 Miles From New York: quarter
acre for $300; terms $15 cash, $5 month. Hempstead
has fine electric train service. Send for maps and
illustrated booklet to W . Kaye, 277 Broadway, New York.

Mississippi
IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a plantation in Mis-
sissippi is giving away a few five-acre tracts. The
only condition is that figs be planted. The owner
wants enough figs raised to supply a Canning Factory.
You can secure five acres and an interest in the Fac-
tory by writing Eubank Farms Company, 939 Key-
stone, Pittsburgh, Pa. They will plant and care for
your trees for $6 per month. Your profit should be
$1,000 per year. Some think this man is crazy for
giving away such valuable land, but there may be
method in his madness.
*15 HI’ YS l)KKI> TO LAND; also interest in THREE
oil wells that should pay you $100 for every dollar
invested. Payments $1 monthly. Complete informa-
tion free. Address Texas-Gulf Co., 790 Union Bank,
Houston. Texas.

HELP WANTED
THOUSANDS MEN AND WOMEN WANTED. U. S.
Government Jobs. $75.00 month. Rapid advance to
$150 month. Vacations. No layoffs. Short hours.
Common education sufficient. "Pull” unnecessary.
Write immediately for free list of positions now obtain-
able. Franklin Institute, Dept. F 78, Rochester, N. Y.

PATENTS
PATENTS secured or fee returned. Send sketch for
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LOVE

(What a Woman Wants)

By NELLIE CRAVEY GILLMORE

Some one for a comrade, kindly and true

;

Some one to cheer her when she is blue.

Some one to kiss away her tears ;

Some one to fight for her thru the years.

Some one to stroke her aching head ;

Some one to lean on when hope seems dead.

Some one to coax when he is cross ;

Some one to soothe the hurt of her loss.

Some one to watch for, day by day ;

Some one’s cares to smooth away.
Some one to scold her and pet her by turns ;

Some one whose heart for her constantly yearns.

Some one to hold her with strong, steady arm ;

Some one to keep her from menace and harm.

Some one to cling to when grief’s flag is unfurled ;

Some one who’ll stake her against the whole world

Some one to rest her when stern cares oppress ;

Some one to throw sunshine across her distress.

Some one to go to when heavy of heart

;

Some one ever ready to take her part.

Some one to lead her into the light

;

Some one whose coming will make her eyes bright.

Some one who never does misunderstand ;

Some one who thrills her with touch of the hand.

Some one to trust her and tell her his ills ;

Some one to help her over life’s rugged hills.

Some one to pillow her head on his breast

;

And whisper sweet nothings—and call himself blest

Some one who wouldn’t for worlds make her mad ;

Some one to keep silent, knowing she’s sad.

Some one whose smile makes the sun of her life ;

Some one’s strength for a mainstay thru strife.

Some one to cook for and bully and boss ;

Some one to stick by and shoulder her cross.

Some one heroic and patient and brave

—

A king and a courtier, sweetheart and slave.

The “one, only man” under heaven’s broad blue

To tell her: “I love you because you are you.”
Every day of your life such a man may be seen ;

He’s a real red man—and he lives on the screen !

(Four)
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February Motion Picture Classic, 1916

The Black Crook
(Kalem)

By DOROTHY DONNELL

This story was written from the Photoplay of PHIL LAN 3, from the famous stageplay of the same name

here the bald, old,

mountain eagle

cleaves the clouds

across h i s flight,

and the storm
trails somber pin-

ions on the moun-

tain's dizzy height,

years agone a castle harbored, last and

lordliest of his line, rich in fiefs, proud

and unfriended, Baron Eric Wol fen-

stein. Feared his frown the straight-

limbed freemen that obeyed his trum-

pet call
;
feared his rage the serf and

swineherd breaking black bread in his

hall
;

but his lovely ward, Amina,

feared his kindness more than all.

Reared from babehood ’neath his

roof-tree, godchild of the generous

years, lo ! her lips were curved for

laughter, and her eyes were sweet with

tears. Maiden-shy her quiet glances,

yet her red mouth, full and fain,

whispered she had known love’s jov-

ance
;

quivered, she had felt love’s

pain. Lady she, not to be wedded

save by lord of high degree, and the

holder of her heart’s shrine but a

humble singer he, yet their troth-vows

they had plighted and had cherished

faithfully. For Love hath naught of

high nor low, knows neither race nor

birth—the winsome beggar maid is

loved by the proudest king of earth ;

the comely ploughboy on the hills

catches the princess’ eye in a long look.

and her heart thrills, she knows no

reason why. From country meads the

young hearts leap to young hearts on a

throne ; in crowded streets Love stands

apart and singles out his own
;
Love

knoweth neither high nor low, for

Love is King alone.

Upon a blithesome day of spring

the haughty Baron came, with spurs

a-clang up the tower stairs, and spoke

Amina’s name. Looking upon his pur-

pled face, the maiden’s heart stood still

;

the words of love upon his lips to her

were words of ill. “Amina,” said the

Baron, and kist her timid hand, “wed

me and I will make of you first lady

of the land, who came to me a beggar

babe, left by a gypsy band.”

(Thirteen)



THRU THE TALL ROOMS ON THE MORROW MOVED THE DANCERS TO AND FRO

THEN YOUNG RUDOLPH ROSE THE VICTOR O’ER THE FORM OF HIS DEAD FOE

(Fourteen)



TWELVE WHITE MOONS HAD KIST
THE MOUNTAINS

“Guardian,” faltered pale Amina,

when the Baron spoke his will,

"mightiest of all earth’s monarchs can-

not bid the storm be still. Gratitude

full meet I owe you, but of love no

tithe I owe. Love is boon of Heaven’s

largess
;

it can not be bartered so.”

Ground his strong teeth the dark

Baron, bowed and left the maiden fair,

wistful brooding at her lattice in the

sunshine of her hair, and, with mutter-

ing of vengeance, strode adown the

turret stair. Called a page unto his

beckoning; bade him the court harp-

ist bring—the young Rudolph of

the black eyes and the dark curls

clustering.

“Singer,” quoth the Baron, smiling,

“much is told me of thy skill. Sing

tomorrow at my court ball
—

’tis my
ward, Amina’s, will.”

“Ah ! be sure he caught the triumph

in the lover’s flashing eye, and the

thwarted passion of him woke his soul

(Fifteen
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in silent cry : “Shall a pretty churl

supplant me ? By the rood ! the dog

shall die.”

Thru the tall rooms on the morrow

moved the dancers to and fro

;

maidens’ faces bloomed to beauty in

the candles’ mystic glow. Puffen-

grims, a sickly vassal, smirked beside

his gracious lord, drowning his frail

wits in bumpers that the smiling

Baron poured
;

drowning wisdom's

silent warnings in flattery’s potent

brew. “Friend of mine,” the Baron

whispered, “maids love mighty men
like you. Win Amina

;
thou shalt

have her, and her lands and dowry,

too.”

Straightway then the poor dupe

stumbled to the pale Amina’s side.

Mumbled : “Lady, I adore thee ! Thou
shalt be my happy bride

!”

Scarcely had she breath for scream-

ing, struggling in his loathed embrace,

when the harpist was beside her, and a

din was in the place. Ladies’ cries

;

oaths and wonder, and the sound of

blow on blow, and the thick breaths

of the fighters as they panted to and

fro. Then young Rudolph rose the

victor o’er the form of his dead foe.

“Thou hast slain my faithful vassal,

and the black deed cries for death
;
yet

I am a man of mercy.” Thus the evil

Baron saith. “Young limbs are a sorry

fruitage, dangling from the gallows-

tree
; so by token of my fiefship,

harken, youth, to my decree: From
this realm forever banished thee and

all them of thy line
;
death the for-

feit if thy shadow ever darkens lands

of mine. Go and praise God for my
mercy,” bade the Baron Wolfenstein.

Twelve white moons had kist the

mountains, and the spring was come

again, wakening in Amina’s bosom

echoes of old joy and pain. The white

lips of grief grew crimson with the

kiss of memory, and she softly

bloomed to beauty, like a fair young-

bride to be. Watching her, the moody
Baron felt his pulses thrill and leap

:

came a night of fairy beauty when the

whole world lay asleep, and he sought

the maiden’s bower up the turret stair-

way steep.

Over silver moor and meadow what

a wild, despairing cry, trembling

down from that stone tower, sinister

against the sky ! In the villages the

good folks turned upon their pleasant

bed
—“By the rood! our lord makes

merry,” drowsily the good folks said.

Was no swineherd in his cottage
;
was

no meanest serf come near; was no

piteous guardian angel leaned from

heaven’s height to hear! Yet the cry

rang like a summons in one wakeful

wanderer’s ear.

From the brake a figure started,

sprang up on the dizzy height, where

the wary mountain eagle hardly dared

pause in his flight
;
swinging from the

mantling ivy, clinging to the crannied

wall, till he gained the topmost lattice

that gave access to the hall. In the

Baron’s arms Amina, fluttering like a

frightened dove, heard the splintered

hinges crashing from the window

ledge above
;
saw, half-swooning, her

fierce lover torn from her by her lost

love
;
saw the gleam of sword-blades

flashing, as the room about her whirled,

and his face her need had summoned
from the spaces of the world. All at

once upon her horror fell th.e healing

dew of peace—smiling faintly to the

carpet, fell she in a swound’s release.

“Let her lie,” the Baron muttered

;

“at her side he, too, shall lie—who
would breast my good sword’s anger,

by my good sword’s wrath shall die
!”

From his grasp the blade spun, whirl-

ing ; loudly rang his coward cry.

GAZING IN HIS MAGIC MIRROR, WITH
A FROWN UPON HIS FACE



A CONTRACT, WRIT IN BLOOD UPON A COWL, TO DELIVER UNTO SATAN EVERY YEAR A HUMAN SOUL, OR ENDURE ETERNAL
TORTURE AS THE PAYMENT OF HIS TOLL

From trenches and from pallet,

gaping and goggling all, his serfs and

freemen hurried to obey their liege

lord’s call
;
and in a trice, his wrists

engyved, the gallant Rudolph stood,

with blazing eyes and haughty lips,

deep bitten to the blood.
“ ’Way with the knave,” the Baron

scowled, “to wait the judgment hour;

see that this maid is strongly locked

within her virgin bower, until it suit

my whim to come and pluck the dainty

flower.”

Leagues away beyond the forest, in

a legend-haunted cave, dwelt the dark

magician, Hertzog, with his witless

drudge and slave. Travelers to the

near-by village shunned the dark and

gloomy place. (It was said one might

meet Satan round some covert face to

face. ) Black the wood that in the day-

time bats and owls around it flew

;

leprous fungi orange-spotted all the

blooms that in it grew
;

bearded

branches, lightning-twisted, of the fir-

tree and the yew. Thru the mouldy,

murky places prowled the gaunt wolf

and the bear ; here the vulture had its

eyrie, here the wild boar had its lair

;

the woodman, late returning, spoke a

prayer beneath his breath ; the love-

lorn shepherd ceased his song and

wailed a dirge of death ; and never

adown its pathways, with dank' dew-

drops defiled (where grew the spotted

mandrake and gloomed the orchid

wild), echoed the sound of little feet,

the laughter of a child.

The Black Crook—so legend named

him—was a lost soul strayed from hell,

people thought, to work on mankind

his dark master’s evil spell. Nag went

halt or flocks were stolen
—“

’Tis his

work,” the gossips said. “May his

deeds, like evil curses, come to roost

upon his head !” Others whispered of

a contract, writ in blood upon a cowl,

to deliver unto Satan every year one

human soul, or endure eternal torture

as the payment of his toll.

In his cave, lighted with glow-

worms, sat the master of the place,

gazing in his magic mirror with a

frown upon his face. “Saint Swith-

in’s eve tomorrow—how the red

flames roar and hiss ! The sands run

fast,” he muttered
—“no time to lose,

I wis. Come, come, my worthy mirror,

this dalliance is not well
;
show me a

soul in torture who its hopes of

Heaven will sell, to gain a prize I

offer and so take my place in hell.”

The mirror clouded, quivered and

cleared upon a room where, bound in

chains and fettered, sat Rudolph,

wrapped in gloom. The vision

changed : a prisoner behind her

maiden door, Amina wept and shud-

dered at each footfall on the floor.

Fierce fear upon the lover’s face

;

upon the maid’s stark fear. “Enough,”

the Black Crook cried, “enough ! my
recompense is here. The debt I owe
the Baron makes its payment doubly

dear.”

Round his dungeon walls the tem-

pest tossed the moonlight from the

skies
;
with his chains young Rudolph

wrestled, reading horror in its cries.

Crashed the thunder, flashed the

lightning as upon the Day of Doom,

and a strange form stood before him,

laughing in the lurid gloom.

“Friend,” the figure said and

chuckled, “seemest not to love this cell.

If I set thee free, what hast thou in

return to me to sell ?”

(Sixteen

)
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“For her sake,” so swore the lover,

“I would give my soul to hell
!”

“But hell is hell,” the Tempter

sneered; “a maid is but—a maid."

“For her sweet sake the lowest hell

is heaven,” Rudolph said.

“And will Love flame so hot, think

you, when hotter flames shall hiss?

And is eternity the worth of a fair

maid’s first kiss?”

“Had I a dozen deaths to die,"

the lover did declare, “Fd die them

proudly, that no harm should touch

one golden hair—how pure she is, how

woman-sweet, how more than woman-

fair !”

“Sooth, ’tis a gallant lover!” the

Black Crook cried in glee. He touched

the chains, they fell in twain
—“Come,

boaster, you are free ! The night wears

on, the time is near when you my debt

shall pay—go to my cave within the

wood
;

I’ll bring your love straight-

way.” He watched the youth rush

from the place, and—“Fool! Twice

fool !” he cried
;
“at one stroke will I

pay my toll and crush the Baron’s

pride, at one stroke save my soul from

hell and win a beauteous bride
!”

To Amina, in her bower, the Black

Crook has now appeared. “I have

seen Rudolph,” he whispered
;

“he

has told me what you feared. I have

powers beyond most mortals and have

set your lover free
;

I will lead you to

him straightway, if you will but follow

me
;

foil the Baron's wicked purpose

;

save you from a hideous fate. Wol-

fenstein has earned my hatred, and I

hate as devils hate, with a fury that is

watchful and a purpose that can wait.

Years agone I was a noble, with a

fair and gentle wife, in whose faith I

trusted wholly, loved her as I loved

my life. This Baron won her from

me—took her to his eyrie wild. Ere a

month had passed she bore you—you

are Count von Hertzog’s child. One
son the Baron cherished, only scion of

his line
;
with the aid of hell, I stole

him, as his arts had stolen mine.

Rudolph, humble, lowly singer, is the

son of Wolfenstein !”

Dazed and trembling, pale, Amina

placed her hand within his arm.

“Take me to Rudolph,” she begged

him
;
“lead me from this Haunt of

Harm.” Down the stair, across the

(Seventeen
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A PRISONER BEHIND HER MAIDEN DOOR

drawbridge, with its sullen, flowing

moat, craftily the Black Crook led her,

hidden in his magic coat. Mead and

meadow lay before them, flashed with

diamonds of dew. Naught of guile

Amina dreaded, naught of craft her

white soul knew, so she trod her dark

guide’s footsteps to the wood where

fungus grew. Shuddered at the

crawling shadows, but she went with

footsteps brave, thinking of her wait-

ing lover to the entrance of the cave.

Then a sudden, golden glamor flashed

athwart the evil wood
;
wings out-

stretched across the cave-mouth, lo ! a

shining vision stood.

“Maiden, pause,” the vision bade

her, “dole and dolor lie that way. For

a kindness mortal did me, with a kind-

ness I repay. Leave this loathly guide

and follow Stalacta, the Queen of

Fay.”

Strong, white wings swept round

the maiden, bore her from the gloomy

place to a fairy glade and left her with

her lover face to face. “Oh, my long-

lost love, Amina !” “Oh, my Rudolph,

is it thou?” In each other’s arms the

lovers murmured each remembered

vow. Told he how a deed of mercy to

a sorely wounded dove, fluttering from

a hissing serpent, had restored him to

his love
;
how the hosts of hell were

vanquished by the powers from above..



ALL ON THE SLIMY GREENSWARD THE DESPERATE MEN FOUGHT ON

A humble hermit of the dale hark-

ened unto their vows, and joined the

twain in wedlock, under the green-

wood boughs
; no harpist touched his

golden strings and sang a stately lay,

no silken rout of man and maid to

grace their wedding-day
;
but thru a

golden dawning, hand clasped in

lover’s hand—their hearts atune with

tenderness, their faces breezes-fanned

—Amina and her Rudolph strolled

thru an enchanted land.

In his haunted shades the Black

Crook cursed the loss of his fair prey,

while above the writhing yew-tops

glowed pale streaks of coming day.

“Rudolph shall pay my forfeit—the

night is growing late—or in the hateful

dawning Hertzog must meet his fate !”

But ere he reached the cave-mouth a

voice was in his ear: “Wouldst cheat

me of my victims? Thou dog, thou

diest here !” And Hertzog saw the

Baron with his retainers near
;
saw the

fierce face grow fiercer, the red glow

in the eyes, that held of Heaven no

knowledge, and were of evil wise.

Balked of his eager pleasure, shorn of

his vengeful prey, he faced his ancient

foeman, with forehead lined and grey—‘Draw, damned magician!” In

his hand his dagger Hertzog saw, and

straight his own flashed forth
—

“Se-

ducer, cursed, I draw ! For one of us

no dawning!—it is the ancient law.”

The blue blades met
;
sharp flames

shot out across the bosky glade. Be-

fore man’s unleashed anger shrank

the savage beasts, afraid—the leopard

sought its covert, the tusked, grey

boar its lair, and hungry-taloned vul-

tures hung poised on the shattered air.

The grey clouds quivered in the east

—“Day comes !” the cockcrow saith

—

“day comes and debts that must be

paid, and dread and dole and death

—

sweet day that brings the sunshine and

gives the blossoms breath.”

A wild wind shrieked and gibbered

across the chilly dawn. All on the

slimy greensward the desperate men
fought on, until the Black Crook stag-

gered up, waving a bloody blade.

‘Tve slain the man who slew my love

and lost my soul,” he said. “The dawn

is here ! Nay, Satan, wait—I have your

toll for you !” He staggered to the

cave-mouth and gasped a hoarse

“Halloo !” Only the echo answered,

and then his fate he knew.

The sweet earth shook beneath his

feet, the sky reeled overhead
—“Come,

pay thy price to Satan
;
he waits,” a

fell voice said
—

“a score of souls have

won for you a score of evil years, and

fed the flames awaiting you with the

fuel of their tears
; a royal welcome

stays you in the Land of Dreadful

Day
;

eternity invites you— come
quickly, friend, away, in hell to dance

forever, yes, forever and for aye
!”

“No! no!” he shrieked and rent his

hair, “an hour I implore ! Hark how
the embers crackle ! hark how the lost

souls roar ! In hell to writhe forever

—sweet Satan, pity me !” With foam-

ing lips and staring eyes, his fear was

foul to see. The earth yawned open

;

flames uprose ; a blue smoke filled the

air
;

the chasm closed
;

the bats

flapped by, and no Black Crook stood

there ! And, suddenly, the dawn
sprang out, eternal fresh and fair.

In the great hall of his fathers

Rudolph and his happy bride governed

the realm full wisely, their children by

their side
;
showed mercy to the sinful

and kindness to the poor, and never a

beggar turned away, a-hungered, from

their door. And in the Black Crook’s

forest grow blossoms sweet and gay,

for love has come to rule the land, and

sin has passed away, and where of old

black curses rolled the little children

play.

The woodman sings his merry song

within the ancient wood, and the

crocus and the daffodil laugh where

the dark cave stood. Gone the loathly,

bat-winged fruitage upon the locust

tree, and all is fair and debonair as far

as eve can see. The Black Crook and

his mirror, and all his evil crew, have

dimmed into a legend, and no one

deems it true, save the old childish

grandsires, nodding above their brew.

For as long as the chains of winter

break at the touch of spring, as long

as flowers have fragrance, as long as

starlings sing, evil is ever worsted,

triumphant ever is good, in castle and

camp and market and the heart of the

ancient wood
;
and the sword that

drove the guilty twain from Eden’s

ravished tree still glows before for-

bidden gates for guilty eyes to see
;
so

it was in the beginning, is now, will

ever be.
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ee ! but tings have

sure been breaking

hard and fast for

me de last mont.

You would tink I

was on one of deni

Coney roller
coasters. Up and
down and skidding

around toins till I dont know wheder
I’m going or coming.

Of course I’m solid wit His
Whiskers—dat is, Mr. Van Courtlandt

—and after I find his plate he gives

me mudder a job as laundress up to

his house and says he is going to do

someting for me. While I am await-

ing for him to pull off someting dat

I can be declared in on, Miss

Betty, dat’s his kid daughter,

has to get a hunch dat she

cant live unless she beats

it to San Francisco, way de

oder side of de woild, and
see some Exposition,

whatever dat is, and of

course de Dutchess
has to trail along wit

her to see dat she

gets all her clothes

on. If I was His
Whiskers and had
a kid de size of

Miss Betty dat

couldn’t dress her-

self, I’d give her a

shove off de dock.

Me and de Dutchess
is engaged, and
we’re going to get

hooked up as soon
as I gets a little extra

change, and here she

has to go prancing off

to some foreign country,

leaving me flat.

De Dutchess is down to

de house saying good-by to

me and me mudder, when in

dashes de fresh kid down at

His Whiskers’ office, and
says de boss wants to see me
right away. I go a-prancing

down dere wit de fresh kid, and he

shows me into His Whiskers’ private

office. Some swell dump. All boxed
in wit shiny wood, like a hotel bar,

and His Whiskers and anoder gink are

sitting at a big desk.

“Chames,” ' says His Whiskers,
“Chames”—he always makes me tink I

owe him money when he calls me
Chames—“Chames,” he says, “sit

down.” Wit dat he gets up and pulls

down all de coitans and locks de door.

I tought dey was going to give me de
toid degree, but as I could have
handled bote of 'em laying flat on me
back I sits down.

After he pulls off all dis mysterious

SMOKE PULLS DOWN A SHELF, AND WHAT DO YOU
TINK? IT WAS A REGULAR FOLDING-BED

stuff, His Whiskers comes over to me,
and after telling me what a nice, bright

guy I am, he says: “Chames, do you
want to make ten tousand dollars ?”

As soon as I gets me breath I ask

who dey want me to moider.

“You dont moider nobody,” de oder
guy butts in. His name is Preston.

“We are going to send you on a trip.”

“De Bronix or Coney?” says I.

“Neider,” says de guy. “Deat
Valley.”

I knowed dere was a catch in it

somewhere, so I starts to bow meself

out. Dey grabs me back and tells me
dat is de name of a place.

I tells His Whiskers dat I dont want
no ocean voyages, wit de water all

mussed up wit dese here sub-

marines.

Preston says it is on land, so

I says dat I can stand Joisey

a couple of days. He says it’s

furder away dan Joisey, and
you know nutting can be

furder away dan Joisey.

He says it is out in

California, way out

West. Gee! dat

suited me to de

ground, cause Cali-

fornia is in de same
town de Exposisb is,

and de Dutchess and
Miss Betty cant be

more dan a trolley

ride away. So I

says I’ll go, provid-

ing it is on de level.

Bot of dem gumshoe a

little closer and tip deir

mits as to de stunt. His
Whiskers says

:

“Chames, you are to go
out dere and find a gold

mine.”

“Ah, you cant kid me,” I

tells him. “Gold dont come
from no mine

;
it comes

from de mint.”

“Where does de mint git

it?” says His Whiskers

—

“from de mine !”
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‘‘What t'ell !” says I. ‘‘It comes
from de pockets of de woiking classes.

I heard one of dese street Bryans
say so.

Preston horns in and says I am to

go out dere and run a bluff on de

natives dat I found a gold mine and
spend a lot of nuguts or someting like

dat I am supposed to find in dis mine.

He tells me a mine is a hole in de

ground like de subway, only dere aint

no tracks or chewing-gum machines
in it.

His Whiskers den gives me
lot of dope and hands me a

bunch of money and says

go buy an outfit and
come back here.

I beat it

Say, he gives me everyting in de
store—cooking-dishes, a tent and a

lot of junk. I tells him to send it up
to me mudder's, and den he gives me a

book—“De Boy Camper” is de name
of it—and the cloik says dis will tell

you what all dese tings are for. He
says you got to take all dese to find a

good gold mine. He says, of course
you can take dese whiskered pants
and find a bum gold mine, but to find

a good one you
have got to

have all dis

j
u n k. I

slips him
de coin

and

WHEN. HOLY MACKEREL! IN PRANCES DE ORIGINAL COLONIAL DAME

out of de office, fighting for air.

How do I know what kind of clothes

dese California foreigners wear? I

go a-weaving up de street, wonder-
ing if dev wear skoits or someting,

when I see a sign in front of a Moving
Picture show, saying, ‘‘Sure-shot Pete,

de Deat Valiev Terror.” Dat’s me,
says I. I squander a jit and ramble
on it,. Dis guy Pete has got more
guns and swords on him dan de

Brooklyn Navy Yard. He’s wearing
funny fur pants and a great, big hat.

I make his outfit and den dash for

a sporting goods store to get some
of de stuff

De cloik sells me de pants and de

hat and de guns all right, and den I

ask him, I says

:

“Hand out anyting what helps a

guy find a gold mine.”

to meet His Whiskers and Preston in

a saloon dey picks out.

Dey hands me a satchel wit a couple

of little bags as heavy as lead. “Dese
are de nuguts,” Preston tells me.

“Dont spend nutting but dem.” Say,

dey must have melted up all de five-

dollar gold pieces in de woild. His
Whiskers says, dont tip any of de Deat
Valiev natives off dat dis is a fake or

you’ll be lynched. I says, Governor, if

dat is de case, mum’s de woid.

Dey tells me good-by and out I dash
to tell de good news to me mudder.
She felt pretty bum at me going away,
but I tells her dat when I come back I

will dress her up so she will look like

de Catedral at High Mass. I writes

a letter to de Exnosish address de

Dutchess gives me and tells her I will

see her in a couple of days.

I’ve lived in Noo Yawk all me life,

so I never been on no railroad train

before. I had a argument wit de simp
at de gate, and a smoke in a blue uni-

form tries to take away me little

satchel filled with nuguts. I tought
for a moment I would have to bust
him one in de jaw.

I got a ticket for one of dese here
sleeping-cars, but dere weren’t no bed
in it, and I was just about to make a

holler when de smoke pulls down a
shelf, and what you tink? It was a

regular folding-bed. Dat guy nearly
scared me to deat. I tought de top of
de train had fell in. Den de smoke
makes anoder bed out of de seats.

When de smoke gets tru he tells me I

can go to bed. I picks out de lower
one and climbs in. Inside was de bed
and a little hammock. I tried to get

in dat, tinking de bert was for some
oder guy, but I couldn’t get in de
blooming ting, so I says to myself dat
I'll sleep in de bed and go to the mat
over it wit whoever tries to take it

away from me.

I’m pounding me ear just like I

was home, when, holy mackerel ! in

prances de original Colonial Dame.
She toins loose a yell dat you could

have heard in Yonkers, and everybody
in de woild makes a dive for me bert.

De conductor and de smoke manage
to choke de dame, and den dey tells

me I belong upstairs. Dey beat it

out of de car, and I starts to shin up.

Dere is a little rope hanging down de

middle of de car, and all I do is to

take hold of it for a little lift and de

whole woiks stops wit such a joik dat

I nearly lands on me bean. De con-

ductor and de smoke take a peep at

me, but I pretends to be asleep, and
dev lay it to some one else.

I’m just beginning to grab off a

little sleep when I tinks I hear de

dame downstairs yelling for help. I

listens, and it is sure her. I start to

shin down to help her, when she starts

yelling again. Onct again everybody
comes after me. and I am due for a

pinch, as de dame is yelling moider
and beating me wit her umberell, when
all of a suddent somebody in de bert

yells again, and de smoke reaches in

and drags out a parrot. Can you beat

dat?

Well, anyway, after a long trip I

gets off at de bummest town you ever

see. Woist dan Hoboken. Just a

couple of wooden houses. No “El,”

trolley cars, taxicabs or nutting. I

dont see no Exposish, and dere’s nut-

ting in sight but dis bum little town.

I see a few of de natives stalling

around de depot, all in de same kind

of clothes de movie guy wore. I

didn’t want dem to take me for no

foreigner, so I beat it right over to de

little shack dat had de woids “Hotel”

(Twenty)
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painted on it and went inside. W ho s

de first guy I run into but Antoine, de

Frenchy dat helps wit His Whiskers'

joolery. I passed right on, cause I

want nutting to do wit dose kind, and

you kin bet I kept me little bag of

nuguts right in me mit.

When I gets into me room I puts on

me funny pants and me shoit and guns

and knives. When I gets all dolled

up like a native I weaves on down-

stairs. Here’s a lot of de natives all

hanging around, and when I am
a-talking to de hotel gink dey pulls out

deir guns and commence shooting. It

sounded like Classon Point during a

wop picnic. Dey was a-trying to

scare me. When dey gets all tru, I

tells dem dat wit a little more prac-

tice dey would do well in Noo Yawk.
At dat dey all laugh and act human.

De next day I gets one of dese little

donkeys dat de kids ride on in de

Park and starts out to find de gold

mine. Pm way out in de country

somewhere when I meets a guy dig-

ging in de ground. I ask him where

dey keeps de best gold mines, and he

shows me a place way off about a

million miles away. I got to go over

dere or else get in wrong wit His

Whiskers. About half-way along it

commences to get dark, so I knows I

will have to camp out. I hitches de

mule and unpacks de stuff.

I takes out de little gas-stove dat me
mudder gives me before I leave, but

dere is no connection anywhere. What
do you tink of a country wit no con-

nections for a little gas-stove ? I takes

out de little book on how to camp, and

de first ting it says is to pitch a camp
by a stream of water and start a fire

wit two big logs. Dey aint no water

nor no logs for miles, so I starts me
fire wit de little book. I tries to cook

some of de bacon, but nutting doing.

I had to eat it raw or starve to deat.

and, just tink, some guys go West
for deir healt. De next day I meets a

funny little mine, sprinkles some of de

nuguts around like Preston told me
and beats it for de town. Chee ! Pm
so glad to see civilization again dat I

give de mule and de whole woiks to a

Indian in front of de hotel.

I goes into de hotel, and everybody

gives me de laugh, but when I goes

to de bar and orders six beers and

pays for it wit a nugut, you would
have tought I was Santy Claus. When
I buys de mob a drink, I bet I could

have been elected President of de

U. S., if we had of ben in de U. S. at

de time. De guy dat. told me where

de mine was nearly trew a fit. Dey
all asks me if I struck gold, and I says

sure. You would have tought de shock

would have killed dem. I tought dat

guy Antoine was a-going to bite me.

I was de big noise of de burg for a

(Twenty-one)

whole day, and den one of dese mean-
dispositioned government guys horns

in and says de President sent dem out

to see dat I wasn't stalling about de

mine. I tries to kid dem out of it, but

dere is nutting doing. Dey dont kid

wort a cent. Gee ! dey had me fight-

ing for air.

I breaks away and gets over to de

telegraph office and den I wires His
Whiskers. Honest, I nearly died until

I got a wire from His Whiskers say-

ing dat Preston was coming out to

help me.
Dat night I was a-sitting around de

bar inhaling me beer peaceful-like

when de Mexican dame dat plays de

banjo around de hotel comes over

and starts to make a play for me. 1

aint been in Tom Sharkey’s for nut-

ting, so I go south wid de

nuguts where she

reach dem. She
comes over and

dat even de Noo Yawk poipers telled

about me striking gold, and me
brudder grabs de bumpers to come out

and help take it away from me.
Larry hates to see anybody but him-

self have money. De change he has

begged off me poor mudder would buy
de war in Europe. Preston slips

Larry some of de nuguts, and he gets

Antoine and some of de Mexicans to

pull de trick.

We gets it all framed up, and I gets

de government guy and his pal, and
we start out for de mine. I dont get

dis until later, but de Dutchess hears

Larry and Antoine fram-
ing up de hold-up and
tips de sheriff, a n d

while I am chasing de

government guys
around de map and de

hold-ups is chasing me,

de sheriff and his army is

chasing de hold-ups.

De sheriff

J GIVE DE MULE AND DE WHOLE WOIKS

sits in me lap, when all of a sudden
in walks de Dutchess and Miss Betty.

Dey had read in de poipers about me
striking gold and comes on to see me
from de Exposish. De Dutchess’ goat

leaps right out de winder. She wont
have nutting to do wit me, but makes
a big fuss over dat Frenchy guy,

Antoine. I should have busted him
one for luck.

I’m just looking for a nice dock to

jump off of when in gallops Preston.

Talk about your little rays of sun-

shine. He says I got to make good
wit de government men, and den says

for me to start out, and he would have
us held up by gunmen on de way to

de mine. We were just tinking who
we could get to pull de trick when in

walks me little brudder Larrv. When
it comes to any kind of a hold-up, me
little brudder is de candv. It seems

TO A INDIAN IN FRONT OF DE HOTEL

finally gets dem and hauls dem back
to jail.

In de meantime I have to take de

government guys to de mine. All de
time I am doing it I can see meself
doing a hundred years in jail for put-

ting over a phony. I stalls them as

long as I can, so finally we gets to a

mine, and I runs a bluff dat I got to

blindfold dem. I puts de blinders on
and leads dem to de mine and trows
some of de nuguts on de ground.
When de blinders are taken off dem
dey see de nuguts and are happy. 1

puts de blinders on dem and leads

dem away.
We get back to de hotel, and den de

Dutchess rushes out and tells me she

loves me so much she couldn't let me
be held up. Can you beat dat ? De
sheriff takes me over to de jail, and
after slipping him a couple of de
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what ucy were to wear. Can you beat
. ? I tink all a woman gets spliced for

is to give herself and her friends a
chanct to argue for a couple of weeks
about deir clothes. I beat it down to

see His Whiskers.
Preston and His Whiskers is bote

waiting for me and tanks me for pull-

ing de trick and hands me a check for
de ten tou. Easy Street for me. Wit
dat ten tou me and me mudder and
de Dutchess can live easy de rest of
our lives. I could see me mudder all

dolled up like Astor's horse, strolling

arm and arm down de Avenoo wit de
Dutchess.

We pulls de wedding off right

away. De wimen folks gets busy and
decorates de rooms, and me mudder
buys a new dress and Miss Betty gives
de Dutchess one. We is all lined up,
waiting for de parson to make de
hitch when Larry, sore cause I wont
give him a tousand dollars, tells dem
dat de mine is a fake. I say sure it is,

and it was a advertising dodge for de
Southwestern Railroad.
Den what do youse tink? De

Dutchess pulls out a newspoiper wit a
big ad about de Chimmie Fadden
Mining Company and saying stock
was for sale in me phony mine. Can
you beat it ? I told dem I didn’t know
nutting about it, but dey wouldn’t be-
lieve me. Me goil slaps her wedding-
veil down on de table and says she
wouldn’t marry no crook. I grabs de
poiper and rambles for His Whiskers’
office. Just as I am going down de
stoop, Mrs. Murphy, de old lady dat
runs de apple-cart on de corner, tells

me she has put all her money in me
mine.

I grabs her hand, and we beat it to

His Whiskers’ office. When we get
down dere dey is a line of people buy-
ing bum stocks at one window, and a
lot of reporters waiting for Mr. Van
Courtlandt and Preston. I busts right

on in and sticks de poiper under His
Whiskers’ nose and wants to know
what’s coming off. He starts to hand
me a lot of bull, but I says nutting
doing. Dey aint on de level, and I

wont stand for it. Dey try to pull a

lot of dis bluff stuff, but I flag dem.
I calls in de reporters and tells dem to

print dat de mine is a fake. Den I

hands de two crooks me coat and vest

I bought with deir money, de bag of

nuguts and de check for de ten tou.

I couldn’t leave de pants or I would
have been pinched.

Den I sneaks for home, clean. No
one is in de house v. hen I gets dere.

No money—no mine—no goil. All I

got is de little gold wedding-ring I

was going to slip on de Dutchess’ mit.

Finally me mudder comes in and
shows me de poipers saying dat me
mine was a bunk and dat dey had paid
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nuguts I gets him to let Larrv and his

gang loose.

De boss of de hotel hands me a tele-

gram, telling me to hire a special train

and come to Noo Yawk at once. Just

as if I wouldn't. I tells de station

agent dat I want de fastest train dey
got in de shop. Dat’s part of His
Whiskers’ frame-up—see. He owns
de Southwestern, de only road dat hits

Deat Valley, and all dis is a big ad
for de road to boost de business.

choked a smile out of his system now
and den.

When de rattler pulls into de sta-

tion in Noo Yawk dere is me little old

mudder and a big crowd waiting for

us. Gee
!
you would have tought I was

a alderman wit de reception I got. De
cops had to push a way for us so we
could get out of de building. Miss
Betty gave de Dutchess a day off, so

she comes home wit us. When we get

to de flat dere is de whole gang along

IHBHHHaHHI
WHILE I AM CHASING DE GOVERNMENT GUYS AROUND DE MAP, DE HOLD-UPS IS

CHASING ME

Miss Betty and de Dutchess is

just getting ready to beat it when I

tells dem I have ordered up a little

special train and will take dem back
wit me. I buy some swell clothes

from a drummer and am just going
out when I runs into dear little Larry.
He’s about as happy as one of dem
rattlesnakes and says he is going to

get even for me double-crossing him.
Dere is a big crowd around when

me special pulls out of de station, and
I introduce de Dutchess as de future

Mrs. Fadden. We had a fine trip all

de way home. Me brudder Larry even

de street to meet me. I gives dem all

de glad hand, and den we go upstairs.

When we gets up dere I tells me
mudder dat I gets ten tousand bucks
for pulling off de advertising stunt

for His Whiskers and dat de Dutchess
and me is going to get spliced. Gee

!

I never seen me mudder look so

happy since de time I saved Larry
from going to de stout house for try-

ing to rob His Whiskers. She
laughed and cried and kist de

Dutchess, and de Dutchess she

laughed and cried and kist me mudder,
and den dey got busy talking about
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ME GOIL SLAPS HER WEDDING-VEIL DOWN ON DE TABLE AND SAYS SHE WOULDN’T MARRY NO CROOK

all de money back. She’s glad dat I

have been on de level, anyway. Me
mudder goes into de next room, and
all of a sudden I looks up and dere is

de Dutchess wit a smile on her map a

mile wide. She had red de poipers.

Say, honest, me heart gives such a

jump I had to hold on to me suspender

* $ $

OUR PICTURE-STAR DREAM
By VAUGHN GREY

buttons to keep dem from popping off.

Right dere we clinch, and I slips de

ring on her mit. What d’ye mean—

I

didn’t find no gold mine?

An amber-haired fairy keeps tryst with me

—

Thru flower-filled dark to her shrine agleam
I go, and she comes; but like mist of sea,
Whose arms may wrap ’round, never touching me.
Whose lips are love’s lures to have lust would be
To have spoiled my dream

—

My workaday dream.

I bring her no orchids, no moonstones rare

;

Tho wordless her welcome, her eyes love beam.
Those eyes are yet lit with noon ; they dare
To tell me of passion kept pure—ah, rare!
Dont jeer at my raptures, for soon, beware,
You shall own my dream

—

My workaday dream.

I’ve millions of rivals, yet do I care?
For them, as for me, may her beauty seem.

Her smile to the thousands is true and fair

;

She gives of her favors to each a share

;

In silence and sweetness we woo and wear.
We can keep our dream—

-

Our picture-star dream.
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This story was written from the Photoplay produced by the Biograph Company

here is, perhaps, no
place in the world
so memory-fraught
as an antique-shop.

Between its somber
walls are the light

laughter and the

blind tears of

crumbling genera-
tions. Relics there of youth's love,

fresh as starry anemones ; of passions

dark as lustful blood, and renuncia-

tions bitter as the tears of Christ’s

Mother. There are fragile things

there, once beloved of still more
fragile hands—souvenirs priceless by
grace of time, that were the living flesh

of some woman’s heart, or the tangible

token to some man of a living spirit.

Memories ! Dear, dead women, and
dead, dear loves. Memories that bless

;

memories that crucify.

John Reinhart, antiquarian, kept

such a shop, with the somewhat in-

congruous assistance of his daughter,

Vera. It was a place of vague
shadows, thru which loomed darkly

rare bronzes or a bit of marble. It

was a place deep-raftered, high-

paneled—a place wherein one seemed
to hear the April drip of falling tears

and the ephemeral cadence of ghostly

laughter.

Vera bloomed in the shop like some
transplanted flower-standing sharply

from its shadows with her obtrusive,

vital youth—her sane, frank joy of

living. She seemed much like a

dauntless, scarlet peony blooming on

a grave.

But John Reinhart belonged. He
was as much a part of the place as the

very walls or the antiques themselves,

that rarely changed with the passing

years. He, too, looked like one trans-

planted, but rather as if, being dead,

he had taken up his place for a brief

visit again with the living. His small,

spare frame seemed shrunken in his

black clothes. Yet there remained,

piteously, the outline of a vigorous

youth. His face, ascetic, pale, had
somehow the dumb appeal of a crea-

ture foully wronged. Only his eyes

were living—living like things about

which everything else has died
;
living

with a sort of terrible persistency

—

waiting—dogged—immutable as Fate.

And then one day the gray waiting
ceased. A shot rang thru the musty
shop, shattering its vague echoes like

cannonading— sensational as great

splashes of scarlet in a vaporous twi-

light
;
as crashing chords in a lullaby

;

as the very voice of the antiquarian,

which seemed to cast off the apathy of

age and ring forth, strident, emphatic,

bloody. “I've been waiting twenty
years for this,” he said

;
then the pistol

swung limply in his withered hand
and he swayed.

In the shop stood his daughter,

stricken of face. Over her bent young
Jack Mulhall, a playwright to whom
only the week before she had rented a

room
;
and on the floor, with a bullet

in his brain and his life blood flowing

murkily, was the body of a florid,

stalwart man.
“He's been here before—once,”

Vera was saying thru stiff lips. “He
—he said I reminded him of a girl he

used to know. Father heard him

—

and was very much—excited. Today
he—Mr. Nye is his name—came in

again. He—he tried to be familiar,

but I dont think father heard that.

Then you came in and told us you’d

sold your play—that changed the sub-

ject for a while. After you went out

some woman came. Mr. Nye strolled

about, looking, just the way cus-

tomers do, and when the woman left

he watched her down the street. I

—

just then I saw that she had dropped
her purse. I picked it up. Mr.
Nye”—the girl shuddered and averted

her eyes from the horrid stillness on
the floor

—“Mr. Nye accused me of

trying to steal it
;
then you came in

again
;
then—then that awful shot. I

shall hear it after I am dead—oh
”

And the girl broke away and ran into

the sitting-room, where her father was
huddled in his chair. “Why did you
do it, father?” she sobbed wildly

—

“why

—

why—why ?”

“Gentlemen, be seated.” It was
John Reinhart speaking, and the “gen-

tlemen” he addressed so courteously

were officers of the law come to take

him on a charge of wilful murder.
Vera, crouching by the fireplace,

watched him, dumbly fascinated. Jack
Mulhall stood over her protectively.

Rigid upon the floor lay the last re-

mains of Raymond Nye. The fitful fire

flaring up now and again revealed

hideously the black gleam of drying

blood. His eyes protruded in a ghastly

amazement. His death there seemed a

climax to an unclean life.

But it was John Reinhart, anti-

quarian, in whom the most amazing
change had taken place. His face

was flushed as with an influx of

vitality
;

he seemed to expand, to

dilate, to grow. His white hair had a
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leonine effect
;
his sunken eyes glowed

with a splendid flame of vindication.

He resembled a man who had long

struggled to attain an end, and, attain-

ing it, has found it good. He had
justified his existence. When he

spoke, his voice had the mellow note

of one of his old violins, and it smote
upon the hearts of the listeners, evok-

ing a swift response.

“Before I go,” he said, taking his

favorite chair and leaning well for-

ward into the light, “before I go—and
I am going—I have a little tale to tell.

A tale, my friends and my baby girl,

that has spread itself over twenty
arid years

“Sometimes there comes into the

life of a man that which, having
known once, becomes forever indis-

pensable—so vital, so terribly a part

of him that he ceases to exist after it

has gone. With me it was the love of

my wife.”

Vera stirred a little, and her father

smiled at her tenderly.

“Have any of you known,” he went
on, “what it means—the love of a girl

—a girl who creeps into your heart

and soul softly, surely? Have you ever

loved in your early youth and had that

love grow with your growth until it

becomes a part of your very sinews

—

an essence of your blood—a fibre of

your heart ? Have you known the

need of a sensitive, reserved nature?
The tenacious way it will fasten upon
the one glowing warmth it knows, and
cling there, and take vital root? That
is how I loved Vera Duchene.

“I married her. after four years of

closest love, of hungriest passion

—

four of the most vital—the most
magnificent years of life. After
that " The old voice broke an
instant

;
one frail hand crept furtively

to the strangely dreaming eyes, and
when it came down it was wet with
bitter tears. “After that—at last—we
were married. I cannot dwell on
that period. I—I should not com-
plain, gentlemen,” he said, with a cer-

tain reserve of dignity. “I tasted the

core of the apple of life—I knew an
ultimate happiness. We loved with an
all-absorbing love—such a love as

cynics laugh to scorn. I built about

my person white walls of paradise
;

I

imagined a state perpetual, where only

her face would bend to me from the

skies—only her voice come to me in

song—only her touch connect me with

the living world. I was beyond con-

tent. I had transcended happiness.

This is not hyperbole, gentlemen. This

is, tho you may doubt, the love-story

of a plain man.
“We emerged from that idyllic state

into an even dearer one. There came
the time—how precious only we who
lose it ever know—when home began
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“we LOVED WITH AN ALL-ABSORBING LOVE—SUCH A LOVE AS

CYNICS LAUGH TO SCORN”

the young, bowed head yearningly. "I

want to say now,” he went on, “that

she has been the sunshine to an old

man’s darkened mind ”

“Oh, daddy—no—no ” the girl

choked, and Mulhall patted her com-
passionately.

“Yes, dearie,” the old man nodded
fondly, “you've had a sad life and a

strange one with a gray-haired, weary
man whose life was over ere ever

yours began in consciousness. And I’d

have lain at rest many years ago, my
little love, if it had not been for you.

“Ah, well ! the little Vera grew out

of babyhood. My wife—my more
than love—was never really strong

after the baby’s birth. They needed

things my previous means weren't

adequate to meet. I began to force

myself from the four walls of my
heaven on earth. I began to think

more of business achievement—of get-

ting along. I began working nights,

and the strain gave me an uninten-

tional air of preoccupation. I began, in

short, that curious neglect to which
man—ignorant, blundering man—is

prone—the neglect of the spiritual for

the material—the neglect of the soul

for the substance. So greatly did my
love need expression that I sought to

portray it by an extra servant, fine

raiment, a coach and pair. I rebuilded

my house, and each accursed nail

drove its bleeding way into my love’s

young heart. Every sense-dulled night

that I snored away, caressing the

mighty dollar in my dreams, was a

gateway to hell for me. For thru

them she was lying, wide-eyed,

no doubt—those tender eyes so

long, long closed tonight—and eager-

mouthed. She was hungering and
sobbing for the romance she thought

had died
;
she was wearing an ardent.

to have meaning to it. We began to

fashion and reconstruct our nest for

the coming of our young. We built

together—so closelv welded, so

sacredly one that our hearts were

paeaning a psalm perpetual. We thrilled

to the knowledge that this deep love

of ours was to be made manifest

—

that before our very eyes, tangible to

our touch, was to be our welded spirit

—our united flesh.”

Vera was sobbing now, softly. Mul-

hall’s keen eyes were cloudy. The
officers cleared their throats and

thought it a queer yarn for a' confessed

murderer.
“Then Vera came,” the antiquarian

went on
—

“little image of my heart’s

heart. My lit-

tle dear
—

”

Reinhart
looked

over

at
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‘‘THEY STRUGGLED—BEFORE I

COULD INTERVENE THE PISTOL
WENT OFF. IT SHOT HER
THRU THE HEART ”

bright soul out for the passion of

yesteryear
;
she was taking leave of the

real and making ready for the coun-
terfeit. Solace—that was all it was

—

heart-hunger and solace ;
woman and

man—between them a barrier invisible.

“Women with ardent hearts and
rare minds are delicate, curious things.

Their very supersensitiveness, that is

the keenest joy to him they love, is

often his very undoing. What the

strange workings of their imaginative

minds can be I cannot know. What
impulses swerve them—what passions

burn their lovely bodies—are hidden

—

“After all, it is a very old tale I am
telling. It is happening, God pity us

!

every day we live
;

it is blurred and
stained afresh by precedent.

“One day— I saw her in a restaurant

—with my bank clerk. I’d never liked

him. None of his associates did. He
was the kind a man introduces to

his wife unwillingly, and forbids his

daughter to entertain'—there was that

about him ”

The old man stopped, and the group
stared down, fascinated, at the mur-
dered man. His blood seemed to give

forth a rank stench
;
his hands were

clammily white
;
he had all of death’s

horror and none of its majesty when
the soul wins thru to the flesh and
stamps the plainest face at last.

“There was that in her lovely eyes

which I had believed could be there

for me alone among men. There was
the tenderness on her mouth that had
been there only in our moments cf

closest happiness. She was giving to

him, subtly, tho unmistakably to my
tortured eyes, the blossom of the love

I had plucked when the world was
young and God was in His heaven.”

“Oh, daddy— darling ” The
girl’s voice was pitiful, tremulous

—

pitiful for his age, his lonely grief

;

pitiful for the young mother who had
thrown her pearls before swine.

The antiquarian raised his hand.

“In that moment,” he said resonantly,

“I committed the murder I am accused
of tonight. That man—that man who
was stealing, deliberately, cowardly,

viciously, the lifeblood from my veins

—that man died that night. He died, I

say, tho his vile flesh has trod the

earth these twenty years and more. He
died to God

;
he died to me, with whom

he must do his last accounting.

“There is the thief who steals gold

—

who steals jewels—and food—and the

honor of men. They shall be justly

dealt with according to their sins. But
the man who steals another man’s wife

—the mate of a man's body
;
the manna

of his soul
;
the sacred mother of his

children—that man is a putrid ex-

crescence upon the face of the earth.

That man stinks and is foul to earth

beneath and heaven over the earth.

That man is shunned of the devil and
spat upon by God. He must be wiped
out

!”

Reinhart’s voice rose to a quavering

crescendo
;
he half-rose in his chair.

Vera sobbed aloud, and he dropped
back.

"Pardon, my little one,” he said

weakly
; “pardon, gentlemen, but I am

unchaining tonight the repression of
twenty years—twenty vears dropped,
one by one, back into the grave.

“That very night she left me—to go
with him. She left me—she who had
cleaved to me like ripe fruit to a tree

;

she who had visioned and dreamed and
romanced

;
she who had slept on my

breast and worked by my side by day

—

bore me my child in reverence and in

joy—planned with me beautiful twi-

light years—a life beyond the life we’re
living now.
“Have you ever, gentlemen, been

lost on a trackless desert—lost beyond
any known boundaries—without the

least familiar thing to guide you home ?

That was my feeling—my poor numb
feeling. ‘This cannot be I,’ my stiff

lips would say
;

‘this stricken thing

cannot be I.’
”

“Then the law of possession took

hold of me—the hunting law—the law
that says ‘This is my woman—beyond
cavil—beyond dispute

;
my woman be-

cause I want her—because I am male
and have possessed her.’ ‘No matter

what she has done,’ my hot blood

urged, ‘she is yours—your own—you
have your prior right.’

“And so I followed them—traced

them from town to town, from hotel to

hotel. Fevered, burning days they

were—days that, like some dread

disease, ate away my youth, decayed

my manhood, gnawed at my soul. One
day I found them.
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“She was going to come back to me
—poor sullied thing, dragging her

bruised wings behind her—a delicate

flower crushed ’neath a rude heel. She
had left her hearthstone in answer to

a call. She had thought it love come
back again—love in another guise

—

love that would give her her dreams
again—and lo ! she had followed a •

carnal thing that rose up to mock her,

and bruise her at last. Well, she was
going to come back to me ; she could

not know that she would have returned

to a corpse.

“I found her in a hotel in a small

Western town. She was standing in

her room, with a pistol in her hand.

I thought it was meant for herself

—

perhaps for me.
“ ‘Dont shoot,' I said, in a voice that

seemed leagues off
;

‘I have come to

take you back home/
“She broke into a low, moaning,

heartbreaking sob that played upon me
like wild music.

“I saw that she was on the verge

of hysteria—a broken wraith of her

former self.
“
‘There is Vera, too,’ I said

;
‘she

does not know what has happened.

She is ready for a mother ; to give and
take love thirstily.’

“ ‘And you

—

you,’ she cried
—

‘have

you nothing to say for yourself?’

“I bowe'd my head
;
my mouth gaped

open. I could not speak, but my heart

throbbed as of old at the sight of her,

and I was ready to forgive.

“She was going to kill him, if

necessary, to obtain her liberty.

“He came in ; they struggled ; before

I could intervene the pistol went off.

It shot her—thru the heart
”

“Oh!’’ Vera shuddered violently

and swayed. Mulhall knelt by her and
held her against him.

The antiquarian closed his eyes an

instant. Over his face a gray pallor

swept.

“I took the gun,” he said, “and I

swore a solemn oath that the remain-

ing bullet should be my vengeance.

“A week ago I heard his voice—the

voice I’ve waited twenty years to hear.

I am an old man. My mind does not

work with the alacrity it should. The
voice troubled me—stirred me. I

heard it a second time—a third time

—

in altercation with Vera. That time

—

that third time—I knew.”
The old man rose from his chair.

His slight figure seemed to tower. His
white hair gleamed with the weight of

his burdened years.

“I killed him, gentlemen,” he

thundered, “with the same pistol

—

with the remaining bullet. I killed him
—and I did it— I did it, gentlemen, in

the name of God Almighty— I ”

The strong voice snapped as by

the snapping of a thread. The false

strength ebbed—and the avenger went
to meet his Maker with His name upon
his lips.

In the shop, after John Reinhart had
been laid to his last rest, the young
playwright stood tenderly close to the

white-faced, black-clad daughter he

had left behind.

“I love you, dear,” he said simply.

Vera looked up at him. ‘‘Dare you,”

she breathed, “after—the
”

“Hush—-my beloved. Dont you hear

me ? I love you.”

Vera crept close to him. “Faith

ENJOYING THE MOVIES THO BLIND. By

Those folks who have the misfor-

tune to be deprived of their

sight are robbed of the most
precious gift possessed by us human
beings—the power to see. It must be

agonizing to know that all things are

around you, yet you cannot do more
than imagine what the world looks

like.

It is much better, in my opinion,

for the blind to patronize the legiti-

mate or vaudeville theaters, for at

these shows they can follow intelli-

gently the trend of the play or act by
the conversation of the actors. It

stands to reason, therefore, that they

cannot enjoy the movies so much as

you and I
;
but, despite the inability

of the sightless to watch the actions

of the players, the stage-settings and
the lovely, natural backgrounds, they
have discovered a way out of the

difficulty.

Over in England, at Nottingham,
the pupils of an institution for the

blind visit a local Motion Picture

theater twice a week. They prefer

being seated in the front row, for a

mere handful of the pupils can see

just a little, and the closer they are

to the screen the larger the films be-

come. For the benefit, however, of

those of their comrades who have lost

their sight entirely, they tell them
every little point that occurs in each

photoplay, and anything left to their

imagination is ably brought home to

them by the rendering of appropriate
music and effects to the films. It is

good to watch them when a really

funny comedy comes on the screen,

for they laugh as heartily as their

partly afflicted companions.
The pianist of a photoplay theater

in Bolton, recently, fell a victim to

illness, and the exhibitor was in a

dilemma as to whom to get tempo-
rarily to hold down the important
position. It occurred to him, none too

soon, that there was a blind pianiste

of local fame who was generally at

liberty for an engagement. The candy

founded on unfaith,” she whispered.

"God grant we may prove it true
!”

ERNEST A. DENCH

boy was stationed at her side to de-

scribe to her the films as they were
put on. One of these was entitled,
‘

‘ Hearts That See,
’

’ in which a special-

ist restores the sight of a blind girl.

The picture brought tears to the

audience, but fully fifty per cent, of

the credit was due to the efforts of

the blind pianiste, who played a most
haunting melody.

It seems as tho, at some distant

date, that the sightless will be watch-

ing photoplays especially produced
for them, for a Frenchman, M. Dus-
sand, has conceived a contrivance

which enables the blind to feel the

films. The invention is in the form of

a disk manipulated by machinery.
By laying the tips of the fingers on
this, a blind person can feel the mov-
ing objects. This is accomplished by
the figures being modeled in relief.

The device is limited to the most
simple subjects, but, none the less, it

registers a step in the advancement
of enjoyment for the blind.
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bit shv on the dough, eh? Old Bailey’s

been a fair mark for the

m othe r-in-law — God
bless ’em !—ever since bis

gov’nor blinked
”

“H e y ! you blighters

down below,” their host's

voice urged, excitedly,

from the companion-
way, “quit gossiping

like a ladies’ sewing
circle, and come up
here quick ! I’m go-

ing dotty or it’s the

lobster we had for

dinner—hang it. if

it's that. I’m on the

lobster diet for the

rest of my life.”

Taber dropped the

letter, hastily, in its

original position and
regarded his slippered

feet fretfully.

“Y a c h t i n g,” he

grumbled, “to be a gentle-

man’s sport, should mean
seeing as little of the
water as possible. Here
we were almost - as com-
fortable, in spite of the

hardships of a fisherman’s

it. Now, look at this”—he lifted a

sheet of notepaper from the writing-

pad before him—“Bailey’s letter to his

fiancee—if he will leave his love-let-

ters around there’s no reason we
shouldn’t read them. ‘Dear Dora’

—

observe the ardent beginning
—‘We

are having a very enjoyable trip.’

Embarrassing to listen to, isn’t it?

‘The weather has been fine up to date.

Nothing of any particular interest has

occurred.’ Jove! this shy, young sen-

timent makes me blush. ‘Tonight we
pass Mermaid Rock. If I see one, will

try to get a snapshot and send it to

you.’ Sounds like Baedeker, doesn’t

it? And he's going to marry the girl

in three weeks !”

“Poor devil !” The youngest of the

party twirled the mustache-that-was-
to-be, knowingly. “Fine gal. Dora
Wainwright, o’ course, an’ all that

—

scads o’ position and ancestors, but a

lite, as we would have been on shore,

and now we’ve got to dress and go on
deck. It’s almost dark and, I dare say,

beastly cold—br-r-r
!”

When, ten minutes later, an unen-

thusiastic group* of ulsters lined up
alongside their host on the dusky deck,

they found him staring fixedly at a

black rock, spray-drenched and stark

against the scarlet, evening sky.

“Look there!” he directed, without
turning. “See if you see her—on the

left of the rock. No, that’s not she.

By the living powers, she’s gone!”
He turned a bewildered countenance

upon his friends. No amount of

millions could make Bailey Dryden
look like anything but a pink-cheeked,

clear-eyed schoolboy—a fact he

mourned sincerely in secret and at-

tempted to disavow by a choice of

reckless, daredevil haberdashery and
the most hardened and dissipated

checked suits that could be wheedled
from his horrified tailor. More than

“ ires,” said Tommie Taber, sen-

tentiously, lifting

one morocco-
slippered foot over a

lavender silk pajama’d
knee, "are dowagers at

eighteen and girlish only

when they have arrived

at the kittenish age of

thirty-five.”

The group of

youths in elegant

undress, lounging
about the smoking-
roo m of Bailey

Dryden’s yacht,
Sea Lass, nodded

g 1 o o m i 1 y. The
oldest of them was
just arrived at

voting age
;

the

youngest caressed

the downy, precious

promise of a mustache
by-and-by. They were
men of the world. They
knew women

;
they knew

everything.

“R i g h t-o, my boy,”

lisped the pop-eyed scion

of a noble Milwaukee
house, upon whose crest

a beer-bottle argent foamed pleasantly

upon field vert
;
“nev’ knew a girl yet,

in our set, y’know, that wasn’t deucedly

conventional. Between us. as men of the

world, they’re weally bores, y’know.”
“Y’ find the live ones in the chorus,”

offered a weary Methuselah of twenty
with fleur-de-lys embroidered on his

socks. “Trouble with gals these days

—they’re too artificial for a reg’lar

man’s taste. All for dress and soci’ty

and that sort of rot—nothin’ natural

about ’em.”

The weary one blew a cloud of

cigaret smoke thru his nostrils and
shook his head. “Find me a gal that

says what she thinks instead of what
she wants a fellah to think she thinks,

an’ she can have me,” he offered in a

burst of generosity.

“Romance,” propounded Tommie,
who had the name of an epigrammist,

“has become rules—Beata Beatrix is

now Beatrice Fairfax, and etiquette

and eugenics have bidden love to beat
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ever hopelessly ingenuous he looked

now as, baby-blue eyes round with

amazement, and mouth puckered into

a Cupid’s bow, he stared upon his

guests.

“Fellows,” he stammered, “I’ve seen

a mermaid ! That’s what I’ve seen.”

Tommie Taber laid a soothing hand
upon his shoulder, including the

others in a large, knowing wink.

“S’all right, old man,” he comforted
him, sympathetically; “you just come
along to bed and get Johnson to fix

you up a cup of black coffee. Feel

good as new in the morning. I

thought you oughtn’t have risked that

last highball
”

“Get out!” Bailey roared indig-

nantly; “I’m not drunk, you duffer!

I tell you I did see a mermaid on that

rock yonder—saw her plain as I see

you now. That’s Mermaid Rock, but,

of course I didn’t believe in the stuff

they tell about it, artd then I saw
her ! She was sitting on the top, with
the spray dashing over her and the

wind whipping her hair
;
you never

imagined any one so beautiful ! And
she waved her hand at me ”

The young men looked at one an-

other blankly. The scion of the House
of Beer essayed a feeble joke: “Bally
bad form to wave her hand without
being introduced,” he murmured. “It

isn’t etiquette, my boy, but it may be
tt’e/tiquette.”

“Two Manhattans too much—he
hasn’t the head for ’em,” sighed Taber

;

then, soothingly
—

“of course you saw
a mermaid, old man—seen ’em myself

;

’member I saw a three-headed monkey
with a pink tail, once, climbing a lamp-

post, after a bachelor dinner. You

come along with your Uncle Tommie,
Dryden, and he’ll fix you up O. K.”
“So you dont believe me, eh?”

Bailey looked from one grinning face

to another, and his jaw set under the

pink skin. “Oh, very well
;
you dont

have to, you know. But, by Jove! I’ll

prove it tomorrow!” and he strode off

along the deck, injured dignity in

every stiffened line.

“What d’you make of it?” in the

smoking-room the others queried
blankly. “Is he kiddin’ us along, or

has he gone nutty—what?”
“He’ll have forgotten all about it in

the morning,” settled Taber, conclu-

sively
;
“how about a go at poker,

fellers, and a tray of tall ones, eh ?”

But the morning found the situation

more puzzling than ever. Along the

rail a row of awestruck faces regarded
the same black rock of the night be-

fore, and nearing it, a speck on the

dazzling waves, the yacht’s dingy with
the solitary figure of their host at the

oars. In the deeps of his intellect

Taber groped and drew from it this

mighty fact.

“We stopped here last night, and
we haven’t gone on,” he gasped.

“Boys, his coming marriage has un-
balanced him. I’m going to wire Dora
Wainwright to come on.”

In his dingy Bailey Dryden was hav-
ing a hard time of it to keep the cockle-

shell of a boat from being pounded to

bits in the surf that raged around the

Mermaid’s Rock. Daylight robbed it

of much of its moonlit glamor, show-
ing its black, slimy sides a-sprawl with
seaweed and several pale, limp, jelly

creatures plastered above the water-
line; yet his vision of the evening led

"TONIGHT WE PASS MERMAID
ROCK. IF I SEE ONE, WILL
TRY TO GET A SNAP-
SHOT AND SEND IT

TO YOU”

him on. As surely as he had ever seen

the somewhat stagey form of his affi-

anced, he had seen the slim, white fig-

ure flash up out of the bright mist of
spray, one rounded arm lifted in a

lovely, free gesture of beckoning, as

she smiled at him from the dark
shadows of her blowing hair. A young
man born within sound of Broadway
and nurtured on the noisy pap of
Manhattan is not apt to be an imagina-
tive creature. Bailey was not imagi-
native. If he had been he would not
be where he was now, steering his lit-

tle craft thru an exceedingly narrow
cove, with a tiny golden beach wink-
ing beyond, in search of a fabled lady

with a pretty, silver tail. It was stern

fact he was after, and unbelievable

fact that he found as he beached the

boat and strode up the slope of sand.

There, curled in the cool, blue

shadow of the rock, lay a little mer-
maid, fast asleep, with her dimpled
arms clasped around a fat, purring
babv-seal. At least, she must have been

a mermaid, tho, looking at her lovely

face, Bailey forgot to make sure about
the tail,- and, if he had looked for it, he
would have seen nothing but a slim,

curved shape beneath a cloud of long,

dark hair.

Bailey gazed, spellbound, until em-
barrassment swept over his soul. He
removed his hat and cleared his throat,

loudly, in the approved fashion of a

gentleman forced by circumstances to

address a lady to whom he has not

been introduced.

“Hem !” he ventured. “How—er

—

how do you do ?”

The mermaid’s eyelids flew open.

She sat up against the rock and stared
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ONE ROUNDED ARM LIFTED IN A
LOVELY, FREE GESTURE OF

BECKONING, AS SHE SMILED

AT HIM FROM THE DARK
SHADOWS OF HER
BLOWING HAIR

at the young man with a cool, green

gaze, while the little seal scudded

away.
“Who,” she said sweetly, at last, in

a voice that had a tiny lisp in it like

that of small, sunny waves curling on

the sand
—“who are you?”

Bailey fumbled nervously in his

pocket and presented, bowing, a square

of pasteboard. “My card,” he ex-

plained
—

“the Pennsylvania Drydens,

you know. I can give you any num-
ber of references

”

The mermaid surveyed the card

with disfavor. “Is that a references?”

she lisped. “It is not very pretty.

Haven’t you something prettier than

that you could give me?”
The heart of Bailey Dryden—Man-

hattanite, member of the Yale Club,

the Larchmont Yacht Club, the Lotos

and Salmagundi—gave a sudden, sur-

prising flop under his correct, white

flannels. He was not quite aware of

how it all happened, but he found him-

self on the rock, beside the mermaid,
his arm about her resisting form.

“Yes, I have something much pret-

tier,” he was saying. “Hold still a

minute and I’ll give it to you.”

The little mermaid obeyed. An in-

terval, while the silver ripple of the

waves on the sand was the only sound
;

then, “What was that you gave me?”
she asked wonderingly.

“A kiss,” said Bailey Dryden.
The mermaid clapped her hands and

wreathed her white arms around his

neck as a slim wave curls lovingly

around a rock.

“I like kisses !” she cried. “Have
you any more kisses left, man?”
Sudden convention gripped the

young man. He drew away, frown-
ing. “I say !” protested he, “it isn’t

good form for a young lady to ask a

(Thirty-one)

man to kiss her, you know—that is,

not in so many words. It isn’t done

in good society.”

“But,” said the mermaid, with a

little catch in her soft voice, “I am
not a young lady in good society. I

am only a mermaid in the sea.” She
leaned forward, anxiously, looking up
into his face. “If I were a young
lady, would you like me better?” she

asked—“would you promise not to get

tired of me?”
This, at least, had a familiar sound.

Dora often asked the same question,

and, somehow, the answer to it was
even readier on his tongue now than

usual.

“Never!” he swore, gazing into the

strange, clear, changing colors of her

eyes
—

“never
!”

With a little, flashing peal of laugh-

ter she sprang up and lifted her long
tresses where they trailed upon the

rock. “See !” she sang, pointing to

two small, white feet, touched with

pink like the lining of a shell
—

“see

!

I have become a human because you
love me and I love you. Am I not
like other young ladies now?”

“I cant say you are,” hesitated

Bailey
—

“not like any young lady I

ever saw, anyway.”
“But why not?”
“Well,” he explained weakly, “for

one thing, young ladies I know dont
say they love you, even if they do.

They—er—pretend they dont, you
know, and keep you guessing and—er

—act awf’ly bored and all that when
you tell ’em you’re gone on ’em.”

“How strange !” said the mermaid,
sadly. “Then, if I am to be a young
lady, I must learn to pretend things

that aren’t so? I’m afraid I shall find

that very hard. But come”—she held

out her hand—“let us go. Now that

I have two feet, I am almost afraid of

the sea.”

“But you cant go back to the

yacht this day without any clothes
!”

gasped Bailey, horrified. “Here!” He
dragged off his coat and wrapt her

in it, covering her almost to her feet.

“When we get on board I’ll rustle a

suit of Li Hung Chi’s for you to wear
till we get to the next department

store.”

“And must young ladies wear
clothes?” she sighed, as she followed

him to the boat. “I have seen them
sometimes when they came into my
ocean, bathing, and they didn’t wear
many then.”

They had almost reached the yacht-

side, when Bailey gave a sudden
exclamation.

“By Jove!” he cried, panic-stricken,

“I’d almost forgotten to ask your

name
;
what should I have done when

I came to introduce you ?”

“The ocean people called me Algae,”

the mermaid said
;
“what is ‘introduce,’

please?”

Bailey did his best to explain, but

Algae shook her head at the end. “It

is very queer that just saying a few

words will make two people friends,

when it would be improper for them
to be friends without,” she sighed

;

“and then, after they are introduced

to me, I suppose they will all kiss me
too, the way you did ?”

“No !” shouted Bailey, so loudly that

he nearly overturned the boat. “You
mustn’t let any one kiss you, except

me, and,” he added, desperately, as he

ran the boat in under the Sea Lass’ lad-

der, “dont ask me why young ladies

dont kiss all the young men they meet,

for I dont know !”

A half-hour later, dressed in a loose,

scarlet, Chinese costume, so large that
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So it was agreed. Algse, unaware
of the advancing crisis, was led down
the deck by the devoted six, while
Bailey sprang to the companionway to

meet and greet his guests. But his

reprieve was not a long one. Even as

he stooped to kiss his fiancee’s thin,

prim lips, a small figure sprang angrily
along the deck and thrust itself be-

tween the betrothed. With quivering
finger, Algae indicated the amazed
Dora.

“Is it, then, the custom among bli-

the six cried aloud,

fervently, “De-
lighted, I’m sure

!”

“So he zuas just

kidding us, after

all !” murmured
the Beer Baron
to Taber. “I

wonder where
he found
her? A
fishermaid,

I dare-
say ! Who
w o u 1 d
have
thought
the old

c h a p
such
a slv

one ?

it quite eclipsed her tiny hands and
feet. Bailey led his find proudly into

the smoking-room. Six uptilted chairs

crashed to the floor as six dazzled

youths came to their electrified feet at

a bound.
“Boys,” said their host, triumph-

antly, “I think you may remember I

spoke last night of seeing a mermaid
on the rock yonder. You wouldn’t

believe me then, but maybe you will

now when I present Miss Algae to

you
!”

The partings across the tops

of six sleek heads presented

themselves simultaneously to-

ward Alsrae. In one voice

large, Chinese slipper upon her small,

bare foot—an endeavor which her

struggles and the size of the slipper

rendered vain.

The morning passed, with Algae the

center of interest, as she pattered up
and down the boat, exclaiming, naively,

over its strangenesses. Toward after-

noon a cloud appeared on the horizon

of happiness. Tommie Taber discov-

ered it first and smote his brow with

a groan of recollection.

“Dora Wainwright and mama-in-

IIE FOUND HIMSELF ON THE HOCK BESIDE THE MERMAID, HIS ARM ABOUT HER RESISTING FORM

My word, but she's a charming crea-

ture, weally!”

He settled his necktie with a killing

air. Beside him the youngest member
tugged valiantly at his imaginary mus-
tache, murmuring, ecstatically, “Oh,
I say!”

Algae included them all in a dazzling

smile
;
then very proudly, she stooped

and pulled up the engulfing folds of

her satin trouser-leg.

“See !” she pointed out
—

“see my
feet. Aren’t they beautiful?”

No sophisticated debutante ever

made a more favorable entrance into

society. Enslaved, they gathered about

her, while Bailey endeavored to fit a

law-to-be !’’ he exclaimed, pointing at

the puffing launch determinedly over-

hauling the Sea Lass. “What in the

name of Pete are we going to do ?”

Bailey paled perceptibly at his

fiancee’s name. “I shall explain the

exact truth of the matter,” he said

hurriedly. “No sensible girl is going

to be jealous of a—a mermaid.”
“There is no such a thing as a sensi-

ble girl when it comes to another

girl,” said his wise friend, “and you’ll

have to admit, old man, that your
story does sound a bit—fishy. No

—

much better for us to keep Algae out

of the way till this evening, and then

one of us will row her quietly ashore.”

mans for a man to kiss all the young
ladies he meets, while a young lady

can kiss only one man?” she raged.

“If I were introduced to her, I would
tell her I do not like her. I would
tell her she is not pretty and her feet

are big—not little, like mine!”
The Dryden fortune covered a mul-

titude of sins, as Mrs. Wainwright,
purple and angry, but cautious, told

her daughter several hours later as

they were dressing for dinner. And
of course, it was to be expected that

men would be men, engaged or not.

“But I really do think,” said the

exasperated lady, “that it was really

( Continued on page 74)
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The Character Man of the Movies
Bv ALBERT MARPLE. With Illustrations bv MURDOCK MacOUARRIE and HENRY WALTHALL

t is probable that

the w o r k of no
actor in the Mo-
tion Picture busi-

ness is so little

understood as is

that of the charac-

ter man. The ex-

tent to which some
of these character actors have per-

fected their art is not in the least

realized by those who are not on the

“inside.” This actor must he an
expert in the line of “make-up,”
must be very proficient in dramatic
art and must have a knowledge of the

MR. MAC QUARRIE AS UR. JEKYLL
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costumes worn by the peoples of every
nationality. He must be able to im-
personate the young, the middle-aged
and the aged, male or female, and
must be capable, at a moment’s notice,

of throwing himself into the most
difficult of situations, which may call

for any one or several of the long
string of emotions. Almost every
morning sees this actor in some new
role, while the regular man, who needs
not be so versatile, does but the single

style of work.

One of the principal assets of the
character man is his knowledge of

facial make-up. This facial make-up
for the Motion Picture is usually done
with but two colors—white and black.

On the “legitimate” stage a number
of colors are used, but being limited

to two colors, on account of the fact

that colors other than white and black
do not register accurately on the film,

the Motion Picture actor is compelled
to do with these what the stage actor

does with many.
Facial make-up consists to a great

extent in accentuating the natural
lines of the face, except where deep
character work is being done, in which
work only the lines which go to create

the character which at the given time
is being portrayed, are emphasized.
Not only is the black crayon applied,

but the black lines are brought out

even more prominently by placing
these lines upon a background of

white. The make-up of the Motion
Picture character actor has been
termed a case of “light and shadow.”
There is no intermediate color with
which to work, and this alone classifies

the work of making-up for the movies
an art in itself. Just as the painter

of pictures knows instinctively that a

touch here and a shadow there is

needed to properly bring out a certain

expression, so the artistic character

actor knows where to place the light

or the shadow that will serve to bring
out the particular expression for

which he is seeking.

While costume has little to do with

the registration upon the film of the

various emotions, it does play an im-

portant part in character work. In

fact, without the costume the portray-

ing of many of the various characters
would be impossible. The character
actor must be an ardent student of all

types of men if he would succeed in

his chosen work. He must study
human nature as it exists around him.

At all times and in all places, be it

,

on the street, in the home, or in the

place of business, he must be alert for

new traits in various types of people.

He must study every nationality, for

he never knows what type of person

he will be called upon to impersonate.

Character men are sometimes cast

on a scant five minutes’ notice.

Right here it will be seen that the

AND AS MR. HYDE
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work of the character man of the

movies is a much bigger job than is

that of a similar actor on the legiti-

mate stage. On the regular stage the
pitch of the voice, the peculiar accent
placed upon the words that are spoken
and the inflection of the voice given
at the ends of words are, in a very
large measure, responsible for the suc-

cessful portrayal of many characters.

As the sound of the voice is not reg-

istered on the films, it consequently
plays no part in the producing of a

Motion Picture play.

To the extent that a

character m a n of the
movies is handicapped by
not having the use of the

voice, so much more expres-

sion must he put into the

other phases of the work.
The intensity of the va-

rious emotions must be

magnified
;
the make-up.

which includes the cos-

tume, must be more accu-

rate and complete, and the

distinguishing traits of the

various nationalities must
be emphasized. In other

words, the immensity of

the Motion Picture charac-

ter man’s work is seldom
realized, even by the char-

acter man on the regular

stage. Before the camera
the actor’s utmost must be

given, and even then there

will be points that will be
slighted.

To the type of actor

under discussion the char-

acter face is absolutely

necessary, this being espe-

cially true with regard to

Motion Picture work. This
type of face is strong, ex-

pressive, clear in outline,

etc., generally possessing

certain lines which are

quite essential. The shape
of the face is all-important.

On the regular stage almost
any shaped face will do,

the voice often being effec-

tively used to fill the va-

cancy caused by lack of

strength of face. Some
faces are over-expressive;

others lack this element of

expression. The trick is to be able to

strike a “happy medium” of expres-

sion; in other words, to go “just far

enough.”
A feature which goes hand in hand

with make-up in this character work
is the acting out of the part that one
is portraying, this consisting of ges-

tures, expressions of face, standing
and sitting postures, etc. For instance,

the Chinaman as he stands conversing
will always stand with hands before

him, the palm of one hand pressed

upon the back of the other, the ends

of the fingers of each hand playing
within the sleeve of the opposite arm,
knees bent slightly forward, etc. This
point is emphasized in the flat-footed

walk of the Indian, the dragging upon
the ground of the heels of the cow-
boy’s boots, and the “hitch” given
now and then to the trousers by the
sailor who has spent several years in

the service of the navy or merchant

marine. The fact of the matter is

that if these characteristic traits are

not followed out, the impersonation
falls flat—something is lacking—and
this is noticeable at once, no matter
how perfectly the costume work and
make-up have been done. The in-

stances wherein the individual is an
artist in both the acting and the

make-up line are indeed rare. Almost
invariably the actor “falls down” in

one of these qualifications.

Another requisite of the character

actor is that he possess, instinctively,
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the knowledge of the “business” of
the Motion Picture play. He must
be a man of quick thought. He must
know the character that he is imper-
sonating so well that he will realize

at a moment’s notice what that par-
ticular character would do under any
unusual circumstance, should that

circumstance take place suddenly
during the acting of a play. He must
live the very life of the character he
is acting. He must get into the spirit

and stay there. To illustrate this

point might be mentioned the fact that

an associate of Murdock J. MacQuar-
rie, character star and director of the

Universal Film Manufacturing Com-

( Thirty-five)

pany, who is here seen in a number
of his character impersonations, told

him that during the acting of a cer-

tain aged character in a play which
took several weeks to complete, he was
so “grouchy” that no one could bear
to be in his presence for any length of

time. He truly lived the life of the

character he was portraying, this be-

ing not confined to the time during
which he was before the camera.
A necessity of the character man

is to be able to change his own general

physical lines to suit the part he is

taking and exactly to duplicate this

make-up day after day until the par-

ticular picture has been finished. Pos-

sibly small balls of cotton are placed
within the nostrils to broaden the

nose and change the face’s contour.

The character actor is the “big
man” of the movies today. He is, in

short, the “utility” actor in the true

sense of the word. When the old

grouch is wanted, the character man
is called. When the minister is

needed, again is the character man
pressed into service. Then there are

the cowpuncher, the Indian, the gam-
bler, the sheriff, the Spaniard, the

detective, the loving father, the out-

law, the knight of old, etc., who, when
the truth is known, are none other

than the character man.
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Photoplayer Whose Power of Song Is a

Great Social Asset

By ALLAN DOUGLAS BRODIE

W hen Gerda Holmes
rehearsed the role

of the little blind

singer, in “A Song in the

Dark,” at the Essanay
studios, a little while back,

she gave almost every one

concerned in the production

of the picture the surprise

of their lives. It had be-

come an ordinary, everyday
occurrence to see some fair

photoplay star act superbly

and sing execrably. But
when this little player, who
had her origin in the land of

the Vikings, began to sing

in that well-known scene

where the blind girl lifts up
her voice, the thrill of

amazement that went thru

the audience at the Essanay
trial theater will never he

forgotten by the m. They
had known the star as an ex-

ceptionally fine actress, but
no one, with possibly the ex-

ception of the director him-

self, was aware that she was
the possessor of a wonderful
voice.

Since that time the heroine

of “A Song in the Dark,”
“The Seventh Prelude,”
and other photoplay gems of

a like nature, has, thru her
wonderful gift of song, be-

come a very popular social

favorite in the studios. Born
in Chicago, taken to Den-
mark when five years old,

then, eleven yea rs later,

back to the land of her birth,

little Gerda was obliged to

learn the English language
all over again. But the

period spent by her in the

fatherland of her parents in-

stilled in the young girl of

sixteen a love of art that was
to become part of her very
being in the rich future.

The accompanying picture calls

to mind a beautiful woodland
sprite, whose mischievous eyes

draw on the passionate lover to

pursue her thru a maze of sylvan
loveliness till capture shall subdue
her merry pranks. At least, that

is how it strikes the writer. It is

a pose of Gerda Holmes that is

artistic to a degree and one that

has been greatly admired.
This versatile little lady will

shortly be seen in a George Ade
comedy, entitled “The Fable of the

Family That Did Too Much for

Nellie.” It is a wonderfully

humorous portrayal of a cook who
was a heroine, and a heroine who
wasn’t a cook. It’s true to the

troubles and whimsies of life, and
the work of Gerda Holmes as Nellie

is said to be such that even her most
intimate friends are filled with

wonder and amazement.
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he Photoger looked staunch

and bright,

But needed rest, I think;

For quite a while, both day and night,

. He had not slept a wink.

“At last,” says he, “ray vigil ends;

The time for work is here.”

Then thru his telephone he sends

A message sharp and clear.

“I need the complete Sereenie band,’

The Dictor hears the voice

;

Then -gives the one word of command

To his lieutenant choice.

Away they speed in eager race,

Like darting swallows fleet

;

Each trying first to reach the place,

The absent one to greet.

With antics rare they gambol round

In many an airy whirl

;

Then land expertly on the ground,

Each whisker in a curl.

To them the Photoger explained

Just what he wanted done,

And every Sereenie there retained

At once on errands run.

They gathered spruey boughs so

good

To make a bower, you see,

And cotton from the cotton-

wood,

As soft as soft could be.

They lined it like a. downy bed

With moonbeam silver spun,

Then cushioned sweet-fern at its head,

And, lo ! the bed was done.

For when there’s work to do, you see,

The Screenies labor cheerfully.

Within an humble country home,

Far from the city’s moil and strife,

Securely sheltered from the storm

That breaks upon the shore of life,

A discontented maiden ’s heart

Was beating furiously and fast,

For she had planned within an hour

Her homely life aside to cast.

Bright visions of a rosy dream

To live within the city gay,

False promise from the cloying lips

Of one who came from far away.

There waiting in the dark alone,

Without a sigh or parting tear,

Ilis honeyed promise she recalled

And bent an eager, listening ear.

But now the Screenies have arrived,

Invisible, but swift and sure;

The Opter, with his magic wand,

Now seals her ears and eyes secure.

Then thru the window, gently—so,

They lay her in the bower prepared,

And swiftly o’er the hills they go

—

Each Sereenie in the burden shared.

They journeyed over hill and vale

Into a city’s brilliant sheen

—

Into a Motion Picture show,

With living pictures on the screen

;

And there the Opter loosed the spell

That held her in its grasp secure

And bade her read the written truth

Ofmoths'whom brilliant lights allure.

She read and saw the pathway bright

In which unwary feet may stray,

The sin and shame, despair and death

That border on the lighted way;

The misery, woe and broken hearts

;

The aftermath of discontent

;

The object of some parent’s love

Which to the lowest depths descends.

Back to her room they quickly fly

—

A voice had softly called her name,

And, in the darkness of her room,

Her face flushed with the flush of

shame.

But with a thankful heart still clean,

She bade the tempter go his way,

Because the Screenies and the

screen

Had taught their lesson

that day.
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nOW l BECAME

PHOTO PLAYER^
As I was trained for the operatic

stage, and as I spent my time, before

I was sixteen, following this line of

work, every one seems to want to know
why I am now a photoplayer.

When the California Motion Pic-

ture Corporation first offered to place

me at the head of its company, it

seemed very strange to me, because I

could not imagine myself acting with-

out an audience. I thought it would
seem like a rehearsal, and I had al-

ways thought myself a poor re-

hearser. I thought the matter over

carefully and looked at it from all

angles, and finally decided that I

would go into Motion Pictures. My
father, who is Fernando Michelena,

and who was considered to be the

greatest tenor of his time, has always
been my teacher and adviser. Tie

thought it would be a good oppor-
tunity to criticise myself thru viewing
myself on the screen. In this way I

could correct any faults I might have.

Many people told me that work
in pictures would be entirely too

strenuous. They seemed to think

BEATRIZ MICHELENA

that a singer was afraid of the air,

and unable to swim, ride, climb or be
athletic in any way. They thought
exposure to different kinds of weather
would injure my “music box,” as

most singers go around nursing their

throats, all bundled up for fear of

catching a cold or sore throat, and
thus being “out of voice.”

If some singers only knew that the

tender care they give their throats

makes them delicate and susceptible

to cold and draft, more of them might
join the Motion Picture business, for

one is in best voice when healthy and
strong. If they would get out and
ride, swim or tramp, it would do
them worlds of good, and there would
be less throat-doctor bills to pay.

There is nothing like exercise in the

open air for the singer, or, for that

matter, for anybody else.

Well, I have done a lot of things

which were supposed to injure one’s

voice. I swam the Mohave river in

“Salomy Jane,” and had a wild ride

on horseback, and I swam the same
river in winter on the back of my
horse, Dick, when we were filming

“The Lily of Poverty Flat.” I ran
around barefooted in “Mignon” in

all kinds of weather.

My father tells me I can still war-
ble a little

;
so I know that being an

outdoor girl and living a healthy,

normal life as a screen actress im-

proves the voice.

At all events, I intend to return to

opera when Motion Pictures prove
to be less attractive. But right now
I am certainly enjoying every mo-
ment of this life as a photoplayer.
The work has been wonderful.

Beatriz Michelena.

*
Life in a trunk, in dreary hotels

and too familiar cities, had made
stage-life a hardship instead of a
pleasure. I tried conducting foreign

tours, and drawing-room entertain-

ing for the children, without suffi-

cient financial success to warrant my
continuing them as a regular means
of livelihood. I intended to try news-
paper work, interior decorating, vio-

let-raising, and orange-ranching
;
but,

for no special reason, one day I sent

MIRIAM NESBITT

letters to five well-known trust pic-

ture studios and received replies

from them all. I visited the Edison
studio first and had a very satisfac-

tory interview with Mr. Horace G.
Plimpton, who arranged with a di-

rector to give me day-work. I did
this for a short time and was then
put on the guarantee list, which
meant I was assured of twelve days’
work a month. I played everything
from ingenue leads to grand dame
character parts. In eight months I

went in the stock company, and this

is my fifth winter with the Edison
Company. I have spent two sum-
mers abroad as co-star with Mr. Mac-
Dermott, doing pictures, with the

able support of an entire English
company, and while picture-work is

hard work, and the hours are very
long, there is a variety and interest

in the work, and your nights and
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your home-life are what you choose

to make them, and, unlike the stage,

you are mistress of your leisure

hours. Miriam Nesbitt.

$
Only three years in photoplay,

with an inconspicuous beginning
with one company, would ordinarily

mean a limited amount of experience

in the work, but I think I can put in

a claim for a graduate’s diploma

—

that is, so far as having passed the

grammar grades. I never expect to

be wholly finished.

Instead of spending my vacation
away from the city, I joined a friend

and got a chance to play small parts

at the Lubin studio for Colonel

Joseph Smiley. Summer lapsed into

autumn, and then winter came. I

was still increasing my experience
as a screen player. One thing led to

another, until Mr. George Terwilliger

gave me my first leading part in his

play, “The Cry of the Blood.” Last
winter he chose me to go to St. Au-
gustine with his special company,
where I played a succession of im-
portant parts and had some unfor-
gettable escapes. I wouldn’t men-
tion them if they had been the usual
exaggerations of the ordinary press-

agent, for an actor in the movies is

expected to attach no importance to

the daily risk of his life. But this

was one degree more risky. A yacht
was loaded with oil and set afire, the
conflagration timed so that it would
end with the explosion of a chest of
powder. I was left aboard, with
orders to jump into the water at

KEMPTON GREEN

E

a certain moment. With
the fire raging behind
me, and the powder due
to explode within a

minute, I hesitated to

plunge over the rail.

Why ? Because I saw
three sharks swimming
near the surface. I could

either be blown to smith-

ereens or be nibbled by
the sea-beasts. I plunged.

By some miracle the
sharks did not attack me.

I am back at the Phila-

delphia studio, unscathed
and happy. I like to

specialize in wayward
sons, dissolute brothers

and bad boys generally.

My ambition, however, is

to abandon acting alto-

gether and produce light

comedies.

Kempton Greene.

*

GRACE darmond

World’s Columbian Exposition. But
everybody knows me as Jackie. It’s

shorter and more to the point.

What’s more, I like it.

How did I become a leading woman
in pictures for the Balboa Company?

Well, that’s a long story. And
then again it isn’t, because I haven’t
been before the public so very long,

now that I think of it.

But to begin at the beginning. As
long as I can remember, I have been
wild about dancing. Even as a wee
child, I couldn’t make my feet be-

have. So, at the age of five, I made
my first public appearance with

Dawson’s Dancing Dolls, at Young’s
Million Dollar Pier, in Atlantic City.

I was with them each summer there-

after for the next decade.

Then I played with the Forepaugh
and Orphcum stock companies in

Philadelphia, doing child parts and
ingenues. About this time I became
acquainted with Harrison Fisher, the

artist and illustrator. Thru him,

I went to New York and posed for a

number of well-known painters.

Among them were Clarence Under-
wood and Howard Chandler Christy.

Mr. Underwood was the first per-

son to suggest that 1 go into Moving
Pictures, as he thought I possessed

unusual photogi*aphic qualities. At

I had heard so much
about the Selig Polyscope
Company, whose Chicago
studio is but a short dis-

tance from my home, that

when I decided to enter

Motion Pictures this con-

cern was the only one to

whom I applied. I just

went over to their studio with some
girl friends. I did not know whether
to take the work seriously or not, and
I am afraid I looked upon my early

days in the studio in the nature of a
lark.

Soon, however, I caught the spirit

of the players around me and real-

ized there was something more than
merely posing for pictures to the

work. I began to study the screen

and the camera, and soon the new art

occupied all my attention. Mr. Selig

visited the studio often and always
seemed to take a great interest in

all the players’ work. That encour-

aged me, and when I was cast for

important roles in such big multiple-

reel productions as “Your Girl and
Mine,” “The Millionaire Baby,”
“The House of a Thousand Candles,”
and “A Texas Steer,” all thought of

ever returning to the spoken drama
vanished. I am very happy in my
work now and consider the day I

walked into the Selig studio the lucki-

est in my life. Grace Darmond.

Jacquelin Saunders is my name,
according to the birth register in the

Philadelphia parish where I first saw
the light of day, in the year of the

(Forty)
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camera man began grinding, and
the director gave me my cue to

“enter,” I was so scared I did not

know what I was about.

Shutting my eyes and gritting

my teeth, I waded into the fray. I

had no knowledge of what I did

until I saw it on the screen. The
director and all complimented me
for my work. My good fairy was
with me and saw me thru. Now I

JACKIE SAUNDERS

the time, pictures were just begin-

ning to attract attention. But I was
not much impressed, for my real lean-

ing was toward the stage.

1 obtained an introduction to

David W. Griffith, of the Biograph
Company. After a brief interview,

he did not seem impressed. He said

I would have to try out before he

could engage me. That did not ap-

peal to me, for I had determined that

if the screen was to get me it would
have to be as a principal or not at

all.

So my next attempt was with the

Reliance Company. Asked if I had
had any experience before the cam-
era, I spoke up resolutely and said,

“Sure.” May I be forgiven for the

teeny-weeny untruth ! I was en-

gaged to play the leading part in a

curdling melodrama, the sort that

was so popular four years ago.

I never will forget my first scene.

It was in front of Grace Church, in

New York. In those days, picture-

players were even more of a curi-

osity than now. So a big crowd as-

sembled as soon as it became known
we were to be photographed in the

open. It was the first time I had
ever seen a Motion Picture camera.

The director explained the action

and “shot” the scene without ever

rehearsing it, because he believed

he had an experienced company.
With a knife, I had to kill a girl who
was entering the church to be mar-
ried to my false lover. When the
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was a real Motion Picture actress,

anyway.
My next step upward was when I

traveled to Los Angeles. At the

time, there was a general westward
movement among film players. I had
had just enough experience to tell

me that this was my line of work

—

at least for the time being. My first

California engagement was with the

Biograph Company. Then I went to

the Kinemaeolor, and finally put in

a year and a half with the Universal.

When the Balboa Company opened
its studio, I took a friend who had
some scenarios to sell, to meet Mr.
H. M. Horkheimer, the president and
general manager. Knowing him to

be a progressive producer who gave
credit and promotion to artists on
merit alone, I sought an engagement
with his company. That was in De-
cember, 1913. He suggested that I

go to work the next day. I did, and
have been at the Long Beach studios

ever since.

To date, I have appeared in no less

than fifty film pieces, doing all sorts

of roles, from ragamuffins to so-

ciety belles. I like for each one of

my parts to be different. If there’s a

sameness, the work grows monoto-
nous. Conventional characters have
no appeal for me. I know that most
people like to see their favorite play-

ers in fine clothes, and, being a

woman, I like to wear them. But
really, an “undressy” part—if I

may so call it—suits me, for a change.

Let me play a wholesome, care-free

minx and I am happiest. Notwith-
standing, we are often called on to

do the very opposite. Yet, we can
have our preferences.

That I like screen-work goes with-

out saying. Why shouldn’t I? All
my success, so far, bas been via the
camera. I did so little on the spoken
stage that I can lay no claim to hav-
ing had a career in that realm. But
some day I may. If the people con-

tinue to manifest interest in Jackie
Saunders, I am theirs to command.
I will be satisfied as long as I can
entertain and interest them. They
have been good to me, and I would
do the same in return.

Jackie Saunders.

$
Becoming a photoplay actress means

much more than appears on the face

of the bare statement. The simple

transition from the legitimate stage

to the screen was accomplished, in my
case, with little effort.

Mr. J. Stuart Blackton, of the Vita-

graph Company, gave me my first

opportunity to appear on the screen

;

but I had to win my spurs—there was
no royal road to fame. I played bits

first
;
then small parts

;
then larger

ones were entrusted to me
;
and today

I am proud to be known as a Vita-

graph star. But I had long before

that learnt the art of acting.

I remember, as a child, pretending
to faint on the doorstep of our bouse,

and refusing to “come to” as the

crowd collected.

The spanking I received was my

LILLIAN WALKER

only reward for doing the best bit of

realistic acting of my young career.

Lillian Walker.



SAVING THE ANIMALS

w
JJ5BSPHH5HnniLE the ain func-

tion of the Motion
Picture is to enter-

tain, it has many
side lines of a use-

ful kind, for it can
perform what less

eloquent mediums
fail to accomplish.

Societies of all sorts are constantly
enlisting the film’s aid in order to

present their cases before the masses

;

they having found it to be the most
convincing method of bringing the

facts home.
The Motion Picture can be a

mighty cute detective, as the Cincin-
nati humane officers have discovered.

At Cincinnati there is an amusement
place which corresponds to New
York’s Coney Island. Here a "Wild

By ERNEST A. DENCH

West, troupe appeared recently. The
humane men made it their business to

be present at the first performance
and were rewarded by seeing two acts

of cruelty. These were a bullfight

and a broncho being forced to perform
extraordinarily hard stunts by urging

it on with real spurs such as cow-

punchers use. At the end of the show
the officers had the show manager and
his two riders arrested.

But they had the proof with which
to put over their charge. It so hap-

pened that an animated newspaper-
man was on the job with his camera,

his employers consenting to loan a

copy of the film to the humane
officers.

The European war has done one

good thing—it has stopped the de-

crepit horse traffic between England,

and Belgium and Holland. Horses
which had served their period of use-

fulness were exported from London to

these countries, there to be converted

into food. The horses are in such a

terrible condition that it would be

humane to shoot them before they be-

gan their journey.

The Royal Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals in the

early part of 1914 endeavored to pass

a bill in Parliament to stop the shame-
ful trade. They wanted the public to

feel as strongly on the subject as they

did, so that the bill would pass. They,

therefore, had a film produced cover-

ing all phases of the decrepit horse

traffic. The picture, when first shown,

was so harrowing that it had to be

censored before being released for

public exhibition. Having seen the

(Forty-two)
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in the pictures. These animals receive

the best of treatment. Their trainers

are firm but kind. In the zoo there

are many acres for them to roam about
in

;
there ai’e gardens, and the sani-

tary cages are of concrete and steel.

Edith Storey’s fearlessness of horses

is well illustrated at the top of next
page. This actress is a free, broad-
minded girl, who loves the great out-

of-doors, understands humanity, con-

siders everything from an everyday,
practical standpoint, loves hard work
and will sacrifice almost anything
and dare everything in order to ac-
complish her purpose.
When Miss Storey first entered the

Motion Picture business, she was sent
to Texas and Oklahoma to play the
leads in a series of cowboy pictures.
Naturally she came in contact with
many cowboys, and in six months she
learnt to ride anything that wore hair
and had four legs. And she can throw
a rope and shoot.

The lower picture on the next page
shows Anna Little in one of her In-
dian girl roles. So true is her pose of
the maidens of the red race it is diffi-

cult to believe she is a white girl and
not a redskin. With Miss Little in

the picture is her pony “Snowball.”
This is the pony she rode when, at

great risk, she entered the fire zone
during a forest fire at Santa Barbara
and rescued little children who were
trying to escape. She is one of the
best riders in California, where she
has always lived, and she has known
what it is to ride for days in the siz-

zling sun, to venture into rocky
passes and up mountainsides, putting
all her dependence in the sure foot of

her mount.
For her daring deeds at riding

Anna Little has won the title “Dar-
ling Daughter of the Plains.”

Marguerite Clayton is another ac-

tress noted for her skill in riding. She
is a girl of the Western plains, having
been born in Ogden, Utah. When not
at school she spent most of her time

HENRY WALTHALL AND LILLIAN GISH

BILLIE BURKE IN HER FIRST MOTION PICTURE

film myself, I can vouch for it con-
vincing you in regard to the much
needed reform.

It was intended to show the film in

Belgium and Holland, with the object

of influencing public opinion, but the
war stepped in to spoil the society’s

plans.

With the advent of the war the
British Blue Cross Society came into

existence in order to administer aid
to the wounded horses on the firing-

line in France. Had not the society

so timely come to the rescue, the pre-

vailing ineffective medical treatment
of horses would have continued.
The society, however, was sorely in

need of funds, so the idea was con-

ceived of having a short photoplay
produced. The story was offered to

exhibitors in the ordinary way, the

local member in each town doing all

in his power to attract folks to see

the film.

The various organizations for the

prevention of cruelty to animals have
much to thank the photoplay pro-

ducers for in putting on their “Bo
Kind to Animals” slogan in their reg-

ular productions. A typical example
of this is presented in “Rags,” in

which Mary Pickford protects a dog
which has been cruelly treated.

Most of the actors and actresses

are horsemen and horsewomen, espe-

cially those in the West. Actresses of

the screen noted for their equestrian

skill are Edith Storey, Anna Little

and Marguerite Clayton.

Several of the Motion Picture com-
panies own wild animals that they use
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on her pony, racing over the plains, so

she is well fitted for the parts in the

Wild West scenes. Of no horse is she

afraid, and does not hesitate to mount
an unbroken pony. Her passion is

horses, and now the greater part of

her spare time is spent in the saddle.

In her first Motion Picture Billie

Burke said she was having “the hap-
piest experience of her life.” The
view of her on her horse was taken in

a scene used in the picture to depict

the main road in a small Scotch vil-

lage, and for which thirty dwellings
had to be erected. During the taking
of the picture horses, mules and
jaunting-carts lent additional realism.

The fine illustration, showing
Henry Walthall and Lillian Gish, is a

scene from ‘
‘ The Mountain Rat.

’ ’

Not so long ago the New York
Woman’s League for Animals had a

two-reel animal drama released.

The unique feature of the play was
the sub-titles being told in the lan-

guage of the horse, who, by the way,
acted with human intelligence.

There is a darker side, too, to the

treatment of horses and other animals
by menagerie owners and some of the

Motion Picture companies. Many
actors are willing to assume all sorts

of dangers to life and limb, especially

in daring feats of horsemanship. The
actor is paid to take this risk, does so

voluntarily, and very seldom does the

law step in. But is the horse so will-

ing to risk his life ?

A very important test case against

the Fox Film Company recently came
up in the New York courts bearing on
this question. In the film play the

actor had urged his horse over a

forty-foot cliff, horse and rider

plunging into the lake below. The
actor was seriously hurt, but the

horse escaped unharmed. The New
York Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, however, wanted
to stop the practice for once and all,

and their able attorney, Thomas F.

Freel, succeeded in making Moving
Picture law in restraint of unneces-

sary risk to dumb animals.

There is no doubt that dramatic
films can show the appealing side to

dumb animals. “Old Faithful,” one
of the sweetest dog stories ever

written, was “told” as a photoplay.

As I conclude this article, the

Massachusetts Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals is offering

twenty-five dollars for a suitable

scenario featuring animals and chil-

dren, hut bringing out the reason why
it behooves young and old to treat

animals kindly.

This is added testimony to the
power of the Motion Picture as a

crusader. Long may its usefulness

continue

!

EDITH STOREY

ANNA LITTLE

(Forty-four
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Big Moments from Great Plays
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THIS IS INDEED A BIG MOMENT. IT OCCURS IN “ CAPTAIN ALVAREZ ’ ’ (VITAGRAPH). INSTEAD OF WALKING ACROSS THIS
SLENDER BRIDGE, HUNDREDS OF FEET ABOVE THE CANYON, AS SHOWN IN THIS PICTURE, IN THE FILM THE HERO

DASHES ACROSS AT FULL GALLOP, HOLDING HIS LIFE IN HIS HANDS. THE RIDER RECEIVED AN EXTRA
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR THIS DARING FEAT, AND IT WAS UNSOLICITED

RAYMOND WELLS WALLACE REID DOROTHY- OISH

PRINCE KARL DEFENDS HIS SWEETHEART BEFORE A CROWD OF HEIDELBERG STUDENTS. ‘ ‘ OLD HEIDELBERG”
(FINE ARTS-TRIANGLE)
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SCENE FROM “SHATTERED MEMORIES” (GOLD SEAL)

SCENE FROM A WAR FILM, SHOWING THE MISERY OF POLISH FUGITIVES. A HORRIBLE FATE HAS BEFALLEN THE WRETCHED
INHABITANTS OF POLAND, COURLAND AND THE BALTIC PROVINCES. THEIR DWELLINGS DESTROYED, THEY WERE

COMPELLED TO FLEE TO THE INTERIOR OF RUSSIA

( Farty-six)
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ONE OF THE MANY BEAUTIFUL SCENES FROM “THE CHALICE OF COURAGE” (VITAGRAPH) WHERE THEY START OUT
TO FIND THE LOST GIRL

(Forty-eight)
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ALL IS NOT GOLD THAT GLITTERS
By ROBERT GRAU

37

N no business or in-

dustry which has

lured the unwise,

and even the in-

trepid, investor to

tempt fate can

m o n e y be sunk
with greater speed

or in g r e a t e r

amounts than in the so-called gold-

laden film industry. Moreover, it is

but a truth to state that the great

fortunes that have been made by

a few of the pioneers were eaimed

mostly in those years when Motion

Pictures were still regarded as an ef-

fective “chaser” with which to create

an exodus in those theaters where

the very sight of the now magic

screen was sufficient to empty the

auditorium.

Despite the amazing development

of the Motion Picture art, which has

indeed created one of the world’s

greatest and most lucrative industries,

one may find even a greater trail of

disaster, in almost every branch of

operation, than has ever before been

recorded for all of the precarious

undertakings in the amusement field

combined.
Nevertheless it is true that men with-

out number, and not a few women,
who never could have been tempted to

invest money in theatricals, have

harkened to the siren call of the

camera man with alacrity. For every

successful manufacturer of films there

have been twenty to fail, leaving be-

hind a trail of debts and unmarketed
celluloid, for, be it known, it is one

thing to make pictures, but quite an-

other to have them released thru the

maze of “exchange” systems, so that

they may be revealed to all the

people in all parts of the world
simultaneously.

The “big men” of filmdom today
are, with rare exceptions, the same in-

dividuals who composed two groups

of allied manufacturers (now called

“producers”) a decade ago. One
group was called the Motion Picture

Patents Company, often referred to as

“The Picture Trust,” organized in

1908 and composed of the Edison, Vit-

agraph, Kalem, Lubin, Selig, Melies

and Biograph brands of film. This

(Forty-nine)

company stands today practically the

same as at its inception. All of its

members “got theirs” long before

the tremendous onrush of theatrical

men, who were late in recognizing the

existence of a new Klondike.

BILLIE RITCHIE (UNIVERSAL)

The second group of manufacturers
also started in 1908 and was com-
posed of a half-dozen “Independents”
who fought the Patents Company at

every turn and made their impress
ultimately so emphatic that there is

today little choice between the two
groups which, as an entity, represent

at least eighty-five per cent, of film

productivity.

The Independents were to a man
unknown in the amusement field a

decade ago. In this group were Carl
Laemmle, who had been in the cloth-

ing business on a small scale
;
J. Adam

Kessel, Jr., and Charles Baumann,
who were the first to screen Western
life with cowboys and Indians; David
Horsley, who converted a disastrous

nickel theater into a film factory and
recently sold a part of his holdings to

the Universal Film Company for

$280,000 in real cash
;
Edwin Than-

houser, the only showman in the

group, who also was paid a fortune
for his interest in the same company
which he has just returned to as its

head
; Harry T. Aitkin, a successful

business man, now head of the Tri-

angle brand of films; Patrick A.
Powers, who was really the first to

release the picture plays that sounded
the death-knell of melodrama in

spoken form, and one or two others
still allied with the industry.

These Independents indulged in a

warfare against the Patents Company
and among themselves, that has had
no parallel in film history. The old-

time pitched battles in the circus field

would be in line for Carnegie peace
medals compared with the strife in

picturedom from 1908 to 1911. But
somehow the final outcome resulted in

two big corporations now known as

the Universal and the Mutual brands
of film. It is fair to state here that

the Universal is the largest producing
concern in the industry, with its

growth progressing at an amazing
pace.

The Universal releases a dozen
brands of film, for which there are no
less than thirty “stock companies” of

photoplayers. The majority of its

output is filmed at Universal City, in

Hollywood, Cal., but it has four or

five big studios in and about New
York, including the famous “Imp”
plant in which Laemmle started to

produce for the screen in the year
1908.

The Mutual, like Universal, was the

holding company of a group of im-
portant producing organizations, such
as the New York Motion Picture
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Company, which began making films

of Wild West life, but which is*now a

massive affair distributing thru Trian-

gle Corporation, intrenched at Santa
Monica, Cal., where one man—Thomas
H. Inee—reigns. This man Inee is re-

garded as the Wonder Boy of Movie-
land. Six years ago he ventured into a

Western studio, drawn thither in sheer

desperation because he was without a

place of shelter for his wife and baby.

Inee was offered $5 a day, the regu-

artistic head. Mr. Griffith, like Mr.
Inee, suffered all of the hardships
characteristic of the stage calling,

before that day in 1910 when he ap-

plied to the Biograph Company for a

chance to show his caliber and was
engaged as an “extra” at $3 a day.

The influence of Griffith in the de-

velopment of the new art is almost

beyond appraisal. He lifted the Bio-

graph Company’s productivity from
“the chase” type of films to heights

policy has created entirely new condi-

tions in the film industry and has had
more to do with ending the gold-laden
period of prosperity for the manufac-
turers than any other development.
Why? Because the day that the

idolized favorites of the screen were
no longer nameless—that day began
the greatest boom for actors, directors

and authors in amusement history.

Instead of paying actors $5 a day, in

the same manner that artists pay

lation price. He accepted instanter. In
a few months he was directing photo-

plays at a living salary. Today Inee is

producing the photoplays over which
half of mankind is raving. In his film

city, called “Tnceville, ” his earnings
are one hundred thousand dollars a

year. Inee has just joined the new
Triangle combination.
The Mutual Company also releases

the Reliance and American brands of

film, and the former began to assume a

far more vital status in the industry
in 1913 than previously, because of

the advent of D. W. Griffith as its

not dreamed of in these days. In a

year’s time he became the strongest

arm of the growing industry, com-
pletely revolutionizing the output, not

only of the Biograph Company, but

also of the competing producers, most
of whom at the outset regarded him as

a visionary crank. The Biograph
Company has always been the most
conservative of film organizations, re-

fusing to reveal the names of its

players and directors, and this policy

it still partly maintains, tho full pub-
licity methods now obtain in every

other film company. This publicity

models, the film magnates were forced

to mete out salaries according to the

fame and drawing power of the indi-

viduals. Thus theatrical methods
began to alter the aspect of the photo-

play production.

When Mary Bickford began with

the Biograph Company she was just

as clever as she is today, but she was
known only among a few devoted
“fans” as “Little Mary.” Such a

thing as a salary written in three

figures for a week’s work was un-
known as recently as four years ago.

A year ago the Famous Players Film

(Fifty)
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Company paid Miss Pickford $500 a

week, and this year was forced to pay
her an increase of 400 per cent., or

$104,000 a year. In almost every im-

portant film organization there are

today players receiving from $100 to

$1,000 a week. Most of these, too, are

the same men and women who started

in the days when publicity of names
was prohibited.

With the advent of abnormal
salaries for players came the demand

their weekly salaries were quadrupled,
and one young lady, who began with
Griffith as an “extra girl,” has just

joined another film concern at a

salary which a cabinet officer might
well envy.

Griffith himself is held in the mil-

lionaire class today. His annual in-

come from the Mutual Company is

said to be $100,000, but Griffith is

heavily interested in a separate com-
pany, allied with the Mutual, thru

Almost every theatrical producer
has had his fling in the Motion Pic-

ture arena, but the number who have
lasted a year may be counted on one’s

two hands, while those who still pro-

duce for the screen are still fewer.

Yet not a week goes by that a new
company is not organized. It is a

strange fact that in Wall Street stock

is sold in such companies without
difficulty. The gold-plated lure of the

camera man is indeed compelling.

SCENE ON AN OCEAN LINER TAKEN PROM AN EDISON PHOTOPLAY

for a higher grade of directors. Some
of the directors of photoplays are now
“boomed” as heavily as the stars.

There are scores of these directors

who receive in excess of $250 a week,
and some of the most successful are

men (and a few women) who never
directed a spoken play.

When Griffith left the Biograph
Company he took with him to Cali-

fornia, to join the Mutual organiza-
tion, several of the players whom he
developed to stellar candidacy. Im-
mediately the heads of the Mutual
concern began to exploit all their

chief players as stars. Automatically
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which such of his productions as

“The Birth of a Nation” are released,

and no one can estimate what his

earnings are at this time.

Aside from these pioneers, who, as

a rule, made their fortunes in the hey-

day of the nickel theater, the greater

portion of the money which goes into

thousands of box-offices all over the

world now goes eventually into the

coffers of the salaried element. Some
of the old-established producers still

earn profits, but failures are as com-
mon these days as they were in thea-

terdom when “tie-walking” and “fly-

by-night” were common terms.

Out of all the hundreds of film en-

terprises launched in the last two or

three years by theatrical men who
were reluctant to enter the field in the

early “boom” years, there are today
perhaps five at most who prosper,

such as Famous Players, started by
a one-time exhibitor, Adolph Zukor,

who had the rare discernment to in-

duce Daniel Frohman to join him.

This company’s success started a per-

fect stampede from Longacre Square.
Every bankrupt showman was lured

into the “game.”
Next to Famous Players, the most

successful of the newcomers was Jesse
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•JAMES, TTIE LIJBIX MONKEY, ENTERTAINING MARIE DRESSLER
AND ACTON DAVIES

L. Lasky, who lost his fortune thru
the Folies Bergeres. Lasky had made
his money as a vaudeville producer,

and he is one of the very few show-

men to enter the newer field seriously,

intrenching himself with capital and
affiliating with such men as David Be-

lasco. Also, the Lasky
productions have
added no lit-

tle prestige

to the ar-

tistic

development of the entire industry.

It was Lasky who induced Geraldine

Farrar to bestow of her artistry for

the screen, altho there are many
experienced film men who believe

that such engagements as that of

the diva indicate the near approach
of that day when the

famous name will

cease to con-

jure, for

it is con-

ceded

GEORGE BEBAN IN
(< AN ALIEN ” (N. V. M. P. CO.)

that not one in twenty of the stage
celebrities have “made good” in pic-

tures. The number of these to appear
in a second production is of even
smaller proportion.

About a year ago there came into

the Motion Picture field a man with
an idea, by name Louis Selznick.

From whence he came no one seemed
to know, but in a few months this man
has shifted the scenes in the camera
man’s domain at almost every turn,

creating, from a small, independent
film organization, what is now con-

ceded to be the mightiest institution

in all picturedom.
Selznick is the head of the World

Film Company, capitalized at two
million dollars and including among
its officers such men as George B. Cox,
of Cincinnati; Congressman Joseph
Rhinock, Lee Shubert and William A.
Brady. The stock of this company is

actively traded in on the New York
curb and in the principal stock ex-

changes of the country. A feature of

the company’s business procedure,
which Selznick believes has been its

greatest boon, was the introduction of

profit-sharing in almost every branch.
No one can predict, for even the

immediate future, in this aspect-

changing industry so persistently re-

ferred to as being “in its infancy.”
Nearly all of the accepted stars of

the screen came to their goal meteori-

cally. Some never had the least stage

experience
;
for instance, Anita Stew-

art, who, three years ago, was new
even to the screen, but is now earning
a salary paid to few Broadway stars.

The same is true of Alice Joyce, who
never trod the boards in the flesh.

Yet, if she wished to convert her fame
as a screen-star into cash by way of

vaudeville, her pay-envelope each
week would contain a sum that would
excite the envy of a grand-opera diva.

No better illustration of the strange

distinction between stage and screen

can be pointed to than the astonishing

experience of Charles Chaplin, a

comedian who, as recently as two
years ago, was wont to appear in the

vaudeville theaters, where he was not

even featured. If he was even paid
more than fifty dollars a week on the

stage, there is no record of it. Now
this same Charles Chaplin, who a year
or so ago made his debut on the

screen, is the highest-paid man in all

picturedom.
John Bunny, his predecessor in the

esteem of the movie public, left but

eight thousand dollars at his demise.

Chaplin, who is a mere youth, has to

reckon with the possibility of some
obscure player, with a new method of

creating laughter, appearing in the

film arena as unexpectedly as he did

and becoming famous overnight.

(Fifty-two
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The Motion Picture as Blanche Ring Sees It

By TARLETON WINCHESTER

%
atest of the stage

stars to succumb to

the lure of day-

time work in the

out-of-doors a n d
nights free from
work of any kind

is Blanche King,

the rollicking, mus-
ical-comedy favorite who, more than

any other, has seemed able to influ-

ence cold American audiences to sing,

whistle, hum and dream choruses

of such songs as “ I ’ve Got Rings
on My Fingers and Bells on Mv
Toes.'”

She will appear in the Oliver

Morosco Photoplay Company’s
Paramount picture, “The Yan-
kee Girl,” based on her stage

success, for the “first time on

any screen,
’

’ before the winter is

far gone.

Miss Ring, like a great many
other people of the stage, had paid

little attention to the Moving Pictu
and had never entertained the lea

idea of ever entering them, but she

says

:

“I will admit that when Mr. Mo-
rosco first made me the offer, I was a

wee bit interested because of his work
in the theater. I knew that his man-
ner of doing things would speak
well for any film in which he would
place me. Yet it was only after

lie had shown me the difference

between the film of yesterday
and the photoplay of today, that

my eyes were opened to the pos-

sibilities of the elaborate screen
play.

“That such improvement
could take place in so short a

time is most remarkable, and 1

can readily believe Mr. Morosco
when he says that in the next
five years the improvement will

he even more marked.
“The most interesting visit of ' 1

my life was spent in the fairyland
Mr. Morosco calls his studio. Here an
immense plant, altho running day and
night, is kept spic-and-span at all

times. The snow-white dressing-rooms,
with every modern improvement, were
the first things that won my approval.
What a contrast they were to the

average stage dressing-room ! The big

stage, with the wonderful California

sun streaming thru the frosted glass

windows, shedding a soft, mellow
light, proved another inducement to

an engagement before the camera.
It is no wonder that the screen has

appealed to so many. Until seeing

all this I had not understood what the

great
attr a c tions

were. B u t the

strongest appeal to me
was the fascinating outdoors where my
chief activities would take place.

There in the mountains I could 1 work
under the open sky; among the trees

and flowers—in many cases camp out

overnight. What an incentive to work

!

Why, it sounded more like an invita-

tion to a picnic than anything else.

“It was here that such stage folks

as Elsie Janis, Fritzi Scheff, Cyril
Maude, Maude Allen, George Fawcett,
and others made their initial entrance
into Motion Pictures, and they seemed
to he none the worse for it, in fact

seemed to be enjoying it immensely, so

T didn’t see any particular reason for
holding off any longer.

“Now that I have crossed the Rubi-
con I can hardly wait to go back and
try again, for my experience acting in

this picture has not only proved a
pleasure to me, but has taught me
many things that will be a help on
the stage, and my only regret is

that I didn ’t enter the pictures
long ago, for the screen is the
greatest school of acting there is,

because it ruthlessly holds the
mirror up to flaws in one’s
technique ;and there is a technique
in Motion Picture acting, just as

there is on the stage. The pictures
give more scope for one to show

versatility and require a deep study
into the intricacies of a part. I can
only hope that the great photoplay
public which I have not reached be-

fore, on seeing me at Paramount
theaters will keep their thumbs up

for me and come to see me in

whatever other pictures I am
fortunate enough to make.”
To reach many people to

whom she had never played
when on the stage was an-

other reason that Miss
Ring consented to appear

in the Moving Pictures. It

is needless to say that after

seeing this stage favorite in

the screen version of “The
Yankee Girl,” she will become to

this great picture public a popular
photoplaver, and her appearance in

other pictures will be anxiously
awaited.

In this Oliver Morosco picture many
stunning gowns are worn by Miss
Ring, who is noted for her beautiful

stage frocks. With them she wears her
famous pearls and her celebrated
Canary diamond pendant. In her
smart riding-costume, which she wore
out in Pasadena, and when, in her
stunning bathing-suit, she enjoyed
the surf at Santa Monica, Miss
Ring was admired by an enthusiastic
crowd.

(Fift)i-threc)
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“And Thereby Hangs
a Tale”

A Literary Coincidence

[iiiimmimiiiiimmimmimmmiimmmmiimiimiimD

’Twas Williams and the Kerrigan
Did Cruze and Clayton in the Shay;

All Wilson was the Pauline Bush,
The sky was Betty Gray.

“Beware the CourtenayFoote, my son,

The AliceJoyce, the GertMcCoy,
The EarleMetcalfe, the Richardson;
Beware them all, my boy.”

To the Editor:
Your amazing capacity for sprinkling

scintillating good-nature thru sixteen
hours—soon to be twenty-four—per day
of question-answering is doubtless strained

to the limit sometimes.
But from your personal experience, can

you cite an equal to the following disposi-

tion-souring coincidence?
Enclosed is a poem called “Photoplayer

Wochy,” by L. N. Collier, clipped from
October issue of Motion Picture Supple-
ment, out today.

“Beware the Jabberwock, my son!

The jaws that bite, the claws that scratch

!

Avoid the Jub-jub bird and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch.”

He took his vorpal blade in hand,
Long time the manxsome foe he sought;

So rested he by the tum-tum tree,

And stood a while in thought.

“Beware the Moviewock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that scratch

!

Avoid the baggot bird and shun
The mersereau panzersnitch!”

He took his ogle blade in hand.
Long time the keystone foe he sought;

So rested he by the pickford tree

And stood a while in thought.

CHAPTER I

(From the October Supplement)

PHOTOPLAYER WOCHY
Bv L. N. COLLIER

He took his Briscoe sword in hand.
Long time the Wilbur foe he sought;

Then Ostriched he the Sterling band
And Baggoted in thought.

And as in Pickford thought he stood,
The CourtenayFoote, with eyes aflame,

Blackwelled out of the BillGarwood
And Traversed as it came.

CHAPTER II.

Also enclosed is a poem called “Movie-
wocky,” by the writer, laboriously typed
just three weeks ago with the view of sub-
mitting to your Magazine on completion
of some other copy.

Also enclosed, for fear constant digging
into movie lore may have dimmed your
recollection of the real “Jabberwocky,”
is a copy of that poem.
May I presume upon you enough to ask

that you compare the three? And then,
that you try to estimate my suddenly
embittered spiritual condition?

CHAPTER III

JABBERWOCKY
By LEWIS CARROLL

was brillig, and the slithy toves
jlfK Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;

All mimsy were the borogroves,A T And the mome raths outgrabe.

And as in uffish thought he stood.

The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,

Came whiffling thru the tulgy wood
And burbelled as it came.

One, two! One, two! And thru and thru
His vorpal blade went snickersnack!

He left it dead and with its head
He came galumphing back.

CHAPTER IV

MOVIEWOCKY
By LAMBDIN KAY

was selig, and the ritchie hales
Did gish and garwood in the bayne;

All nansen were the barriscales,

And the glaum crews markswain.

And as in bosworth thought he stood,

The Moviewock, with eyes aflame,

Came steppling thru the lasky wood
And trunnelled as it came.

Big U! Big U! And thru and thru
His ogle sword went hughie-mack!

He left it dead and with its head
He came cunarding back.

Oh, ArtJohnson and Morrison!
His Briscoe sword went snickersnack;

He left it dead and with its head
He Henry Walthalled back.

And hast thou slain the CourtenayFoote?
It is quite Bayne, my Boardman boy.

“Pearl White! Lil Gish! Honk! toot-toot!”
He Gordoned in his joy.

Of course, I think my effort innumer-
able reels ahead of the feebly plagiaristic
thing which unaccountably got printed
first. And, of course, too, I may be wrong.
Only I aint.

Would the Editor likely think the co-

incidence genuine and odd enough to

secure me part of the golden reward that
might have been?

Respectfully,
Lambdin Kay.

Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 16, 1915.

“And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?
Come to my arms, my beamish boy!

O frabjous day! Calloo!. Callay!”
He chortled in his joy.

’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;

All mimsy were the borogroves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

“And hast thou slain the Moviewock?
Come to my arms, my bushman boyf

O ostriche day! Kaybee! Pathe!”
He blackwelled in his joy.

’Twas selig, and the ritchie hales
Did gish and garwood in the bayne;

All nansen were the barriscales,

And the glaum crews markswain.
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SCENE FROM ‘
‘ D’ARTAGNAN ” (INCE-TRIANGLE )

REAL HEROES
By GRACE KINGSLEY

n the good old days,

when II or at ius
held t h c bridge
and Curtius leapt

into the Roman
chasm, there were
no Motion Picture
machines, more’s
the pity, to grind

out fade-aways of Curtius and close-

ups of Horatius.

And even in these days of the all-

seeing camera eye, there are scores of

heroic deeds, of patiently self-sacri-

ficing acts, performed by the film-

folk, which never reach pictures nor
print. And many of these acts arc

quite as thrillingly picturesque, quite

as full of heroic unselfishness, as is the

“canned” heroism of the photoplays.

MAE MARSH

Is your favorite reel hero ever a

real hero 1 Does your best-loved

screen heroine ever perform deeds of

self-sacrifice which the camera never
discovers ? It may be so.

Mae Marsh, “the little sister” of

“The Clansman,” or “The Birth of

a Nation,” as the big Griffith film

has been rechristened, is in reality a

big sister. There are a half-dozen

younger brothers and sisters at home,
and to these Miss Marsh is giving the

opportunities which she herself never
had. To the brother, who shows signs

of being an electrical genius, she is

giving the best technical training

available
;
and the sister with the

lovely voice is receiving an excellent

musical education. And little Miss
Marsh herself is bravely studying at

night, after her day’s work before

the camera, those subjects which the

OF THE REELS
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ordinary girl is taught in the high-

school grades. She is a brilliant stu-

dent. however, and doesn’t find the

tough algebraic problem, or the Latin

conjugation, nearly so hard as the

rest of us would.
J. Warren Kerrigan has several

times performed acts of spectacular

heroism, tho you cannot drag the stor-

ies of his exploits from himself. Anna
Little records that once, when they

were motoring along a narrow moun-
tain road, a children’s picnic party

loaded on an auto truck turned a sud-

den curve in front of them, and Mr.
Kerrigan took the outside of the road,

inches from the edge of a precipice,

tho he was entitled to the inside place.

At another time, the handsome film

actor saved the little son of Marshal
Stedman, assistant general director of

the Universal, from drowning in Lake
Michigan, where the child was bathing

alone.

“It was last summer, when we were
in Chicago,” said Mi*. Stedman. “We
had a cottage on Lake Michigan, and
my boy ran away one morning and
went in bathing alone. Mr. Kerrigan

was on the beach and happened to

notice Bennie struggling in the waves

;

and, tho fully dressed, the actor

rushed into the water, swam to my
boy, who was drifting further and
further fro n shore, and dragged the
little fellow safe to land.”

Lois Meredith, star of Oliver Mo-
rosco’s “Help Wanted,” both on the
stage and in the films, and who is

now identified with the Rolfe Com-
pany, is but nineteen years old, and
supports her four younger brothers
and sisters. Her mother is something
of an invalid, too, and Lois spends
many a long, weary night hour
watching by her side, even tho the

LOIS MEREDITH

day has been full of hard work before

the camera.
A veritable fire heroine is Myrtle

Stedman, of the Morosco-Bosworth
Company. She was spending her
vacation last summer with her father

in their mountain cabin in the Sierras.

One day the maid took a day off and
went down to the valley for supplies,

leaving her little girl in the cabin.

Miss Stedman ’s father went off hunt-

ing, and Miss Stedman herself sought

a shady nook at some distance from
the house and was reading, when she

suddenly smelled smoke, always a

frightful thing in the California

mountains, which are so often swept
by conflagrations. She ran toward
the cabin—saw smoke issuing from
the windows—opened the door, to be

greeted by an almost overwhelming
burst of smoke—called the name of

the child whom she had left within,

and, receiving no answer, rushed intoJ. WARREN KERRIGAN

HENRY WALTHALL IN “THE BIRTH
OF A NATION”

the cabin and seized the little girl in

her arms
;
then, leaving the little one

on the grass outside, she hurried
within and managed to partly extin-

guish the flames with some patent
fire-extinguishers which her father
had provided only the week before. In
the midst of her labors, even as her
clothing and hair were being singed,

the maid returned, brought up water
from the spring and helped finish the

good work.
There is nothing spectacular about

Henry Walthall except his screen

work. Nevertheless, the hero of “The
Birth of a Nation” “The Avenging
Conscience,” and of “Ghosts” is

noted for his gentle and helpful spirit

and for his acts of unpretentious kind-

ness. Among other unselfish deeds, he

and Mrs. Walthall once took a man
who had been pronounced a hopeless

dope-fiend into their own home and
kept him until he was cured. The
man had once been an actor and had
done some small service for Mr. Wal-
thall which the latter never forgot.

Two hapless youngsters, deserted

by a recreant camera man of the Re-

liance studios, have been adopted by
George Siegemann, also of “The
Birth of a Nation” fame. Mr. Siege-

mann is planning great things for the

future of the two little ones.

One day last winter, down in Mexico

there was a terrific battle, one of the

biggest of the Carranza-Villa conflict.

When the smoke cleared away at

nightfall, many wounded soldiers were

left fainting on the battlefield. As
the moon came out, an athletic figure

(Fifty six)
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MYRTLE STEDMAN

stole among them, administering to

the needs of the sufferers until morn-
ing. Romaine Fielding was the name
of the athlete, who is also a physician.

He chanced to be in Mexico at the time
and near the scene of battle, and in

the night, having gained a physician ’s

passport, he risked his life to help the

wounded soldiers, tho they were all

unknown to him.

Mary Alden, who plays the negro
mistress of Stoneman in “The Birth
of a Nation,” is very fond of chil-

dren. All the helpless waifs who drift

into the Reliance studios appeal to

her, and many a youngster has found
a happy home thru Miss Alden ’s un-
selfish efforts. In fact, Miss Alden
says she loves all creation except two
trained ducks belonging to her hus-
band, Wray Physioc, of the Biograph.
These creatures she insists on his keep-
ing at the studio. She relates, too, in

her own amusing way that she sees

when any one has acting talent and
knows how to make actors out of bad
chauffeurs and poor cooks.

Mary Pickford is one of the most
open-handed of the film actresses.

She regularly visits the orphans’
homes in Los Angeles, plans picnics

for the children which she herself

attends, and romps like a youngster.
A few weeks ago she sent a carload of

toys to the Catholic Orphans’ florae,

and later her manager had a screen

set up in the sick ward and gave a

showing of Mary Pickford in “Cin-
derella” for the small invalids.

It is related that when Mary as r

child was “out on the road,” no mat-
ter how strenuous her life, she never
forgot to write home about her sister

Lottie’s rubbers and her brother

Jack’s flannels.

Mabel Normand, star of the Key-
stone, is absolutely fearless. Down at
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Balboa, Cal., the company was taking
some scenes, last winter, on a wild
stretch of coast where the sea has

eaten into the high cliffs and left them
ragged and rugged. At the close of

the day the company packed up and
returned, but Miss Normand, having
her own car with her and desiring to

stay to view the sunset, lingered.

Seated on the top of a lofty cliff, the

girl watched a little sailboat in which
three' young boys were beating back
to shore after sevei’al hours at sea.

Suddenly a little gust of wind caught
the boys napping, and the craft

veered, shuddered and capsized. The
distance from Miss Normand ’s rocky
perch to the sea was fully sixty

feet, and the water was punctured
with sharp rocks. Without wait-

ing to consider these dan-
gers, the little Key-
stone queen
tore off her
woollen
sweater
and .

'

plunged into the swirling waters far

below. Somehow she struck in deep
water and started swimming, strong
and sure, toward the struggling boys.
Two of them could swim, but the third
was helpless and was fast weakening.
Miss Normand reached him just in

time. The frantic youth grasped at
her

; but fortune was with her, and the
boy seized her shoulder, leaving her
arms free. Even so, the brave girl

was near exhaustion when she reached
the base of the cliffs, and before she
succeeded in getting safely across the
cruelly ragged rocks with her burden
she was cut and bleeding in many
places.

A few weeks ago a number of
snakes were being used in a Keystone
two-reel feature in which Raymond
Hitchcock, Miss Normand, Mack
Sennett, and other Keystone stars

were working. The owner of the rep-
tiles, a slow-witted carnival showman,
brought one exceedingly poisonous
reptile with him merely to show his

ability to handle the more dangerous
species of snake. Those used in the
picture were, of course, harmless. All
were left in a locked property-room
overnight. Miss Normand was late

in dressing after the day’s work was
completed and was one of the last of

the company to go to the garage for

her car, having to pass the property-
room on the way. As she approached
she saw several little children, whose
homes are near the Keystone studios,

playing, and near them the large

snake which the owner
had exhib ited

•A
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ROMAINE FIELDING

as his most dangerous specimen and
which had escaped. For a moment
Miss Normknd was stricken dumb

;

then she grasped a heavy rod which
lay near-by. and, warning the children

to run for their lives, she struck at the

reptile and missed it. It immediately
showed fight, but the plucky young
woman kept her nerve, and, after a

hair-raising minute, during which she

narrowly escaped being bitten, she

dispatched the reptile. Then she

fell in a faint ? No, she did not ! She
hunted up the owner of the snakes and
assured him in very ladylike but em-
phatic language that if he brought
anything more dangerous than angle-

worms near the studio again she would
bring their cold-blooded young lives

to an immediate end in the same man-
ner that she had made away with the

menacing member of his troupe a

little while before. Miss Normand is

an everyday heroine, too, who helps

support her family.

Blanche Sweet, of the Lasky Com-
pany, is another fearless film star.

During the making of “The Warrens
of Virginia” many of the scenes were
taken in the Lasky foothill studio,

which contains some fifteen hundred
acres of wild country. Miss Jeanie

MacPherson, the clever girl who
helped write the scenario, one day
started off a-horseback to find a loca-

tion for a particular scene. Miss Mac-
Pherson. by the way, is no coward her-

self. She was gone many hours, and

finally Miss Sweet declared she knew
something had happened the girl, and

nothing could keep her from going in

search of Jeanie. The company be-

came alarmed later as Miss Sweet did

not return. Finally a search party
was formed, which late at night found
both girls in a gulch where Miss Mac-

LILLIAN WIGGINS

Pherson’s horse had thrown her. Miss
Sweet was covered with scratches

from cactus and brambles, but no
word of complaint escaped her as she

helped the men place Miss MacPher-
son, who was just regaining conscious-

ness, upon one of the horses.

Cleo Ridgely, also of the Lasky
Company, is the girl who rode across

the United States on horseback. That
alone was a brave enough feat. But

at least once during that trip she
risked her life for the sake of others.
It was in Colorado and a .cloudburst
had swollen the Grand River. She
and her party pulled up camp and
hastened to the hilltops. Then she
remembered a family camped half a
mile below her whom she had passed
that day, and, refusing to be dis-

suaded, she rode thru the pouring rain
alone to aid them. She found the
family in dire need, two of their
horses fallen into the river and much
of their camping supplies swept away.
She assisted them in packing up and
mounted two children back of her on
her horse, making two trips to higher
ground and aiding the family to a

place of safety.

Anita King, of the Lasky Company,
is a very picturesque heroine. Carey
King, the noted automobile racer who
died a few weeks ago of tuberculosis,

was Miss King’s husband. Last year
when Carey was unable to race in the
Arizona contest, Anita pluckily raced
his car for him. She had had no time
to get acquainted with either the car
or the road, and on a piece of bad road
she met with an accident which laid

her up for several weeks.

Another instance of Miss King’s
bravery occurred when she was in

Mexico City a couple of years ago and
nearly lost her life trying to save that

of a Mexican girl who was working
for her and whom Huerta’s troops

CRANE WILDUR
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suspected of being a spy. Miss King
placed herself between the girl and
the soldiers; they threatened to shoot,

but she would not give in until they
overpowered her. The girl was taken
from her and shot before the actress’

eyes.

Donald Crisp, of the Famous
Players, has a military title in the

English army. He fought all thru the

Boer War and was promoted to the

rank of color-sergeant for distin-

guished service. During the thick of

a battle he dashed forward almost

into the enemy’s ranks and carried a

wounded officer from the field un-

aided, receiving several wounds dur-

ing his progress and arriving fainting

at the rear of the English lines. Mr.
Crisp also saved Mabel Normand’s
life one day wffien he leaped into the

rapids .near Cuddebackville, New
York, to rescue that brave young
woman who, the scene from her pic-

ture finished, had somehow overturned

the boat in which she was seated.

Dorothy Gish proved herself a

heroine last Thanksgiving Day, when
she was run down and her foot

crushed by an automobile as she was
crossing the street. She never lost con-
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sciousness during her trip to the hos-

pital, and, tho in agonizing pain, her
one thought was for her mother.
‘

‘ Dont worry mamma with this ! Dont
worry mamma !

’
’ she kept repeating.

“Just tell her I’m a little faint, that’s

all. Poor mother, she’ll be so fright-

ened !”

Miriam Cooper, of the Reliance, one
of the best actresses in pictures today,

a girl in whose dark, sweet eyes lie

depths on depths of sympathy—a girl

who, when she is not acting, is often

seen sitting apart sewing—this girl

has for the past winter been feeding

and clothing the two children of

“Madam,” the negro woman who
works in various capacities at the

Reliance-Majestic studios. No one
knew this until a few days ago. How
did I learn it? Never mind; but it’s

true, anyhow.
David Griffith, as everybody who

knows him well will tell you, does

more small acts of kindness than per-

haps any other director in the world.

He never turns an ancient actor away
empty-handed and has many such on

a regular pension list, giving them
work as “extras” whenever he can.

Dorothy Davenport, driving toward

Pasadena one day last winter, took
chances of being killed and actually

ran into a telegraph pole, to avoid
running over a baby playing in the

road ahead of her machine. No dar-

ing act of Miss Davenport’s shown on
the screen ever rivaled this simple act

of heroism.

Jose is head of the cowboys out at

the Lasky Company. Nobody knows
him by any other name. He performs
many a daredevil feat before the

camera, but none so brave as that

which he does in private life. There’s
a little invalid wife at home. No mat-
ter how heavy the cowboy ’s work dur-

ing the day, no matter how he may
yearn for rest, never two o’clock of

the morning comes but he rises and
spends the remainder of the night by
his wife’s bedside, for she can never

sleep after that hour. No one in the

company knew of her affliction. And
he apologized the other day out at the

studio for being sleepy

!

These are but a few of the instances

of brave acts performed “off-stage”

which have come to the writer’s knowl-

edge, and never, please let me add,

from the performer’s telling them
himself.
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This department is for information
of general interest, but questions
pertaining to matrimony, relation
ship, photoplay writing, and techni
cal matters will not be answered
Those who desire answers by mail
or a list of the film manufacturers
must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. Address all inquiries to
"Answer Department.’’ writing only
cn one side of the paper, and using
separate sheets for matters intended
for other departments of this maga-

Anita S.—Another month has gone hv,

and, bless us, reader, here am I again,

at the same casement of which I while-

some made mention, brewing you an-

other mess of facts and fancies on va-

rious topics, written as the queries come
piling in, from readers grave and merry,
foolish and wise. Harold Lockwood now
plays opposite May Allison (American).

Billie.—Arthur Shirley with the Dixon
Company. Arthur Hoops opposite Mary
Pickford in “Esmeralda.” Mignon An-
derson in private life is Mrs. Morris
Foster. Both are with Thanhouser.

Jonsie C. T.—That was a tinted film.

They tint twilight films in pink, some-
times lavender, and moonlight scenes
blue. There is no difference between
nightfall and daybreak, as far as I know.
By the way, isn’t it funny that night
falls and never breaks, while day breaks
and never falls? Little Mary may leave.

Ruth A. R.—I doubt if the “Trey o’

Hearts” is still playing anywhere. Jack
Conway is with Majestic at present. I

have nothing whatever to do with the art
department. Much to my pleasure.
Peter B.—Beverly Bayne and Francis

Bushman had the leads in both “Dear

MAN
a
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zine. When inquiring about plays,
give the name of the company, if

possible. Each inquiry must con-
tain the correct name and address
of the inquirer at the end of the
letter, which will not be printed.
At the top of the letter write the
name you wish to appear. Those
desiring immediate replies, or infor-
mation requiring research, should
enclose additional stamp or other
small fee; otherwise all inquiries
must await their turn.
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Old Girl” and in
“The Great Silence.” It
is not necessary to give the name of the
company when asking questions.
Trap Drummer.—You evidently dont

care for Charles Chaplin. Others think
him the funniest man on two feet. Thanks.

Abe, 99.—I enjoyed yours. The reason
that I answer such questions is that one
of my functions i . to assist the inquiring,
to animate the struggling, and to sympa-
thize with all. Arthur Johnson is ill.

Pinkydoodle.—P. C. Hartigan and Ruth
Roland had the leads in “The Sheriff of
Stony Gulch” (Kalem). That’s it, come
right in. Fools rush in and get there,
where angels fear to tread.

Dadedeer’s Girl.—Elmar Linden was
Jose, and Carl Harbaugh was Escamilla
in “Carmen” (Fox). Yes; I live alone.
Many of our great men (including my-
self! ) lived alone or were addicted to se-

clusion, including Swift, Goethe, Shake-
speare and Thoreau. Alone, but not lone-

some. Mary Anderson is not related to

the elder Mary Anderson who has been so
long in retirement and who is now going
into pictures.
Melva.—Glad to hear from you again.

I liked your letter because I like simple
thoughts, simply expressed and simply
spelt. Jane Lee was the little girl in
“The Soul of Broadway.” Maud Allen
was her mother.
Marjorie S. G.—Fuller Mellish was the

father,
(

and Arthur Hoops was the mar-
quis in “Esmeralda.” Harry Mestayer
was Jack in “The House of a Thousand
Candles.” Some books dont lend them-
selves to photoplays and in many cases
the photoplay has to be made much dif-

ferent from the book.
Genevieve C.—Kempton Greene was

Jackie, and Louise Huff was Isabel in
“Shanghaied Baby” (Lubin). Ethyle
Cooke was Jane, and Grace De Carltqn
was Mina in “Old Jane of Gayety.” Ned
Reardon was Luthia in “The Strange
Disappearance” (Imp). Herbert Rawlin-
son and Anna Little had the leads in “The
Big Sister’s Christmas.”
Ford-Cunard Admirer.—I enjoyed your

letter, but it was pretty long—your ter-

minal facilities are defective. They are
playing in a serial now. Arthur Acord
was the hero in “Buck Parvin and the
Movies” (Mutual), and he is considered
champion lariat-hurler of the West.

SrftrNS-'to
GETTING THE NEWS OF THE WORLD. THE CAMERA IS MIGHTIER THAN THE PEN
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Copyright, The American Sunday Magazine

The Most Remarkable Love Story Ever Written
Two young people, a girl and a boy shipwrecked in infancy on a desert island, do not meet until they are twenty
years old. Previous to having met, neither had ever seen a human being before. Naturally, their modes of living

are extremely primitive, and in this unusual story Morgan Robertson tells of their awakening to the immutable
laws of Nature. It’s an idyll of young love. With mother instinct the girl has made a crude doll out of a piece

of wood and a few rags. The man objects to this rival for her affections and his attempt to destroy the doll is

their first quarrel. In the unfolding drama of their existence is focused the passions, the virtues, the joys and
sorrows that have marked the race of man in his struggle from the cave days through the ages of time.

This Story, THE THREE LAWS and THE GOLDEN RULE, is the sequel of “Primordial.

WHAT McCLURE’S AND METROPOLITAN ARE DOING FOR MORGAN ROBERTSON’S WIDOW
This is only one of thirty-five wonderful stories of Love. Adventure. Mystery and Humor in the new four-volume edition of Morgan Robertson. Today all that remains of

this great American genius is a memory and the ambition of these big magazines to put Morgan Robertson in his place in American literature and to give his widow a fan

return from the literary efforts uf her husband -a recognition that had been denied until this plan was launched. YOU can help this plan of recognition. YOU can mate
these four handsomely bound volumes of Morgan Robertson's stories yours if you send us your year's subscription now for McClure’s, Metropolitan and The Ladies' World.

WE will pay for the books. WE will pay the carriage charges on them. WE will pay Mrs. Robertson a generous royalty if YOU will pay for the magazines less than what

they cost you at the newsstands, and you may pay for your subscription in easy monthly payments.

WHAT MEN WHO KNOW SAY OF THESE BOOKS HowYou Can Get the 4 Books Free
“Few of our contemporary authors
so richly deserve the honor of a
collected edition as Morgan Robert-
son, who was one of our real story
tellers.”—JOHN' KENDRICK BANGS.

“A master of his art. No lover of
real stories can afford to miss read-
ing Morgan Robertson.”
—RICHARD HARDING DAVIS.

“The very ocean ought to rise up
and bow to Morgan Robertson for
its faithful portraiture of itself and
its people.” —RUPERT HUGHES.

“I hold a high opinion of Morgan
Robertson’s work. Please enter my
subscription for your new edition.”

—ROBERT W. CHAMBERS.
“No American writer has ever writ-
ten better short stories than Morgan
Robertson.” —IRVIN S. COBB.
“His stories are bully—his sea is

foamy and his men have hair on
their chests.”

—BOOTH TARKINGTON.
“I have always regarded Morgan
Robertson as the ablest writer of
sea stories in this country.”

—REX BEACH.
“Morgan Robertson has written some of the greatest sea stories of our

generation. ’ —George Horace Lorimer ( Editor , Saturday Evening Post).

The 35 Morgan Robertson stories, embrac-
ing his best work, are in four handsome
cloth-bound volumes—over 1,000 pages

—

over 300,000 words printed in new easv-to-
read type—titles stamped in gold. You
need send only ten cents now with this
coupon. After that, one dollar a month
for four months to pay for the magazines,
and that’s all! The books are yours FREE.
If yon wish to pay all at once, send only
$3.75. If you prefer full leather binding,
send $5.75. We recommend this edition to
book lovers. Magazines may be sent to
different addresses.

If you are at present a subscriber to any
of these magazines, your subscription will
be extended.

Postage extra outside of the United States.

Street,

City and State

leather b?n$i
trrms Pavment to *Lr months if you prefer full

Name

McCLCRK
BOOK CO.

McCi.URK Ri. im;..

New York

I enclose ten rents. Please
send me Morgan Robertson's new

stories in 4 volumes, and enter my
subscription to McClure's, Metropolitan

and The Ladies’.World, each for 12 months.
I promise to pay one dollar a month for four*

months for the magazines. The books are
i»<e FREE.

McCLURE BUILDING THE McCLURE BOOK COMPANY NEW YORK CITY
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MOTION PICTURE

L. M.—Why didn't you sign your name?
Your letter was long and interesting.

Yes; Harold Lockwood was born in

Brooklyn and is a college graduate and a
clever baseball player.
FraxkE. P.—You ask “What does a ball

do when it stops rolling?” So you have
joined the merry throng of askers of
foolish questions. “If a hard knot be tied

in a cat’s tail, which way, how long, and
with what success will she run after it?

Also, who tied the knot?” Some of our
covers are paintings from life and some
are ordinary black-and-white photographs
colored and made into half-tone plates.

The cover on this magazine is from an
original painting and was reproduced by
means of the “separation” process.
Barney B.—A picture of Norma Tal-

madge in January, 1916. Wallace Reid
in “Carmen” (Lasky). L. C. Shumway in

“As the Twig Is Bent.” Signe Auen was
the fox-woman in “The Fox-Woman.”
She now spells it Seena Owen, which is

more readable and pronounceable. Mar-
shall Neilan in “Rags” (Famous Players).
Virginia Vanderhoff.—Sorry you did

not like the Mabel Normand cover. Your
letter was very fine. I live mostly on
stuffed dates, extract of beef, concentrated
foods, pressed figs and condensed milk,
because I reside in a hallroom wherein
space is scarce. I use the outer window-
sill. I dont hear so much of your J.

Warren now. Come and see me when
you are in New York.

G. U. Stiff.—You here again with that
wretched name? You ask, “Does Earle
Williams’ mother call him ‘Early’?” Ha,
ha; he, he; and likewise ho, ho! Why
not get a respectable name and then ask
a respectable question?
Olga M. M.—George Fisher was the

young lieutenant in “The Man Who Went
Out.” The average weight of a man five

feet and six inches high, age from 25 to

29, is 142 pounds; of a woman, 143 pounds.
Brunetta, 17.—Yes, they are sisters.

Charles Abbe was the brother in “The
Boss” (World). So you dont hear much
of William Bailey. He is still with Metro.
Ned W.—I believe you refer to L. C.

Shumway as the lead. George Routh was
Bassell. We do not sell photographs of
players that have appeared in our gal-

leries. See ad in hack of magazine—

1

package containing 5 pictures for' 50c.

They are from different scenes.
Hanzel, Kansas City.—Thank you for

the clipping, but I do not agree with the
authors. Persons of feeble memory, and
those of unsusceptible imagination, are
always prone to miscalculate the past, to

exaggerate the present, and therefore to
mis-see the future.
Josephine T. E.—You seem to have

more respect for the opinions of our an-
cestors than I have. Since they came
first, are they not the younger, and there-
fore the less experienced? Not sure
whether Maurice Costello will return to

Vitagraph. I fear not.

Rose F.—Do you read the Greenroom
Jottings? If so, you will see the names
of the players in the stories—in other
words, the casts.

I. M. A. B.—No, hut there is a Billie

Reeves. I dont really know of a company
who will take a girl of 15. Do good, be
good, and you will make good—but not
necessarily in the pictures.

F. Hoff.—Henderson's Monthly consists
of comments on my comments, which he
sends me every month. Thanks for the
fee. I would advise you to read the ar-

ticle in the Magazine on “Motion Picture
Toys” in June issue, 1914.

Gordon B.—Zoe Bech was the child in
“The Law of Love.” Heap much thanks
for all you say.

Junior Fan.—That was the wrong title

on that Selig. No, the Classic comes out
on the 15th. That’s so; the more a thing
costs, the more we like it and want it.

Lillian G.—Thanks for calling me a
philosopher. A philosopher is one who
thinks all he says, hut who says not all he
thinks. That’s me. I really cant tell you
how many Moving Picture magazines
there are now, hut I know of at least
twenty, counting the trade journals. Be-
sides, every important newspaper now
has a Motion Picture Supplement or de-
partment.
Virginia V.—And you here again? You

must own an automobile. So you are
afraid that, since I am 74, I haven’t much
farther to go. Nonsense! Did not Hip-
pocrates live to be 109, and Galen, his
illustrious successor, to be 104? Three of

the seven wise men of Greece lived to be
over 100, and the gay Democritus went to

102. Old Diogenes was 108 before he
shuffled off the coil, and Plato was 94.

Zeno went to 98, Xenophon went to 90,

Sophocles to 101, Juvenal went to 100 and
Gorgias did not give up until he had
passed his 108th birthday. If the other
great philosophers lived so long, with their

meager knowledge, I, with all my wisdom,
ought to go a century or two yet! Even
Plato did not have the nice things said
about him that you people say about me;
therefore, I am greater than Plato and
ought to live longer. Hold on—I guess
my carburetor is flooded—I stop.

May Bryan, Annie Morgan, et al., San
Francisco.—Your petition for a chat with
Anne Schaefer has been handed to the
Editor, and he told me that the same is

under way.
Melba H., Brooklyn.—So you are wait-

ing patiently to see Earle Williams with
his new leading ladies. Be patient, my
child.

ALLIGATORS ARE BECOMING VERY POPULAR ON THE SCREEN. AND WHY NOT, WHEN THEY CAN “REGISTER” AS WELL AS

THESE? SCENE FROM “THE WHITE KING OF THE ZARAS” (CENTAUR)
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Julia S. C.—Here is the requested list

of Famous Players releases: Hazel Dawn
in “My Lady Incog,” Mary Pickford in

“The Foundling,” Marguerite Clark in

“Mice and Men” and Pauline Frederick in

“Lydia Gilmore.” So Mary Pickford is

your favorite, and you never tire of seeing

her.

Jonsie T., Gasport.—Vera Sisson was
Nellie, and Jack Mulhall was Jim in

“The Tides of Retribution.” That’s what
they say, but practice makes some people

perfect, and others perfectly ridiculous.

Jessica T.—Gene Gauntier was with
Universal last, but she is now in Sweden,
visiting her sister. Mary Anderson and
William Duncan in “Cal Marvin’s Wife.”
You have got “The Battle Cry of Peace”
mixed up with “The Birth of a Nation.”
Neither of them has anything to do with
“The Battle of Nations,” which was
fought on the plain near Leipsic, Oct. 16,

1813, between Napoleon and the allied

powers of Russia, Prussia, Austria,
Sweden, Denmark and England. You ev-

idently have not seen either of these
films, and you have a treat in store.

Mrs. J. T., Chicago.—Maclyn Arbuckle
with Paramount. James Montgomery
Flagg wrote “Is Christmas a Bore?” Lily
Cahill was the fiancee in “The Failure.”
That was a reissue, of course.
John T. M.—Yes, Jackie Saunders ap-

parently kisses herself in that play. It

is a double exposure, and much credit is

due the camera man for managing it so
skillfully. Lloyd V. Hamilton has re-

turned after a long illness. Watch out for
“Ham and Bud” now. Ham is himself
again.

Tog-go.—That was a boiling-hot letter

of yours. You seem to have soured on
everybody and everything. You ought to
learn to boil within and not boil over.
Miriam Nesbitt was May Orme, and
Harold Meltzer was Dr. Courtney in
“Life’s Pitfalls.”

Richard D., Kansas City.

—

Jack Pick-
ford in “The Making of Crooks.” And
Geraldine Farrar’s next is “Temptation.”
Our National Pure Food Law went into
effect Jan. 1, 1907.

Hubby—I dont believe you like the Mo-
tion Pictures any more.
Wife—Oh, I couldn’t like them any

more.
Hubby—My word!

(Sixty-three)

Don’t be diiscourape

Resinol Soapv^ii . i-T”
will improve your skin
Many and many a girl has a clear,

healthy complexion today because some
friend came to her with this sound ad-
vice, based on her own experience.

Resinol Soap not only is delightfully
cleansing and refreshing, but its daily
use reduces the tendency to pimples,
offsets many ill-effects of cosmetics, and

Surprise “him" by
sending for a free trial

size Resinol Shaving
Slick. He will like the

way it soothes his face
and prevents most shav-
ing discomforts.

gives nature the chance she needs to

make red, rough skins white and soft.

Hands protected by Resinol Soap
rarely chap or roughen in winter. Used
for the shampoo, Resinol Soap helps

keep the hair rich, glossy and free from
dandruff.

If the skin or scalp is in bad shape,
through neglect or improper treatment,
a little Resinol Ointment should at first

be used with the Resinol Soap, to hasten
the return to normal conditions.

Resinol Soap and Resinol Ointment are sold by druggists and
dealers in toilet goods everywhere. For a sample of each. free,

write to Dept. 6 -B Resinol. Baltimore. Md.

THE STAGE PLAYING CARDS
The handsomest deck of cards ever made. Pink, cream, green and gold backs; gold edges; flexible,

highly finished, lively and durable; fifty-two cards and joker to each pack.

PORTRAITS OF THE GREAT STARS
Each card contains a portrait of a great star, including Marguerite Clark, David Warfield, Julia Mar-

lowe, Alla Nazimova, E. H. Sothern, Willie Collier, Blanche Bates, Rose Stahl, Blanche Ring, Frank Daniels,
Anna Held, Grace George. James O’Neill, Ellen Terry, Henrietta Crosman, Frances Starr, Margaret Anglin,
Eddie Foy, Mrs. Fiske, Harry Woodruff, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Cissy Loftus, and other well known stars.

Most of these great players, and most of the others, have already made their appearance on the screen, and
every one of them has made stage history, as many of them are now making Motion Picture history. Why
not take advantage of this opportunity to make a collection of the portraits of these great stars, even if

you do not want to use the cards to play with ? (Please note that this set of cards has no connection with
the set of Motion Picture cards in our new game called “Cast.”)

Only 50 cents a pack, in handsome telescope box, mailed to any address, postage prepaid, on receipt of
price. (One-cent stamps accepted. If a 50-cent piece is sent, wrap it in folded paper and enclose in
envelope in your letter. An unwrapped coin sometimes cuts thru the envelope and is lost in the mails.
It is perfectly safe also to send a dollar bill by mail.)

THE: M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 175 DUFFIELD ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Elsie T. Lincoln.—That was Elizabeth
Burbridge, you say, opposite Henry Wal-
thall in “Blind Justice.” Where none ad-

mire, ’tis useless to excel. Half of the best
that is in this world came because people
craved appreciation. Isn’t that so?
Hubby No. 2.—I quite agree with you.

Mabel Dwight was Mrs. Sufferin and Bob
Walker was Mr. Sufferin in “The Suf-
ferin’ Baby.” Margaret Prussing was
Mary in “Mary” (Edison). Pearl White
is playing in “The Iron Claw,” a new
serial. There is no end of serials.

Audrey J.—You ask if Jack Dillon is

married. Forbidden question. Of course
I will be your rriend, but you mustn’t ask
such questions, my laddie.
M. A. S.—Oh, my, yes; Wallace Reid

has been with Powers, Lasky, Majestic
and Triangle. Did you think “Carmen”
was his first appearance on the screen?
Bessie Learn was Bettie in “The Hand
of the Law.” She is now with Mirror.
It is true that Maurice Costello is no
longer with Yitagraph. He isn’t located
as yet, and he may return.
Gladys C., Toledo.—Cleo Madison in

“A Soul Enslaved” (Universal). So you
were the thirteenth at the party and are
afraid you are going to die. Fear not.
The superstition which makes twelve
grouped together fear another one has its

origin in the Last Supper. Billie Rhodes
is with Nestor.
Harold D., Los Angeles.—Stella Ra-

zetto in "Lord John’s Journal” as Maida
Odell. I dont care to give advice on
matrimonial matters. All I will say is,

that a man cannot possess anything better
than a good woman, nor anything worse
than a bad one.

T. Z., Syracuse.—Edna Hunter and
King Baggot had the leads in “Almost a
Papa.” So you like Jessie Burnett. She
is very pretty. Her sole ambition at one
time was to become a sister of charity.
Joseph T.—Warren Kerrigan and

Ethel Phillips in “The Widow’s Secret.”
You must learn to be more brief. He is

the greatest speaker or writer who can
say it in the fewest words.
Pretty Me.

—

Avast! You will have to

confer with your doctor. If you are sat-

isfied you are doing well enough you will

never do any better. Edna Payne and
Murdock MacQuarrie in “Colonel Steel,

Master Gambler.” Yes, she was formerly
with Lubin.
Gregory McC.—

T

om Moore is with
Lubin now. I dont know about Alice.

So you really liked Earle Williams. Ben
Wilson and Dorothy Phillips in “The
Bachelor’s Christmas.” On the average,
a person breathes twenty times a minute.
Christie T. E.—Myrtle Gonzalez and

Frank Newburg in “The Bride of the
Nancy Lee.” Yes, I noticed that Universal
have Blue Ribbon Advance Notices. Yita-

graph call theirs Blue Ribbon Features.
Remarkable similarity, is it not?
Gord B.—Vera Sisson was the girl in

“The Tides of Retribution” (Biograph).
Augustus Carney was with Mutual last.

You say we should be proud of our “Civ-
ilization,” and the drawing you send is

awfully clever. In it civilization is repre-
sented by a ladder. On the bottom rung
is a crude club, on the next rung an arrow,
then follow various kinds of guns and
rifles, then a huge shell, then a torpedo,
and finally, on the top rung, a tube of

chlorine gas! Sure the world do move!
Merry Merrily.—Helen Holmes is with

the Signal Film Corp. Crane Wilbur
in “The Mystery of Carter Breene.”
Frank Borzage and Neva Gerber in “Two
Hearts and a Thief.” You ask why do
peaches and dates grow so much together
in the temperate zone of New York
City. Dont you know that New York is

in the intemperate zone?
Jack N. L.—Belle Bennett is with

Mutual. Margaret Gibson in “The Arab’s
Vengeance” (Centaur). Yes; Winnifred

Greenwood is still with American, and I

agree that she and Edward Coxen make
a very good team.
George W.-—Cissy Fitzgerald was Cissy

Crabapple in “Cissy’s Innocent Wink.”
Dont you remember her with Vitagraph?
I am afraid you are a radical, and I love
radicals. The conservative would have
things go on as they are; the radical
would hurry on tomorrow before today is

spent. On the one side, we get the barren
desert; on the other side, a field of over-

grown weeds; between the two runs the
road called Progress. Nevertheless, I

like the radical. Discontent is the mother
of progress.
Ethel T. C.—Lottie Pickford and Will-

iam Russell are playing in the Clipper
brand under the American Company.
Jack Pickford is with Selig, and Mary
Pickford is considering whether she will

sign up again with Famous Players.
Ernest, Bridgeport.—So you like Mar-

guerite Clayton in the Eastern Essanay
better than in the Western. Yes, she was
very cunning and beautiful in “A Daugh-
ter of the City,” and must now he reck-

oned with the leading players of the
screen. She was formerly G. M. Ander-
son’s leading woman.
Camile D.—Gladys Hulette is playing

for Thanhouser. Gertrude Robinson and
Alexander Gaden in Gaumont pictures.

Marie, Calif.

—

No, the Vitagraph Thea-
ter is showing five or six reels of Vita-
graph pictures, and they change every
Sunday. I believe that Vitagraph will
not control this theater after February.
The prices are from 25c up to $1.50. Yes,
“The Birth of a Nation” is still running
at the Liberty Theater, New York. It has
had the biggest run of anv nhotoplay ever
put on.
Oscar, Syracuse.—John H. Cossar is

with Essanay and has been for some time.
I have not heard of his contemplating
a change. A Happy New Year to you all.

A REMARKABLE PHOTOGRAPH OF MANY STAGE CELEBRITIES

left to right—oscar appel, director; max figman, chas. kichman, wilfred bucki.and, Theodore Roberts, Robert edeson,

EDWARD ABELES, CECIL B. DE MILLE. SITTING BESSIE BARRISCALE, JESSE LASKY, I.OLETA ROBERTSON.
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BARGAIN

CLEARANCE

SALE

6,000 PHOTOS
TO BE DISPOSED OF

ss

ss

S3

•o

§S T^vURING the last five years we have

' I accumulated many valuable photo-

g§ graphs of scenes taken from popular

§3 photoplays. Some of these are large and

SS beautiful ; some are small and not fine; some

S5 contain players of fame, such as Mary
SS Pickford, FrancisBushman, EarleWilliams,

SS etc. Some are mounted on cardboard with

SS our artist’sdesign around; some are trimmed;

SS etc., etc. Good photographs sell as high as

°§ $5.00 each, and the average price is $1.00

SS each. Whileallof oursare notworth $ 1 .00

SS each, many are worth much more. We
g§ have made up several hundred packages

SS each containing five or more photographs,

SS and we will mail these to any address for

50c a package—5 packages for $2.00.

We cannot tell you what is in any package

for we do not know, but we assure you

that each contains “value received and

more too.” We have tried to make all

packages alike in value.

Take Advantage of This Offer

There are various uses for these photos.

You can make up a fine collection and

paste them in an album; or tack them on

your wall with fancy paper border, or

make a wall-paper design of them ; or

frame them; or mount them and give them

away for presents ; or adorn your den

with them, etc., etc.

€fl Send in your order now, for they may
not last long—an opportunity seldom

offered. Some of these photos are rare

copies and can never be duplicated.

M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 DUFFIELD ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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THE

EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING CO.
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS

GOOD CUTS
Half-tone and Line Work for Printing in One or More

Colors for Any Purpose

DESIGNING RETOUCHING

165-167 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

(Sixty-five)

Railway Mail Clerks

$900 to $1800 a Year
($75 to $150 a month) Pleasant Work—Continually Traveling:

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE (The Pathway to Plenty), Dept. E 126, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

b ®Ze .he wmMS OF Thi3 cou"°"> fillert out as rtirected
> e '“ i,les the sellder l° »*e specimen questions;

SOME pet™ boss’ THF POSmoS 'is VOCRS FOR LIFE
a Tree copy of our book, “Government Position, and How to Get Them," a listSOME FET1 Y BOSS. 1 HE POSIT ION IS YOURs FOR LIFE. of Government positions now obtainable, and to consideration for Free Coaching

Country residents and city residents stand the same chance for imme* for the examination here checked.
diate appointment. Common-sense education sufficient. Political influence
NOT REQUIRED.

Write immediately for schedule showing the places and dates of THE
SPRING GOV'T examinations. Don’t delay. Every day you lose means the
loss of just so much coaching before the rapidly approaching examinations.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. E126, Rochester, N. Y.

COUPON
Railway Mail Clerk..($900 to $1800) •.Customs Positions- .($800 to $1500)

. .Itookkeeper ($900 to $1800) ..Stenographer ($800 to $1500)

. .Postoffice Clerk ($800 to $1200) . .Internal Revenue. .($700 to $1800)

..Postoffice Carrier. . ..($800 to $1200) ..Clerk in the Departments

. .Rural Mall Carrier. .($500 to $1200) at Washington ($800 to $1500)

. .Auto Chauffeur . - Canadian Gov't Positions.*

i Name Address E126
Use this before you lose it. Write plainly.

r

WANTED

Will You Help Supply Them—
At $10 to $100 Each!

If you attend the movies, you know the kind of ideas wanted. New writers, if they

E
ossess imagination, are encouraged. Your chance to succeed is as good as any-
ody’s. It’s IDEAS that count, not previous experience or special education.

Write me for free book “How to Write Photoplays.”

Turn Your Happy Thoughts Into Cash

In the lives of all people... in your life... is

material for many strong and heart appealing
photoplays .. .photoplays as
good or better than many you
have actually seen acted on
the screen. More than 30,000
movie theatres, changing pro-
grams daily, are continually
calling for “SOMETHING
NEW.” Will you help meet
this demand? Investigate with-
out cost, by using free book
coupon below.

Earn $100 to $300 a Month
, Writing photoplays is the
most fascinating occupation in
the world. The thrill of seeing your
creation acted on the screen. ..the
thought that it is entertaining and in-

spiring millions of people. . .this is a
joy of the keenest and deepest sort.
Wr

Convincing Evidence of
Big Demand

Ji$l0,000 Cash Prize is now being
offered for a Photoplay Idea!

The New York Times says:

"It is the newest profession in the
world, this of scenario writing, and it

is giving the few men engaged in it

thousands of dollars.”

Mrs. Louella O. Parsons,former Scen-
ario Editor ofthe Essanay Co., says:
"Scenario writing is the most fascin-

ating form of fiction. There is a bigger
future for scenario writers than for
writers in any other field. But you
must have something good to offer in
order to reap rewards foryour efforts.
I am confident that the people—those who
go to the movies regularly and see what the
producers want—have unique and brilliant
ideas. But the vast majority do not know
how to put these into salable form. They

velops your ability and gives you the simple rules
of photoplay writing in clear and concise form.
It includes a 224-page Text Book, covering every
branch of photoplay writing, 12 Screen Talks pre-

pared especially for my Course
by leading producers, Scen-
ario Editors and Actors, 6
Student Guides and my own
Personal Instruction and Crit-

icism. Easy to read and un-
derstand. Strongly recom-
mended by men who know. As
a former Scenario Editor, with
many years of inside exper-
ience in writing, purchasing
and producing photoplays, I

speak with authority.

mast master technique and construction if
they would succeed.**

/ritingr photoplays is also most pro
fitable. If you possess invention
and imagination you should be able
to turn out one successful photoplay
a week. Such a record is by no means uncommon, and
those who are doing this can earn from $100 to $300 a
month simply for spare time work in their own home.
Use free book coupon at once and obtain full particulars.

Former Scenario Editor ShowsYou How
Writing photoplays enables those who lack the

experience necessary for writing novels and stage
plays, to express the brilliant and original

thoughts which many of them possess.

My complete and authoritative COURSE OF
INSTRUCTION AND CRITICISM correctly de-

ELBERT MOORE, Box 772SB, Chicago

It Costs Nothing to

Investigate
Use free coupon now

,

and look in-
to the wonderful opportunities of this
new and profitable calling. If you*
possess Ideas, my careful, author
tative and personal method of
instruction is all you need for sue - AJT
cess. Especially liberal term9 to

those whooef at once and accept one of the limited num- A^
her of vacancies in the class I am wow forming. .A*
Use coupon and obtain free 32-page booklet “How AA

to Write Photoplays” and full particulars NOW. .A
No cost or obligation.

V Elbert Moore
Box 772SB,

Chicago, Hi.
Get

This

FREE

32 page

Booklet

4
* Please^'Please Bend me, without

V* cost or obligation, your FREE
Book.“How to Write Photo-A plays, * and full particulars of

# your Course of Instruction and

How To
Write

v»a a U31I UCIIUU MHOi

Photoplay^' lâ
,t,c,8m la Writing the Photo-

bV**
ttii^*.# Name

(Writ© Plainly)

TSjf
_<* Address



MOTION PICTURE

BURROWES
Home Billiard and
Pool Table

jJdown
Play Billiards and
Pool on a tine
Burrowes Table of
your own. $1 or more
down, according to size
and style. Small amount
each month. Prices from
S15 up. Full equipment of Balls, Cues, etc., free.
Sizes ranpe up to x9 ft. (standard). The Burrowes
Table is portable—used in any room—on any house
table or on its own legs or folding stand. Great ex-

perts say that the Burrowes Regis High-Speed
Rubber Cushions are the best made.

FREE TRIAL
On receipt of first installment we will ship
Table. Play on it one week. If unsatisfac-
tory return It, and on Its receipt we will

refund your deposit. This ensures you a
free trial. Write today for illustrated
catalogue, containing prices, terms, etc.

THE E. T. BURROWES CO.
304 Spring Street, Portland, Me.

Mfrs. Burrowes Rustless Insect Screens,
Cedar Chests and Folding Card Tables.
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S
o intense is the interest in the new Universal feature, “Graft,” starring Hobart

Henley, the company working on it is pausing only long enough to snatch forty
winks and a bite to eat.

Eleanor Woodruff and Jimmie, Vitagraph, were playing tag. Jimmie had a had
cold. Eleanor fondled him and caught the grip. She then gave it back to Jimmie and
is now dodging the'latter’s footsteps. Jimmie is a pet monkey.

After a two-months’ illness, Lloyd Hamilton, the big edition of the “Ham and
Bud” comedies, is back in harness.

Twenty years ago the stage version of “The Black Crook” became famous, even
if a trifle shocking. The screen version by Kalem promises to be likewise.

Helen Holmes, Mutual, known to railroad men west of Chicago as “The Darling
of the Rails,” is now going to do some “society parts.”

Harold Lockwood holds the amateur automobile record for five miles.

In “The Prisoner at the Bar” (Essanay) Warda Howard leaps into Lake Michi-
gan. Date—December 15th. Temperature—10 degrees above zero. Wind velocity

—

50 miles. And yet some think that the path of a photoplay is strewn with roses.

Eugenie Besserer, Selig, in her spare moments dabbles in real estate.

FRIENDSHIP LINK RING-ONLY
STERLING SILVER OR ROLLED GOLD

Links. Send 18c. and size today.
FRIENDSHIP JEWELRY CO.

83 Chambers Street, - Dept. 124,

18c
New York

The Photoplay Hit of the Season
The Little Book of Honest Advice

“HERE LIES”
By L. CASE RUSSELL

VY/E have exhausted the first edition of “ Here Lies,”W but not its demand. A second edition is now
ready. This clever and timely booklet on How Not To
Write photoplays is invaluable to bewildered and dis-
couraged writers. The greatest obstacle in the road to
success is the “ Has been done before” rejection slip.

At least So% of the unsold scripts now on the market
were written around stale plots. For the first time,
these forbidden themes have been collected, classified,
crucified and buried in “ Here Lies Read what studio
editors think of it:

"Here Lies" could almost be guaranteed worth a half-
year's time to any student of the photoplay.

LAWRENCE McCLOSKEY,
Scenario Editor, Lubin Manufacturing Company.

Its subtle humor Is delicious, while underlying it all
there is so much truth that it is worth reading many
times. It is of value to the trained and professional
author, as well as to the amateur.

CALDER JOHNSTONE.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.,

Pacific Coast Studios.

It would save some of these poor beginners many a
heart-ache If they would learn what to avoid, and you
seem to have struck the keynote in your Dont list.

LOUELLA I. PARSONS.
Editor of Scenarios, Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25c in stamps or coin

THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TELL MEYOUR,FOOT TROUBLES
It will ease your Mind;
I will ease your Feet.

Enlarged Joints Reduced and
Toes Straightened by

ACHFELDT’S
“Perfection” TOE SPRING
Worn at nltfht without inronvenlenec, with
auxiliary appliance* for day use. Benton ap-
proval. Money refunded if not as represented.

Une My Improved Arch Supporter
for “Flat Foot” and broken down Instep.

Bend outline of foot. Full particulars and
advice free In plain Healed envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist
DEPT . K.D. 1328 Broadway, at 34th St., (Marbridge Building). NEW YORK

Geraldine Farrar’s second photoplay, “Temptation,” under the direction of Lasky,
reveals the secrets of grand opera. A suitable vehicle, we observe.

“The Trail of the Lonesome Pine,” with Charlotte Walker, is a coming treat.

Edith Storey is looking for a new hobby. She fears her activities will shortly
cease in her Society to Sew for Stricken Soldiers in Serbia, on account of the sailing
of the Oscar 11 to lure the soldiers from the trenches.

“What Will People Say?” one of Rupert Hughes’ most popular novels, is being
released by Metro, with Olga Petrova in the leading role.

The first picture from the Mirror studio is “The Sin of Napoleon.”

A day laborer walked off with Anita Stewart’s handbag, containing dresses worth
over $350. Anita is curious to know what he wants with the outfit.

Besides being one of America’s foremost actresses, Ethel Barrymore is some-
what of a financieress. Her recently signed contract with Metro calls for 160,000

perfectly good dollars per year for three years, or a grand total of $480,000.

Now comes Crane Wilbur in a serial, “The Adventures of Allan Dare.” He wrote
it himself.

George Eliot’s “The Mill on the Floss” is being done by Thanhouser, with Mignon
Anderson in the role of Maggie.

First it was just plain “Mutual.” Then along came “Mutual Masterpiece.” Now
it is “Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition.” Is there no superlative degree?

Rita Jolivet, popular stage star, is featured in a story of the Franco-Austrian war
entitled “The Honor to Die.”

“Trumpeter’s Romance” and “The Great Marathon,” with an all-star cast of

animals from the New York Zoo, will shortly be released by Paramount.

Samuel Ryan, a Fox star, took a fall down a steep flight of stairs in “The Fourth
Estate,” and, expressing his feelings afterward, said, in his characteristic Celtic: “I

commended meself to the ould sod, and with determination, relaxation and precipi-

tation, I picked meself up wid only one bruise, and that same was all over me body.”

Frank Daniels plays with dolls. He is perfectly normal, however.

Social note. Henry Walthall paid a short visit to the “Raven” in the Milwaukee
Zoo the other day. The bird declined to recognize his fellow photoplayer.

Fickle film flights—Gertrude Robinson and Iva Sheppard to Gaumont; Howard
Millcrest and Edward Alexander to Centaur; Bessie Learn to Mirror; Vivian Martin

and George Walsh to Fox, and Fania Marinoff to World.

(Sixty-six)



CLASSIC

Greenroom Jottings

Concentrated fun. In “Fatty and the Broadway Stars” appear Roscoe Arbuckle,
Weber and Fields, Mack Sennet, William Collier and Sam Bernard.

From the stage to Morosco comes Hattie Williams, Ann Murdock to Essanay and
Truly Shattuck to Mutual.

Naomi Childers, Vitagraph, is exhibiting a picture of her fiance. “Of course,
it does not do him justice, and he has such lovely hair,” quoth Naomi.

The report that Sarah Bernhardt was dying is now denied.

George Cooper, Vitagraph, has at last reformed. In his present role in “Thou
Art the Man,” he is not a burglar, hut an honest and virtuous man.

A. de la Plaza, a recent Mutual acquisition, is conceded one of Mexico’s greatest
bull-throwers.

Joined matrimonially—Florence Reed and Malcolm Williams (Gaumont).

Jackie Saunders, Balboa, has been dubbed “The Maude Adams of the Screen.”

Vernon Castle, the well-known better-half of Irene, co-stars of “The Whirl of
Life” (Cort Films), is to leave shortly for the war zone in company with a real aero-
plane which he will sail over the enemy’s country, said enemy being Germany et al.

Irene will remain on this side of the water and make her feet support her during
Vernie’s absence.

Weber and Fields worked steadily for eighteen hours the day their contract
expired with Keystone.

Harold Lockwood and company are on Santa Cruz Island, filming scenes for a
coming American release.

May Allison portrays the attractive role of a pearl-diver in “Lulu of the Sulu Seas.”
Kathlyn Williams has a pet jaguar, “Meenie,” that plays hide-and-seek.

Daikoku, who knocks anything into your life, and Abesu, the god of laughter and
sunshine, are the names and missions of the two little gods that Theda Bara attrib-
utes her success to.

Richard Turner has been chosen as Anita Stewart’s new leading man.

George Beban, famous for “The Alien,” will shortly be seen in “The Genius,” a
coming World release.

William Farnum claims the distinction of being the only American actor born on
the Fourth of July. George Cohan please note.

The weekly payroll of the million-dollar Annette Kellermann picture is said to
be $20,000. Production started in August and is still doing. Who said these were
hard times?

Moving Pictures for the blind! Heretofore considered impossible until the show-
ing of “The Battle Cry of Peace” to an audience of one thousand blind children in
Boston recently.

Mary Pickford’s contract with the Famous Players, calling for $2,000 a week and
royalties, expired December 31st. It is rumored that somebody has offered her $6,000
a week, and Mary is taking a month’s vacation to think it over.

We have with us this evening: E. P. Sullivan (p. 15); Gladys Coburn and
Roland Bottomley (p. 17); Victor Moore (p. 19); Vera Sisson, Jack Mulhall and
Charles Mailes (p. 24); Glen White and Mary Fuller (p. 29).

In bringing realism into a scene in a Vitagraph story, Van Dyke Brooke and
Leah Baird nearly lost their lives. Poisonous gas was being shot thru tubes into an
adjoining set, and the director forgot to warn the actors of the danger.

Bryant Washburn, tired of apartment life, is building a bungalow in one of
Chicago’s fashionable suburbs.

Miriam Nesbitt is back at work after a two-months’ vacation.

Gaumont seems to have contracted the habit of “tying their wagon to a bunch
of stars.” Marguerite Courtot is their most recent acquisition. Her first picture
will be “His Wife’s Double,” a five-reel feature.

William West, the veteran Edison character actor, died in December, aged 62.

The new Vitagraph studio at Brightwaters, L. I., built for the use of Ralph Ince’s

company, has been officially opened.

Viola Dana, Edison, had been shedding tears all day in many emotional scenes.

Her director informed her that he was going to take another scene, when she declared,
“I’m all worn out from crying—and if you are going to ask me to go thru another
tearful scene, I’m just going to cry, really—that’s all.”

w
USE

CREME
V ELCAYA
AND BE COMPLIMENTED ON

YOUR COMPLEXION

HIS dainty “Cream ol Flowers” makes
^1. the skin like velvet and adds an

irresistible charm to the use of
powder.
Sold everywhere Send lOo for dainty trial size

JAMES 0. CRANE, Sole Agent
108-U Fulton St., New York, N. Y.

FRIENDSHIP AM|YI?<t
BRACELET LINKUNu RT

STERUnG SILVER ROLLED COLD
StafB a FrleiicIsMp-MartNLTnk. Bracelet, !at53t New York

fashion. We start yours by giving you one link absolutely
FREE engraved with 3 initials. Your friends give or
exchange others. What more beautiful token or senti-

ment could lie expressed? Send to-day for one or more
LINKS ( I 2c. each) stating initials and whether ROLLED
GOLD. STERLING SILVER, BEADED or PLAIN de-
sign wanted and receive links with beautiful Black Ribbon
Free so you can start wearing Links at once until Bracelet
is complete. Write to-day. Start with Link we give you
Free with first 12c. order or more.
Friendship Jewelry Co., Dept, 97, 83 Chambers St., N. Y.

Yon can have BEAUTIFUL

Long and Luxuriant

EYEBROWS
and LASHES

by applying “ Lash-Brow-ine **

nightly. Adds wonderfully to your

beauty, charm and attractiveness.

“Lash-Brow-ine” is a noted Chemist’s
proved formula. We absolutely guaran-

tee it to do just what we claim. Mailed

in plain sealed cover for 25c, [coin.]

Obtainable only direct from THE MAYBELL
LABORATORIES, 4008-0 Indiana Ave., Chicago, IIL

Crooked Spines

Made Straight
by the Sheldon Method

successful treatment of 25.000

cases, in our experience of more than
fifteen years, is absolute proof of
this statement.

No matter how serious your de-
formity, no matter what treatments
you have tried, think how much
it means to you that so many suf-

ferers have been cured by this
lethod, and many incurable cases
eatly benefited.

will prove the value of the
Method in your own case by
you to

u*e the Sheldon Appliance
30 Days At Our Risk
There is no reason why you should

not accept our offer at once. The
photographs here show how light,

cool, elastic and easily adjustable
the Sheldon Appliance is—how dif-

ferent from the old torturous
plaster, leather or steel jackets. To
all sufferers with weakened or de-
formed spines it promises almost
immediate relief even in the most
serious cases. You owe it to your-
self to investigate it thoroughly.
The price is within reach of all.

Send for our Free Book
If you will describe the case it will

aid us in giving you definite in-

formation at once.

ilo Burt Mfg. Co., B 299 Odd Fellows Temple, Jamestown, N. Y.

(Sixty-seven)



MOTION PICTURE

ONE DAY JIMMIE DEMANDED
A JOB IN THE MOVIES ,
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POPULARHIM VEAYWHICH MADEH I 5 FILMS ATTRACTED TH0U5A N D 5

THEN HE WOKE UP
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WHO ARE YOUR
MOVIE FAVORITES?

Photos Superior To
All Others !

7T^EC0RATE your room or den with
these handsome 7x11 portraitpictures

of movie favorites each mounted in a
heavy folder. Only ten cents apiece or
a set of six for a half dollar.

MAKE YOUR SELECTION FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST:
Francis X. Bushman
Beverly Bayne
Carlyle Blackwell
Theda Bara
Charlie Chaplin
Mary Fuller
The Goddess Group
Alice Joyce

Jack Kerrigan
Lillian Lorraine
Mary Miles Minter
Mabel Normand
Olga Petrova
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Marguerite Snow

Anita Stewart
Norma Talmadge
Pearl White
Ben F. Wilson
Earle Williams
Crane Wilbur
Lillian Walker
Clara Kimball Young

Send currency or money-order to

H. D. SEIBERT, Publisher, 126 W. 46th St., N. Y. City

NOTICE
TO satisfy a growing demand, the Photoplay

Clearing House department of this magazine
has opened a Technical Department dedi-

cated to the service of our readers.

All questions regarding the production of photo-
plays, Motion Picture supply houses and other
technical details will be answered when a stamped,
addressed envelope is sent for reply.

In some cases, and when occasion demands, we
will make investigations and act as purchasing
agent for out-of-town parties. (All other questions
as to scenarios, plays and players, etc., should be
addressed to the proper departments announced
elsewhere.)

We particularly invite the queries of churches,
clubs and amateur dramatic societies. NO FEES
ARE REQUIRED.

THE TECHNICAL BUREAU
175 Duffield Street - - Brooklyn, N. Y.

HOW TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS

How To Write
Photoplays

Our new book, HOW TO WRITE PHOTO-
PLAYS, is the wonder of the motion picture
world. Fourth edition, revised and enlarged,
now ready. Shows HOW to write photoplays,
and HOW and WHERE to sell them. Gives
real facts, valuable pointers, an actual model
scenario, 50 valuable addresses of scenario
buyers, a statement showing what kind of a

scenario each one wants, etc. Just follow

directions and write successful photoplays.

Send for your copy to-day. Price

HYDE PUBLISHING CO.
S3348 Lowe Ave., Chicago 35c

“Motion Picture Acting”
Will not only help you decide whether you are adapted

for this profession, but will prepare you at home to face
the greatest test of all

—

securing a position. Don’t throw
your chance away. Let us help you decide. Let us tell

you first—What the Director’s Photo Test Is—How to Pre-
pare for This at Home—Whether You Are Fitted for
Comedy or Drama—How the Director Works—Whom to
Apply to for a Position—Where the Studios are Located—What Personal Magnetism Is—Salary—Make Up—and a
great many other important facts that are absolutely nec-
essary for you to know.

Don’t Trust to Luck
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big. Be

sure you are right—then go ahead. Directors are con-
stantly looking for Types. You may be the one to have
the personality, the ability to make good.

I am offering for a short time—to readers of this maga-
zine
—"Motion Picture Acting" for only fifty cents a copy.

Enclose either stamps or money in an envelope with your
name and address. My book will be promptly mailed and
just as promptly returned if you are not satisfied. I guar-
antee this to you and to "Motion Picture Magazine."

H. B. GRIFFIN, 353 East 55th Place, Chicago, 111.

Beautiful
Wavy Hair

You can wave or curl your hair beauti-
fully, quickly and easily in the latest
fashion without tire or electricity, just
by using these marvelous new

Martha Washington Curlers
NO HEAT EASY TO USE

Just wind hair as shown in illustration
and the curlers do the rest. Will not irritate the scalp
or injure the hair in any way. Send 10c for 3—nickel

. , #
finished curlers and we will include—free—instruction

' chart for Correct Hair Dressing.

COLLINGBOURNE MILLS, Dept. 639, Elgin, 111.

For the first time—this girl—starved of pleasure and of pretty

clothes—looked into the dance hall, yellow lighted, noisy, hot

steaming—but gay—gay and filled with girls and men—who to her

loneliness looked good. That night she went—and then—but let

the rest of her story be told by

O. HENRY
Send coupon—without money—for 274 stones in 12 fine volumes—throbbing

with life—with the life of city streets and the life of the Far West plains—

of the innocent shrinking with shame, of the guilty who joyously sin, of

healthy and jolly fun, of laughter clear and sane, of the weaknesses pardoned

by love—and the unforgivable crime.

Send for them all on approval. Send for them at once so

you will get the 179 Kipling Stories Free

110,000 Own This Edition Already

From the few who snapped up the first

edition at $125 a set before it was off the

press, to the 110,000 who have eagerly

sought the beautiful volumes offered you

here—from the stylist who sits among his

books to the man on the street—this wlmle

nation bows to O. Henry—hails him with

love and pride our greatest writer of

stories. Everybody has to have O. Henry
—everybody who reads and loves books

senators and authors, actors and artists and
plain people of distinction.

Send Coupon and You Will Understand Why
Other Nations are Going Wild Over Him

why universities are planning tablets to his

memory; why text books of English Litera-

ture are including his stories; why colleges

are discussing his place in literature; why
theatrical firms are vying for rights to

dramatize his stories.

KIPLING FREE
And besides, to get your prompt action we give you, free, Kipling in

six volumes—179 stories—the greatest he ever wrote—the red, red stones

of fight and the keen blue stories of peace.
^yi.p.C.

Send No Money with the Coupon f 9DI\pn

Send the books back—the whole 18—if these stories are not the best you X(j F reviews

ever saw or read. Better than moving pictures—for these are permanent, 30 Irving Place

real moving pictures of life. Better than classics for these are the liv- X New York

ing stones of today, from Mandalay on tninaj Send me on approval

Bay to 34th St. and Broadway, and from Picca- J charges paid by you,

_ ^ ^ dilly to the Mexican border ranch. Send the X O. Henry’s works in 12

AK 1 Short cou
>

pon before it is too late. Get both sets/th
“

TU X otones shipped at once free on approval. J bound in doth, if i keep the

25c a week pays for O. Henry. The f books, I will remit $1 a month

Kipling is free. Send the coupon and X for 15 months for the O. Henry
i 10 vninr lihrarv M set only and retain the Kipling set

put the 18 books on your / ^utW otherwise I will,

shelves and the new joy in your W Wjthin ten days, return both sets at

heart. f your expense.

Don’t wait till tomorrow and
be sorry. Send coupon today
and be glad.

2 Long Novels
O. HENRY

12 volumes bound in green
silk cloth and gold. Gold
tops; illustrated; 274 com-
plete stories; one long
novel.

KIF»LIIMG
6 volumes. 179 stories and
poems; one long novel;
red silk cloth; gold tops.

REVIEW OF REVIEWS CO.

30 IRVING PLACE
NEW YORK

Occupation .

This beautiful % leather edition of 0. Henry costs only a few

cents more a volume and has proved a favorite binding. For this

luxurious binding, change above to $1.50 a month for 13 months.

(Sixty-nine
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HOW THE MOVIES AID THE EUROPEAN POLICE

N ixe out of ten photoplays seen on
the magic, white screen have
crime introduced in some form

or other. This will give you a com-
prehensive idea as to how scenario

writers and the film producers wor-
ship evil-doing, altho it is only fair

to say that virtue always triumphs
in the end.

The least that the Motion Picture
can do in return for this is to offer a

quid pro quo, and this it has done
over in Europe.
France has recognized the value of

the movies more than any other na-

tion in this wide world. When a

policeman now joins the force he is

instructed in regard to the right way
to perform his varied duties by means
of cinematograph lessons given at the

police school. The film opens with a

housewife breaking the law by shak-

ing her carpet from the window and
then using the sill of same as a

clothes-line. Next, an auto-driver

drives along the wrong side of the

street-car tracks. This incident is fol-

lowed by a peddler using the sidewalk

to display his wares—another offense.

It is then demonstrated to the recruit

the right way to arrest people when
requested to do so by some one
who has a charge against them.

Accidents of various sorts come in

for quite extended treatment, the two
chief ones being applying first-aid to

a person who has been saved from
drowning, and the other a man who

By ERNEST A. DENCH
is so engrossed in reading his news-,

paper while crossing the street that

he takes no notice of the traffic and
is knocked down by an auto. This
affords an opportunity to give the

new hand some tips in attending to

the victim before the ambulance ar-

rives. The recruit is also shown the

right way to handle a woman who
wishes information, followed by some
topographical facts of Paris.

The vital, instructive points of the

Motion Picture are those giving les-

sons in jiu-jitsu and the correct man-
ner to overpower an Apache or armed
burglar. As a good conclusion, the

budding policeman is taught just how
to act when called in to investigate a

robbery or murder case.

Passing on to England, while no
official recognition has been accorded
the Motion Picture, police officers

from Scotland Yard and other im-

portant stations make it their business

to attend Motion Picture theaters

when animated newspapers are pre-

sented dealing with such important
home events as Royal visits, football

matches, mass meetings, the Oxford
and Cambridge Boat Race and Derby
Race Day.

It is a recognized fact that wanted
criminals frequent places where
things like these are held, and this

gives the police a clew to work upon.

Their efforts, as you might expect, are

fruitless on some occasions, but they

are rewarded on others.

I happen to know the case of a man
who had roamed the country at will

for five years while being vainly
sought for on a serious charge of coin-

ing. One day, however, a policeman
caught a glimpse of him on the screen,

watching a royal procession in the

North of England, and, by tactful in-

quiries, was able to locate his man.
When a robbery or murder occurs

in Berlin, the police authorities order
the two hundred and fifty Motion
Picture theaters to show on the screen

the portrait of the wanted man.
At Budapest, some time ago, quite

a novel use was made of the Motion
Picture. It was when some desperate
rioting took place, and a cinemato-
graph operator patted himself on the

back for succeeding in obtaining such
realistic views of the occurrence. He
had no idea, however, that, a few days
later, his efforts would serve a two-

fold purpose.

The rioters were so mighty proud
of themselves, on learning from a

friend that all their daredeviltry had
been recorded on the film, that they
attended the favored photoplay the-

ater in full force. This information
managed to reach the ears of the

police, who, dressed in plain clothes,

watched the screen intently, and were
able to pick out the rioters. Against
the condemning evidence of the Mo-
tion Picture the latter could not make
one word of protest in avoiding the

criminal charges.

‘EXPRESSION OF THE EMOTIONS”

FROM A BURNING BRIDGE
JACK RICHARDSON GF.TS

IN HIS FINE WORK
ANITA STEWART FALLS

INTO THE TRAP

WARREN KERRIGAN
MAKES LOVE

“ONE MINUTE, PLEASE, CLEO MADISON IS RES-

TO CHANGE REELS” CUED BY THE HERO
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BEAUTY HINTS
By Janice Lockhart

NO beauty bint is too insignificant to

chain a woman’s interest. We of this

generation seize upon every new dis-

covery as eagerly as did our grandmothers
or their grandmothers. No beauty secret is

permitted to remain a secret any longer

than it takes to tell it.

No doubt you have expected, as I have,

that when discovered the Great Secret

would prove to be a chemical formula. It

is not. In a little instrument, no larger

than a hair brush, the inventor has impris-

oned a wonderful, mysterious power—

a

modified form of the elemental force that

exists everywhere in nature.

But you are waiting for the secret. It is

not so new that you have not already heard
of it. but I do not know one woman who has
yet learned the tremendous scope and power
of the force employed by the vibrator.

Have you any idea how much repair

work the' blood in your body is required to

perform? Scientists tell us that the entire

human body is reconstructed and replaced
each seven years. The body you lived in

seven years ago is gone—not a vestige of it

remains to-day.

Nature’s cures are wrought through the

blood. And in this day no practitioner of

medicine is so bigoted as to argue that na-

ture is not the greatest of all physicians.

No curative or healing agent can do more
than assist nature. And the closer its proc-

esses simulate those of nature, the more
effective and speedy its benefits. Whether
you suffer from consumption or blackheads,
you must look to the blood for relief and
help. First enrich the blood with good
food, fresh air and exercise. Then trans-
mit it by vibration to the affected parts to

perform its natural function of repairing
and building up broken-down and wasted
tissues by carrying off the poisons and de-
positing new flesh-building material where
it is needed.

For there is a wide difference between
hand massage and vibratory massage. All

the results yielded by thirty minutes’ rub-
bing with the hands are secured in fivo.

minutes or less by the vibrator, and many
benefits are secured from the latter that no
amount of hand-rubbing will produce.

Stimulation of the spinal column is very
effective treatment for constitutional invig-
oration. Osteopaths depend largely upon
manipulation of the spine for correction of
disorders of the nervous system. Such
stimulation is easily and quickly accom-
plished by means of mechanical vibration.

I have the testimony of a dozen personal
friends to prove that, as a cure for back-
ache, the vibrator beats anything ever
found. Those women tell me that if they
got no other service from the little ma-
chine, it would be worth its weight in gold
to them.

Recently I have met many women who
did not know that it was unnecessary to

have electric wiring in the house to use the
vibrator. These little wonder workers can
be had for use from an incandescent lamp
socket, or they are furnished with a little

dry-cell electric battery at practically the
same cost.

But you can find out more—much more—
if you will but write to some of the manu-
facturers and get their literature. There
are “beauty secrets” by the score, and good,
sound advice about giving the body proper
attention.

SCENARIO WRITERS
Prodvjce Your Own Film Stories

We furnish studio, scenery, lights, properties, stage carpenters

and scenic artists, also expert directors and camera men.
There is a big demand for filmed stories, while the market for

scenarios is overcrowded. Write for particulars.

Scenario Production Co., sZ'“;n.t.

§ld&cwnCanvei
Send for Catalog

Get Ready for Summer
You can get an “Old Town Canoe” at small cost and share the fun of canoeing. Every summer
thousands take up this popular sport and become enthusiasts. Women enjoy it as well asjnen.
Send for our Catalog and learn more about canoeing and “Old Town Canoes”
—they are sound and safe; light, swift and easily paddled. Priced 130 up.
4000 canoes ready. Easy to buy from dealer or factory.
OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 1572 Main St., Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

THE

SOFIA SANDERS’ BUNGALOWS
Send 25c and 2c stamp for sample blue print floor

plans. State number of rooms

INTERIOR DECORATOR
831 20th ST., N. W. WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Vigor of
Strength that is more than mere muscular strength—the
power of the stronger man now within your reach through vibration.
Aren’t there times when something is wrong—just a little something, that
takes the edge off things—takes away the keenness of appetite and enjoyment.
Usually there is just one thing wrong—circulation. The blood doesn’t flow with
the same tingle it used to. If yen only knew how much vibration would do,
you would not allow yourself to go another day without trying it.

Youth
VibratingChairFree
With the White Cross Electric Vibrator you
can make a vibrating chair out of any
chair— a chair which will give you the
same results aa the kind used in the biggest
hospitals and sanitariums. You can not do
this with any other vibrator. The nervous,
irritable wornout man or woman who will
spend a few minutes each day in the vibra-
ting chair will receive wonderfully quick
and lasting benefits.

For Women—Beauty and Health
Wrinkles go—also other disfiguration. It brings back the healthful glow of girlhood to pallid cheeks.
Sagging muscles are strengthened and regain their beauty. Your complexion will be made clear. If you feel

that you are too thin, vibration will build you up and cause the hollows to be filled out. Send the free conpon
at once for the wonderful new book, “Health and Beauty.”

Wonderful White Cross Electric Vibrator Special Offer
is the result of years of work and experiment.
It is mechanically perfect. If you have your home wired
for electricity you can connect it up as easily as an elec-

tric lamp. If not, it will run perfectly on its own bat-

teries. With our combi nation outfits you can get Nature’s
three greatest curative agents—Vibration, Galvanic and
Faradic Electricity. Give yourself vibrating chair treat-

ments. You can have them without extra charge.

Free Book “HealthandBeauty" /

For a short
time only we
are making a

remarkable special introductory offer on the genuine
White Cross Electric Vibrator.
See it for yourself before you
decide to buy. Send the free LINDSTROM,
coupon for the Free Book cmitu rn 1

and full particulars on this
.
^^r Olwil il

S8S-«f
A5SW n

Do
0
not

a
' d#

delay. Write now- W Chicag^ mfnois

a .* ^ Without any obligation at all.

Send the Coupon For Our l\lew ^ please send me, free and prepaid!” vm
_ _

W

your free book on Vibration, full

particulars of the White Cross Vibra*
tor and your Special 60 Day Offer.

Just your name and address on the free coupon or on a letter or a
post card is enough. No obligations of any kind. We will send you absolutely
free and prepaid our new book “Health and Beauty/’ Tells you all about the a

wonder working power of Vibration. Tells you how you can get a genuine 4
White Cross Electric Vibrator in your own home on a startling offer. The
book is free if you write at once. Your name and address is enough.
But be sure to write today—now—as the supply of books is limited.

Lindstrom-Smith Co.
We also manufacture White Cross Electric Stoves, Irons, Hair Dryers, A
Electric Lanterns, Electric Fans, Electric Automobile Horns, Electric . 1
Curling Irons, Heating Pads. Small Motors, ate., stc. Dealers Writs.

Name

Address..

My Electrical Dealer's Name is
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MOTION PICTURE

GIVEN

stamps will be returned promptly.

COLLINGBOURNE MILLS Dept. 339, Elgin, III.

LADIES ! POWDER PUFF FREE

!

Large. Fine, Woolly Powder Puff free with a box

of SNOWFLAKE FACE POWDER, used andhighly

indorsed by leading Film Actresses. Adds that

dainty, smooth and dignihed appearance to the

tenderest complexion; so pleasing and refreshing

you will become a constant user. This offer for

25 cents sent postpaid. You can get either White
or Flesh Color. EMIL A. KAHN, (Manufacturer),

1392 Franklin Avenue, New York City.

^iiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

The

William G. Hewitt Press

61-67 Navy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Printers of the

Motion Picture Magazine

and

Motion Picture Classic

SPECIALTY IN

Magazine, Periodical, Book

and Catalogue Printing

DON’T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows

? and eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure In results.

Lashneen l» an Oriental formula. One box is

all you will need. Not sold at druggists. Mailed on re-

ceipt of25c coin and 2c postage, orCanadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY Dept 19 Philadelphia

MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Small Capital Starts You
on our easy payment plan. Begin now
and get your share. We sell every,
thing. Write TODAY.

Capital Merchandise Co.
Dept. SI S25S Dearborn St. .Chicago

ffiiiaira
Adventures of a Scenario St&b

Dainty Handkerchief
To prove the superior quality of our
Celebrated Embroidery Floss we will
send this 9 1-2 x 9 1-2 inch sheer white Batiste

Handkerchief, and one rapid hand-winding Tatting shuttle with complete

set of instructions tor tattiug—all FREE to any lady sending only 10c in

stamps or silver to pay for postage and material to embroider it like illus-

tration. On this great offer you get

—

1 Handkerchief, size 9 1-2 x 9 1-2, Ready to Work
1 Rapid Hand-Winding Tatting Shuttle
1 Complete Illustrated Instruction Chart
l Skein of Collingbourue’s Floss

Send for this Free Handkerchief today. If you are not pleased your 10c in— • Address

|
WRITE—PHONE—CALL

5498-5499 MAIN

IlllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllW

REALLY HANDSOME
ARE THE PHOTO POSTCARDS WE OFFER

Eighteen "fyour own choice lor twenty-five cents or a hun-
dred tor a dollar. 8 pones of Mary Piekford, 3 of Mar-

j

gnerite Dark, 2 of Chaplin. 3 of Theda Bara, a new pic-

ture of Lillian Lorraine. Hazel Dawn and Olga Petrova,
an autographed picture of Jack W. Kerrigan, and many
new Feature stars.

Also actual photos, size
[

500 LIST all orders
8x10, at 50c each

|, or free on request"
THE FILM PORTRAIT CO., 127C 1st Place, Brooklyn, N.

=3ROM the hands of

a painstaking,

inspired author I

started out a neat,
perfect script. I bore one small

clip. The mail clerk weighed me,

and my author placed the required

amount in stamps upon my cover.

When they stamped me in the ma-
chine, I felt the clip press heavily

thru my folds, and I knew the imprint
was but one of many I would bear if

I were destined to return home, for

had I not heard the other scripts com-
plain ? I was not sure till then, for

I had yet to make my first trip.

After much handling, I reached a

desk in a stuffy office. I was not

alone, I felt sure, tho I could not see

thru the thick envelopes that blinded

me
;
but I heard a gruff voice exclaim,

“Heavens! what a pile of stuff to

read, and I bet there isn’t a decent

one in the pile—just ‘truck.’ ” I

smiled to myself, in anticipation of his

surprise when he reached me, for I

was sure I could not be “truck,” for

several knowing ones, and one great

author, had criticized me favorably,

and the minister said I was a fine
‘

‘ up-
lift” story and would surely do good.

I was finally torn from my cover

—

another clip and a slip added to my
weight. Above me were the beetling

brows of a big man, who exclaimed,

“Shortage of stamps again!”—which
I knew might be true if I were to be

returned to my
author. Then I was
mauled—laid aside
for another to read.

The next person
jerked over a page,

prodded a quid of to-

bacco to the other side of his mouth

;

and then my soul died within me, as

he placed those wet, soiled fingers on
my clean, white sides and turned
another page, exclaiming, “Well,
fairly decent, but just what does he
think ” etc. I closed my ears at

what followed, and prayed to be

placed in my return cover and sent

home. Not that; there was worse to

come ! I knew such a brute could not

see my delicate beauty, but I was
again laid one side for some other to

read. I was almost dizzy with what
came after, for there was such a

diversity of opinions and expres-

sions.

I heard this: “Nix—the
mother isn’t the one we want

for lead—rats on the old dames
;
give

us youth, be it fat, or skin and bone.

Never mind that part—the director

will make her act!” Then followed
an argument, which
ended with, “Write him,

if he revises this for
Pearle Penny and cuts

the mother to the cook
or maid, we ’ll give

him ” and the price

was so small I fainted. Back home I

went, and the changes were made.
While I was away, there was a change
in the studio, and I arrived to hear.
‘0 ” Again I closed my ears.

“He has weakened his story by mak-
ing the kid a lead—she cant possibly

know the life that mother would have
known. Whose idea was this?” It

was his own, but he had forgotten it.

Back I went again
;
now my author

swore, “ It ’s the last time I ’ll change
a story. I’ll send the original where
I think brains are aboard.” My as-

sociate scripts laughed at my tale, and
said I had only begun the agony

;
but

I felt I was too good to be lost, so out

I went again, and this time a woman’s,

voice said, “Just the thing for Mother
Gray. She will do it beautifully, and
it gives a good chance to our ingenue,

who has sweet manners that go with

the audiences. It’s

worth ” and then

I knew the price was
right, for there was an
immediate argument,
which the lady won.

Most of the directors

read and rejected me,

for one reason and another, and
finally a young man with flowing tie

and wavy hair picked me up. He
looked far from strong, but he had

the sweetest self of any one who had

held me so far. Tenderly he turned

my pages
;
thoughtfully he studied me.

He started to rehearse, and my heart

sang with joy, for here, at

last, was a man with a soul.

Mother Gray " was bright

and sprightly, and far
from the old woman I ex-

pected to see, after all I

had heard. I could see my-
self finished—the tender passages ap-

pealing as if spoken, the audiences sit-

ting breathlessly awaiting the outcome

(Seventy-two)
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of Mother’s efforts to restore peace

and prosperity to a disspirited family

—and then my director fell ill, and I

was given over to another. Will I ever

forget that day ? First my title was
changed, then everything else was
changed. But I was finally finished

!

Mother baked cakes for soldiers. My
author saw me, but he

didn’t know I was his.

How could he, when all

there was left of me
was a small piece down
in one corner ending as

a war-drama ? He still

thinks they have not

yet released his play.
‘ ‘ Where ignorance is

bliss,
’

’ etc. Perhaps
he will read this; perhaps he’ll weep;
perhaps not ! Anyway, I ’m done for.

I’m a composite, a foundling, a

Coney Island tintype

!

FAVORITE CHARACTERS-

—

MABEL TRUNNELLE AS “OLIVE”

(Seventy-three)

Diamonds^ Ulatehes
on Credit
Pay a Little Each Month

Special Selection of Diamond-set Jewelry, at a great saving
in price. Gorgeously beautiful Diamonds, perfect in cut and full

r of fiery brilliancy, set in solid gold or platinum mountings. CREDIT
„ TERMS: One-fifth Down, balance divided into eight equal amounts, payable
monthly. We pay all delivery charges. If not entirely satisfactory in every way,

return at our expense and your money will be promptly refunded. Or, if you prefer,
i will send C. O. D. for your examination. You will be under no obligations to buy.

SEND FOR FREE 116-PAGE JEWELRY CATALOG
Over 2000 illustrations of the new styles in jewelry— I creases in value and lasts forever. Our Guarantee

rings, studs, scarf pins, ear screws, brooches, bracelets,
|
Certificate, given with every diamond we sell, is the

‘ :he:
r

watch bracelets, watches,
chains, silverware, etc. A DIA-
MOND is the best investment

you can make. It constantly in-

LOFTIS BROS. & CO., National Credit Jewelers
Dept. K616. 100 to 108 N. State St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
(Establisnea 1858) Stores also in: Pittsburgh; St. Louis; Omaha.

strongest and broadest
ever issued by a responsible
house. Send for Catalog today.
It tells about our easy credit plan

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Complete training in general, medical,
obstetrical, gynecological and surgical
nursing. Instruction by physicians and
graduate nurses. 20 years’ experience.
Affiliated with The Central Hospital of
Philadelphia. Send for free books to
Miss Frazier, Superintendent Phila-
delphia School for Nurses, 2242

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pa .

Just Out and Ready for Delivery

“FILMLAND FAVORITES”
Contain the photographs (very latest poses) and biog-
raphies of all the big stars, including Pickford, Black-
well, Kerrigan, Bushman, Chaplin, Joyce, Sweet, the
Gish girls and scores of others. ” 1 '

players only. Each photo : :

personally autographed by the player. It’s a great col-

lection of the world's most famous photoplayers. The
front and back covers of “FILMLAND FAVORITES”
are made up of nearly 100 players and is a beautiful and
artistic creation in itself. Price, for a short time only,
“5C

‘ FILMLAND FAVORITES COMPANY
Security Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

YOUR PHOTOPLAYS PUT IN SALABLE FORM 75c.
We will revise, correct all mistakes and type your
photoplays on best paper, also guarantee in every way
to help you sell your plays to the best advantage, all

for the above price. We will, if desired, place them
through our sales department for a reasonable fee.

We have handled thousands of photoplays and assure
satisfaction in every instance. Your photoplay cor-
rectly prepared is 95 per cent. sold. Send 10c. for
copy of “The Silent Salesman,” one of the latest books
on the writing and selling of photoplays. Send stamp
for full particulars, free coupons and pointers. The Den-
nison Photoplay Revision & Sales Co., Detroit, Mich.

7 AUTOGRAPHED

PILLOW TOPS
OF MOVIE STARS

Made in Old Gold Satine 18x18 inches

Your choice of the following players

Maurice Costello

Howard Kstabrook
Alec Francis
Mary Fuller
Ethel Grandln
Arthur .)• hnson
Alice Joyce
Jack Kerrigan
Florence LaBadie
Mabel Normand ,

Mailed Postpaid SOc each (coin *

The Emanare Co., Dept. M.B., Flatiron Bldg., N.Y. City
Special Combination OHer--One Autographed Pillow Top. One Photo in

'

‘Platinoid’ ' Silverframe 6x8, and a Beautiful Hand Colored Picture
all for $1.00 cash

G. M. Anderson
Belle Adair
Helen Badgley
King Baggot
Theda Bara
Beverly Bayne
Carlisle Blackwell
John Bunny
Francis X. Bushman
Marguerite Clark

Norma Phillips

Mary Pickford
Marguerite Snow
Anita Stewart
Blanche Sweet
Emmy Wehlen
Pearl White
Crane Wilbur
Earle Williams
Clara Kimball Young

I will send my 25c Book For

Strong Arms men,

WOMEN
and

CHILDREN

for 10c in stamps or coin

Illustrated with twenty full-page half-

tone cuts showing exercises that will

quickly develop, beautify and gain

great strength in your shoulders, arms
and hands, without any apparatus.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
120 Barker Building. 110 West 42nd Street, New York

Public Speaking
^TaughtatHome
Write now for special offer. We

train you, in spare time by mail. Be a
powerful, convincing speaker. Overcome
‘‘stage fright”— enlarge your vocabulary— train your memory — gain self-confidence —

become more popular. Learn to use your voice
effectively — to enunciate your words— how and

when to use gestures—what style of speech to use
different occasions, etc.

1 Offer —Write Now Sg^P2r
c
{rJ

limited number of new students. So write for particulars
now whxls this offer lasts. No obligation or expense to you.
Pilhlir ^npnkinpf Vlant American Correspondence School of Law,rumic opeaumg Uepl, 3362 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago. III.

Imported
Drawinglnstruments

Free!!
Y/HS, I will give you this exquisite set
* of imported drawing instruments abso-

lutely free and I will give you a 20x25 inch drawing
board, a 24-inch T square, a 12-inch rule, a supply of
drawing paper, 2 triangles and a French curve, pencils,
erasers, thumb tacks, etc. The instruments come in a
superb plush lined leather ease—they are genuine work-
ing instruments and I don’t think you could duplicate
this outfit for less than $15. But I give it away abso-
lutelyfree to the men who get my personal instruction.

Be a Draftsman!
Draw $125 to $175 Per Month

There is an urgent demand for skilled drafts-
men. Companies are issuing calls every day for men
to fill positions paying from $125.00 to $175.00 per month.
I will give you just the training you need to hold one
of these big jobs—right in your own home. Write now.

Chief Draftsman
Will Instruct You Personally
I am Chief Draftsman of a large and well known
firm. I have been doing the highest paying expert

drafting work for a quarter
of a century and I know
just the kind of training
that i9 demanded from
men who get the big sal-
aries. During my spare
time I will train a few
ambitious men to hold big
jobs, while they remain
in their own homes. You
will get actual work to
do— practical instruction

until you consider your-
self competent re-
gardless of how A
long it takes. Write jP

today— now— act
7 at once.

Pay As
YonWish
I want ambi-
tious men.
Don't worry
about the
small charge
I makeformy
instruction.
Write today.

/ Chief
DraftsmanDobe

Send the Coupon
for Biff New Book D,v* 3362. Chicago, IU.
for Big New Book „. 4 . . ...

0 . ., .
° Without any obligations on me

bend this coupon or a let- whatsoever, please mail your book
ter or a post card and j? ‘‘Successful Draftsmanship” and
£?£m ^-

new J full particulars of your liberal *’Per-
obhgations. Act now. sonal Instruction” offer to a few stu-

if dents. It is understood that I am obli-
Chief Draftsman gated in no way whatever.

Dobe ,
Engineer’s
Equipment
Co.. Inc. + Nam*s —

I)iv 3362
Chicago,

HI. AY
Address ..... — —

.
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THE HEART OF A MERMAID
( Continued from page 32)

BAILEY ENDEAVORED TO FIT A LARGE, CHINESE SLIPPER UPON HER SMALL,
BARE FOOT

asking too much of you to lend that

horribly bred, little creature one of

your gowns. And as for expecting us

to believe that impossible tale—but

you must remember, Dora, that you
are almost thirty, and at that age an
unmarried girl has to overlook almost
anything in a man. Just wait till you
are safely Mrs. Dryden, and we will

make short work of his sirens and
mermaids and what-d’you-call-’ems

!”

“Yes, mama,” said Dora, powdering
her nose viciously and struggling to

force her six-and-a-half foot into a

4-A slipper. “If—ouch—if only that

girl knew what shockingly bad form
it is to tell the truth ! But I am will-

ing to believe anything Bailey tells me
—until we are married, and then I

shall believe nothing—absolutely noth-

ing at all
!”

Dora was a simple, unspoiled in-

genue of quite the modern school.

In the dining-room the members of

the party waited Algae’s appearance
with varying shades of emotion.

Righteous disapproval sat astride the

aquiline bridge of Mrs. Wentworth’s
nose behind her gold pince-nez. Her
daughter displayed a blank counte-

nance above a remarkable expanse of

powdery shoulder and back, while her

devoted fiance watched the doorway,
apprehensively, and spoke with pa-

thetic vagueness of the opera and
Ibsen.

“Rum go!” whispered Tommie Ta-
ber to his vis-a-vis. “Old lady longing

to pitch into Bailey, but counting ten

before she speaks—ten million cool

—and—whew ! Look at that
!”

In the doorway, facing them all,

stood Algae, in a trailing pink satin

gown, lifted above her small, bare feet

with one hand, while with the other

she clutched a red-and-white-striped

blanket tightly around her neck.

“The top was gone out of my dress,”

she explained, “just like it is out of

hers”—a nod indicated Dora. “You
said this morning,” she added cheer-

fully, “that nice young ladies wore
clothes, so I put the blanket round
me.”

“Algae !” Bailey’s voice was stern.

He would not meet his future mother-
in-law’s awful glare, nor his graceless

companions’ grins
—

“Algae, I thought
I told you to put on your stockings

and slippers before you came down.”
“Why is it worse not to wear things

on one end than the other?” asked

the little mermaid, bewilderedly. “Are
feet more improper than necks and

arms? Oh' —the small, coral-red lips

quivered—“oh, I shall never learn to
be a human, I’m afraid!”

Suddenly she was around the table,

with a patter of soft soles, clinging to

Bailey’s neck.

“Are you—tired of me already?”
she gasped, and her sea-colored eyes
grew wide with pain and terror

—

“then I must go back to my sea!”
The room was filled with a moaning

of waters and the sharp, salt tang of
the full of the tide. Before any one
could stir or stop her. Algae was gone,
and a wild wind rushed, wailing, down
the companionway, quenching the can-
dles in their silver sconces. Bailey ran
to the porthole and looked out into the
scudding moonlight, a cry rising to his

lips. One moment he thought he saw a
slim, white arm rise from the spray
and wave farewell to him ; then a dark
cloud had blown across the moon.

“Algae ! Sweetheart !” he cried out—“Algae, come back to me ”

"Steady, old man, steady!” Tommie
Taber’s cynical voice boomed in his

ear
;
“I told you to go slow on the

cocktails, son
!”

Bailey Dryden sat up, blinking, and
stared about the smoking-room. Thru
the blue haze of cigaret smoke six

faces grinned at him.

“Who’s Algae, my boy?” begged the

son of the beer millions, encourag-
ingly. “Gad ! we never thought it of

you, Bailey, you sly son-of-a-gun.”

“You find out a lot when a fellah’s

asleep,” drawled the weary one of the

fleur-de-lys
;
“but you’d better get over

the habit before you're married, old

man—take it from me.”
Bailey Dryden grinned sheepishly,

looking away out of the open port-

hole opposite to the near-by line of

shore, white with the moon. A black

rock rose against the sky, and, as he

gazed, a figure rounded it, but not the

sweet, white shape of his dream. Only
a fisherwoman, basket on arm, strode

along the sands with her dog at her

heels. Bailey sighed and turned his

eyes with an effort to the sheet of

paper, lying half-covered with hand-
writing, on the desk before him. It

was his unfinished letter to his fiancee.

With a heavier sigh, he bent, manfully,

over his lover’s Task.

“We are passing Mermaid Rock,”
he wrote dutifully. “It is a pictur-

esque spot. It would make a fine mag-
azine cover or postcard, so I will send

you a snapshot of it. I hope you
are well and not tiring yourself out

with dress-fitting.” And then, be-

cause a real sweetheart is, after all,

better than the loveliest dream-mer-
maid—“I shall be glad when this

cruise is over and I get back once more
to you.”

(Seventy-four)
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CROCHET BOOK
®S£A FREE

Crocheting.Tattin* and Embroidery.
day. COLLINGBQURNE MILLS

Contains 147 illustrated lessons with
V new designs by Virginia Snow. To intro-

duce new JAPSILK Cordoney best hard
™ t wisted, mercerized Crochet Cotton, we will

a mail free and postpaid Collingbourne's
’ Encyclopedia of Art Needlework to

any lady sending only 10c, In silver or
stamps, for a sample ball.

comes in White and Ecru-—sizes. I, 3, 6, 10, 16, 20, 30, 40.

60, 60, 70, 80. 100: also in all leading colors— -sizes, 6. 30
and 60. Crochet Book contains many original ideas in

Also list of 26 Free Premiums. Send to-

ELGIN. ILLINOIS

Rose Bead Necklaces
1

> a. Made from Real Flowers

T Each bead retains permanently its natural fragrance.

Have one of these attractive necklnces to wear with
each gown. Old Rose, Violet, Orange Blossom,
Mignonette and Black-Eyed Susies. 20-inch

necklace 50 cents
;
36-inch necklace $1.00. Sample string

showing colors for six cents in stamps.

Endorsed by
Lillian Walker

LICHTENSTEIN BROS.
10-12 West 22d Street. - - - New York
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WANTED!
Your Ideas for Photoplays

and stories may bring you BIG MONEY!
Rowland Thomas, an ’‘unknown writer,” won
a $5,000.00 prize from Collier' s Weekly.

Writing Easily Mastered

Writing is open to all classes. Editors give

preference 10 a writer’s IDEAS— not his

name. Hundreds of inexperienced people

are making money. YOU can, too

!

Ideas Taken in Any Form

We will accept your ideas in any form—
either as finished scripts or as outlines of the

E
lot. Send us mere ideas, plots, synopses or

nished stories.

We Criticise Your Ideas Free

We also improve them, if necessary, then
submit to the Leading Film and

, iVUv., Editors. Your work is sold on com-
mission. No charge is made for selling, except

a small commission when a sale is made.

Get Busy ! Send Your Manuscripts at Once

Write us to-day for full details

STORY REVISION COMPANY
54 MAIN AUBURN, N. Y.

I/MWWWMWWW.
MUSIC LESSONS FREE

!3ou cin acoloL TtUw-cc HM.t *tSu quuft-Cy

At Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tella
how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 69 Lakeside Bldg-Chicago

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
CAN BE

HARMLESSLY
REMOVED

Toucan instantly and harmlessly
rid your face, neck and arms of
that aggravating superfluous hair.

“Dr. Beilin’s Wonderstoen does it.” Tablet form, not a
liquid, clean, sanitary, odorless, economical, absolutely
free from poison. Recommended by leading physicians.
Money back if not satisfied. Price One Dollar.
At LORD & TAYLOR’S, McCRKHRY’S. R. H. MACY’S.

RIKEK-HEGEMAN'S, or LIGGETT’S DRUG COUNTERS.
Price $1.00 or direct from m nufacturer.
Write for our illustrated booklet.

DR. BELLIN’S WONDERSTOEN CO.
Dept. C. 55 Delancey Street New York

You Can Have Beautiful

EYELASHES and BROWS
(JUST LIKE MINE)

EYEBROW-INE, a hair food, stimulates the quick
growth to perfect, heavy, long, Luxuriant LASHES and
BROWS, adding 100 per cent, to your beauty, charm
and attractiveness. EYEBROW-INE is absolutely harm-
less—sure in results—one box does the trick. EYE-
BROW-INE mailed in plain cover on receipt of price, 25c,

or 60c.

REES MFG. CO., 950 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia. Pa.

want MORE MONEY?
Learn the art of Sign & Showcard Writing. Branch

of Advertising. Men and women make big money. Personal in-
struction and original methods (copyright) make you expert.

$6.00 Per Day or More
is the union scale in Chicago and other towns. You
can make even more on job work. Have a big business of
your own. We show you how by mail and help you pay for
your course. Particulars and booklet free. Explains every-
thing. Write today. The School with a METHOD.

ILLINOIS SCHOOL OF LETTERING & DESIGN
Popby, 187 N. Clark Street Chicago, IIHnolf*

Orations, Addresses, Special Papers,
Essays, Debates, etc., prepared

for
individual requirements. Literary assistance. Social,
formal articles. Original and accurate, with the
true ring. Five minute paper (500 words) $1.
Longer writings in proportion. EPHRAIM BUCH-
WALD, Dept. S., 113 East 129th St., New York.

Make Your Own Electric Light
Anyone with engine can operate Special Arc
Generator and save on their lighting bills.

Price $85. Sold on easy monthly payments.

HOBART BROS., Box M, Troy, Ohio

PI Genuine Photo-Gelatin Prints
LARGE 5x7 PHOTOS OF MOVIE STARS

Send a dime for the t ' o big favorites
or 25c (coin) for six and list of players.
The Most Beautiful 11x1 1 Hand Colored
Pictures of the Stars, only 25c each (coin )

.

THE EMANARE CO.
Dept. M.B . ,

Flatiron Bldg., New York, N. Y.

SEE OUR PILLOW TOP ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS ISSUE

Taxidermy
Book

FREE.

Write Today!

Stuff Beautiful
Rirdc Learn by mail to

stuff and mount
kinds of birds, animals, fish and

Dame heads, make bugs, tan skin9.
Mount your own specimens and
make money preserving for others.
Men. women and boys learn easily
ad quickly. Success guaranteed or

o tuition. Write today for our won*
derfui FREE book #,How to Learn to
ant Birds and Animals. N.W.School of

Taxidermy, 3362 Elwcod Bldg., Omaha. Neb

ARTISTIC FOLDER PORTRAITS
OF YOUR FAVORITES

Really fine portraits of the players are much sought for

and hard to find. For several years the Motion Picture

Magazine has met this demand by offering colored, roto-

gravure and various other kinds of portraits as premiums to

its subscribers.

This year after considerable search we decided that the novel plan of mounting

artistic portraits on folders in the same manner that high-grade photographs are

mounted would meet with the greatest favor among our readers. The result is a

really elegant artistic set of twenty portraits of a selected list of the more popular

players. They are just the thing for den, room, or wall decoration—just the kind

of portraits that will be a delight to the Motion Picture Fan.

A Set of These Portraits Free
With each 12 months’ subscription to either the “Motion Picture Maga-

zine” or “Motion Picture Classic” we will send you FREE a set of ten of

these portraits. They are valued at 15 cents each or $1.50 per set. The
following are subscription prices:

Motion Picture Magazine for one year and 10 portraits... $1.50
Motion Picture Classic for one year and 10 portraits 1.75

Both Magazines and 20 portraits 3.00

Six months’ subscription and
J
portraits at one-half the price as named above,

Add 30c. postage for Canada and $1.00 for foreign, for each subscription.

Choose Your Favorites from This List
This list includes all of the portraits in the set and the only ones we

can supply.

Mary Pickford
Beverly Bayne
Earle Williams
Lillian Walker
Carlyle Blackwell

Norma Talmadge
Theda Bara
Ben. F. Wilson
Alice Joyce
Edith Storey

Anita Stewart Lillian Lorraine
Charles Chaplin Crane Wilbur
J. Warren Kerrigan Pearl White
Clara K. Young Olga Petrova
Mary Fuller F. X. Bushman

Just fill out the coupon below, write a list of the portraits you wish on a separate sheet and
mail with proper remittance. Better avail yourself of this exceptional offer before you forget it.

Why not fill out coupon AT ONCE ?

MOTION PICTURE PUBLISHING CO., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

SPECIAL POR.TR.AIT COUPON
M. P. PUBLISHING CO.,

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y,
Gentlemen—Enclosed please find $ for

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE t , . , • , . , ,

PICTURE CLASSIC \

anc^ P°r*ra,k mentioned on the attached slip.

Name. .

.

months’ subscription to the
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Look!
€§ 10 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels

—

€J Adjusted to the second

—

Adjusted to temperature

—

Adjusted to isochronism

—

€| 25-year gold strata case

—

ffl Genuine Montgomery Railroad

Dial—

Cfl New Ideas in Thin Cases.

Only

AMonth
And all of this for $2.50—only $2.50
per month—a great reduction in watch prices

—direct to you—positively the exact prices

the wholesale dealer would have to pay.
We do not care to quote these prices here, but
write—write before you buy. Think of the

high grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at

such a remarkable price. Indeed, the days of
exhorbitant watch prices have passed. WriteHow.

Spp It First You don,t pfly a
cent to anybody

you see the watch. We don’t let you buy a
Burlington Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, hand-
somely shaped — aristocratic in every line. Then look at the works. There you see the pinnacle of

watch making. You understand how this wonder timepiece is adjusted to the very second.

Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. This includes
every torpedo boat — every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaughts.

\
P lease send me (without obligations and *
prepaid) your free book on watches with
lull explanation of your cash or $2.50 a
month offer on the Burlington Watch.

Burlington Watch Co.
19th Street and Marshall Blvd.

Dept. 3362 Chicago, III.

Name..

Addre:

SendYourNameonThis
.. Free Coupon Get the Burlington

Watch Book by send-
ing this coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch
buying when you read it. You will be able to “steer clear”

of the double-priced watches which are no better. Send

\the coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

Burlington Watch Company
19th St. and Marshall Blvd. Dept. 3362 Chicago, III.
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"The haunting vision

of the giant hand on

her white shoulder
!”

The
SlramfeCase or

MARY PACE
By FREDERICK LEWIS

author of

“What Happened to Mary’'

1 "

M ARY PAGE is on trial for murder. Dave Pollock, a millionaire man-about-town, is dead.

The State says Mary Page killed him. Philip Langdon, Mary’s lover and attorney, declares

she is blameless. Pollock pursued her. Did Mary end his persecution by slaying him?

About the revolver with the one accusatory empty chamber found lying between Pollock’s dead body

and her senseless form, Mary can tell nothing. Innocent? Guilty? It’s a question that you will be

racking your brains to answer, once you have read The Strange Case of Mary Page.

Mary Page will step out of The Ladies’ World to appear in a won-
derful fifteen-week motion-picture serial.

No photoplay management has ever put into a motion-picture serial

the big money and the perfection of acting, setting and photography
that has been put into The Strange Case of Mary Page by

TiS/S/Ct/Wtt/U
GEORGE K. SPOOR, President

Watch Henry B. Walthall, the famous hero of "The Birth of a
Nation”, exceed himself in the part of Langdon.

Watch Edna Mayo, the appealing heroine of"The Blindness ofVirtue”,
rise to new heights ofemotion and power in her portrayal ofMary Page.

More than one-quarter of a million dollars will be spent on The
Strange Case of Mary Page before you see it on the screen. No
such sum has ever been spent before on a serial story. No magazine
has ever offered its readers such a stupendous feature. Full details

in February Ladies’ World of this great

$250,000
Magazine - Photoplay Serial

The author is without doubt the highest salaried serial writer in the
world. You remember his first and greatest of all motion serials,

"What Happened to Mary”. He has outdone himself in The Strange
Case of Mary Page. Remember, February Ladies’ World.

IO Cents at All News- THE LADIES’ WORLD The McClure Publications

BEAUTIFUL POSTCARDS FREE— Write your name and address on margin, and the name of the theatre in tvhich you desire to see Mary Page. Then tear off and mail to The
Ladies' World, and we will send you 6 beautiful photographic postcards of the stars, Mr. Henry B. Walthall and Miss Edna Mayo, appearing in The Strange Case of Mary Page.

THE WILLIAM G. HEWITT PRESS, 61-67 NAVY ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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3/4c a Day
PICK out one of the glorious radiant Lachnite Gems—set in solid gold

and get it on ten days free trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the street
—to work—every where—for 10 full days—then decide whether you wish to buy or not. If you
are not fascinated by its radiance—if you consider its splendor one trifle less than that of a

mined diamond—send it back at our expense. You don’t pay us a penny for the trial. If you decide
to keep it, pay the rock-bottom price (l-30th as much as a diamond costs) as you can afford. Terms
ar low as Zl&c. a day * 50c a month) , without interest. No red tape. Your credit is good with the
great House of Lachman. Send coupon for new jewelry book.

Marvelous New Discovery

Set in Solid Gold

\Harold \
Lachman \
Company \
12 N. Michigan Ave.,

Dept. 3362 Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:— Please send me
absolutely free and prepaid
your new jewelry book and full

particulars of your free trial, easy
payment plan. I assume no obliga-
tions of any kind.

A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at last produced a gem of dazzling
brilliance. They are called Lachnites, and resemble mined diamonds so closely that many people of
wealth are preferring them. Lachnites stand fire and acid tests and cut glass. Get one on trial
today. Wear it before you decide to buy.

Lachnites are not imitations. These
precious gems are the master products of
science—the realization of the dreams of cen-
turies. They are never set in anything but

solid gold. Write for the new catalog and see the exquisite new settings for yourself. All kinds of
rings, bracelets, LaVallieres, necklaces, scarf pins and other jewelry.

Send the Coupon
for New JewelryBook

^ Put your name and address in the coupon or on a letter or a post-card
% and send it to us at once for the big, new book of exquisite Lachnites Gems.
% Read the fascinating story of how at last Science has conquered Nature and
% has produced a glorious, radiant gem, whose dazzling brilliance is actually a marvel to

behold. They cost but 1-30 as much as diamonds and wear forever. Put your name and
address in the coupon now—get the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

Harold Lachman Co., 12 n. m&ewi Ave. Chicago

Name .

Address..





Power of Will
Why is this man master? He is unarmed. The
lion has the physical strength to tear him to

shreds—his mouth is watering, yet he dares not. He
is cowed—cowed by the man’s POWER OF WILL

PartlaJ Contents.

The Law of Great
Thinking.

The Four Factors on
which it depends.

How to develop analyt-

ical power.
How to think “all-

around" any subject.

How to throw the mind
into deliberate, con-
trolled. productive
thinking.

Detailed directions for

Perfect Mind Concen-
tration.

How to acquire the
power of Consecutive
Thinking, Reasoning,
Analysis.

How to acquire the skill

of Creative Writing.
How to guard against

errors In Thought.
How to drive from the

mind all unwelcome
thoughts.

How to follow any line

of thought with keen,
concentrated Power.

How to develop Reas-
oning Power.

How to Handle the
Mind in Creative
Thinking.

The secret of Building
Mind Power.

How the will is made
to act.

How to test your WILL
How a Strong Will is

Master of Body.
What creates Human
Power

The Six Principles of
Will Training.

Definite Methods for
developing Will.

The NINETY-NINE
METHODS for using
Will-Power in the
Conduct of Life.

Seven principles of. drill

in Mental, Physical,
Personal Power.

FIFTY-ONE MAXIMS
for applied power of
Perception. Memory,
Imagination, Self-
Analysis, Control.

How to develop a
strong, keen gaze.

How to concentrate the
eye upon what is be-
fore you—object, per-
son, printed page,
work.

How to become aware
of Nerve Action.

How to keep the body
well -poised.

How to open the Mind
and Body for recep-
tion of incoming
power.

How to exercise the
nerves.

How to throw off Worry.
How to overcome the

tyranny of the Ner-
vous system.

How to secure steady
nerves.

How to train the Hand.
How to maintain the
Central Factors of
Body Health.

Difficulties in Master-
ing Harmful Habits.

Th* Law of Will-Power
in Habits.

The Mental Law of
Habit Cure.

Fifteen Methods of
mastering Anger and
Irritability.

The Psycho - Physical
cause of the Drink
Habit, etc., etc., etc.

Anyone Can Have an Indomitable Will

I
T HAS long been known that the will can
be trained into wonderful power— like

memory, or like any one of the senses

—

by in-

telligent exercise and use. The trouble with
almost every one is that they do not use their

wills. They carry out other people’s wills, or

drift along with circumstance.
If you held your arm in a sling for two years,

the muscles would become powerless to lift a

feather. That is exactly what happens, in most

people, to the faculty we call “will-power.”

Because we never use the Will, we finally be-

come unable to use it.

We degenerate into beings little more than

slaves—unhappy, discontented, envious, hoping

blindly that “some day”—without any effort

—

we will attain what we most want in life.

“Power of

Will”
by Frank Channing
Haddock, Ph.D., a

scientist whose name
ranks with such leaders

of thought as James,
Bergson, and Royce—is

the first thorough course

in Will-Training ever

conceived. It

is based on a

most profound
analysis of the

will in human
beings. ' Yet
every step in

the 28 fasci-

nating lessons is written so simply

that anyone can understand them
and apply the principles, methods
and rules set down with noticeable

results almost from the very start.

Some of the 60,000 “ Power

of Will" Owners
A list of owners of "Power of Will” reads almost
like a list of "Who’s Who,” and they speak of

it as a Bible. They include hundreds of success-
ful business men.statesmen.governmentofficials,
writers, physicians, thoughtful men and women
in every field of work—in every town and city

in the country, and as the news spreads the
number grows daily by leaps and bounds.

dominating personalities suffused with the joy

of living— it has enabled people who had
sunk deep into the grooves of a rut to pull

themselves out and become masters, instead

of the blind tool of circumstance-—it has re-

awakened ambition in men and women who
had been turned from their life purpose and
given them the courage and confidence to

build anew—it has converted failures in busi-

ness into spectacular successes—it has enabled
successful men to undertake even bigger proj-

ects by showing them how to use the power
they already possess with even more telling

force.

Young and old alike, men and women in all

walks of life, testify to the almost magical
changes in their lives once they undertake Dr.
Haddock’s simple formula for strengthening

the will — once they
know how to use this

god-given faculty recog-

nized the world over as

the greatest weapon of

achievement.

Master-men likeJudge Ben B. Lindsey; Supreme
Court Justice Parker; WuTing Fang, ex-Chinese
Ambassador ; Asst. Postmaster-General Britt

;

General Manager Christeson of Wells-Fargo Ex-
press Co.; E. St. Elmo Lewis, now Vice-President
Art Metal Construction Co. , and Ernest KnaebeL,
Asst. Atty.-Gen'l of the U. S., are owners. These
are but a few. Literally thousands of other
men of action and ambition like them read, use
and praise " Power of Will."

Is YOUR wai
Dormant?

A Veritable Godsend

400 gp.

Half Leather

Gold-Top

Leaves

The users of “Power of Will”
speak of it as a Bible. It has
pulled men out of the gutter
and put them on the road to

self-respect and success — it

has enabled men to overcome
drink and other vices, almost over-night
—it has helped overcome sickness and
nervousness — making thousands of
sick people well— it has transformed un-
happy, envious, discontented people into

Look back upon your
life. Once upon a time,

no doubt, you weaved
great dreams of what
you were going to make
of yourself. Are they ac-

complished nowl Why are
they not accomplished? Is it

not because you lacked a
strong, powerful, dominat-
ing, inflexible WILL? You
allowed others to control and
influence you to their ends,
instead of controlling others
yourself. You let incignifi-

cant daily incidents everlastingly turn you from your
purpose. Gradually—like so many of us—you allowed
this God-given faculty of will to become scotched and
DORMANT in you. Dr. Haddock has a message for

you

—

a real message of emancipation from the blasting

human curse of indecision and blind habit—a message
which every man from 20 to 6o years old should gel.

Send No Money
Power of Will contains 400 pages, half-leather,

gbld-top leaves, and includes more material than
many correspondence courses selling at $25, yet the

price is only $3.00. Let us send you the book.

Look it over. Glance through some of the chapters.

Judge for yourself whether you can afford not to

own it. Send no money now. Simply send a
postal or write a letter enclosing your business card
or giving a reference. You can keep it five days. If

at the end of five days you do not want it, mail it

back. DO IT NOW, before you turn the page and
forget. This announcement may not appear in this

magazine again.

PELTON PUBLISHING CO.
43-F Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

'What Users Say
“I hand you $3 in pay-

ment; from what I nave
already seen I believe I
can get $300 to $30,000
worth of good out of it.’*

-C.D.Van Vechten.Gen.
Agt. No. West Life Ins.
Co., Cedar Rapids. Ia.“ ‘Will Power’ is a
compilation of mighty
force. My first week’s
benefit in dollars is $900— cost $300; profit
$897 00.’’—J. W. Heia-
tand,916 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, 111 .

“In my judgment
‘Power of Will’ is won-
derful.’’—Owen J. Me-
Caughey, Sec’y of Corp.
Sec. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
“Enclosed find check:

send is copies to our
New York office."—W.
M. Taylor, Efficiency
Expert. The Overland
Auto Co.. Toledo.
•"Send us 18 copies for

our various offices."

—

Ward Baking Cor.,N.Y.
"The character of

‘Power of Will’ is such
that he who reads and
puts forth effort will
soon find himself out of
the common herd."—F.
A. Good. President of
Nebraska Lumber Deal-
ers’ Assn.. Cowles. Neb.
"I have carefully gone

over ’Power of Will’ and
find it admirable.” —
Chas. Olin, Editorial
Rooms, Boston Evening
Transcript, Boston,
Mass.
"Here’s $3 for you.

‘Power of Will' received.
It is the book I’ve wished
for, for years."—J. L.
Seawell. Clerk of Su-
preme Court, State of
NorthCarolina, Raleigh.
"I am unable to do

this book justice with
the pen. It is a lifelong
study, known and prized
by those who are fortu-
nate enough to select it

out of the many.”

—

Sam’l Rose, Jefferson
Loan Society, Inc., Nor-
folk, Va.
“Your book ’Power of

Will’ has been carefully
examined by me and I

have no hesitation in
saying that it greatly
surpasses my highest
expectations .’’ — J. N.
Toole, Post Office In-
spector, United States
Government.Selma.Ala.
“After carefully look-

ing it over, I am fully
convinced that it is

everything which has
been claimed for it—and
a great deal more. It
is a wonderful book on a
wonderful subject.”—
Gus A. Olson. Cashier
Shermerville State
Bank, Shermerville, 111 .

“I specialized on psy-
chology—and I consider
‘Power of Will* the great-
est book on the subject
ever written. I will make
it an important factor in
my scheme of life."—J.
H Leventhal. Butler
Hebrew Inst., Butler,
Pa.

We have hundreds of
such testimonials on file.
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EVOLUTION
By CHARLES ELKIN, Jr.

Cut first in stone, man traced the lines of man,
And crudely imaged there his life and deeds

;

Far, in the caves and mists, his art began,

And ever grew, to serve his larger needs.

The bark, the pelt and parchment knew his skill,

And colors helped his efforts to present

Things as they were, and man himself, until

He sensed the failure of his full intent.

Then Science taught him secrets of the lens;

Her mysteries of light he made his own,
Until, without his chisels, paints and pens,

He fashioned pictures from a box alone.

Yet not content, he worked his cherished plan,

Till years of labor won the long-sought goal

;

There, on the screen, he cast a living man,
With all a man’s emotions and his soul.

TO THE PHOTOPLAY
By BERTA M. COOMBS

Out of the hustle and bustle and turmoil,

Out of the hurry and worry and toil,

Out of the striving to do what we ought,

Out of the peace of mind, too dearly bought,

Out of the trying to make one nickel two,

Out of the tugging to make the one nickel do

—

This is the way
To the Movie Play.

Out of the flurry and fuming and fret,

Out of the troubles we want to forget,

Out of our follies and sometimes our sin,

Out from our friends and sometimes from our kin,

Out of our failures and out of our sighing,

Out of our heartaches and out of our crying

—

This is the way
To the Movie Play.

/Hu
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hair with a gesture that was purely

feminine.

“I suppose,” said Pearl Jeffries,

mournfully, “that I look like a perfect

fright, and I dare say not a decent

hotel in miles!”

At her voice, the two other figures

rolled to a sitting posture and sur-

veyed the young lady with the humble-
ness of the civilized male who realizes

that he needs a shave. Then one, the

slighter of the two, gave a hollow

groan as he regarded their landing

place.

“What in the name of common sense

did you bring us here for, John?” he

queried peevishly. “Do I pay you
sixty a month to be shipwrecked and
landed in a beastly hole like this, with-

out a dressing-case or even a clean

collar to my name?”
“I do think, John, you might have

managed better,” added Pearl, long-

sufferingly; “with all Mr. Robert has

done for you and the recommenda-
tions you had, dont you think it’~

rather ungrateful of you to bring us to

this?”

The second man, a tall, great-framed
young fellow, got stiffly to his feet

and bowed.
“Yes, Miss; yes, sir,” he said softly.

Ill III

Photoplay of GRACE CUNARD

“Very sorry, Pm sure, sir. But now
that we are here—if I might venture,

sir, what would you wish me to do
first?”

Robert Law gazed up at his valet

helplessly; jaw slightly sagging as the

intricacies of their situation began to

dawn upon him.

“Get us dry things—Great Scott,

there aren’t any dry thjngs !” he com-
plained. “Pearl, that dress you have
on is ridiculously unsuited to this sort

of thing. Why women cannot learn

to dress properly I dont understand.”

“You ad-m-mired it only last even-

ing,” shivered the girl resentfully.

“Of c-course, if I’d known dad’s

wretched old y-yacht was going to

strike a r-reef, I’d have p-put on a

m-mackintosh and rubbers. Dont talk

so foolishly, Robert, but do something,

cant you?”
“If I might suggest,” said John re-

spectfully, “the sun is getting very
hot and I think, Miss, if you will sit

where you are for an hour or so, you
will feel quite warm and dry. In the

meantime,” he coughed behind his

hand, “Mr. Robert and I will walk
about a bit and see whether we can

find fresh water and something we can

eat.”

Robert Law’s pale cheeks flushed

with anger. He got to his feet and
drew himself up haughtily, facing the

imperturbable valet.

“Really, John,” he began sternly

;

III III

This story was written from the

eyond the slim-fin-

gered palms, the

sky took on hues

of rose and opal,

and the gray of

dawning parted
and rolled back

swiftly like a

curtain. One mo-
ment it was night with a phosphor-
escent sea lisping on the level shore,

the next and day was born. With a

stir the forest awoke
;
flocks of tiny,

jeweled birds fluttered from the

leaves and flew chattering to the

ground
;
white sea-gulls flashed and

dipped above the water, and a beauti-

ful shy creature with a creamy striped

skin came out of the shadows with her

fat cubs and rolled joyously on the

sand.

Then, suddenly, panic ! The gulls

saw it first and sent hoarse screams
of warning back to shore. The mother
creature gathered her cubs and slunk

into the underbrush and the parra-

keets scolded shrilly from the sway-
ing vines. A great spar with three

strange, sodden creatures clinging to

it like scraps of seaweed, sprang high
upon an inrushing breaker and lay,

when the wave rolled back, far up
along the beach. Minutes passed, and
the three figures lay laxly on the

sunny sand, panting back to life.

At last, one sat upright and put

up weak hands to its long, wringing

( Thirteen)
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‘‘do I understand you are giving me
orders? Kindly remember, my man,
who you are and who I am, and let

me have no more of your imperti-

nence.”

A grim look tightened John’s lips,

but his voice was respectful as ever.

“Yes, sir,” he purred, “and if I

dont, sir •”

“I discharge you!” roared Robert,

“without references. Get out ! Do
you hear me—you’re discharged

!”

“Very good, sir.” John’s voice shed
its servility, becoming loud and furi-

ous. He took a step forward and seized

the amazed Robert by his collar, shak-

ing him violently. “And now I’m no
longer in your service, you will kindly

remember that I’m as good as you are,

Robert Law,” he snarled. “Better

than you are—you whining little runt,

you ! We're in the South Sea Islands

now—not on Broadway—and here a

man’s fists and biceps and brains

count for more than his rotten money.
Remember that, and keep a civil

tongue in your head when you speak
to me—do you understand?”

Robert cast a dazed look about him,

seeking a prop for his dignity—but

yesterday and civilization seemed
suddenly very far away. He felt that

his collar was awry and his hair

straggling untidily over his brow and
his suit grotesquely wrinkled and
bunchy. Worst of all, from the tail of

one eye he saw his. fiancee listening

breathlessly to the conversation with

a queer little smile on her lips. And
over him loomed his erstwhile valet,

his hands, Robert noted—unbusied
with military brushes or shirt-studs

—

knotted into two very businesslike

fists. There was no help for it and
he bowed to necessity.

“Yes, John,” he said meekly, “yes

—

er—Mr. Hastings.”

“All right,” said John, shortly.

“Now come along with me and hunt
for a spring.”

As the two tramped away, a silver

sound rippled out on the sunny air

—

mocking, heartless, cruel. To the vic-

tor belonged the spoils of Pearl’s

laughter.

Left alone, the girl braided her hair

and shook out her delicate, ruined

draperies on the sand. Hungry as she

was and fatigued after the last six

terrible hours in the water, the situa-

tion had a piquancy that appealed to

her sense of the dramatic. Her father’s

ingenious plan of sending his daughter
on a suitably chaperoned cruise with

her fiance, in order that the young
people might become better acquainted,

had taken an odd twist under fate’s mis-

chievous fingers. The sea that swept
over the Belle Isle last night had swept
away with it the card parties and
moonlit strolls and charming tete-a-

tetes in which Robert had shone so

resplendently
;
had swept away chap-

erons and comforts and even the ne-

cessities of life; had swept away, too

—she was beginning to think—the

ordinary conventions of society, the

barriers of class distinction.

There was no doubt about it. John
Hastings, the valet, had played a man’s
part in the drama of the last few
hours. Whether it was the hero’s part,

she was not quite willing to decide, but

it had been his courage and cheery
common-sense that had kept the three

of them clinging hour after hour to

the drifting spar, and now—she smiled

again, rather unwillingly—there was
no doubt who had taken charge of

their destiny on the island. How big

and strong the man was, and why had
she never noticed before that Robert
wore padding in the shoulders of his

coat and was hardly taller than she ?

The sun and the low, monotonous
sound of the waves were making her

sleepy. It was still two hours before

her maid was accustomed to rouse her

with chocolate and rolls on a dainty

tray, and they had danced late last

night before the accident. Robert did

dance divinely, Pearl reflected drows-
ily, heavy-lidded eyes on the thicket

of swinging vines—and he looked

very well in a dress suit, better no
doubt than John Hastings would. It

took a gentleman to carry off those

things
;
but on a desert island there

seemed to be no gentlemen or ladies

—

only men and women

—

why! what
was that face peering thru the

vines

Pearl sat up, staring
;

then her

screams tore the sunny air into ragged
tatters of sound. A shout up the

beach answered. The two men
crashed thru the underbrush and
ran to her side. Ignoring her fiance’s

frantic questioning, Pearl grasped the

arm of the ex-valet, pointing hysteri-

cally to the curtain of vines.

“The face!” she gasped. “I saw
it looking at me—a white, dreadful

face there among the leaves.”

“There, there, Miss Pearl,” John
soothed her, and even in her terror

she felt with a thrill the new assertive-

ness in his tone. “You must have been

dreaming. There isn’t a soul but our-

selves on the island. But we’ve found

water and cocoanuts and fruit, and
there are plenty of fish, so we shant

starve, and no doubt there will be some
boat by before long. And now

’’

he turned briskly upon Robert, stand-

ing helplessly near-by, “you hustle

around, old man, and pick up some
wood and I’ll knock over a turtle or

too, and we’ll have breakfast in a jiffy,

Miss Pearl.”

So began their strange life on the

island that was separated from the rest

of the world by mere than the sea.

From the first, John Hastings took
command. It was he who found new
articles of food to vary their unac-
customed diet, birds’ eggs and bread-

fruit and a kind of coarse wild grain.

It was he who, with the young club-

man’s clumsy help, put up two rude
shelters of branches, thatching them
with leaves and grass, and made a

couch of boughs in one of them for

Pearl, and it was John who, of the

three of them, talked cheerily, told

funny stories and kept up their hope
of rescue as the eventless days slid by.

The whole field of the conversation

they had been accustomed to was
closed now to the young millionaire and
his fiancee

;
theaters, dances, dress and

tea-table gossip were meaningless in

this new world, and life had taught

them no other vocabulary.

Gradually Robert became morose
and silent, sitting sulkily apart, while

John fished and told his stories to

Pearl. And the girl met the growing
admiration in the valet’s eyes without
disapproval, for with each day her old

world and its old standards seemed
remoter and less real. If it had not

been for the Phantom, there would
have been nothing to disturb the mon-
otony of their life.

But the strange face that Pearl had
seen on the first day returned again

and again, peering elfishly at them
over the top of some rock, looking

out of the shadows of the holly grove,

gleaming with uncanny whiteness

among the hanging moss and scarlet

trumpet-vines.

“The island is haunted,” declared

Pearl, one evening, as she and John
strolled along the beach under a great

golden tropic moon. “But such a sad
ghost—and so old ! I didn’t suppose
ghosts grew old, did you?”
“Pm not thinking about ghosts to-

night,” said John, and there was a note

in his voice that set the girl to trem-
bling. “I’m thinking about us—you
and me.”
He paused and stood before her,

arms folded. “I cant go on like this

any longer,” he said somberly.

“You’re good to me now
;
you’re will-

ing to talk to me like an equal, and
walk with me because there’s no one
to see us. Your willing even to like

me as long as we’re on this island.

But any day a ship may come—and
what then? It’ll be a different story

then.”

He laughed harshly. “After all,

what’s the reason it cant go on after

we get back? I’m as good as any
man in your set, aren’t I ? I’m as

brave as your pretty tennis players and
tango dancers. I’m not bad-looking.

I can soon learn the tricks of a gen-
tleman. After all, we valets know
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THE TWO MEN CRASHED THRU THE UNDERBRUSH AND RAN TO HER SIDE

what makes a man a gentleman
!”

Scorn rang in his tones. “And as for

birth, what is it even in your world?
Let a man make a fortune breeding

cattle or brewing beer and people are

glad enough to forget who his grand-
father was ! It’s the money that makes
the difference between me and that

Robert of yours, that’s all. If I had a

lot of dirty money you’d dare to love

me instead of him, wouldn’t you?”
He leaned closer to her, eyes blazing.

“Answer me. Pearl—wouldn’t you
dare to love me then?”
The girl drew back nervously,

breath coming fast between parted lips.

When she spoke it was so low he could

hardly catch the words.
“Perhaps,” she said, “perhaps,” and

then turned swiftly and fled along
the beach to her hut of leaves. Three
hours later the men, smoking in

silence in their own shelter, heard her

terrified screams, They found her

half-sitting on her couch, staring at

the moonlit square of the doorway
with distended eyes.

“The Phantom,” she gasped ; “he

came in here—I woke to find him
standing over me—and his hands

—

ugh ! They were real, like bony
claws

!”

“Real !” snarled John ;
“real!” Fury

twisted his face. “I’ll see what d—

d

creature it is that goes prowling
around this place. If he isn’t a ghost

yet. I’ll make him one!”
The streaming silver light gave the

world the illusion of a faded day.

Plunging into the palm-grove, John
caught a glimpse of something white

and moving in the shadows ahead.

With the growl of a beast whose mate
has been attacked, he plunged forward,
crashing along the trrcks of the Phan-
tom. The chase was a short one

—

over a stream, up a hillside slippery

with fallen palm fronds, and along a

steep rocky ledge that seemed sud-

denly to leap off into space above the

sea. Just in time, John checked his

steps and, clutching at the horny wall

for support, lost his balance and
plunged headlong into a shallow cave.

At the further end, where the long
fingers of the moon could not pry, a
something in the dimness squealed and
chattered. It had been no idle boast

when John spoke of himself as brave.

Now, unhesitatingly, he sprang for-

ward and with surging relief felt his

fingers close on flesh and bones.

Back and forth on the granite floor

they wrestled, with soughing gurgles

of breath and grunting cries. And
then in a patch of moonlight John saw
his opponent for the first time—an old,

old man with reverend white hair and
beard and frightened, childlike eyes.

Frail as he was, he fought desperately

as an animal fights, biting, clawing,

uttering all the while shrill squeaks of

rage.

Unnoticed, the struggle had brought
them out of the cave onto the narrow
ledge, and John saw with a thrill of

awe that another step would send them
both into the chasm, from which, far

below, muttered the sea. Suddenly his

opponent turned to putty in his hands.

His strength was spent and his breath

rattled noisily in his lungs. “Dont,”

the ghostly creature pleaded
—

“I mean
well—I wouldn’t harm ” It was
too late. Driven to demoniac fury by

the resistance of the uncanny visitant,

John stiffened his muscles, bent his

whole strength to the task, picked the

old man bodily off the ground and

flung him over the edge of the cliff.
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John’s head rang as he stumbled
back into the cave and leaned, arms
outstretched, against the side to win
back breath for his panting lungs.

Then, under his very hands he saw it

—

the mouldy oaken sea-chest, filled to

the bursting of its crazy hinges with

gold coin. With a sharp cry he sank
on his knees before it, plunging his

hands frantically into the hard metal,

and the feel of it went to his head like

the fumes of raw liquor.

Mine—mine!” he gasped hoarsely;

“and the girl—money makes the man
—I’ll have her too!”

Shadows fell across the chest from
the opening of the cave. John sprang
to his feet and whirled about, crouch-

ing to shield his find. His face was
distorted into new lines—hateful, vul-

gar, mean. The girl in the doorway
saw the look and her hand went out

involuntarily to Robert’s sleeve. For
a moment’s silence the three read

each other’s faces, then John sprang
to the girl and swept her roughly to

his breast.

“Look, Pearl,” he cried, “money!
Money enough to make a valet re-

spectab’e—money enough to make you

love me ! Come on, give us a kiss, my
girl, I'm a rich man now!”

Pearl felt his hot breath on her face,

saw his greedy eyes glaring into hers,

and a shudder shook her. She strained

desperately away, not knowing why
she did so, or the difference between
this moment and that other on the

beach a few hours ago, only realizing

the loathsomeness of his touch and
calling out in her need for the pro-

tection of one of her kind.

“Robert ! Robert !—dont let him kiss

me !”

A contemptuous laugh grated in her

ear.

“Robert! Robert!” sneered John;
“pretty Robert, gentle Robert—brave

as a lion at an afternoon tea-party

!

There’s no use struggling or scream-

ing, girl. I want you and I’ve got

you and I’m going to keep you. Get

out of my way, you poor, puling fool,

you !”

For Robert Law, white as a corpse,

was facing him, barring the entrance

to the cave. Pearl felt herself set

down roughly and staggered to one

side, watching the two men, fascinated.

She heard John’s contemptuous laugh,

saw him advance, great fists raised,

and then in the drawing of a breath

saw Robert’s arm flash out and send

the giant crashing to the floor of the

cave. Something in the girl’s breast

leaped. In an instant’s clear vision

she knew her heart and cast herself,

weeping and laughing together, into

Robert’s arms.

“He was only a great bully !” she

cried
; “but you, Robert—Robert, you

are a gentleman!”
A soft footfall hesitated behind

them and a slow, cracked voice came
brokenly to their ears. Looking up
wonderingly, the lovers saw the Phan-
tom standing in the moonlight, gazing

at them with eyes that were faded and
timid, but sane.

“Who are you ?” he asked, in a high,

cracked voice. “Oh, God! tell me that

you are real—not the ghosts of long

ago!”

John, who had gotten to his feet,

uttered a growling oath and sprang
at the tatterdemalion figure. His
hands twisted into the old man’s
beard and he shook him to and
fro in a frenzy of rage.

“Oh, dont, dont!” cried Pearl; “I
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“BRING HIS CHEST DOWN TO THE BEACH, JOHN, AND HANDLE IT CAREFULLY”

am sure he is harmless and in need

of help.”

The flash of the hoarded gold drove

John on. The creature’s feet again

clung to the edge of the cliff, his

shoulders forced back over its sheer

edge.

Then the grip of Robert’s fingers

circled John’s neck and worked in and
in, a narrowing vise that centered

upon his windpipe. His arms released

their hold and he sank back.

Pearl took the old man’s hand and
patted his quivering shoulder. Pres-

ently, when his breath came easier,

the tears sprang into his eyes and he
spoke so that his words stumbled
over each other in their eagerness.

“Dont be frightened,” the old man
begged—one hand went up, touching
his head vaguely. “I had a—a fall

and struck my—head. It was like

—

awakening. I think— I must have
been asleep—a long time.” His dazed

glance swept the cave, passing over

John, who had gotten painfully to his

knees, until it came to rest at last

upon the oaken chest. With a cry he

pointed to it.

“I—remember now,” he said. ‘‘The

wreck—I was washed ashore alone—

I

and the chest yonder. But I was—

a

young man then.”

Slow tears filmed his eyes and he

turned abruptly from them to look

over the sea. Suddenly he gave a

great cry and lifted a shaking hand.

“See !” he shrilled
;
see ! A ship at

last, thank God !”

“Father has come to hunt for us!”

cried Pearl. She drew away from her

lover primly and lifted anxious hands
to her hair.

“Oh, dear ! I suppose I look like

a perfect fright !” she sighed.

The ill-assorted group stood like

carven things, while the yacht lowered

a boat and its crew pulled lustily for

the beach. Then by one impulse they

took to their heels and ran along the

sands, shouting and hallooing like

crazed things.

Pearl’s father caught her to his ex-

pansive chest. The boat’s crew gaped
at the strange quartet

;
and the ancient

castaway threw down the chest of

gold from his shoulder and fell to

moaning and crooning over it.

The ex-valet stepped toward him,

a red look in his eyes. “It’s mine
!”

he cried
;
“I found it, I tell you.”

“John,” said Robert Law, in a

matter-of-fact voice, “this old gentle-

man will be going with us as our

guest.” His tone roughened a bit.

“Bring his chest down to the beach,

John, and handle it carefully or I’ll

know the reason why !”

The valet stooped, lifted the chest to

his shoulder and bowed. “Very good,

sir,” he said in sad submission
;
“very

good, indeed.”
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Children of the Screen
Little Photoplayers Whom We All Love

and Who Have Peopled Many

a Childless Home

ot so many years

ago, just before
the birth of Mo-
tion Pictures, if

you had not seen

the adorable stage

child, Elfie Essler.

in “ Little Lord
Fauntleroy,” you

would have been considered an un-

domesticated, child-hating wretch

Stage children were rare finds,

on account of the strict laws

forbidding their appearances.

But with the coming of

Motion Pictures and with

the legal rights of a

child to pose in a studio

clearly defined, a race of

"screen children” began to

spring up. It seems only’ yes-

terday when the antics and baby
passions of Kenneth Casey, Yale
Boss and Adele de Garde delighted

us, but today they have passed on to

that neutral borderland ’twixt child-

hood and youth. The screen can claim

the frisking of their little, round legs

or the broad expanse of their art-

less smiles no more.
As the screen became less

theatrical and more life-

like the demand took

shape for screen chil-

dren. “Show me the

heart of a home,” said a

far-sighted producer, “and 1

will treble my audiences.” He
was right; blood and thunder and
impossible perils had to give way in

part to the human heart and the hu-
man touch. What more elfin fingers

than those of children to play upon
the heart-strings and to show ever so

artlessly the human touch?
Little by little there has grown up a

big family’ of screen children, ranging
from babes in arms, who are generally

unknown and loaned by the hour, to

children in their early teens, like the

Fairbanks Twins. There is hardly a

picture of consequence into which
their little feet do not toddle, and it is

the ambition of uncountable young
mothers "to see for just once their little

Jessie or Billy doing their darling little

pranks and didoes on the screen.”

MARIE ELINE, “THE THANHOUSER KID”

The screen life of a child is of neces-

sity short—they persist in keeping on
growing up, you see—so nowadays it’s

the fashion of most studios to keep a
succession of children in training.

Perhaps of the screen children who
have not yet passed on, Dolores and
Helen Costello have been known the

longest, and they surely have appeared
in many more photoplays than the

"smaller fry.” They live, of course,

with their papa and mama, Maurice
and Mrs. Costello, and, when not pos-

ing, scamper about the big Vita-

graph yard, making doll’s houses

out of Zulu huts and playing

games with all their grown-
up friends in the company.
Helen resemble.; her
mother

;
Dolores takes

after her father, and
their talent for clever

acting is inherited from
both.

The way that Billy’ Jacobs
happened to get into picture-

land was all a mistake, or just

luck, at least. His family, who
were not theatrical people at all.

had moved next door to the Keystone
studio, and Billy, then twenty-six

months “young,” used to play in the

Keystone gutter. One day a director

needed a child badly, and, after con-

siderable coaxing, Billy was persuaded
to give his services in exchange

for an ice-cream cone. That
cone was the making of

Billy—he became famous
for his smile. But strange

to say, he was naturally not a

smiling baby’, and the directors
' had to go thru all sorts of

“see-the-little-birdie” antics to

make him unfold his slow but

contagious smile.

Billy followed the fortunes of Ford
Sterling, and when his “celluloid fun

foundry” closed up last year, little

Billv found himself out of a job, along

with the famous comedian. But there

aren’t enough trained screen children

to go round, and Billy was besieged

with telegrams. His stern parents de-

cided for him, of course, so Billy is

now unfurling his happy smile in

Universal City.

There is a romance connected with
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"BABY GUERIN”

Billy Jacobs—he’s crazy about his for-

mer leading lady, Olive Johnson. In

the beginning of their affair, Olive

looked upon Billy as a tyro, inasmuch

BABE MARIE OSBORNE

as she had toddled thru a part on the

real stage with her mother. But she

and Billy were programed as co-stars

as long as they acted for Ford Sterling.

One day, after the studio had closed

down, some one found her playing un-

concernedly on the street and asked
her why she wasn’t at the studio.

“Oh, me and Billy just got fired,

she said in all seriousness,

and went on with her play.

It is to be fondly hoped
that when Olive grows up
she will not desert the

screen for the stage, but if

she does, she’ll have no
trouble in landing as a per-

fectly dandy show girl. At
the tender age of three she

had already won a gold

medal for being the most
perfectly formed baby in the

world.

Another chum of Billy

Jacobs is Violet Radcliffe.

‘‘Vi” might well be a rival

to Olive in Billy’s affec-

tions, save that she is usu-

ally cast as a boy, so that

Billy finds her a better pal

than sweetheart. Violet is

just turning seven years

and is a thoroly “hardened”
actress. At the ripe age of

two she toured the States

in “Human Hearts,” each

night speaking eighteen
lines of real “mellowdrama.” After

that Violet went into photoplay and
took part in over fifty plays with the

Western Pathe Company. This little

child of the stage and screen hopes
some day to be a great actress. Violet

goes to school every day in a school-

room provided by the Majestic studio,

and during recess she
avows that she mothers her

dolls or plays marbles and
fights with the boys.

The twin Fairbanks sis-

ters, Marion and Madeleine,

started their dual life with

rosy promises of beauty,

talent and brains, and under
the watchful eyes of their

mother they are “sticking to

their promise.” Their stu-

dio hours are arranged so

as not to interfere with their

schooling, which is per-

formed at home under the

guidance of private tutors.

They have a dear old lady

French teacher, who has

taught them how to sing

“The Marseillaise” with the

purity and fervor of Rouget
de Lisle and his band of pa-

triots, and they are ham-
mering at Latin and the

classics with a patience that

belies their adorable beauty.

Marion and Madeleine re-

ceived their first dramatic

tutelage under the manage-
ment of Winthrop Ames, in

the famous New Theater

and Little Theater, New York City.

None but the most precocious and
talented children could hope to begin

their career in these exclusive theaters,

which were supported by private

stockholders.

Everything possible is done for the

perfect development of the Than-
houser Twins. On rainy days they go
thru a regular "building up” course in

the gymnasium, and pleasant after-

noons they are familiar little figures,

mounted on their pet horses, Cody
and Lady. They confess that it’s fine

to be twins, because neither one of

LOEL STEWARTSCENE FROM “ON THE DESERT EDGE”
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Andy is a perfectly natural actor,

who feels and does only boy things.

The way he happened to get into

Motion Pictures is typical of Andy.
“I was over in th’ lot playin’ ball,”

he said
—“we skun out about seven

o'clock, so’s we could have a long
game—an' in th' ninth innin' Yale
Boss comes over, and lie’s a fren’ of

mine, an' he says : ‘They need another
boy over at the studio; come ovef and
you can get next.’

“The game was a corker, an’ I hated
to leave, so I pitches the next two
fellers out, grabs my coat an’ follers

along after Yale. I got the job, an’

I’ve been here ever since. Gee ! that

was some game, tho.”

Andy was asked if he expected to

be a matinee idol when he grew up.

“Naw,” he said emphatically, “I’m
goin’ to be a pitcher.”

“And in the winter time, when it’s

too cold for baseball?”

“I’ll be a doctor, ’cause I get ter-

ruble toothaches—huh !”

FAIRBANKS TWINS
OLIVE JOHNSON

them is ever alone, and in the fortress

of their white twin beds they hold
nightly pillow fights and wrestling
matches that always end with a kiss

and a loving hug.

There are all kinds of bovs—good,

bad, pretty and indifferent—but for

just boy, Andy Clark, of the Edison
Company, has earned a proud place

among the children of the screen.

A critic aptly called him once
“The Tom Sawyer of the

Screen” and it’s quite too bad
that we cant see him as the

immortal chum of Huckle-
berry Finn. Andy is a

full-fledged star, usu-

ally playing the title

roles in such boy clas-

sics as “Andy Gets a

Job,” “Andy Goes on
the Stage” and “And\
Plays Hero.”
“Gee!” said a

small, unwashed ur-

chin once, in an & *
Andy audience, “dat

Andy is a reg’lar

guy, aw right !” And
no more valuable
compliment could
have been paid to

Andy Clark than to

have the plaudits of

“one of de gang.” helen and bobby connelly BETTY MARSH

BABY ZOE BECH

The last time Andy posed

for a “still picture” he was
told to report at the studio

all dressed up.

He did so, with a

new white blouse

that somehow
showed signs of vio-

lent contact with soft

and muddy soil.

“Oh, Andy,” ex-

claimed the studio

wardrobe mistress,

“that blouse should

have lasted you a

couple of weeks.”

“Aw, have a

heart !” said Andy,
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in disgust at her non-appreciation, “I

slid home with th’ winnin’ run.”

No wonder the boys think Andy
Clark the uncrowned king of the

screen.

Marie Eline is known the world over

as the “Thanhouser Kid,” so that

three years ago, when two-year-old

Helen Badgley became a regular stock

member of the company, the studio

happy family of actors were “put to

it” for a new nickname. “The Than-
liouser Kidlet” was the result at

Helen Badgley’s unofficial christening,

and the “Kidlet” she's remained ever

since. Helen’s screen debut was in

“Brother Bob’s Baby”—she was eight-

een months old at the time, and her

part was more of a toddling than a

walking one. But that was Helen's

long ago, and in the past three years

she has been featured in features and
starred in stellar roles uncountable.

Helen’s hobby is her “nursery.”

There she can always be found after

studio hours. Each doll has a full

name, a pet name and several changes
of clothing, and many of the gowns
are the needlework of the dolls’ little

mother.

Out in Inceville, Cal., chubby little

Thelma Salter is queen. Her slightest

wish is a command to the subservient

circle of Triangle actors, and Thelma
divides her busy business hours be-

tween such great personages as D. W.
Griffith, Mack Sennett and Thomas H.
Ince. Thelma is what might be termed
a natural actress—she grew up out-

doors in the vineyards and orchards of

Southern California and stage ancestry
or training were bugaboos to her
until she came within the pale of the

Inceville studios.

In the well-known picture, “An
Alien,” she was “given her head,” so

to speak, and acted just like most
pleasure-loving children should when

(Twenty-one)

BABY JEAN FRASER

receiving a wonderful Christmas tree.

The result was a charming domestic

study of child life.

Little Thelma's mischievous spirit

was perhaps best illustrated in

“Matrimony,” where she supported

Julia Dean. Julia Dean, as Diana
Rossmore, has taken up the life of a

worldly-wise woman in order to re-

gain the love of her husband. She is

brought to her senses by observing the

disastrous results of her course upon
her daughter, who has become an all-

too-realistic mimic of her mother’s
ways.

Thelma is a very bright child and

is far advanced in her studies, which
are conducted by a tutor.

And now we come to the youngest
child—a mere baby—regularly appear-
ing in Motion Pictures. She is Baby
Jean Fraser, of the Selig Company.
Very recently this little tot of twenty-
four months came near to taking the

stellar role in “Sweet Alyssum,” and
from the innocent babyishness of her
face and form there was no appeal.

She’s captured every mother and old-

maid heart that’s seen her.

Jean is getting to be “studio-wise,”

as picture artists say. One day re-

cently Colin Campbell felt a tug at his

trouser knee and, looking down, dis-

covered Baby Jean. An aggrieved
look mantled her little, full-moon face.

“On’y one thene (scene) today,

Jim,” she lisped.

The reproach bespeaks volumes in

studio terms, where popularity is often

measured by the number of feet of

film.

It has been the rare pleasure of the

writer of this article to have ofttimes

straddled starry-eyed Bobby Connelly

( Continued on page 70)

CLARA HORTON



AGNES VERNON IN A SCENE FROM -i‘lIER THREE MOTHERS*’ (LAEMMLE)

Caroline’s father discovers her sleeping off an angry spell after she had left the house and
STROLLED INTO THE WOODS
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Every Town With
By ERNEST

Illustrations from the Aglesworth Animal Pictures

F you are interested

in the welfare of

animals, you must
greatly regret that

the beasts and crea-

tures of the forest,

stream, field and
air are penned up
in sue h artificial

places as zoos. While the animals do

not suffer physical cruelty thru their

forced imprisonment, it is certain that

it causes them mental pain. The
vitality of the animals suffers, too, and
the breed rapidly deteriorates. Several

animals do not breed at all in captivity,

and the supply has to be constantly

replenished from those at large. Add
to this the pot-hunter, and there is

reason to see why buffalos are now
almost worth their weight in gold, and
that it is next to impossible to obtain

specimens of certain species of lions

and tigers. To keep nature's crea-

tures prisoners is directly opposed to

the law of mankind, no matter how
good the intention may be.

No matter how humanitarian we
may be, the zoo is only a pretense made
to deceive the animals into the belief

that they are living under natural con-

ditions. The introduction of rocky
ponds for polar bears, and caves for

bears and wolves, are but mockeries
^compared with their natural homes.

They also suffer considerable dis-

comfort at the hands of visitors, who
overfeed them with unsuitable food,

while children like to tease them. The
sense of confinement is ever present,

too, and the fear of their master
enemy, man. It is all these unnatural
things and more that contribute to the

number of untimely deaths.

Its Own Zoo
A. DENCH

released thru the Paramount Company

When, however, he is on the war-
path of denizens of the jungle, he
varies his plan and employs the most
appropriate dummy animal. He also

smothers himself .with some vile-

smelling liquid, which completely de-

ceives the strong sense of smell pos-

sessed by the beasts.

Some of the most startling pictures

of animals ever taken were furnished
by the Paul Rainey expedition into

East Africa. An entire reel is devoted
to the actions and antics of wild ani-

mals on coming to a water-hole in the

desert. Strange to say, the camera
shows that it is rarely that animals of

opposite species harm each other. At
the water-hole, as the troop of ele-

phants arrived they drank in company
with lions, giraffes and even monkeys.
Such realism and such an intimate

study of the natural habits of animals
could never be obtained in a zoo.

Now the big idea I am leading up to

is this : abolish ordinary zoos and de-

port all their occupants to where they

rightly belong; then replace them with

Motion Picture zoos. From time im-

memorial the big cities have enjoyed

the monopoly of the ordinary kind,

whereas if the reformation came to

pass, every small town would be in a

position to boast of its own Motion
Picture zoo, with films of all kinds of

animals, birds, insects and fishes

known to be in existence.

The present municipal zoos give us

no time to study the distinctive habits

of animals—a lifetime would be re-

quired for even a fair working
knowledge.
Take the camel, for instance. Each

year the “ships of the desert” shed

their coats, and during the process

After all, what are zoos really for?

Mainly that we can study wild animals.

But this purpose holds no ground what-
ever, since we could only be completely

satisfied when we view them in their

natural homes. Here they possess

perfect freedom and are not conscious

that any human being is in sight.

How, then, can the long-sought-for

problem be solved? The ideal substi-

tute is the versatile Motion Picture.

Just think of the many times it has

transported us to the heart of the

African jungle, and even to the strange

creatures in the vast wastes around
the North and South Poles.

The men who film these natural his-

tory studies deserve to be praised for

the courage and resourcefulness they

so often display. In the case of an
unsavage creature like the fox the

Motion Picture operator places a

dummy tree or cow near his den. As
the contrivance is hollow and holes are

provided for observation purposes, he

can film without being seen by his

“sitter.” But before he commences
the actual work, he generally installs a

motor, in order to accustom his

quarry to the clicking of the Motion
Picture camera.
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they look very much like a moth-eaten
rug. Kind-hearted people pester the

keepers with all kinds of well-inten-

tioned suggestions leading to a cure

of the afflicted animals. If the process

of the camel’s annual shed could

be shown in Motion Pictures,

it would require only a

minute or so to show the

various stages of the en-

tire operation. In actu-

ality you would have to

hang around a zoo for

seven or eight weeks to

see the process. This is

one great educational

sagacity of Solomon
and the ferocity

of Attila.

Usually they

lie on a
half-

sub-

merged
log on
the river

bank, with
their eyes

meaningless
r big jaws wide

open. Woe to the luckless musk-
rat or fish that comes within reach
of those terrible teeth. Snap ! the

big jaws close, like a steel trap, and
the saurian's meal is finished.

A friend of the writer has an
orange plantation on the lower In-

dian River, Florida, and for months
was troubled with the nightly disap-

pearance of some of his finest poultry.

Geese, turkeys, fat pullets were im-
partially selected by the thief. In
desperation, my friend procured a

hound and tied him up to the poultry

not leave the tree for days at a

time. Only a Motion
Picture zoo

WILD ANIMALS IN THEIR NATIVE LAIRS ARE
QUITE DIFFERENT FROM THOSE IN CAPTIVITY. SEE THE PICTURE OF

THE PENNED-UP ZEBRAS ON FOLLOWING PAGE

advantage of a Motion Picture zoo.

Those who visit a zoo and are inter-

ested in the creatures of the air gen-

erally come away disappointed. Birds

seldom show animation in captivity,

except at feeding time. In their

natural surroundings their wings grow
longer and stronger, and they have to

keep constantly on the go for the daily

food supply. These sorties and migra-
tions could be most realistically seen

only in Motion Picture zoos.

Take the hornbill bird, for instance.

To see him sleepily perched on an
artificial branch in an aviary you could

never know what a noble and self-

sacrificing bird he is. When his mate
enters her nest to lay and hatch her

eggs, he builds a clay cell around her,

leaving only a narrow slit for her bill.

For the space of three months he con-

stantly watches over her, feeding her

thru the aperture. Sometimes he will

could do justice to such a

fine bit of feathered
domesticity.

Reptile life is perhaps

the most unsatisfactory of

all to exhibit in a zoo. Alli-

gators, crocodiles, and the

Gila monsters of the Ari-

zona deserts are hibernating

reptiles of the lizard family.

Usually, in a zoo, visitors

cannot tell whether the

alligators are stuffed or

alive. They are naturally

sluggish, and in the cold

months, like snakes, go into

a torpid state, during which
they do not move about nor

eat. Yet the alligator in

his native haunts, the bay-

ous, rivers and lagoons of

the South, is often a very
frisky reptile given to the
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force of the buckshot, but

kept on his way. A second
and third shot, at close

range, did not penetrate his

armor-like hide. Just as

his snout was wedging into

the river, my friend aimed
at his eyes. The full charge
blinded the reptile, which
turned about and lashed the

water into a creaming froth

with his powerful tail.

Finally my friend and his

darkies succeeded in slip-

ping a noose over his head,

and, by their united efforts,

finally choked the predatory
alligator, which measured
nine feet six inches. His
skin was stuffed with moss
and sent on to me, and
it now ornaments
my den.

The wonders of

sea life have
not been
half-re-
vealed to us, for,

in aquariums,
many wonderful
fish and

*w% :*

FIRST ZEBRA BORN IN CENTRAL PARK ZOO AND
ITS MOTHER, KITTY (MUTUAL)

run. One night he was
aroused by the furious

barking of the hound, and,

seizing his shotgun, rushed
out to the run. Imagine
his amazement to see the

long, black, stealthy shape
of an alligator mak-
ing off toward the

river with a chicken.

My friend raised his

gun, took aim, and fired

amphibious animals are overfed and
will not perform many of their natural

functions.

Mr. C. Francis Jenkins, of Wash-
ington, D. C., has just perfected a sub-

marine camera which opens up to us a

vast wonder-field beneath the ocean.
The camera can be lowered to the

ocean’s bed and operated at will by
the photographer, who is on the sur-

face. By means of an inverted peri-

scope-effect of mirrors he is aware
at all times of the subjects he is

photographing.
The results of this camera, when re-

vealed in a Moving Picture aquarium,,
would, no doubt, hold most of us
spellbound.

The quick, upward rush of a shark

;

the ripple of air-bubbles as he turns
belly upward; the bare escape of a

shoal of flying-fish from his jaws

;

the flight of the beautiful, little

fish on the surface—this picture

would mark an everyday,
deep-sea occurrence from
which we have not yet

pulled the curtain of mystery.
The manatee is a warm-blooded

sea-animal which inhabits the

waters of tropical and sub-tropical

America. In United States

waters it is a prison offense

to kill or capture one.

The manatee was held in

strange reverence by the

Indians, and is not un-
like a cow. It has a

benevolent-look-

ing head, feeds on sea-

grasses, and nurses its

young. The New York
Aquarium has gone to

endless pains to install

specimens, but they soon
sicken and die in artificial

surroundings. It remains
for the Moving Picture aqua-

riums to entertain us with

the “biography” of

this truly Amer-
ican mammal.
To the liberal-

minded phi-

lanthropist

who de-

sires to

IT IS OFTEN NECESSARY TO CRIPPLE WILD ANIMALS BEFORE THEY CAN BE CAPTURED FOR THE ZOOS
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procure priceless records of wild-

animal life. No doubt, if properly

approached, the services and some of

the films of Paul J. Rainey, of “South
African Hunt” fame, could be pro-

cured. Mr. Rainey’s photographers
took hundreds of thousands of feet

of film, most of which has never
been exhibited, and, properly assem-
bled and titled, this would be a won-
derful beginning for a Moving Pic-

ture zoo.

John C. Hemment's recent safari,

or journey into the heart of Africa,

has provided an added treasure-house

of animal subjects for nature-lovers.

The Safari Film Co. has just organ-

ized for exhibition purposes and will

show six or eight reels of African
game pictures. But. in their travels

thru the jungle. Mr. Hemment and
his companions collected over one
hundred thousand feet of film, con-

taining practically all the beasts of the

African animal kingdom. Eland,

water-bucks, girafifes, zebras and hip-

popotami are a few of their Moving
Picture zoo captures.

One of their most thrilling adven-
tures was a hippopotamus hunt, and
on Lake Albert Nyanza the Safari

party fished for crocodiles. Hooks as

large as anchors are baited with deer

meat and dropped to the lake’s bot-

tom. When a crocodile starts to walk
a heavy rope—and drag the monster
ashore.

The most suitable place in which
performances could be given would be

the public library. The funds for

same would be very nominal, and could

easily be provided for out of the taxes.

The library could obtain its collec-

tion by buying a positive copy of every
suitable natural history subject from
the producers, and with such encour-
agement there is not the slightest

doubt but that companies would be
formed to produce pictures exclu-

sively for the Motion Picture zoos.

At an appointed hour daily tne

whole collection of Motion Pictures

could be run thru for the edification

of visitors, who would learn more in a

few hours than in a thousand visits to

the ordinary zoo, and at the same time
find the new method the more enter-

taining of the two.

A Motion Picture zoo is as essen-

tial as a well-stocked library, and as

the film plays such an important part

in American life today, there should
be no opposition, but support rather,

on the part of municipal bodies. One
thing we would miss—the animal

smells—but, of course, we can struggle

along very well without them.
There are two forms of civilization

:

install Moving Picture zoos in every off with his meal a small army of the effete, which ignores nature
;
and

American town there is a chance to natives grab hold of the “fish-line”— the deep, which gets close to it.

jZ? JZ?

ANTICIPATIONS AT THE MOVIES
By RHEINHART KLEINER

The trembling legend leaps upon the screen.
And lips unnumbered spell each flaming letter;

What marvel, now, or twist of plot or scene
Shall we behold, what fancy without fetter?

What gulfs of time and distance shall we span?
What woes of flame and flood and war and battle

Shall be revealed, since history began.
And the first baby learnt to scorn his rattle?

Shall we be told of splendor and of sin,

Of ruined nations and of exiled princes?

Or, where the morning sun comes pouring in,

Of some New England mother, paring quinces?

Perhaps ’twill be an idyll, tender, true,

Of love and longing, and a hero’s daring,

With just a hint of heartache and of rue,

And beauty not too proud for tears and caring.

And, after all, the picture may display

—

But there! the reel’s begun, the leader’s ended;
Now banish every care and cark away

—

The moyies with regret were never blended!
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Being a Chapter from the Secret History of the United

By CYRUS TOWNSEND

he disproportion be-

tween the acorn

and the oak has

often been noticed,

the producing
cause apparently

being so inade-

quate to the re-

sulting effect. The
same discrepancy existed in this his-

toric episode. It began with the ‘‘bilg-

ing” of Midshipman Austen
;

it ended
with an attempt at the destruction of

the best superdreadnought battleship

division of the American Navy. And
the dastardly attempt was so nearly

successful that those privy to it can

scarcely think of it for sheer pure

horror.

Of course, everybody knows all

there is to know about Rouania now.
Its territorial extent, boundaries, chief

cities, topographical features, trade,

commerce, manufactures, also its form
of government and history, are all set

forth clearly in geographies and
histories.

But few Americans know the real

character of the Rouanian people,

or perhaps better of its government.
Should we ever be so unfortunate as

to become involved in war with them,

that will speedily appear. Meanwhile,
something at least may be deduced
from the foul attempts of the Rouanian

States Navy, Now Set Forth for the First Time

BRADY, Late U. S. N.*

* Dr. Brady’s remarkable revelations
of an hitherto little known or under-
stood episode in our history, are made
with the full consent of the authorities
and of all persons concerned. Of course,
great care has been taken not to give
the real names of the actors. Otherwise
the readers of the Motion Picture Clas-
sic may rely upon the accuracy of the
narrator.

—

Editor.

ambassador to blow up the

fleet. How far ' he represented

his countrymen we leave it to others

to decide. Happily he failed, any-

way, and the story of his failure,

which was buried in the archives for

diplomatic reasons, is here set forth

for the first time—and for diplo-

matic reasons, also ! More than that

cannot be said.

To bilge or—stop ! The word needs

explanation. Any layman can find its

normal meaning from the dictionary,

but only the very latest define it as it

is used at the Nursery of the Navy

—

the wardroom section that is—at the

Academy at Annapolis. Normally,
when a ship bilges, she is ruined. A
wooden ship in that sad case is good
only for firewood

;
a steel one, for the

scrap-heap. A midshipman who fails

while at the academy and who is ac-

cordingly dropped or dismissed, is de-

scribed as a “bilger.” He is wrecked
and ruined, so far as the navy is

concerned—useless ! And the verb

follows the noun.

To resume, to bilge or not to bilge

was the question. It was a question

not only in Midshipman Austen’s mind,

but in the minds of everybody con-

nected with the episode, except the

Rouanian ambassador and the late

James F. Archer, the widely known
newspaper correspondent and publi-

cist. Poor Archer is dead now, and
his perfidy may fitly be narrated as a

warning. While we are condemning
the Rouanian ambassador, we may as

well admit that Archer, a native-born

American, but with a decided Rouan-
ian strain in his ancestry a few gen-

erations back, plays the Benedict

Arnold part. Well he played it and
well he paid for it.

Bluff old Captain McMasters, the

superintendent of the Naval Academy,
and that fine and splendid officer.

Lieutenant Commander Henry Arthur
Colton, the head of the Department
of Mathematics at the Naval School

at Annapolis, were the deciding fac-

tors in the bilging of Midshipman
Austen. They did not wish to bilge

him
;
they liked the bright, handsome,

young man, who was so incorrigibly

devoted to—well, girls, or rather a girl

—that he neglected his studies to such

an extent that he came up for exami-
nations with the knowledge, sternly

if sadly imparted to him by both the

above-mentioned officers, that he would
fail and be dismissed unless he passed

a perfect examination—a thing obvi-

ously impossible to any middy, much
more to Austen.

Opposed to these most unwilling

and reluctant pro-bilgers was an array

of power and influence, which would
possibly have had its way with any men
less sternly resolved to do their duty

and maintain their honor at whatsoever

cost. In reverse order, by the criter-

ion of importance, the first was Ethel

McMasters, the captain's fair and
only daughter. She was the one girl

in the world for the widowed old

sailor. She was also the one girl in

the world for the about-to-be-bilged

midshipman. Yes, Ethel McMasters
and Gilman Austen were engaged.

That’s all they could be until Austen’s

graduation. Stern regulations of the

academy frowned wisely upon too

early love affairs. Proof in point

—

Austen’s failure, caused by greater de-

votion to Ethel than to the muse of

pure mathematics. Miss McMasters,
feeling herself in some degree the

cause of the prospective failure of her
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no
;
and like Ethel Mc-

Masters, in vain. It

was not that Colton

would not, but that he

could not. The boy
must pass or go. That
was all there was about

it. The relation be-

tween the lovers was
suddenly strained to

the breaking point.

Last and most pow-
erful of the friends of

Austen the younger,

was Austen the elder,

lover, felt in honor bound to prevent it

if possible. Hence her ardent appeal

to her father—unavailing, be it said.

The next Advocatus Austenensis

was his sister Caroline. This charm-
ing young lady, visiting her most inti-

mate friend, Ethel McMasters, had
captured out of hand the

pride of the bachelors of

the navy. Lieutenant

Commander Colton was
no misogynist, far from
it, but he had been so

devoted to his profes-

sion, in which he had
already achieved a high

reputation as a thinker

and an inventor, that he
had left himself no time

for—philandering ! Con-
sequently, when a girl

as beautiful and as clever

as Caroline Austen,
piqued by the fact that

no girl had ever suc-

ceeded with Colton,

found herself genuinely

in love with him and
decided to have him, he
was instantly hers for

the taking. Indeed, he

had fallen in love with

her at first sight, with all

the precipitate enthusi-

asm of a boy in spite of

his forty years.

Colton was not only a

brilliant theorist, but his

broad breast sported on
occasion a Congressional

medal of honor, granted

him for an act of

brilliant gallantry in

the Philippines, a

highly prized decora-

tion in the service.

Caroline appealed to

Colton to pass her

brother, whether or

GILMAN HAS NOT PASSED HIS EXAMINATIONS,
ETHEL AND CAROLINE TRY TO SAVE HIM

3

BUT

GILMAN, DISMISSED, BIDS

ETHEL GOOD-BY

the boy’s father. The Honorable
James M. Austen held no office,

national, state or city, but there was
no shrewder nor more influential

politician in the country than he.

His influence was practically limit-

less. And he was the possessor and
sometimes the unscrupulous wielder

of a great fortune. He came down
to Annapolis post haste. He inter-

viewed McMasters and Colton.

Delicate suggestions of preferment

for the superintendent to be secured

thru him, more open expression of

willingness to receive the younger
officer into his family, and finally

undisguised threat even, were not

able to move the two inflexible offi-

cers. If Gilman Austen failed he

must go ;
if he passed he could stay.

That was the law—that was final.

They had no option. They were in
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honor bound. The baf-

fled politician left, vow-
ing vengeance.

Poor Ethel McMas-
ters dissolved in bitter

but fruitless tears. Caro-

line Austen broke with

her lover after a scornful

and quite undeserved re-

proach from him to the effect

that he now believed she had
accepted him only to further her

brother’s interest ! Gilman Austen
desperately crammed for the exami-
nation, tried it, failed lamentably, was
bilged and left the academy secretly

for parts unknown, first securing from
Ethel her promise to wait for him on
the strength of his promise to show
himself worthy of her.

Consequent on the recalcitrancy of

McMasters and Colton, from the elder

Austen’s point -of view, came orders

to the captain detaching him from the

academy and placing him in com-
mand of the smallest and poorest ves-

sel in the service ever allotted to an

officer of his rank. Colton, as his re-

ward, was given charge of the most
wretched and out-of-date-collier in

the service—the meanest and dirtiest

job in the navy. All this was due to

James Austen’s spite-work. That
gentlemaYi had an interesting inter-

view with his son before the latter’s

departure. Young Austen resented

the attempt that had been made by

virtual bribery to get him passed and
incidentally left his father a parting

message to the effect that he would
never accept a commission tainted with

dishonor.

Caroline Austen had been loved

many times and often. Mr. James
Archer was the latest and not the least

ardent suitor for her heart and hand.

Not the least of Miss Austen’s attrac-

tions was her father’s money. Arch-
er’s financial condition was desperate.

Drink and dissipation, gambling and
speculation, had brought him to the

verge of ruin. That was bad enough,

but when to financial disaster were

GILMAN SOON 'LEARNS THE ROPES ON
BOARD THE BATTLESHIP

added certain dishonor and equally
certain punishment, his situation was
hopeless. All this made him an easy
mark for the Rouanian ambassador.

That astute person, as bold as he
was clever, had conceived a great
idea. We were on the verge of one
of those periodical outbreaks of ani-

mosity between ourselves and Rouania,
which doubtless some day will culmi-
nate in actual warfare. Conditions
were more threatening on this occa-
sion than on any other that had gone
before. The Rouanian army far sur-

passed ours. In the case of their navy,
there was a difference greatly in our
favor. Barefacedly bribing Archer,
whose newspaper connections and
general reputation, as well as rather

engaging personality and manner,
when he wished to assume it, had car-

ried him everywhere, the ambassa-
dor found in him a fitting tool and
accomplice.

The ambassador got Archer com-
pletely in his power by enormous gifts

of money and set him to work to find

the secrets of a brand new submarine
battery— Colton’s invention — which
revolutionized the working of sub-

marines. Now Archer was the more
willing- to undertake this because he

hated Colton. One day, at the Naval
Academy, he had taken Miss Austen
canoeing. In getting into the canoe.

while Archer stood on the

shore, the frail boat had
upset with Caroline Aus-
ten. Archer had run for

help, as he afterward de-

clared, to get a life-pre-

server. Colton, who hap-
pened to be passing, had

jumped in and brought her
out, no great feat to be sure,

but one that did not do Archer
any good. And again, Archer

and Colton being at the club, Archer
had referred to Miss Austen publicly

in a slighting way. In fact, he had
sneered at Colton’s proposal to her.

which had taken place in a small sail-

boat under rather amusing circum-
stances. Colton, who was an accom-
plished sailor, had let go of the tiller

to embrace the lady, with conse-

quences that might have been dis-

astrous but for his ready recovery.

And as the result of this babbling, the

newspaperman had been thrown out of
the club after a personal encounter
with Colton, who might have killed

him if he had been let alone.

The scene shifts to the Naval Train-
ing Station. Captain McMaster’s
friends had rallied to his support, and
despite Austen’s and Archer’s attempt
to prevent it had got him appointed as

flag captain of the Wyoming, the

great superdreadnought carrying the

flag of the Admiral, the commander-
in-chief of the Atlantic Fleet. Colton
still remained in command of the

collier, however. The elder Austen
saw to that.

Fate brought the actors in the tre-

mendous drama together, for Gilman
Ansten, possessed by a love for the

sea and things nautical, had deter-

mined to enlist as a seaman apprentice,

in the hope that he might gain the

quarter-deck through the hawse-pipe,

as the saying ran. Colton’s collier

was ordered to coal the Wyoming.
Visiting on the Wyoming that day

were Ethel McMasters and Caroline

Austen. Busy about the ship, trying

to see what he could find out, was Mr.
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THE CONSPIRACY AND ITS DISCOVERY

James Archer. Sheltered by a gun-
turret, anybody who peeped around
it could have seen Ethel McMasters
violently hugging a young and hand-
some blue-jacket in whom she had just

recognized her lover. She promised

to keep his secret without realizing

the difficulty involved in that impul-

sive pledge.

Archer was recognized by young
Austen and was expelled from the

Wyoming. Colton saw Caroline

from afar, but avoided her.

She was eating her heart

out with disappointment
and shame. She rea-

lized too late how
impossible it

would have been
for Colton to

have passed

her brother—that his

honor would permit him
no other course than that

he had chosen. Indeed, she

knew she could not have
loved him had he complied

with her request. She realized,

too, how grossly in the wrong
she had been. That Colton had
wrongly accused her and put a false

construction upon the engagement
did not afford much solace. She
pined to be reconciled, but found it

difficult to make the overture.

The fleet was ordered to sea for

battle practice. Before it took its

departure from Newport, Colton’s

friends, at the urgent representations

of Captain McMasters, and in recog-

nition of Colton’s wonderful battery

with which the new submarines were

all equipped, got him assigned to com-
mand the submarine flotilla. The
Rouanian ambassador was furious at

Archer’s failure to discover the secret

of the battery, especially since Rou-
ania and the United States now ap-

peared to be on the very brink of war.
The ambassador and Archer deter-

mined upon a bold stroke. The fleet

would return to Hampton Roads after

the battle practice. The conspirators

planned to mine the channel. A
Rouanian merchant ship was secured,

which was anchored off Fortress Mon-
roe, with steam up, and the electrical

wires from the mines ran to this ship.

As the fleet steamed up the bay—when
the battleships were over the mines

—

they were to be exploded by Archer.
The arrangements were made with

great skill. The mines were planted.

It was impossible for any ship to pass

up the channel with impunity, if those

who controlled the mines exploded
them. In the confusion, caused by the

explosion, the Rouanian ship ejcpqoted

to slip away to sea and make good her

escape. No inkling of the dastardly

plot was allowed to escape. Every
avenue of information had been so

safeguarded that the conspirators were
sure that they could never be identi-

fied with the disaster. People might
think what they pleased, but they could

by no means connect them with the

wholesale destruction of the pride of

the American navy.
The pieces having thus been set, the

players had nothing to do but wait

for the opportune moment. The Hotel

Chamberlain, at Old Point Comfort,
was a very pleasant place to wait.

Thither repaired Austen and his

daughter and with them Ethel

McMasters. Archer paid

devoted attention to Caro-
line. She disliked the

man intensely, but

some woman’s in-

stinct for danger
made her toler-

ate and even

COLTON GIVES ORDERS TO AUSTEN AND THE SUBMARINE CREW
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There was a reconciliation then and
there, but Colton could not wait. He
sent a messenger in a motor-boat to
the D2, the biggest and best of the
submarines, directing her commander
to report to him at once. The captain
and other officers had gone ashore, in-

tending to be away all night, the
messenger promptly reported.

“I will take command of her my-
self,” said Colton.

He went aboard and got under way.
His right-hand man in the undertaking
on the submarine was young Gilman
Austen, who had been stationed
aboard her.

Meanwhile, Caroline went ashore.
Day had broken. Everybody was now
aware that something was up. Just
what, nobody knew. In front of the

hotel Caroline met her astonished
father. She had just strength enough
to gasp out: “The fleet, the fleet!”

Then she collapsed. Events moved
swiftly thereafter. The D2 got under
way, submerged, and found it could
not pass under, thru or over the
mines. The fleet, in column of divi-

sions, was close at hand
;
the Wyom-

ing, flying the Admiral’s flag, was on
the right of the first division.

There were but two ways of saving
the ships. The D2 could dash into

the mine-field and explode them, or,

without losing the submarine, perhaps
the mines could be exploded from the

merchant ship. The submarine, still

submerged, was moved over near the

Mercedes. Thru the periscope they
saw the men on that ship staring sea-

ward at the approaching squadron.
Colton got into the torpedo tube.

He had explained his purpose to his

men. Every one of them had volun-
teered for the dangerous duty. Young
Austen had begged and pleaded for it,

but Colton felt that it was his duty.

( Continued on page 72)

encourage his attentions. There was
something mysterious about Archer.
It was something connected with the

navy. She set herself to discern it.

Caroline knew that Archer hated

Colton. She matched her woman’s
wit against his to find out what it was.

Dining with Archer, after a ball at the

Country Club, her suspicions were con-

firmed when Archer, having taken just

one drink too many, in his nervous

adventure that some
great danger threat-

ened the American
navy, and very prob-
ably Colton personally,

from these mines.

Her first thought
was of Colton. She
took the only automo-
bile at the club and rode
madly for the hotel. In

excitement over the

approaching catastro-

phe, for the fleet had
wirelessed that it would
enter the port in the

morning, revealed to her

that something terrible

was about to happen. He
went further than that.

Presuming upon the encour-

agement he had received,

he attempted to carrv Caro- colton saves the u. s. fleet
line Austen’s heart and per-

son by storm. She repulsed him with

indignant scorn.

“Still in love with Colton and the

navy?” he sneered. "Wait till to-

morrow morning and see what the

navy is then and Colton, too.”

Then Archer was summoned to the

telephone. Before he left her he thrust

his hand into his pocket and took out

his cigaret case. In his drunken and
befuddled condition he did not realize

that in taking out the silver case he had
also unwittingly displaced and dropped
on the floor a folded paper. It was
the happiest accident that ever hap-

pened for the United States, but it

would not have amounted to anything
had not Caroline Austen been on the

scene and ready. As Archer left her,

she seized the paper. She was horri-

fied to discover a map of the channel,

a diagram of the mine-field, a plan of

the formation of the incoming war-
ships. Underneath it was written

in Archer’s handwriting these words

:

“First squadron and battleship fleet

coming in morning, October 21st.”

Also there were shown the wires lead-

ing to the Rouanian ship, Mercedes.
The matter was not quite clear to

Caroline, but she knew beyond per-

a little while Archer came out and, in

default of any automobile, took horse

for the Mercedes, utterly ignorant that

the paper had been lost and that any
suspicion had been aroused.

“I must see Mr. Colton at once,”

cried Caroline, leaping from the auto-

mobile to the hotel porch.

Colton was not there. She learnt

that he was on the torpedo boat des-

troyer Bcnham, the flagship of the

submarine flotilla. Attended bv an

officer, after a brief word or two with

her father and Ethel, who had come
upon the scene, Caroline boarded the

Benharn. The issues to be decided

were too great even for love-making.

Without a word, Caroline handed Col-

ton the paper. Colton glanced at it

—

realized its importance instantly.

“Great God!” he cried, “they are

going to attempt to blow up the first

battleship squadron tomorrow morn-
ing. How came you by this paper?”

Rapidly Caroline put him in posses-

sion of the facts.

“Archer, the infernal traitor!” he

cried. “Miss Austen, if we save the

fleet it will be due to you.”

“I did it as much for you as for the

fleet,” said the girl boldly.
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Y
ou can likely count on the fingers

of one hand the Motion Picture

“pioneer” players who are as

popular as they were
eight or ten years
ago.

Chief among
these few is Gilbert

M. Anderson, of
‘

‘ Broncho Billy”
fame.

Mr. Anderson is a

native of Arkansas.
He spent his early

childhood there and
matured into the ro-

bust m a n of t h e

present in the West.
Here it was that he
learnt the actual

hardships of the
earlier West a n d
where he became
fitted to assume the

role of “Broncho
Billy,” the char-

acter who is as

famous, as heroic

and as well liked as

Buffalo Bill and Kit
Carson.

His parents were
natives of Arkansas
—Pine Bluff. H i s

father was engaged
in the cotton busi-

ness at the time of

“Broncho Billy’s”
birth. As a boy he
left his home a n d
went to St. Louis,
satisfying a desire

to “see the world.”
He was a newsboy
for a time, but at the

age of eighteen went
on the stage. This
was in stock. It was
as a minstrel that he
made his debut. In
speaking of this Mr.
Anderson says : “I
was told that I was
to be seen and not
heard. But I had
a good voice and
liked to use it. My
musical taste ached
for a chance to sing,

and so I broke in with
the chorus and sang
thru the rest of the

U. M. ANDERSON AS BRONCHO BILLY

show. I was fired because of that

breach of order.”
Mr. Anderson wandered thruout

the country, playing

here and there in

good shows and now
and then cheap ones.

Between times he
haunted the West.
Years passed, and
then the Motion Pic-

tures became a prac-

t i c a 1 amusement.
Mr. Anderson left

the speaking stage

by choice and joined

a film company. He
worked with four

different companies
at first, and then re-

alized that he could

make more by enter-

ing the business him-
self. Just about that

time he met George
K. Spoor. They de-

cided to join forces.

He put up most of

the money and Mr.
Anderson the ex-

p e r i e n c e. Thus
“Essanay” was
born.

Ben Turpin, the

Essanay c o m-
edian of the
present Western
company, went
with Mr. Ander-
son at the start

and took the part

of everything,
from actor to ward-
robe mistress. They
borrowed some
furniture and staged

a comedy which
took.

Mr. Anderson was
the first man to take

a cinema to the Coast
and stage films

there. He was the

first to grasp West-
ern picture possi-

bilities. He is a
strong, red-blooded

“Jack London’’
type of man.

(Thirty-three)
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KATHLYN WILLIAMS

T
here arc many actresses who

a c li i c vc popularity because
they are shy and guileless

on the screen; and there are others

who are worshiped because they
are the very opposite. This sounds
like a paradox, but it isn’t: it

is merely the strange meanderings
of public taste. There are very few
stars who possess a happy combina-
tion of the two traits mentioned and
are capable of expressing either at

will. Kathlyn Williams is one of these.

She can be emotional to a wonderful
degree and also play a strenuous, full-

blooded role wherein sentiment may
be only a suggestion and play it so

well that she simply carries her audi-

ence with her. That is the test of a

true dramatic artist—the human
touch that gets right down to you.

Successful as Miss Williams lias

been among the proprieties—or im-

proprieties—of the fashionable draw-
ing-room drama, it is as the braver of

a thousand-and-one dangers that she

is best known and doubtless most be-

loved.- Billie of “Unafraid” is said

to have run the gamut of Motion Pic-

ture sensations, all the way from
soaring in aeroplanes to acting a hair-

raising role in a cage of untamed
denizens of the jungle. Her strenu-

ous work of the past few years has

taken her to many regions on this

mundane sphere, but, now that these

big Selig features are concluded, she
is looking forward to spending the

greater part of her time on the Coast
and is building a residence there
quite in keeping with her varied
tastes and intimate hobbies.

Kathlyn Williams has an ambition
which, if it is not absolutely unique,
is at least rather out of the ordinary
run of girlish ambitions. It is to be
the first successful hydroacroplaniste
(she coined the word). Any one who
lias looked into that fair Anglo-Saxon
face and those fearless blue eyes can
well believe that her novel ambition
may yet be fulfilled. That is another

1 1 base of her versatility, and still an-

other is the fact that she can calm the

troubled spirit of a lioness with one
hand and at the same time caress and
smooth back the hair of a little child

with the other. She is a most capable
artiste and a most lovable woman.
Colin Campbell, the well-known Selig

director, says the latter, and he ought
to know.

LILLIAN DREW, of the Essanay

Company

M iss Lillian Drew, who left musi-

cal comedy a year ago to

join the Essanay Company,
was born in Chicago some years

past. She prefers the yihotoplay to

the stage, and her favorite line of

work is playing heavy roles, and
those* who have seen her in “Olga,”
her favorite character, know how
successful she has been in this line.

Miss Drew is a great admirer of all

things done well, particularly of

clever writing, but only to the extent

of reading it—all her efforts in that

line have been limited to the writing

of checks to the grocer and butcher.

Hobbies she has none, but enjoys
doing everything, and thinks that

life is worth living, especially when
sleeping.

(Thirty-four)



What It Means
By One Who Was—For a Day.

to Be an “Extra”
By LORETTO COFFIELD CLARKE

tried to appeal’ very
“exper i e need”
when I entered the

grounds of the

studio, but on be-

ing confronted
with the curious

glances of s o m

e

hundred or more
men, I lost nerve and immediately
took a vacancy on a long bench. It

must have been the “experienced”
thing to do, for the curious eyes were
turned elsewhere. I soon learnt that

all these people were like myself,

looking for extra work, and, from
what I heard, I gathered that they

were 4
‘ regular extras.

’
’ The majority

were men. and looking very hard-up,

too, and I wondered how they had
the time to spend standing around
in little, “watchful-waiting” groups,

hoping to be called for a mob scene.

When I could breathe naturally

again, I noticed the sign “Employ-
ment Office” over the doorway of a

tiny building, so I made my way to it

and entered. I found a very English
gentleman at a desk taking down the

names of the men as they entered, one

by one, and I judged, from their

happy expressions, it meant work.

Just when my turn came he was called

to the telephone, and I heard this

:

‘‘No, madam, I couldn’t tell you

—

(pause)—I have nothing to do with

( Thirty-five
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employing the lidies
;

Mrs. Brown
engiges the women — (pause) — no,

madam, she ’s nawt here now— (pause)

—no, madam, I couldn’t si’ that she

needs any girls— (pause)—I only en-

gige the men, madam
;
you ’d better

come to the studio, madam, for we
cawnt tell what you look like over the

telyphone, madam.” This saved me
a lot of questions, and so, assuming
my most “experienced” air, I in-

quired when Mrs. Brown would be in.

He replied, “It’s at two o’clock she’s

supposed to be here, madam, but she’s

nawt always exactly on the jot,

madam.”
I rejoined the crowd of “watchful

waiters,” and presently Mrs. Brown
came down the walk, and, with a smile

for many of the “regulars,” she en-

tered the little house and took the desk
next to the English gentleman. There
was no time lost by several of the

young “lidies” to secure first place in

the line. I came in about fifth, which
I thought good for an “extra-extra.”
The first two were friends, and pre-

sented a newspaper article to Mrs.
Brown which, no doubt, spoke highly

of their work in some amateur per-

formance. After reading it Mrs.
Brown returned it, with a smile, and
said, “Of course, you know your
work in this line does not mean that

you would do well before a camera.”
To this the girl replied, “Oh, I’ve

seen so many of the movies where the

stars acted so stiff, and I know I

wouldn’t be that waj’.” She was told

to come on Thursday morning at six-

thirty! In order, the others ahead of

me were engaged, and when I asked
if I could get in the scene on Thurs-
day, Mrs. Brown said, “Certainly

—

what’s the name?” I told her and
that was all.

Finally, Thursday morning came.
I had asked the hotel clerk to call me
at five a. m., which he did. It proved
quite a shock to me, as it seemed and
looked like midnight. Being half-

awake, I returned to bed, thinking to

delay getting ready until I felt a little

more awake. The next thing I knew
it was

—

six-thirty! That very minute
I should be at the studio, and I was
miles from it ! I was very angry with
myself and terribly disappointed.

Here was I in the wild-and-woolly
metropolis of the film world and let-

ting slip the chance to tell the folks

back in Kokomo, “Oh my,' yes; I

worked for the movies when I was out

West !

’
’ Were all my preparation and

hope for nothing—just for the sake of

a few more winks of sleep ? No
;
for

I decided to take a chance, omit break-

fast, and get there as soon as possible.

Passing a fruit-stand on the way to

the car, I stopped to get some apples,

and, when I arrived at the corner, my
car was just leaving. Oh, if I had
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only not stopped for the apples ! This
seemed to be a morning of regrets.

Soon another car came, which was
market “Sunset,” so I got on, and,

after a mile or two, I discovered that

it turned off Sunset before the studio

was reached. I was given a transfer

and told to wait for a real Hollywood
car.

I arrived at the studio at 7.15 and
was alarmed to see an auto-bus, nearly

filled, with the girls all in costume. I

thought it was no use, but made my
way to the dressing-room, and there

beheld a mob scene such as never has

been produced on the screen. Mrs.
Brown emerged from the midst of the

same, wonderful system, had selected

for me the costume that would fit me
and look well, too. The costume was
a green satin skirt with an overdress

cut with a long train of blue pompa-
dour silk, the waist being made of the

same, all trimmed very prettily with
lace. Now guess—what color are my
eyes? No, you’re wrong. Nobody
told me what I represented, and I did

not ask.

Mrs. Brown was begging the ladies

to hurry—hurry !—the buses were
going to leave at once !—not to mind
making up—it wouldn’t show, etc.,

etc. Mary Pickford could not be more
particular about her make-up than

prepared for it. The sun did not
pierce the heavy fog until nearly
eleven o’clock. Luckily, I had a warm
coat.

We passed thru some very beautiful
country on the way, and my right-

hand neighbor was kind enough to

explain to me many things I did not
understand about this wonderful coun-
try. She was more concerned, how-
ever, about an eyebrow pencil she had
loaned to some sweet thing who forgot
to return it. After a delightful ride
we arrived at our destination, and
were told to

‘
‘ walk up to the canyon. ’ ’

I followed the others, who seemed
to be familiar with the way. The

SINCE ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE ATTEND PRIZE-FIGHTS, BILLIE REEVES HAD NO TROUBLE IN SELECTING “EXTRAS” FOR
THIS SCENE FROM “THE SUBSTITUTE” (LUBIN)

crowd in some miraculous manner,
caught me by the arm and yelled,

“What’s your name?” I screamed
back, “Naomi Higgins.” She thrust

a card into my hand, and I was told

to go to another building to get my
costume. I presented my card, and,

by some wonderful system, I found
myself hugging a bundle with my
name and number pinned on. One
glance and I knew the costume was
pretty, and I rushed back to the dress-

ing-room and was soon out of my
street-clothes and into the gown. It

fitted me perfectly, which might have
been an accident, but was not, for

since then I have learnt that Mrs.
Brown is a real detective in selecting

types, and when she “engiged” me
she was making a note of my height,

coloring and weight, and, by that

these extras. Every eyelash must be

properly beaded, every carl just so.

Every “extra” feels as important as

any star could possibly feel.

I had plenty of time to enjoy the

apples while waiting for the others to

be ready to get into the buses. The
men were the last ones out of the

dressing-rooms. Perhaps their make-
up is also important. There must
have been more than a dozen buses

and auto-trucks crowded with men
and women. The word was given, and
we started. From fragments of con-

versation I overheard, I surmised we
were going to a mountain-pass some
two hours’ or more ride. That
sounded jolly, and I was agreeable,

which mattered not. It was very
cold, and as none of the women had
been told of the ride they were not

“canyon” looked for all the world
like the space left in a nice, high

chocolate-layer cake after a middle
slice had been cut out, I was told

that this “pass” was not natural, but
had been cut thru the mountain for

a movie “location.”
The camera men were already there,

with a high platform built up for their

operations. We were all herded down
the pass to the far side of a knoll

which was remarkable for its rugged-
ness, and the director’s assistant

sorted the crowd as best he could by
costume. The “cannibals” came
first, followed by “early Christians.”

To the layman it might appear that

reversing the order would prove more
realistic. Strange to say, most of the

“early Christians” were being played
by Jews. I did not envy the assistant

(Thirty-six)
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director, for there was every kind of

a character represented, from “canni-
bals” to “monks.” Mary Magdalene
was there, as well as Nero, Brun-
hilde, Marie Antoinette, Launcelot,

and other less prominent armored
knights, kings and queens galore,

court ladies and gentlemen of many

periods, peasants from all European
nations (except Ireland—I wonder
why?), Colonial dames, Dutch lassies

and lads, Johnny Redcoats wearing
the Revolutionary War uniforms, cow-

punchers, silk-hatted gentlemen, and
many, many more types. I was
grouped with the French court ladies.

After the crowd was arranged with
some semblance of order, we rehearsed
coming up over the knoll with our
arms raised high, backs of hands to

camera, and our eyes also raised, “ap-
pealing to Heaven.” It is not con-

sidered essential that the extras know
the reasons for the “business,” so we

NEGROES ARE EREQUENTLY USED AS “EXTRAS.” THEY CAN BE ATTIRED SO AS TO REPRESENT A VARIETY OF
STRANGE PEOPLES. THIS SCENE IS TAKEN FROM “STANLEY AMONG THE VOODOO WORSHIPPERS” (MUTUAL)
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just "appealed” silently, without
knowing for what. We were also

cautioned to keep three feet apart, for

which I was very thankful because of

my train, and the director’s assistant

expressed the opinion that if we would
do it right it would “look like a mil-

lion people on the screen.” Well, we
came over the knoll some hundred or

more times, only to be sent back to

come up again.

It must have been in a fit of ab-

straction that I took my hair down to

he like other girls in the same kind of

costume. This mountain-pass is car-

peted with rocks and stones of every
conceivable size and shape, and deep,

dusty sand. Every time we came over
the knoll our trains and stumbling

tomed Western glory, was adding to

the discomfort of the hundreds who
were trying to sit or stand in the little

patches of shade while waiting for

further orders.

In the course of an hour or more
I found myself near the camera. At
least I was not obliged to come over
the knoll again, and, with “both arms
raised, backs of hands to camera, eyes
appealing to Heaven,” I was ready for

the shout: “Action!” I looked back,
and there was a burly soldier on my
train, both feet firmly planted. I

shooed him off, and again took posi-

tion a few steps ahead. A “dairy-
maid” in the rear saw the empty
space made, so jumped in front of

the soldier, and, looking back, I found

train ! Get off my train ! Get off

!

Get off my train!!!” Nearly always
the appeal was answered; but, just

when I was close to the camera, a little

old man of about seventy years, who
seemed to have been given all the left-

overs in the costume-room, topped off

with a silk hat—he didn’t know what
he represented, and no one else could
tell him—began to do the “Castle-
canter” up my train. His ears could
have been no more use to him than his

eyes, for he refused to “get off” at

my earnest appeal. Gradually I felt

a tugging, then a ripping sound, and
lo ! I stood before the camera in the
green satin skirt minus the overdress
of pompadour silk. Oh, woe is me!
to have such a thing happen just when

COWBOY “EXTRAS” ARE NOT HARD TO FIND IN THE WEST, WHERE THIS SCENE FROM BOSWORTH ’S “FATHERHOOD”
(UNIVERSAL) WAS TAKEN

feet raised a lovely cloud of dust,

which we breathed and choked on.

It settled on our hair, got in our eyes,

and very soon the velvet robes of the

Elizabethan court ladies were covered
with dust. The make-up suffered

sadly. But none were in so pitiable

a condition as the monks, who had
loose sandals, without stockings, on
their feet, and the gravel and dirt was
a constant worry to them.
At last the rehearsal was pro-

nounced good enough to start the

“shooting.” After the first groups
had passed out of the scene on either

side of the camera, the “shooting”
ceased until they could be sent down
to the other end of the line to make
it look more “like a million people.”
Then a few more feet of film would be

“shot.” Many times these little

snatches were taken twice, which ne-

cessitated our returning to the start-

ing-places and raising more dust. The
sun, having come out in its accus-

her on my nice pompadour train. I

asked her to kindly step off, at which
she replied, with some heat, that I

should carry my train on my arm.
Well, hardly that, when both arms
were aiding my eyes in an “appeal”
for rain, or—something. As there

was no train on her costume, I sup-

pose she could not see the sense of

having any in the scene at all. I

reasoned that the director or cos-

tumer or designer wanted those

trains on the gowns, and, having them
there, wanted them used, and we
would not have both arms raised if

one were to be used in carrying our

trains. I reminded the “dairymaid”
of the order to keep three feet apart,

and she grudgingly stepped off the

train.

Position again, and then the cry,

“Action !” Once more we started to-

ward the camera, and most of the

time I was “appealing,” most ear-

nestly, “to Heaven”: “You’re on my

my ambition was about to be realized,

for the pet vanity of every “extra”
is to be seen, and I supposed I would
be in the “cut-out.” The “shooting”
ceased just at this moment, and avc

were told Ave had done very well and.

if we would be nice little “extras”
and go down to where the buses were,

Ave would be given lunch. Wonderful
Avord—lunch

!

There Avas no polite hanging back,

or “ Yon first, my dear Gaston.
’

’ That
mob of hungry, tired and dirty hu-

manity rushed, scrambled and collided

with each other in their mad haste to

get there first. However, even there

the wonderful system was in e\ridence,

and no lunch was given out to those

who did not stand in line—women on

one side and men on the other side

of the wagon. A box-lunch Avas given

to each person and a pint bottle of

milk. That milk was like nectar of

the gods to those parched and dusty
throats, and a “Flemish peasant”

( Thirty-eight
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drank all the milk before opening
her lunch-box. In the boxes was a

goodly lunch—three sandwiches (one

of cheese, which later I regretted), a

piece of pie, cake, a little paper-case

of potato salad with a sliver of a

wooden picnic-plate for a fork, and
the three p’s—a peach, a plum, and
a pickle.

Everybody sat under the trees, in

groups of queens and cannibals,

monks and peasants, soldiers and
prophets, and ate and drank and
rested! There was not much conver-

sation until the last crumb was gone.

We were soon told the work was fin-

over and 1 could get out of the green

satin skirt and get some rest and
peace. And then was the time when
I regretted the cheese sandwich, pickle

and milk combination. Oh, how sorry

1 was for all the sins of my past

life! How earnestly I “appealed to

Heaven” that the studio would soon

appear on the horizon ! And a court

lady had the inspiration to sing and
suggested that all join her ! This sug-

gestion was not met with much en-

thusiasm, and I was grateful, for the

first song selected was one of those
‘

‘ weepy ’
’ ones that make one think of

home, and, as mine was several tliou-

me, very useless and of no account in

their spic-and-span orderliness, and
my curious stare was returned by

haughty glances from them in their

superior dignity and restful cleanli-

ness. I wTas made to feel very sud-

denly every grain of dust that was on
my costume, in my hair, every dis-

comforting hot wind I had breathed,

and the pickle and the pie and the

cheese sandwich!
I hesitated no longer, but quickly

went back to the dressing-room, and,

as our bus was the first in, we had
the room to ourselves. I was in my
street-clothes in ten minutes, had re-

all of the regular “extras” have to act as soldiers, sooner or later, because war-dramas are always in

DEMAND. THIS SCENE. IS FROM A'KALEM PLAY

islied and to prepare for returning at

once. The beautiful ride, I thought,

would make up in a measure for the

hardships of the “Hard ifoad to Jor-

dan,” for that was the name of the

photoplay. I can vouch for the hard-

ness of the road, and was glad to

know it was only a day’s journey to

Jordan.
Our driver went like the wind, slow-

ing down for neither bumps, railroad

crossings, sharp turns, nor other rea-

sons. I had developed a wonderfully
thumpy headache while traveling over

the “hard road,” which was unre-

lieved by the lunch, and this ride,

with the hot wind rushing by my head,

I thought would burst my ear-drums.

I could not talk with the “early Chris-

tian” sitting next to me. I could only

sit and hope the ride would soon be

Charlie need not worry
About the arguments and talk

As to whom belongs the glory
Of the famous “Chaplin walk,”

Or the “turning of the corners,”
Or the awful, “vacant stare,”

Or any of his drollery,
That is all beyond compare.

( Thirty-nine
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sands of miles from me, it was the

last thing I wanted to tliink about.

All in good time a shout from those

in front, and I opened my eyes to see

in the distance the large sham struc-

ture that is to be a castle, or a fort, or

something, on the grounds of the

studio, and which to me has become a

landmark of Los Angeles. I never was
so thankful to put my feet on solid

ground before in my life.

Passing by the stage, on my way
to the dressing-room, I saw several

hundred men and women, in formal
evening dress, being placed in an Em-
bassy Ball scene, with all the foreign

diplomats and their wives. Our own
good President Wilson was there, with

Mr. Bryan on his right side
( 0 shades

of the past!). All these lovely ladies

and gentlemen looked very strange to

THE “ONE AND ONLY”
By BETH MULLANE

I say he need not worry,
For, since he first began.

You cant even fool the “kiddies”
On their little “movie man.”

Just to give you one example:
At the show, the other night.

Sat two dirty little urchins—
They were critics, too, all right!

turned my costume, and was on my
way out of the grounds when I over-

heard a “cannibal,” who arrived in

a later bus, inquire, in a very “eat-

em-alive” \roiee, if he were going to be

paid then! “Paid”? To be sure, we
had been doing this all for pay. This

was an item I had lost sight of in the

many experiences of the day. And
then I heard the English gentleman,

who “had nothing to do with the

lidies, ” explaining that the “extras

would nawt be paid until tomorrow,
as the books with reports would nawt
be turned in until then, you know.”
I wondered whether I would be alive

by “tomorrow.”
As such things happen, I discov-

ered myself conscious, on Friday
noon, ‘

‘ in my bed, my—bed, my beau-

ti-ful be-d!”

When the screen showed up a picture

—

A rattling, slapstick stunt

—

From behind I heard a whisper.
Then a most disgusted grunt;

Then, “I fought you said ’twas Charlie
Dat we’re a-goin’ to see.

Dont ye fink I pipe de diff’r'unce?

Charlie Chaplin—hully chee!”
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#“Ham” and “Bud”!
By HECTOR AMES

wenty-two years
ago an impudent-
faced, undersized

youngster m a d c

his appearance
in the field, over

in Brooklyn,
which served as a

ball-ground for the

boys who lived in the neighborhood.
A ball-game was about to start. All

that was lacking was umpire, and,

since umpire-baiting was a popular
form of amusement at the time, none
of the youngsters present evinced the

slightest desire to act in that capacity.

The leader of one of the teams
—a sturdy, well-built boy of twelve

—

spied the newcomer. Because of the

latter’s size, he looked easy to lick,

and so he was appointed arbiter.

It was apparent from the start

that the stranger was to have hard
sledding. Sure enough, trouble raised

its grinning head with the very first

decision he was called upon to make.
A youngster sliding for home was
called out. With one accord, his

teammates headed for the luckless

umpire.
The latter, however, put up a sur-

prisingly good fight—so good, in fact,

that he aroused the admiration of the

BUD DUNC-VN

leader of the band. The latter, wip-
ing his shirt-sleeve across a bleeding
nose, halted the attack, and declared
the little lad duly elected to his gang.
Now, all this is of particular in-

terest to photoplay patrons, because

the principals were none other than
Lloyd V. Hamilton and Bud Duncan.
And the friendship formed at that

time was destined to eventually prove
a powerful factor in dispelling some
of the worries and woes with which
this old world is afflicted.

As “Ham” and “Bud,” Hamilton
and Duncan are known wherever Ka-
lem’s famous “Ham” comedies are

shown. It was Hamilton who told of

the manner in which he and his little

chum chanced to take up Motion Pic-

ture work. Here is the story, just as

he told it.

“You see,” Ham began, “I sup-

pose the law of opposites had as much
to do in cementing the friendship be-

tween Bud and me as anything else

—

altho the bloody nose he gave me,
when the gang attacked him because

of a poor decision he rendered, helped

considerably.

“Bud is about knee-high to a grass-

hopper, while T am well over the six-

foot mark,” Ham continued, laugh-

ingly. “He hates what I like, and I

despise what he is strong for, and so

we agree perfectly.

“But, to get back to our first meet-

ing, the boys put Bud thru the usual

initiation. Have you ever witnessed

the sizing-up process which takes

place when a new boy makes his ap-

pearance in the neighborhood ? The
most merciless cross-examination ever

conducted by a district attorney is

mild in comparison with that of a

bunch of youngsters who want to get

a line on the newcomer.
“Well, Bud was compelled to un-

dergo the usual third degree. Every-
body in the gang felt of his muscle
and put a thousand and one questions

to him. Finally, one of the boys, who
proudly boasted of the fact that his

father was a prize-fighter, asked Bud
what his father did for a living.
“ ‘My father’s a ventril ’quist

!

’

Bud replied.

“Right then and there he became
the envy and admiration of the crowd.

Why, every one of us had ardently

longed to be a ventriloquist ever since

one of our number had seen one at a

variety show. And now, right before

us, was the son of so wonderful a

person

!

“Bud and I became warm friends

from the start. We took bites out of

the same apple, played ‘hookey’ from
school together, and fought each

other’s battles. Of course, with the

coming of Bud the thoughts of every
boy in the neighborhood turned to-

wards matters theatrical.

“Then, one day, Bud’s father gave

us a couple of passes to a ‘ Jekyll and
Hyde’ show. The performance im-

pressed us both so deeply that we de-

cided to stage it ourselves. We let

the other boys know, and, before long,

all arrangements had been completed

to produce ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ in a

cellar under the cottage in which one

of our crowd lived. This chap con-

sented to grant the use of the cellar

upon condition that he be given a

part. So I told him that he could be

the victim who is choked by Hyde.
“We charged one gunnysack or two

bottles for reserved soap-box seats,

and one bottle for general admission.

The performance commenced when
the house was filled. Now, the show
would have been a grand and glorious

success but for one thing. The mother
of the boy I was choking came down
into the cellar while this scene was
taking place. She broke up the per-

formance, to save her son ’s life

!

“Altho our first histrionic attempt
was more or less of a failure, Bud and
I weren’t at all discouraged. The
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desire to tread the boards obsessed us.

And then, one day, about two or three

years later, Bud excitedly told me
that people were wanted for the mob-
seenes in a Shakespearean production
about to be given at a theater not far

from our homes.”
Hamilton grinned.

“This time it was my mother who
broke up the show,” he chuckled.

“You see,” Kalends famous come-

dian continued, “she was a member
of the church and wasn’t very strong

for theaters. Of course I didn’t dare

to tell her that I had been taken on as

a super and that I was to carry a

spear in one of the early scenes. Con-

sequently, it was with a feeling of

terror that I heard my father urging

her to take in the performance with

him. My heart went clear down to

my shoes when she finally consented.

“Nevertheless. I made up my mind
that I wasn’t going to pass up my
chance of going on the stage, even tho

all I had to do was carry a spear.

“The night of the performance

came. 1 stole out of the house and

hastened down to the theater. The
show started, and I could see my
mother seated out in the third row of

the orchestra. For a time she failed to

recognize me, but finally T felt her

eyes riveted upon my face.

“I can imagine the horror which
filled her. I can picture all that

passed thru her mind. The next in-

stant she rose in her seat, pointed her
finger straight at me, and declared

:

‘ Lloyd Hamilton, you get into your
clothes and go right home!’
“But even this failed to quench the

desire to he actors that burned within

Bud and me. At that time the

‘brother’ act craze was at its height,

and so we teamed up and played at

entertainments and other private

affairs.

“Even as is the case in the ‘Ham’
comedies today, people laughed the

moment we appeared. The difference

in our sizes was responsible for this.

Bud hadn’t grown an inch, while I

had shot up like a weed. And, be-

cause we took to the business like

ducks to water, we couldn’t help but

make good.

“Later came a chance to join a

burlesque troupe. This experience

proved of immense value to us. You
see, the people who patronize bur-

lesque performances like rough stuff.

The harder I knocked poor Bud about,

the better they liked it. If you will

take notice, this is exactly the case

in the Motion Picture comedy field

today.

“We eventually graduated into

vaudeville, playing theaters from
coast to coast. About a year ago we
played Los Angeles. One of Kalem’s
comedy directors saw our act, and
shortly afterwards we joined the

Kalem forces.

“One of the reasons which, in my
opinion, has helped us make good in

the ‘Ham’ comedies, is the fact that

Bud and I have played together so

many years that we can safely intro-

dime funny business not contained in

the original script, knowing the other
will play up to it.

“AYhat generally happens is this:

Our director, giving us a general idea

of the business which takes place in

the scene, orders us to go ahead and
make him laugh. If we succeed in

doing this, we know that our work
is funny. And it’s a pretty safe bet

that the photoplay patrons will be of

the same opinion.

“To what do I attribute the won-
derful popularity of the ‘Ham’ come-

dies?” Hamilton concluded. “Sim-
ply this: Bud and I have originated

a style of our own. We do our best

to keep our work free from anything
which might be deemed offensive. To
our minds, these are the two things

which every person who desires to suc-

ceed in the photoplay comedy field

should never forget.”
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AM I ALONE?
By A. JERROLD TIEJE

Where are the pictures I held most dear?
The glad grotesques of the haunted vale

:

Dragon and griffin and Thing of Fear.
Throated with fire and of triple scale?

Where, too, the knights whose cheeks, ash-pale,
Told not a whit of their courage sheer,

Spoke not of swords oversharp to fail?

—

Where are the movies of yesteryear?

Where are the pictures I held most dear?
The men who slid up the ninety-foot wall

;

Clown and barmaid, peasant and peer.

Thrown not just one, but ready to fall

Scores of times should the scene not pall?

Here’s ho for the comics at which “they” sneer
(They who “uplift” and smile not at all)—
Where are the movies of yesteryear?

Where are the pictures I held most dear?
Avaunt, ye novels that Frohman arrays

!

Sorry, indeed, is this “dramatized” cheer
(For novels are novels and plays are plays).

Let me not yawn thru a five-part maze

;

Give me the pictures that show me the mere
Folly and farce that my boredom allays

—

Where are the movies of yesteryear?

i.'exvoi.

As well might I ask, like Villon the frail,

Where are the snows when the roses appear

!

Yet still be my quest, as was Lancelot’s Grail

—

Where are the movies of yesteryear?
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The Wraith of Haddon Towers
(American)

By GLADYS HALL

he Finite and the

Infinite ! The curi-

ous warring Dual-
ity of Man ! God
and the Flesh !

Christ and the
Devil ! Fleaven
and Hell !—The
answer ?

Philip Drummond lav back in his

steamer-chair, limply. His tired, disil-

lusioned eyes seemed to probe the

fathomless seas—his mouth was the

mouth of a man who has smiled and
been struck. He might have been one
of us who seek an Ideal—find it

—

and know it to be brass. Or one who,
laboring tirelessly, achieves, at last, a

tower of mud. His was the face of a

man who has striven mightily and
gained—futility. The game had not

been worth the candle. He had bitten

into the toothsome sweatmeat of life

and had spat forth—sawdust.

As a matter of fact, Philip Drum-
mond had grown from a sensi-

tive, unhappy boyhood into a sensitive,

keenly intelligent man—a man of flesh,

with his spirit aching within him. For
what, he did not know.
He had followed the call of his

blood and married an airy, lovely con-

fection of flowery skin, gold bair, and
tantalizing eyes—and within a year she

had trampled upon his sensibilities,

wounded him variously, quenched for-

ever the fire in his blood, and sent him
hurtling into the deepest regions of

himself.

He continued to live with her be-

cause—well, just because it never oc-

curred to him to do otherwise; just as

it had never occurred to him to rebel

during his abused childhood. And she

was his wife. And he had loved her.

She continued to revile him and
bedevil him, and be jealous of him
because—well, because she was a wo-
man, and his wife, and it never oc-

curred to her to do otherwise. He was
certainly a defenseless victim and she

harried him mercilessly and carried on
outrageous flirtations behind his guile-

less back. One of them, in fact, had
passed the treacherous limits of flirta-

tion.

Then came the telegram from his

uncle, Lord Drummond, in England,
and he had taken the first out-

going steamer, leaving his serenely un-

troubled wife to her own devices—and
the perfervid embraces of her

paramour.
On the steamer, for the first time

he felt alone with himself—alone with

the soul that ached and persisted with-

in him—that seemed to clamor for

recognition, for concrete token of
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recognition—that seemed to urge him
to admit all others of the shadow
company.

So potent had been this astral self

during the past year that Drummond
had taken up the serious study of

psychic phenomena and had become
one of its most rabid disciples. He
believed also in the reincarnation of

man and the eventual merging of the

many lives.

Dreaming there on his voyage, he

thought much of his pet theory—to

the effect that if a soul in the astral

world is in love with a reincarnated

being, the astral soul can be sum-
moned and will appear only before the

vision of the one reincarnated. He
believed, further, that this love must
transcend the earthly, that the faint

walls of flesh must be abolished, be-

fore the spirit’s clean blue flame might
merge.
Somehow, it was a comfort to Philip

Drummond—this ghostly belief. The
flesh had ever deluded him—left him
with a gall taste in his mouth. Some-
thing within him cried incessantly for

something forever beyond him—he

hungered for the unknown.
Haddon Towers was a fine old

baronial estate. Gray, and ivied, and
ancient with a royal antiquity, it

loomed darkly among its trees. Its

dim corridors and turreted rooms had
echoed with the travails of England’s
finest blood, and sheltered their deaths

at last. Love had moved serenely

down its halls—and Passion, too

—

hate and murder, and deeds too dim
for speech

; and thru it all the blood-

strain had persisted—proud, overbear-

ing, essentially English.

Drummond felt the thrill of ances-

tral pride as he was motored along its

winding, elm-sheltered drive. Here,

here was where he belonged
;
where

he had alivays belonged. This was
his home

;
the home of his people.

His heart was here, and his British

spirit. He wondered vaguely why he
had ever affiliated himself with Amer-
ica—its newness—its lack of dreams
—its glitter of nouveau riche. He
wondered more than all how he had
ever come to marry Clara. He thought
suddenly how out of place she would
seem here. Why, she would be like

some cheap and flashy gem in an ex-

quisite, antique setting. His life, he
felt, was a hocus-pocus of painful in-

consistencies—if not incongruities.

He wanted the things of the spirit

—

the soul, the flowers of the mind, the

essence of man that is a separate thing
from the body. And he was living

with a woman to whom the body was
religion—a kiss, life’s consummation

—

and flirtation her code and creed. He
shuddered.

Lord Drummond was on his death-

bed. Philip saw plainly that his

hours were numbered. And he felt

swiftly, poignantly regretful. He had
not given the aged noble a thought

in years, yet it came over him now
that here, in this feeble body, was
housed the one kindred spirit on earth.

They had drawn their being from the

same elemental strain—the blood of

the kingly Drummonds ran thru their

veins. They acknowledged a common
ancestry. Their spirits would go, at

last, to the same forebears.

The Baron was almost beyond the

powers of speech. Life was even then

giving his hand into the ready hold

of death. But he made a superhuman
effort when Philip came to his bed-

side.

“You are—the last of the Drum-
monds,’’ he gasped jerkily; “my title

and all that I—die—-possessed of

—

go to you. But, Philip—Philip—there

is another bequest—the wraith—of

Haddon Towers. In the east wing,

Philip. She—the wraith—was a di-

rect ancestor—Dorothy Drummond

—

she—loved her cousin Philip. Her
father favored Sir Berton Gregory

—

she—she and her cousin Philip were
—murdered. I give her into your

charge— poor, restless shade— the

wraith—of Haddon— Towers— I —
ah

!”

The room in the east wing was kept

tightly closed. None of the servants

would enter it, and it was in complete

disuse. Here, the day after Lord
Drummond was interred among his

forefathers, Philip went to await the

problematical appearance of the wraith

of Haddon Towers. Now that he had
this opportunity to really sound his

theories, he was doubtful. It seemed
too vastly incredible a thing—too po-

tent with unguessable realms—too

mystery-fraught. Yet he knew, some-
how, that if this restless one

from out the spirit lands should come
to him, a great want within him would
be filled. Always he had hungered for

a substanceless, nameless something.

Lately, he had come to believe that

his answer did not lie in this world,

but the next.

The room in the east wing was
paneled in misty gray, and touched

by the dim fingers of dust. Faded
tapestries, all but patternless, half

shrouded stained windows. A harp,

palpably rusted and pathetically voice-

less, stood in one corner. Near-bv was
a tall, closed escritoire. There were

a few chairs in the room, and a table

—that was all.

Yet Philip felt, as he entered, that

this room was inhabited. There was
about it the indefinable, inexplicable

sense of a presence. It seemed to him
as if, centuries ago, a woman had

dwelt in here, wearing a vague per-

fume, and touching the harp to golden
melody—and it seemed as if, the cen-

turies thru, the perfume clung to the

wistful air—and the last note of the

harp trembled and moaned.
Philip dropped into a chair, facing

the harp. His eyes stared straight

ahead of him. Then, suddenly, he
gasped and leaned forward convul-
sively.

A woman had taken her place by
the harp—a woman garbed in whitest

white, with dusky, unbound hair and
a face that seemed to lay itself against

Philip’s naked heart.

She touched the rusted strings and
a melody throbbed into the air—

a

melody that Philip, listening, knew
was not of earth. A melody that

passed profoundly the sensory ear and
smote upon the soul—a melody that

pleaded for the annihilation of the

cumbering flesh.

Philip’s dry lips moved, and, curi-

ously enough, the warm blood ran thru

his veins again. A sob racked him.

This—this was his answer—the solv-

ing of his endless riddle—the touch
divine on the raw wound of his life

—

this melody from the courts of Christ

—this woman—a woman, still beyond
the confines of the flesh.

“Who— ’’ he breathed
; “tell me—

”

The music stopped and the woman
came near to him.

“Dont you know me, my beloved?”
she breathed ; “can it be that you do
not know me?”

“Ah, tell me ” breathed Philip

again
;
“forgive me my blindness—help

me to know.”
“I have waited so long, Philip, my

beloved. I have hoped you might
know me, even with your eyes.”

“Yes, even with my eyes. Remem-
ber that, whoever you may be, they are

earthly eyes—they—they see not!”

Something ineffably sad touched the

wraithly lips. “They see not ,”

she asserted mournfully. “Ah, Philip

—Philip—my spirit’s love—my earth’s

mate—I have watched you thru cycles

of endless time—sobbing over you
even in Heaven—sobbing—and grovel-

ing at the feet of God—for you—for

your unseeing eyes—your heedless

ears—your tongue of man—for all the

crass, blind errors of your stumbling
flesh.

“And now, after all your incarna-'

tions—all your brief deaths—now, at

last, you have come to a want of me.

You have not known it for want of

me, but it has been that—urging you
—calling you ”

Philip nodded, tensely. “Tell me
why,” he said eagerly, “why I have

been born again
;
why I have lived

these other lives and you have stayed

among the dead. Is this not strange?”
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A WOMAN HAD TAKEN HER PLACE BY THE HARP GARBED IN WHITEST WHITE

The dim lips smiled with a mother-
ing, tender sweetness. “Beloved by
me,” she answered him, “when mor-
tal men err upon earth

;
when they

come to die, still bearing the earth-

taint upon them—still victimized by
the body-greeds—slaves to the lesser

vices—they cannot enter straightway
into the sight of God. Instead, they

are sent again to earth and given a

new life to live—a fresh page to write

upon—an opportunity to become more
of the spirit—ready for eternity. You,
oh, my love, were of these.”

“And you ?”

“I was permitted to remain, but,

because my weak body was forged in

chains of desire—desire of you—be-

cause my blood clamored for you and
my spirit was not content, I was
forced to watch you thru your several

incarnations—forced to see you live,

and grow, and learn, and love. Forced
to see you suffer, so needlessly—to see

you glad, with a gladness in which I

held no memoried part—until, at last,

my body’s dross was purged away and
I can come to you in the spirit with

(Forty-five)

only the love of God within my heart.”

Philip’s fascinated eyes were riveted

on the ethereal, delicate face. Then he

shook his head stupidly.

“I believe you, whoever you may
be,” he whispered, “but who are you?
I—forg'ive me—I do not remember.”
The ghostly visitant drew nearer and

an ephemeral perfume touched him.

He looked up at her eagerly—at her

lovely face, seen as behind a veil

—

the humid, glorious eyes
;

the soft,

dusky hair
;
the curved, soft mouth

;

the divine nobility of the long-lined,

slender form—and a fierce desire shook
him. Desire that mocked all previous

material longings as the sun-heat

mocks the earth-fires—desire that ran

in subtle blue-points of flame, thru

every vein—desire that was the zenith,

the exquisite consummation of all the

desires of man for woman. It swept
over him deathly-sweet, dizzying,

swooning—and the mad thrill of it

leaped to his eyes. As if in instant un-
derstanding the vague mouth curved
mournfully and Philip found himself

gazing into blankness.

Three days later he saw her again.

“I have been waiting for you,” he

said simply. “I am sorry.”

“Try to know,” the shade said softly,

“that there is love of keener ecstasy

than you have ever known beyond
your arms’ embrace—your lips’ caress

—your eyes’ desire—a love that is be-

yond all power of finite minds to

guess.”

“I believe,” he whispered; “now tell

me—about us—who you are— I beg?”
“Over a century ago,” the wraith

began simply, “I was your cousin

Dorothy. You were my cousin Philip

—Philip Drummond. We loved,

Philip—a love that was born in an
English spring and nurtured in

English lanes. We loved as you have
not loved since—not during all your
lives on earth. I loved so strongly

that the bad in me was purified by
very reason of it.

“They were golden days, oh, my be-

loved—days when we clung, lip to lip,

breast to breast, instinct to instinct.

We were to be married, Philip—but

my father forbade it. He favored Sir
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“l BEGGED MV FATHER ON MY BENDED KNEE FOR LENIENCE, BUT LIE WAS 1^1 MOVABLE”

Berton Gregory—a man whose atten-

tions seemed as so many insults to me.
And that very Sir Berton Gregory
lives today, Philip, and is near to your
life. Beloved, he is Claude Hope.”
“Claude Hope ! My wife's lov !”

“Yes, Philip; the very same—and
our—murderer !”

“Murderer! The ”

"Oh, hush, my beloved
;
remember

to whom you speak
”

"Dorothy—mystical, wonderful ”

The white hand was raised and the

distant voice continued: “We were
forced to meet clandestinely— it was
winter then, and we skated together

on Lake Sweetbriar, that tiny gem set

in wooded banks a mile away. It

seemed that our loves' rhythm matched
the rhythm of our bodies as we swung
over the ice on our curl-tipped, gleam-
ing skates—the stinging wind from the

downs and woods in our faces—mid-

summer love in our hearts
”

Philip gripped his chair-arm. “I

am—remembering,” he choked. “Oh,
Dorothy— I—remember——

”

“I was forced to become betrothed

to Sir Gregory/’ she continued; “I

begged my father on my bended knee
for lenience, but he was immovable

—

and the betrothal was consummated.
“From that time on, Sir Gregory

constituted himself my guardian and
keeper—jealous, vengeful, vicious.

"We stole our meetings—you and I

—grasping our fleet, surcharged mo-
ments to our bleeding hearts—loving

with the terrific abandon of a love

repressed.

"One day—it was springtide again

—we met in these very woods. You
were importunate that day—my poor

beloved—and I was weak with longing.

Forgetful of all but our mighty need

—

heedless of everything but our hunger
for each other—we clung together

—

and behind a tree was Gregory.

"When we parted he stole upon you
—-and killed you. I heard the scuffle

—your moan. I ran back to our tryst-

ing place, and you were there—dead
—the life-blood leaving my heart—my
heart—in your breast. I think I died

in that instant, tho I lived two months
or more. But I loved you, Philip, be-

loved, with a love that had become my
very life—such a love as even eter-

nity cannot quell nor abate.

“After your death, Gregory made
my life horrible. With the torturing

memory of your dead lips before me,

his kisses repulsed me to the breaking

point. His amorous advances sent me
into revulsions unspeakable. I felt

that I was harrowed beyond endur-

ance and I longed for the sweet peace

to which you.had gone.

“It became my habit to wander about

our old haunts—our trysting tree

—

the stone bridge over the river—the

orchard where primroses grew and
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very bridge. We struggled here, vio-

lently, abusively. I fell, and drowned,
and my spirit soared to those worlds
where I have awaited you since—still

triumphant in my ageless love, my be-

loved—still waiting for your soul’s last

gaining.”

They returned to the room in the

east wing, in silence—so silently that

Philip felt almost incorporeal himself.

His heart was aching with a vast

yearning, and as he looked at her he
knew suddenly that he craved no
fleshly touch of her—nor any other

worldly thing. His wife, gold and
rose and pearl, was a pitiful, sawdust
toy, to be prayed for and forgiven.

He wanted neither food nor drink nor
human touch, nor anything save the

nameless thing that had haunted him
all this last life thru and had become
known to him at last—his soul’s love.

“Dorothy,” he whispered, “I feel—

•

if you cannot come to me—I must
soon come to you. Ah—God—be

merciful—my love—my—love
”

“I am Lady Drummond!” shrieked

an unmistakably New Yorkian voice,

“and I wish to see his Lordship—at

once. My—phew!—this is musty!
We'll have to do the fox-trot with

some of these relics
!”

The new Lady Drummond peered

about the sacred, baronial hall disdain-

( Continued on page 69)

mingled their breath with the apple-

blossoms.

“On one of these walks, Gregory
followed me. He professed love, yet

he seemed possessed to torment me

—

to taunt me—to make of me a light

thing. This day he followed me to

the bridge over the river. How many,
many times we had stood there to-

gether—hands tightly clasped—gazing
down at our reflections in the still

waters! How many times- we had
wished we might be one with the tidal

waters—one with the winds, and the

stars, and the flowers—the vast ele-

mental from which we felt our love

was derived ! Come with me now
;

I

want you to be there while I finish the
tale.”

Philip followed her with the rapt
stare of a sleep-walker. Her sub-
stanceless form passed door and stone
and tree as tho they were not, and yet,

when she turned to smile at Philip,

it warmed his blood to the pulsing
point.

Over the bridge they leaned together
—as they had leaned a century ago

—

with all a century’s differences be-
tween them, and the unthinkable
barrier of separate worlds.

“My body lies in those waters,”
the wraith was saying; “my troubled
flesh at peace. He pursued me to this
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The Man Who Knows His West
R aised among the Sioux Indians on

the plains of North Dakota,
William Hart drank deep of the

spirit of the West. In that land of

sagebrush and mesquite, riding across

the desert and down thru canyon, he

grew strong and tall like the red men
among whom he lived.

He knows the West as it actually

was in the frontier days, when "a Colt

was the court of last appeal.'’ Only
the men who have lived those days

can feel the spirit of them. By
William Hart’s portrayal of this real

Western character he has won a se-

cure place in the affections of the

Motion Picture public.

His appearance on the screen

marked a new epoch in West-
ern pictures and one wel
corned, for the followers of

the screen were weary of

the overdrawn and false

representations of the
West, and to William
Hart is due the credit for

bringing the attention of

the public back to the

Western drama and away
from the problem story to

which they had turned from the

lurid sort of pictures into

which the Western plays were
deteriorating. H i s characters

are studied from real life—the

life of the rugged men beyond
the Rockies.

In the opinion

of this true

Western-
er. the
West-
e r n

drama and that which will live because
of its red blood, for the red corpuscle
appeals to . the anaemic just
as it does

,

A to the normal
per

Will-

i a m
Hart’s

venture
the East was
a lad of fif-

teen, he went
toNew York
to perfect

himself

hrst

into
when

drama
will
never die.

He says,
“T h e eighties

and early nineties,

when the frontier was
making its last stand, was an era of

action and romance, and then the

West gave to America its greatest

for an ex-

amination
for entrance

to West
Point. Half-

way from his

Far West he
came before he

changed from the

moccasins, that he had
always worn, to shoes. It

had always been his ambition to

be a United States Army officer, and
tho the educational advantages of the

Far West were few, his father, a col-

lege graduate, saw that his son made
the most of his opportunities. At his

examination he passed a perfect physi-

cal test and his average in his grades
was high enough to allow his entrance,

but the proper influence, that was then
so necessary, was not his, so his am-
bition to be an army officer could not
be realized.

It was then that William Hart's
stage aspirations commenced. New
York offering no opening, he sold the

trophies he had won in athletic con-
tests in the West, and with that money
bought passage to London. There he
secured a job carrying a spear, but

that not being to his liking and
having a longing for America,

it was not long before he re-

turned to New York.
More fortunate was he this

time and managed to get

an engagement with a
German tragedian

who played
repertoire.

This ex-

perience
proved
valuable

to theyoung
actor, and he

quickly advanced. His
advancement, tho, was all in

experience the first year, for

tho the old German would
each month tell him that his

salary was increased, at the end
of the year he was drawing

no more than he had re-

ceived the first month.
When but twenty-four

years old. William
Hart was play-

ing b i g parts

with well-

known
people
of the

stage,

and

soon
he was starred. It

was for his portrayal of his

original “C a s h” Hawkins in

“The Squaw Man’’ and his strong,

convincing acting in “The Barrier”

and “The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine” that he was asked to play West-
ern character roles for the screen.

It was the call of the West, and he

answered
;

the mysterious charm of

that wonderful country “where a man
makes friends without half-trying.”

The West that has left its mark upon
him : in his face of rare force, in the

ruggedness of his character and in the

gentleness of his manner—real force.

(Foriy-eight)
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ONCE UPON A TIME
By JOHNSON BRISCOE

December 26, 1900.—Lottie Briscoe

(late Lubin) was having a jolly good
time of it as an interpreter of a boy’s

role, being wholly in sympathy with

that hapless youth, Claude, the con-

sumptive one of “The Two Little Va-
grants,” wringing tears from more
than one tender-hearted person as-

sembled at the Opera House, Titus-

ville, Pa., and little she cared that the

day before she was in Warren, Pa.,

with the day following this booked
for Franklin, in the same State.

January 13, 1906.—Viola Dana
(Edison) was at this moment one of

the numerous stage children who ulti-

mately became screen stars, at this

time playing the part of the boy,

Little Heindrich, in “Rip Van Winkle”
(billed, of course, under her real name
of Viola Flugrath), in which Thomas
Jefferson was starring, this day being

the lure at Staub’s Theater, Knoxville,

Tenn.

January Ilf, 1910.—Howard M.
Mitchell (Thanhouser) was acquiring

a goodly knowledge of unadulterated

melodrama, playing the juvenile role

in one of Theodore Kremer’s brain

children, this one bearing the illu-

minative title of “The King of Biga-

mists,” which had settled down for a

half-week’s visit to the Gilmore Thea-

ter, Springfield, Mass.

January 15, 1911.—Louise Glaum
(Triangle) was acquiring nothing if

not experience, playing a round of in-

genue roles with the stock company
at the Imperial Theater, Chicago, and
she was specially elated today at the

opportunities afforded her in the sym-
pathetic role of the Indian girl, Nat-
U-Rich, in “The Squaw Man.”

January 16, 1912.—Roscoe Ar-
buckle (Keystone) was playing com-
edy parts of every kind and descrip-

tion with the Ferris Hartman Opera
Company, which was in the midst of

an indefinite engagement, at the

Grand Opera House, Los Angeles,

Cal., the bill at this particular moment
being “The Campus.”

January 17, 1908.—Harry B. Ey-
tinge (Edison) was the personifica-

tion of serious dignity as John Har-
mon, cashier of the Commercial Bank,
in “The Burglar and the Lady,” in

which James J. Corbett was starring,

a delectable dramatic dish, served to

the patrons of the Bijou Theater.

Pittsburg, Pa.

January 20, 1908.—Edwin August
(World) was enjoying an unusually

agreeable engagement in the support

of Digby Bell, who was starring in

"Shore Acres,” in which Mr. August
played the young physician, Sam War-
ren, this day beginning a week’s stay

at the Lyric Theater, Buffalo, N. Y.

January 21, 1901.—Mary Pickford

(Famous Players) appeared for the

first time on any stage upon this very
date, the momentous occasion being

with the Valentine Stock Company, at

the Princess Theater, in her home
town, Toronto, Canada, when she

played the leading role of Mignon in

"Booties’ Baby.” One unfeeling re-

viewer had this to say of her per-

formance: “Little Gladys Smith, who
played the child’s part, had not been

thoroly drilled, and in consequence the

play was uneven, something unusual
with this company.” Tut, tut! and
well, well! What’s that? Why, didn’t

all of you know that Mary Pickford

of today was Gladys Smith of

yesterday ?

January 23, 1911.—Irving Cum-
mings (Centaur) was floating upon
the top wave of popular success, as

leading man of the Benton Players, at

the Majestic Theater, Indianapolis,

Ind., and upon this particular date

he must have been a sight for the

gods, masquerading in skirts, as Lord
Fancourt Babberlv, the bogus aunt,

in “Charley’s Aunt.”

(Forty-nine)
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OWEN MOORE

MARY MAURICE

MAUDE FEALY

ROMATXE FIELDING

January 2J+, 1S9S .

—

Augustus Phil-

lips (Edison) was at this time play-

ing important parts in the support of

Edna May and Cecil Spooner, who
were at the head of their own reper-

toire company, offering bargain rate

drama, ten, twenty and thirty cents,

this day opening a week’s engagement
at the Academy of Music, Cumber-
land. Md., the bill being "The Judge's
Wife.”

January 25, 190

5

.

—

Vivian Prescott

(Universal) was having a perfectly

gorgeous time of it, whooping things

up generally in the soubrette role of

Mag, a Bowerv waif, in “In Convict’s

Stripes,” which, we are told, was “a
smart story of Southern romance,” and
it is to be devoutly hoped that the play

entertained the audience upon this

occasion, at the Yosemite Theater,

Stockton, Cal.

January 27, 1913 .

—

Augusta Ander-
son (Biograph) was plodding hope-
fully away, somewhat submerged but

most ambitious, for was she not acting

under no less a personage than David
Belasco, being that haughty creature,

Lady Molineux, in “A Good Little

Devil,” at the Republic Theatre, New
York ?

January 31, 1902—Edgar Jones
(Metro) was a sure-to-goodness

Broadway actor, appearing upon the

stage of no less a famous edifice than
Wallack’s Theater, but it is to be pre-

sumed that you would have had to

have been fairly familiar with his fea-

tures in order to discover him in either

part which he played this day, Victor

Papin, a lackey, in “A Gentleman
of France,” and as one of the guests

at Lady Sneerwell’s in "The School

for Scandal,” of which just a special

matinee was given, Kyrle Bellew be-

ing the star of both plays.

February 1, 1903 .

—

Edith Storey

(Vitagraph) was probably quite firm

in her determination to be the legiti-

mate successor to Sarah Bernhardt,

tho the day must have seemed remote
at this time, when she wore pigtails

and short skirts, this as little Australia

Wiggs in “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patfch,” a play then only a few months
old, being the attraction this night

at the Walnut Street Theater,

Philadelphia.

February 3, 1909 .

—

Bryant Wash-
burn (Essanay) was probably taking

life rather seriously at this time, being

one of the. faithful souls who sup-

ported the artistic undertakings of

Donald Robertson, in Chicago, upon
this date appearing there in Fullerton

Hall, at the Art Institute, as Lieut.

Wilson in “The Miller of Boscobel,” a

drama, written by no less a person

than Hamlin Garland.

February 1908 .

—

Owen Moore
(Triangle) was ambling comfortably,
so to speak, about the map, playing
upon an average of six towns a week,
this in the support of Mildred Holland,
with whom he played Fabio in “A
Paradise of Lies,” this night affording
pleasure to the patrons of the Andes
Opera House, Fostoria, Ohio.

February 6, 1905 .

—

Mary Maurice
(Vitagraph) was a most impressive
dowager, Mrs. Matthew Van Austin,
an aristocrat, in “A Midnight Mar-
riage,” which Hal Reid classic this

date began a three days’ engagement,
at the Academv of Music, Scranton,
Pa.

February 9, 1901 .

—

Maude Fealy
(Ivleine) certainly gave every indica-

tion that hers was to have been an
especially brilliant career on the stage,

at this time being leading woman with
William Gillette, with whom she was
Alice Faulkner in “Sherlock Holmes,”
appearing at the Broad Street Theater,
Philadelphia.

February 10, 1909.—Romaine Field-

ing (Universal) was enjoying a brief

hour’s triumph in a- Paul Armstrong
failure, “The Renegade,” in which he

played the role of an Indian chief,

Thunder Hawk, and tho William Far-
num (Fox) was featured in the lead-

ing role, Chicago theatergoers would
have none of it, where it was on view
at the Studebaker Theater.

February 11, 1905 .

—

Ford Sterling

(Keystone) was ably portraying the

heroic virtues of Burleigh Mavor in

“Under Southern Skies,” a role far

removed from those with which he has
won screen fame, appearing upon this

date at the Collingwood Opera House.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

February 18, 1906 .

—

True Board-
man (Kalem) was playing a wide
variety of juvenile roles as a member
of the stock organization at the Al-

hambra Theatre, San Francisco, this

Sabbath day rounding out a week with

two performances of “The Black
Crook” (in which he played Karl),

which, to say the least, is an odd sort

of bill to include in a stock repertoire.

February 20, 1905.—Victoria Forde
(Nestor) completely captivated the

audience by her childish ingenuous-
ness as the little girl, Marie Madison,
in “A Wife’s Secret,” which gave
many a thrill to the patrons of

Blaney’s Arch Street Theater, Phila-

delphia, at which time in her career

Miss Forde, as against the dignity of

Victoria, was known as Dolly Forde.

February 21, 1908 .

—

Charles Clary
(Lasky) even to this day loves to

talk about the picturesque, showy op-

portunities which were his as Will

Leveson in “The Road to Yesterday,”

FORD STERLING

VICTORIA FORDE

TRUE BOARDMAN

DONALD HALL
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with Minnie Dupree, and he put forth

his very best efforts this night, at the

New Grand Theater, Sioux City, la.

February 26, 1906.—Edward Coxen
(American) was putting- up an espe-

cially brave fight to win recognition

behind the footlights, fulfilling various

“jobbing” stock engagements in and
about San Francisco, and great was
his pride this day when, with the

Bishop Players, at the Majestic Thea-
ter, he found himself cast for the

minor role of Zal, a Moorish slave,

in “The Proud Prince.”

February 27, 1911.—Donald Hall

(Vitagraph), whose busy stage career

embraced musical plays almost wholly,

was a vastly handsome figure in the

part of De Liege in “The Girl in the

Train,” in which Frank Daniels was
starring, this night being the at-

traction at the Valentine Theater,

Toledo, Ohio.

February 28, 1910.—Jane Gail

(Cosmofotofilm) was the proud pos-

sessor of a Broadway engagement,
appearing at the Lyric Theater, in

the role of the maid, Susan, in “The
City,” and as she was the general

understudy for the other women in

the cast she spent much of her time

sitting about hoping that something
would happen to one of them so that

she might be called upon to save the

performance.

February 29, 1908.—Earle Williams
(Vitagraph) was endeavoring to do
his best in portraying the villainies of

that wicked fellow, Lennox Sander-
son, in “’Way Down East,” and at the

Mishler Theater, Altoona, Pa., where
this date the company completed a

three days’ stay, fair women trembled
and brave men turned pale when he

hurled at the heroine, when she be-

sought him to make an honest woman
of her, that soul-destroying line, “Oh,
those were my wild oats.”

March 1, 1909.—Mary Fuller (Uni-
versal) was a most attractive figure

as the young heroine, Texas West,
in “Texas,” with which she was mak-
ing quite an extensive tour, this day
opening for a week’s stay at Wells’

Granby Theater, Norfolk, Va., tho

maybe some of you may not have
recognized her under the more roman-
tic name of “Claire Fuller.”

March 2, 1911.—Fred Mace (Key-
stone) was thoroly in his element in

the role of the blustering old Colonel

Popoff in “The Chocolate Soldier,”

singing with great gusto that happy
lyric, “Thank the Lord, the War is

Over,” much to the joy of those gath-

ered together this night at the Audi-
torium Theater, Denver, Col.

March 7, 1905.—Gladys Hulette

(Tlianhouser) was gamboling away
in the land of comic opera, playing the

role of the child, Nannette, the young-

est of the ten daughters of the Widow
Frimousse, in “Wang,” in which De
Wolf Hopper was starring, appearing

upon this occasion at the Lynn Thea-

ter, Lynn, Mass.

March 8, 1913.—Alan Hale (Las-
ky) was flourishing successfully

as a member of the cast of a leading

Broadway success, being the dancing
master in “A Poor Little Rich Girl,”

in which, of course, Viola Dana
(Edison) had the leading role at the

Hudson Theater, New York.

March 9, 1910.—Courtenay Foote
(Fine Arts) was bending all his ener-

gies towards making a success of a

new role, John Deering, in “The De-
tective,” a play produced by William
A. Brady, which, however, had only

a short career, being seen this night

at Rand's Opera House, Troy, N. Y.

March 10, 1910.—Marion and Mad-
eline Fairbanks (Thanhouser), whom
we all know and love upon the screen

as those inimitable youngsters, the

Fairbanks Twins, were happy, care-

free members of the organization at

the New Theater, New York, this

nig'ht gamboling about in the large

group of children used in "The
Piper,” and ready to appear the fol-

lowing matinee in “The Blue Bird.”

March 11, 1895.—W. S. Hart (Tri-

angle), who was nothing if not a dev-

otee of the classic drama in his early

stage days, was playing roles in the

support of Madame Rhea, who was
starring in repertoire, consisting of

“The Parisians,” “The New Mag-
dalen,” and “The Lady of Lyons,” this

day opening a week’s engagement at

the Coates Opera House, Kansas Citv,

Mo.

March 13, 1905.— Billy Quirk (Har-
vard) was devoting his happy comedy
energies to the drama’s uplift thru the

medium of a play called “Pals,” in

which the eminent satellite, James J.

Corbett, was starring, this date begin-

ning a week’s stay at the Girard

Avenue Theatre, Philadelphia, and
tho our young hero was playing

the part of George Wall, a college

chappie, he was billed then under the

dignified cognomen of William A.

Quirk.

March 1J+, 1910.—Clara Kimball

Young (World) was displaying a

distinctly new side to her talents at

this moment, gamboling brightly in the

realm of musical comedy, creating the

soubrette role of Rosalie in “The Sky-

lark,” which received its first produc-

tion upon any stage this night at the

Columbia Theater, Washington, D. C.

EDWARD COXEN
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head and bent her

rounding body to the

rhythm of unseen Pan-pipes

on the spring breeze, intoxicated

with the heady wine of living.

Fifteen springs lay behind her,

squalid, dingy springs, crawling with

sodden skirts from the debris of a

slum winter
;

springs in which the

only signs of the season had been the

flash of blue city pigeons by the attic

window and the jingling music of the

hand-organ man far below. But now
—now the grass was fragrant and
vibrant under foot, and the world,

in spite of Aunt Emma’s shrewish
tongue, a vivid green and golden

place to live in. Therefore, Dimples
danced, and dung herself, breathless

at last, at the foot of the old vine-

covered wall.

“Oh, Hortense !” she gasped, snatch-

ing up the doll and laying a warm
cheek against the staring rag face

;

“maybe it’s wicked—but aren’t you
glad my father died? If he hadn’t,

we’d never have come here
;
we’d still

be in that awful old attic with the

cabbagy smells and the squabbly

sounds and the dreadful men and
women ”

Memory drooped at her lip-cor-

ners. “Of course, if we’d loved him,”

she sighed, “but he didn’t want to be

loved, and I guess maybe I didn’t

know how ”

She lifted her head swiftly at the

sound of heavy
footsteps across the

grass, and the reasons for

her nickname flashed into her cheeks
in bewildering array. Her aunt and
the minister’s wife, whose cheeks could

boast no such frivolous adornments,
regarded her with the virtuous disap-

proval of plain women looking at a

pretty one, but the parson’s gaze was
distinctly charitable.

“Dimples,” said Mrs. Riley sharply,

“where are your manners? What do
you suppose people will think of a

great girl like you sprawling in the

grass with a doll? Haven’t you a

particle of proper pride?”

The girl sighed
;
then, with feminine

intention, held the doll out to the

minister. A spark of mischief made
twin imps of her eyes.

“This is Hortense,” she introduced
her gravely; “I’ve loved her so much
that sometimes I dont believe she is

a doll any longer. I’m almost sure

I’ve loved a soul into her sawdust.”
The parson made haste to evade the

theological issue. “Hortense?” he re-

peated kindly. “I thought dolls were
alwavs named Betty or Mabel or

Rose.”

“She is Hortense after Horton, the

man who gave her to me,” explained

Dimples, and again memory tugged

at her lips, saddening them. “My
father didn’t believe in dolls or

flowers or anything that cost money.

“ r dont know,” sighed Mrs.

,
Riley, swaying amply
back and forth in the

porch rocker, “what I ever

did sinful enough to deserve

Dimples. She’s ornery in

more separate ways than any
girl o’ her age in Calhoun
County. I’ve scolded my
tongue off, pretty nearly,

trying to make a lady of her,

but I doubt if the Angel Ga-
briel could do it, Parson.”
“She is a dispensation,”

sympathized the minister’s wife, “but it

must be a comfort to you to realize

you're doing your duty by her, Mrs.
Riley. In the midst of my earthly

trials”— she cast a glance at her hus-

band that plainly showed she included

the good man in her category

—

“Washington, my dear, what are you
looking at, pray?”

Parson Ford hurriedly withdrew his

admiring glance from the small, blithe-

some figure dancing under the dappled

shadows of the apple-trees.

“A dispensation undoubtedly,” he
agreed, “and yet a remarkably pretty

—

er—child.”

“Child! Humph!” sniffed the aunt,

“she isn’t as young as that scand’lous

rag doll of hers. Parson—Dimples is

sixteen. At her age I was quilting

my fourth quilt and making as good
bread ’n’ pies as my own mother, and
look at her

!

Hair down, skirts up,

dancing with a doll! She lugs that

critter round with her, morning to

night—sleeps with it in her arms. I’m

just waiting my chance to pitch it into

the fire some o’ these days
!”

Unconscious of the fate hanging
over her playmate, Dimples danced
on, under the apple-trees, with the

grace of a pink gingham nymph or a

hoydenish dryad. Her snarl of curls

caught the sun in its flying meshes, her

cheeks reflected the pink of the apple-

blooms. In an innocent bacchanal, she

flung her slim young arms above her

(Fifty-three
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so Horton pawned his watch and
bought her for me. And after father

died and I was going away, he told

me never, never to lose sight of Hor-
tense, for she would prove a friend

some day ”

“There! there!—that will do/’ in-

terrupted Mrs. Riley testily. Her
dead brother was a sore point with

her, having- considered him all her

life a wealthy man, only to be left at

last with his penniless girl and her

disreputable rag doll as legacy. “A
good daughter wouldn’t speak so of

her poor dead father.” She turned

helplessly to her visitors. “You see

how she acts,” she complained
;
“I de-

clare I’m half afraid to have boarders

this year for fear of what she’ll

say !”

“Have you got anybody engaged to

come ?” The minister’s wife was obvi-

ously relieved to change the conversa-

tion. She attached a bony and deter-

mined arm to her husband’s elbow and
drew him away along the orchard

path. Suddenly interested, Dimples
held her breath for the reply.

“One, a Mr. Robert Stanley, from
Atlanta,” her aunt said

;
“he’s coming

next week. Well—I guess—he never
haggled a bit over the price o’ the

room ”

Their voices trailed out of hearing

beyond the low-hanging boughs. Left

alone, Dimples clasped her hands
around her knees and rocked medita-

tively to and fro.

“Mr. Robert Stanley!” she repeated

the name over several times, liking the

dignified swing of it on her tongue.

“I wonder whether he's young and
whether he’ll play with me? Some-
how—lately—Hortense has seemed a

little—a very little like a doll!” Sud-
den terror sprang into the wide, blue

eyes, and she snatched the rag creature

to her round young l /east, covering

the flat, inanely smiling face with fran-

tic, frightened kisses. “No! no!” she

gasped. “No— I didn't mean that, dear

—I mustn’t mean that! If I did, it

would mean that I was growing up!”
She sprang to her feet and flung out

eager arms, as tho to clasp the whole

sunny world. “Grown-up people are so

solemn,” she cried passionately; “I

dont want to be like them— I want
to be happv and sing and dance and
play.”

At the first glance it seemed evident

that Mr. Robert Stanley came under

the obnoxious classification “grown-

up.” He was a tall, dark man, of the

type that women find fascinating when
combined with a reckless manner and

the reputation of being “a devil of a

fellow.” But Robert Stanley’s strong,

stern features wore a look of settled

gloom and there were deep-cut lines

about his jaw and chin that are only

chiseled by the master sculptor

—

Sorrow. He ate and drank, silently,

whatever Mrs. Riley set before him,

without a glance at her or at the small,

golden and blue figure across the

table, and spent the intervals between
meal-times in his room with the door

inhospitably closed, or wandering
about the country lanes and mea<lows—“as tho,” Dimples confided to

her doll, “he had lost something and

couldn’t find it.”

Meeting him one morning in the

woods, she could not resist the naughty
impulse to put the idea into words.

The man was roused suddenly from

his bitter musings by a clear, childish

voice singing at his elbow.

“Leave them alone,” trilled Dimples

mischievously, “and they’ll come home,

wagging their tails behind them.”

Robert Stanley stared curiously

down at the vivid little figure swing-

ing flower-wise on the top rail of the

rustic fence. He had the odd sensa-

tion of a sleep-walker suddenly awak-

ened in an unfamiliar place. For two

months the world of his thoughts had

occupied his entire mind, leaving his

body to go about its business mechani-

cally, and he could hardly have ex-

(Fifty-four)
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plained for the moment how he came

to be in this woodland glade at all.

“'I beg your pardon.’’ he said,

slowly; “did you speak to me? And
zvhat will come home wagging their

—

their—er—tails behind them?”
“Your sheep, of course,” laughed

Dimples, “or whatever it is you’ve lost.

You have lost something, haven’t

you ?”

“I have lost,” said Robert Stanley

with a mirthless laugh, “precisely

everything.” He leaned one elbow on

the fence rail, fixing the lovely up-

raised face with somber eyes. The
impulse to talk, which is a symptom of

the crisis of grief, was upon him. "I

have lost a flock of silly things called

ideals, and a few fantastic hopes, and

a witless ambition, and I have lost my
courage and my faith in goodness and

my peace of mind.”

“Gracious !” Dimples was staring at

him in wide-eyed perplexity, swinging

Hortense by one shapeless arm.

“Where did you lose all that? I

think you must be pretty careless with

your things
!”

“I trusted them all to a woman,”
said Stanley grimly, “and she tossed

them to the winds, that she might fill

her hands with another fool’s love.”

Dimples revolved the answer in her

mind for a moment of silence and her

face took on the piteous look of a

child afraid to open her eyes in the

dark lest she see something terrible.

She reached out a small hand and
patted the rigid arm at her side.

(Fifty-five)

“Leave them alone and they’ll come
home,” she quoted. “Do you know
what I’ve been wondering ever since

you came? I’ve been wondering how
you’d look if you smiled

!”

Robert Stanley felt a strange lifting

of the spirit—a moment's parting of

the fog of bitterness that let the girl’s

smile like a friendly sun-ray into the

darkened house of his heart. Such a

bright, winsome face she had—so

young and candid. It would be a sin

to shadow this joy in life with Louise’s

faithlessness.

“You queer little, dear little thing!’’

he cried suddenly. And Dimples saw
what he looked like when he smiled.

The days after this were sweet with

their growing companionship, tho

at first the man thought only that he

was amused as at the pretty antics

of a kitten. He followed Dimples’

joyous lead with a sense of one holi-

daying from a grief to which he must
return sooner or later, thrusting the

thought of the miserable home-coming
from him resolutely, but conscious

always that it must be.

Robert Stanley was not a man of

light loves and purposes. From child-

hood he had expected to marry Louise
Abbot and the expectation had grown
into his being and become a part of

-

him. Indeed, so certain was he of

her that the shock of her faithlessness

had been almost that of a man con-

fronted with a wife’s dishonor. The
curly-haired, smooth-tongued rival,

who had sprung up from the Im-

possible on that terrible day at the

club, had openly declared that Louise

was marrying Robert for his money
alone. Stanley had knocked the fel-

low down and gone from the club

straight to his home, where he had
penned a test letter to his sweetheart,

telling her of the loss of his fortune

and offering her release.

And she had accepted her freedom
with indecent haste.

When a limb has been amputated
they say the empty place where it was
once, aches as sorely as the lost mem-
ber itself. It was this way with Robert
Stanley. With merciless cruelty Louise

had cut out of his heart forever all

love he had ever had for her, but the

lack of it remained ,an unhealed

wound
;
so he had placed his fortune

.An-his lawyer’s care and come out into

the country to find forgetfulness, if

possible. And he had found Dimples.

She opened freely to him the treas-

ures of her ardent young soul
;
prattled

of her dreams and told him the

cramped, piteous story of her past,

with the miser father in the attic above
the slums.

“He didn’t love me,” she told him
wistfully. “He didn’t love anything

but his money. Nobody ever did love

me, except Hortense.”

“Money?” Robert asked curiously.

“So you are an heiress, are you ? Well,

a woman evidently has to have money
to be happy. It is lucky your father

left you some, so you wont have to

marry to get it.”
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"Oh, I haven't ail}- money,” Dim-
ples laughed cheerily. “After father

died it—went. I dont know where,
but we didn’t find any at all. Old
Horton helped me hunt, and so did

Craig, but I didn't like Craig. He was
a

.
prize-fighter and his eyes wouldn't

look at you ’cept when he fo

She tossed the subject from
her and flitted elfishly ahead of

him, poised for flight.

"Beat you to the stone

wall,” she cried and sped
Atalanta-like away.

"She is only a child,”

thought Robert Stanley

half sadly, "but if she

ever grows to be a wo-
man"—his breath caught
in his throat; was it pos-

sible he was beginning to

fall in love with this

child of dolls and laugh-

ter and fairy dreams?—
“what a woman she will

be !”

That night, for the

first time in three
months, he drifted off

to sleep, taking with

him a round, sweet-

col o red girl- face,

pricked with tiny dim-
ples, smiling gallantly

with full, warm child

lips below wonder-filled,

azure eyes. And in his

dream he learnt what she

would be like when she

was a woman. Toward
morning he woke to a

new-created world, and
lay trembling thru all his

great length at the revela-

tion of his dream. A great

longing was upon him to

tell Dimples of his love

—

to take her in his arms,

gently, that he might not

frighten her, yet strongly

as a man must, and kiss

the dreamy eyes awake
,

and teach the red, full girl-

lips to whisper woman
words.

“I could make her love

me.” he thought, exultantly

;

“I can make her
”

Across his musing sprang
suddenly from outside the window a

high, clear song. He leaped from bed
and ran to the casement, looking out

into the wet, clean spring dawn. There,

under the apple-trees, in the faint rosy

light, Dimples was dancing with her

doll and singing a wild, glad little

song, without tune or words, as in the

young days of the world the spirits of

the streams and forests must have
sung to greet the sunrise.

Passion filled the man’s heart—and

The man’s soul leaped, but he held
his arms stiffly at his sides and did
not trust himself to look at her.

“What would be the most beautiful
thing that could happen, Dimples?”
he asked, abruptly.

“The most beautiful thing?”—she
flung back her bright hair eagerly

—

“why, that would be to have some one
love me, of course !”

“And whom—” his voice fumbled
strangely on the words

—

“whom would you rather

have to love you, of all the

world ?”

There was no hesitation

in her pure young gaze.

The pink of her cheeks
did not deepen, nor her
lips quiver, as she an-

swered sweetly, “I would
rather you.”
“Dimples ! Sweet-
heart !” His arms went
out, but she eluded
them with a trill of

elfin laughter and
darted away, dropping
Hortense in her flight.

Stumbling after her,

he tripped on the ugly

rag thing and a rip-

ping sound tore across

the air.

“Oh !” shrieked Dim-
ples

;
“you have hurt

Hortense—see the big

hole in her side—oh

—

oh ”

For from the gaping
wound in the doll’s

body sifted a handful

of crisp, rustling bills

with yellow backs and
ponderous Roman num-
erals. The man and girl,

all else forgotten in the

moment’s amaze, stared at

each other over the limp rag
thing.

“Money— father’s money,”
said Dimples at last, slowly;

“Horton must have hidden
it there so Craig and the

rest wouldn’t find it. I re-

member now he said—oh, I

remember lots of things
!”

She covered her face with

shuddering hands. “I dont

want it—it is ugly and hateful and
cruel,” she wailed. “It kept father

from loving me ”

Robert Stanley was counting the

bills methodically. “Ten thousand
dollars,” he said. “Dimples, you’re a

fortunate girl.”

He held the sheaf of bills out to

her and his eyes narrowed.
“Money will do everything—any-

thing in the world,” he said deliber-

ately. “It will get you pretty clothes

pity. “She is so young,” whispered
the diviner voice

;
“would it not be a

sin to cage that free, happy spirit in

the bars of a human love? Leave
her—let her be a child a little longer,

for she is happier so.”

"Innocence is not happiness,” pas-
sion reasoned. “True

SUCH A PRETTY DAY, SHE CRIED. I THINK SOMETHING
BEAUTIFUL MIGHT HAPPEN ON A DAY LIKE THIS.”

joy knows tears and sighs before it

is complete. That is the way of the

world.”

But he did not leave the window
that framed for him the child-woman
Of his dream.

Dimples looked up a few moments
later and ran to meet him, cheeks

aglow with gladness.

“Such a pretty day,” she cried. “I

think something beautiful might hap-

pen on a day like this.”

(Fifty-six)
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and jewels and good times
;

it will get

you love and friends
;

it is the greatest

force in life, Dimples. Take it and
buy the world.”

Still she hesitated, eyeing the prof-

fered bills distrustfully—and at the

crucial tick of Fate, a messenger boy,

on a bicycle, wheeled under the trees.

“Couldn’t get any one at the house,”

he explained over the yellow envelope

in his hand. "You Mr. Robert Stan-

ley, mister? Aw’ right—sign here,

please. Thank yuh, boss
;
thank yuh.”

He whirled his machine about and
disappeared, trundling it before
him. Robert Stanley tore open
the flimsy envelope— a low
whistle brought the girl’s

eyes to his graying face

She caught her breath,

hands fluttering to her
breast. “Is it — bad
news ?’’ she faltered.

Stanley tossed the

scrap of paper to her,

laughing harshly.
“Only that I am
ruined!” he rasped.

“Howards is yelling

for me to send
money to cover my
stock margins, and
I dont happen to

have a cent in the

world that he hasn’t

got already, that’s

all !” His haggard
eyes softened at the

distress in her face.

“There, there, little

playmate
;
it’s nothing.

Dont worry for one
minute about me, but
just take your money and
have a glorious time plan-

ning what you are going
to buy with it, like a prin

cess in a fairy tale. I hope
you’ll choose for one thing a vel

vet gown all rosy white, like the

apple blossoms, and a necklace of

diamonds as bright as dewdrops, and
a hat with a white plume as fluffy as

the little cloud up there.”

He was talking brave nonsense to

cover the sick misery in his heart that

had told him in a flash of understand-
ing what this misfortune must mean
to him—the giving up of his new, dear
dreams of love, the lonely years

Dimples took the roll of bills with
a sudden crow of joy. “Oh, how
lovely !” she cried, clapping childish

hands; “it’s like Cinderella, isn’t it?

I never dreamed money would buy
such dear, beautiful things—oh, oh,

I must run tell Aunt Emma and per-

haps she’ll take me to town today.”
Her pink skirts fluttered out of

sight under the low branches, and the

man was left to fight this second,

bitterest battle alone. His lips smiled

grimly to remember that she had had
no word of sympathy for him in the

midst of Ter bubbling joy.

“Only a child,” he thought sadly.

“Thank God I did not make a woman
of her before this came !”

It was late afternoon when he
turned his face homeward on the rest-

less miles of tramping thru the

woods and over the hills. The stern

lines had come back to lips and jaw,

“Leave them alone,” sang Dimples
gayly, “and they’ll come home, wag-
ging their tails behind them.”

Robert Stanley stopped short, look-

ing up to where a tangle of gold

gleamed among the pale green leaves.

“Dimples !” he cried
—“what are you

doing up there, you reckless child?”

Her bright face smiled down at him
thru the parted branches.

“I’ve been to town today,” she toid

him. “You’ll never guess what a

lovely thing I bought with my money.
Want me to come down and show you,

Mr. Solemn Man?”
Robert Stanley’s fingers clenched

till the nails bit into the flesh.

“No, no !” he said hurriedly

;

“stay where you are—dear. I

dont think— I couldn’t quite

bear to have you come
down just now.”
“Then I'll tell you up
here,” said Dimples,

sweetly. “I just took
that money and bor-

rowed the messenger
boy’s bicycle and
rode into town,
and”—she drawled
the words tantaliz-

ingly, delighting in

the man’s bewil-

derment—“I sent it

to the telegram

man in town to buy
margins and things

with—and he did.”

“You poor little fly-

away he

DIMPLES RESOLVES ON A METHOD OF
SPENDING HER NEWLY FOUND FORTUNE

but there was a kind of patient, dogged
peace in his eyes—the peace that is

won from hours of suffering.

A wine-glow of sunset swam in the

still air, touching the new leaves of

willow and ash with a prophecy of

the autumn to come. There was
autumn in Stanley’s veins, the autumn
of shriveled hopes and withered
dreams—he walked heavily like an old

man.
Then from the misty veil of willow

branches above his head floated a ten-

der little song, like the voice of spring.

croaked
lugubriously, “I fear

you’ve flung your in-

heritance into the fire.”

But he hugged the

thought of her sacrifice to

himself and over and over

in his brain beat the words

:

“The precious little woman

;

the staunch little heart!”

Then over him came the conviction

that, wherever he should go, his evil

star would bring its misery upon all

who gazed upon it. He, the good-
hearted, the clean-minded, and latterly

the morose, was a blighter of women.
At any rate, the contagion of his

presence should be missing from the

glorious little elf-woman who poised

above him. He was not fit to kiss the

soles of her feet, nor even the hem of

her knee-top skirt.

The bright eyes above him read the

groveling of his soul in the indices of

hard mouth-lines and down-drawn
brows.
He must leave at once and put her

away from him forever. The words
of his parting struggled to form
themselves into a semblance of hap-

piness.

“Some day, Dimples,” he said, in a
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curiously harsh
voice, “when you
are grown-up and
married and have
forgotten me quite,

I will send you a

beautiful new doll,

with a trailing

court-dress of silk

and hair that hangs
in a golden net like

yours, and you’ll

laugh and show it to vour children

and name it Roberta.”

He caught one last look at her

swaying on the tree-limb, and, waving
his hand galliardlv, turned back thru

the woodland path.

“Thank God it is all over,” he

communed, "and, dear God. send

her a man in time who will be

worthy and
good to her.”

“Rob-crf

—

Rob-ert!” a high, full

voice cleft the woods, “please come
back and help me down.”

Stanley stopped and turned.

“You wouldn’t let me tell you the

rest,” she began. “After I sent Hor-
tense’s money, I waited to see what
would happen. We played at being
great ladies and I rode her about in

state on the baggage truck.

“Then the ticket man came out with

a yellow envelope for Robert Stanley.”

strong and will be

“SWEETHEART—COME DOWN TO ME’

A yellow square fluttered down
from the tree and Stanley tore it

open. His eyes could scarcely hold
the swimming words

:

Margins covered. You are amply
protected. Todd.

“Dear, merciful God,” Robert
cried, “what bounty you have sent

me thru this glorious child
!”

“It’s all come home, wagging its

tail behind,” sang the young voice

above him
;
“and now cant I please

copie down?”
“Dimples !” Robert Stanley’s voice

was hoarse. “Dimples, look at me

!

Why did you risk your money to

save me—why did you, Dimples?”
But she would not meet his

eyes, and suddenly a flame of

crimson dyed her cheeks from
throat to the sweet line of her

hair.

“Dimples !” he cried, and suddenly
he knew that she was a child no
longer, but a woman—his woman.

“Oh, yes—yes, my sweetheart—come
down to me now. I’ve waited for

you so long!”

She bent to him, an echo of the old

mischief in her swimming eyes.

“I’ve forgotten how to climb trees,”

she whispered. “I guess you’ll have
to—to put up your arms, Robert
Stanley—and lift me down!”

(Fifty-eight)
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This department is for information

of general interest, but questions
pertaining to matrimony, relation
ship, photoplay writing, and techni
cal matters will not be answered
Those who desire answers by mail
or a list of the film manufacturers
must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. Address all inquiries to

“Answer Department,” writing only
on one side of the paper, and using
separate sheets for matters intended
for other departments of this maga-

Myrtle T. D.—Lulu Glaser was Lulu,
and Tom Richards was Tom in “Love’s
Pilgrimage.” So you think that Ralph
Ince shot his bolt when he did “A Mil-

lion Bid.” While that was one of his
first great features, he has done other
good ones since, and I expect there are
many more to come.
Mary B., Chicago.—Franklin Ritchie is

with Ince now; he left Biograph. Ormi
Hawley, Earle Metcalfe, Octavia Hand-
worth and Kempton Greene in “Race
Suicide.” Yes, it was done by Lubin, but
it is selling as a State Right.
Tiny Tiny.—You write so well that you

should go into the business of writing
patent medicine advertisements. All you
have to do is, first, convince the reader
that he has the disease, and second, that
it is curable. That was Eleanor Woodruff.

Doe-Doe.—So you liked Marguerite
Clark very much in “Mice and Men.”
You thought the uncle would get her. A
good many would like to have seen that,

no doubt, but it came out very nicely.

Will tell you later.

Dorothy P., Bronx.—Fania Marinoff in

“Whirlpool of Life.” She was very emo-
tional in that dismal play, and Holbrook
Blinn was also splendid. I am truly
sorry for you. Love is like the measles;
we can have it bad but once, and the

HAN
zine. When inquiring about plays,
give the name of the company, if

possible. Each inquiry must con-
tain the correct name and address
of the inquirer at the end of the
letter, which will not be printed.
At the top of the letter write the
name you wish to appear. Those
desiring immediate replies, or infor-

mation requiring research, should
enclose additional stamp or other
small fee; otherwise all inquiries
must await their turn.

g
8
V
9

3
9
y
yy

later in life that

we have it the harder it

goes with us. No relationship questions.

Julius T., Buffalo.—Harry Carey’s
latest was “Graft.” He is still at it, and
has been ever since he left Biograph,
where he was the champion burglar. Ho-
bart Henley and Jane Novak also in

“Graft” (Universal). Leab Baird has
been playing opposite Maurice Costello.

You evidently did not see “Tried for His
Own Murder.”
Madame Jeneau.—This is much too

much. You want a list of all the com-
panies, their business managers and the

leading directors. You will excuse me,
please, it’s time to lunch.

Theodore L.—Ethel Barrymore is

with Metro. Vivian Rich is still with
American. I dont agree with you. Come,
cheer up, Theodore, and get your share

of honey; the world is full of it. Bees
gather honey even from the bitterest

flowers. Caroll Halloway is with Ameri-
can. Yes, she was with Lubin once.

Jonsie T.—I haven’t heard whether
Maurice Costello has signed up with any
company or not. Yes, the Fox photog-
raphy is usually very good; but, in fact,

hasn’t the photography in all pictures
advanced in the past year or so? Let us
hope that we shall see even more progress

in 1916, and not progress in photography
only.

Dutch W.—Of course Harry Northrup
can dance. You ought to see him! Dont
know where the Ne Moyer sisters are at
present. Mrs. Costello isn’t playing.
Joy 450.—Sorry, but we haven’t either

of your questions.
Lewis J.—Lots of car scenes are made

in the studios.
Daddydear’s Girl.—So you want Helen

L. R.; Rhodisha; The Pest; Anthony;
Flower Evelyn G., and a few others to
come back. It seems they have all gone
back on me. Perhaps they read only the
Motion Picture Magazine.
Franklyn T. B.—Ah, ha, I have you,

Sir Franklyn. I have seen that verse
before. But since others may not have,
I repeat it here:

Every lady in this land
Hath twenty nails upon each hand
Five and twenty on hands and feet
And this is true without deceit.

Which is perfectly true—if properly
punctuated.

Edna Grace.—Grace Cunard and Jack
Holt in “Her Better Self” (Universal).
Miss Cunard also directed.

THIS IS CONCEDEDLY THE MOST CAPABLE POLICE FORCE IN THE WORLD THAT IS, THE MOST CAPABLE OF PRODUCING LAUGHTER. THEY
ARE KNOWN AS “THE KEYSTONE COPS”
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COVTJOBSOPEN
Railway Mail Clerks, City Carriers. Rural Carriers.
City Postal Clerks, Panama Canal Clerks

$800 TO $2000 A YEAR, FOR LIFE
Rapid advancement to higher Government Positions. No i( lay-offs ’’

because of STRIKES. FINANCIAL FLURRIES or the WHIMS OF SOME
PETTY BOSS. THE POSITION IS YOURS FOR LIFE.

Country residents and city residents stand the same chance for immediate
appointment. Common-sense education sufficient.

WE GIVE FR.EE SCHOLARSHIPS
Write immediately for schedule showing: the places and dates of the

Winter examination. Don’t delay. Every day you lose means the loss
of just sc* much coaching l*efore the rapidly approaching examinations.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE Dept. F-126 Rochester, N. Y.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
The Pathway to Plenty

Dept. F-126, Rochester, N. Y.
This coupon, filled out as directed, entitles the sender to free

. .
sample Questions ; a tree copy of our copyrighted book, •• Government

Positions and How to Get inem, ' a lull list of positions now obtainable and to
consideration for Free Coaching for examination here cheeked.

COUPON
. .Railway Mail Clerk[$900 to $1800]
..Postoffiee Clerk [$800 to $1200]
..Postoffice Carrier [$800 to $1200]
.Rural Mall Carrier [$500 to $1200]
..Bookkeeper [$800 to $1800)

. -Customs Positions [$800 to $15001
- Internal Keveuue [$700 to $1800]
. .Stenographer [$800 to $1500]
• •Clerk in the Departments

at Washington [$800 to $1500]
Canadian Government Positions.

Name
Address «. F-126

Use this before you lose it. Write plainly.

$25 to $200 Paid forEach GoodOne
Your help needed to meet tremendous demand of 30,000 theatres changing program daily and clamor-
ing for SOMETHING NEW. If you attend the movies you know the kind of ideas wanted. New
writers, if they possess imagination, are encouraged. It’s IDEAS that count, not previous experience
or special education. Your chance to succeed is as good as anybody’s. Write today for my 32-pege
free booklet, “How to Write Photoplays.”

Turn Your Happy
Thoughts Into Cash
In the lives of all people...

in your life... is material for
many strong and heart appeal-
ing photoplays., .photoplays as
good or better than many you
have actually seen acted on the
screen. Writing photoplays
enables those who lack the ex-
perience necessary for writing
novels and stage plays, to ex-
press the brilliant and original
thoughts which many of them
possess. Investigate without
costby using free coupon below.

Earn $100 to $300
a Month

Writing photoplays is the most fascinat-
ing occupation in the world. The thrill of seeing
your creation acted on the screen....the thought
that it is entertaining and inspiring millions of
people. ...this is a joy of the keenest and deep-
est sort. Writing photoplays is also most profit-

able. If you possess invention and imagination
you should be able to turn out one successful
photoplay a week. Such a record is by no means uncom-
mon, and those who are doing this can earn from $100
to $300 a month simply for spare time work in their own
home. Use free book coupon and obtain full particulars,

ELBERT MOORE, Box 772 gC* CHICAGO

Impartial Evidence
The New York Times says

:

“It is the newest profession in the world, thi9
of scenario writing, and it is giving the few men
engaged in it thousands of dollars.**

Mrs. Louella O. Parsons , former Scenario
Editor of the Essanay Co., says:
“Scenario writing is the most fascinating form

of fiction. There is a bigger future for scenario
writers than for writers in any other field. But
you must have something good to offer in order
to reap regards for your efforts. I am confident
that the people—those who go to the movies reg-
ularly and see what the producers want—have
unique and brilliant ideas. But the vast majority
do not know how to put these Ideas into salable
form. They must master technique and con-
struction if they would succeed.**

The Chicago Daily News says:
“Money considerations are almost negligible

factors among the “movie** manufacturers In
their endeavor to outstrip each other in the film
race. Not many years ago $26 was considered
the high water mark for a single reel scenario,
and today Carl Laemmle, president of the Uni-
versal Film Company, casually remarks that he
is considering a proposition to produce a series

of fifty-two single reel plays, each scenario of
which will cost his concern $1,000.'*

Former Scenario Edi-

tor Shows You How
My complete and authorita-

tiveCOURSE ofINSTRUCTION and
CRITICISM correctly develops your
ability and gives you the simple rules
of photoplay writing in clear and con-
cise form. It includes a 224-page Text
Book, covering every branch of pho-
toplay writing, 12 Screen Talks pre-
pared especially for my Course by
leading Producers. Scenario Editors
and Actors, 6 Student Guides and
my own Personal Instruction and
Criticism. Easy to read and under-
stand. Strongly recommended by
men uiho know. Equally valuable
to beginners and experienced writers.
As a former Scenario Editor, with
many years of inside experience in,
writing, purchasing and produc-«J
ing photoplays I speak with jfif
authority,

It Costs

Nothing to Investigate
Use free coupon now, and look into Mooro_
the wonderful opportunities of this new A dot 772 SC,
and profitable calling. If you possess Chicago,m.
Idea» - m? ear#ul author-tative and yp,eMt) „en(J me>

Sll yoJ need for ,uc«.s. Es- ,ffe.^-0bli‘t“ti
-
0
-
r?--y0^-FREa

r m- ."How to Write Photo-
peci ally iberal terms to those f’pUji,'' and ,ni| particulars of

o£
A*
9 your Course o, Instruction andthe limited number of vacancic® .w in U/rflfInis s.ua p

c

nfn
In the class I am now forming. V CrlUCWm IQ Writing tile PtXOtO-
Use coupon and obtain free A PM/*

booklet " How to Write jA
Photoplays," and full A
particulars NOW. No eT NUTHCcost or obligratio

z
••••a

(Write FUmiy;
s ••• s,.*ss

^
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Esta T., Denver.—Jewell Hunt was
Nell, and Garry McGarry was Johnny in
“By Love Redeemed.” That was Wilfrid
North as David Dane, and Lillian Walker
as Alice Dane in “Mrs. Dane’s Danger.”
Wilfrid North produced this picture,
also “Green Stockings,” which is his
masterpiece.
Waldo W., Tennessee.—You will see the

Fairbanks twins in “The Burglar’s Pic-
nic.” So you are sorry Marguerite
Courtot left Kalem. Her first Gaumont
will be “The Dead Alive,” and she will
play a double role.

ANNA NILSSON, FORMER KALEM STAR.

NOW FOX, WHO IS NOW BACK AT
WORK AFTER A LONG ILLNESS
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Madge T. B.—Raymond Nye was Gen-
eral Tremont, Franklin Ritchie was
Marcel and Louise Vale was Sophia in
“The Woman of Mystery.” Madge Kirby
and Gertrude Bambrick in “The Skating
Rink” (Biograph). Please give me not
flattery, but appreciation.

Donald T. C.—So you haven’t seen
Mary Anderson since she has gone West.
I believe her next will be “The Hoyden,”
opposite Webster Campbell.

HELENE ROSSON, THE SEVENTEEN-
YEAR-OLD AMERICAN STAR, WHO

HAS JUST RECOVERED FROM
A RECENT ILLNESS

The Secret of Fast
Typewriting

New method enables anyone to write 80 to lOOwords
a minute without mistakes. It’s all in the fingers!

Doubles Stenographers’ Salaries
Why are most stenographers

setting only $8 to $1 5 a week

—

while others get $25, $30, $40,
and even $50? Eight words
tell the story. It’s nothing in

the world but lack of speed and
accuracy on the typewriter that

is keeping salaries down—that

is robbing most stenographers

of the pay they ought to get.

Think a minute. What is a
stenographer paid for? Isn’t

it for your finished product—
for the quantity and quality of

letters or other typewritten

matter you can turn out in a
day?
No matter how good you are

at shorthand,you can never ex-

pect much increase in pay until

you get speed—real speed—and
accuracy on the typewriter.

Speed Now Easy for Anyone
Now, for the first time, has an idea

been discovered which puts speed

—

great speed and accuracy—within

the reach of every typewriter user.

Almost overnight it has revolution-

ized the whole typewriting situation

Stenographers who formerly never
exceeded 30 to 40 words a minute
are writing 80 to 100 words with less

effort and with infinitely greater ac-

curacy than ever before. And their

salaries have jumped from a meagre
$8 to $15 per week to $30. $40 and
even $50.

Trained Fingers—the New Way
European music teachers, when

training their pupils for the piano

invariably give special gymnastic
finger exercises. This is because un-
trained fingers are not skilful fingers.

The best results simply cannot be
obtained—the fingers simply can-
not be used correctly—unless the
student develops and strengthens
the proper muscles.

This training is even more essen-
tial to expert typewriting. The rea-
son that so few people can write more
than 30 to 40 words a minute is be-
cause their fingers are not flexible or
nimble enough. This new easy
method overcomes this at once

—

develops finger strength and flexi-

bility by exercises away from the

machine—trains the fingers before-

hand for their work on the machine

—

and the results border on the mirac-
ulous.

Valuable Book

We have prepared a book which
tells all about the wonderful
gymnastic finger exercises and
explains the course in complete
detail, which will be sent if 4c.

in stamps is enclosed to cover
cost of mailing, etc. It is a big
48-page book, brimful of eyeopening
ideas and valuable information. It ex-
plains how this unique new method
will quickly make your fingers strong
and dextrous, bring them under per-

fect control, make them extremely
rapid in their movements—how in a
few short weeks you can transform
your typewriting and make it easy,
accurate and amazingly speedy—all

this and much more is told in detail.

No instruction book ever written, no
matter what its cost, ever told so
plainly the real WHY and HOW of
expert typewriting.

If you are ambitious to get ahead

—

if you want to make your work easier
—if you want to get more money in
your pay envelope—don’t wait a single
moment before sending for this book
of information and proof.

Doubled Salary.

Am now Chief Clerk
to the Dept, of Parka
and Public Property.
Salary is exactly double
what it was when I took
up the study of the Tul-
loss Method. I can only
say if you desire to in-
crease your ability and
salary, you will make no
mistake in taking this
Course. The instruc-

tion is of the highest order.
. Anna S. Cubbison,

109 Hoerner St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Salary Increased 40%—Then 20% More.

Yours of the 8th. I cer-
tainly know that the
Tulloss Course pro-
duces accuracy and
speed—the two great
essentials of good type-
writing—and puts the
student in a position to
demand a higher salary.
Since writing the letter

you saw, telling of a 40% increase, I have
had another increase of 20 %.
C.E.Verrall, 66 Olney St., Providence, R. I.

50 Words to 80—$70
Monthly to $150.

From a speed of less
than so words per min-
ute, this Method quick-
ly enabled me to write
80 and over. From $70
a month, when I took up
the study, I was soon
drawing $ 150—salary
more than doubled.
There is no comparison
whatever between the

Tulloss Method and the ordinary systems.
A. H. Gardiner,

429 Hawthorne Place, Madison, Wis.

100 Words a Minute.

There is nothing in the
field of typewriting in-
struction that can at all

be compared with the
Tulloss New Way. .

It works upon an ^ A
entirely differ-

l ^ entplan. The >
Special Fin-
gerTrain- .y/ Please

ing is a revelation. Formerly A7/ send me
I never exceeded SO words A*/bo^k "about
a minute, but since tak- / theNew Way
ing up the Tulloss A. / in Typewriting.
Method have written .()/ \ enclose 4 c m
as high as 100 . <Xcos

St^l&^.
R. R. MASTIN, -H-/his incurs no obliga

Norval Bros.
‘>on on my part.

Law Office, Oz*
Seward, Name .

Neb.

/̂ Address,

City State.

Occupation .

Mail to THE TULLOSS SCHOOL
1903 College Hill, Springfield, Ohio

3618416278

36211
$ 90.

EIGHT MONTHS
TO PAY

BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND
SENT ON APPROVAL-NO MONEY DOWN

o obligation: pay as you can. Order any diamond fr**™ '»•
„ i , rom our

catalogue: when received, if not absolutely satisfactory, return

it. Otherwise keep it and pay 20% of the price, and only 10 %
per month thereafter. Ten per cent, discount for all cash. A
binding guarantee as to quality with each diamond. Exchange-
able at any time at an increase of 7 1-2% more than you paid.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE DELUXE 4 9 Con-
tains over one thousand photographs of rings, pins, diamonds,
and other precious stones.

L. W. SWEET & CO., Inc
2 And 4 MAIOEN LANE
NEW YORK CITY

(Sixty-one
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Interesting Book
shows the keen delight and personal satisfaction which a
musical training will bring you; and how you can obtain this
train ins easily and thoroughly in your own home at one

>

quarter the usual cost .

It tells how this most priz?d of social accomplishments
greatly increases vour own enjoyment of life and the en-
joyment of others. It tells of the concert career which
may be open to yon, and how you can increase your earn-
ing power hy giving musical instruction in your spare
time. Send for your copy of this valuable book today;iti^/ree

Dr. Quinn's Famous WRITTEN METHOD
has revolutionized the study of music. By the use of Dr.

'

Quinn’s remarkable device, the COLOROTONE (patented),^
you save three-quarters of the time and effort usually re-T|
quired for learning piano or organ. You play chords immedi-
ately and a complete piece within a few lessons. The method is scien-
tific and systematic, yet practical and simple. It is endorsed by leading
musicians and heads ofstate universities. Equally effective for chil-
dren or adalts, beginners or experienced players. Practise in spare time, when-
ever convenient. Successful graduates everywhere Diploma granted. Special
r- duced. terms this month. Investigate without cost or obligation by ^writing
today tor free book, "How to Study Music.’*

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory, Bos 650 KC, Chicago

CROCHET BOOK
FREE

£Sut\V°RK 11

Contains 147 illustrated lessons with
new designs by Virginia Snow. Tointro-

j dure new JAPSILK Cordoney best hard
Pi twisted, mercerized Crochet Cotton, we will

A mail free ami postpaid Collingbourne’s
Encyclopedia of Art Needlework to

V\ any lady sending on 1 10c, in silver or
Aft stamps, for a sample bull.JAPSILK

§* y comes in White and Ecru- --sizes. t . 3. 6. 10. 15. 20, 30. 40.
1 60, go, gp. 100* also in all leadinir colors---sizes, 5. 30
I and 50. Crochet Book contains many original ideas in
I Crocheting.Tattinsr and Embroidery. Also list of 26 Free Premiums. Send to-
day. COLLr “ * —LINGBOURNE MILLS. Dept. 39, ELGIN, ILLINOIS

^illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii

The

William G. Hewitt Press

61-67 Navy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Printers of the

I Motion Picture Magazine J

and

Motion Picture Classic

SPECIALTY IN

|
Magazine, Periodical, Book |

and Catalogue Printing

I WRITE—PHONE—CALL 1

Tootles.—Jack W. Kerrigan remains
with Universal for two more years, so
fear not. Yes; Naomi Childers will con-
tinue to play for Vitagraph. She played
in “The Ruse” with Harry Morey.

Jessica.—Yes, that’s so. I suppose I

might do better than $8 a week working
for some other magazine, hut I would
rather get only $8 and be sure of it than
get $100 in stage money and not know
what week is going to he the last. I

would rather ride on an ass that carries
me than on a horse that throws me.
Gypsy, Baltimore.—Watch out for

“Artie” with Ernest Truex and Dorothy
Kelly. Yes, I remember him very well
in “Good Little Devil.” Oh my, yes,

Edith Storey is as busy as a bee. She
is still playing in the “Jane” series, and
her last was “Jane’s Husband.”
Martin T. B., Brooklyn.—Alexander

Gaden and Gertrude Robinson in “As a
Woman Sows.” Ethel Jewett, of Edison

Company of five years ago, is and has
been with Thanhouser since she left
Edison. She played in “Pete’s Persian
Princess” (Falstaff).

Mrs. T. C., Halifax.—You write an
awful long letter, my dear. I thought
this was the month of February in which
women talk least. I understand Leo De-
laney has left Vitagraph, also about ten
others. See Greenroom Jottings.

Sarah T. B.—Flora Finch is in “A
Night Out” (Vitagraph). Release date,
January 31. She isn’t playing. Yes, I

think something should be done to pre-
vent people coming in in the middle of
a reel and disturbing everybody. The
early bird catches the plot. And the late
bird spoils it.

EVERYBODY.—With deepest regret I

announce the death of my friend, Arthur
Johnson. This is a great loss to the
industry. He was a fine player and man.

5498-5499 MAIN YVONNE CHAPPELLE AND MALCOLM WILLIAMS IN “THE IDOL OF THE
stage” (gaumont)

(Sixty-two
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Pretty Julia.—I simply wont tell you
how to get into the pictures, because I

dont know. Read the Answer Lady’s
article on this subject in the March
Motion Picture Magazine. Send a
stamped, addressed envelope for a list of

manufacturers.
Prank S., Chicago.—So you like the

tall players like Lockwood and Rawlinson.
That’s all right in these cases, but you
know that tall men are often like high
houses, wherein the uppermost rooms are
worst furnished.

Jessie T. J., Canarsie.—So you think
Rosemary Theby is combing her hair too
ridiculously. I shall have to take this

up with her—the subject, not the hair.

Some of these new coiffures dont agree
with our pretty maidens. I must admit,

tho, that Harry Myers is regaining his
“girlish figure.” Did you see him in
“Man and Morality”?
Arnold R., Ione.—Cleo Madison and

Edward Hearn in “Her Defiance” (Uni-
versal). Of course Cleo is kept busy. If
you send for her photograph be sure to
enclose a stamp for return postage. Never
ask a favor of anybody without paying
the freight thereon.
Mary T.—Genevieve Hamper and Rob-

ert Mantell in “Green-eyed Monster”
(Fox). Yes, there is the Selig-Tribune
and the Hearst-Vitagraph.
Mabel L., Dorchester.—Henry Walthall

and Edna Mayo in “Mary Page” series.
Elizabeth Burbridge playing in “The
House of Revelation” (Essanay) with
John Lorenz.

He First Notices
Your Complexion
That is the thing that decides a wo-

man’s beauty—her complexion. That
is why you should be particular, very
particular about the powder you use.
Does it simply show the powdered

face or does it mean a fine complex-
ion? Is it a real aid to skin beauty or
is it but an added complexion woe?
There are powders and powders,

but you will find that the thousands
of beautiful women to whom com-
plexion is not a problem use

Carmen
Complexion

Powder
Decidedly different from any other

powder. Not a “make-up” in any sense,
but a genuine BEAUTIFIER. Re-
freshing—restoring—refining. Trans-
forms the muddy, colorless, rough-
tissue complexion into one of apple-
blossom beauty. Protects and pre-
serves the freshness and bloom of a
delicate skin.

It is not sufficient that a powder look fine in
the box or feel fine between the fingers. The
test is on the face! Does it show powder?
Does it rub or blow off? Does it fail under
perspiration? Does it fail under strong electric
light or glaring sunlight? One trial of CAR-MEN will convince you that it measures up to
every possible test.

50c Everywhere
WHITE, PINK, FLESH, CREAM

The Scent is Dainty

Our “On Trial” Offer
Purse size box and mirror containing 2 to 3

weeks supply of Carmen (state shade ) and full
85c box of Carmen Rouge
(light or dark) sent pre-
paid for 25c. If only

|_ jSgak purse size box of Carmen
, iL , \\ Powder and mirror are
the Kea \\ wanted, send only 10c sil-

Trimmed \s ver a"d 2 cent stamp.

Orange Color- STAFFORD -MILLER
ed Box-Seen /

COMPANY
, - Everv- / / 519 Olive Street

where / ' *• L°““’ M°

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
CAN BE

HARMLESSLY
REMOVED

You can instantly and harmlessly
rid your face, neck and arms of
that aggravating superfluous hair.

“Dr. Beilin’s Wonderstoen does it.” Tablet form, not a
liquid, clean, sanitary, odorless, economical, absolutely
free from poison. Recommended by leading physicians.
Money back if not satisfied. Price One Dollar.
At LORD & TAYLOR’S, McCREKRY’S, R. H. MACY’S.

R1KER-HEGEM AN’S, or LTGGETT’S DRUG COUNTERS.
Price $1.00 or direct from manufacturer.
Write for our illustrated booklet.

DR. BELLIN’S WONDERSTOEN CO.
Dept. C. 55 Delancey Street New York

(Sixty-tliree)
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W {
NOTE XEMnW1

;
THE I

'

PVfcfts b,g rkm a' CHANGE

"'W' Beautiful
v 7*"^

r / Eye-Brows jl

Jr and Eye-Lashes\ *

r Give a face charm, expression, loveliness.
Actresses and SocietyWomen get them by using*

LASH-BROW-INE
It makes lashes and eye-brows long, silky, giving depth and
sonlful expression to the eyes. Pure and Harmless. A guaranteed
treatment. Send 25 cts. (coin) and we will mail you package pre-
paid in plain, sealed cover. Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine sold only by

Maybell Laboratories, 400
a‘J^,

l

"e
<l '*',* Chicago, 111.

The Photoplay Hit of the Season
The Little Book of Honest Advice

“HERE LIES”
By L. CASE RUSSELL

\Y/E have exhausted the first edition of “ Here Lies."
** but not its demand. A second edition is now

ready. This clever and timely booklet on How Not To
Write photoplays is invaluable to bewildered and dis-
couraged writers. The greatest obstacle in the road to
success is the “ Has been done before” rejection slip.

At least So% of the unsold scripts now on the market
were written around stale plots. For the first time,
these forbidden themes have been collected, classified,

crucified and buried in
k
* Here Lies.” Read what studio

editors think of it:

“Here Lies” could almost be guaranteed worth a half-
year's time to any student of the photoplay.

LAWRENCE McCLOSKEY.
Scenario Editor. Lubin Manufacturing Company.

Its subtle humor is delicious, while underlying it all

there is so much truth that it is worth reading many
times. It is of value to the trained and professional
author, as well as to the amateur.

CALDER JOHNSTONE.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.,

Pacific Coast Studios.

It would save some of these poor beginners many a
heart-arhe if they would learn what to avoid, and you
seem to have struck the keynote in your Dont list.

LOUELLA I. PARSONS,
Editor of Scenarios, Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25c in stamps or coin

THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Crooked Spines
Made Straight

by the Sheldon Method

Our successful treatment of 25,000
cases, in our experience of more than
fifteen years, is absolute proof of
tln9 statement.

No matter how serious your de-
formity, no matter what treatments
you have tried, think how much
it means to you that so many suf-
ferers have been cured by this
nethod, and many incurable cases
eatly benefited.

IVe will prove the value of the
_.ieldon Method in your own case by
allowing you to

Ute the Sheldon Appliance
30 Days At Our Risk
There is no reason why you should

not accept our offer at once. The
photographs here show how light,

cool, elastic and easily adjustable
the Sheldon Appliance is—how dif-
ferent from the old torturous
plaster, leather or steel jackets. To
all sufferers with weakened or de-
formed spines it promises almost
immediate relief even in the most
serious cases. You owe it to your-
self to investigate it thoroughly.
The price is within reach of all.

Send for our Free Book
If you will describe the case it will
aid us in giving you definite in-
formation at once.

yPbaoBnrtMfg^Co^J!^299j0iitUelta

Momsie, Gasport.—No, we have no jit-

ney buses around here, but we have pub-
lic conveyances called taxicabs which
have a gas-meter attachment that reg-
isters miles for feet. George Kleine Ex-
change will release the Griffith-Sennett-
Biograph reissues.
Melva.—Why dont you try Universal?

You ask what queen was compelled to
drink out of a cup made from her father’s
skull. Rosamond, daughter of Cunimund,
king of a German tribe, who was killed
by Alboin, who then married the beauti-
ful Rosamond. She afterwards had her
husband assassinated. I’m quite sure
that’s right. I happened to remember
this, and dont know where I can confirm
it. Your plot sounds original.

Elsie T.—Yes, there are stars every-
where now, hut you say you would rather
see the old-time one-reel pictures, and
six different plays. Much obliged for the
new tooth-paste. All my teeth are as
sound as a dollar (Mexican).

Tootsie T.—I think you ask too much.
The more I do for some people, the more
they want, expect and require, and the
less appreciation is returned. Much help-
ing creates much helplessness. You must
look those things up yourself. I refer
you to the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Frances.—Margarita Fischer is with

Equitable. So you liked Mary Miles
Minter in ‘‘Barbara Frietchie.” The next
Bushman release will be “Red Mouse,’’
coming out February 21. Good-bye is a
contraction of “God be with you.”

Vivian, Brooklyn.—Harold Lockwood
and May Allison in “The Secret Wire”
(American). Neva Gerber and William
Carroll in “Getting In Wrong.” Oh, yes,

Theda Bara is certainly wonderful in

Vampire and siren plays.

Nicholas T.—There is a bond of sym-
pathy between us, Nick, but you cant ex-

pect to raise money on that kind of a
bond. I never lend. But I sometimes
borrow. Ella Hall is still playing in

California.

Socrates.'—Yes, we should be very
proud of our “civilization.” I wonder
what the cannibals would think of us if

they could take a peep into Europe. That
reminds me of a cartoon I saw recently
entitled “The Ladder of Civilization.” On

the bottom rung was a crude club, on the
next an arrow, then followed various
kinds of guns and rifles, then a huge
shell, then a torpedo, and finally a tube of
chlorine gas! Sure the world do move!

Irene C.—Marshall Neilan is now with
Selig. He has been with Kalem, Selig,
Lasky and Famous Players, and is now
back with Selig. Edwin August, I affirm
upon information and belief, is with
World. At least, he was yesterday.
Enid, Kansas City.—Emily Stevens is

playing on the stage in New York at
the present time. Ann Murdock is play-
ing in “Captain Jinks of the Horse Ma-
rines” (Essanay), Richard Travers op-
posite her.

John W. N., Syracuse.—See here,
friend, I am an Answer Man and not a
physiognomist, but I will try and answer
your questions. You ask if it is not true
that impulsive persons usually have black
eyes. I think so; if they haven’t they
usually get them. Blanche Sweet is play-
ing in “Ragamuffin” (Lasky). Yes; Bes-
sie Learn has left Edison, and is now
with Mirror. So has Gertrude McCoy.

Harriett.—I have never met King Bag-
got, nor has he paid us a visit. But I

have seen the bronze busts of Mr. Bag-
got. We have one here. Marin Sals will
have the lead in “The Social Pirates,” the
Kalem serial.

Tulips.—L. C. Shumway in “The Con-
vict King.” That’s a Western Lubin.

Virginia, Torrington.-—How are you
this bright, snappy day? Yes, my dear,
I live alone in a hallroom. Nobody could
ever live with me; besides, great minds
love solitude, little ones company; the
eagle flies alone, sheep flock together.
Let me hear from you again.
Regina B.—You ask if I ever go over

on Broadway. Of course I do. I am a
familiar figure on the Great Blight Way.
Alice Brady is still playing.

Justinia.—See ads. for postal cards of
players. We dont sell them. No, we dont
state salaries.

Blondy—Move on; never wait for me
to meet you on the corner. It’s too cold
these days. So you are glad Florence
Lawrence is back. So say we all of us.

Mabel Normand is, just now, over at Fort
Lee, N. J.

When our dear grandmamas were girls,

They’d smile and smooth their pretty curl

Look in the mirror then and say
“Oh, will he think me fair today?”

In the mirror gravely stare;
“Am I fair enough,” they say,
“To be a movie star some day*

(Sixty-four)
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“Owing More”
By MARJORIE GLEYRE LACHMUND

S
everal years ago, when Mary Pick-

ford was beginning her career

under David Griffith, the Bio-

graph Company went to Greenwich,

Conn., to take pictures at the beautiful

mansion of Commodore Benedict at

Indian Harbor.
“At that time,” says the Commo-

dore, now a spry old fellow of eighty-

two years, “I had a secretary named
Moore, and a treasurer called Owen.
I never could remember their names,

until some one called my attention to

the little verse which starts ‘Owen
Moore came to town,’ and ends with

a pun on the name, ‘He went away,
owing more/ Mary and I had a good
laugh over this fine .ioke. Well, re-

cently, when the Famous Players

came up to take some’ views for ‘ Cin-

derella, ’ 1 met Mary again, and she

recalled the verse and circumstance,

asking if I remembered. I said I did,

whereupon she nodded to a young
man at her side and said, ‘Let me
present my husband, Owen Moore.'

“The first time I met Mary,” con-

tinued Commodore Benedict, when the

laughter had subsided, “she told me
she was twelve years old when she was
really sixteen—and I kist her. So
when she was here recently I said to

her: ‘Mary, you told me you were
twelve years old when you were here

before. If I had known you were six-

teen, I probably wouldn’t have kist

you!’ ‘Oh, that’s all right,’ Mary
promptly assured

;

‘ I didn ’t mind it !

”’

MABEL NORMAND AND -RAYMOND HITCHCOCK IN A SCENE FROM “STOLEN
magic” (keystone)

•' USE
m CREME
f ELCAYA

AND BE COMPLIMENTED ON
YOUR COMPLEXION «

(7THIS dainty “Cream of Flowers” makes
the skin like velvet and adds an irre-

sistible charm to the use of powder.
Sold everywhere Send lOo for datnty trial size

JAMES C. CRANE, Sole Agent
108-C Fulton St., New York, N. Y.

Square* Deal

Miller
Says’.

1916
J/bdpls’

Now'

Waltham
Hamilton
Howard
Elgin

Illinois, Rockford

All Are 1916 Models.
And I am the first man In the country to offer rl° _
the NEW 1916 MODELS of America’s best MONEY
known watches. I have them all, the latest pro- OOWn^
ducts of the world’s most famous factories, and cPFriAL^i
watches are by no means all. You can get too, ^ A

the very latest style mountings for Diamonds, ™
and the most up-to-date pieces of exquisite
Jewelry. Whether you buy for cash or credit, the prices are right.

I Smash theTerms

!

My Square Deal methods—-my high grade, well known merchandise, my
liberal policies, right prices, lowest terms, have earned me my title—

-

“ Terms Smashing Miller.” No catalog published offers such remarka-
ble values, such smashing terms, as our brand new 1916 Fro® Book.

no MoneyDown
That is the test that tells. Suppose you want a watch? Any make,
any grade, any size, any case. I have it for you—just the watch that
you want—® 1916 Model—NO MONEY DOWN, Express Prepaid.
You can try any one of America's best known timepieces for 30 days.
A Freo Trial, a Full Month to Carry It In Your Pocket.

No References Demanded—An Open
ACCOUnt Tl,e Ea,ne ^redit you get from your grocer liberally andv * cheerfully given. Arrangements are made for an Open
Account as soon as you write. No red tape, no publicity, notes, nor col-
lectors. Every transaction strictly confidential. 1BHaaHHHaa

Send This Today / square deal
For Watch and Diamond Book $ MILLER, Pres,

Send me your name and address at once so I t
can mail you, Free and postpaid, the most t DETROIT, MICH,
beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. $ n o, Plpase send
I want you to seethe New 1916 Models # J'**

8® *,
of America’s best known watches. The $ n,e

>
without cost or obliga

book is a gem. It illustrates all makes g Mon, your Big Book on all

of valuable Watches, Elegant Genu- g makes of High Grade Watches,
ine Diamonds, >nd a vastassortnient g 1^16 Models, Genuine

°n thv * Diamonds and Jewelry and full

# information on your Easy Pay.
t nient, No Money Down and 30

easiest and most liberal terms
Write today and get a letter trom

me that will make you a friend of
mine from the start. Day Trial l’lan.

SQUARE DEAL Miller #
Pres . Miller- Hoefer Co. J A7i Name .

629 MILLER BUILDING g
DETROIT. MICH. g— # Address .
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Don’t KeepHer Waiting
Mary Fuller and n other Movie Stars are
waiting for you. 12 Autographed sepia
photos of any of your film favorites for 25
cents, coin. Send coin and list of 12 preferred
to

MOVIE PHOTO CO., Virginville, Pa.

i sets (CO) photos for:?1 if yon send at once

RINGS
MEDALS
and FOIiS

Any Letters or Colors
Catalogue Free

C. K. GROUSE CO.
North Attleboro, Mass. Box 1

DON’T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
? LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

: f will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows
JsW - and eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results.

-v :

' Lashneen is an Oriental formula. One box is

^ all jon will need. Not sold at druggists. Mailed on re-

ceipt «*r2.'»c coin and 2c postage, orCanadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY Dept 19 Philadelphia

Iwwwwtfwwww!
WANTED!

Your Ideas for Photoplays

and stories may bring you BIG MONEY!
Rowland Thomas, an “unknown writer,” won
a $5,000.00 prize from Collier's Weekly.

Writing Easily Mastered

Writing is open to all classes. Editors give

preference to a writer’s IDEAS

—

not his

name. Hundreds of inexperienced people

are making money. YOU can, too !

Ideas Taken in Any Form

We will accept your ideas in any form—
either as finished scripts or as outlines of the

plot. Send us mere ideas, plots, synopses or

finished stories.

We Criticise Your Ideas Free

We also improve them, if necessary, then
promptly submit to the Leading Film and
Fiction Editors. Your work is sold on com
mission. No charge is made for selling, except
a small commission when a sale is made.

Get Busy ! Send Your Manuscripts at Once

Write us to-day for full details

STORY REVISION COMPANY
54 MAIN AUBURN, N. Y.

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

* m
Dou cxvn «,ccuoL TTIua>u. ZStiftii cj-uuft&j

At Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 69 Lakeside Bldg..Chicago

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Complete training in general, medical,
obstetrical, gynecological and surgical
nursing. Instruction by physicians and
graduate nurses. 20 years' experience.
Affiliated with The Central Hospital of

Philadelphia. Send for free books to

Miss Frazier. Superintendent Phila-
delphia School for Nurses, 2242

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Small Capital Starts You
our easy payment plan. Begin now

and get your share. We sell every-
thing. Write TODAY.

Capital Merchandise Co.
Dept. 51 525 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

King Baggot Sits for Sculptor

This office is in receipt of a pleasing

holiday gift of a plaster bust of

King Baggot, the well-known
Universal star. Recently he had made,

as a Christmas present for his mother,

a bronze bust eight inches in height,

and the one received is a duplicate,

finished pn imitation of bronze. It

will make a handsome ornament for

a library or business office, and no
doubt will be much in demand by
theater, owners. The sculptor work
was done by Andrew C. McHench,
of New York.

Winners of the Construction
Puzzle

In the first issue of the Classic (then
Supplement) we printed a Construction
Puzzle, offering five prizes for the best
solutions submitted. We received many
thousands of answers, among them many
beautifully decorated designs. We finally

gave ten prizes instead of five, and the
winners were as follows: Mrs. Lida H.
Updegrove, Wrightsville, Pa.; Leland T.

Carner, i.77 W. First St., Fulton, N. Y.;

John J. Leonard, 183 Amsterdam Ave.,

N. Y. C.; Mrs. J. F. McKinstry, Gaines-
ville, Fla.; A. J. Farwell, 345 Barbour
St., Hartford, Conn.; Katherine 0. Leary;
Mrs. G. W. Schlung; Helen McKisick;
Miss M. H. Bennes, and T. C. Rogers.
The correct answers were;
Anderson, Costello, Pickford, Washburn,

Walker, Fielding, Prescott, Joslin, Wilbur,
Baggot, Brower, Fuller, Talmadge, Kerri-

gan, Lockwood, Commerford, Storey,

Stonehouse, Williams, Moreno, Dunaew,
Roland, MacBride, Lawrence, MacDer-
mott, Newton, Finley, Connelly, Jacobs;

Gordon, Cooper, Panzer, Larkin, Relyea,
MacQuarrie, Farrington, Arbuckle, Dun-
bar, Brooke, Northrup, Lytton, Norman,
Horton, Sterling, Morrison, Stuart and
Clark.

WHO’SWHO IN MOTION PICTURES
Most Unique Book Ever Published

Contains nearly S00 photographs and biograph-
ical sketches ot photoplay stars, directors, man-
agers ami business executives. Mary Fuller,
Earle Williams. Anita Stewart, King Baggot.
Pearl White, Crane Wilbur. Marguerite Snow,
Maurice Costello, Blanche Sweet, Robert War-
wick. Mary Pickford, William Farnum, Rosemary
Theby and hundreds of others. Send for “WHO >

WHO’’ today and learn all about your favont s

Price $1.00. Sent Postpaid. Order from
STERLING SYNDICATE

1724 Aeolian Building, New York

The Stage Playing Cards

Handsomest deck of cards made. Pink,

cream, green and gold backs; gold edges;
flexible, highly finished, lively and durable;
fifty-two cards and joker to each pack.

PORTRAITS OF
THE GREAT

STARS
Each card contains a portrait of a great

star, including Marguerite Clark, David War-
field, Julia Marlowe, Alla Nazimova, E. H.
Sothern, Willie Collier, Blanche Bates, Rose
Stahl, Blanche Ring, Frank Daniels, Anna
Held, Grace George, James O’Neill, Ellen
Terry, Henrietta Crosman, Frances Starr,
Margaret Anglin, Eddie Foy, Mrs. Fiske,
Harry Woodruff, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Cissy
Loftus, Tyrone Powers, Henry E. Dixey,
Elsie Janis, William Faversham, Dustin
Farnum, Louis James, Louis Mann, Maxine
Elliott, Herbert Kelcey, Henry Miller and
Effie Shannon.

Most of these great players, and most of

the others, have already made their appear-
ance on the screen, and every one of them
has made stage history, as many of them
are now making Motion Picture history.

Why not take advantage of this oppor-
tunity to make a collection of the portraits
of these great stars, even if you do not want
to use the cards to play with? (Please note
that this set of cards has no connection with
the set of Motion Picture cards in our new
game called “Cast.”)

Only 50 cents a pack, in handsome tele-

scope box, mailed to any address, postage
prepaid, on receipt of price. (One-cent
stamps accepted. If a 50-cent piece is sent,

wrap it in folded paper and enclose in

envelope in your letter. An unwrapped coin
sometimes cuts thru the envelope and is lost

in the mails. It is perfectly safe also to
send a dollar bill by mail.)

THE M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 Duffield Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Start a Friendship-Maid-Link-Bracelet

0>ATl7lfil

—

Sterling shvfh rolled GOLD
more Links we Heinl FRPJC a beautiful black ribbon

your Links at once.

We give you one LINK abso-
lutely Free to each bracelet.
Friends give or exchange
others. Links only 12c. each
with 3 initials engraved FREE.
Send today for one or more, stating whether
Rolled Gold, Sterling Silver, beaded or plain
design. With your first order for one or

tart wenrlng

Friendship Jewelry Co. 83 Chambers St., Dept. 506, New York

(Sixty-six)
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GREENROOM
JOTTINGSw LITTLE WHISPERINGS

1 - FROM EVERYWHERE IN PLAYERDOM -

Dainty Marguerite Courtot has a fad

—

collecting tennis racquets! What for?

Why, to play with, ye witless ones.

And she is adept at the game, mark that.

The Mutual Traveler has been work-
ing in the Minnesota woods at a mild
little temp, of twenty-five below.

Carl Laemmle sends out some snappy,
humorous “straight- from -the -shoulder
talks” to his Universal exchange men and
exhibitors. They bring a laugh. The
last one was addressed to “Old Bill”

Shakespeare, and hinged on that famed
one’s saying, “The play’s the thing.”

Our good old friend “Elaine” is cut-

ting quite a swath in Porto Rico. Record
audiences are reported on it all over the
island, and there are divers namesakes,
such as hats, cigars, scarfs, etc.

Oh, fans! Kathlyn Williams’ favorite

flowers are American Beauty roses. Get
your vases ready, Kathlyn!

Wheeler Oakman is a disciple of clas-

sical music—and in particular latter-day

Italian opera.

Edith Johnson is strictly tailor-made
en promenade. No frills nor feminine
fripperies for her!

William N. Selig, president of the Selig
Polyscope Company, believes that within
the immediate few years every school-

house will have a Motion Picture camera.
Hurry ye, O small, unwilling feet on
paths of learning!

Six hundred cadets from the Naval
Academy at Annapolis make their debut
in a coming Vitagfaph feature—sup-
ported, incidentally, by a flotilla of tor-

pedo destroyers.

Kathlyn Williams has made, unwit-
tingly, a first enemy in Tilly, one of the
elephant herd. Tilly made known her
animosity by trumpeting mud all over
Kathlyn’s shining six-cylindered cabriolet.

Fritzi Brunette is learning to cook!
She knows the old route to the male
heart! And her director broadly asserts
that she’s a star at boiling water.

The Pittsburg Screen Club, composed
of Moving Picture actors, has decided
to give ten per cent, of the profits of its

forthcoming ball next month to the
Actors’ Fund of America.

Two flivvers are about to collide head-
on. A bearded figure rises from a trench
between the machines and announces,
“Boys, there aint no war; the soldiers all

went home last Christmas.” See “Peace
at Any Price,” a Vitagraph comedy.

(Sixty-seven)

Miss Lucille Taft, of the Gaumont Com-
pany, amused herself the other day by
looping-the-loop in an aeroplane over
Jacksonville, Fla. Milk-and-water pas-
time, n’est ce pas

?

Ruth Roland believes the Chicago doc-
tor did right in allowing the deformed
babe to die. Miss Roland has some very
deep, very sound, and very gravely sweet
views on the subject.

Latest reports indicate that the players
from the Coast studio of Vitagraph were
snowbound and in serious difficulty in
Bear Valley, California.

f

Speaking of “art for art’s sake,” Donald
McBride, after spending a sleepless night
with a severe toothache, was cast for the
role of a painless dentist.

Maisie, the pet collie that appeared fre-

quently with William Duncan, is dead.

Besides being used for hair restorer
ads., bald heads are quite the demand in
the studio. Here’s the reason. The hero
or heroine is wounded. Surgeon about
to shave head to operate. Cut! Enter
baldy and doubles in the role. Result!—
the hero and heroine still retain their

wondrous locks.

Well, if you must know, those stocking
fillers in “Green Stockings” belong to

Lillian Walker.

The closing episode of “Stingaree”
leaves the hero behind prison bars.

Rose Melville, the original and only Sis
Hopkins, she who has a funny-bone in

every part of her body, has become a
Kalem star.

Helen Gibson has challenged' all other
players to duplicate the stunts she per-

forms in “The Hazards of Helen,” weekly
Kalem release.

“If I wanted to take it easy I would
prefer working in straight drama, for

comedy is hard work,” says Bud Duncan.

Thomas Santschi has an excellent bari-

tone voice, which he uses once in a while
at the Selig studio, between scenes.

The yearly epidemic is again upon us,

viz.: the crusade against the term
“movies.” Please! please! Mr. Reformer,
give us a rest. “Movies” has come to stay.

Frank Daniels, successor to Sidney
Drew, will be seen in some one-reel come-
dies released by Vitagraph.

Arthur Johnson is dead! It is with
sorrow that we announce the passing of

one of the world’s most prominent stars.
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The Loftis^s
7-Diamond

k Cluster Ring mml
Contains 7 Dia-
monds set so that the
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of a beautit ul Sol-

^^itaire Diamond that
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*4 times as

mounting for only $2.50
. a month—8 cents a
few day.

Send for 116-page Jewelry Catalog containing over 2000

beautiful illustrations of Diamonds,Watches,Silverware,etc. Make
a selection either for yourself or as a gif t for a friend or loved one.

We will send the article for your examination, all charges pre-

paid by us. You assume no risk; you are under no obligation.

You Don’t Pay a Cent until you see and examine the article.

If perfectly satisfied pay one-fifth of the purchase price and the
balance in eight equal monthly payments. If not entirely satisfied,

return at our expense. Whether you buy or not, get Our Catalog.

It is an education in Diamond and Jewelry values and easy credit

buying. Send for catalog today—before you forget. It is FREE.

LOFTIS BROS. £ CO., The National Credit Jewelers
Dept, L616’ lOO to 108 N. State Street, Chicago, Illinois

I (Eatablisoed 1858) Stores in: Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Omaha

THE
EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING CO.
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS

GOOD CUTS
Half-lone and Line Work for Printing in One or More

Colors for Any Purpose

DESIGNING :: :: RETOUCHING
165-167 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

BURROWES

Under our easy payment plan, you can quickly own a hand-
some Burrowes Billiard and Pool Table. No special room is

needed. The Table can be mounted on dining or library table or
on its^own legs or stand, and quickly set aside when not in use.

Billiard and Pool Tables
are superbly built, and adapted to the most scientific

play Great experts say that the Burrowes Regis High-

Speed Rubber Cushions are the best made.

Prices are from $15 up, on easy terms of $1 or more down and

a small amount each month. Sizes of Tables range up to 4Xx9 ft.

(standard) . Balls, cues and full playing equipment, free.

No Red Tape—On receipt of first Installment we will

ship Table. Play on it one week. If unsatisfactory return It,

and on its receipt we will refund yonr deposit. This insures

you a free trial. Write for catalog giving prices, terms, etc.

THE E. T. BURROWES CO., 305 Spring St.. Portland, Me.
Mfrs. Burrowes Rustless Screens, Cedar Chests, Folding Card fables
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w*yn? more money?
Learn the art of Sign & Showcard Writing. Branch

f Advertising. Men and women make bia money. Personal in-
truction and original methods (copyright) make you expert.

$6.00 Per Day or More
is the onion scale in Chicago and other towns. You
can make e*«»n more on lob «*»ork. Have a big business n#
your own. We show yon how by mail and help you pay for
your course. Particulars and booklet free. Explains every-
thing. Write today. The School with a METHOD.

ILLINOIS SCHOOL OF LETTtHINU & UcMGN
D<pt>v, 187 N. Clark Straet Chicago. Illinois
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6,000 PHOTOS
TO BE DISPOSED OF
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DURING the last five years we have

accumulated many valuable photo-

graphs of scenes taken from popular

photoplays. Some of these are large and

beautiful ; some are small and not fine; some

contain players of fame, such as Mary
Pickford, FrancisBushman, EarleWilliams,

etc. Some are mounted on cardboard with

our artist’sdesign around; some aretrimmed

;

etc., etc. Good photographs sell as high as

$5 .00 each, and the average price is $ 1 .00

each. Whileallof ours are notworth $1 .00

each, many are worth much more. We
have made up several hundred packages

each containing five or more photographs,

and we will mail these to any address for

50c a package—5 packages for $2.00.

We cannot tell you what is in any package

for we do not know, but we assure you

that each contains “value received and

more too.” We have tried to make all

packages alike in value.

Take Advantage of This Offer

tj There are various uses for these photos.

You can make up a fine collection and

paste them in an album; or tack them on

your wall with fancy paper border, or

make a wall-paper design of them ; or

frame them ; or mount them and give them

away for presents; or adorn your den

with them, etc., etc.

•jj Send in your order now, for they may
not last long—an opportunity seldom

offered. Some of these photos are rare

copies and can never be duplicated.

M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 DUFF1ELD ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Atlas Pub. Co., 798 Atlas Bldg, Cincinnati,
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Greenroom Jottings

Edith Storey has discarded her famous
“5.15,” and now rides in a six-cylinder
creation, solid yellow in color. We sug-
gest she christen it “Sunbeam.”

Gertrude McCoy, Estelle Mardo, lone
Bright and Margery Green are with
Mirror Films. The latter in support of

Nat Goodwin.

A strong trinity from the stage to the
screen are, Adele Blood, Edwin Stevens
and Montagu Love. They will appear
jointly in “The Devil’s Toy,” adapted from
“The Mills of the Gods.” The Premo
brand has the honor.

Ah! at last. “Pudd’nhead Wilson,”
“Tom Sawyer,” “Huckleberry Finn” and
others of Mark Twain’s brain children
will be seen on the screen under the
chaperonage of the Lasky Company.

Fannie Ward has purchased a $50,000
house in Hollywood, Cal., where she in-

tends to reside permanently.

We beg to inquire, Who is “The Grand
Old Man of the Movies”? Every studio
claims to own him, hut as there is only
one, we seek enlightenment. We thought
it was W. Chrystie Miller.

Mignon Anderson, Thanhouser, is said
to possess the most elaborate dressing-
room in the profession.

Charlotte Burton, American-Mutual fa-

vorite, is suffering from an attack of
deafness, due to a dynamite explosion in
the taking of “The Thoroughbred.”

Mary Anderson, Western Yitagraph, has
just married, and she didn’t even tell her
mother, who read of it in the newspapers.

Alice Brady, star of “The Ballet Girl,”

World Film, claims that she is the only
actress upon the screen who is a born and
bred New Yorker.

Helen Holmes, besides supplying thrills

for the screen, recently gave her company
a fright, when she rescued some valuable
negatives of “The Girl and the Game,”
In an aeroplane she transported the film

over some dangerous flood country and
thru mountain passes to the nearest
transportation point.

Governor Johnson, of California, is an
ardent fan.

One thousand children take part in the
gnome village in the Fox new million-

dollar production. Little Jane Lee is

among them.

The exodus:—Tefft Johnson, Leo De-
laney, Mother Anderson, Garry McGarry,
Zena Keefe, Harry Fisher, Robert Gaillord
and others—from Yitagraph.

Virginia Pearson, the twenty-year-old
beauty and direct descendant of Daniel
Boone, has joined the Fox forces.

Annette Kellermann is recovering from
injuries sustained by being dashed against
a rock in the waters of Jamaica.

The World Film Corp. owns the only
sea-going studio ever planned.

Beverly Bayne was recently informed
that she had won the popularity contest
conducted by the Minneapolis Journal.
It’s getting to be a habit with her.

Bessie Barriscale, Kay-Bee, is the au-
thoress of a hook of poems.

Grace Cunard is still chafing under her
retention at the hospital, for injuries sus-
tained in "The Broken Coin.”

If William Garwood is not taking din-
ner with a friend, he is taking a friend
to dinner. He hates to dine alone.

Henry Walthall can impersonate any
character except a giant or a hahy in
long clothes.

Myrtle Stedman’s beautiful voice has
made her so popular that she has been
compelled to limit herself to charitable
meetings only.

The Y. M. C. A.’s thruout the country
have gone in strong as exhibitors. The
churches, led by the Methodist Church at
Bayshore, N. Y., will probably follow.

So realistic was a fire scene staged by
Vitagraph recently, that the fire depart-
ment was called out.

Our $10 gold prize for the best story
of the month goes to the author of “The
Serpent” (March Motion Picture Maga-
zine) ; second prize to the author of “The
Wraith of Haddon Towers”; third prize

to the author of "Dimples.”

Pres. Wilson was the guest of honor at

the Motion Picture Board of Trade’s first

annual dinner at the Biltmore Hotel,

Jan. 27, J. Stuart Blackton presiding.

Lillian Drew has found the secret of

beauty. “Be a vegetarian” is her advice.

Lillie and the butcher aren’t on speaking
terms any more.

G. M. Anderson will no longer he known
as “Broncho Billy.” He is adopting a new
character.

The newest fad—"Silhouette Photo-
plays.” On the Paramount program.

Triangle has suffered another fire. This
time in the Fine Arts studio. Loss
about $25,000.

Mae Murray, Lasky star and one-time
danseuse, recently became lost in the
Western desert, but was found after sev-

eral hours’ search.

Florence Lawrence, everybody’s sweet-

heart, is back again.

Following Ben Wilson, Charles Ogle and
Mary Fuller, Augustus Phillips is now
with Universal.

Harold Lockwood has just accepted a

flattering offer from Metro, and Murdock
MacQuarrie has signed with the Signal-

Mutual.

House Peters Is now with World Film.

Robert Leonard and Ella Hall have for-

saken thrillers and serials for comedy.

We have with us this evening, Bert
Wilson, Dorothy Davenport, Jay Belasco,

Francis Ford and Bobby Mack, p. 17;

Charles Wellesley, James Morrison and
Charles Ricliman, first picture; Zena
Keefe and James Morrison, second pic-

ture, and Eleanor Woodruff and Zena
Keefe in bottom picture, p. 29; Arthur
Maude and Constance Crawley, p. 45, and
Mary Miles Minter and Thomas J. Car-

rigan, p. 55.

(Sixty-eight
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The Wraith of Haddon Towers

( Continued from page 47)

fully, then wheeled sharply on the as-

tounded relic of a butler.

“Well!” she snapped, “is his Lord-

ship—er—receiving today? If he’s

not, dont both-aw—dont both-aw!”
The butler remained Britishly sol-

emn. He was far too staunch a sub-

ject to have acquired a sense of

humor.
“

’is Lordship is hin the east wing,

my Lady,” he announced
;

“
’e spends

most of ’is time there hof late.”

“Oh, indeed !” Lady Drummond
twirled about on her smart heels and
flapped her abbreviated skirts as she

made for the east wing. “His Lord-
ship is seeing ghosts

,

I suppose,” she

sneered.

Some one was talking in the east

wing room, and Lad)' Drummond ap-

plied her shell-pink ear to the keyhole
unscrupulously.

“Ah—God—be merciful ” the

voice was saying
;

“my love—my
love

”

“Philip!” shrieked his wife, wildly;

“Philip—it’s I—it’s Clar-a/ I’ve come
to surprise you ! Phil-z/>

!

Whom are

you daring to talk to like that? Oh,
some one help—let’s break open the

door
!”

The room was quite empty—save for

the calm, dead body of Philip Drum-
mond in his chair by the fireplace.

And up above the stars—beyond our
life’s aches and pains, our petty cares,

our puny griefs—two loves were made
as one—and smiled upon by the Great
Lover of us all.

CAROL HOLLOWAY IN “A GIRL, A GUARD AND A GARRET” (BEAUTY)

(Sixty-nine
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You Can Have a Beautiful

VELVETY SKIN
If You Use

DAINTY WHITE
For face, neck and arms. Unsurpassed for
the evening toilet. Harmless, will not rub
off. Leading stage beauties as well as
women of fashion use it.

Send today for a tube 50c postpaid. Two tubes and a box

of Dainty Rouge {1.

RAY MFG. C0„ K7i«S,rstt:

REALLY HANDSOME
ARE THE PHOTO POSTCARDS WE OFFER

Eighteen ' -f y our ow n choice lor twenty-five cents or afann*

deed for a dollar. 8 poses of Mary Bickford, 8 ol Mar-
guerite Clark. 2 of Chaplin, 8 of Theda Bara, a new pic-

ture of Lillian Lorraine, Hazel Hawn and Olga Petrova,
an autographed picture of Jack W. Kerrigan, and many
new Feature stars.

Also actual photos, size II 500 LIST all^re>ers
|

8x10, at 5oc each ||or free on request"
THE FILM PORTRAIT CO., 127C 1st Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES
ALL PRICES

Look at these bargains! Typewriters Rebuilt in
our own Factories. Guaranteed for one year.

Remingtons $15 to $65 Smiths $18 to $50
Underwoods $25 to $65 Royals $30 to $65
L. C. Smiths $28 to $60 Olivers $23 to $45

Brand new No. 2 Smith Premiers $45

We have others, of course. Send for catalog de-
scribing them. Branch offices in principal cities.

AMERICANWRITING
MACHINE COMPANY

(Incorporated)

345 Broadway
New York

T223ZEn25Z3E

LADIES! POWDER PUFF FREE!
Large, Fine, Woolly Powder Puff free with
a box of SNOWFLAKE FACE POWDER,
used and highly indorsed by leading Film
Actre ses. Adds that dainty, smooth and
dignified appearance to the tenderest com-
plexion; so pleasing and refreshing you will

become a constant user. This offer for 25
cents sent postpaid. You can get either

White or Flesh Color.

EMIL A. KAHN, (Manufacturer),
1 392 Franklin Avenue, New York City.

Learn Music— At Home! —

i

Lessons
New Method—Learn To
Play By Note— Piano,
Organ, Violin, Banjo,

Mandolin, Cornet, Harp.
’Cello or to sing. Special
Limited Offer of free weekly
lessons. You pay only for
music and postage, which is

small. Noextras. Beginnersor
advanced pupils. Everything
illustrated, plain.simple, sys-
tematic. Free lectures each
course, 16 years’ success.
Start at once. Write for
Free Booklet Today—Now
U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Bo* 185
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

FRIENDSHIP LINK RING-ONLY
STERLING SILVER OR ROLLED GOLD
Beaded or Plain Designs. 3 Initials EN-
GRAVED FREE, to introduce our Bracelet
I .inks . Send 18c. and size today.

FRIENDSHIP JEWELRY CO.
83 Chambers Street, • Dept. 318,

18c
New York

|t?oo
n
f°o* ACHANCE to MAKE $100 at"\” i*“"~ WORK si

issues of the Students Art
Magazine. It publishes

Assignments, amateurs’ work, articles

on Cartooning, Designing. Illustrating, Letter-
ing and Chalk-Talking. CLARF. BRIGGS, RYAN
WALKER, and other noted artists, contributors.
You will like it, artistic, helpful, UNIQUE.
Send NOW, $1, stamps or bill, to the Editor^

G. H. LOCKWOOD. Dept. 137 KALAMAZOO, MICH.^
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DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
HOW TO DEVELOP
VITALITY, ENERGY, ENDURANCE,
NERVE STRENGTH, MUSCULAR
STRENGTH, PERFECT PHYSIQUE?

My FREE BOOKS, “The Whys of Exercise” and
“The First and Last Law of Physical Culture,” tell

you, if you are weak or underdeveloped, how to grow strong:

if strong, how to grow stronger. They explain how to de-
velop lungs and muscle, the strong heart and vigorous digestion

—in short, how to improve health and strength internally as

well as externally. Send TO-DAY—NOW— for these

FREE BOOKS. Enclose 4c. in stamps to cover postage*

PROF. H. W. TITUS
56-58 Cooper Sq. Dept. 250 New York City
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Photoplaywright’s Primer
By L CASE RUSSELL, author of “here lies”

The Cleverest Book Ever Written!
The First, Last, and Most Authoritative
Word on the Biggest Subject Today

is fresh from the facile pen of L. Case Russell, author
of the famous little “Here Lies” book (which has outsold
all other similar books three to one) , and just off the press

As Important as your Dictionary/
tJThis book covers every phase of photoplay writing in

such a complete and novel way, as to be almost amazing.
It is as useful to the past master as to the beginner.

Not a Re-hash —Nothing but New Ideas
Contains All the Points , and only so cents a copy

qit is printed in large type, 64 pages, size 4%X7>a, with
numerous illustrations.

^Mailed to any address on receipt of fifty cents in one
cent stamps or a fifty cent piece. (If the latter, it should be
carefully pasted to letter or wrapped so that it will not
cut thru the envelope.) For sale only by

M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAY WRITERS. ATTENTION

!

you know where to send them ? If not, send 10c for a three
months’ trial subscription to the “Photoplay Bulletin.” This
paper is devoted exclusively to th * writing and selling of photo-
plays. It (outains special hints, what to write an l what to
avoid, model photoplays, latest market, etc. Send 2c for sam-
ple copy. CLARE DENNISON, DETROIT, MICH.

TELL MEYOURFOOT TROUBLES
It will ease your Mind;
I will ease your Feet.

Enlarged Joints Reduced and
Toes S'raipKtened by

ACHFELDT’S
“Perfection” TOE SPRING
Worn at nlfdit without Inconvenience, with
auxiliary appliance* for flay use. Sent on ap-
proval. Money refunded if not a* represented.

I’m* My Improved Arch Supporter
for “ Flat Foot" ami broken down iiiHtep.

Send outline of foot. Full particular* and
advice free in plain Mealed envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist
DEPT. K.E. 1328 Broadway, at 34th St.. (Marbridife Buildinu). NEW YORK

Children of the Screen
( Continued from page 21)

THESE ARE GROWN-UP CHILDREN—“LEVY’S SEVEN DAUGHTERS

GEORGE STONE

across his knees and to have told him
giant and hobgoblin tales. And, oh

!

how still he would sit and how those

starry eyes would shine, just like a

glow-worm in the night ! Bobby is a

remarkable little bundle of bronzed,

wavy hair
;
big, soft, brown eyes that

suddenly light up electrically, and
a pouting, good-natured, whimsical

mouth—all set upon a sturdy little

figure. He is absolutely unspoiled and
not a bit self-conscious.

When scenes are being taken before

a crowd and the actors become tem-
peramental, Bobby is as unconcerned
as if at home in his playroom.
He has a tremendous respect for his

director, and when his eyes are not

watching his mother, who is his

“coach,” he is following every move
of the man behind the camera.

Surely every one knows the pictures

that Bobby made famous—the fun, the

frolic, the pathos of “Sonny Jim”
have made him a screen immortal.

Bobby sheds real tears in the

pathetic parts, but frankly confesses

that his mother “has to get him
started.”

In a way the children of the screen

are “gods set apart”
;
they are born

with stage feeling, are precocious far

beyond their years, and often earn

larger salaries than most grown-up
actors. Few that I have ever met are

cursed with “stage manner”; they are

artless, cuddlesome, roguish, tireless—just like other kids.

Lack of space, not lack of interest,

forbids a review of all the dear

pageantry of the children of the

screen. There are Clara Horton,

Carmen De Rue, George Stone and
tiny Zoe Bech, Kathie Fischer, Cather-

ine Lee and fairy Mimi Yvonne. We
can hear their treble voices at the roll-

call of their names. And every now
and then some beautiful, dazzling child

flashes on the screen before us and
is gone, unknown. Either the pov-

erty or modesty of their parents

keeps them anonymous. Like the

butterflies after whom they are fash-

ioned, the child life of screen children

is short and full, and then they pass

on—little shadow creatures that we
used to know and love only in fairy

books.

(Seventy

)
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“I Hear You Calling Me”
By RUTH ROLAND

“\Y7' HAT
’

S *n a name -

M Miss Ro-

yy land thought there" was a

great deal in hers not long

ago and tells the following little

story about it

:

“We had gone to Santa Barbara

to obtain settings for a Roman pic-

ture we were then producing. A won-

derfully beautiful estate had been

loaned to us. I never saw such love-

liness before. It was a dream-place

—flowers, winding paths, fountains

and wonderful statuary brought from
Italy, and a huge Roman plunge that

made you wish you had lived in the

old Roman days when such luxuries

were almost common. We had
finished some scenes, and I was not

to be in the following, so I gratefully

picked up my parasol and my sewing
(for it was very warm) and strolled

off to a shady nook, and had just be-

gun sewing, when—‘Ruth, Ruth,’

came a voice. I replied, ‘I hear you
calling me,’ and scrambled my sewing
together and fled in the direction

where we had last been working. No
one was there, but again the voice,

‘Ruth, Ruth,’ so I rushed in the

direction I thought the voice came
from. Still no one could I find,

and finally gave the hunt up. I

have said it was a very warm day, and
I was just getting a little bit—well,

cross, when again came the voice,

‘Ruth, Ruth.’ This time I knew
exactly where to go, but when I ar-

rived there was no one to be seen.

Finally, after many more calls, I saw
the company a little way off and hur-

ried up to them. They all looked at

me in a puzzled way when I burst in

upon a scene.
“

‘Well, what is the matter?’ I was
asked.

“ ‘Didn’t you call me?’
“

‘No,’ and some one remarked
something about the heat.
“ ‘But you did call me,’ I replied.

“Just then the caretaker came
strolling along with a bright-hued
parrot sitting on his shoulder, and
just as he stood opposite me he
screeched, ‘Ruth, Ruth’—the parrot,

I mean—and every one laughed.
The caretaker explained that his little

girl’s name was Ruth, and that she

and the parrot were great chums.
This explained the mystery. The
parrot and I became very good
friends, but the company, taking in-

genuity by the horns, changed my
lame for the time being to avoid fur-

.her marathons in the gardens.”

THE WEAPONS OF WAR—RUTH ROLAND IN “THE RED CIRCLE” (PATHE)
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Given toYou
WITHOUT EXPENSE
This Music - Cabinet or Parlor
Rocker, fit for anyone’s home! Or
your choice of 1600 other Pre-
miums, all suitable and useful
articles, and all given to you with-—

out cost by
the famous

LARKIN

Factory-

to-Family

Plan

Beautiful home
furnishings be-
come your3 by
baying your

soaps,
foods,
toilet prep-

arations and
'other house-
hold supplies
direct from
lie great Lar-

kin Factories.

Each of J

these

Premi-

ums
would

cost you

S8 orSIO

at retail. We
give either

with a $10
i

purchase

of Larkin Products.

Send No Money
30 Days’ FREE Trial

We ship Products and Premiums of your selection
without your spending one penny. If at the end of 30
days you are satisfied, you send ns the money. If not
satisfactory, we send for the shipment allowing for
reasonable use of Products. This is as fair a proposition
as anyone could make.

Spring Catalog FREE
Every reader of til© Classic owes it to herself to send for

this new Catalog* It describes and illustrates the Prod-
ucts aod Premiums and tells about the astounding
money -saving offers.

w* *• ^ Buffalo, N. Y. Chicago
Lztrlztn C&+ peoria -

^G. P. 308

PILLOW TOP pj^££f
To prove the superior

quality of our celebrated
embroidery floss we will
send this beautiful Pillow
Top (size 17x31 inches)
stamped on White Em-
broidery Cloth, FREE to
any lady sending only 10c

in stamps or silver to pay for postage and the material to
embroider it. On this remarkable offer you get

Pillow Top Stamped-Ready to Work
One Complete Instruction Diagram
Two Skeins Collingbourne’s Floss

. 0 £';
nd for ‘bis free pillow top today, if you are not pleased, your 10c instamps will be returned promptly. Address

COLUNGBOURNE MILLS, Dept. 539, ELGIN, ILL.

AUTOGRAPHED
PILLOW TOPS
OF MOVING PICTURE STARS

Made on Old Gold Satine 18x18 inches

Wonderful likenesses, the ones the Stars them-
selves like best, a handsome ornament to any
room or den, lasts forever.

Beautiful and Useful Gifts and Prizes
Two of these make a complete pillow with one of your favorites on one

side and one on the other

Your choice of the following players

Mary Pick ford
Marguerite Snow
Anita Stewart
Blanche Sw< et
Emmy Wehleu
Pearl White
Crane Wilbur
Earle Williams
Clara Kimball Young

G. M. Anderson Howard Estabrook
Helen Badgley Ma y Fuller
King Baggot Ethel G randin
Theda Bara Arthur Ji huson
Beverly Bayne Alice Joyce
Carlisle Blackwell Jack Kerrigan
Francis X. Bushman Florence LaBadie
Marguerite Clark Harold Lockwood
Maurice Costello Mabel Normand

Norma Phillips

Postpaid S5c each (coin or money order '

The Most Beautiful Hand Colored Pictures of the Players Size 11x14
Mailed Postpaid 25c each (coin or money order)

LARGE SELECTION—OYER 60 STARS

Genuine Photo -Gelatin Prints of the Players —Large Size
Mailed Postpaid 2 for a dime or 6for 25c (coin or money order)

Your Order Mailed Same Day It Is Received

Send two-ccnt Stamp for Folder

R. K. STANBURY, Dept. M. C., Flatiron Building, New York City
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t'ay as youwisn
We'll send you a genuine Lachnite for you

to wear for 10 full days. If you can tell it
from a real diamond send it back at our expense.
Costa but l-30tb as much. If you decide to keep it

pay only a few cents a month. Write for catalog:.

Genuine Lachnite Gems
keep their dazzling fire forever. Set in solid gold.
Cut by world renowned diamond cutters. Will stand
fire and acid testa. All kinds of jewelry at astound-
ing low prices. Easy payments. WRITE TODAY-

H Lachman Co.. 12N. Michigan Ay..Ckicago Dal 3363

“ Motion Picture Acting”
Will not only help you decide whether you are adapted

for this profession, but will prepare you at home to face
the greatest test of all—securing a position. Don’t throw
your chance away. Let us help you decide. Let us tell

you first—What the Director’s Photo Test Is—How to Pre-
pare for This at Home—Whether You Are Fitted for

Comedy or Drama—How the Director Works—Whom to

Apply to for a Position—Where the Studios are Located
—What Personal Magnetism Is—Salary—Make Up—and a
great many other important facts that are absolutely nec-
essary for you to know.

Don’t Trust to Luck
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big. Be

sure you are right—then go ahead. Directors are con-
stantly looking for Types. You may be the one to have
the personality, the ability to make good.

I am offering for a short time—to readers of this maga-
zine

—

"Motion Picture Acting" for only fifty cents a copy.
Enclose either stamps or money in an envelope with your
name and address. My book will be promptly mailed and
just as promptly returned if you are not satisfied. I guar-
antee this to you and to "Motion Picture Classic.”

H. A. GRIFFIN, 353 East 55th Place, Chicago, III.

EYELASHES and BROWS
* (JUST LIKE MINE)

EYEBROW-1NE, a hair food, stimulate* the quick
growth to perfect, heavy, long, Luxuriant LASHES and j
BROWS, adding 100 |>er cent, to your beauty, charm '

j

and attractiveness. EYEBKOW-INE is absolutely harm- \
less—sure in results. KYEBKOW-lNr. mailed in plaiD v 'JJM
cover on receipt of price, 25c, 60c. or $1.

REES MFG. CO., 950 Columbia Are., Philadelphia. Pa.
|

MINIATURE PENNANTS
OF THE FILM STARS

tT^ECORATE your room or den with these neat
SxS S-4 in. felt pennants. Just the thing to

make round pillow tops aud table covers. Use them
a* favors, souvenirs, etc. Something new.

Blanche Sweet
Francis X. Bushman
M. Petrova
W’inifred Kingston

rymor
Myrtle Steelman

--and a host of others.

' Packets mailed postpaid

Ruth Roland
Anita Stewart
Dustin Farnum
Mary Pickford
Lois Meredith
Marguerite Snow

12 for 25 cents 25 for 50 cents

Estimates on large quantities on request

D. A. D0BIE
Dept. C, 29 Monroe Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

You Can Have Beautiful

± MANY ARE THE GOOD THINGS
= that will appear in the APRIL MOTION PICTURE
A MAGAZINE, among them being the following:

— "Their Homes on Wheels**A By Peter Wade. Seven pa-**s oi pictures of leading players in their

^ automobile* and an interesting account of their doings.

^ “A Visit to the Lubin Studio’’
By Marie Roy

"What Are They Saying?’*
$250.00 to be awarded to those who can cor-
rectly put words in the mouths of the players.

"Cartoons thatMoveand Act”
By Dr. Leonard Keene Hirshberg A.B., M. A., M.D., showing how
those moving drawings you see on the screen are made aud how the
ludicrous little characters are made to perform such ludicrous antics.

Here are only four items mentioned out of some thirtv or forty, and
we have bv no means picked out the best. It is the largest aud
best of the Motion Picture publications, and always hss been.
Watch for it on March 1 st or thereafter. You will recognize it by a
observing that it is the handsomest cover on the newsstands—a ==
beautiful painting of Marguerite Snow. Price 15 cents. A.

Tb« Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Dutfield St.. Brooklyn, N. Y. A

HAVE YOU IDEAS
? For Photoplays or Stories? S

If »o, we will accept them in ANY form— criticise J

f
FREE—Sell on commission. BIG REWARDS ! Hun- I
dreds making money. So can YOU. Write today for J

a full details. Story Revision Co., Z31 Main, Auburn, N. Y. $

Colton, U. S. N.

( Continued, from page 32)

He was shot out of the torpedo tube

to the surface of the water. Swim-
ming quietly and attracting no atten-

tion, he climbed aboard the Mercedes
on her landward side. No one was
watching. He went to the cabin to

which the wires were laid, made the

contact and exploded the mines just

in front of the oncoming battleships.

The fleet was saved.

Archer and the crew on the Mer-
cedes, after a moment of stunned
astonishment at the premature explo-

sion and the consequent miscarriage of

their plans, turned to find Colton com-
ing out of the deckhouse. They threw
themselves upon him. He fought
desperately with a belaying pin, which
he snatched from the nearest rail. The

submarine came to the surface. Her
men, led by young Austen, boarded
the Mercedes and rescued Colton in

the nick of time, but not without hard

fighting, in which young Austen was
badly battered up.

That concluded the episode—save

for the weaving of the unconnected
strands into one cable, as a sailor

would say, there is little more to be

added. Archer paid for his treachery

with his death. He was fortunate in

that. For his part in the transaction

the Rouanian ambassador got his pass-

norts incontinentlv. Rouania dis-

avowed and apologized, leaving the
men on the Mercedes to the tender
mercies of their captors for their par-
ticipation in the attempted crime. For
diplomatic reasons the affair was
hushed up. The crew of the Mercedes
were sent back to Rouania in their own
ship and their government took care
to silence them. The spectators ashore
were told that the explosion was a
part of a battle practice maneuver

—

the lips of the officers were sealed.

Colton got Caroline Austen
;
young

Austen was given another appointment
to the Naval Academy, at which Ethel
McMasters vowed to herself that she
would see that he did not fail a second
time

; and the whole affair, which was
never appreciated by the public, was
quietly suppressed and forgotten. This
is the first official and formal and pub-
lic revelation of it that has ever been
made. The narrator got most of the

details from the Coltons themselves-

NICHOLAS DUNAEW
Nicholas.

Dunaew is the

Fox jack- of -

all - trades, or
rather more of
a genius in

several things.

As a dramatic
author, his-

stage play,
"The Spider,

’

’

and his re-

markable ver-

s a t i 1 i t y of
dramatic portrayal have brought him
fame. He was born in Moscow,
Russia, of noble parents, and was
educated in Petrograd, becoming a

Bachelor of Arts and a student of
the law.

Thru his association with Alexan-
der Bilief, he harkened to the call of
the stage, and toured Continental
Europe in a repertoire of plays, in-

cluding Ibsen’s "Ghosts," Tolstoy’s

"The Power of Darkness”
;
"Trilby,"

in which he appeared as Svengali

;

and in his own plays, "The Spider,"
"The Vampire” and “The Terrible

God.” Later he played in New York,
repeating some of his Continental1

successes.

While with the Vitagraph Company
recently, Mr. Dunaew ’s most impor-
tant appearances were in “My Official

Wife, ’ ’ " The Call of the Past,
” " The

Win(k)someWidow," and “My Only
One."
He has recently become interested

in photoplay writing, and, thru the

permission and support of Mme. Tol-

stoy, is picturizing the novels of her
illustrious husband.

(Seventy-two

)
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A Novel “Dont Shoot”

Motion Picture Flag

By ALBERT MARPLE

T
he cloudy weather that was expe-

rienced in Southern California

during the past winter brought
out at least one novel idea, that being

in the “Dont Shoot” flag seen in the

accompanying illustration.

More cloudy and really unsatisfac-

tory weather was experienced in

Southern California this winter than
ever before. Time and time again the

immense forces of the various picture

companies were compelled to stand

practically idle. In connection with

most of the companies electric studios

have been provided, and on bad days
these electric studios were used. Then,
even, not more than half of any of

the companies were able to work.
Very often picture-taking was at-

tempted, but, almost as often, the

resulting pictures proved to be
unsatisfactory for distribution.

It was for the purpose of regulating

outdoor picture-taking under un-

favorable lighting conditions that this

flag was created. It is located at

Universal City, and is near the office

of the head photographer of that city.

Whenever the light was not good
enough for picture-taking, Lee Bar-
tholomew, the city’s head photogra-

pher, would run up the “Dont Shoot”
flag. The pole was of such a height

that the flag could be seen from any
point in the city. When the light

became satisfactory, the flag was low-

ered. All the camera men had to do
was to keep their eyes on the flag.

(Seventy-three)

This Canoe Brings a Summer Full of Fun
If you want to know what pleasure canoeing is—get an “Old Town.” $30 up will buy an “Old
~ n Canoe” and you can’t beat it at any price. It’s safe, gracetul and easy to paddle

;
wor/t

or absorb water. 4000 “Old Town Canoes” ready. Easy to buy from dealer or factory.
Send for catalog ofcanoe views and facts.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 1573 Main Street. Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

'®ldolbivn Ca/wei

CAN YOU WRITE PLAYS THAT SELL?
The Photoplay Clearing House Acts as Advisor, Friend and Agent
in Setting You on the Right Road to Successful Scenario Writing

Established for nearly three years, with a record of hundreds of sales, over 15,000 manuscripts re-
viewed, criticized and placed upon the market, the Photoplay Clearing House has become the
one authoritative and reliable agent for the handling of authors’ product in the Moving
Picture industry. We have received over 5,000 testimonial letters; we are under the supervision
of the Motion Picture Magazine ; our business is in intimate personal touch with all of the
leading photoplay manufacturers, and our staff of editors, who personally pass upon all

material, consists of the following well-known photoplaywrights: Edwin M. La Roche, Henry
Albert Phillips, L. Case Russell, William Lord Wright, Courtney Ryley Cooper, Dorothy
Donnell, T. H. Chesnut, Gladys Hall and others. In order to qualify for our reading staff
of editors, it is necessary that an editor be a successful scenario writer, a fair and able
critic, and a good judge of market conditions and values.

The Photoplay Clearing House was established to aid and counsel authors and to sell

their wares. We believe we have given more definite help to the discouraged, have furnished
more practical criticism, and have sold more photoplays at a higher price than all other similar
institutions combined.

We tell you: How to Go About It, Where to Market Your Product, How to Revise and
Cure Its Weak Points, The Kind of Photoplays Wanted, and a hundred other derails of making
and selling a finished scenario.

Market conditions are changing almost daily, and it is a difficult matter for the free-lance
writer to keep constantly in touch with the current demands of the studios. Every day we
receive by phone, letter or telegram some communication from at least one studio (mostly
several) asking us for some particular type of story, advising us of a change in policy or

notifying us of some condition important in the marketing of photoplays. The fee we exact
is nominal in consideration of the service rendered, and in most cases we expend more in

postage in sending scripts out than we receive from the author. We can safely state that we
have been the stepping-stone into the studio for a great number of writers who otherwise
would never have sold their product.

We want to impress upon you these two things: we cannot guarantee a sale, because if

we did it would be base misrepresentation on our part. We work with, and for, the author.

The other thing is, that out of approximately 10,000 clients about 2 per cent, have been
dissatisfied with our service, but the other 98 per cent, are staunch supporters of this

organization. If we pleased everybody we would be too good for this earth.

THE FOLLOWING LETTERS ARE PICKED AT RANDOM FROM A FILE OF OVER 5,000:

Photoplay Clearing House:
Dear Sirs—We enclose check for $35.00 in full payment

for your Moving Picture scenario entitled “The Half
Eagles.”

Kindly have two persons witness your signature after

executing the enclosed assignment and return it to us
promptly in the enclosed addressed and stamped envelope.

Yours very truly,

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.

Photoplay Clearing House:
Gentlemen—Please have the author of “The Opening of

the Door” sign the enclosed release slip and return same
to us, if our offer of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) is satis-

factory to him.
Very truly yours,

J. E. BRADY,
Mgr. Manuscript Dept.

Per A. G.

Photoplay Clearing House: .

Gentlemen—Enclosed please find check for $-o.00 for

scenario. “The Psychic Law.” Kindly have the enclosed

assignment properly signed and return to us at once.

Yours very truly,
GAUMONT COMPANY,

By M. L. A., Scenario Dept.

Photoplay Clearing House:
Dear Sirs—Your appreciated letter of the 3d inst. has

arrived, together with the waivers of my photoplay, “When
It Strikes Home.” which you have sold.

I am herewith enclosing the waivers signed and properly

witnessed.
In regard to your end of the arrangement, I wish to say

that you have made no promises that you have not lived

up to. In view of this I take great pleasure in offering you

wy sincere thanks.
With best wishes for your concern, I remain,

Very truly yours,
ROBERT CARL SCHIMMEL.

60 Thayer Hall, Harvard, Cambridge, Mass.

And so on thru a long list of pleased patrons and studios, which we will announce as space permits.

THE PLAN OF THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE.

We are intimately connected with the Motion Picture business and in close touch with the

manufacturers. We are advised of all their advance releases, their requirements and the kind

of scripts they want. As suitable ones come to us, in salable shape, they are immediately sent

to the proper studio. No stale, imperfect or copied plots are submitted.

All photoplaywrights are invited to send their Plays to this company, advising as to what
manufacturers they have been previously submitted, if any. Every Play will be treated thus:

It will be read by competent readers, numbered, classified and filed. If it is. in our opinion,

in perfect condition, we shall at once proceed to market it, and, when we are paid for it, we will

pay the writer 90% of the amount we receive, less postage expended. If the Scenario is not in

marketable shape, we will so advise the author, stating our objections, offering to re^rn it at

once for his correction, or to revise, typewrite and try to market it. IF THE MANUSCRIPT IS

HOPELESS, WE SHALL SO STATE, and in some cases advise a course of instruction, naming
various books, experts and reliable teachers to select from.

Fee for reading, criticism and filing, $1.00 (multiple reels, $1.00 per /
reel), but to readers of the MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC It /mi • pnllnnn
will be only 50c., provided the annexed Coupon accompanies each script; S coupon is

for multiple reels, 50c. per reel. For typewriting, a charge of $1.00 for / good for 50 cents,
each Play will be made provided it does not run over 10 pages. 10c. / When accomnanied
a page for extra pages. The fee for revising will vary according / yvnen dcoompciniea

to work required, and will be arranged in advance. No Scenarios / witn 50 cents more it

wilt be placed by us unless they are P r°Perly typewritten. Pay- / will entitle holder to list
ment in advance is expected in all cases. RETURN POST- / . . . .

AGE SHOULD BE INCLUDED, and foreign contributors / 1 Single-reel scenario With
should allow for U.S. exchange. Enclose P.O. order, stamps, / thePhotoplayClearingHouse.
checks, or money with manuscripts. 1c. stamps accepted. S

/ PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE/ 17S DUFFIELD STREET, BROOKLYN, N. V.
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Lights Entire

NEW KEROSENE LIGHT
BE
"L

EE“ 10 DAYS FREE
SEND NO MONEY CHARGES PREPAID
We don’t ask yon to pay a cent until you have used this wonderful modern light in
your own home ten days—we even pay transportation charges. You may return it

at our expense if not perfectly satisfied after putting it to every possible test for
10 nights. You can’t possibly lose a cent. We want to prove to you that it make9
an ordinary oil lamp look like a candle; beats electric, grasoline or acetylene. Lights and is

men't
0
aiid

k
!3

>

^^adir^
Q
^jnivererti^ ^show^t Burns 50 Hours on One Gallon

common coal oil, and gives more than twice as much light as the best round wick open flame lamps.
No odor, smoke or noise; simple, clean, no pressure, won’t explode. Several million people

already enjoying this powerful, white, steady light, nearest to sunlight. It’s GUARANTEED.

Men Make $50 to $300 Per Month with Rigs or Autos
delivering the ALADDIN on our easy trial plan. No previous experience necessary: Practically every

farm home and small town home will buy after trying. One farmer who had nev»r sold anything in his life
before writes: “I sold 51 lamps the first seven days. ” Another says: “I disposed of 37 lamns out of 31 calls.

”

Thousands who are coining money endorse the Aladdin just as strongly. NO MONEY REQUIRED. We furnish
capital to reliable men to get started. Ask for our distributor’s plan, and learn how to make big money in un-
occupied territory. Sample sent for 10 DAYS’ FREE TRIAL. We want one user in each locality to whom we
can refer customers. Be the first and get our special introductory offer under which vou get your
own lamp FREE for showing it to a few neighbors and sending in their orders. Write quick for
beautifully illustrated FREE BOOK and get full particulars. Address nearest office.

MANTLE LAMP COMPANY 1 1 83 Aladdin Bldg. CHICAGO; new YORK CITY: Portland, ore.

Largest Kerosene ( Coal_CHh Mantle Lamp House in the World

Just the Portraits You Want
For Your Room or Den
Really fine portraits of the players are much sought for

and hard to find. For several years the Motion Picture

Magazine has met this demand by offering colored, roto-

gravure and various other kinds of portraits as premiums to

its subscribers.

This year after considerable search we decided that the novel plan of mounting

artistic portraits on folders in the same manner that high-grade photographs are

mounted would meet with the greatest favor among our readers. The result is a

really elegant artistic set of twenty-five portraits of a selected list of the more popular

players. They are just the thing for den, room, or wall decoration—just the kind

of portraits that will be a delight to the Motion Picture Fan.

A Set of These Portraits Free
With each 12 months’ subscription to either the “Motion Picture Maga-

zine” or “Motion Picture Classic” we will send you FREE a set of ten of

these portraits. They are valued at 15 cents each or $1.50 per set. The
following are subscription prices:

Motion Picture Magazine for one year and 10 portraits... $1.50
Motion Picture Classic for one year and 10 portraits 1.75

Both Magazines and 20 portraits 3.00

Six months’ subscription and
J
portraits at one-half the price as named above.

Add 30c. postage for Canada and $1.00 for foreign, for each subscription.

Choose Your Favorites from This List
This list includes all of the portraits in the set and the only ones we

can supply.

Mary Pickford
Beverly Bayne
Earle Williams
Lillian Walker
Carlyle Blackwell
Marguerite Clark
Edna Mayo

Just fill out the coupon below, write a list of the portraits you wish on a separate sheet and

mail with proper remittance Better avail yourself of this exceptional offer before you forget it.

Why not fill out coupon AT ONCE ?

Norma Talmadge
Theda Bara
Ben. F. Wilson
Alice Joyce
Edith Storey
Henry Walthall

Anita Stewart Lillian Lorraine
Charles Chaplin Crane Wilbur

J. Warren Kerrigan Pearl White
Clara K. Young Olga Petrova
Mary Fuller F. X. Bushman
Ruth Roland Antonio Morenu

MOTION PICTURE PUBLISHING CO.
175 DUFFIELD STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y.

months’ subscription to the

Name.

.

.

Address.

SPECIAL PORTRAIT COUPON
M. P. PUBLISHING CO.,

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen—Enclosed please find $ lor

MOtIoN PICTURE^,Z
C
,NE

l^C P°r,ra ' ts mentioned on the attached slip.

If the Players Appreciate the
Interest of the Fans, Why
Dont They Answer Such
Questions As

—

H
ow old is he

?

What is the color of his eyes?
Did she ever dance at the Re-

publican Club ball, held on the 7th
day of April, 1909, at 8:15?

Is it true his wife is suing him for
divorce and the custody of the dog?
Wont she tell how a girl can become

a movie favorite in say three months?
Does he play tennis?
Is she married?
Did he leave the stock company at

Worcester, Massachusetts, because one
of the girls there was eating her heart
out on account of him?

Does she make her own dresses, and
if so, why ?

What kind of hair-tonic does he use
for his bald spot?
Does she prefer blond or dark-

haired leading men ?

Does he sing?

Is it true she is divorced from her

husband, who owns a milk route and
has four children living with an aunt
in Bettendorf, Iowa?
Has she ever been in Mount Ster-

ling, Illinois?

Does she ice-skate, and if so wont
she come from California to Toronto
and skate with an admirer there?

Does he wear that peculiar derby
hat as the result of a bet?

Has she ever bleached her hair, and
if so, what did she use?
Does he know where a friend can

get a phonograph, little used, with

plenty of up-to-date records, in fine

condition, guaranteed for ten years

and very cheap ?

How many automobiles has she got,

what make, where did she get them,

when, what did they cost, and who
gave them to her ?

What name would she suggest for

a gray canoe?
What does she do with her old

clothes ?

Wont he pitch the first ball for the

Lakewood, Ohio, baseball team?
Didn’t she sing “I Miss You Most

of All” at the John Susheimer Social

Club picnic, at Block Island, on

June 27, 1910, and didn’t she wear a

blue dress at the time ?

Are his first two wives still living?

Wont she offer up a prize for the

fifth annual dancing contest of the

Brodhead, Wisconsin, girls’ sewing

circle
;
or, better still, wont she come

along and act as judge?
Wont he look up a friend in Seattle,

and get him a nice, easy job?

What does she do with all her

money, and how much real money
does she get? A. L. Handler.

(Seventy-four)
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THE MODERN IMPRESSION

By CECELIA G. GERSON

“And now,” said the teacher, after

elaborating upon the lives of the mar-

tyred Presidents, “who can tell me
something about Abraham Lincoln?”

Up jumped little Evelyn. “I know,”

she said. “Abraham Lincoln was a

great man. He was the President of

the United States. He was very kind.

He freed the slaves, and he was shot

in ‘The Birth of a Nation/
”

Marguerite Nichols, who is making an impression
as one of Balboa’s new leading

(Seventy-five)

BECOME A SUCCESSFUL PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
It is nine-tenths a matter of Knowing Where to Get Plots and after that a Knowledge of

Dramatic Construction. These two prime requisites are now set forth for the first time in the
history of Photoplay Writing by the greatest authority on the subject and in a manner that
begets immediate inspiration and puts your fingers in touch with ALL THE MATERIAL YOU
CAN USE IN A LIFETIME!

Tells What Plots Are—Where to
Get All the Plots You Can Use

—

How to Build Them—How to Make
Any Material Dramatic—How to Get the Punch
Every Time. Also A SPECIMEN PHOTO-
PLAY and a Revised GLOSSARY. Used in

Schools, Colleges and Libraries thruout the
United States. Indorsed by ALL AUTHORITIES.
"THE PLOT OF THE STORY"
“ART IN STORY NARRATION

THE PHOTODRAMA By
Henry Albert Phillips

Member of Edison Staff ; Associate Editor Motion Picture
Magazine; Photoplay Lecturer for Y. M. C. A. Introduc-

tion by J. Stuart Blackton,Vitagraph.

224 Pages—Cloth Bound - Stamped in Gold. Postpaid $2.10

“THE PLOT CATALOG”

Y”
) By the same Author

All valuable to the Photoplays right. $1.20 each. Any <

THE CALDRON PUBLISHING CO.
173 EUFFIELD STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

with “The Photodrama,” $3.10. Two with same, $4.00. All four Rooks, $5.00.

TWO IMPORTANT BOOKS JUST OUT
The Art of the
Moving Picture

By VACHEL LINDSAY
Author of “The Congo and Other Poems,’’ etc.

Cloth, 289 pages, 12mo, $1.25. By mail, $1.35

Mr. Lindsay’s book is one of the first to

be written in appreciation of the moving
picture. His purpose is to show how to

classify and judge the better films. He de-

scribes the types of photoplays, discusses

the likeness of the motion picture to the old
Egyptian picture writing, summarizes the
one hundred main points of difference be-

tween the legitimate drama and the film

drama, indicates that the best censorship is

a public sense of beauty and takes up the
value of scientific films, news films, educa-
tional and political films. The volume closes

with some sociological observations on the
conquest of the motion picture, which he
regards as a force as revolutionary as was
the invention of printing.

These two books fill a long-felt want. Mr. Lindsay is the first writer to take up this

great subject and discuss the pictures in respect to their pictorial, sculptural and architectural
effect. Every person interested in Motion Pictures should read this book. It will give him
a new viewpoint, and it is extremely interesting. Mr. Dench’s book is a book of facts and
information. There are other similar books on the market, published years ago, and some of
them are a trifle antiquated; here we have it brought right down to the minute by a writer
who is well known to the readers of the Motion Picture Magazine and Classic.

Making the Movies
By ERNEST A. DENCH

Cloth, 177 pages, 12mo, $1.25.

By mail, $1.35

An informing little book is this, describ-

ing the way in which moving pictures are
made. There are chapters on Putting On a
Photoplay, Movie Stars Who Risk Their
Lives for Realistic Films, 'How Railroad Pho-
toplays are Made, How Fire Films are
Taken, Making Cartoons for the Movies,
Taking Films Under the Sea, The Work in

a Film Factory, Aviation and the Movies,

The Production of the Trick Photoplays and
many other equally interesting topics. Mr.
Dench knows the moving picture business

from the inside and has written most enter-

tainingly on his subject.

M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 175 Duffield St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

women



Look!
€J 19 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels

—

€| Adjusted to the second

—

if Adjusted to temperature

—

CJ Adjusted to isochronism

—

C| 25-year gold strata case

—

€| Genuine Montgomery Railroad

Dial

—

€]J New Ideas in Thin Cases.

Only

$2.50
all of this for $2.50—only $2.50

per month—a great reduction in watch prices

direct to you—positively the exact prices

the wholesale dealer would have to pay.
We do not care to quote these prices here, but
write—write before you buy. Think of the

high grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at

such a remarkable price. Indeed, the days of
exhorbitant watch prices have passed. Write now.

See It First voudon^.
you see the watch. We don’t let you buy a

Burlington Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, hand-

somely shaped — aristocratic in every line. Then look at the works. There you see the pinnacle of

watch making. You understand how this wonder timepiece is adjusted to the very second.

Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. This includes
every torpedo boat — every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaughts.

Burlington Watch Send Yo ur Name on This
19th Street and Marshall Blvd. \
Dept. 3363 Chicago, III. ^ W 1

, ,
i i • ,

Please send me (without obligations and ^ /) /3 m 4 4 \JT0L tllG DUrlinSXOO
month^ffer on the Burlington Watch. * \ xlCC V^OUpOTl yyatch J300k by sencl_

\ ing this coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch
\ buying when you read it. You will be able to “steer clear”

Aam€ “ ~ \ of the double-priced watches which are no better. Send

\ the coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

\ Burlington Watch Company
\ 19th St. and Marshall Blvd. Dept. 3363 Chicago, III.

a month

THE WILLIAM G. HEWITT PRESS, 61-67 NAVY ST,, BROOKLYN, N. Y. (Seventy-six
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HENRY B.
WALTHALL

The famous hero of "The
Birth of a Nation , "The
Raven ”, and other great
films, is the hero of The
Strange Case of M a ry
Page,

EDNA
MAYO

Who captured the hearts

of photoplay "fans” in

"The Blindness of Virtue”
and other important films,

powerfully portrays Mary
Page.

“The greatest of all the motion picture serials”'

MARY PAGE
By FREDERICK LEWIS, author of “What Happened to Mary”

I
F the most exciting court scene
in fiction appeals to you

—

If you like to read vivid

“behind-the-scenes” episodes
of stage life

—

If you want to follow the startling

events that won for Mary Page
her dearest ambition—a splendid
Broadway stage triumph, and on the next day cast

her into a murderer’s cell

—

If you’re keen for a story that has a rarely beautiful

and appealing heroine, with a “Sir Galahad" lover,

and a millionaire pursuer whose ignoble quest ends
in death

—

Motion Pictures by*

GEORGE K. SPOOR, President

Watch for the Mary Page series—

a

breath-taking episode each week for
15 weeks.

mystery, climax upon climax,

leading up to a wonderfully dra-^

matic ending

—

Then be sure to read The
Strange Case of Mary
Page in the big
current number cf

The Ladies’ World

If you delight in thrill upon thrill, mystery upon $250,000 production

Ten cents ct the nearest neivsstand—

THE LADIES’ WORLD
THE MoCLURE PUBLICATIONS, NEW YORK CITY

MPC
3*16

and

Name

—and then see the fifteen weekly
2-reel films in your own favorite

theatre.

You will be missing the richest

motion picture treat of the
year if you miss this

PH0T0PIAY
ENTHUSIASTS:

Write below,
your name and

address and name
and address of the-

atre in which you de-

sire to see Mary Pape.

Tear off and mail to The
I-adies* World, New York.

We will send you 6 beautiful

photo postcards of Mr.Walthall
Mis9 Mayo in costume.

Address

Name of theatre

Address

r The motionpicture

series fifty million

people want!”

HENRYD. WALTHALL
and EDNA MAYO, the

Essanay stars, in a big

scene of The Strange

Case of Mary Page.

HEYWOOD STRASSER 5 VOIGT LITHO.CO NY



§empreQovine v
Pronounced Sempray Jovenay

Meaning Always Youn$T

You will find Sempre Giovine delightfully dif-

ferent. In convenient, economical cake form.

Easily and quickly applied — none of the usual

bother. And it keeps the skin always soft in

texture, the complexion free from all blemishes.

Sempre Giovine can be obtained

at every drug and department
store. Go to your favorite store

and get a cake TODAY, or

Marguerite Snow
Motion Pictures Corporation Star

Uses and Kecommends

“The Pink Complexion Cake"

Every lover of the screen drama is familiar with

Miss Snow’s peculiar charm. Her captivating

smile, her rich beauty, her wonderfully clear

complexion — these have won her thousands of

ardent admirers.

Naturally she must guard these qualities with intelli-

gent care. Her choice of Sempre Giovine is ample

assurance to you of its sincere merit. Read what
she says of “The Pink Complexion Cake.”

i

Mail the Coupon with 4 c to cover cost

of packing and mailing

for a liberal seven-day cake of Sempre Giovine. The first

application will surprise and delight you. Send now.
'I find Sempre Gio-

vine a necessary ad-

junct to my toilet table.

Its daily use keeps the

skin soft and smooth

and the complexion
clear. I am never with-

out it and gladly recom-

mend it"

Marguerite Snow.

Marietta Stanley Co., Dept. 3363, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Marietta Stanley Co.
Dept. 3363, Grand Rapids, Mich n A

Gentlemen:—
Please send me your seven-day trial cake of

Sempre Giovine, "The Pink Complexion Cake."
I enclose 4c to cover cost of postage and packing.

r^r
'Vc:

llfil PinkName

Address
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Two Important Features For You
AT THE

First National MotionPicture Exposition

Madison Square Garden, May 6 to 13, 1916

Bankers * Day
Every Motion Picture man interested in the stability of the Motion Picture industry will want

to hear the addresses of the representatives of the American Bankers’ Association. They have

something to tell you of real interest on banking and financial problems as applied to Motion

Pictures. Make a note to be there!

Fire Insurance Day
To be devoted to the discussion of insurance problems. Particularly on fire prevention and

safety devices—the protection of studios, vaults and inspection rooms. There will be a lot of

interest for the manufacturer, exchange man, exhibitors and every other Motion Picture man
concerned in fire protection. You will want to hear the talk on the building of new and modern
fireproof theaters. Make a note to be there!

Combine Business With Pleasure
See the largest Motion Picture screen ever built—see the pictures in the making; daily pro-

ductions and projections of new plays.

Music by the World’s Greatest Band
A big dancing floor right in the midst of things—and the whole program is continuous for

twelve hours. There is something doing every minute of every hour.

You never have had a chance like this to get in direct touch with so many of the best of

your prospects at once—whether you sell to the makers, marketers, exhibitors or the public of

Motion Pictures. Most of the space is already taken, more is steadily going—all will be gone unless

you act. Telegraph for reservations today to

J. W. BINDER
Motion Picture Board of Trade of America, Inc.

18 East 41st Street

OR

MOTION
t PICTURE

ON\^j/Boi
ureV. Ut ra—rrom

—

BOARD OT/
TRADE J

PROGRESSION
PROTECTION
PROMOTION

HARRY A. COCHRANE
Madison Square Garden

New York City

lllllinilllllllllll!!l!llllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll



ls BEAUTY IN EVT U'i

S*"*«lri 5I/KBURK HEWB*

?,!?.
M ANfS tut S»m 50f ISMOOT"*

(X^WUlTOim WVIKTSW*'’
IS RUDUV ABSORBED rc oesiCk R Ingram *-

!?'*'«* detrO'E.^'J

STARS of the Movies,

who must stand the

severe test of the camera,

especially appreciate the

great value of Ingram’s

Toilet Creations.

To keep the complexion fair and free from blemish, skin disorders and sallowness, there is

nothing equal to

Ingram’s Milkweed Cream
All Druggists or £ 1 (t* *|

by Mail, postpaid OvJC cLlTCl tp i.

Preserves Good Complexions—Improves Bad Complexions

'£lv£olc^ .

ouvcramc
is a face powder that beautifies, conceals blemishes, and is

sure to stay on. 50 cents—4 shades.

Ingram s Rouge is the “ pink of perfection.” Ingram’s Per-
fumes and Toilet Waters are “ doubles ” of real flowers. See
free offer in left-hand panel. Write.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
Makers of Milkweed Cream Established 1885

Windsor, Ont. 83 Tenth St., Detroit, U.S.A.

There
Every

Beauty Jar

“I couldn’t get along

without Ingram’s

Milkweed Cream and

Velveola Souveraine.

Every woman should

get the ‘beauty’ that is,

truly, ‘in every jar’ and

in every Ingram box

and bottle, too.”

(Signed)

MARY FULLER.
January 31, 1916

What Ingram’s prod-
ucts do for famous
beauties they can do
for YOU.

Take
Advantage
of This Offer
Send US 6c n stamps to

cover cost of packing and

mailing, and get free our

Guest Room Package con-

taining Ingram's Face
Powder and Rouge in

novel purse packets, and

Milkweed Cream, Zodenta

Tooth Powder, and Per-

fume in Guest Room sizes.

Address

F. F. Ingram Co.
83 Tenth St.

Detroit U. S. A.

Windsor, Ont.

(One)



MOTION PICTURE

BECOME A SUCCESSFUL PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
It is. nine-tenths a matter of Knowing Where to Get Plots and after that a Knowledge of

Dramatic Construction. These two prime requisites are now set forth for the first time in the
history of Photoplay Writing by the greatest authority on the subject and in a manner that
begets immediate inspiration and puts your fingers in touch with ALL THE MATERIAL YOU
CAN USE IN A LIFETIME!

Tells What Plots Are—Where to
Get All the Plots You Can Use—-

How to Build Them—How to Make
Anv Material Dramatic—How to Get the Punch
Every Time. Also A SPECIMEN PHOTO-
PLAY and a Revised GLOSSARY. Used in
Schools. Colleges and Libraries thruout the
United States. Indorsed by ALL AUTHORITIES.
"THE PLOT OF THE STORY” >"ART IN STORY NARRATION” > By the same Author
"THE PLOT CATALOG” )

THE PHOTODRAMA Henry Albert Phillips

Member of Edison Staff; Associate Editor Motion Picture
Magazine; Photoplay Lecturer for Y. M.C. A. Introduc-

tion by J. Stuart Blackton, Vitagraph.

224 Pages—Cloth Bound—Stamped in Gold. Postpaid $2.10

THE CALDRON PUBLISHING CO.
173 DUFFIELD STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

All Talnahle to the Photoplaywright. $1.20 each. Any one with “The Photodrama.*' $3.10. Two with same. $4.00. All four Rooks, $5.00.

Strength that is more than mere muscular strength—the
power of the stronger man now within your reach through vibration.
Aren't there times when something is wrong—just a little something, that
takes the edge off things—takes away the keenness of appetite and enjoyment.
Usually there is just one thing wrong—circulation. The blood doesn’t flow with
the same tingle it used to. If yen only knew how much vibration would do,
you would not allow yourself to go another day without trying it.

For Women—Beauty and Health

VibratingChairFree
With the White Cross Electric Vibrator you
can make a

_
vibrating chair out of any

chair— a chair which will give you the
same results as the kind used in the biggest
hospitals and sanitariums. You can not do
this with any other vibrator. The nervous,
irritable wornout man or woman who will
spend a few minutes each day in the vibra-
ting chair will receive wonderfully quick
ana lasting benefits.

Wrinkles go— also other disfiguration. It brings back the healthful glow of girlhood to pallid cheeks.
Sagging muscles are strengthened and regain their beauty. Your complexion will be made clear. If you feel
that you are too thin, vibration will build you up and cause the hollows to be filled out. Send the free conpon
at once for the wonderful new book, “Health and Beauty.”

Wonderful White Gross Electric Vibrator

is the result of years of work and experiment. It is mechanically
perfect. If you have your home wired for
electricity you can connect it up as easily
as an electric lamp, ff not, it will run
perfectly on Its own batteries. With our com-
bination outfit you can get Nature’s three
greatest curative agents—Vibration, Galvanic
and Faradic Electricity. Give yourself vibra-
ting chair treatment. You can have them
without extra charge.

LINDSTROM,
SMITH CO.,
1100 S. Wabash Ave.

I) pt. 3365
Chicago, Illinois

Without any obligations at all,

please send me free, and prepaid,

your free book on Vibration, full

particulars of the White Cross Vibra-

tor and your Special 60 Day Offer.

Name .

Address .

My Electrical Dealer’s Name is

S pecial Q ffer
For a short time only we are making a
remarkable special introductory offer on the genuine
White Cross Electric Vibrator. See it for yourself
before you decide to buy. Send the free coupon for
the book and full particulars on this offer. Abso-
lutely no obligations of any kind. Do not delay.
Write today—now.

Send the Coupon For Our New
Free Book 44HealthandBeauty"

Just your name and address on the free coupon or on a letter or a post card
is enough. No obligations of any kind. We will send you absolutely

“ree and prepaid our new book “Health and Beauty.” Tells you all about the wonder
working power of Vibration. Tells you how you ran get a genuine White Cross Elec-

tric Vibrator In your own home on a startling offer. The book Is sent free il you

write at once. Your name and address Is enough. But be sure to write today—
now—as the supply of books is limited.

Lindstrom-Smith Co. 1
Dept.

S
336l^Chicago

*

We also manufacture White Cross Electric Stoves. Irons, Hair Dryers,
Electric Lanterns. Electric Fans. Electric Automobile Homs, Electric

Curling Irons, Heating Pads, Small Motors, etc., etc. Dealers Write.

BEAUTY HINTS
By Janice Lockhart

NO beauty hint is too insignificant to
chain a woman’s interest. We of this
generation seize upon every new dis-

covery as eagerly as did our grandmothers
or their grandmothers. No beauty secret is

permitted to remain a secret any longer
than it takes to tell it.

No doubt you have expected, as I have,
that when discovered the Great Secret
would prove to he a chemical formula. It

is not. In a little instrument, no larger
than a hair brush, the inventor has impris-
oned a wonderful, mysterious power—

a

modified form of the elemental force that
exists everywhere in nature.

But you are waiting for the secret. It is

not so new that you have not already heard
of it, but I do not know one woman who has
yet learned the tremendous scope and power
of the force employed by the vibrator.

Have you any idea how much repair
work the blood in your body is required to

perform? Scientists tell us that the entire
human body is reconstructed and replaced
each seven years. The body you lived in

seven years ago is gone—not a vestige of it

remains to-day.

Nature’s cures are wrought through the

blood. And in this day no practitioner of

medicine is so bigoted as to argue that na-

ture is not the greatest of all physicians.

No curative or healing agent can do more
than assist nature. And the closer its proc-

esses simulate those of nature, the more
effective and speedy its benefits. Whether
you suffer from consumption or blackheads,
you must look to the blood for relief and
help. First enrich the blood with good
food, fresh air and exercise. Then trans-

mit it by vibration to the affected parts to

perform its natural function of repairing
and building up broken-down and wasted
tissues by carrying off the poisons and de-
positing new flesh-building material where
It is needed.

For there is a wide difference between
hand massage and vibratory massage. All

the results yielded by thirty minutes’ rub-
bing with the hands are secured in five

minutes or less by the vibrator, and many
benefits are secured from the latter that no
amount of hand-rubbing will produce.

Stimulation of the spinal column is very
effective treatment for constitutional invig-

oration. Osteopaths depend largely upon
manipulation of the spine for correction of

disorders of the nervous system. Such
stimulation is easily and quickly accom-
plished by means of mechanical vibration.

I have the testimony of a dozen personal

friends to prove that, as a cure for back-

ache, the vibrator beats anything ever

found. Those women tell me that if they

got no other service from the little ma-
chine. it would he worth its weight in gold

to them.

Recently I have met many women who
did not know that it was unnecessary to

have electric wiring in the house to use the

vibrator. These little wonder workers can

be bad for use from an incandescent lamp
socket, or they are furnished with a little

dry-cell electric battery at practically the

same cost.

But you can find out more—much mom
if you will but write to some of the manu-
facturers and get their literature. There

are “beauty secrets” by the score, and good,

sound advice about giving the botfy proper

attention.

(Two)
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Opportunity Market

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS—The biggest seller out. Beer in concen-
trated form. A good glass of Beer wanted by every-
body. So convenient, cheap; show it, sell them all. Carry
right in pocket. Enormous demand; big profits. Send
no money. Just a postal for free sample proposition.
THE AMBREW CO., 5261 Plum St., Cincinnati, O.

SALESMEN to sell Paint and Paint Specialties, Roof
Paint and Roof Specialties. Regular or sideline propo-
sition. Commission paid each week. Standard Paint
•ft Lead WorkH, Cleveland. Ohio.

AGENTS—DELICIOUS SOFT DRINKS in concentrated
form. Always ready—just add water—economical

—

absolutely pure. Every housewife wants them—14
different kinds. Enormous demand—Big summer sell-
ers—money comes easy. 250 other popular-priced,
fast-selling, household necessities. We furnish free
outfits. Write today—now. AMERICAN PRODUCTS
CO., 4756 American Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

COINS, STAMPS, ETC.

$$—OLD COINS WANTED—$$—$4.25 each paid for
U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856. $2 to $600 paid
for hundreds of old coins dated before 1895. Send TEN
cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book,
4x7. Get posted—it may mean your good fortune.
C. F. Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers, Box 155, Le Roy, N. Y.

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Monologues, Dialogues.
Speakers, Minstrel Material, Jokes, Recitations, Tab-
leaux, Drills, Entertainments. Make Up Goods. Large
Catalog Free.

T. S. DENISON & CO., Dept. 63, Chicago.

HELP WANTED
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED FOR U. S. Government
Life Jobs. $65.00 to $150.00 month. Vacations with
full pay. No layoffs. Short hours. Common educa-
tion sufficient. “Pull” unnecessary. Write immediately
for free list of positions now obtainable. FRANKLIN
Institute, Dept. J-78, Rochester, N. Yr

.

PHOTOPLAVW RIGHTS
SEE HERE! We want your ideas for photoplays and
stories! Submit in any form. We’ll criticise them
FREE, and sell on commission. Producers pay BIG
prices. Get details now. Manuscript Sales Co., 97
Main, Hazel Hurst, Pa.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS. SHORT STORIES, POEMS.
$10 to $300 each. Constant demand. No correspond-
ence course. Start writing and selling at once. Details
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 398 Atlas Bldg.. Cincinnati. O.

SEND US Your Ideas for Photoplays, Stories, etc. We
will accept them in ANY form—correct FREE—sell on
commission. Big rewards! Hundreds making money.
So can you. Write today for full details. Writer’s
Selling Service. 4 Main, Auburn, N. Y.

PATENTS

PATENTS secured or fee returned. Send sketch for
Free search. Latest and most complete patent book
ever published for free distribution. George P. Kimmel,
Attorney, 262 Barrister Building, Washington, D. C.

WANTED IDEAS—Write for List of Inventions Wanted
by manufacturers and prizes offered for inventions. Our
four books sent free. Send sketch for free opinion.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 621 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Books and
advice Free. Highest references. Best results. Prompt-
ness assured. WATSON E. COLEMAN, 624 F Street,
Washington, D. C.
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Evans Art
Pianos and Players
Factory to You

and up can be saved bymy plan of
selling direct from my factory to you. I can
save you from $125 to $250 on an Evans Artist
Model Plano or Wayer.
Freight Paid The easiest kind of terms.week-

ly, monthly, quarterly or yearly
payments to suit your convenience. All middle-
men, Jobbers, dealers and agents profits cut
out. These are some of the reasons why I can sell
the Evans Artist Model Pianos for such little
money. Let me send you the other reasons.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
If you are not entirely satisfied, we will take it back

without any cost to you—you are the eole judge to decide.

Music Lessons Without Cost
We will give a two years course of piano instruction

fro*. Ask about our insurance plan.

STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
F, O. EVANS. Gen. Mgr., Dept. Chicago

-B
And Draw for Magazines,

Newspapers, etc.

Earn Big Money
Send Sample of Your
Work for Honest

Criticism

All Branches of Art Taught BY MAIL, or Local Classes.

Write lor illustrated booklet, terms and list of successful pupils.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS. 2155 Flatiron Bldg., N. Y.

GIVEN
Dainty Handkerchief
To prove the superior quality of our
Celebrated Embroidery Floss we will
send this 9 1-2 x 9 1-2 inch sheer white Batiste

Handkerchief, with complete set of instructions lor tatting

—

FREE to

any lady sending only 14c in stamps to pay for postage and material to

embroider it like illustration, and one rapid hand-windin^ Tatting shuttle.

On this great offer you get

—

1 Handkerchief, size 9 1-2 x 9 1-2, Ready to Work
1 Rapid Hand-Winding: Tatting Shuttle
1 Complete Illustrated Instruction Chart
1 Skein of Collingboui ne’s Floss

Send for this Free Handkerchief today. If you ar
Addressstamps will he returned promptly.

COLLINGBOURNE MILLS,
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not pleased your 14c in

Dept. 1339, Elgin, III.

BEAUTIFUL EYEBROWS and
EYELASHES

Why use make-up when you can
grow them long and thick by apply-
ing CREO-MOL Lash Beautifier?
Sure in results. Pure and Harmless.
Mailed on receipt of 25 cts. coin and
3 cts. in stamps, and receive a large
sample of CREO-MOL Face Powder
that won’t rub off.

Special-. Creo-Mol Face Powder,
regular 75 cts. size for SO cts.

Don’t delay—send to-day.

CREO-MOL CO., P.0. Box 5073, Boston, Mass.

PORTRAITS

FOR $10.00 I WILL FAINT AN ARTISTIC PORTRAIT
from any photograph—from your best snapshot of the
baby or a magazine picture of your favorite moving
picture star. ELIZABETH BREWER, 500 Fifth Ave.,
New York.

REAL ESTATE

New York
Hempstead Lawns, 10 Miles From New York: quarter
acre for $300; terms $15 cash, $5 month. Hempstead
has fine electric train service. Send for maps and
Illustrated booklet to W. Kaye, 277 Broadway, New York.

Mississippi
IS' HE CRAZY? The owner of a plantation in Mis-
sissippi is giving away a few five-acre tracts. The
only condition is that figs be planted. The owner
wants enough figs raised to supply a Canning Factory.
You can secure five acres and an interest in the Fac-
tory by writing Eubank Farms Company, 939 Key-
stone, Pittsburgh. Pa. They will plant and care for
your trees for $6 per month. Your profit should be
$1,000 per year. Some think this man is crazy for
giving away such valuable land, but there may be
method in his madness.
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PiM otion .Picture Acting”
:

’ Will not only help you decide whether you are adapted
for this profession, but will prepare you at home to face
the greatest test of all—securing a position. Don’t throw
your chance away. Send for this book. Let us help you
decide. Let us tell you first—Wliat the Director's Photo
Test is—How to Prepare for This at Home—Whether You
Are Fitted for Comedy or Drama—How the Director
Works—Whom to Apply to for a Position—Where the
Studios Are Located—What Personal Magnetism Is

—

Salary—Make Up—and a great many other important
facts til at are absolutely necessary for you to know.

Don’t Trust to Luck
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big. Be

sure you are right—then go ahead. Directors are con-
stantly looking for Types. You may be the one to have
the personality, the ability to make good.

I am offering for a short time—to readers of this maga-
zine—"Motion Picture Acting” for only fifty cents a copy.
Enclose either stamps or money in an envelope with your
name and address. My book will be promptly mailed and
your money promptly returned if you are not satisfied.
I guarantee this to you and to "Motion Picture Classic.”

H. A. GRIFFIN, 353 East 55th Place, Chicago, 111.
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MOTION PICTURE—
StopTypcwritino
The Old Way

Learn the New Way—At Home 80 to 100 Words a Minute Guaranteed

Every stenographer—everybody who uses a typewriter or who would use one
if they knew how—should send in the coupon below or a post card or letter now
for our wonderful new free book about this marvellous New IVay in Typewriting.
This book, which we send free, describes the secret principles of a wonderful
new method of acquiring skill on the typewriter—a new method that has

completely revolutionized the typewriting situation. Based on Gymnastic Finger
Training away from the machine! Already thousands of men and women who
never exceeded 30 to 40 words a minute are typewriting 80 to 100 words with
half the effort and with infinitely greater accuracy than ever before—have in-

creased their salaries from $10 and $15 a week up to $25, $30 and even $40 weekly.

Only 10 Lessons—Easy for Anyone
And the wonderful thing about the New

Way in Typewriting is that you learn it at

home in spare time, in only io lessons, and
it is amazingly easy for anyone! What’s
more, you begin to increase your speed from
the very first lesson and without interfering
with your present work.

In thousands of cases, the reason why people
aren't earning more money is simply because
they lack speed and accuracy on the typewriter.
If you want to do as others—thousands of others
have done—and earn $25, $30 or even $40
weekly, our free book about the New Way in
Typewriting will show you how.

Entirely New
Don’t confuse this New Way in Typewriting

with any system of the past. There has never
been anything like it before. Special Gymnastic
Finger Training Exercises bring results in days
that ordinary methods will not produce in
months. It is the greatest step in typewriting
since the typewriter itself was invented—already
its success has become nation-wide.
Among the thousands of operators who have

taken up this system are hundreds of graduates
of business colleges and special type-
writing courses—many were so-called
touch writers—yet there has been
hardly a single one who hasn’t doubled
or trebled his or her speed and accu-
racy, and their salaries have been in-
creased in proportion.

!

Sent to You on Trial
So overwhelming has been the success of this

New Easy Way in Typewriting that we will send
you the entire course on trial. We give you a
positive Money-Back Bank Bond guaranteeing to
bring you both expert speed and accuracy and
to satisfy you with results or the Course will not
cost you one cent. You are the judge. Your
word decides it.

Right now we are making a special low price
to new students in each locality to help advertise
the New Way in Typewriting. If you are am-
bitious to get ahead, if you want to get more
money in your pay envelope, write us at once.

Free—Amazing Book
We have prepared a book which tells all about

the New Way in Typewriting, which is free to
those interested if 4c in stamps is enclosed to
cover cost of postage, etc. It is a big 48-page
book, brimful of eye-opening ideas and valuable
information. It explains how this unique new
method will quickly make your fingers strong
and dextrous, bring them under perfect control,
make them extremely rapid in their movements—how in a few short weeks you can transform
your typewriting and make it easy, accurate and
amazingly speedy—all this and much more is told
in detail. No instruction book ever written, no
matter what its cost, ever told so plainly the
real WHY and TIOW of expert typewriting. By
all means, mail the coupon or just a postal or
letter NOW. With the book we will send our
Special reduced price to new students in each
locality. Write today.

Old “Touch” System Can’t Com-
pare with the New Way

Of all the stenographers who take up
the old “touch” system in business schools
less than 5% ever use it in actual work.
This is because the old touch system is

hard to learn, hard to maintain, and hard
to use. The New Way is different, based
upon an absolutely new idea as to the way
to get speed. It brings results in days
that the.old touch system doesn’t bring in
months. Get our free book and see why.
Mail coupon or postal NOW !

After Taking 3 Touch Courses
“I had worked through 3 systems of

touch typewriting. However, my speed
was low and the keyboard incompletely
mastered. I then took up the study of the
New tVay and as a result I am now able
to strike any letter or character blind-
folded and without the slightest hesita-
tion, and my speed has been brought up
to 80 words per minute.”—C. H. Emerick,
Du Bois, Pa. Salary exactly doubled.

From an Old “Touch” Writer
“When I enrolled for the New Way I

had completed a typewriting course and
was already a touch writer, but I aver-
aged only about 40 to 45 words a minute—also made frequent errors. As to my
present ability, I find by repeated actual
tests that my speed from shorthand notes
is from 85 to 90 words a minute

;
in copy-

ing typewritten or printed matter I can
reach about 95 words a minute ;

on familiar matter as high as
110 to 112.”—John H. Mar-
quette, Smith’s Falls, Ont.

These are but a few of the
many testimonials on file.

Read What They Say
“It is a genuine pleasure for me to recom-

mend the Tulloss New Way. From 20 words
a minute, inaccurate work, to a speed of 80
words a minute, accurate work, a salary increase

that makes it now exactly double what it was when I

began the study—this is the result obtained in my case from this

most excellent course.”—P. A. Nanslar, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Speed—Accuracy—Doubled Salary

“Am now Chief Clerk to the Dept, of Parks and Public
Property. Salary is exactly double what it was when I took up
the study of the New Way. I can pnly say if you desire to

increase your ability and salary, you will make no mistake in

taking this Course. The instruction is of the highest order.”

—

Anna S. Cubbison, 109 Hoerner St., Harrisburg, Pa.

THE TULLOSS SCHOOL
1905 COLLEGE HILL, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Mail Coupon Now

Mail This Today for Bigger Pay
Please send your Free Book about the New Way in Type-

writing. This incurs no obligation on my part. I enclose 4c. in

stamps to cover mailing, etc.

Name

Address.

Occupation

Mail to THE TULLOSS SCHOOL, 1905 College Hill, Springfield, Ohio
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Child Player Becomes Leading Woman
By HECTOR AMES

ADELE DE GARDE, OF THE VITAGRAPH PLAYERS

Those whose Motion Picture mem-
ories go back to the halcyon

days when Florence Turner and
Maurice Costello, Arthur Johnson and
Florence Lawrence, Alice Joyce and
Carlyle Blackwell, and one or two
others, were the kings and queens of

Movieland, will remember that sev-

eral of the child players also achieved
distinction on the screen, among them
Adele De Garde and Kenneth Casey,

of the Vitagraph Company. This was
only four or five years ago, but their

reigns were of short duration, and
both of these names are almost un-

known to the “modern” fan. But, all

of a sudden, as it were, one of them,
pretty little Adele, undergoes a trans-

formation, and behold, she appears as

a fully grown-up leading woman.
Adele—or, rather Miss—De Garde
has been working hard for some
months, and when the pictures are

released thousands of her old ad-

mirers will be amazed at the trans-

formation of a child into a leading

lady.

’Tis said that the boy is the father

of the man, or something of the kind.

No less is the girl-child the mother of

the woman. And when the little Adele
of the other days appeared to vanish

from us, she did vanish—into a land

from which she will not return—as

the “little Adele.” Gone for her, and
her juvenile following, are the crispy,

abbreviated skirts (unless in character

roles)
;
gone are the parts thru which

she must flounce, and pout, and romp.
The infant has been born again—and
in the re-birth a leading woman is

made. The child had evolved into the

woman—the artiste is coming into her

own. It has taken lots of growing to

do this—to turn from child to leading

woman—lots of growing in more ways
than physical

;
there must have been

immense mental strides— immense

temperamental ones—and tremendous
artistic ones. It is a very narrow
space to bridge—that tiny stream be-

tween childhood and womanhood

—

only a step—the step Miss De Garde
took, but the tiny stream is fathom-
lessly deep—deep with lots of emo-
tions, and wonders, and things. It

sounds simple enough to say, “Why,
she has grown up overnight!” but

the chances are that the night has been

a very deep one—and one that will

make succeeding dawns never quite

the same again. So when we see

Adele De Garde again—the same soft

curls
;
the same wide, whimsical mouth

and big, big, wistful eyes—we will

wave a figurative farewell to the

lovely, unforgotten child, and bid a

royal welcome to the lovelier, unfor-

gettable woman—and wish her all

kinds of a bon voyage and safe har-

borage on her picture career this side

cf the stream

!
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Being the Secret of Why
or Expressive on the

By ARTHUR

[We are indebted to Ben Wilson, the
well-known Universal director and actor,
for many of the pertinent suggestions in

this article, which is authoritative.

—

The
Editor.]

“T am nineteen, singularly beautiful,

J[
can act very well, and am sure

that I would make a very good
Motion Picture actress,” she admitted
in her letter to the studio director

when she sent him her picture and
asked for a job.

“You look nineteen
;
you are singu-

larly beautiful
;
you may be able to act

like Bernhardt, Duse and Mary Pick-

ford rolled into one,” answered the

director, “but you would not make a

good Motion Picture actress—not, at

least, until you are sixty years old,

when you might begin to play ‘old

women.’ ”

Was the director crazy, do you ask?
He may have been—some directors

are
;
they are made so by the letters

they get from aspirants to movie fame.

But if one stops to dissect his letter

with a calm and judicial mind, there

is really no reason to suspect the above
director of having anything worse
than a keen perception. With his ex-

pert eye, he had seen in the features

of the young lady a type of beauty
which could not possibly appear to ad-

vantage on the screen. Not many
directors have such a valuable sense.

Some of them have cost their com-
panies lots of money merely because
they concluded that a girl should look

as well on the screen as she does in

real life.

“It's ironical, but true,” observed

Ben Wilson, the well-known Universal
star and director, to the writer, the

other day, “that many wonderfully

pretty women look as homely as a

London fog when it comes to preserv-

ing their features in celluloid. A Mo-
tion Picture camera dotes on con-

trasts, and when it doesn't get them
it rebels. Lillian’s eyes may be like

drops from heaven, but, if they’re

light blue, the chances are that Lillian

will look as tho she hadn’t any
eyes at all when one sees her on
the screen. In other words, a good
camera eye is an eye that stands out

—

by that I dont mean an eye that

bulges, but one that has a decided
color contrast with the rest of the face.

That, of course, means that the best

camera eye is brown. Blue eyes are

sometimes acceptable, but only when
they are very large and of a very deep
tone.

"You see,” continued Mr. Wilson,
“certain colors photograph exactly

alike. White and yellow and light

blue all look white, and that is why
there are so few blonde movie queens.

Mary Pickford is as near the blonde
type as it is safe to come, and her hair

is a dark shade of gold, and her eyes
are brown ! Mary illustrates another
point by being just at the dividing

line. The general rule is that a face

that hasn’t prominent features is not

a good camera face—if a nose isn’t of

fairly generous proportions it looks

like a button on the screen, and a small

mouth cant be seen, unless there’s lots

of make-up on it. Mary is the perfect,

petite type
;
her face is childish and

winsome, but, at the same time, taken

bv themselves, her features are all well

developed. There is, in other words,
nothing puny about her face— it stands

out as tho it were proud of itself.

“Altho roundness of face is not es-

sential, it is still highly desirable. It

lends a soft appearance, when photo-
graphed, that is extremely pleasing.

Any hard points stand out irrecon-

cilably, and as for lines, they are fatal,

unless, of course, the character to be

played is an old one. This is particu-

larly true just now because of the in-

creased use of the ‘close-up,’ that

placing of the camera very near to the

characters to permit the audience to

see better what they are doing. A lot

of the greatest legitimate actors and
actresses, who took fliers into the

Have You a
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Camera Face?
Some Women Are Beautiful

Screen and Others Are Not

HORNBLOW, JR.

movies, took hasty fliers out again

when they saw that the deadly ‘close-

up’ was not so kind to them as grease-

paint and the spotlight!”

Mr. Wilson, in his capacity of direc-

tor in one of the largest Universal

studios in the East, has had ample op-

portunity to investigate fully into the

matter of movie camera faces. Hun-
dreds of people apply weekly at a film

studio for employment, generally bas-

ing their claims to fame on the fact

that they consider themselves good-
looking. Occasionally, when it is

doubtful as to whether an applicant

could qualify as handsome on the

screen or not, and if he could be used
if he did, a test picture is made of him
merely to determine this one point.

The subject is placed before a cine-

matograph, and about sixty feet of

film are taken of him as he stands

there. Sometimes he is asked to make
faces of one sort or another, in order

to test the mobility of his features, but
most often he is required merely to

look himself. It has been found, on
many occasions, that this process has
saved the company large amounts of

money by preventing them from giv-

ing employment to a player who de-

creased the financial value of a picture

because he did not look his part.

“It is sometimes extremely difficult

to determine the point,” explained
Mr. Wilson. “By way of example, a
very handsome woman was once sent

to me with a letter of introduction
from a friend. I learnt that she had
had considerable experience on the

legitimate stage, and, in sizing her up
as to the camera value of her face,

everything seemed perfect. Her eves,

her hair—everything seemed to indi-

cate that she would take an excellent

picture. I congratulated myself on
having made a find, for she certainly

was good to look at. I gave her an
important part in a Roman drama, in

which she had to wear the robes of a

Roman noblewoman. When the first

JACKIE SAUNDERS

few scenes came from the

printing-room, I rushed
down to the projection-

room with them to see

what my new heroine

looked like. And, oh, oh,

my ! Her neck was just

one mass of cords—they stood out
like the leats of an accordion ! It

came out eventually that she had
studied singing in her youth and that

the muscles of her throat had been
super-developed in a way that made
them abnormally prominent. In every-

day life one would not be apt to notice

the cords, owing to their continually

playing about, but when the camera's
eye spotted them—well, you know
what I said about a camera’s loving

contrasts

!

“Beauty, as such, is not the only

thing which constitutes a good camera
face. A person might have all the

requisite coloring and prominence of

features without being a good subject

for the screen. Quite recently, for

example, a picture company had occa-

sion to film a cabaret scene for one of

its pictures, and, in order to procure
local color, the director engaged the

entire cabaret cast of a Broadway lob-

ster palace to pose in the scene. Later,

when seen on the screen, the scene

proved ‘flat,’ and it had to be re-played

by professional ‘extras,’ who were
real movie people. The cause for the

failure lay not so much with the ap-

pearance of the girls, as it did with

the spirit of personality that they

failed to inject into the scene. Pos-
sibly the most severe test of person-
ality is that given bv a Motion Picture

camera, which, coldly, without bias

and without being influenced in any
degree by that povverful agent of per-

sonality, the human voice, gives its true

and sometimes cruel opinion of the

people that come before it. The cab-

aret artists, despite their physical at-

tractiveness and extreme vivacity, did

( Continued on page 64)

JULIA SWAYNE GORDON
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MAY ALLISON AND HAROLD LOCKWOOD IN A SCENE FROM “LILLO OF THE SULU SEAS” (AMERICAN)



ANNETTE KELLERMANN MAKING A 100-FOOT DIVE



By TARLETON

THE RARE VISCACHA, FROM PATAGONIA

Ditmars
Alice's Walrus Was a

in Ca
Mutton-head

which my jungle stars will appear on
the same program with Mary Pick-
ford, Geraldine Farrar, Dustin Far-
num, Anna Held, and other mere hu-
man beings.”

His students have been gathered
from the four corners of the world,
but their attendance is not voluntary.

He is the director, and his stage man-
ager is Charlie Snyder, head keeper
and lover of reptiles and animals. The
star of the school is not one of the

monkeys, as might be expected, but a

sober-faced old porcupine, who can
portray every emotion of the animal
world, and on the Rialto would be

called a born actor.

In taking the pictures it is neces-

sary to exercise great patience, for it

is mostly a waiting game until the

right moment comes and the camera
gets into action. After waiting the

best part of a week to get a few
feet of film showing several

monkeys playing a real game of

hide-and-seek, he figured out

that it would be much better to

spend the time wasted in wait-

ing, in teaching the animals to

do just what was wanted.

Meeting with success in teach-

ing the monkeys several easy

tricks, he decided upon a more
serious effort

;
in widening the

scope of the teaching, he also

admitted other species to the

classes. The next to capitulate

to the camera were the trum-
peter birds. It took two weeks be-

fore “Trumpeter’s Romance” was

“graceful” diving frog of
TROPICAL AFRICA. HE NEVER

LEAVES THE WATER

THE FLY JUGGLING TROUPE, ONE OF MR. DITMARS’ HEADLINE ACTS

“rT'»HE Ditmars School of Dramatic
Arts for Animals” is now open
at Scarsdale, New York. This

statement can be verified by communi-
cating with Raymond L. Ditmars,
Curator of the New York Zoological

Park in the Bronx, who has joined

the ranks of celebrated directors for

the screen.

“We are now taking,” he announced
in answer to my inquiry, “many unique
and. I feel justified in adding, wonder-
ful pictures of the inhabitants of the

Bronx Zoo, which, of course, will be

at the sole disposal of the Paramount
Pictures Corporation thru my ‘Insti-

tution of Learning.’ We believe that

our films will be a great service to

science and that they will be an amus-
ing and instructive boon to grown-ups
and children who see them in the best

theaters thruout the United States, atrHE SNAKE-KILLING SECRETARY BIRD
OF AFRICA
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CROCODILES AT HOME. SOME MORE OF THE ACTORS WHO HELP TO

MAKE MR. DITMARS’ ANIMAL PICTURES WHAT THEY ARE

mera Wonderland
Compared with His Monkeys, Birds, and Flies

WINCHESTER

rehearsed well enough to start the

camera. The scenario for this play-

let was written by Mr. Snyder, tho

"designed” would be a better descrip-

tive word. The scene represented a

living-room
;
in a chair at a table sat

the husky trumpeter (Husky is part

of its real name)
;
in a rocking-chair

was the white-backed trumpeter.

Mr. Trumpeter—that is Husky

—

yawned and registered his inclination

to leave a good home for the club.

Exit Husky. There comes a knock at

the door and Mrs. Trumpeter flops

out of the chair to the door. Enter
the Canadian goose, who represents,

to quote Snyder, “some villain.”

The goose registers entertaining con-

versation, and, when Mrs. Trumpeter
turns her head, slyly steals a necklace

from the drawer. The bird opposite

sees the theft, and demands that the
t

goose return the jewels. There is an
attempt at flight, but the trumpeter
holds on until the arrival of Husky.
The thief is subdued

;
Husky is the

hero of his home. Then the curtain.

To make these birds go over their

parts time after time required much
work from the wings, and coaching
was more exercise than coaching in

a world’s series game. Heretofore
such animal-scenes have always been
spoiled by the obvious fact that the
animals were being shoved about and
on and off by the use of poles. This
Mr. Ditmars is avoiding. In filming

the subject the stage ranges from a
twelve- foot platform to a base the

size of a postage stamp.

One of the first experiments was
the impersonations by monkeys to

register moods of the human race

—

mirth, rage, despair, and sorrow.

These have been filmed to portray

such enormous faces that to the spec-

tators looking at the screen the effect

will be much as the ogre appeared to

the youth in “Jack the Giant Killer.”

But the monkeys have progressed

in rehearsals, and in the porcupine
their director has found a real film

star. In monkey-drama he has taken

real “human” scenes, and the prin-

cipals have flirted, held hands, and
spooned in the most approved fashion.

He has tried “Cinderella,” but that

was too much of an attempt in the

present state of the dramatic art in

the Zoo.

The second successful play put on

at Bronx Park was "The Great Mar-
athon.” It showed the exciting scenes

attending the arrival of the smaller

animals for a great jungle race. For
this scene most elaborate scenery was
prepared and much care had to be

taken in teaching the animals what
not to do as well as what to do. For
instance, it took a week alone to pre-

vent the Humboldt’s snake from in-

terfering with the tame iguana and to

teach the blue-fur monkey that it must
not try to climb the scenery.

Along the course were side-shows,

refreshment stations, and the other

adjuncts of a country fair. Fully one
hundred varieties of animals partici-

pated in the scene and struggled furi-

( Continued on page 68)
SCENE FROM "THE NATURE MAN”

(universal)

THE SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE
DIVES FOR A FROG. IT HAS
A SOFT BATHING SHELL

PEARSON AND A CAPTURED WATER-BUCK
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The Boys of the Screen
By STANLEY W. TODD

As we have come to know him in

Moving Pictures, the American
boy is a bright, irrepressible

but likable little chap—all boy, every

inch of him. In fact, so dominant is

the boy element in our daily life that

picture plays would not be like home
without an “under-footer” or a Tom
Sawyer. Messenger boys, newsboys,
schoolboys, office boys, street urchins,

country kids—they are all as necessary

to a picture as the sun and the camera.

It takes real, live boys to play these

parts, and the youngster of today has

proved himself to be a pretty fair

actor, and fearless to the last degree.

Some producers have been so im-

pressed with the strong appeal that

youth makes to the average picture

audience, that the)’ have formed com-
panies composed exclusively of chil-

dren, with boys predominating. Even
the baby has been used, time and
again, to “put over” a picture. Sev-

eral recent features have been written

around familiar boy characters, while

there have been not a few “boys’

series” among the weekly releases.

Many of the long established com-
panies having a large output have such

frequent use for boys in different

scenes that at least one experienced

boy actor, and sometimes three or

four, can be found on the dramatic

rosters of every large studio. There
are at least twenty-five boys acting

each day before the camera at various-

studios', receiving salaries that would
comfortably support many a small

family. Scores of other boys are

under special engagement, whether it

be as star of a big feature or as one

of a crowd in a single scene.

While some boys have displayed ex-

ceptional aptitude in their work for

the screen, their success has been due
in no small part to the tact and pa-

tience of directors. It is the usual

thing for a director to strive for the

friendship of his boyish player. The
ordinary kid, be he a stage, screen,

or just a plain boy, is loyal to the core

and will put forth his very best efforts

for the person he likes. Scenes in

which children are the principals spell

arduous work for directors. There
are bashful boys* qwkward boys who
should be graceful, and graceful boys
who should be all hands and legs.

Boy scenes, you may be sure, involve

forgotten instructions, repeated re-

hearsals and an “iron strain” all

around. Some youngsters

—

rare treas-

ures in the finding—take to picture-

acting like ducks to water, and are not

disconcerted even by the presence of

ANDY CLARK BROOKS MC CLOSKEY COBBY CONNELLY

day
;
“I’m fond of them. I seldom

have much trouble with boys. Usually
they’re quick as a flash

;
they always

have plenty of spunk, and, what I like

most, they are natural. You cant

make a boy anything else.”

Take, for instance, smiling Bobby
Connelly—that five-year-old bunch of
winsome, boyish cheerfulness. This
little Vitagraph player has made
“Sonny Jim” a famous and uni-

versally beloved child character. The

GEORGE HOLLISTER, JR.a curious crowd of spectators, which
often makes older players nervous.

“Give me the boys,” said a well-

known director who has had a deal

of experience with them, the other

ROBERT MILLER GEORGE BANKS
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SCENE FROM
WORLD PICTURE

MATTY ROUBERT

“Sonny Jim” series of picturer,

because of Bobby’s appealing
personality, has been vi-

brant with the charm of

innocent boyhood.
Bobby began his work
in pictures with the

Kalem Company
when he was three

years old. Two
years ago he joined

the Vitagraph

Company, and his first picture,

“Caught Courting,” with Maurice
Costello, was such a personal tri-

umph for Bobby, that he was raised

to stardom, put in stock and the

“Sonny Jim” series written for him.

They have included “Sonny Jim in

Search of a Mother,” “Easter Lily,”

“’Fraid Cat,” “Sonny Jim in Search

of the North Pole,” “Bear Facts” (in

which Bobby played with two bear

cubs), “Sonny Jim and the Circus,”

and a number of others.

Robert Joseph Connelly—if you

WILLIE GIBBON

would call him by his official name

—

is a marvel at the studio, his remark-
able self-possession and keen memory
serving him in excellent stead. Dur-
ing the taking of outdoor scenes, he

has never become rattled or nervous

and seldom needs prompting during

the course of an action. Needless to

say, Bobby is the darling of the studio.

Another very young man of excep-

tional ability is Andy Clark, of Edison

fame—a comedian, if you please.

Andy was recruited, in an hour of

need, from a game of “one-old-cat”

outside the studio. The four-foot hero

made good at once. Eventually an

“Andy Series” was decided upon, be-

cause of the youngster’s remarkable

YALE BOSS

work and large following. Andy’s
favorite role was a care- free, happy-
go-lucky messenger boy, which was
made the central figure of several

bright stories of typically American
boy life.

It is not so long ago that the Uni-
versal Company featured little Matty
Roubert as “The Universal Boy,” and
that lively youngster was made the

hero of a series in which he visited

many prominent personages and places

and was enthusiastically greeted.

Matty received much of his training

from his father, who is a director, now
producing a feature picture entitled

“The Waif,” with his son as the star.

In Charley Van Loan’s story,

“Little Sunset,” filmed by Bosworth,
the shining light around which
the plot revolves is the red-haired,

freckled bat-boy and mascot of a big-

league baseball team. This role was
essayed in true boyish fashion by little

Gordon Griffith, a twelve-year-old

“veteran” of the pictures. Gordon
put his whole heart and soul into the

characterization, while Hobart Bos-
worth, as “The Terrible Swede,” the

big center-fielder who chums with the

lad, shared with the boy the chief

honors of the picture. It is no small

task for a bov to assume a star part

in a five-reeler, but Gordon emerged
with flying colors.

Few boys have had a wider experi-

ence in Moving Pictures than Yale
Boss, who spent most of his “grow-
ing” years with the Edison Company.
Yale has played practically all the

characters within the range of a bov
actor, and the fact that he has been

for more than five years with the same
company is significant. Recently, as

he reached fifteen years of age and
slipped into his first pair of “long

pants,” Yale has been assigned to

older parts, which he has been hand-

ling exceptionally well. It was Yale

who discovered Andy Clark and

fetched him in from the street to be

almost instantly hurled into fame.

There have been several married

Moving Picture players who have

brought their sons to the attention of

directors, and after having received

instruction at home these boys in-

variably make good. That is the case

with little George Hollister, of the

Kalem Company. His first appear-

ance was more or less of an accident,

but he was soon made a permanent

possession of the company. When the

Kalemites, several years ago, went

to the Holy Land to produce “From
the Manger to the Cross,” George

traveled with his mother. He was
selected to play the role of the child

Christ in that remarkable picture, and

his work elicited much favorable com-

ment. Subsequently he was taken
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around the world on picture-taking

sorties and has probably traveled more
than any child of his age in the world.

The Mutual forces have a young
daredevil in nine-year-old Leland
Benham, of the Thanhouser Company.
This son of Harry Benham is a gradu-
ate of the speaking stage, and his

roguish characterizations of the boys
required in Thanhouser pictures have
made a decided hit. Leland’s chief

present interest in life is little Helen
Badglev, a six-year-old lady of the

same company.
So confident have the Lubin direc-

tors become as to the drawing power
of "kid pictures" that a juvenile com-
pany of a dozen or more attrac-

tive youngsters has been organized.

Prominent among the children is

eight-year-old Brooks McCloskey, the

son of Lawrence McCloskey, the

former Lubin scenario editor, and,

needless to say, the young man has

been doing finely of late. Among re-

cent additions to the Lubin juvenile

company are three boys of the same
family—Jack, Stephen and Thomas
Carr. The boys resemble each other,

a fact that was taken advantage of

recently when it was necessary, in a

three-reel picture, to show the same
character at different ages.

In American Company’s pictures,

the boy roles are usually essayed by
two youngsters living near the studio

in Santa Barbara, Cal. One of them,

Leo Banks, is the son of two of the

players in the company, and is of the

sturdy, independent type. He has car-

ried the juvenile roles in a dozen or

more pictures with decided success.

Another clever bov in "Flying A”
films is Robert Miller, fourteen years

old, who made his screen debut by
appearing in several episodes of “The
Diamond from the Skv.”
Three boys are regularly employed

by Essanay, while scores of other chil-

dren are engaged for this or that pic-

ture, from a list of carefully selected

eligibles. Frank Weber, who is seven-

teen years old, is a Chicago boy, who
has been before the footlights as long

as he can remember. His graduation

to the Moving Picture ranks with Ess-

anay brought him into many feature

productions under the Indian Head
brand, and his friends predict a big

future for him in the silent drama.
Tommy Harper, sixteen years old,

also with Essanay, has never had any
stage experience, but that has not no-

ticeably handicapped him. He has

appeared in a number of the Ade
fables, to say nothing of dozens of

other pictures. In “The Call of the

Sea,” he traveled twelve hundred
miles to Block Island, R. I., to appeal;

in the ocean scenes. In “The Daugh-
ter of the City,” a five-reeler, he had

a rather disastrous experience

with cigars that may make
him a non-smoker for

life. As the typical,

fresh office boy, he
added atmos-
phere by sam-
pling a stogie

from the
boss’ bu-
rn i d o r ,

but, need-
less to
say, he
rushed for

CHARLES JACKSON BILLY HARPER

fresh air after the scene. Billy Har-
per, aged five, is another clever

youngster with Essanay.
Several of the feature companies

have boys in their dramatic corps,

usually taken on for certain pictures

only. Little William Howard Gib-

bon, for instance, who is nine years

old, has played with a half a dozen

or more companies having studios in

his home town, Fort Lee, N. J. Willie

is an expert and daring rider, and his

GORDON GRIFFITH

stunts have been glori-

fied time and again on
the Moving Picture
screen. In "The Shoot-

ing of Dan McGrew”
he very nearly lost his

life while making a fall

from a running horse.

His latest appearance was in a World
Company release, “The Face in the

Moonlight.”
Many boys in the studios have

played the fresh office boy, but none

have done it with more of a swing

and impudence than Charles Jackson,

twelve years old, more recently with

the World Company. His first experi-

ence came with talking pictures, fol-

lowed by a permanent engagement
( Continued on page 68)
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How They
Got In

By

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR.

to film honors, “Where can I get

experience if I cant get a job?’’

And that is a question which is

asked in all walks of life, a right-

eous protest which is heard wher-
ever jobs are sought after and re-

fused. The one possible answer
isn’t really an answer at all—and
that is “Watch for an opportunity.’’

Sometimes a Moving Picture di-

rector just happens to need a

“type,” he is on the eager hunt for

a face that is “distinctly different”

—if one may use the phrase with-

out violating the copyright laws.

Let us see what happens when he

is in such a condition

:

Scene : Outer office of the film

company. The principal “prop” is

one wooden rail and a swinging
gate. On the hallowed side of the

rail sit a telephone operator with

a Queen of Sheba hauteur and sev-

eral office boys of neglectful mien.

On the public side of the rail,

ranged in two rows’ against the

wall, is a small but eager crowd of

hopefuls. Every man and woman
of them wants a job! There is a

sign on the wall : “All Casts Are
Filled—Nobody Wanted.” They
heed it not

;
they have seen it be-

fore and they will see it again. It

is always there, and only the most
thanwhomest amateur would be
convinced or disheartened by it.

All these people save one have
had either stage or picture experi-

ence. The one who has never had
either sits far back near the door.

She is a timid little creature with
great doe eyes and a sad, sad face

that makes one want to put a hand
on her shoulder and say “Is there

anything I can do for you?” She
lias screwed up her courage to

come this far, and she is beginning
to feel sorry she has done that.

She hasn’t seen the sign on the wall

because she was too frightened to

take a good look around. If she
had she’d have left immediately,
glad of the excuse. As it is, she
lingers longingly. The others look
at her, some pityingly, others snif-

ANITA STEWART

fingly. They can tell she’s an

amateur, and they know the answer
she’ll get.

Enter, suddenly and hurriedly, a

very homely man from the inner

offices, carrying a piece of paper.

He is the director, and as he ad-

vances to the rail he quickly and
expertly scans the faces before him.

They all look, almost piteously, in

his direction. He shakes his head
mournfully and perhaps curses

slightly, that is, slightly for a di-

rector. Ah, but who is that crouch-

ing back there at the end of the

row? “You!” he shouts, as he

points a stumpy finger in the direc-

tion of the girl with the doe eyes.

He shouts it again and louder, be-

fore she realizes that he is really

pointing at her. Then slowly she

rises and comes toward him.

“Thank the Lord,” mutters the di-

rector, graciously, “you’re just

what I needed !”

That little scene is enacted fre-

quently in the many picture studios

dotting this country. Without ask-
ing about training or anything, a
director will employ a man or
woman "ust because they happen
to suit 1 s needs, because they are
a “type" that he has urgent use
for. That is how the girl with

MABEL TRUNNELLE

MARY FULLER

I

n the happy days of “Laura-
jean” and “The Duchess” it

was the young girl’s passion to

go on the stage. But times have
changed, and so has the girl. To-
day, her dearest wish is to appear
on the screen as a movie star, and
it is estimated by the harassed but

patient movie producers that out of

one thousand girls in a given area,

nine hundred and eighty-four have,

at one time or other, secretly or

openly, craved screen prominence.
Of this number, at least eight hun-
dred and fifty-two have sent their

photographs, with personal blurbs

on the subject of what the neigh-
bors think of their dramatic power,
to one or more of the film com-
panies, while of this last number,
six hundred and seventy-nine have
personally applied at a studio and
asked for a job.

What happened to them? They
were told either that nobody was
needed at just that moment, but
they might leave their name

;
or

else, more truthfully, that experi-
ence was absolutely necessary, and
that, until there was a dearth of
trained professional talent no ama-
teurs could possibly be taken on.

Which gives rise to the pertinent
question, on the part of the aspirant

FORD STERLING
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the doe eyes got her position, that was
her opportunity, and when, two years

later, the writer noticed in a trade

journal that she had transferred to

another company on a $25,000 per

year contract, it was apparent that

she had taken advantage of that

opportunity.

That is the only possible opening for

a person who is without experi-

ence in dramatic work. The element
of “pull" enters occasionally, but,

strangely enough, it is so rarely that

a person who benefits by it meets
with any marked success, that it can
be ignored as an unimportant factor.

It is interesting to note that, save for

a few exceptions, the film stars who
are famous today were bred in those

hard but efficient schools of dramatic
learning known as stock companies.
The devious ways in which these

people later broke into the movies are

interesting in themselves, but espe-

cially so when told by the players

themselves.

A number of famous screen artists

have written for this article their

story of how they “got in.” These
letters form a series of human docu-
ments of interest, not only to the

young man or woman eager to get into

the photoplay world, but also to any
one who has seen these well-known
people play and has wondered if they,

too, had their troubles like all other

people.

Mary Fuller, to begin with, is

known in the profession and out of it,

not only as a photoplayer of consum-
mate skill, but also as a writer of no
mean ability. Mary Fuller writes:

“When the call of the theater is in

one’s blood, dramatic self-expression

is absolutely necessary. When it is

patent that the work which is best

suited to one is not only lucrative but

a mental tonic and balance as well,

time spent in idleness is regretted.

And when one is thrifty and sees one’s

small capital dwindling and ‘nothing

coming in,’ action is imperative. For
these three reasons I joined the

movies.

“In other words, it was a dull

season, and, as my company had
closed in December and I was waiting

for the next engagement in New York
to materialize, the suggestion of the

movies seemed timely. I decided to

apply for an engagement in the

‘silent drama,’ a somewhat mongrel
profession at that time, and thus de-

fray my expenses until the next real

engagement. Thereupon I journeyed
over to the outskirts of town and
applied at a small studio—small at

that time, but since grown into a
little city—told them my dramatic
qualifications, and was engaged for

a trial. Returning home, I was torn

between delight at my good fortune

and nervousness for my first appear-
ance. I dont remember the name of

the picture, but my part was an Italian

girl whose life was full of drama,
love, elopement, poverty and death

!

“I remember the rehearsals, oh, so

well ! I was very nervous and the two
men playing opposite me were very
self-confident—they had had long pic-

ture experience. I recall how the

directors helped me—how the other
actors stood around and watched and
whispered among themselves

;
I re-

member the rose-hung garden in the

first scene—the bare attic where I died

in the last scene—the birds singing out-

side the studio windows—the terrible

glare of the lights
;

I remember my
trepidation as I waited in the little

underground projection room to see

the film unrolled—the delight I felt

when they said the film was a success

—my subsequent promotions—and my
awakening interest in this new art.

Such was my start up the movie
ladder of fame !”

Ford Sterling is a handsome young
man who might just as well have been
a movie hero, but chose, rather, to be

a low comedian. He has made his

name famous by his clever slapstick

comedy work for the screen.

Mr. Sterling writes : “I’ve done a

little bit of everything, I think. I

started out, after a rough-and-tumble
boyhood, in Notre Dame College, at

South Bend, Ind., and it was there

that I became adept at the athletics

which have since enabled me to per-

form the crazy stunts I’ve had to do
for pictures. When I left college I

went almost directly on the stage, ex-

cept for some cartoon work which I

did for the Chicago American. I

played in stock during the winters,

and did trapeze work in county fairs

during the summers. Some existence !

By the time I was thru play-

ing with stock companies all over

the country I think I’d played about a

thousand different roles. It was won-
derful training, and I dont see how
any actor, who’s not a genius, can go
without it. Then I went into vaude-

ville with Tom McEvoy, now with

Biograph, and, while I was doing that,

Mack Sennett, then of Biograph, saw
me, and, needing a comedian, offered

me a job. Well, I had made it a rule

never to refuse a job, so I took this

one, altho I didn’t have the least

idea what was wanted of me. But I’m

glad now that I did take it—picture

work is great
!”

A name that has loomed large on
the movie horizon for the last few
years is that of Anita Stewart, who
furnishes one of the few examples
among film luminaries of those enter-

ing the picture field without previous

dramatic training of any sort. Miss
Stewart has just finished playing to

the movie-loving public as the heroine
of “The Goddess,” the successful
\ itagraph serial, and, taking into con-
sideration her extreme youth and her
decidedly short experience, her per-
formances were remarkable. Miss
Stewart writes

:

“I was just a kid of fifteen when my
brother-in-law, Ralph Ince, who was
a director with the Vitagraph Com-
pany, told me to come down to the

studio in the afternoons after school

and fill in as a little girl ‘extra.’ I

tried it once and liked it, and they
must have liked me, too, because they
offered me a position with the regular
stock, and I took it. I left school
and became a regular actress, and
my first good part was in ‘The
Wood Violet’—after that I was
a fixture with the Vitagraph, and I’ve

been there ever since. I can say that,

from the time I used to play maid
parts for the older Vitagraph stars, to

the present time, Motion Picture work
has been an endless source of fascina-

tion to me. To those who are anxious
to accomplish things in the movie
world, I can send out just one mes-
sage: ‘Be sure, first, that you’re

equipped with a natural dramatic in-

stinct, and then be willing, when your
chance comes, to do any sort of pic-

ture work, no matter how humble.

There’s just one way to get to the top

of the ladder and feel safe there, and
that’s by slowlv climbing all the lower

rungs.’
”

There are but few heroines more be-

loved than the vivacious Mabel Trun-
nelle, of the Edison players. Miss
Trunnelle’s entrance into the films

might well form part of a story

—

here it is, just as she tells it:

“I was on the road with a theatrical

company, and suddenly became very

tired of it all—you know the feeling,

just played out. I wrote a blue letter

to a friend of mine who was with

the Edison Company, and told her

how I wished the season would close.

Just two nights later I received a tele-

gram from her, saying ‘Hand in your
notice at once and come to New York.

Will tell all when you arrive.’ That
dear old telegram ! I have framed it

now. I followed her advice, and on

reaching New York, was told to call

at the Edison studio. I was at once

engaged on my friend’s recommenda-
tion, and, without ever having seen

myself on the screen, sailed for Cuba
to take part in pictures.

“On the boat going there I was
dreadfully sick, and J. Searle Dawley,

the director, called at my stateroom

and told me that they were going to

try me out in a little comedy scene

up on deck, and asked me to get into
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make-up and come up as soon as pos-

sible. I didn’t want to tell him that I

could hardly stand up, so I screwed
up my courage, and after slapping on
some make-up while lying at full

length on the couch, I went, very
wobbly, above-decks. There I went
thru my first scene before the

camera, and I shall never forget that

ordeal, with all those experienced
actors standing around looking on.

Strangely enough, the scene turned out

all right, and my sea-sick complexion
looked just lovely on the screen

!

“I naturally make quick gestures

and movements of my body, and my
main difficulty at first was in slowing
myself down. In Cuba we took a pic-

ture called ‘The Princess and the

Peasant,’ and when the picture was
finished and sent on to New York for

judgment, Mr. Dawley called me to

him and showed me a letter from Mr.
Plimpton, the studio manager, which
said something about my being just

the girl they were looking for. So
I’m happy to say I’m going on my
sixth year with the company, and they

have been six of the happiest years of

my life.”

Crane Wilbur, long with Pathe,

and now starring in Lubin plays, is

well known the world over as an

actor of considerable histrionic ability.

His early training was obtained, as

has so often been the case, in stock

companies. His good acting and his

striking features have made him uni-

versally admired. On the subject of

how he “got in,” Mr. Wilbur says

:

“I was always greatly interested in

the silent drama, and very often while

traveling on the road with some stage

production I would steal away after

a matinee to some movie show and
watch the pictures for hours. Often
I stayed so long that I had to go back
to the theater for the evening per-

formance without my dinner. Al-

tho the pictures interested me, the

stage was my first love, so it never

occurred to me to apply to a film com-
pany for an engagement. I was doing
very well on the stage— I had had
ten years of it, and they were profit-

able years, in which success came,
slowly but surely. A friend of mine,

Mr. Harry Handworth, was a director

for the Pathe Freres Company, and
he had in his possession a photograph
of myself which he had found in a

magazine. One day the head director

of the company told Handworth of an
unusually fine production he was
planning, for which he desired a cer-

tain type of leading man. He wanted
a young but experienced actor, who
could ride a bucking broncho, drive a

racing auto, swim with a girl on his

back, and be willing to learn to drive

an aeroplane. Besides all of these

things, the actor had, at the same time,

to be able to act

!

“I dont know what prompted
Handworth to suggest me, but any-
how he showed the head director my
photo, and was instructed to get in

touch with me at once. They found
me appearing with a Broadway pro-

duction, which made it easy for me
( Continued on page 69)

CRANE WILBUR
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t is not always the

easiest thing in the

world to interview

a noted “funny

man.” So many of

them are, in real

life (if you parody

and say “reel” life,

madam, you will

be shot at sunrise), smug, sancti-

monious individuals, who look like

nothing so much as a country minister

who is in a state of perpetual shock

over the sins of humanity.

And so, when I sallied forth to in-

terview Billie Reeves, comedian, I

determined to be pessimistic.

There is nothing, quoth I, like

pleasing your victims—

a

grouch to a grouch—and who-

ever heard, read or dreamed of

a comedian being anything but

a grouch?—let us be contrary,

or die.

A sad and sallow youth
vouchsafed to unearth Mr.

Reeves for me when I pre-

sented my request at the studio.

“Ah, ha!” jeered I, “even unto

the third and fourth de-

pendent.”

A minute later, a pleasant-faced

gentleman appeared upon the thresh-

old—so pleasant of face, with such

a wide humorous smile, such friendly

laughing eyes and such an air of

wholesome geniality that I stared past

him nonchalantly. Even when he

announced himself as Billie Reeves I

felt inclined to argue. One hates to

have one’s pet theories thus rudely

upset. I felt like denying him the

right to be himself. But he seemed so

very much himself and so very sure

of his own identity that I accepted him
willy-nilly.

“And what is it you want to know?”
he smiled, as he dropped into a chair

opposite me. “Please” (his eyes—well,

you know his eyes, Screenites

—

laughed) “dont expect me to say the

Motion Picture industry is in its in-

fancy,” he pleaded. “The infant has
long been weaned.”

I laughed and voted him a humorist,

despite. “You’re English, aren’t

you?” I asked, with hidden irony.

“Born in London, eighteen-sixty-

five,” he admitted, “and after a child-

hood which was doubtless a period of

dark despair for my parents, I made
my first appearance upon the stage at

the ripe age of fifteen. I was with
divers English circuses, pantomimes,

studio is daytime goes far toward
creating a moral atmosphere. The
players can live naturally. The un-

natural is always immoral. It is so

ordained. On the stage you begin

work at seven-thirty p. m., say, and
you are thru at eleven-thirty p. m.

You eat, and by the time you reach

home it is A. m. again. You sleep the

morning thru—the best working hours

of the day—and start the whole thing

over again. I’ve had an awful time

.getting accustomed to sleeping by
night and working by day—I’ve done
the other way round so much.”

Mr. Reeves was educated at Ard-
ingly College, Brighton, England.

He’s the kind of talker one loves to

or not, but

there wasn’t

a twinkle in

his eye, and his

mouth was guilt-

less of mirth. So
you’ll have to de-

cide for yourselves,

O ye who watch !

“And do you write?”

I ventured, hoping for

loftier heights.

He slung one acrobatic

limb across the other

and smiled at me, as who
would say

:

"Dear lady, if I could”—but,

"Letters and contracts,” he

admitted guiltily, “and not

many of the former.”

“Do you consider the moral influ-

ences of the Motion Picture

studios better than those of the

stage ?” I asked next, de-

termining to strike deep

waters.

"Assuredly,” he affirmed, and
his eyes widened sur-

prisedly at the ques-

tion. “Why, the

very fact that

the working
time of the

ONE OF THE THREE
“ORIGINAL CHAPLINS”

By ROBERTA COURTLANDT

four weeks, but”—he raised

his palms in an exaggerated

protest
—

“dont ask me what I

like best. Pin not sure myself

;

have not had time to decide.

Caution is my slogan. But I

believe”—this with ministerial

solemnity
—

“that I like pictures

best.”

I felt that I had heard some
edict issued by the Pope, or

other weighty matter, and
sighed gustily.

“About how many plays have
you played in since you came
into pictures?” I pursued.

“About one reel a week—so,

forty-four,” he answered.

“And which of them have you liked

best?”
' '

“All of them”—impartially.

“And what is your highest am-
bition ?”

“To play a part sans any bruise at

all”—laconically.

“Are you fond of reading?”

“Not very. I’m fond of Laura Jean
Libby’s novels, tho,” he appended, with

a wistful gravity in his big eyes, “and
I consider Walt Mason the interna-

tional laureate. My favorite novel?

‘The Alphabet of Love,’ lady, and
‘Daisey Gordon’s Folly’—also ‘The

Squire’s Darling.’
”

I’ll never know whether he meant it
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listen to, and he’s immensely popular

around the studios.

He isn't in favor of censorship of

films because, he says, they cut some
of his best work. And he believes that

Motion Pictures are destined to out-

shine the stage, because they reach a

wider audience. And the greatest im-

provement he can suggest in Motion
Pictures is—more salary! (All who
agree with him signify their pleasure

in the usual way. The “ayes"

have it
!

)

Mr. Reeves
has brown hair

and eyes, and he

stands about five

feet five inches

and weighs
about one hun-
dred and fifty-

two pounds.

“And do you
approve of wo-
man suffrage ?”

I queried, think-

ing that, being

English and
therefore accus-

tomed to mili-

tants, he might
have an original

opinion to ex-

press. I wasn’t

disappointed.

“Sure; let ’em
vote if they
want to,” he an-

swered readily,

with an air of “It-doesn’t-cost-me-any-

thing-so-why-should-I-care ?”

“Why do you approve?”
“Because I believe in letting the

ladies have anything they want. Any-
thing to please them, say I,” he re-

sponded, very politely.

I had a sudden suspicion.

“You are married, aren't you?” I

ventured.

“Yes,” he answered, “awf’ly

—

married
!”

So perhaps that’s a partial

excuse for his attitude to-

ward suffrage

!

“Tell me something
about your stage career,”

I ventured.

“Everything,” he

said, "it

it will

interest you. I began my show-life

bv being bound over as an appren-

tice, my master being a famous Eng-
lish acrobat and pantomimist. For
months I was a mass of bruises and

sore spots”—he rubbed his back re-

flectively
—“and then I began to get

the hang of some of the acrobatic
stunts.

“I made my American debut,” he
went on, “as a very much inebriated

gent in ‘A Night in an
English Music Hall’

;

after that my audi-

ences would not

allow me to

draw a sober

breath, so to

speak, and
I’ve been the

poor- skate,

who’s too full

for utterance,

in a half-a-
dozen vaudeville

sketches and in

the ‘Follies of
1908 .’ ”

An extra bright

twinkle shot into his

eyes. “In the ‘Fol-

lies,’ ” he reminisced,

“my act was laid

in a subway sta-

tion, and I’m

trying to get

home, carry-

i n g several

large pack-

ages in my
arms, and a

large one un-

ci e r my belt, also.

Everything that can
happen to a helpless, well-meaning

boob, happened to me
;
and all I know

is that the ‘house’ never could get

enough of my fool adventures.” Billie

Reeves ventured a prophecy. “Some
day,” he said, “I’ll put this act in pic-

tures, and you shall see what you
shall see. If they dont let me, I’ll

star in ‘Hamlet,’ sure as you’re born.”

THE MESSAGE OF THE SCREEN
By GEORGE WILDEY

O Youth, hear you the Future’s siren call?

Her voice, like tinkling silver, charms the ear;

The roseate tints of promise ’round her fall

And draw your eager footsteps ever near.

So bright the way, the day so rosy-light,

You may not glimpse the hidden snares of night.

0 untried Youth, I would not have you rush
With blind, unseeing eyes upon your quest;

1 would that sudden peril might not crush
The eager spirit glowing in your breast.

So rough the road, that all enchantment seems,
’Twere well to rouse you from your careless dreams.

For I shall show you clearly, not alone
The golden heights that seem so lightly gained,

But what of bitter travail men have known.
Thru which their high achievements were attained,

The cruel stress and striving, envy’s sting,

The sharp-fanged wolves of evil crouched to spring.

But thru it all, the endless storm and strife,

As clouds are meshed with sunrays, golden-spun,
So shines for him who seeks the best in life

The joy of vict’ries fairly, nobly won.
It is for me to point the way aright;
For you, O Youth, it is to see the light.

Come, then, and sit with me a while, I pray,
And learn to know the heights and depths of life;

Learn how to keep unscathed the clean-cut way
And gird your spirit for the coming strife.

Know, too, the race is but for him who dares
To pluck the golden grain from out the tares.

And if among the countless throngs that stay
To read my message thru unto the end

Be some whom I shall help along the way,
With chastened soul no storm of life can bend,

If only here and there be such a one,

It may be said of me sometime, “Well done!”
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GERALDINE FARRAR

Maria Rosa
A Picture Story of a Picture Play

This story was taken from the drama of Angel Guimera and filmed by the Lasky Company to feature

Geraldine Farrar. A full description of each picture will be found on page 32

1. ANDRES AND RAMON

(Twenty-nine)

2 . MARIA ROSA AND THE RIVALS 3. RAMON MAKES ADVANCES
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6. THE THREE QUARREL 10. RAMON IS HOPEFUL ON ANDRES’ 14. MARIA RESISTS RAMON’S ADVANCES
DEPARTURE

7. RAMON WINS THE DUEL



CLASSIC

16. RELEASED, ANDRES GOES TO
MARIA’S HOME

20. BREATHING VENGEANCE, MARIA
RETURNS

24. MARIA GRASPS A KNIFE-

17. ANDRES SEES MARIA’S WEDDING
PROCESSION

21. SHE BIDS RAMON DRINK 25. AND DRIVES THE BLADE HOME

18. MARIA ELUDES HER BRIDEGROOM 22. RAMON BECOMES INTOXICATED 26. RAMON MAKES A DYING CONFESSION

19. SHE SEES ANDRES IN THE MIRROR

(Tliirty-onc)

23. MARIA FORCES A CONFESSION
FROM RAMON

27. THE LOVERS HAVE TO BEGIN
LIFE ANEW



Maria Rosa
A Detailed Description of the Preceding Pictures

1. Andres, the peasant youth, turn-

ing from his morning meal to greet

his friend, Ramon, who, passing by

the thatched cottage, stops a moment
to bid good-morning.

“I go to the village today,” says

Andres, “with Maria Rosa.”

“Friends well met,” says Ramon,
“for my path leads me in the same
direction.”

2. With the fascinating Maria

Rosa, whose booth at the village

market-place was the most popular of

all the stalls, the two friends, Ramon
and Andres, start to the village. Altho

admired by each. Maria Rosa much
prefers Andres to the sullen Ramon.

3. Across the fields the three jour-

ney, but Maria Rosa laughingly is

called upon several times to repulse

the friendly advances of Ramon.

4. At the market-place the young

woman makes a choice of which strong

pair of arms shall lift her to the

ground. She chooses Andres, a bit of

by-play which seems to interest every

one except the docile donkey.

5. The two young swains, Ramon
and Andres, are not alone the ad-

mirers of Maria Rosa. Pedro, the

fishmonger, intrudes himself in a most

unwelcome manner.

6. Ramon and Andres, returning,

rescue Maria Rosa from the low fish-

monger, who, in his resentment, strikes

Ramon on the face.

7. In the ensuing quarrel the fish-

monger swears vengeance on Ramon,

altho Maria Rosa tries to placate

the fighters. Andres, in the scuffle,

loses his knife, on which his initial,

“A,” is carved, which is picked up by

Ramon, who uses it in a duel with the

fishmonger. The two fight in a lonely

lane, Ramon finally killing the fish-

monger. Conscious of the fact that

Maria loves Andres more than him,

Ramon, in a jealous fit, leaves Andres’

knife beside the dead body, knowing

that suspicion and arrest will follow

the discovery of the weapon.

8. The gendarme finds the weapon,

traces its ownership to Andres, and,

despite the tearful pleas of Maria

Rosa, Andres is placed under arrest.

9. Even at the prison gates Ramon
remains silent, refusing to clear An-

dres of the accusation. He sees in the

elimination of Andres as a suitor a

chance to win Maria Rosa for him-

self. Later his plan works success-

fully, as the court-guard reads to the

panic-stricken Maria Rosa Andres’

sentence to life imprisonment.

10. With the departure of Andres,
Ramon continues his assaults upon
Maria Rosa’s heart. She, however, is

convinced of the innocence of Andres,
and, as long as she holds hope for his

release, she postpones the day when
she must give Ramon her final answer.

11. Ramon, however, is insistent,

and, following the tearful tryst at the

old well, he schemes to make Maria
Rosa forget Andres. This to no avail,

he then forges a letter saying that

Andres has died in jail.

12. The forged letter is read by the

heart-broken Maria Rosa, who can
scarcely believe it is true. With the

forged letter before her, falsely telling

of Andres’ death, Maria Rosa swears
that some day she will find out who
killed the fishmonger and who by si-

lence convicted Andres. That night
she goes to her room and prays to

the Blessed Virgin to give her strength
in her time of trial.

13. Suddenly she hears a knock at

the door. “Who can it be,” thinks

she, “that is abroad at this late hour?”
Responding to the plea for assistance,

she goes to the door, hearing Ramon’s
voice. The insistent lover, admitted,

feigns that he has met with an
accident.

14. Finding Maria Rosa partly dis-

robed, he tries to take her in his arms,
but she successfully defends herself.

At last, hearing voices of men on the

roadway outside, Ramon decides to

leave the house on the hour of mid-
night, knowing that the whole village,

the following day, will ring with the

scandal of a clandestine meeting. The
insults and glances of her neighbors,

the spirit of Maria Rosa is unable to

withstand. Desperate, she finally con-

sents to marry Ramon. The wedding
party, returning from the little church,
presents a merry sight. In the happi-

ness of many congratulations, Maria
Rosa, for the moment, forgets Andres
and accedes to the carefully planned
attentions of Ramon.

15. Meanwhile, as a life prisoner,

Andres has all but given up hope of

ever being able to right the cruel

wrong that has been done to him.

One day, however, when government
visitors are inspecting the work of the

convicts, a little child's life is in danger

by the explosion of dynamite. Brave

and fearless, Andres rushes to the

baby, holds her in his arms and saves

her from injury. For this brave deed

the government frees him.

16. With a heart full of expectancy,
he arrives at the home of Maria Rosa.
Entering, he finds the room empty, but
the table is set as for a wedding-feast.

17. Secluding himself in Maria
Rosa’s room, he sees Maria Rosa, as

a bride, enter with Ramon, who, be-

fore the laughing company, takes her
in his arms and tries to kiss her.

18. Maria Rosa, breaking from the

clasp of the bridegroom, runs around
the table and tells him to catch her.

Highly excited, she dashes into her
own room and closes the door.

19. Overcome with emotion, she

sits for a moment at her table in

prayer. Raising her head, she sees in

her mirror a reflection that makes her

heart stand still. Before her is the

vision of her true love—Andres. Be-

lieving what she sees to be a phantom,
Maria Rosa raises her hand to feel the

figure. Startled, she turns in her chair

as if to flee, and before her stands

Andres, whom she believed to be dead.

For a moment the two stand trans-

fixed. A few hurried questions—

a

few pointed replies. “It is all a ter-

rible mistake !” cries Maria Rosa.

“Run, Andres
;
run and bring the good

Father, that we may stop this shame
before it has gone too far !” Andres
turns and flees.

20. Maria Rosa, breathing a prayer

of peasant vengeance, re-enters the

breakfast-room.

21. Now playing her game care-

fully, and suspicious of the sullen

Ramon, Maria Rosa bids him drink,

in the hope that she may learn all.

More drink, and more, she urges on
him—he becoming more and more
boastful of his prowess.

22. Finally, Maria Rosa turns and
says: “Would you kill for my sake?”

“I have,” says Ramon.

23. “Would you lie for my sake?”
“I have,” says Ramon.

24. Then Maria Rosa, remembering
her oath of vengeance, grasps a knife

and says : “I will make you pay as you

made Andres pay!”

25. The blade is driven home, and

the villain, Ramon, sinks back.

26. At this moment Andres and the

good Father enter the room.

“Speak,” says the priest to Ramon.
“It was all my own doing!” the

dying man breathes, thus withholding

accusation against Maria Rosa.

27. Then the lovers, blest by the

priest, leave the cottage, to begin life

anew.

(Thirty-two)



FAVORITE RECIPES OF
FAVORITE PLAYERS

Valli Valli
,
Beverly Bayne

and Rosemary Theby Give

Some Interesting Recipes

By LILLIAN MAY

Valli Valli is just as fascinating

as a screen star as she was

before the footlights—and as a

real person she is most charming.

She looks decidedly French, but “I

am English and proud of it" she told

me in her dressing-room at the Rolfe

studio.

“Am I domestic? Well, I should

rather say I am! Dont I look it?"

she said, pointing to a curlv-

haired dog, adorned with a huge
ribbon bow, who was curled up be-

side her. “Dont forget to include

Boyce in the interview. He is

quite important just now, as he is

in the picture I am working in.

It is said that he is a very good
actor.

“Seriously,” she continued, “I

am very domestic in my tastes

—

that is because I am English, and
the English are all home-lovers, i

you know. I have my own apart-

ment—my little home with my dog
and my maid. It is both quiet

and restful and I am happy and
content.

“In New York especially there

are so few real homes. So many
people live in hotels or in apart-

ment houses and eat most of their

meals at restaurants. I was not

brought up to live that way and
could never get used to it. In

England it is an event to go out

for a meal
;
but here, going out for

meals is an institution.

“Even professional people like

myself,” Valli Valli reminisced,

“have their little homes over there

—a little garden, some flowers and
j

dogs, but here, if one wants a

garden, it has to be an estate up
the Hudson or some such place,

and of what use is a’ home if it

cant be near one’s work? I like

the American people
;
they are very

good to me. America is a wonderful
country, but it is so big and things

are done on such a large scale
;
some-

times I feel quite lost.

“Yes, I can cook,” she replied to

my question, “but prefer to have my
maid do it as I dont keep in practice.

What would I serve to guests ? I

(Thirty-three)

should ask them what they like best,

and then proceed to get it. I care

very little what I eat. I like a nice

cup of tea when I am tired, and know
how to make it. Not because I am
English, but because I am particular

about having the water freshly boil-

ing, and using a teaspoonful of tea

to each person, and serving at once.”

— l

VALLI VALLI

“With thinly
sliced lemon, loaf-

sugar and a clove or

two,” added the maid,
who was standing near.

“Yes, if one likes it,”

concluded Valii Valli with an elo-

quent shrug of her shapely shoulders.

Beverly Bayne, the much admired

Metro star, who has long been the

leading woman for Francis X. Bush-
man, is celebrated among her friends

for her ability and ingenuity as a

“chef.” “Oh, yes; I would just love

to talk to you,” she said. “You see I

spend so much time just acting that I

welcome an opportunity to talk.

“Isn’t my dressing-room going to

be dear?” she said, with a comprehen-
sive wave of her hand around the

room, which, it was quite evident, was
in a state of being renovated. The
walls were freshly tinted a pale pink.

There were pink chintz draperies with

cream-colored borders at the windows
—and with her own hands Miss
Bayne was busily sewing on yards and
yards of the same material. “For my
dressing-table and wardrobe curtains,”

she explained. “I have to spend so

much time here, I want my room to

be attractive. Pink is my favorite

color as you may have guessed. See

mv bird ?’’ pointing to a green

cage with vines and pink

,j*>v roses trailing over it,

and with— yes— a

small green zvax

bird sitting jaun-

tily on a perch.

“No, it’s not a

regular bird.

I would n ’
t

have the
heart to
shut a real

bird up
here, but

I thought
this a good
substitute.”

"What do
IflB you like to

$ r do best?”
W/ “Well,” she

said, with that

Js# charming seri-

dSjy ousness of hers,

m/ “as to my work I

Y like to have people

take my hand and say,

‘You are a real person,

aren’t' you?’ I get hun-
dreds of letters from young girls,

saying my work makes them happy.
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‘‘Aren’t Motion Pictures wonder-
ful,” she asked, enthusiastically, “and
getting more wonderful all the time?
I try to put personality in my work.
I try to imagine the kind of audience
that is going to see a certain

kind of picture and try to

vary my mood to suit

them.”
“And what do

you like to do at

home?” asked I,

intent on my pur-

pose—“or dont
you have a home ?”

“Cook,” she ex-

“Certainly
;

I can bake bread and
all kinds of things. I will give you
my favorite menu for a buffet lunch

to serve on Sunday evenings when
friends drop in. I make a specialty of

Sunday night suppers, as that

is about my only chance to

entertain

:

COLD BOILED HAM
PERFECTION SALAD
SANDWICHES
BROWNIES
COFFEE AND
CHOCOLATE

claimed gleefully,

“and of course I

have a home.
When we came to

New York our
friends said, ‘Why
dont you live in a

hotel ?—it would be so

much less responsibility.’

But I did not care to live

that way. There is so

much strain and stress

with my work, I want a real home
where I can relax and do anything

I want to.”

“And can you really cook ?”

BEVERLY BAYNE

“To boil a ham

:

Put the ham to

cook in boiling
water with the skin

side down, and keep
simmering until ten-

der. Allow about
twenty minutes’ cook-

ing to each pound. Let

remain in water in which
it was cooked until cold,

then skin and place on

large platter. Cook together two cups

brown sugar, one-half cup vinegar

and one cup sherry wine until it

hardens, when a small amount is

dropped in cold water. Pour this over
the ham. It will harden, making the

ham a delight to the eye, and delicious

to taste.

“Perfection salad: Soak one en-

velope gelatine in one-half cup cold

water five minutes. Add one-half cup
vinegar, juice of one lemon, one pint

boiling water, one teaspoonful salt and
one-half cup sugar. When beginning
to set add one cup finely shredded
cabbage, two cups celery, one quarter

can sweet red peppers, finely cut. Put
slice of tomato in small molds. Fill

molds with jelly and set aside to

harden. Serve on individual plates

with lettuce leaves and mayonnaise
dressing, or line large salad dish with

lettuce leaves, pile molds of jelly on
this and cover with mayonnaise.
“Brownies : Cream two cups sugar

and one-half cup butter. Add two
beaten eggs, four squares melted

ROSEMARY THEBY

chocolate and one cup of chopped
nuts. Add one or more cups of

flour, one teaspoon ful baking powder,

and one of vanilla. Drop in mounds
on large dripping pan and bake.

“Sandwiches : Cut rye bread in thin

slices, butter, spread with thin slices

of Swiss cheese, put slice of bread

over, and bake until cheese melts.

“Be sure to serve the ham whole,”

concluded Miss Bayne, “and in carv-

ing see that you have a sharp knife.”

The salad dressing recently mixed
by Rosemary Theby for a small party

held in her dressing-room consisted of

a thick mayonnaise into which had

been pressed, thru a fine strainer, the

pulp of several pimentoes. The may-
onnaise was the color of deep coral

and had a delicate flavor that com-
pletely mystified Miss Theby’s guests.

It masked a salad of cauliflower and
chopped celery.
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Teaching Agriculture by Motion Pictures
By ERNEST A. DENCH

Agriculture is the latest addition to the Motion Picture’s conquests,

and the credit belongs to two college students.

They realized how eminently suitable the Motion Picture was

to teach scientific farming, so they outlined their plans to Prof. Thomas
Nixon, of Harvard, who, with the approval of the Department of

Agriculture, formed the Rural Organization Service.

Assistant Secretary Galloway, of the Department of Agriculture,

then organized a committee, the duties of which were to produce films for

experimental purposes, review scenarios, make recommendations and

coordinate the Motion Picture work.

The Section of Illustration, Division of Publication, was accordingly

provided with the necessary equipment for taking, developing and exhibit-

ing films. When the chief of any division, bureau or independent office

suggests a way by which Motion Pictures can assist his work, the com-

mittee gets busy. The proposition is passed upon by the committee,

which, approving of same, hands it over to the assistant secretary for a

final decision.

The cost is charged to the bureau, division or office using the films.

The funds from these sources, however, have not proven sufficient to

enable more than a few prints to be taken from each negative. This has

greatly curtailed the activities of the department, which has been obliged

to turn away requests from educational and charitable institutions. It

has, in fact, been a hard enough problem to supply the needs of the

lecturers attached to the department.

The department, during its first year of operation, produced thirty

different subjects, comprising thirty-one reels. These educationals differ

from those produced by the regular photoplay producers. The latter,

for instance, show you the actual growth from a seedling to a sturdy

plant within a few minutes. The department, however, disapproves of

this “wizardry,” so it cuts out the actual growing. Instead, the seedling

is shown as in real life, without a movement, and, when it has grown a

little more, a subtitle appears to explain the lapse of time.

These films are shown at the state colleges as well as at farmers’

institutes and county fairs.

In many rural communities, however, electricity is not available, and
as the present equipment of the department prevents any other generat-

ing power being employed to operate the projector, it has not been
possible to reach all farmers.

The department is endeavoring to surmount the difficulty with a

portable lighting outfit, on which they are now experimenting.

At the time our government adopted the Motion Picture, Canada
followed suit.

The Ontario Department of Agriculture has always been famous for

its enterprising methods, so it only lived up to its reputation. Canada is

still in a state of development, consequently the number of new settlers is

big. Many of these know practically nothing about scientific farming,

and the Ontario Department of Agriculture had a series of films pro-

duced so as to dispense the necessary knowdedge. These pictures

depicted the most important phases of modern agriculture.

Operators tour the farmers’ institutes thruout the province and
lecture to the films.

'

NOTE: These photos were made from strips of film and they are the exact size of the films used in the theaters. You will observe that no two photos are alike, there being
a slight advance in position in each successive picture.
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"Sympathetic Peggy”
Bv ELIZABETH PETERSEN

any one just like his “comrade wife,”

and, tho their present engagements

keep them apart, it is truly a case of

“Absence makes the heart grow
fonder.” Uncle Sam’s mail service is

filled with letters bubbling over with

news at such times as the telephone

wires are having a rest from their

chats.

Marguerite Snow is an interesting

personage, but “Mrs. Jimmy,” the

adored wife and worshiping mother, is

a very much more surprising one.

Nothing pleases her quite so well as to

prowl around the kitchen, making all

sorts of experiments with her cook
book, much to the delight of her hus-

band and any friends he chooses to

bring home. He frankly confesses

this is a method of making them envy
him his lovable little pal, who is never

quite submerged in the role of wife.

contact, that characterizes even her

screen work.
“Nut-brown Maiden” she has been

lovingly called by her intimates, but

as Miss Snow, the beloved “Lady
Bountiful” of the masses, she is

known to those fortunates who have
been made happy by her fullness

of heart and ever-ready purse.

The dearest title of all to the

little lady herself is “Mother”; but

not even the all-absorbing love with

which she worships her baby daugh-
ter can exclude from her ready sym-
pathies the numberless little kiddies

whom she has befriended from time

to time and who worship devoutly the

divinity that understands and loves

them.

Jimmy Cruze does not think there is

The keynote of Marguerite Snow’s
charming personality has been
found at last. It is her frank,

unassuming sympathy and interest for

one and all with whom she comes in
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This story was written from

the Photoplay of PAUL
M. BRYAN

Three brothers stood on the brink

of the Great Divide, on one side

of which is Boyland, and on the

other the mysterious country of Man.
They shuffled their earth-stained, hob-

nailed boots, restlessly, and stared into

futurity with eager, adventuring eyes.

“You tell first, Tom,” said Dick,

hyly
—

“you’re the oldest.”

“Aw-w ” Tom flushed
;
then he

leaned over and pulled up a daisy,

carefully. “Here’s my future,” he
said, and his kindly, dreamy boy-eyes
glowed—“here—among the flowers.

They Well, I cant explain, but

they—they seem kinder like what I

should think mother’s fingers would
have felt like if she’d have lived to

stroke our heads. Anyway, they're

my friends, and I never want to leave

them.”
“That’s a’right,” affirmed Dick.

Harry grunted disdainfully.

“What’s yours, Dick?” asked Tom,
recovering from his embarrassment.

“Mine’s to be a buccaneer—like in

‘Treasure Island.’ I want my little

hammock swung on my schooner

brave ; I want the sea a-lashin’ and

a-swishin’ at mv shipside
;

I want the

Fiji Islands, the South Seas, and the

grinnin’, child-hearted South Sea

Islanders for my friends
;
and, after

a while, when I’m old and have had

my roll, I want a home on a South

Sea island, and—and a wife, I guess,

to—to sorter cook and be around.”

Tom smiled acquiescently. “That’s

great,” he agreed, "but I love flowers

best, and—and, now that you’ve owned
up, I’cl—I’d kinder like a wife, too,

Dick—and I’d like to have a kid, too

—

a little girl who’d be like my flowers,

y’know—sweet and pretty-looking, like

the flowers are. Now, what’s yours,

Harry ?”

The youngest gazed into the coun-

try of Man, and his eyes hardened.

“I want money,” he said grimly. “I

want the power it gives to men—men
who aren’t all bent over and tough and
gnarled—like dad. I want the city

and the city ways, and money—money

oafhorfop (fifrrrrtof//
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'1 WANT THE FIJI ISLANDS, THE SOUTH SEAS, AND THE GRINNIN’, CHILD-HEARTED SOUTH *SEA ISLANDERS FOR
MY FRIENDS”

everywhere. And I dont mind saying
that I dont want a—wife. Dont like

girls, anyway—silly things, and I'd

have to divvy up my money. Money
—all to myself—that’s mine.”

Three brothers—on the brink of the

Great Divide. Three fresh-faced,

sturdy lads with adventuring eyes and
wistful, eager lips.

Forty years later, an old man, with

fragile, silver-sprayed head, straight-

ened up from his flowers and looked

down the length of his greenhouse, for

which, be it said, he was world-

renowned. At the end of the fronded,

fragrant walk stood a slender girl and,

bending over her, a dark, eager youth.

The old man rubbed bis coat-sleeve

across his misted eyes, and his mouth
smiled. “'Rarest, loveliest flower of

them all,” he muttered
—

‘“grown from
the soil of my heart, watered bv the

life-blood of my love—you are living

over again, for my eyes to see, the

sweetness of the blossom-time.”

The man, to whom love and the

flowers had taught the divine lost

chord of Life’s symphony, moved cau-
tiously down the aisle. The man
was leaning nearer the slender girl.

“'Elsie,” he was saying, huskily, ‘‘I’m

not near good enough for you, my
sweetheart

;
you’re like your father’s

loveliest flowers
;
but I’ll work for you

—honest I will—all my life—and be so

proud and so glad to do it. Will you
take that, dear one—my life, and my
work, and my love?” His eyes looked
anxious and humble, and the girl’s

laughing mood suddenly stilled. She
raised her soft, young mouth for its

first woman’s kiss—then her father

came up behind her. She jumped,
startled, but the old man smiled at

them and kist the girl very tenderly.

“‘I’m glad, my girl,” he said. “I’m
glad you are going to live the life your
father has proved the only life worth
while—a life where the simple things

are the real things—where love is a

grave and a beautiful reality, books are

friends, and flowers are about you
everywhere. In such a life, my chil-

dren, there is the work that is its own
fruition; leisure that is perfumed by
the incense of the hearthstone, and
love that is bound together by the

ligaments of the earth. Ward, you
have been a faithful co-worker with

me, here among the flowers
;
you have

proven yourself clean, and honorable,

and strong—the three notches by which
my daughter's mate must measure.
And little Elsie ” he looked at the

wistful, glorified face, tenderly. “Long
ago,” he reminisced, “my brothers and
I stood together and mapped out what
we were to be—what we wanted to do.

Dick wanted to be a buccaneer and a

South Sea Islander. Well, he had his

heart's desire, even to the wife. Dear,

bluff, hearty old Dick—the sea has

brought him the freight of his soul.

Harry wanted monc\', the city, and the

city ways, and Harry is a soured,

cramped, disappointed man today. He
has thrown away his birthright—the

birthright of every son of Adam—for

a mess of pottage. And I said I

wanted the flowers—and a wife—and

(Thirty-eight
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lovely,
Mr. Green,” she

enthused, a bit sac-

charinely
;
“you must

have her in town.

Mamma and I will be

charmed to chaperone her

anywhere.”
Harry Green, multi-mil-

liUnaire and misanthrope,
looked mildly surprised at the sug-

gestion, but, being used to impossible

advances on the part of Grace Dalton
and other female eligibles to his

millions, said nothing. At that mo-
ment Ward caught sight of the car,

and the trio advanced to meet the

all but unknown uncle and his guests.

“Mr. Morleigh and Miss Dalton
want to see your flowers, Tom,” he
told his brother, “and I do, too. How’s
things ?”

“Very fine, Harr}',” smiled Tom,
really pleased that his important
brother should honor him with this

visit, and mildly amazed at the manner
and general appearance of the guests.

Elsie was left to Percy, who discov-

ered an all-but-forgotten zest in bring-

ing the roses to Elsie’s warm cheeks.

“she raised her soft, young mouth for its first woman's kiss”

destined, who bloom by the wayside
for too brief an hour; but, oh, the

sweetness that they leave in the lives

they touch is a distilled attar—so rare,

so perfect, so tender and so sad.

“And I have had—you.” The old

visionary turned to his daughter, and
his eyes went beyond the speech of his

tongue. “You have been more than
my flowers to me,” he said

—
“the

rarest and loveliest of them all—

a

gracious presence in my life—sunshine
and bird-song and laughter. You
have been all this to me, my dear.”

Eor a long moment the father and

Hawthorne’s story. I haven't read the

story, but I have seen the picture. Oh,

he is an adorable scarecrow!”

The three walked off toward the

scarecrow and gazed upon it admir-

ingly, while Elsie insisted upon tak-

ing Ward’s picture with his “twin

brother.”

It was a pretty picture—the long,

graceful greenhouses, showing blurs

of varied color under the breath-

dimmed panes of glass ; the warm sun

overhead
;
the beneficent flower-poet

;

the young lovers making merry over

the grotesque scarecrow. It seemed

a pastoral to the occupants of the
smart, foreign car that came swiftly

over the drive and halted within
speaking distance of the trio.

“Yes, that is my brother,” the man
with the chauffeur was saying, and
something unusual shone for an in-

stant in his cold, calculating eyes, “and
that’s his daughter—my niece, I sup-
pose. I must confess to being almost
a stranger to my family.”

Percy Morleigh lifted his monocle
and took a better look at the gold-
crowned girl.

“
’Pon my soul, Green,”

he declared lazily, “I wouldn’t be a

stranger to such a family. The girl

is a beauty, I declare.”

Grace Dalton simpered at Green
and flasheH her teeth. “She is

a baby-daughter, who should be as

sweet as the flowers and as pretty-

looking. I, too, in Arcady ! Always
I have had my flowers

;
and for a

transient, beautiful hour I had—my
wife. She was a rare and delicate

bloom, lifting her fragile, unearthly

beauty for a fleeting instant, then
drooping as from an unkind sun.

Some there are, it seems, who are pre-

daughter leaned together, and Ward
Roberts watched them, worshipfullv

—

the fair, warm gold of Elsie’s hair
shining with a more than living glory
against the silver of her father's. Then
Elsie sprang away and laughed, child-

ishly. “Father,” she cried, “you should
see the scarecrow that Ward has made.
I named it ‘Feathertop’ because it

looks like a picture in ‘Feathertop’

—
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“Of course! I'd love to visit Unde
Harry,” Elsie exclaimed, after Percy
had painted the great city in glowing
colors. "Father's told me that he has

a big, splendid house, and dozens of

servants, and everything. I’ll miss

father and—and Ward, but I’d like to

come for a little while.”

Between them they arranged it, and
the next week old Torn and young
Ward watched the blithesome depart-

ure with aching eyes. “I dont like the

atmosphere,” sighed Tom, “but she's

as innocent as a daisy, and it isn't fair

that she shouldn't see anything of the

world before she settles down. She
must learn to choose between the false

and the true.”

“Yes, she must learn,” echoed Ward,
but his big, loyal heart sank to his

clumsy boots.

It was a new world to Elsie. It

seemed much as tho Grace Dalton,

with the help of Percy Morleigh and
the unwitting help of Uncle Harry,
took the old world in her ringed hands
and turned it firmly and smilingly up-
side down, spilling out all the old

beliefs, old ideas, old clothes, old love,

old desires in the process. When it

righted itself again, a different Elsie

smiled at herself in the mirror of her
satin-walled boudoir—an Elsie with
unreal-looking eyes

;
with startling

“Duff-Gordon” clothes
;

with still

more startling coiffure, and a set of

manners snipped at random from the

most extreme of the extreme set in

which her uncle moved—an Elsie who
had begun to look upon Percy Mor-
leigh with a sense of approbation, and
to look back on ungroomed Ward with

a feeling of mixed pity and contempt.
“Our protegee is coming along,” ob-

served Grace, one evening, as they

waited for Elsie in the foyer of her
uncle's home.
“She has arrived,” agreed Percy,

feeling of his scented tresses with a

long-nailed, inutile hand. “The coun-
try Jane has quite went.”

Elsie learnt her Manhattan well

from Grace and Percy. Uncle Henry,
a bit ashamed of his laughable friend-

ship for Grace Dalton, dropped out

of things and watched the transforma-
tion of his niece with a growing
distaste. It was like seeing a fresh

and lovely flower made over into a

waxed, artificial one by a clever, un-

scrupulous hand. The three of them
“did” the town

;
they orgied in every

orgying direction. They did nothing
by halves and everything by extremes
—from dress to fads

;
from Madison

Avenue to the slums, and from Wash-
ington Square to Chinatown. They
consorted with the mondaine—ladies

of society with newspaper names and
sub-rosa scandals; men with young
faces and ancient eyes; men with idle

prattle and brutish hands and hearts.

They “played about'' with weird,

pimpled “geniuses,” who recited col-

umns of indistinguishable poetry and
talked the latest topics perfervidly

;

spindly girls with bone-rimmed gog-
gles, limp cigarets between anemic
lips, and Futurist clothes—strange,

abortive creatures with “souls” which
were occasionally, and always right-

eously, obscured by the flesh. They
did the dance craze

;
they panted

thru the skating craze
;
they drank

tea unwholesomely, and other things

secretively. They got to be known
about—knew at least four head
waiters intimately

;
had the right to

demand, and pay for, their favorite

music at the Claridge or Delmonico’s,

and were altogether in the swim.
During a pause in the activities,

Elsie took time to have herself photo-

graphed. “It's the best picture you
ever had taken,” declared Percy,

indelicately, “because yon are all

there is in it. Your—er—apparel is

—lacking.”

Elsie had had some of the bloom

—

the delicate, pollen bloom of the flow-

ers—rubbed off, but somehow she did

not realize what the photograph would
mean to Ward and to her father.

Four days later she received the

word of her father's death, and the

same day she motored home.
Can it be that in all of us there

is a streak that harks back to our
aboriginal ancestry—a strain that de-

mands the stimulus of wild things

—

wild ways? However it may be,

Elsie, after her father had been laid

to rest, turned back, with a longing

heart, to the lure of the city. Some-
how, the flowers had lost their charm

;

the old music of the tree-tops flatted

to her ear
;
the love of Ward Roberts

seemed a bovine thing, not to be com-
pared to the wine-delirious vaporings
of Percy Morleigh.
“Are you going back, Elsie?” Ward

asked her one evening as they sat on
the steps and watched the moon ride

slenderly high in the black sea of the

sky.

“I think I will, Ward. I—I dont
know ”

“I do!” Ward broke out heatedly.

“They’ve got you—with their painted

words, their glitter of sham, their ex-

citement that will never satisfy—never

give you peace. You are moving in a

world of coxcombs, Elsie—of people

with heads of sawdust and prattling

mouths. You have torn yourself from
the real things—the things your father

loved, and I loved, too. Soon you
will be, not a flower, but a noxious

weed—like your friends out there.

They have heads of straw, I tell you,

and hearts of brass.”

Elsie rose, excitedly. “I will not

listen to you, Ward !” she said shrilly
;

“you are doing your best to cajole me
and frighten me, but you are not going
to succeed. You are jealous of my
life, and this ends everything. Here
is your ring. I am returning to my
uncle’s house in the morning.”
Ward flushed, painfully, and held

the diamond between nerveless fingers.

Then he looked after the proudly erect

figure and his eyes flashed. “Read
‘Feathertop’ !” he called after her

—

“both your father and I read the copy
you sent to me.”

Three months later Henry Green
died of apoplexy, and his entire estate

was left to his brother Dick, in the

South Seas, with the proviso that he
take up his residence in the Fifth

Avenue mansion. To his niece, Elsie,

he bequeathed only a copy of the book,

“Feathertop.”
With startling celerity, Elsie’s city

friends abandoned her—and with
varying degrees of politeness. For
the first time in her well-beloved life

she came to know what it feels like

to be loved for what you have and
not for what you are. Ward did not

make an advance, and the girl suffered

in silence until the arrival of seamanly
Uncle Dick and alarmingly clad Aunt
Sarah. It then penetrated the witless

heads of Elsie’s city friends that she

would be the heiress of Uncle Dick,

if not of his brother, since she was
now the nearest of kin. They, there-

fore, besieged her once more, and she

was able to show Aunt Sarah a most
amazing time. For many years Aunt
Sarah had borne the South Seas in

silence and gorged her soul upon
novels treating largely of millions,

cities and society. Therefore she was
in her element now—the one thorn in

her flesh being Uncle Dick, who per-

sistently refused to see God or gain

in the metropolis, and who dwelt at

length on the peaceful beauties of the

home they had abandoned. “I reckon

I can stand a short cruise among all

these millions here,” he confided to

her, “but I tell you it’s awful rough
navigatin’.

Aunt Sarah sighed gustily, and
flew off to.“tea” with Elsie and Percy.

Upon his brother’s daughter Uncle
Dick looked with some awe and con-

siderable pain. “She’s a face like a

wild rose, with the soul of a Easter

lily,” he mused
;

“but, doggone me
if her actions aint a piece of work

!”

After dinner that night he laid the

copy of “Feathertop” in his niece’s lap.

“Elsie,” he said, “strikes me that your
legacy may do you a darn sight more
good than mine does me. Try it,

anyway.”
That night Elsie read “Feathertop”

—protestingly at first—then fascinated

by a weird similarity. The witch with
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ELSIE DISCOVERS THAT PERCY IS REALLY
A FEATHERTOP IN DISGUISE

her incantations seemed to the girl to

be the hag-like spirit of Manhattan,
creating the spineless Percys—the

scarecrow dressed in his gaudy clothes

and courting Polly Goodkin ;
the

scarecrow, gazing nonchalantly at his

own vacuous, fearsome image, seemed
to be Percy Morleigh and herself. She
dropped the book, at last, with a crash

—with revelation-wide eves and un-

comfortably scarlet cheeks. Percy

—

Percy was the scarecrow—a silly,

pumpkin-headed thing with weakling,

straw-stuffed body and vaporing, fat-

uous mouth. Why, of course Percy
was not a man—a man who did things

red-bloodedly, healthily, virilely—like

—like Ward Roberts ! And they were
all like that—the people for whom she

had abandoned the real things—all

pumpkin-headed, straw-stuffed, vapor-
tongued—all puny little puppets danc-
ing up and down and puling vacuous
wit at the incantation of the witch,

Manhattan. Perhaps they, too, like

the scarecrow in “Feathertop,” would
cease to be could some one hold to

their smitten eyes the mirror of truth.

For a long, long while Elsie sat, with

the closed book on her lap, thinking

the long, long thoughts of an awak-

ened soul and a newly beating heart.

And in that hour her spirit returned

to the flowers and communed with the

gentle spirit of the father whose death

she had caused. And her heart went
back to her first love—the man who
had offered her so eagerly his life and
his work and his love.

A moment later Aunt Sarah came
into the room. “Plave you been read-

ing?” she asked, seeing the book and
Elsie's tear-stained face. Elsie told

her what her legacy had brought her

—

“part of it,” she finished, ruefully, “too

late.” And Aunt Sarah kist her and
hugged her, and told her how glad she

was and how sensible she thought her.

Then she cleared her throat and wiped
her eyes, and began, hurriedly: “My
dear, dont you want to come on a trip

home with us? We—are leaving—to-

morrow.”
Elsie sat up. “Tomorrow!” she ex-

claimed; “why, how is that?”

“My dear, you know Fve been miss-

ing your uncle lately all the time, and
today I discovered where he has been

concealing himself. He has rigged up
a room, on the top floor, like a

schooner, and there I found him asleep

in a hammock, with nautical pictures

all around him and looking as comfy
and as happy as he must have been
when, as a little boy, he planned his

lifetime out. Fve

—

Fve never had a

in me—lying there. After all, he’s all

Fve got. The sea and the island is his

life, and I knew it when I took him
'for better or for worse,’ so I’m goin’

back; and, anyway, Elsie, Fm a mite

sick of all this myself, tho you’ve been
awfully good to me, dearie, and shown
me the gayest time my old bones ever

dreamed of. And we want you to

have the money. But Fm kinder

pinin’ for the swing o’ the hammocks,
and the slosh o’ the sea, and the bread-

fruit trees, and the lagoons, and the

black boys, and the cocoa palms—and
we’ll be going home.”

"If you go, then I go, too,” ex-

claimed Elsie; “I am just heart-sick

of this life, and I am—oh, so sad.”

The next day the Sarah Green set

out on the long, lazy South Sea trip.

And on board was a bronze-faced man
with mighty sinews and eager, deep-

lit eyes. He seemed to keep in hiding

from Elsie, but from his hiding-places

he watched her every move.
Elsie was standing on deck, looking

sadly toward the rapidly retreating

land. Suddenly a man crept up be-

hind her, urged on by Aunt Sarah,

who quickly disappeared.

“Elsie !” he breathed. The girl

turned sharply at the sound of that

voice.

“Ward!” she cried, cramming into

it all that the world holds of longing

and regret.

“What is it going to - be, Flower-
Girl ?” Ward crushed her so close that

she gasped for her an-

swering breath. She
looked over at plain

Aunt Sarah, holding

her captain’s hairy,

grizzled hand,
with a beatific

expression o f

countenance,

and her
yes filled

with sud-

den tears.

“WHAT IS IT GOING TO BE, FLOWER-GIRL?"

child, my dear, but they say every “For better or for worse, Elsie

good woman mothers the man she— whispered to her lover, a new tender-

she loves. I guess I might as well ness thrilling her voice, “till death do

mother him. He touched the mother us part.”

(Forty-one)
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HELEN MARTEN

A Between Scenes Lark
\

Movie Actresses Hold a Pink Tea for Their Pets

By SALLY ANN

he particular Jack-
sonville, Fla.,
brand of “gentle”

suns h i

n

e w a s

streaming down
Bay Street and
slipping over into

Main. It was
8:15 in the morn-

ing. Hurrying along, eyes ahead,
prettier than anything that had been
seen hereabouts in many moons, two
young girls were seen turning the

corner at Bay Street and making to-

ward the Jacksonville Ferrv.
One was a bit smaller than the other.

(Forty-three
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She had happy brown, curly hair that

peeked from under a small blue hat

and veil, a face that proved without

question that it had won a Gibson Girl

contest in New York a short while ago,

and she wore quite the smartest and
springiest of blue suits, full-coated and
stitched in white. In her arms she

hugged a great, pensive-eyed Angora
cat, gray in color, and with wondrous
long hair. The tabby was justly a

haughty, reserved bit of beauty—no
common grimalkin this.

The other girl was black-haired.

She wore a nifty black and white

checked suit, a small white hat. natty

white spats, and carried in her arms
a something that looked like a cage
all done up in tissue-paper wrappings.
She was beautiful in the way of a Jack-
rose—all color, gorgeous eyes and
white teeth. It is only for the screen

that girls like these two seem to have
been made, for to plant them down
among the girls of lesser charm would
be deadly to the peace of mind of most
of us—and the other girls.

The girls reached the ferry just as

the huge boat arrived. With a hur-

ried good-morning to the ticket-man

at the gate, they hustled thru to the

boat. Then, seated, each relaxed her
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that the time was ripe for a tea and
sun party for their pets.

Arrived at the South Jacksonville
side of the river, the walk to the
studio was over in five minutes. Soon
Miss Robinson was earnestly instruct-
ing her birds just what was expected
of them on the occasion : sun-bathing
and plenty of melody. “Teddy,” the
daddy of them all, perked his head a
bit, and threw out a note that trilled

of the sunshine he had been born in,

and wisely promised to cicerone his

children. Only Miss Robinson and
Teddy understood all this, but pretty
girls and cute little canaries have much
in common. The cage was hung in

the sun ; Miss Marten's Angora began
a stately, bored exploration of the
stage ; the two girls settled down to a

HELEN MARTEN AND GERTRUDE
ROBINSON

hold on her burden a bit, looked at

each other and smiled.

The girl carrying the cat was Helen
Marten, her companion was Gertrude
Robinson, both of the Gaumont Com-
pany. As the boat slid into the river,

Miss Robinson gently uncovered her
parcel, revealing a big brass bird-cage
holding the seven little Robinson bird-

lings. Miss Robinson and Miss Mar-
ten had, the day before, completed a

picture for the Gaumont Company, and
because of the absence from the city

of both Directors Garrick and Vernot
with their companies, the big stage of

the company was temporarily out of

business. Hence, the girls had decided

morning of sunny seams, gigglesome
gossip, and much else that we ken not

of. And if it hadn’t been for the un-

feeling workmen, who came at one
o'clock, and demanded the stage for

the building of a big cabaret scene,

who knows but what little Gaumont
Garrick, a ferocious black and white

bit of dogology, might not soon have
discovered the cat and birds there, and
a real climax to an outing have en-

sued. But workmen of the stage have
little in common with canaries, cats

or girls (if so, they worship them in

secret and from afar)—so the pretty

maids and their pets were driven out

of their sunshiny Garden of Eden.

(Forty-fourj
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“Good-morning, Finnegan. Glad
you’re able to be at work today.

There’s a lot to be done, and we’re a

bit shy on picks.”

The man, a hulking brute of a fel-

low with undershot jaw and red veins

in his eyeballs, cast an angry glance

at his foreman, and a spark sprang
far back in his small porcine eyes.

“I was sick yesterday,” he said,

with a threat in his voice
—

‘‘had a

cramp in my stomick. I’m tellin’ yer.”

"And the day before, and the day
before that,” said Drew, quietly. “You
must be more careful what you eat,

Finnegan—and drink.”

He looked coolly into the angry face

at his side. “I've warned you once
already. This makes twice. Next
time you lay off to go on a drunk, I

shall fire you.”

Without waiting to hear Finnegan’s
muttered answer, Drew turned away,
but the shadow of an indefinable

trouble lay over his thoughts. For
some reason the slender girl-figure had
faded into the background, to make
room for a suave, faultlessly dressed
man-image with shiny hair above a

shiny forehead and eyes that shifted

unpleasantly in a handsome face. He
had forgotten to remember Walter
Daniels, Bettina’s attorney and the

trustee of her fortune until she should
marry—Daniels, who had come with

the girl from the East to visit her

father’s property, and who was, the

camp predicted sagely, “a wise guy
with an eve on the main chance.”
And, after all, why should he think

of Daniels’ courtship so scornfully,

when the same sordid motive might
be attributed as fairly to his own day-
dreaming? Drew clenched his big

jaw fiercely and the muscles tautened

thruout his great frame.

“The foreman of her works, at two
hundred a month,” he muttered in

self-scorn. “She pays my wages
;

I

mustn’t forget that. But, Lord, what
a woman she is, too !” His eyes
dreamed, then grew somber. “I must
forget that,” he said. “I will forget

that.”

Behind him, Finnegan bared his

teeth in yellow-fanged mirth.

“Crow yer d—d little cock-a-doodle-

erbert Drew took

the last twilight

steps that led

from the pitchy

windings of the

tunnel into the

sooty sunshine of

the construction

camp, and filled

his great bellows of lungs with the

outer air. His steady eyes bore the

impact of the daylight without blink-

ing; his grave, rather grim, young
face gave no faint clue to the ticking

of his thoughts behind the broad
forehead. And yet he was puzzled

—

puzzled and harried as he had never
been before in all his rational twenty-
nine years ; and his reason for leaving
the spitting drill and hissing oil-

torches in the tunnel was to find a

quiet place where he could take out
these same perplexing problems in

decent privacy, examine them reason-
ably, and decide exactly what disposi-
tion to make of them.

His chief problem was visible this

moment beyond the litter of lifting

cranes and slab shacks, standing in a
blur of pink dimity in the doorway
of Mother Malone’s boarding-house.
With the far-sighted eyes of imagina-
tion, Drew could see now the fluff of
honey-colored hair, the wide, set eyes
of a blue like that of violets that have
been drenched with dew, and the wil-

ful red lips that were Bettina Warren's
character index. A man might, he
thought whimsically, flirt with witch-
a-way hair like hers—might love the

wistful flower-eyes; but the straight,

clear-cut little lips called for respect
and even a little awe, or—the slow
color swept his brown cheeks—for

kisses that a man has saved thru the
long, clean years of his youth for the
one woman.

“Hullo, Overalls!”
Drew did not turn at the salutation

that came with startling suddenness
close to his shoulder, but a frown drew
his eyebrows together. Familiar as

the title was, the young foreman of
the Warren Construction Company
permitted, even encouraged, its use by
the several hundred hands under him.
It was only on the lips of this one man
that “Overalls” became a subtle insult

instead of a tribute of affectionate re-

spect. But he only answered evenly

:

(Forty-five)
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A FEW DROPS OF WATER HAD SPATTERED THE LAWYER’S SHOES

do, Mister High V Mighty,” he mut-
tered. ‘‘There’ll be somethin’ doin’

before long, I’m thinkin’, that’ll maybe
pull a tail-feather or two.”

He spat contemptuously upon the

trampled earth and lounged unsteadily

into the tunnel, unaware that at that

very moment his prophecy was coming
true.

In Mother Malone’s boarding-house

parlor—given the impressive title from
a half-dozen wooden chairs, an air-

tight Franklin and a bunch of dried

puma grass in a blue china shaving-

mug on the mantel—a snickering

crowd of loungers stood in a pleas-

antly expectant circle about a little

serio-comedy, in which Peggy, the

landlady’s buxom daughter, took the

part of leading lady.

Daniels, immaculate with neatly

creased trousers and mirror-like shoes,

had elected to walk across the exact

portion of the floor which Peggy
was scrubbing with all the elbow-

energy of her Scottish pedigree. A
few drops of water had flown from

the impact of a particularly lively

swirl of her brush and spattered the

lawyer’s shoes ;
and the idlers, stand-

ing around and back-tilted in Mother
Malone’s chairs, had applauded the

“Eastern dude’s” discomfiture, where-

upon he had kicked over the pail of

dirty water upon the apologetic girl.

In a moment a ring formed, and
Peggy’s voice, upraised in shrill ex-
asperation, floated out above the grin-
ning crowd.

With the insensibility of an un-
womaned parcel of men, the loungers
chuckled loudly as the small, drenched
figure charged upon Daniels, scrub-

bing-brush upraised in one seamy,
grimy little hand

;
even when the

lawyer raised -his cane threateningly,

they saw no grounds for interference,

and slapped one another’s shoulders in

the transports of their glee.

“Sic him, Peggy!” “Swat His Nibs
in the bean !” they advised. “Good
gal—haw ! haw ! haw ”

Their mirth died in their throats as

a tall form blocked the doorway and
two muscular hands swept a pathway
thru the crowd.
“You contemptible cad !” said Drew,

between tight lips
;
“you dirty coward !

I’ve a notion to manhandle you; but

no”—for Daniels’ face had turned a

sickly white and he was casting pain-

ful glances to right and left
—

“dont
cry! I’ll let you off easy. Just get

down on vour knees and apologize to

this young lady, and you can go.

We’ll throw your hat out after you.”

On the stairs, a pink figure hesi-

tated, one slippered foot poised un-

certainly over the next
step, small hands tense

on the pine rail. Bet-
tina Warren, who had
watched every impor-
tant “first night” for

ten years from the se-

date shadows of her
father’s box, had never
felt her blood stirred

bv handsome hero or

uniformed matinee idol

as now at the sound
of the young fore-

man’s voice. Overalled
and grimy, he towered
above the cowed
Daniels, jaw set and
great shoulders squared

-crude, powerful, a

man in every inch

of his six feet of

lean, muscular
height.

Bettina drew a

quick breath,

and the small,

ringed hands
fluttered to
the breast
of the pink
gown. She
had dreamed

and hoped that

there were men like

that in the world, but

her eighteen years had
shown her only the invertebrates of
society, like that sneering, pasty-
cheeked creature down there babbling
a furious apology to the little scrub-
girl.

“I wonder,” she thought—•"I won-
der who he is ?”

Then, as Daniels, shaking with fu-

tile anger, jerked himself free and
hurried out of the house, she drew
back quickly and ran into her own
room, with strange furies beating their

wings about her ears. For she had
seen something that stripped the civili-

zation of generations from her and
left her a mere woman-thing—sister

to Peggy Malone herself, with her red

hair and crude tongue and hot heart.

She had seen Herbert Drew turn to

the scrub-girl in her stained gown,
smile at her, speak to her, pick up her

pail and scrub-brush as tho she had
been a lady who had dropped her fan.

“She isn’t bad-looking,” Bettina ac-

knowledged, justly, to her own mir-

rored image. “In decent clothes she’d

be almost pretty. Perhaps he is in

love with her.”

The course of the next few days

saw large issues determined in the

Warren Construction Camp. They
may be stated briefly from the view-

point of Herbert Drew, with the most
important thing placed last. He lost

(Farty-six)
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his position of foreman, he was nearly

killed, and—he met Miss Bettina War-
ren. To shift the viewpoint to Bet-

tina, three things happened to her,

also. First, she protested to Daniels

against his discharge of the young
foreman who had held him up to ridi-

cule, and was told curtly that until

she was married she had no voice in

the management of her company

;

second, she received some dozen pro-

posals of varying degrees of warmth
and eloquence, from ‘‘Buck” Johnson’s
friendly invitation to “hike over to

the gospel-slinger’s and git hitched

up,” to Walter Daniels’ more eloquent

but similarly received request
;
and

third, and most important, she met
Herbert Drew.
The occasion of their meeting was

significant. Daniels, casting about for

a congenial subordinate to put in the

place of Drew, hit upon Finnegan,
and promptly appointed him foreman.
Half of the men rebelled against the

loss of their popular Overalls, and
were discharged—the shifty, the lazy

and the vicious element of the camp
remaining under the leadership of

Finnegan. On the first day under the

new regime, the two parties came to

blows, and sticks and stones began to

fly. In the middle of the melee, as

Drew was endeavoring by every art of

persuasion at his command to quiet his

followers, he was horrified to see Bet-

tina Warren walk, composedly, into the

very thick*of the battle. The air was
shrill with stones and bricks and ugly
bits of metal. A piece of jagged pipe

cut close to the girl’s shoulder, tearing
the frail cloth of her sleeve, but still

she came on, as calmly and unhur-
riedly as tho she were walking in a

flower-garden.

“Go back !” shouted Drew, plunging
toward her with waving arms. “You’ll

be hurt! For God’s sake, go back!”
She shook her head obstinately.

Drawing herself up very straight, she

faced the angry men with the air of a

young princess.

“What does this mean?” she asked
coldly. “I am the owner of this camp,
and I insist that you stop this brawl-
ing and go back to work. If not, I

shall discharge every one of you.”
An angry murmur rose like a wave

that roars nearer and nearer shore.

With something of a wave’s move-
ments, too, the crowd stirred, moved
closer.

“Back—get back, all of you
!”

Drew flung himself before the girl and
faced Finnegan and his crowd. “You
cowards! You wouldn’t hurt a girl,

would you? Get back ” Under
his breath he flung short, savage words
over his shoulder to Bettina. “Quick

!

I cant hold them much longer. It’s

that brute, Finnegan—and half of the
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others have been drinking. Run
while I talk to them—do you under-

stand ?”

“I will not run,” she answered,

quietly
;
“I am not the running kind.”

He looked at her with a sudden
lightening of his grim young face, and
took a quick step toward her. For an

instant they looked deep into each

other’s eyes, while around them
whirred a fresh shower of missiles and
hoarse growls arose from the crowd.

“Tell me,” she said proudly, “do I

look like that sort of a person?”
“You look”—he breathed deeply

—

“like a very wonderful sort of a per-

son. I did not know that there were
women like you in the world.”

The crowd was surging closer now.
Its threatening breath reeked in their

faces.

“Overalls!” jeered Finnegan’s thick

voice close by—“Overalls losht one

job, an’ now he’s after ’nother. Pretty

soft—marry ’n heiress—eh, boys?”

He broke off short, uttering a yelp

of terror as Drew’s fist shot against

his brutish jaw. The deposed foreman
laughed aloud.

“Look at him ! Cuts a warlike fig-

ure, doesn’t he?” He jerked a thumb
toward the bully, groaning, as he

nursed his bruised jaw. “Come, now,

boys, no more of this nonsense. Get

to work—all of you! Your foreman
isn’t killed, in spite of the fuss he’s

making.” He turned to Bettina, with

a boyish bow. “Let me take you back

to the boarding-house?” he asked ab-

ruptly. “I think the trouble is over

—

for today at least.”

“It was all Walter’s fault for put-

ting that horrible man in your place,”

Bettina said, as they walked back, thru

piled-up ties and heaps of scrap-iron,

toward Mother Malone’s. “I have been
inquiring, and know what a splendid

hold you had on the men. Oh, it’s a

shame !” She stamped one small foot

in a gesture that the young man
thought adorably feminine. His an-

swering laugh stuck oddly in his

throat. It was to him suddenly as tho

they two were walking thru a grove
or a garden or an enchanted glen, in-

stead of in the hideous squalor of a

construction camp. There were flow-

ers in the air, and the singing of

birds, and the odor of spring, and new-
created things. He did not know,
afterward, what she had talked of nor
how he had answered her. It was
almost as tho they had spoken without
the clumsy aid of words, in some truer,

silenter language of the soul.

As for Bettina, she went straight to

Daniels, and her new tenderness for

one man was transmuted by the freak-

ish alchemy of love into intolerance for

the other.

“Give him back his place as fore-

man,” she finished. “He is the man
for the work, and you know it as well

as I do.”

“You show a remarkable interest in

the fortunes of this Overalls,” sneered
the lawyer, shifty gaze on her flushed

face. “Perhaps you are considering
him for—hem—another place as

well ?”

The splendid color drowned the

girl’s cheeks, but her eyes did not

falter. “And suppose I am ?” she

said proudly—“suppose I am
;
what

then ?”

Behind downcast eyelids, Daniels
considered the situation rapidly, con-
cealing his discomfiture as best he
could. It was no part of his plan that

this impulsive heiress should slip out

of his fingers, and he knew her stub-

bornness and pride well enough to

foresee that opposition would only

weaken his own cause. Her pride

—

ah ! He could hardly conceal a smile

at the cleverness of his idea. There
was hardly a perceptible pause before

he leaned forward and began to speak
compassionately as a father might
break unwelcome news to his beloved

daughter.

And, as he spoke, Bettina’s color

faded, leaving her face oddly old and
gray.

Herbert Drew plunged thru the

shadows with the physical effect of a

man battling with substances. Two
weeks had passed since his first walk
with Bettina, and he had not spoken to

her again. To be sure, there had been
words, the polite patter of acquaint-

ances, chilly conventionalities, but no
more of the beautiful friendliness of

soul that had made their first meeting
a sacred memory.

“It is as tho I had reached out my
hand and touched her once, and the

next time found her gone,” he thought,
in a daze of misery. “What have I

done? Why have I lost her? How
can I find her again ?”

For a week of nights he had taken
his pain into the woods, where there

was none but the far, pitying stars to

see, and walked and walked until he

was too tired for thought. He was not

a man who had ever known women
lightly, and this first love went hard
with him. Tonight, however, he had
an odd feeling that his questions were
soon to be answered. In what way he

could not guess. Yet, even if he had
been able to foresee the pain and hor-

ror of the next hours, he would have
chosen, no doubt, to live thru them for

the joy that lay at their end.

Beyond the tall oak he was ap-

proaching lay an open space, white in

the moonlight, and in the open lurked

half-a-dozen shadows that were not

cast by the trees. As Drew, blind with
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THE SHADOWS CLOSE IN UPON DREW, BEAT HIM INTO UNCONSCIOUSNESS, AND LASH HIM TO A TREE

his deep thinking, passed out into the

clear light, the shadows closed in upon
him with sickening blows and beat him
down. The struggle was too uneven
to be a long one. Presently, as they

had come, the sinister shadows slipped

away, and the moon shone white in the

clearing as before. But against the

oak-tree dangled a grotesque some-
thing that had not been there before.

The moon had set when Drew
opened heavy eyes and looked about
him. Gradually, thru the sick surge
of the world, memory came back, and
with it realization of his predicament.

Arms lashed by a rope to the trunk of

a great oak-tree, toes barely touching
the ground, he was hanging with
nearly his entire weight on his wrists.

The first involuntary movement sent

a thrill of pain thru arms and shoul-

ders to his brain, warning him poign-
antly that he could not hope to free

himself by his own efforts.

There was nothing to do but wait

as patiently as possible for morning,
and even then he realized with a sink-

ing heart that the odds against any one
coming thru the grove in time to res-

cue him before exhaustion overcame
him were ten to one. Feverishly he

set himself to counting, to keep his

thoughts from unmanly panic— one

hundred—two hundred—nine hundred
—a thousand

His head swam. The trees and path

grew far away, indistinct. With a

great effort he forced them back into

focus, clearing his brain.

“This wont do,” he said aloud. “I

mustn’t play the baby. I mustn’t

—

run—away. She—isn’t the running
kind

”

Eons passed. Hands numb, Drew
hung from his branch, sometimes
speaking aloud, sometimes biting his

lips to keep back delirium. Then came
fits of blankness, and other fits of hor-

rible superconsciousness, in which he

seemed to see a red world, with

strange, crawling creatures sitting

about his tree, waiting for him to die.

Sometimes he heard a faraway, hoarse
voice singing a gay love-song; some-
times the same voice prayed

;
more

often than all, it cried aloud, over and
over, a girl’s name. He wondered
stupidly whom it was calling—who the

girl might be.

Later he knew. It was early dawn-
light when he opened sane eyes, at last,

on the sane world of his own room,
and cried her name once more, faintly,

with her dew-drenched, violet eyes

looking down into his drawn, pain-

ridden face.

“Miss Warren—” Drew murmured,
“Bettina—was it—was it you—you
who found me and ”

He tried to lift one heavy hand and
touch her, to make sure that she was
real, but they lay like dead things at

his side. Perhaps she guessed his wish,

for her own small hand crept timidly

to his forehead and rested there.
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FINNEGAN ACCUSES DANIELS, AND BOTH ARE ARRESTED FOR THE ASSAULT OF “OVERALLS”

“Yes,” she said, quietly, “yes—good
friend— I helped—a little.”

His eyes questioned her. Bettina

shook her head.

“By-and-by,” she said; but he in-

sisted mutely, and she told him of the

night just passed—how Finnegan and
his drunken rabble had come back to

camp, and dropped boasting hints of

what they had done
;
how a posse of

twenty or thirty loyal workmen had
started out to hunt for him and found
him just in time

;
how they had brought

him home thru the dawn.
“But you?” Drew questioned; “how

do you happen to be here?”
The girl met his wistful gaze stead-

ily, tho the color rose in her cheeks.

“I went with them,” she told him

—

“Peggy Malone and I. Then they ac-

cused Finnegan, and Finnegan finally

accused Daniels of putting them up to

it, and then they were both arrested.

And when they brought you here, I

—

stayed. That is all.”

One of his swollen, purple hands,

stretched out on the coarse counter-

pane, moved painfully till it found her

warm sleeve.

“But why have you avoided me all

this time?” It seemed as tho the

world hung upon her answer
;
and she

answered as tho that were so, bravely,

proudly, from her brave, proud heart.

“He told me—Daniels—two weeks
ago, that you were engaged to Peggy
Malone, and I tried to put you out of

my thoughts, but tonight I knew that

I could not do it, because— I—I just

couldn't, and so I went out to hunt for

you with the men ”

She paused, and for the first time

her eyes fell.

“And then”—her voice was hurried—"then I heard you calling—my name,
and I asked Peggy, and she told me
Daniels had lied. And that is why
I—I stayed.”

“Miss Warren—Bettina,” whispered
Drew, “might I say something to you
now I have long wanted to say

”

He glanced down at his useless

arms
;
“they wont work,” he continued.

“It's a duffer's way of—of——

”

With a little, tender laugh, that was
half a sob, Bettina lifted the great

hands in hers and held them there.

THE GIRL THAT LOOKS LIKE YOU

The lights are low and a magic spell
Seems laid on the motley throng;

No sound is heard as across the screen
The players troop along.

But what to me is the passing show
As I wait the long act thru.

Until on the screen I see at last
The girl that looks like you?
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By FLORENCE JONES HADLEY
There’s no one else on the stage beside,
And she plays to me alone,

But under the current, deep and swift,
Runs memory’s undertone.

And I almost stop my heart to hear
A name that our love once knew.

While my soul calls out in a wordless cry
To the girl that looks like you.

The lights are out, and adown the street

The human current streams,
And movie lover and movie maid
Have slipped down the Road o’ Dreams.

O heart of mine, could I follow them!
But I watch the long night thru

And count the hours till I see again
The girl that looks like you.
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VIRGINIA PEARSON, OF THE FOX PLAYERS, IN A PICTURESQUE POSE

THE STORY THAT RUTH BLAIR S MIRROR TELLS
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’

shore, sailors

—pull fer th’

shore
!”

Cracked
baritones,
drink -blurred

tenors and
shrill sopra-

nos fell upon the hapless chorus

with gusto, aided and abetted bv

the blatant tones of a cornet and

the inevitable bass-drum. The
result was unbeautiful, but to the

slender, thoughtful-eyed girl in

the blue lassie’s uniform, standing

on the platform, it had in it many of

the overtones of beauty.

She was one—tho no one could have

guessed it from her look or manner
—to whom the opera and symphony
concert were old stories, and she

thought, looking down into the weary,

stolid, hopeless slum faces before her,

lighted momentarily by their eager

reaching for melody, that she had

never been moved by Caruso’s golden

voice as she was moved now.

In the back row a man stopped

singing, with a little catch of the

breath. He was a great hulk of a

creature, slouching of shoulder,, but

surprisingly clear of skin and smooth-

muscled for one of these undervital-

ized castaways, of life. His shabby

suit was neatly brushed, and he carried

a shoddy green fedora in his great

fingers.

The last wailing notes of the hymn
died away and the audience shuffled

uneasily from its seats into the nar-

row aisle. The momentary glow of

interest faded from their faces like

lamps blown out. They moved out

silently, visibly taking up their bur-

dens of poverty, sickness and worry
at the door of the mission.

The lassie on the platform closed

the lid of the ancient organ, straight-

ened a chair or two, said good-night

to the sallow chaplain and turned to

go, then hesitated. A faint color

warmed her cheeks. She stood under
the flickering oil-lamp, in her prim,

blue dress, looking down at her clasped

fingers, a tiny smile tilting her lip-
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corners. At the sound of the heavy

footsteps on the platform-stairs the

smile deepened. She turned and held

out one slim, ringless white hand to

the tall figure with the green fedora

pressed to his great chest.

“Good-evening, Bill,” she said.

“Evenin’, Miss Joan.”

The big hand closed over her small

one did not loosen its hold, and sud-

denly her rose deepened to crimson.

She spoke fast and lightly to cover her

confusion.

“Not Miss Joan, Bill,” she laughed;

there was an undercurrent of fright

in the hurried sound. “You forget

that we Army folks have given up

worldly titles "like that. We’re none

of us countesses, or Misses, or Mrs.’s

here—we’re just comrades, all of us

together, Bill.”

She made a tentative effort to draw
away her hand, and found it power-

less. Her troubled eyes sought the

face bending above her—a rugged,

grim-featured face, just now very

gentle, with a light that was not of the

flickering oil-lamp. And suddenly her

heart gave a queer, hurtful throb. So
the end of her dear adventuring was
come at last

!

“There’s another name I’d like to

call you,” Big Bill said, slowly, and
even in her panic she thrilled with

mother-pride at the painfully correct

pronunciation. Her two months’ les-

sons had not been wasted. Then : “Do
you want to hear what it is, Miss
Joan? No, dont think I’ll let you go
now—not till after I’ve told you what

I’ve been wantin’—wanting—to say

ever since I saw you first. You’re a

woman. Miss Joan. You must have

guessed I loved you.” He paused and

took a step nearer, so his rough coat

brushed her sleeve and his voice grew
almost stern. “And the name is

—

zvife,” he said slowly

—

“my wife, Miss

Joan.”
“Oh, no !” The girl’s voice was al-

most a wail. She sprang free of him
and covered her face with her hands,

trembling thruout her slim length.

“Oh, I didn’t mean—I didn’t want
this. You dont understand what you
are asking.”

In the tiny silence that fell, the big

man’s face grew rather white. Then,

very gently : “Mebbe I dont under-

stand,” he said. “Will you—explain

it to me, please?”

“Oh !” said the girl, woefully

—

“oh !” Suddenly she drew a long

breath and looked up at him bravely,

laying one hand on his sleeve. "Listen,

Bill,” she said
;
“what do you know

about me—about my life when I’m not

here in this hall ? What do I know
about yours? Dont you see how dif-

ferent they may be, and how unhappy
either of us would be in the other one’s

world ? Let’s let things go on as they

have gone. It’s the better way—the

safer way

;

it’s the only way for us.

Just comrades, Bill
;

good pals

—

friends. Dont you want me for a
friend?”

“We cant be just friends, girl o’

mine,” said the big, slum fellow,

quietly, in his clumsy, awkward syl-

lables.
“
’Course I know I aint—I’m

not fit for you, but I been straight

since you came, and I’ll be square and
honest with you always. But if it

cant be zvife, dear, it’s got to be
good-by. I’m a man and you’re a
woman, and there aint any other way.”
"Then—good-by, Bill,” said the girl,

faintly. She did not look after him
as he went down the aisle and out
into the garish street. If she had
looked, she would not have seen him
for the tears that filmed her eyes.

It was quite an hour later when she
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got up, wearily, from the wooden
chair under the smoking lamp and put

on her coat. It was a strange coat

for an Army lassie to be wearing

—

velvet, richly full and graciously made,

with a hood that drew the softening

line of a beautiful fur about her pale

face and plainly brushed hair. In this

coat Joan Crawford became another

person.

She let herself out of the back door

of the mission into a quiet, rear street,

where an electric limousine awaited

her. A chauffeur, with a disapproving

expression but respectful manner,

opened the door for her and turned his

car's aristocratic back contemptuously

upon the odoriferous neighbor-

hood, into the smooth, chastely

lighted avenues of the wealthy

West Side.

Another menial, twin brother

of the chauffeur, to judge by hi:

expression, opened the door of

the Crawford mansion, at Joan’s

ring, and helped her off with

the cloak. The prim blue dress

beneath twisted the butler's

haughty features like the taste

of vinegar. Joan's household

disapproved vigorously, in their

several degrees and manners,

with her latest fad.

‘‘Is Mrs. Ellison in the draw-
ing-room, Parker?” asked the

girl.

“Mrs. Ellison is at the opera,

miss.” The butler's tone hinted,

delicately, that the opera, at

least, was a commendable place

to spend the evening. "Mr. and
Mrs. Van Alstyne and Mr. Ral-

ston called for her, miss, at 'arf-

past eight.”

Joan started. A hurried look

at the gilt wall-clock brought a

frown to her brows. Midnight,

and the opera, as she knew, was
“Rusticana,” the shortest of the

season.

“Very good,” she said quietly

;

“I will wait for her, I think. Is

there a fire in the drawing-room?
Yes? Then you need not wait, Par-

ker. I will let my sister in.”

She went into the drawing-room and
over to where the warm comfort of

the fire beckoned.
If Madeline had not married a jeal-

ous man, her gay, light-hearted in-

discretions would not have been such
serious matters

;
but Joan knew the

caliber of Robert Ellison too well to

misunderstand the grave folly of his

wife’s flirtation with the handsome
young man-about-town, Philip Ral-

ston. Madeline had a little, hard,

green, unripe soul and a flower face

that turned obediently to each new
masculine sun that shone on her, and
Ellison was in Europe at this mo-

ment, dickering with governments and
powers over some diplomatic errand

of a treaty, serenely entrusting his

pretty, chameleon mate to her sister’s

care. It really was unpardonable in

Madeline

!

Joan sank into a chair and turned

a mutinous glance on the red coals.

"If Philip were a different kind of a

man, I wouldn’t worry,” she thought

;

“but there is something—something
furtive about him ”

She thought suddenly of the words
she had listened to this evening in the

deep, husky voice of her underworld
lover : “We cant be just friends.” The
presence of the other man—big, blunt,

masterful—was too near her to be de-

nied, and so, because she must learn

to forget him, for pride’s sake—what
would her world sav of Big Bill ?—she

gave herself this one hour of luxurious

remembering. Bit by bit she went
over their strange acquaintance—the

first meeting when he had saved her

from a mob of roughs
;

their talks

after meeting in the barren Army
headquarters

;
the glimpses of his life

he had let fall in rough-hewn man-
phrases, a rough, hard, full life, that

fascinated her society-starved imag-
ination ; the lessons she had given him

;

the touch of his great, blunt hands.

She rose, wearily, to her feet and
stood still, frozen with dismay. In

the hall a clock was striking two.

“Madeline !” she murmured—“I had
forgotten. Where is she at two in the

morning?”
In answer came the sound of a

taxicab panting to a stop outside, then
dragging footsteps and a faltering

hand on the knob. Joan flung the door
wide, drew her sister into the hall

and turned on a cluster of pearl-and-

gold globes on the newel-post. Then
she strangled a cry. In the pale light,

Madeline’s face was ghastly.

“Come into the other room—not
here ! The servants will hear us
talking.”

Joan spoke vaguely. She put an
arm about the swaying figure, in its

crushed, evening frippery— a
silly little gown of rose-colored

chiffon—and drew her into the

fire-lit drawing-room. Then,
with a long breath, she faced

her sister.

“Dont cry,” she said quietly;

“dont scream or have hysterics

or faint away. That would only
make things worse than they
are. Nothing is absolutely hope-
less until every one knows it.

Tell me just what has hap-
pened.”

“No—no; I

—

I cant!” Made-
line shuddered from head to

foot. “Oh, Joan, it is horrible!

I Oh,, let me go upstairs—

-

I cant stand any more. I’m
sick, I tell you—sick

!”

“Tell me,” said Joan
—

“dont
be afraid, little sister.”

In broken phrases, the sick

voice told the elder sister of her

folly.

“And I’ve been lonesome,

Joan, with Robert away, and
you, too, most of the time—and
Ralston was awfully good fun.

It wasn’t flirting, either, truly;

we talked most of the time
about Robert ; he seemed awfully
interested in the treaty he was
getting, and everything, tho,

of course, I couldn’t explain it

all, for I’m such a great stupid

“And then tonight— I had a head-

ache at the opera—such screeching!

I wanted to come home, and he said

he’d bring me.
“I didn’t think it would do any

harm for just a minute, Joan—of

course I know I oughtn’t have gone,

but he’d told me so much about his

rooms—and I thought it would be fun.

“Joan ! he locked the door ! He
stood there, smiling at me—and then

I knew ! I screamed and begged
him, and then I fainted, I think.

Joan ! Joan ”

“Wait, dear,” Joan pressed the

golden head to the bosom of her Army
dress. “We must think what to do.”

In the silence her brain worked

(Fifty-two
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fast. A vague suspicion, roused by
her sister’s story, caught her thoughts.

Ralston, she had said, was interested

in Ellison’s mission—had pumped her

dry of information, and then this

hideous deed of tonight. “Why?” she

asked herself

—

“why? He was not

in love with poor, weak, little Mad-
eline

;
he had not even pretended to

be—then why?”
Joan’s head spun. She rose to her

feet, drawing her sister up with her.

"Foolish—yes, poor, little Made-
line,'” she soothed, "but you meant no
harm. Robert wouldn’t understand
that, so Robert must never know.
And now, dear, we will go to bed.

Try to cut tonight out of your
thoughts, dearest

;
it means your

happiness and Robert’s and little

Bobby's, as you well know.”
Thru the days that fol-

lowed, Joan saw, with a ten-

der scorn, that Madeline had
taken her advice literally and
put the ugly episode out of

her mind. Joan, on the

contrary, burdened with no
guilty secret or conscience

trance, two men in evening dress, but
with workaday faces and manners,
rose from their places beside the wall-

safe and bowed, sheepishly, toward
the women's white shoulders.

"Detectives,” said Ellison, shortly.

“There’s a treaty in that safe yonder
that would be like a match to tinder

if those foreigners should get hold
of it before Washington has it under
lock and key. It would mean war
if it should be stolen, and there are
plenty of international thieves on its

trail. Om of ’em nearly had it on
shipboard. Lord!” he wiped a har-
assed brow, “but I'll be glad when I

get it out of the house tomorrow
morning!”
"How thrilling!” Madeline clapped

her hands delightedly. "Think of hav-

ood war shut up in

oan glanced at the

vith a grave face,

they are enough,
not taking any

Allison laughed boy-

t any danger, child,

a bit of side, as the

course I shant take

sing the pestiferous

irds are really only
There sn’t any

who knows what I

ven. No, no—the

ded across the con-

Joan to her duties

next hour was too

•ent thought. Yet,
ht chatter, she was

aware of a vague uneasiness, and at

the first opportunity she stole away to

the conservatory to think things out
clearly.

Nobody in this town, Robert had
said, knew that there was a treaty in

the house. Why, Philip Ralston
knew it, for Madeline had told him.

Joan sat rigid and white on the bench
by the fountain, watching a small,

peevish goldfish with unseeing eyes.

“I wish,” the girl thought aloud,

“that I were a man ! Men always
seem to know what to do.”

She heard a step and rose hastily to

her feet, dragging a smile like a mask
across the trouble of her face, and then

she gave a little cry and held out her
arms to the tall man who stood

wonderingly before her.

“You !” she cried. “Oh,
I’ve wanted you so!” *

“Joan !” said Big Bill,

huskily
—

“girl o’ mine!”
And she felt his arms

about her, and for a little

while the world stood still.

Then, looking up at him, she

saw what she had missed at

first in the glad miracle of
his presence on the threshold
of her need. And, seeing,

she drew a little away, and
the joy faded from her gaze.
For this man of the con-
servatory was and was not
the man of the tenements.
Faultlessly arrayed in the

conventional garb of her
world, with a new air of
poise and assurance, he was
as distinctly a part of the
time and place as was she
herself in her shining satin,

instead of the rough, blue,

Army garb.

"What is the matter?” he
asked, noting her look.

Joan laid her hands on his
coat-sleeves, in a gesture that begged
for understanding.

"Tell me,” she whispered
;
“what

does this mean? You are not what I

thought you, that is plain. What are
you, then?”

“Now, and always, your lover, girl

o’ mine,” said the big man, quietly.
“Cant you trust me for the rest a little

longer? Can you—Comrade Joan?”
She raised herself on tiptoes to study

his face, and suddenly her fears
slipped away.
"Yes—oh, yes, I can trust you,” she

“And now I must go back to my
But it is not good-by this

said

guests

time.”

It was hours later, as Joan sat be-
fore her dressing-table, in her white
night-robe, studying the face between
the dark folds of her hair, in the inno-
cent joy over her own beauty that
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comes to every woman who lives, that

a knock fell on her door, and Made-
line, looking more than ever a child

in her froth of ribbon and lace un-

dress, slipped into the room. She was
rouged, but the false flush only made
the pallor of her cheeks more startling,

and Joan’s heart sank.

‘‘Did you see

—

him—Ralston—here

tonight?” Madeline began, nervously.

"Joan, what do you think he told me .

J

It wasn’t me he was in love with ;
it

wasn’t even me he wanted that night

in his rooms. It was the treaty

—

Robert’s treaty he was after—a poor,

mean, dirty little scrap cf paper, and
I was just the way he took to get it!”

Joan rose to her feet, tall in her

straight gown.
“What do you mean?” she breathed.

“You are saying that Ralston
”

"Is one of those international

thieves Rob spoke of,” said her sister,

hastily. “He means to get that paper
tonight. I found him spying on the

den, and he made me tell him all about
the treaty and who was guarding it,

and everything.”

“You told him that?” Joan’s voice

was incredulous.

“I had to,” said Madeline, wearily.

“He threatened to tell Robert every-
thing unless I did.”

For a moment the sisters stared into

each other’s horrified face in silence.

Then, at last, Joan spoke.

“The cad !” she said slowly
—

“the

beast! So that was why!”
The full meaning of the situation

swept over her like a cold wave—war

!

And yet, on the other hand, her

sister's happiness
was at stake. What
should she do?
What must she do?
Madeline shrank

from the strange
Joan, who turned to

her, at last, and
pointed to the door,

sternly.

“Go back to bed,”
she said, “and stay

there, no matter
what you hear, and,

above all, keep
Robert from coming
downstairs.”

The clock in the

lower hall struck
one, lingeringly, as

Joan slipped out of

her room into the

hall. She stood a
m oment, listening

intently, and then

moved toward the

stairs, one hand hid-

den in the folds of

her white night-

gown. There wa«

that in her look thai

sleep-walkers wear

—

something fixed, unsee-

ing, terrible. Down tht

dim stairs she felt hej

way, thru the drawing
room and library, to thi

door of the den. 1

faint ‘ light glimmere:
here, showing th

sprawling forms of th

two detectives sleepin

in their chairs. Jos
slipped into the shado
of the portieres at

stood waiting, hand st

hidden at her side.

The m o m e n
dragged, the lo

struck again and ags

and still the girl sto

motionless, w ate hi

the dim stretches of

drawing-room. S
\

denly a shudder w
thru her

;

her mus
grew tense, and
hidden hand lif

bearing something <

and ugly that cat

the light on its :

sides.

A shadow had me
across the draw
room.
As she watched

stole into the libr

crossed so near her
could have touchel

and passed lightly

the den. Joan dre

slow breath and raised the cold, steely
thing, aiming it deliberately at the
figure kneeling before the safe.

Then the light fell clearly across the
face, and the pistol dropped harm-
lessly at her side, for the kneeling
thief was not Philip Ralston, but her
lover, Big Bill

!

Stunned, she watched him as he
swung the heavy door open, took out
a packet of papers, and placed another
packet of similar shape inside. Then,
unaware what she did, she gave a
little moan and swayed forward into
the room. The man turned sharply,
uttering a low exclamation.

“Joan! what are you doing here?”
He was at her side, grasping her

shoulder with a grip that hurt. And
suddenly she felt herself lifted like a
child in his great arms, carried into
the recessed window of the library,
and laid gently upon the cushioned
seat. One moment his face, limned
by the moon, shone over hers, and she
felt his lips on her forehead.
“Forgive me, sweetheart,” he whis-

pered—"it was the only way ”

Of the swift events that followed.
turn
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on Joan's memory. One, a flashlight

of a roomful of men and pistols : of

Philip Ralston's handsome face set in

the mask of unwholesome purpose
;
of

two rough men kneeling before a safe,

tinkering with, the lock: of the same
room in the throes of an explosion,

filled with acrid smoke, and Philip

Ralston’s body crumpled beneath the

iron door of the safe he had vio-

lated honor and friendship and love

to rob.

The other picture was one which,

whenever she recalled it, brought the

burning blush of shame to Joan’s

cheeks and the humbleness of shame
to her heart. She had been so gen-

erous with her lip promises of trust,

so niggardly in redeeming those

pledges. At the first test she had
failed her lover—had believed him the

thief that he had come to protect her

household from.

"What does this mean?” Ellison’s

cool voice asked from the threshold,

Madeline clinging to his arm. From
the group of gray-clad, resolute-look-

ing men who had sprung up mirac-

ulously at his signal and closed in on
the safe-breakers, Big Bill stepped
forward, holding the rifled packet of

papers in his hand. Joan held her

breath.

“It means that the tip we got at the

Central Office was correct, Mr. Elli-

son,” said Big Bill. “We’ve had our
eye on this gang for two months, and
today we learnt that they were to make
a try for your treaty tonight.”

( Fifty-five
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“I dont know quite how to thank
you,” Ellison said, as he took the pa-

pers
;

“I guess, on the whole. I’d

better not try, Mr.
”

“John Arkroyd, of the Secret Serv-
ice,” answered Joan’s lover, gravely.

“Big Bill is only one of the characters

I have had to assume in my work.”
He then turned to Joan, and his big
hands closed around hers.

“You did not trust me, Salvation

Joan," he said, “but I suppose you are

not to be blamed.”
“I am really distressed, Mr.—Mr.

—

Bill,” stammered Joan
—

“to think that

I—I could not understand and that, for

a moment, my faith in you deserted
me. But now ” The others of the
group discreetly stepped aside and be-
came interested in the all-important
packet, and Big Bill widened the dis-

tance by gently withdrawing Joan to
a corner of the room, where he could
speak the words that were burning on
his lips.

“It seems like some novel, dear,” he
breathed. “Little did I think that Sal-
vation Joan was a rich society lady
when I found myself losing my heart
to her.”

“Nor did I think,” broke in Joan,
“that you were other than the big-
hearted man of the slums. And to

think that you let me go on teaching
you how to speak correctly. Why
didn’t you tell me?”
“There were many reasons, dear. . I

was playing a part, you know, as we
detectives often have to do, and I

thought I had better keep it up a
while longer. But when I found you
had gone, and that I could find no
trace of you, imagine how I cursed
myself for my folly. But fate led me
back to you, and we meet on equal
terms—thank Providence. I will
never lose you again—that is, if

”

He held her close and looked down
into her blue eyes. The look that he
saw there and the little squeeze she
gave to his hands were sufficient
answer.

“You’re cold, girl o’ mine, and shiv-

ering. I can only say good-night,

Joan, but not good-by. There will

never be a good-by again, will there,

my sweet?”
“No, Comrade Bill,” .she tenderly

whispered as she nestled up to

him.



The Man Who Made the Rose Famous
George Behan, the Premier Portrayer

of Italian Characters*

F
irst in vaudeville, then as a four-act stage-

play, and finally, and most successfully,

on the screen, George Beban has

taught us all what a little flower can do.

On the stage, his play was called ‘‘The Sign

of the Rose,” while on the screen the title

was changed to “An Alien.”

As a portrayer of Italian characters,

Mr. Beban probably has no superiors and

few, if any, equals. They are real, and they

are lovable. His work in “An Alien” has

brought tears to the eyes of men and women who
are unused to them. This play was first produced at the

Astor Theater, N. Y., the first part being done in photoplay,

and the last act being performed on the stage by the same
persons who had appeared in the preceding pictures. He is

now doing a new Italian character for the Morosco Company

Phulu cupyrfghted •>> Under »\ ontl Si

By

HECTOR AMES
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This department is for information

of general interest, but questions
pertaining to matrimony, relation-
ship, photoplay writing, and techni-
cal matters will not be answered.
Those who desire answers by mail,
or a list of the film manufacturers,
must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. Address all inquiries to
“Answer Department,” writing only
on one side of the paper, and using
separate sheets for matters intended
for other departments of this maga-
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Smilax, Rome.—Bessie Barriseale is a
blonde, with brown eyes. She weighs
about 130 and stands five feet two and a
half inches high. You have that title

wrong. Be sure the first word is right,

otherwise I cant look it up. You know I

have about 15,000 cast cards to look thru
when you dont give the right title.

J. S., Winnipeg.—Hobart Henley did
play in the East. So you heard from
Cleo Madison personally. Oh, yes, she is

very nice about answering letters. Why
ask me such questions? Well, it's this

way, the average pulse in infancy is 120
per minute, in manhood, 80; at 60 years,

60; it is more rapid in females.
Julius T. D.—Much obliged to you, sir,

for pointing out my faults, but I already
had a pretty good line on my faults, which
I got by keeping a sharp eye on my ene-
mies. Theodore Roosevelt was born Oc-
tober 27, 1858.

Genevieve C.—Herbert Rawlinson was
Bob in “The Big Sister’s Christmas.”
Dorothy Phillips was Nell in “The Fu-
tility of Revenge.” Webster Campbell
was Bob and Joseph Harris was Tom in
“The Once Over” (American).
Leah S., Burlington.—“The Island of

Regeneration” was taken on the Long
Island shore at Oyster Bay and at the
Brooklyn Vitagraph studio. “The Broken

MAN
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zine. When inquiring about plays,
give the name of the company, if

possible. Each inquiry must con-
tain the correct name and address
of the inquirer at the end of the
letter, which will not be printed.
At the top of the letter write the
name you wish to appear. Those
desiring immediate replies, or infor-
mation requiring research, should
enclose additional stamp or other
small fee; otherwise all inquiries
must await their turn.
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Law” was released
November 21, 1915. I be-

lieve that the first daily newspaper pub-
lished in America was “The Penny
Packet,” 1784.
Dutch.—Louise Orth was the sweet-

heart and Reggie Morris was the florist in

“Knocks and Opportunities” (Universal).
Jean Dumar was the girl in “Up in the
Air” (Edison). Alice Rodier was Miss
Twinkletoes in “Midnight at Maxim’s.”
Brunetta, 17.—So you dont hear much

of Ormi Hawley. Too bad her plays
aren’t released oftener. She is at Jack-
sonville. Dorothy Phillips and Ben Wil-
son in “In His Own Trap.”

Gertie.—Glad to hear your voice. I am
not prepared to give medical advice, be-

cause I am not a physician. But this

paragraph from Horace Fletcher seems to

apply to your case. “Were I an iron and
steel automobile, instead of a flesh and
blood automobile, which I really am, could
I get a license for myself, as a chauffeur,

to run myself with safety, based upon
my knowledge of my own mechanism and
the theory and development of my
power?” In other words, know thyself

better, and you can then keep your ma-
chine in good order.

Cicero.—Dorothy Barrett is with the
Monrovin Company, and will appear in

“The Argonauts.” Neva Gerber is with
Eldorado. You know it isn’t so much
what a man knows as it is what he
doesn’t tell that makes us believe him
wise. Pleasant company is always ac-
cepted. This means you.

S. T. Kolesch.—Ethel Barrymore was
born in Philadelphia in 1880; Douglas
Fairbanks at Denver in 1883; Dustin
Farnum at Hampton Beach, N. H., in
1876; Geraldine Farrar, in Melrose,
Mass., in 1883; William Faversham in
England in 1868. Yes, there were a lot

of legal mistakes made in “The Strange
Case of Mary Page,” but if they had not
named the scenes as having taken place
in New York State, it would not have
been so bad. I have heard lawyers laugh
at some of the mistakes.
W. T. H., Brooklyn.—I observe that

Henderson’s Monthly has suspended pub-
lication, or has shrunken terribly. You
found a picture of your “Imperial One”
in the Gallery, and I think you are in-

strumental in bringing this about.
E. P. R.—The N. Y. Public Library is

390 feet long and 270 feet deep, covering
115.000 sq. ft. The seating capacity is

1,760, and there are over 63 miles of
shelving with a capacity for about
2.500.000 volumes. Robert Vignola has
gone with Famous Players.

EVERYBODY AND EVERYTHING IS GETTING IN THE MOVIES NOW, AND EVERYBODY IS GETTING A CAMERA

(Fifty-seven)
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Send coupon—without money—for 274 stories in 12 fine volumes

—

throbbing with life—with the life of city streets and the life of the
Far West plains—-of the innocent shrinking with shame, of the
guilty who joyously sin, of healthy and jolly fun, of laughter clear
and sane, of tbe weaknesses pardoned by love—and the unforgiv-
able crime.

Send for them all on approval. Send for them at
once so you will get the 179 Kipling stories free

110,000 Own This Edition Already
From the few who snapped up the first

edition at $125 a set before it was off the
press, to the 110,000 who have eagerly
sought the beautiful volumes offered
you here—from the stylist who sits

among his books to the man on the
street—this whole nation bows to O.
Henry—hails him with love and pride
our greatest writer of stories. Every-
body has to have O. Henry—-everybody
who reads and loves books—senators and

authors—actors and artists, and plain
people of distinction.

Send Coupon and You Will Understand Why Other Nations

Are Going Wild Over Him

why universities are planning tablets
to his memory; why text books of Eng-
lish Literature are including his stories;
why colleges are discussing his place in
literature; why theatrical firms are vying
for rights to dramatize his stories.

KIPLING FREE
And besides, to get your prompt action we give you free, Kipling in six volumes

—

179 stories—the greatest he ever wrote—the red, red stories of fight and the keen
blue stories of peace.

Send No Money With the Coupon
Send the books back—the whole 18—-if these stories are not the best you ever
saw or read. Better than moving pictures—for these are permanent, real
moving pictures of life. Better than classics—for these are living stories of
today, from Mandalay on China Bay to 34th St. and Broadway, and from
Piccadilly to the Mexican border ranch. Send the coupon before it is f M.P.C.

451 Short
Stories

2 Long
Novels

O. HENRY
12 volumes bound in
green silk cloth and
gold. Gold tops; il-

lustrated. 274 com-
plete stories; one
long novel.

KIPLING
6 volumes, 179 stories
and poems; one long
novel ; red silk cloth

;

gold tops.

too late. Get both sets shipped at once free
on approval.

25c. a week pays for O. Henry. The Kip-
ling is free. Send the coupon and put
the eighteen books on your library
shelves and the new joy in your
heart.

REVIEW

OF REVIEWS

30 Irving Place

New York

Send me on approval,
charges paid by you.

Don’t wait until to-

morrow and be

sorry. Send
coupon today
and be glad.

O. Henry’s works in l£
volumes, gold tops. Also

the 6-volume set of Kipling
bound in cloth. If I keep tm

books, 1 will remit $1 per month
for 16 months for the O. Henry

set only and retain the Kipling set
without charge. Otherwise I will,

within ten days, return both sets at
your expense.

Address.

.

REVIEW OF REVIEWS CO.
30 Irving Place New York

Occupation..

This beautiful 3-4 leather edition of O. Henry coRts

Finish this

Story

for

Yourself
New York had seemed so wonder-
tul—art had seemed so big—but

New York turned a cold shoulder-

art proved hard and bitter. Alone in

the big city, at the end of her resources,

she was too weary to

cry. This special

day she went out to seek

—not glory or fame—but just

for something to eat. She found

—but let the story be told by

O. HENRY

Jonathan, Elmira.

—

Owen Moore, Tom
Moore, Matt Moore, Alice Joyce and Mary
Pickford all belong to the same family

—

that is, they are all Moores, and Matt is
the only Moore bachelor. You say that
the closer you get to me the more distant
I am. You dor.t get close enough. Move
up a little.

Sidney T.—Melvin Mayo was Paul and
Helen Wolcott was the woman in "A
Modern Paul.”
Clarkson T. G.—You should complain

to your exhibitor if you do not see your
favorite. He can get plenty of Carlyle
Blackwell and Crane Wilbur films If he
wants to. Carlyle Blackwell played the
part of Harrington in “The Clarion.”
Marion Dentler was Esme.

Dr. Johnson.—Ernest Truex Is on the
stage, but he has recently done a film
for the Vitagraph Company, “Artie, the
Millionaire Kid,” which I think was the
first he has done since “The Good Little
Devil” with Mary Pickford. He plays
boys' parts, but he is a married man and
has several children, one of whom is 18
years old. I think you must have the
willies, or the glooms. I get them some-
times myself. To entertain thoughts of
failure or forebodings of defeat, or to dis-
trust in your powers of accomplishment,
is to invite disaster and to supply mis-
fortune with ammunition.
Maly L. P.—Right you be, it’s Julia

Hill, the girl with the brilliant voice, who
is now in Moving Pictures. Mildred
Gregory is with Gaumont, and John
Bower with Famous Players.
Bernardine Betsy.—Tom Mix and

Kathlyn Williams in “Chip of the Fly-
ing V.” I am afraid these columns of
mine are getting to be more voluminous
than luminous, but it is mainly because
you folks dont send me interesting
questions.
Lydia Hillis.—Long “e” in Moreno.

You say you worshiped Crane Wilbur
until you saw his teeth. Yes, I agree
with you that it is too bad that players
who are married often choose to play in
different companies in different parts of
the country. Absence oft maketh the
heart grow fonder—of somebody else.

Little Mary.—Kate Bruce is with Tri-

angle, and Elsie MacLeod with Vim. Kate
is no relation to Belle Bruce. Maude
Milton was Mrs. Dupont in “Damaged
Goods.” Thanks, I should like to see that
picture.

Mrs. Charles B., Cleveland.—That was
May Allison opposite Harold Lockwood in

"Hearts and Masks.” Franklyn Ritchie
is now with American, and Billie Burke
has joined the Kleine Company.
Pinky.—We have never used a picture

cf George Relph in the Gallery. I dont
believe the horrid thing you say—that
Roscoe Arbuckle overeats! What a pe-

culiar dispensation—one-half the world
eats twice as much as they need, and the
other half cant get half enough to eat.

C. E. L.—Frank Elliott was the lord in

that Lasky. No, I am not Dr. Lyman Ab-
bott. I haven’t heard from you for some
time, but I shall never forget that fine box
of confectionery you sent me.

Pinkeydoodle.—I am afraid you have
the wrong title on that Ba'boa. Gerda
Holmes with Equitable. Of course Lil-

lian Gish is considered a star. Edward
Coxen has left the American Company,
and Franklyn Ritchie will play opposite
Winnifred Greenwood.
N. H., Montreal.—Harold Lockwood

with Metro, New York City. The first

freight railroad cars in America were run
at the granite quarries of Quincy, Mass.,

in 1826.
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A. J. W.—Not Henry Walthall, but
House Peters in “The Great Divide.” Es-

sanay produced “Turn of the Wheel,” and
Henry Walthall did not play in that. So
you still think Vitagraph are on top now.
I fear you are wrong about the ease of

getting into the pictures. So long as our
hearts possess desire, our minds will fos-

ter delusions.
Deax.—Grace Cunard has undergone

two or three operations during the past

two years, but she has not gone under
and is all right at present, I am glad to

say. Yes to your second and third. Rhea
Mitchell is now with American. Miles

Welch is back with Metro. Huntley Gor-
don is with Vitagraph.
Boyd E., Utica.—Carlotta De Felice was

Grace in “One Million Dollars” (Metro).
Seena Owen did not play in “The Price

of Power.” Thelma Salter was one of the

children in “The Corner” (Triangle).

You ought to subscribe, and then you will

get beautiful portraits.

Mei-va.—How short! Winifred Kings-
ton was Sally in “The Call of the Cum-
berlands.”
Helen G., Norfolk.—William Court-

leigh is playing on Broadway at the pres-

ent time. Anna Q. Nilsson and Tom
Moore in “Who’s Guilty?” and there will

be fourteen separate two-reel dramas.

PMOTO BIT PHOTOPLAYKKS BTUmo

VERA SISSON (BIOGRAPH)
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“Pa’s Got His New B.V.D.s On”

He had old-fashioned notions,

until the Boys went out, bought
B. V. D. and made him put it on. Look
at him! Now, Pa joins right in the

young folks’ fun, because he’s cool.

Loose fitting, light woven B.V.D.

Underwear starts with the best pos-

sible fabrics (specially woven and

tested), continues with the best

possible workmanship (carefully in-

spected and re-inspected), and ends

with complete comfort (fullness of

cut, balance of drape, correctness of

fit, durability in wash and wear).

If it hasn V

This Red

Woven Label

[MADEFOR THE)mm
^BEST RETAILTRADE

It isn't

B. V. D.

Underwear

{Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. and Forefgn Countries)

B.V. D. Closed Crotch Union Suits (Pat.

U. S. A.) $1.00 and upward the Suit. B.V. D.
Coat Cut Undershirts and Knee Length
Drawers, 50c. and upward the Garment.

The B.V.D. Company, New York.

London SellingAgency : 66, Aldermanbury, E.C.

% Name ......

I Address
1 FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

^
Dept. H 126, Rochester, N. Y.

t This coupon, filled out as directed, eiv-

- titles the sender to free specimen
» questions; a free copy of our book,
a “Government Positions and How to
* Get Them,” a list of Government po-

f) sitions now obtainable, and to cou-
rt sideration for Free Coaching for

the examination here checked,
zl ..Railway Mall Clerk ($900 to $1800)

Bookkeeper ($900 to $1800)O ..Postoffice Clerk. ... ($800 to $1200)
*7* ..Postoffice Carrier ($800 to $1200)
• . Rural Mall Carrier ($500 to $1 100)

.
1 ..Auto Chauffeur

Sense Education Sufficient — Many Positions for Women * Customs Positions

\
•••• ($800 to $1500)

Write today—before you forget—for list and description of positions now open to you ; and free *
• Stenographer. ($800 to $1500)

sample examination questions. It will cost a 2c stamp— it may bring you thousands of dollars.

HelpWanted
$65 TO $150 A MONTH

Railway Mail Clerks— City Mail Carriers—Postoffice Clerks

—

Rural Carriers—Panama Canal Clerks—Steady Work—Vacations

Full Pay— Rapid Promotion— “Pull” Unnecessary—with
Common

FR.ANKLIN INSTITUTE, Department H 126, ROCHESTER., N. Y. t

Stenographer..
.internal Revenue.

($700 to $1800)
. .Clerk at Panama Canal

($1200 to $1800)
..Canadian Gov’t Positions..
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^Diamond jf'
Rings

Wonderfully brilliant B
Genuine Diamonds, any l

style solid gold mount-
ings; also Diamond La
Vallieres, Ear Screws,

l Brooches, Scarf Pins,

Jk Studs, etc., on credit i
Bk terms as low as^n

S2.50 a month. Send for
lewelry Catalog No. 57

containing over 2,000 beautiful illustrations of Diamonds, Watches, Artistic

Jewelry. Silverware, Cut Glass, etc. Select anything aesired, either for per-

sonal wear, or for a gift to friend or loved one, then ask us to send the selec-

tion for your examination. It will be sent, all charges prepaid by us.

YOU PAY NOTHING-NOT ONE CENT
until you see and examine the article right in your own hands. If you like it,

pay one-fifth of the purchase price and keep it. balance divided into eight

equal amounts, payable monthly. If not entirely satisfactory, return at our

expense. You assume no risk- you are under go obligation. Our Catalog

tells all about our Easy Credit Plan. Send for it Today. It is FREE.

L0FTI5 BROS. & CO., The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. N616 100 to 108 N. State Street, Chicago, Illinois

(Established 18581 Stores in: Chicago : Pittsburgh : St. Louis : Omaha

THE

EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING CO.
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS

GOOD CUTS
Half-tone and Line Work for Printing in One or More

Colors for Any Purpose

DESIGNING RETOUCHING
165-167 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

vose *BS5

^ The VOSE PLAYER PIANO
not only has one of the latest, most perfect con-
trol methods, but ha c a patent device that enables
you to instantly change the key in which a piece
is written to suit your taste or the voice of the
singer. This is a most remarkable improve-
ment. without which no player piano is com-
plete. To this is added the sweet tone and su-
preme quality of the Vose Piano, made for GG

years by the Vose family.
Ttme payments accepted. Delivered to your home free of charge.
Liberal ahov »ne* for old pianos. It interested in "

or Flayer F>ano tend for beautifully illustrated

VOSF. & SONS PIANO COMPANY
iqi Boylston Street

Matilda T. C.—Mrs. Sidney Drew was
born in Sedalia, Mo., April 18, 1890; was
educated in schools of Sedalia; was a stu-

dent at the Sedalia College of Music and
Nebraska Wesleyan School of Expression,
and was on the concert stage. James
Morrison and Belle Bruce, I guess.

M. A. S.—Sessue Hayakawa is a native
of Tokio. He graduated from a college in

Japan. He is an all-round athlete, fond
of swimming and boating, and his fa-

vorite sports are fencing and “jiu jitsu.”

Is married to Tsuru Aoki, his leading
woman. Mr. Hayakawa is well known in

this country as a director of Japanese
drama and a brilliant actor.

Betty W., 15.—You may write as often
as you like. Of course you haven’t bored
me. Your question is hard to answer, be-

cause you do not give the conditions. The
amperage necessary varies according to

the nature of the screen, the character of

the film, the size of the picture, the il-

lumination of the house, the atmosphere,
the electrodes and electrode setting, and
the quality of the lenses.

Julius T. C.—Martha Hedman is with
Metro. She played in “The Boomerang.”
Edmund Breese is also with Metro. Oh,
yes, Grace Cunard and Francis Ford are
playing in “Her Sister’s Sin.”
Marion T. C.—Norma Taimadge was

born at Niagara Falls on May 2d, 1895.
She was educated in Brooklyn. Brown
eyes, brown curls, five feet three inches.
She has never been on the stage. Van
Dyke Brooke, of the Vitagraph, first saw
her possibilities and brought them out.

Since then I have not seen much of her.
Teddy, Brooklyn.—Ah, yes, I have seen

Zoe Beck. She is very cunning. Her last

picture was "The Desperado.”
Johnson T., St. Louis.—Alan Hale

isn’t playing now. Carlyle Blackwell has
signed up with Equitable for three years.
I believe Hal Cooley is with American.
Old Dutch.—Gladys Hanson in “The

Havoc,” five acts for Essanay. Beth in
Hebrew means a house. You must he
content with your lot—particularly if it is

a Jot, or a corner lot. Sis Hopkins is a
Kalem headliner.

WILLIAM FARNUM IN “FIGHTING BLOOD” (FOX)
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Edna, Elton St.—All you say is true,

and you might add to your list that seal-

ing wax is not wax, that cork legs are

not made of cork, that cat gut is not cat

gut, but silk or sometimes sheep gut, that

camel-hair brushes are not made from
camel’s hair, that chamois does not come
from the chamois, that Dutch clocks are

not made by the Dutch, that Lord Bacon
was not a lord, and that the Apostles’

Creed was not the creed of the apostles.

That will be about all. Mary Pickford

and Charles Chaplin are the two best

drawing cards, I guess.

Mathilda T.—Gail Kane is now called

“The Equitable Girl.” Yes; William
Faversham is still with Metro. I believe

you. There are 175,000,000 cells in the

lungs, which would cover a surface 30

times greater than the entire outside of

the body. You see you must take in a lot

of air to keep all this fresh and clean.

Michael, Cleveland.

—

William Clifford

and Margaret Gibson in “The Hidden
Law.”

Jonsie T. D.—I like your billet-doux.

I cannot tell you whether Wilfrid North
is married or not. Where ignorance is

bliss it is unwise to be otherwise. Fran-
cis Bushman is a. pretty good athlete, I

believe, or, at least, he used to be. He
is too busy now to keep in training.
Pericles.—It’s a poor mule that dont

work both ways—not a poor rule, for a
rule that works both ways is no rule at

all. Andrew Arbuckle is with Universal.
Gladys Brockwell also. Doris Pawn is

with Fox.
Justme.—Haven’t seen that play yet.

Did you know that Adele Farrington is

Mrs. Hobart Bosworth? Well, she is!

Mae Gaston was with Horsley last.

G. Raymond Nye with Universal.
Bismakk.

—

Habitually serious parts de-

void of comedy elements and calling for

strong feeling are played by a “heavy.”
Actors who assume important roles are
“leading heavies.”
Fanny.—Did you say fan or fanny? So

you are several kinds of a fan, including
baseball fan and picture fan. So am I.

Our head office boy defines fan as a thing
used to brush warm off with; also a per-

son who fans his enthusiasm into a flame
and then cant put it out.

Demosthenes.—Mary Pickford’s next
will be “The Eternal Grind.” Yes, I have
seen the song, “The Heart of Paula,” by
Lenore Ulrich. Edna Hunter is King
Baggot’s leading woman now.
Bonton.—I am glad you do not think

this department is dry, but I dont agree
with you. It would be if I allowed
cobwebs to collect in my brain-works.
George Larkin is with Equitable opposite
Jane Grey.
Thais, Saratoga.

—

Did you try Famous
Players? I hardly think many companies
are buying scripts at present. Just now
they seem to bq, after stage plays, “best
sellers” and big names. But times will
soon change.
Olga.—I miss you in this issue, and I

cannot account for it—explain yourself!
Jonsie T., Cincinnati.—Very few Bibli-

cal plays have been produced. There is

little demand for them. Mary Pickford
is still with Famous Players, but the
Lord only knows where she will be when
you see this—perhaps with Vitagraph.

MILDRED GREGORY

LUCILLE TAFT

MATHILDE BARING

MARGUERITE COURTOT

HELEN MARTEN IV A SHEPARD

GERTRUDE ROBINSON

Are you giving
your baby what
he really needs ?

Are you giving him sunshine? He will

unfold and bloom in it like a flower.
Are you giving him the sunniest room in the

house—with bare floor and painted walls ?

Ate you giving him a perfect digestion?

With all their love, so many mothers do not
know what to give their babies. Yet today,

with our National Government searching for

the truth each day—with doctors and scien-

tists watching and thinking—you can know
—without a shadow of doubt, what is best

for your baby. His little feet need not stum-
ble through the guess-work of earlier times.

This is what the U. S. Government says to

you—and every mother— “Milk as ordinarily

marketed is absolutely unfit for human food”.

Nurse your baby as long as you can—then
wean him gradually on the nearest thing to

your own milk

NesilesFoocl
(A complete food— not a milk modifier)

Nestle’s has in it the fats, proteids and car-

bohydrates that your baby needs. Don’t
try to use raw cow’s milk as a make-shift. It won’t
do. Unclean—often filled with germs ofconsump-
tion, typhoid—and that greatest of terrors—sum-
mer complaint—cow’s milk carries off more babies
than any other cause. Cow’s milk fills the needs oi

calves not of babies.

In Nestle’s—milk from healthy cows, purified—free
from germs—the calf needs are modified—the baby
needs are added.

Reduced to apowder-itcomes
to you in an air-tight can. No
hand has touched it—no germ
can reach it. It is a complete
food—so you add only water
and boil one minute—and you
will know that you are giving
your baby the food its little

body needs.

Send the coupon for free
sample box of Nestle*s —
enough for 12 feedings—and
the Specialist*s book on the
care of babies, Don*t delay.

Your baby*s health depends
onthe foodyou give him now

NESTLE’S FOOD COMPANY
255 Broadway, New York

Please send me, FREE, your Book and Trial
Package.

Name
Address
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CROCHET—EMBROIDERY—TATTING

$1,000 MODELS
All Shown in This Big New ^Book with Complete Instruc* III
tions for Making, only ... A V
Think of it ! Nearly a hundred entirely

new designs in Night Gown Yokes, Corset
Cover Yokes. Collar and Cuff Sets, Bou-
doir Caps, Luncheon Doilies, Dresser Sets,

Dresser and Piano Scarfs, Guest Towels,
Pillow Tops, Bed-spreads, Curtains,

Party Bags. Coin Pursrs, Sport Scarfs,

Baby Bootees, etc. Every one of these

handsome new models was personally

selected horn hundreds submitted to our
Studios and represents the cream of the

best Cluny, Irish, Venetian, Filet, Maltese
and Hardanger work of the world’s most
skilled needleworkers. This book is

handsomely printed on fine paper, beautifully illustrated and
every pattern fully described so that even the inexperienced
needleworker can duplicate these wonderful models. Send only
1 0c for this big book. Money back if not satisfied. Address

VIRGINIA SNOW
|
Studio 939 Elgin. Ills.

, 75he

Photoplaywright’s Primer
By L. CASE RUSSELL, author of “here lies’'

The Cleverest Book Ever Written!
The First, Lpst, and Most Authoritative
Word on the Biggest Subject Today

qit is fresh from the facile pen of L. Case Russell, author
of the famous little "Here Lies” book (which has outsold
all other similar books three to one) , and just off the press.

As Important as your Dictionary!
<JThis book covers every phase of photoplay writing; in

such a complete and novel way, as to be almost amazing.
It is as useful to the past master as to the beginner.

Not a Re-hash —Nothing but New Ideas
Contains All the Points , and only 50 cents a copy

qit Is primed in large type, 64 pages, size 4&X7K, with
numerous illustrations.

^Mailed to any address on receipt of fifty cents in one
cent stamps or a fifty cent piece. (If the latter, it should be
carefully pasted to letter or wrapped so that it will not
cut thru the envelope.) For sale only by

M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 17S Doffield Street, Brooklyn. N. Y.

FRIENDSHIP LINK RING-ONLY
STERLING SILVER OR ROLLED GOLD
Beaded or Plain Desisma. 3 Initials EN-
GRAVED FREE, to introduce our Bracelet
Links. Send 18c. and sire today.

FRIENDSHIP JEWELRY CO.
83 Chambers Street. - Dept. 318,

18c

You Can Have Beautiful

EYELASHES and BROWS
(JUST LIKE MINE)

EYEBROW-1NE, a hair food, stimulate* the quick
growth to perfect, heavy, long, Luxuriant LASHKSaud
BROWS, addin* 100 per cent, to your beauty, charm
and attractiveness. EYEBROW-INF. Is absolutely harm-
less—sure In results. KYKBROW-INE mailed In plain

sealed cover on receipt of price, 26c, 60c. or $1.

REFS MFC. CO.. 950 Columbia Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa.

ONCE UPON A TIME
By JOHNSON BRISCOE

March 17, 1905.—Zena Keefe (Equi-
table) had for several years been as-

sociated with that popular melodrama,
‘‘The Fatal Wedding,” in which she
played the role of Jessie, the little

mother, but it was such a long part
that she alternated it with another lit-

tle girl, Cora Quinten, there being con-

siderable rivalry between the two of

them. It is to be hoped that this day
they had a jolly time of it—-tho it is

an open question !—celebrating St. Pat-
rick’s Day, at the Grand Theater,

Wausau, Wis.

March 18, 1900.—Arthur Maeklev
(Mutual) had then little thought of

acquiring as a trade-mark his “sheriff”

habiliments, at this moment being stage

director and character man of the Hop-
kins Stock Company, St. Louis, where
upon this Sabbath day he was to be
seen as Flamant in “Sapho.”
March 19, 1909.—Paul Scardon (Vi-

tagraph) was vainly endeavoring to

tide himself over one of those barren
periods which practically always come
along in the career of all actors, trying

his hand at a vaudeville sketch, of which
Nance O’Neil (Lubin) was the star,

playing a deputy sheriff in “$1,000

Reward,” at Keith & Proctor’s One
Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street The-
ater, New York.

March 20, 1905.-—-Dorothy Gish (Tri-

angle) found it a very easy task to

hold her audience captive every time

she spoke a line, as little Hope, in that

splendid object lesson, “Her First False

Step,” which began a week’s engage-

ment at the Bijou Theater, Jersey City.

March 21, 1882.—Charles Kent (Vi-

tagraph) wras playing juvenile parts in

this long-ago, as a member of the stock

company at the Boston Theater, Boston,

and he probably could, if he would, tell

some very interesting tales of this par-

ticular occasion which marked the Bos-

ton premiere of the big English melo-

drama, “Youth,” which had a run of

eleven weeks, Mr. Kent being cast for

the role of Owen.
March 22, 1907.—Fay Tincher (Tri-

angle) was probably not in a particu-

larly happy frame of mind at this time,

because she had just reached the end of

a Broadway engagement of thirteen

consecutive Meeks, being a member of

Joe Weber’s company at Weber’s The-
ater, and she had the joy of speaking

lines right out in public, in the role of

Mabel Peck, in the burlesque, “Dream
City.”

March 25, 1901.—Fannie Midgley
(Ince), who has endeared herself to

screen patrons thru her able work in

various character disguises, M’as cutting

comic capers with a liberal hand, as
Primrose, the negro cook, in “BroM’n’s
In Town,” M’hich, after a season of
much strenuous travel, had settled doMn
for a week at the Crescent Theater,
New Orleans.

March 28, 1898.—Charles Arthur
(Fox), whose busy stage career em-
braced the drama, stock, vaudeville, and
musical comedy, was having a fling, at

this time, at the last-mentioned, playing
Lord Comarthy, son of the Earl of Kil-

beggen (which role, incidentally, was
filled by the present-day American di-

rector, Thomas A. Ricketts), in Rice’s

“The Ballet Girl,” which opened a

week’s engagement at the Harlem Op-
era House, New York.
March 29, 1911.—Gail Kane (Equi-

table) was making a modest bid for

histrionic fame, this being her first year
behind the footlights, at this moment
playing the small role of Miss Doane in

“As a Man Thinketh,” in which John
Mason wTas starring, at the Thirty-

ninth Street Theater, New York.
March 30, 1906.—EdM’ard Earle

(Edison) had not then embarked upon
the musical-comedy career in M’hich he
M’as afterM’ard destined to knoM- such
striking success, for he was playing in

the support of Bertha Galland, being

both the Master of Ceremonies, in the

prolog, and Darby O’Donovan, in the

play proper, in “SM’eet Kitty Bellairs,”

which this night was a sort of attrac-

tion de luxe, at the Elyria Theater
Elyria, Ohio.

March 31, 1901f.— Marie Doro
(Lasky) was ambitiously climbing the

ladder of fame, having just left the

frills of musical comedy behind her,

appearing at the Lyceum Theater, NeM’

York, in the support of William Gil-

lette, with whom she played Lady Cath-
erine Lasenby, in “The Admirable
Crichton.”

April 1, 1909.—Gertrude McCoy
(Gaumont), who had no thought then

but to serve Thespis behind the foot-

lights, being reasonably sure that she

could hold down the center of the stage

when the opportunity came her way,
Mras a delightful feast for the eye as

she pirouetted about the stage of the

Princess Theater, Toronto, Can., a

member of the supporting company
surrounding Lulu Glaser, in “Mile.

Mischief.”

April 2, 1912.—Antonio M. Moreno
(Vitagraph) was serving a brief term
in the musical-comedy field, seemingly

quite at home, too, playing the role of

Stubbs, in “The Man from Cook’s,” a

Klaw & Erlanger offering, which Mas
not having an especially brilliant run
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of it, at the New Amsterdam Theater,

New York.

April 3, 1907.—Mabel Trunnelle

(Edison) probably thought that she had

received rather a cruel jolt at the hand

of fate this night, as she entered the

star dressing-room of the Didsburg

Theater, Walden, N. Y., ready to get

into the trappings of the heroine, Leila

Crofton, in “Under Southern Skies.”

April If, 1900.—James Durkin (Equi-

table) was, at any rate, doing the best

he could with the material at hand,

playing leading parts with Charles

Leyburne’s Bon Ton Stock Company,

who were glad to have you come and

see them act, at the rate of ten, twenty

and thirty cents, offering such classics

as "The Black Flag,” “Love and War,”

"The Castaways,” “The Census Taker,”

and “A Desperate Man,” this day being

in the midst of a week’s engagement

at the Opera House, Westfield, Mass.

April 5, 1909.—Eleanor Woodruff

(Pathe) always recalls this day with a

smile of pleasure,, because it marked
her first appearance within the glare

of the footlights, appearing among the

“and others,” with the Orpheum Stock,

at the Chestnut Street Theater, Phila-

delphia, the bill upon this momentous
occasion being “As You Like It.”

April 6, 1910.—June Daye (Lubin)

was a thoroly captivating picture as the

little girl, Flora Cameron, in “The
Clansman,” which happy thriller was
completing a stay of four days at the

Majestic Theater, Peoria, 111., she be-

ing billed, of course, under the name
by which we so long knew and loved

her, Vinnie Burns.

April 7, 1900.—Sidney Ayres (Uni-

versal) was contributing his histrionic

mite to the somewhat limited role of

Mr. Dent, in “The Adventure of Lady
Ursula,” in which William Morris was
starring, this night concluding a lengthy,

trying tour of the South, at the Acad-
emy of Music, Norfolk, Va.

April 8, 1901.—Mary Pickford (Fa-
mous Players) was in a great state of

excitement this day, let me tell you,
for, as a member of the Valentine Stock
Company, at the Princess Theater, To-
ronto, Can., she achieved the ambition
of every child actress, being cast for

the role of Little Eva, in “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin,” and so great was the thrill of
all this, that she almost forgot that
upon this very same date she also cele-

brated her eighth birthday

!

April 10, 1891f.— Sidney Drew
(Metro) was flourishing in the showy
opportunities afforded him in the old
English comedies, being principal com-
edian in the support of his mother, the
illustrious Mrs. John Drew, who this
day played “The Rivals,” at Green-
wall’s Opera House, Fort Worth, Tex.,
in which son Sidney distinguished him-
self in the part of Bob Acres.
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You’ve wondered why you
don’t get ahead. Why your
pay isn’t increased. Why you
don’t get promoted. You’ve
blamed everything and every-

body, when the only real

drawback is yourself

You’re standing still

because you lack train-

ing. Because you have not pre-

pared yourself to do some one
thing better than others.

If you really want to get ahead, and make up your mind
that you’re going to, the way is open to you.

For 25 years the International Correspondence Schools have been help-

ing men to climb out of ordinary jobs into good paying positions. Nearly

5,000 reported last year that their I. C. S. training had won them advance-

ment. The same opportunity that these men grasped is open to you. You
can get I. C. S. training in your spare time in your own home without

losing a day or a dollar from your present employment.

DIAMONDS ~mTCHES w CREDIT
Wear a Pure,

mond or Watch while paying for it on 7
~ -L ' I

Any honest person given credit. No security required.
fU/Litr AH transactions confidential. Goods sent prepaid subject to AIV Binding Guarantee with each Diamond covering quality and value and providing^^B^£^^^|
W .g-fet ° r exchange at full purchase price. 1

0°/o DISCO L’NT allowed for SjU
today for FREE CATALOG No,78 containing

JAMES BERGMAN 37-39 MAIDEN LANE’
/NEW YORK CITY

Position, power, good money, inde-

pendence are within your reach. Will

you let them slip by and stay on in the

same old grind, or will you make the

start right now for a bigger and better

future ? The I. C. S. are ready to help

you be the man you want to be. Let

them show you how. Mark and mail

this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6651* Scranton, Pa.

r—— — — — TEAR OUT HERE — "——— —

I INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6651, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me. how I can qualify for the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

Reports on 27,000 typical /. C. 5. students show
14,990 now receiving $1500 a year or more; 2451
receiving $2500 or more; 413 receiving $5000 or
more; 20 receiving $10,000 or more; and 8 with
annual incomes of $25, OOO or more.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE DONE YOU CAN DO

]
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

]
Electric Lighting

j Electric Car Running
j Electric Wiring
j Telegraph Expert
]
MEOHA NICAL ENGINEER

] Mechanical Draftsman
] Machine Shop Practice
IGas Engineer
jOIVIL ENGINEER
j Surveying and Mapping
]
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER

1 Metallurgist or Prospector
1 STATIONARY ENGINEER
j Marine Engineer
1ARCHITECT
1 Contractor and Builder
1 Arch itectural Draftsman
1 Concrete Builder
J Structural Engineer
1 PLUMBING AND HEATING
1 Sheet Metal Worker
jCHEMIST

SALESMANSHIP^ ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AGRICULTURE

JTextile Overseer or Supt.

m Navigator Q Spanish
^Poultry Raising German
AUTO RUNNING H French
Ante Repairing Italian

Name
Occupation
Employer-

Street
and No

City- State-



Have You a Camera Face?

( Continued from page 15)

MOTION PICTURE

The Photoplay Hit of the Season
The Little Book of Honest Advice

“he:r,e LIES”
By L. CASE RUSSELL

WE have exhausted the flr«t edition of “H^re Lie*,” but not its

demand. A second edition i« now read'. This clever and
timely booklet on^How Not To Write photoplays is invaluable to

bewildered and discouraged writers. The greatest obstacle in the

road to success is the "Has been done before” rejection slip. At
least RO per cent of the unsold scripts now on the market were
written around stale plots. For the first time, these forbidden

themes have been collected, classified, crucified and buried in

“Here Lies.” Head what studio editors think of it:

Its subtle humor is delicious, while underlying it all there is so

much truth that it is worth reading many times. It is of value to

the trained and professional author, as well as to the amateur.

CALDEK JOHNSTONE,
Universal Film Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Studios.

It would save some of these poor beginners many a heart-ache if

they would learn what to avoid, and you seem to have struck the

keVooteJn jour Dont List.
I.OCn.T.A I. PM!SOvs,

Editor of Scenarios, Essauay Film Manufacturing Co.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25c in etampn or coin

THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE
17S Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

not have camera personality, and for

that reason their picture value was
worthless.

"The matter of film personality,”

said Mr. Wilson, “is possibly, after all,

the most important one. I have seen

people, who might be called positively

homely, go before the cinematograph
and, bv reason of the personality and
snirit expressed in their faces, be trans-

formed on the screen into extremely
good-looking types. How often have
you heard people say, ‘I saw So-and-
So, the great film beauty, the other day,

and she didn’t look half so well as she

does on the screen’ ? That is fre-

quently very true, and, invariably, it

is because that particular actress was
possessed of such unusual spirit of

mind and personality that the light of

it. reflected in her face by the mysteri-

ous camera, rendered her beautiful

!

“And, lastly, the power of expres-

sion is an all-important one. A man
might be as handsome as six Greek
gods put together and still be utterly

unable to qualify as a photoplayer.

The face must do everything, far more
than the face of an actor on the stage.

The latter has the words of the piay

and the inflections of his trained voice

to get his points across, whereas the

movie actor has nothing but his face,

and a verv occasional sub-title, to ex-

press his meaning. He must be able

to run the gamut of human emotions

by merely altering his expression, and,

altho this may sound fairly simple, it

is a gift that comes to but one out of

many thousands of people. It is pri-

marily a matter of knowing, not what

to do, but what not to do. If I ask an

applicant at the studio to express pro-

digious grief, during his test, and he

begins a series of agonized facial con-

tortions, I at once know that he’s no

good. If, on the other hand, his eyes

look straight and tragically ahead of

him without moving, and if his nostrils

dilate very slightly, and his lower lip

quivers as he catches it with his

teeth—then I know that he has the

right idea. Simplicity of expression

is always the most natural expression.

People in real life never act. And the

highest form of Motion Picture acting

is behaving just as people would in

real life.

“Photography, when all is said

and done, is a matter of lights and

shadows, and one can readily see why
prominent features have the advan-

tage over smaller ones, especially at

an average foreground. Possibly in

the close-up there would not be so

much difference. This, of course,

does not hold good in all cases. The

lens of the camera is much keener
than the human eye, and very often it

will get a twitch of the mouth, or the

lift of an eyebrow, or some little thing
about some one that is hardly per-

ceptible to the eye. These are essen-

tials that are the making of features

for camera work, especially so in

women. And let me repeat that per-

sonality is the one gigantic asset essen-

tial to picture work, and oftentimes,

when it is not apparent to the eye, the

camera-lens has an .uncanny way of

bringing it out, for, as I have said

before, that certain twitch, or little

characteristic, that passes unobserved

to the eye, is forcibly brought out by
the camera-lens.

“Women very often lose a lot of

their finer points by the eternal chang-
ing of style in hair-dressing. They
dress their hair becomingly enough to

the eye, but, by covering the temple,

forehead, ear, or some part of the face

or head that holds that little attraction

so necessary, they lose that something
which the camera needs to bring out

their personality more forcibly, and
for this reason I believe that women
should study, or accept advice about,

their attractions and try at all times to

keep their best points well in the fore-

ground. The complexion which I

consider best for camera work is the

fair, with brown hair and hazel-brown

eyes. One’s skin must not be too thin,

as the blood too close to the surface

will naturally cause one to photograph
dark. As for myself, my features are

big, and I have been told by experts

that my face was particularly adapted

to the screen.

“My complexion is very much the

same as I have described. I dont use

this argument because I happen to be

so constituted, but I find, in nearly all

cases, that it is true. Take Earle

Williams—a splendid photographic

subject—and I think you will find his

complexion the same. On the other

hand, King Baggot is fair, while his

eyes are light, yet he will tell you how
long it took him to overcome the dis-

advantage of light eyes. However, he

has mastered it, and is to be given

credit for having overcome that diffi-

culty by the art of make-up.”
Features that are prominent, and

yet not too prominent
;
a coloring that

is full of contrasts; a personality so

strong that it can be felt even by see-

ing a shadow on a screen ; a power of

expression that can portray all the

elements of drama by simple panto-

mime—these are the prime requisites.

Have you, dear reader, a movie
camera face?
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Virginia Pearson has originated a new
use for the beauty-patch. She makes
tiny silhouettes of her friends, and wears
them upon cheek or breast. It is a par-

ticularly choice tribute to one’s dance
or dinner partner.
Speaking of this same Virginia Pear-

son, she was once the chief of the Book
Lovers’ Library of Louisville, Ky., her
native city.

Producer David Wark Griffith recently
entertained Governor and Mrs. Hiram T.

Johnson at his California studio. The
governor was amazed at the expansive-
ness of said studio.

Claire Whitney, who has been
“wronged,” variously and villainously, in

pictures, was once a model in a Fifth
avenue hat shop.

D. W. Griffith had another happy
thought when he selected “Don Quixote”
for De Wolf Hopper’s screen debut.
Every one knows De Wolf, not every
one knows Don Quixote—now we’ll all

know them both.

Crane Wilbur has made a sensational
find—a lissome, vampirish, Pat-Camp-

bellish, Olga-Nethersolish person. You’ll
see her in “The Love Liars.”
Dont ever say the pulpit hasn’t humor!

Just see George Ovey in ministerial
garb!
The Knickerbocker Star Features have

not only star features, but star actresses
—Jackie Saunders, the Maude Adams of
the screen, for one; Margaret Landis, a
meteoric young person; Marguerite
Nichols, and Myrtle Reeves.
Kathryn Adams, starred by Mutual in

“A Bird of Prey,” planned an operatic
career, but the movies called her—and
the call was strong!

Margaret Gibson wishes she had lived
in ancient Rome when women didn’t have
to wear tight clothes—this desire since
her role in “The Heart of Tara.”
Edna May, who was queen of musical

comedy, is now en route to screen queen-
dom. She recently emerged from blissful

matrimonial retirement to play the lead
in Vitagraph’s “Salvation Joan.” Her
salary of $100,000 for appearance in this
single picture is to be given to the Red
Cross.

FRED MACE JESS WILLARD MAX SENNETT
(world’s champion)
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I ForSore Muscles |

f Absorbine, Jr., brings quick relief. Keep |
1 it always at hand for instant use. s

^ Athletes use Absorbine, Jr., for the muscle that g
1 has been strained, for the cut or laceration that runs g
g a chance of infection ; for the abrasion that pains and g
1 the limbs that are stiff and lame from over-exertion,

jj

Absorb ine.J
THE ANTISEPTIC LIN I M ENT

When applied to cuts, bruises and sores, it kills

the germs, makes the wound aseptically clean and

promotes rapid and healthy healing. It allays pain

and inflammation promptly. Swollen glands, painful

varicose veins, wens and bursal enlarge-

ments yield readily to the application of

Absorbine, Jr.

Absorbine, Jr., is made of herbs and

is non-poisonous— safe to use anywhere,

even by the smallest member of the family.

ABSORBINEJ* $1.00 a bottle at druggists or
postpaid

A LIBERAL TRIAL BOTTLE j**
|

your address upon receipt of 10c in stamps. §§

W. F. Young, P. D. F. |
162 Temple St., Springfield, Mass. §
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LEARN MUSIC
AT HOME!

SPECIAL OFFER-EASY LESSONS FREE-Piano,
Organ, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar, Comet, Haij>, Cello
or to sing. You pay only for music and postage—that is small.
No extras. Beginners or advanced pupils. Plain, simple, sys-
tematic. 16 years’ success. Start at once. Send your name
and get free booklet by return mail. Address
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 186B, 22S 5th Ave., N. Y. City

MORRIS CANOES
If you wish to outclass any other make get a Morris

Canoe— Catalogue on request.

B. N. MORRIS, Inc. 151 State St., Bangor, Me.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
HOW TO DEVELOP
VITALITY, ENERGY, ENDURANCE,
NERVE STRENGTH, MUSCULAR
STRENGTH, PERFECT PHYSIQUE?

My FREE BOOKS, “The Whys of Exercise” and
“The First and Last Law of Physical Culture/* tell

you, if you are weak or underdeveloped, how to grow strong:

if strong, how to grow stronger. They explain how to de-
velop lungs and muscle, the strong heart and vigorous digestion

—in short, how to improve health and strength internally as
well as externally. Send TO-DAY—NOW—for these

FREE BOOKS. Enclose 4c. in stamps to cover postage.

PROF. H. W. TITUS
56-58 Cooper Sq. Dept. 255 New York City

FRIENDSHIP
BRACELET LINK!

Start a Friendship. Mald-LInk-Bracelet, latest New York
fashion. We start yours by giving you one link absolutely
FREE engraved with 3 Initials. Your friends give or
exchange others. What more beautiful token or senti-
ment could lie expressed? Send to-day for one or more
LINKS ( I 2c. each) stating initials and whether ROLLED
GOLD, STERLING SILVER, BEADED or PLAIN de-
sign wanted and receive links with beautiful Black Ribbon
Free so you can start wearing Links at once until Bracelet
is complete. Write to-day Start with Link we give you
Free with first I2c. order or more.
Friendship Jewelry Co., Dept. 242. 83 Chambers St., N. Y.

(
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CROCHET BOOK
FREE

i* st?5^oRR
'

Contains 147 illustrated lessons with
new designs by Virginia Snow. To intro-

duce our new best hard t w is ted, mercerized
Crochet Cotton, we will mail free Colling-
bourne’s Encyclopedia of Art Need-
lework to any lady sending only 10c for

a sample ball and 4c to cover postage.

( 12 )

i COTTON
comes in White and Ecru—sizes. 1. 3, 6, 10. 15. 20. 30, 40.
50, 60, 70, 80. 100‘ also in all leading- colors---sizes, 5. 30
and 50. Crochet Rook contains many original ideas in

Crocheting.Tatting and Embroidery. Also list of 26 Free Premiums. Send to-
COLUNGBOURNE MILLS Dept. 1239. ELGIN. ILLINOIS

( H AI.K 6IZK)

The Sabo Painless Hair Remover

|
Only instrument ever devjsed to re-

' move superfluous hair, PERMANENT-
LY AND PAINLESSLY. No drugs.
No chemicals. Entirely automatic. A

$2 bill brings this Parcel Post, with money-back guarantee. Toilet neces-
sity. Descriptive folder and Information FREE.
SABO MFG. CO.. 3126 West 25th Street. Cleveland, Ohio

DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
0

1 An Ideal

I Studio Site
Inland from Nyack-on-the

Hudson, in the township of

Nanuet, there is for sale 1 47
acres of land which would
make an exceptional site for

a Moving Picture Studio.

The scenic attractions of this country are

most beautiful, the property having an

abundance oftrees, open clearances, hills, valleys,

brooks, and in fact everything for outdoor

camera work. For particulars address

GEO. F. HERRINGTON
65 NAVY STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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KINGS
MEDALS
and FOBS

BI4' m .

50*
Sterlirffi/ 1 5 •

Silver'*' SilverPlate

Any Letters or Colors
Catalogue Free

C. K. GROUSE CO.
North Attleboro, Mass. Box 1

DON’T YOU LIKE
My Eyela.shes
and Eyebrows?

You can have the same

applied once each day, will absolutely
roduce thick and long eyebrows and e^e-produce

lashes. Easy to apply—sure In resul'

OniLashneen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will

need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of 25c
coin and two cents postage, or Canadian money order.

Beware of Imitations

!

LASHNEEN COMPANY (Dept. 19) Philadelphia

rETTlbnj j
|
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DETAILSFREE
Atlas Pub. Co., 798 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

“Lady,” the intelligent coilie who
plays the leading role in the Thanhouser
(Mutual) releases, is modestly valued

at $2,000.

Said Enrico Caruso to Charlie Chaplin
on meeting, “Ah, ze Caruso of ze cinema,

I greet you!” Said Charlie Chaplin to

Enrico Caruso, “Delighted—the Chaplin

of the opera—I congratulate you!”
Edna Hunter has just announced that

she will not be able to grant any more
requests for locks of her hair; not that

she misses them—oh, no. But the insur-

ance company that insured her hair for

a hundred thousand dollars stipulates

that it shall not be “tampered with, or

the contract is null and void.”

King Baggot and the Imp Co. are in

Savannah, working on “Half a Rogue,” a

five-reeler, based on the novel by Harold
McGrath.

Plaintively laments Ethel Teare—“I

try to be nice, but I wish the girl fans

who write letters to me would enclose

postage. It cuts into my pin-money
something dreadful.”

After crashing to earth in an aeroplane,

Bud caustically hissed at Ham, “Leave
your shoes off next time. What do you
think an aeroplane is?—an elephant?”

The “first Mutual Chaplin” is a hun-
dred-foot picture showing Chaplin and
Pres. John R. Freuler, of Mutual, signing

the contract which gives Chaplin the

world’s biggest salary.

Mary Miles Minter, whose honest-to-

goodness name is Juliet Shelby, is a di-

rect descendant of Governor Isaac Shelby
—first governor of Kentucky.
Mme. Petrova is literarily as well as

screenically talented—she contributes to

the leading magazines of New York and
Boston, and is an authority on Ibsen,

Sudermann, Bjornson, Shaw and Tolstoy.

Mollie King, young and dainty World
Film star, is in North Carolina, produc-

ing “The Call of Love” amid the most
picturesque scenery of the South.
Harry Palmer is going back to the

cartoon idea, for which he was the screen
sponsor. The entire time of the Gau-
mont staff will be devoted to animated
cartoons.
Gladys Hulette makes her stellar debut

in the Mutual masterpiece de luxe
edition, “The Flight of the Duchess,” an
adaptation of Browning’s famous poem.
Thomas Chatterton loves to act. He

loves it so well that every once in a while
he stops his labors as a producer and
just acts.

The picture players at Universal City

recently added one of the youngest of

professional dancers to their staff. She
is eight-year-old Lena Baskette, and she

has been nicknamed Pavlowa Junior.

Mary Fuller thinks kindergartening is

her true vocation. She recently had
eight babies in one scene, fed them cer-

tified milk, amused them with toys from
the property room, and was more than
maternally successful.

Valeska Suratt was once a milliner in

Terre Haute, Ind. She has not forgotten

the art.

Cleo Madison umpired a baseball game
last Sunday when members of Yale
Alumni played a game. She made good,

believe me!
Charlie Chaplin has subscribed $1,300

to the Actors’ Fund of America.
Louise Glaum is about to become a

vampire. She will vamp initially in a
new Ince production.

Collier, Jr., looked scornful when
asked if he would rather play or work
in pictures. “Picture work is play,”

quoth Collier, Jr.

FILM FAVORITES
OF YOUR OWN CHOICE

Send the names of eighteen and twenty-five cents or a

dollar for a hundred in splendid poses on postcard*.

7 poses of Mary Bickford, 3 of Marguerite Clark, 2 of

Chaplin, 3 of Theda Hara, Edna Mayo, an autographed
picture of Jack W. Kerrigan, and many new feature
stars.

Also actual photos, size II 500 LIST IF.
n
T.o)5'^r?

8x10, at 50c each
|| 0R FREE 0N request

THE FILM PORTRAIT CO., 127C 1st Place, Brooklyn, M. T.
|

TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES
ALL PRICES

Look at these bargains! Typewriters Rebuilt in
our own Factories. Guaranteed for one year.

Remingtons $15 to $65 Smiths $18 to $50
Underwoods $25 to $65 Royals $30 to $65
L. C. Smiths $28 to $60 Olivers $23 to $45

Brand new No. 2 Smith Premiers $45

We have others, of course. Send for catalog de-
scribing them. Branch offices in principal cities.

AMERICAN WRITING
MACHINE COMPANY

(Incorporated)

345 Broadway
New York

Orations, Addresses, Special Papers,
Essays, Debates, etc., prepared

fir
individual requirements. Literary assistance. Social,
formal articles. Original and accurate, with the
true riny. Five minute paper (500 words' $1.

Longer writings in proportion. EPHRAIM BlTCH-
AVALD, Dept. S„ 113 East 129th St,, New York.

This Complete Set of
M? Drawing Instruments

$15.00 Draftsman 'a Comp 1eteWork

i

rtg
outfit, absolutely free. They do not
cost you a penny on this offer. Write
today for particulars. Do it NOW.
$150 to $300 a Month
My graduates are earning from
$160.00 to $300.00 a month and more.
Write Today, Send for my free book
on drafting. No obligations. Write now. •

Chief Draftsman Dobe, Div 3365
Engineer’s Equipment Co., Chicago

..Removes Hair..
Yes, it removes hair in one minute you can now have a clear and
smooth skin. First rub on, allow to remain one minute and rub off.

You will be surprised how clear and smooth your skin will be. All
movie stars use hairremover and are admired for their beautiful
skin. Send for trial package. Use before attending the dance,
theatre, etc. Removes hair from the arms, armpits etc.

Cpiifl Tnrlav Send lOcfor trial package or 60c for large jar. Be
-J ciiu UUay m admired for your beautiful smooth velvety skin.
Postage stamp or coin will do.
MINNIE PAUL, 4759 BROADWAY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Is Your Photoplay Worth
Anything ?

In the past three years this organization has handled
over 15,000 photoplays and to date can show evidence of

complete satisfaction to 98 per cent, of our clients and of

the sincere co-operation of all the reputable producing
companies.

Our business has assumed such tremendous proportions
and become so important to the industry at large that we
found it necessary to undergo complete reorganization in

order to more fully serve the author and fulfil our obliga-
tions to the studio. The former system of conducting our
business made it most difficult to render the desired serv-

ice as our business increased and to the end that we
should become the most important factor serving both
writer and producer, and after a careful study of all ex-
isting conditions, we are now reorganized with a new sys-
tem, under new management and with a broader scope.

We wish it thoroly understood that we are not a "revision
company," "school" or "agent." We are the manuscript
service bureau of the "Motion Picture Magazine," our in-
fluence is far-reaching and we are the real aid to the in-
telligent author of photoplays.

We need you, and ynu need us.

Send 2-oent stamp with attached coupon for full particulars.

The Photoplay Clearing House
175 Duffield Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Photoplay Clearing House,

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

:

Enclosed find 2-cent stamp for which you will send me
descriptive information regarding your service.

Name,

Address,

(Sixty-six)
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MUSIC LESSONS FREE

9ou cam /u-oLci TC\jjmuc Itui qu-UMy,
At Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tella

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 89 Lakeside Bldg.,Chicago

YOU CAN BE BEAUTIFUL
if you use

Dainty Medicated Cream
(Ramaco)

A perfect cleanser and massage cream, will re-

move facial blemishes and give the face a clear

soft tone. As a night cream, will remove freekies.

Will not grow hair. Perfumed with Rozalia.

Postpaid, $1.00 the Jar
DaintyWhite,whitening for the face, neck and arms.

In tubes, SOc
(Money Order or U. S. Currency)

DAINTY—Medicated Cream—White-Rouge, all three $1.50

RAY MuG. CO., Dept. C, 222 West 42nd St., New York

,ENDSH|p
bracelet
LINK ONiy

[We give you one L ink Free for your Bracelet.
,| Friends give or exchange others. Start now! Links

only 12c. each; 3 initials engraved Free. With your
first order for one or more Links we send FREE a

^beautiful Velvet Ribbon. State whether Rolled liold.^
^Sterling Silver, scroll or plain design.

DTERUNg silver rollIDuOLU
Monogram Jewelry Co, 87 Nassau St. Dept. 29. SewYork

and Eye-Lashes
Giveafacecharm,expression, loveliness.

Actresses and Society Women get them by using

LASH-BROW- 1 NE
It makes lashes and eye-brows long, silky, giving depth and
soulful expression to the eyes. Pure and Harmless. A guaranteed
treatment. Send 25 cts. (coin) and we will mail you package pre-
paid in plain, sealed cover. Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine sold only by

Maybell Laboratories, '**«. Chicago, Illinois

WRITE FOR MONEY
SendusYOTTK IDEASFOR PHOTOP1ATS,
STORIES, etc. We will accept them in ANY
form- correct FREE— sell on commission. Big

Rewards! Hundreds making money.
So can you. Write today for full details.

WRITER’S SETTING SERVICE
5 Main, AUBURN, N. Y.

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Complete training in general, medical,
obstetrical, gynecological and surgical
nursing. Instruction by physicians and
graduate nurses. 20 years’ experience.
Affiliated with The Central Hospital of
Philadelphia. Send for free books to
Miss Frazier, Superintendent Phila-
delphia School for Nurses, 2241

Chestnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

(Sixty-seven
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Enid Markey likes weepy parts because
she likes to move audiences, and her sex,

she laughs, always finds more comfort in

tears than laughter. The men? Mere
trifles! Let ’em weep!
Mary Miles Minter’s tour of Canada was

a triumphal march strewn with flowers
and favors from young and old.

Clara Kimball Young is going to take
an eight weeks’ vacation on July 15th.

She will tour Egypt, Algiers and part of

northern Africa.
Anna Held is wearing mourning for

“Ranger,” a beloved horse, who broke
both front legs during a mountain jour-

ney, and in the absence of a veterinary
had to be shot.

Flora Finch, co-player with the late

John Bunny for so long, has returned to

New York from Jacksonville, Fla., where
she appeared in a comedy for the Mirror
Films.
Vivian Rich was born at sea, and the

sea-wind, the sea-sun and the sea-mystery
seem to be parts of her nature.

Dorothy Dalton, supporting H. B.
Warner in “The Raiders,” is said to have
refused to enter the social whirl of Chi-

ago, in order that she might go on the
stage. Her father is a wealthy real es-

tate operator.
Lucille (Lady Duff Gordon) designed

the gowns Edna Mayo is wearing in “The
Strange Case of Mary Page.”

George Beban, in “The Pawn of Fate,”
was the pawn of many pastoral mishaps
while taking the scenes. Aside from
herding sheep and milking cows and col-

lecting eggs, he was chased by a mad
bull and thoroly stung by hornets.
Hughey Mack nearly lost his young life

recently when he got caught in a revolv-

ing door. He affirms that he traveled 2

miles 6 feet 7 4-5 inches before he was
released—large bodies in small spaces!

Bertha Kalich is opposed to censorship
—she does not consider it a rational
thing, since, argues she, the majority of

players, producers and writers are moral,
sane, reasonable people—and there’s good
and bad in everything.

Lucille Taft recently entertained the
girls of Gaumont at a fish dinner. After-

ward they swam—why, the girls, of

course!
Marguerite Snow, last seen in “A Cor-

ner in Cotton,” was raised around Sa-
vannah, Ga., so the “locales” were highly
familiar to her.

Harry Neville, character actor in

“Dimples,” once produced Shakespeare’s
“Julius Caesar” with a complete Hindoo
cast.

Helen Holmes found a brand new eight-

cylinder coupe and an exquisite diamond
ring awaiting her on her arrival home
from Las Vegas, Nevada, where she and
her company have been filming “The Girl

and the Game.” “Yours for your excel-

lent work,” the gifts read. Who wouldn’t
work for such as these?

De Wolf Hopper has five screenic

reasons for melancholy. They are:

(1) He has to get up in the morning.

(2) He never gets a “hand,” no matter
how well he acts. (3) He cant sing

into a film. (4) D. W. Griffith wont let

him recite “Casey at the Bat.” (5) He
is afraid De Wolf Hopper, Jr., is going

to look like him. Conceive of being hu-

morous under such a load!

We have with us this evening: Ger-

aldine Farrar and Wallace Reid, p. 29;

William Stowell, Warren Elsworth, Rhea
Mitchell and Estelle Allen, p. 49; Sidney
Mason and Marguerite Courtot, p. 41;

Rogers Lytton and Dorothy Kelly, p. 53;

Edna May and Harry Morey, p. 54.

AreYou

Too

Stout ?

Free yourself from

the burden of Super-

fluous Flesh!

My Scientific Course

for Reduction will

soon makeyour figure

slender and graceful, and
will reduce excess fat on

all parts of thebody. You
can quickly get rid of the too big waist, heavy
hips, thick thighs, high stomach or fat cushion

under arms.

Excess fleshon ankles, legs, seat,

abdomen or any other part of

the body quickly disappears.
My system gives you not only a

graceful, youthful figure, but leaves

the skin firm and smooth, wilhout

wrinkles.

I guarantee my course to reduce
you satisfactorily.

Write today for new FREE booklet, "The
Figure Beautiful.” Tell me just what reduc-
tion you need, and I can advise you more
intelligently.

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite M25, Garland Building Chicago

YOU SEE STARS!!!
WHEN YOU SEE THESE.

PHOTOS SUPERIOR TO
ALL OTHERS

^TSECORATE your room or den with
these handsome 7x11 portrait pictu res

of movie favorites each mounted in a
heavy folder.

Make Your Selection from the Following

:

Carlyle Blackwell Mary Pickford
Beverly Bayne Blanche Sweet
Charlie Chaplin Marguerite Snow
Mary Fuller Anita Stewart
The Goddess Group Norma Talmadge
Alice Joyce Pearl White
Jack Kerrigan Ben F. Wilson
Lillian Lorraine Earle Williams
Mary Miles Minter Crane Wilbur

Theda Bara Mabel Normand Lillian Walker
Francis X. Bushman Olga Petrova Clara Kimball Young

Ten Cents Each—A Set of Six for a Half Dollar
Send currency or money-order to

S. BRAM, Publisher, Dept. C, 126 W. 46th St., N. Y.

HAND PAINTED
AUTOGRAPHED PILLOW TOPS

OF MOVING PICTURE STARS
Wonderful likenesses, the
ones the Stars themselves
like best, size 18x18 inches.

BEAUTIFUL GIFTS AND
PRIZES

Two of these make a com-
plete pillow, with one of
your favorites on each side.

Your choice of the following players

:

G. M. Anderson
King Baggot
Theda Bara
Beverly Bayne
Carlisle Blackwell
John Bunny
Francis X. Bushman
Marguerite Clark
Maurice Costello

Howard Estabrook
Alec Francis
Mary Fuller
Ethel Grandln
Arthur Johnson
Alice Joyce
Jack Kerrigan
Florence LaBadie
Mabel Normand
Norma Phillips

Mary Pickford
Marguerite Snow
Anita Stewart
Blanche Sweet
Emmy Wehlen
Pearl White
Crane Wilbur
Earle Williams
Clara Kimball Young

Sepia, 35c each; Hand-painted, 50c each; 11x14
Hand-colored Pictures. 25c each; Silver Platinoid
Photo Frames, 6x8, with a player’s picture. 60c
each; Photo-Gelatin Prints, ^A's.TVz, two for a dime,
six for a quarter. Over 75 Stars to select from.

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER
One Sepia Pillow Top, one Photo Frame, one Handj
colored Picture and one Photo-Gelatin Print, $1.25
worth for $1.00. Yon may have a different player with each article

YOUR ORDER MAILED DAY RECEIVED
Send cash or money order

R. K. STANBURY, Dept. M.E., Flatiron Bldg., N.Y. City
Send two-cent stamp for folder
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A New Popularity Contest!

And It Will Be the Greatest Ever

Conducted by Any Publication

Picture players come and go. New faces are constantly appearing among the great
players of the day, and many of those who were popular a few years ago are now little

known.
Which ones are the most popular today? We are desirous of knowing, and we are

going to let you decide, thru the medium of the oldest, largest, best and most repre-
sentative publication in the world.

The Great Popularity Contest for the Players

will give you an opportunity to vote for your favorite. It will give you an opportunity
to show your appreciation for that player who has afforded you the most enjoyment,
and this kind of appreciation is equivalent to applause.

Thirty-six Prizes to Players

Thirty-six prizes will be given to those players who receive the most votes, and
you will surely want to see your favorite among the winners.

How Votes Will Be Counted

Each issue of the MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE, beginning with this one, will

contain a coupon which, when properly filled out and mailed to us, will count 10 votes.
Each issue of the MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC, beginning with the May number,
will contain a coupon good for 25 votes. A year’s subscription to the MOTION
PICTURE MAGAZINE will count 100 votes and a year’s subscription to the
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC 150 votes. Subscription price: MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE, $1.50; MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC, $1.75.

Special Prizes to Readers

A cash bonus, divided into first, second and third prizes, will be given to those
who send in the most subscriptions to either the MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
or MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC and the most votes during each month. If you
desire to become a special solicitor, write today for particulars.

Further announcement as to the time of the closing of this contest and as to the
prizes will be made in the next issue of this magazine.

Begin voting now by sending in the coupon which you find in this issue or your
subscription to the MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE or MOTION PICTURE
CLASSIC.

Cut this coupon out and mail to the MOTION PICTURE PUBLISHING CO., 175
Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y., or enclose with other mail to the same address.

GREAT POPULARITY CONTEST
conducted by the MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

I desire to cast my vote for

as my favorite player.

Name

Address

Note.—In sending in subscriptions, write on a separate slip of paper the
name of the player for whom you wish to vote. No coupon is necessary.

25
Votes

Boys of the Screen

( Continued from page 22)

with Eclair as the villain in a “kid

series.” He played the boy role in

“Alias Jimmy Valentine” and had the

fresh office boy part in “The Little

Church Around the Corner.”
In “Hearts of Men,” a Charles K.

Harris picture, a delightful story of

children is interwoven, in which Mas-
ter Frank Longacre and Nicholas
Long, Jr., are rivals for the friendship

of charming little Ethelmary Oakland,
while a crowd of other youngsters are

used in several school scenes.

These, then, are some of our prin-

cipal boy friends in the films, and they

may bfe trusted to do full justice to
the American boy as we know him in

our everyday life. Naturally enough,
these clever boy actors are called upon
to do hazardous stunts. Sometimes
they find themselves in a tight fix.

But they never balk or show the white
feather; they are heroes both inside

and out.

During the taking of a scene on the
St. John’s River in Florida, recently,

little Georgie Hollister was thrown
fifty feet out into the stream, instead
of a few feet, as the director had
planned. The boy could not swim and
he was in a dangerous plight. He was
rescued, true enough, but it was a
close call.

“That nearly got me that time,” he
exclaimed, as they laid him out com-
fortably in the back seat of an auto-
mobile; “but will it—will it make a

good picture?”

That is the spirit of our boy friends
in the films.

Ditmars in Camera Wonderland
( Continued from page 19)

ously for victory. In this connection
it is well to state that not even the

stage manager was able to prevent
the excitement of the scene from
communicating to the audience in the
grand-stand, and in the last lap the
more excited spectators climbed the
grand-stand railing and entered the
race.

Two great difficulties had to be
overcome in this scene. One was to

get all the contestants off when the

monkey fired the starting-gun, and the

other to distribute handicaps so skil-

fully that the swiftest could not race

ahead of the less speedy. Each detail

had to be worked out, and each ani-

mal having a “speaking” part had to

be trained. It required four months’
steady work before the camera man
was called in.

This scene required a stage of forty

feet. The next most difficult per-

formance required a stage the size of

a postage stamp. Upon this per-

formed the star of the fly juggling

troupe. This fly rides into the arena
in a chair upon the back of a beetle

;

then it juggles dumb-bells.

The children will be delighted with

what has recently been done. While
the work of Mr. Ditmars’ dramatic

school is not strictly scientific, it will

be of great value in promoting an in-

terest in animals among children, to

say nothing of grown-up folks. He
is attempting to do with the actual

subjects what Kipling did in the

Jungle Tales with imaginary ones.

And as for Alice in Wonderland and

her Walrus and her Hare, they were

pretty flat creatures to the real actor

birds and beasties of today.

(Sixty eight)
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How They Got In

( Continued from page 25)

to appear before the camera in the

daytime. I was greatly interested.

The vigorous outdoor work appealed

to me, and it was all very different

from the stage. Instead of words,

here always was action—I did not

only act my part, I really lived it

with nature’s own scenery for a back-

ground. The picture, when finished,

was called ‘A Western Memory,’ and

in its way was quite successful. I re-

mained under the banner of the Pathe

Company for four years, concluding

at the termination of the famous

‘Perils of Pauline’ serial.”

Earle Williams is considered by

many to be the handsomest man on

the screen, and his enormous popu-

larity may have something to do with

that fact. But apart from good looks,

Mr. Williams has accomplished big

things, and he deserves a prominent

place in the front ranks of stardom.

Mr. Williams, in very characteristic

handwriting, says

:

“I had been on the stage for ten

years. My last engagement was with

George Beban in ‘The Sign of the

Rose,’ in vaudeville. Not having

had a very long season, I looked

.around for something to do during

the summer. I was introduced to

Messrs. Smith and Blackton, the Yita-

graph chiefs, and they immediately

engaged me.
“My first part was the lead in the

picture called ‘The Thumb Print.’

Miss Helen Case played opposite me
and Harry Morey played the heavy.

It was interesting work from the

start. It was very different from the

stage, more different than most people

could possibly imagine. The lights

came from the top instead of the

bottom. The make-up was entirely

different, and the stage was about
one-eighth the size, except when we
played outdoors, and then it was much
larger than the usual stage.

“I must have made good in that

picture, for they engaged me perma-
nently, and I have been with the Vita-

graph Company ever since that time,

four years now, and I hope I will be
with them for many years to come.”
Thus it may be seen that even the

greatest of picture players have had
their trials and tribulations. Save in

very few exceptions, all the screen
people who are admired and starred
now, were, just a little while ago,
struggHng actors and actresses, learn-
ing their part in life in the hard, hard
school of the “one-night stand” troupe.
There appears to be no short-cut to
fame

; once more can it be seen how
difficult it is for the aspiring neophyte
to step into the star’s dressing-room
and public film favor overnight.

(Sixty-nine)
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$25 to $200 Paid for Each GoodOne
Your help needed to meet tremendous demand of 30,000 theatres changing program daily and clamor*
ing for SOMETHING NEW. If you attend the movies you know the kind of ideas wanted. New
writers, if they possess imagination, are encouraged. It’s IDEAS that count, not previous experience
or special education. Your chance to succeed is as good as anybody’s. Write today for my 32-page
free booklet, “How to Write Photoplays.”

Turn Your Happy
Thoughts Into Cash
In the lives of all people...

in your life... is material for
many strong and heart appeal-
ing photoplays...photoplays as
good or better than many you
have actually seen acted on the
screen. Writing photoplays
enables those who lack the ex-
perience necessary for writing
novels and stage plays, to ex-
press the brilliant and original
thoughts which many of them
possess. Investigate without
costby using free coupon below.

Earn $100 to $300
a Month

Writing photoplays is the most fascinat-
ing occupation in the world. The thrill of seeing
your creation acted on the screen....the thought
that it is entertaining and inspiring millions of
people. ...this is a joy of the keenest and deep-
est sort. Writing photoplays is also most profit-

able. If you possess invention and imagination
you should be able to turn out one successful
photoplay a week. Such a record is by no means uncom-
mon, and those who are doing this can earn from $100
to $300 a month simply for spare time work in their own
home. Use free book coupon and obtain full particulars

ELBERT MOORE, Bo* 772 S.E., CHICAGO

Impartial Evidence
The New York Times says:
“It is the newest profession in the world, thi9

of scenario writing, and it is giving the few men
engaged in it thousands of dollars."

Mrs. Louella O. Parsons , former Scenario
Editor of the Essanay Co., says:
“Scenario writing is the most fascinating form

of fiction. There is a bigger future for scenario
writers than for writers in any other field. But
yon must have something good to offer in order
to reap rewards for your efforts. I am confident
that the people—those who go to the movies reg-
ularly and see what the producers want—have
unique and brilliant ideas. But the vast majority
do not know how to put these Ideas into salable
form. They must master technique and con-
struction if they would succeed."

The Chicago Daily News says:
“Money considerations are almost negligible

factors among the “movie" manufacturers in
their endeavor to outstrip each other in the film
race. Not many years ago $25 was considered
the high water mark for a single reel scenario,
and today Carl Laemmle, president of the Uni-
versal Film Company, casually remarks that he
is considering a proposition to produce a series
of fifty-two single reel plays, each scenario of
which will cost his concern $1,003."

Former Scenario Edi-

tor Shows You How
My complete and authorita-

tiveCOURSE ofINSTRUCTION and
CRITICISM correctly develops your
ability and gives you the simple rules
of photoplay writing in clear and con-
cise form. It includes a 224-page Text
Book, covering every branch of pho-
toplay writing, 12 Screen Talks pre-
pared especially for my Course by
leading Producers. Scenario Editors
and Actors, 6 Student Guides and
my own Personal Instruction and
Criticism. Easy to read and under-
stand. Strongly recommended by
men who know. Equally valuable
to beginners and experienced writers.
As a former Scenario Editor, with
many years of inside experience in,
writing, purchasing and produc-«J
ing photoplays I speak withjyf
authority. A

It Costs

Nothing to Investigate
Use free coupon now, and look into
the wonderful opportunities of this new
and profitable calling. If you possess

Elbert Moor®
Box 772'S.E.,

Chicago, 0L
Please send me, without

r cost or obligation, your FRE0
Book,*‘How to Write Photo*

Idea9, my careful, authoritative and
personal method of instruction is
all you need for success. Es- ,

pecially liberal terms to those
who act at once and accept one of

Criticism ia Writing the Punt'S:
Use coupon and obtain free /r pliy*

booklet How to Write Jr
Photoplays." and full A
particulars NOW. No r
cost or obligation, A Irarne •* (Write Plainly

A plays/* and full particolarsof
yOTrCourse^f Instruction and

yvAddAddress.

36211
$ 90.

i^EAUTIFUL DIAMOND
SENT ON APPROVAL-NO MONEY DOWN

No obligation: pay as you can. Order any diamond from our

catalogue: when received, if not absolutely satisfactory, return

it. Otherwise keep it and pay 20% of the price, and only 10%
per month thereafter. Ten per cent, discount for all cash A
binding guarantee as to quality with each diamond. Exchange-
able at any time at an increase of 7 1-2% more than you paid.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE DELUXE 49 Con-
tains over one thousand photographs of rings, pins, diamonds,

and other precious stones.

L. W. SWEET & CO., Inc.
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The Life of

Earle Williams
Strong, gripping story of the inter-

esting life of this great and popular

picture-player, covering the following

chapters :—Youthful Ambitions, Stage

Work, Film Work, Personality, Fa-

vorite Roles, Thrilling Experiences,

Secrets of Success, His Vacations and
Home Life.

Every admirer of this popular player
should have a copy.

Price, 98-page book, bound in attrac-

tive cloth cover, $1.25.

One year’s subscription to the Motion
Picture Magazine and a copy of this

book, $2.00.

M. P. PUBLISHING COMPANY
175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

.-.MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Small Capital Starts You
on our easy payment plan. Begin now
and get your share. We sell every*
thing. Write TODAY.

Capital Merchandise Co.
Dept. 51 525 SsDearborn St. ,Chlcago

WILL SEND MY ¥ \7 r*

25c book Improve Your race
By Making Faces—for
10c— stamps or coin

This book contains a complete course
of instructions in Physical Culture for the
Face. More than 90,000 persons are fol-
lowing these instructions to-day. They
will do more to build beauty than all the
paint and powder in the world, for they
get right at the root of your facial defects
and overcome them. Not simple or
silly. Just physical culture applied to
the facial muscles; common sense—that's

all. If you want to Improve your looks, seud 10c for this book, to-day, at

once, while it’s on your mind.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
5120 Barker Bldg. v 110 W. 42nd St. NEW YORK CITY

It will ease your Mind

;

I will ease your Feet.

Enlarged Joints Reduced and
Toes Straightened by

ACHFELDT’S
“Perfection” TOE SPRING
Worn at night without Inconvenience, with
auxiliary appliancei* for day use. Sent on a|>-

proval. Money refunded if not a* represented.

Use My Improved Arch Supporter
for “ Flat Foot" and broken down Instep.

Send outline of foot. Full particulars and
advice free in plain sealed envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist
••DEFT. K.C. 1326 Broadway, at 34th St., (Marbridge Building). NEW YORK

The Spoken Drama

A New Department for Play-

goers of the Speaking Stage

By ROBERT GRAU

As recently as two years ago, the

stage producers who produce
spoken plays were so befogged

in their perspective that, with rare ex-

ceptions, they predicted that the dis-

astrous conditions on the speaking-

stage were wholly due to the maelstrom
of influences which created and event-

ually perpetuated the vogue of the

photoplay.

It is now conceded that, instead of

ultimately operating destructively, the

Motion Picture play has helped im-

measurably, not only to vastly extend

the vogue of the silent drama, but all

the time that the millions of photoplay
patrons were creating an overwhelming
new public for the screen, slowly, but

surely, this public was getting ac-

quainted with the drama on stage and
screen alike.

In a volume published by the writer

three years ago appears the following

as a foreword:

“The gentlemen who produce for the

stage and who have as an entity been

so reluctant to recognize that an all-

compelling new art is no longer lying

dormant, will awaken perhaps too late

to a realization that the most con-

structive influence of the Motion Pic-

ture is the part it is already playing

in creating a nation of playgoers, for

while the photoplay public is constantly

increasing, the number of spoken play-

goers as yet is small, but that it is

perceptible requires no scrutiny.”

With this viewpoint, not one in a

thousand would agree. Daniel Froh-
man was one to not only see the light

a year later, but the latter’s influence

in creating new playgoers for the spoken

play is evidenced by his own words on

the very day he began to produce

photoplays.

Said Mr. Frohman:
“Some day I am going to produce

for the stage again. On the horizon I

see a new public to whom photoplays

alone have appealed. This public once

acquainted with our drama will one

day not far off find its way to the four-

walled playhouse in a desire to see the

actor and hear him as well.”

It is in the belief that photoplays

are gradually enticing all the people to

their realm, and that the spoken play

may one day attract the masses to only

a lesser extent, that the writer has

urged the Editor of the Motion Picture
Magazine and the Motion Picture
Classic to undertake the unusual,

namely, to inaugurate a spoken-play

Be a Doctor of
CHIROPRACTIC
FOUR INTRODUCTORY LESSONS
These books take you completely through this
wonderful science of spinal adjustment. Read
like fiction, yet absolutely true. 30,000,000 Americans
support Chiropractic. Thousands being cured of long
standing diseases by it. Resident and Home Study Courses.

BIG OPPORTUNITY FOR
AMBITIOUS MEN AND WOMEN
Profession not crowded. Large demand for practi-
tioners—$2000 to $5000 yearly. Small expense. Easy
payments. We fit you forall State Board Requirements.
CPPP Elbert Hubbard's Book "The New Science." Mailr postal now and get all 5 books FREE. Do it today. _
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF CHIROPRACTIC

Dept.LO-5, 42 1-427 So. Ashland Blvd. t Chicago |

r' In r r c emblems of everyVsfUOO ± l/IJ DESCRIPTION. Two
catalogs FREE for the asking. Pin shown here with any
letters, numerals, or colors. Silver or Gold Plate 30c each ;

$3.00 per dozen.

UNION EMBLEM CO., 430 Greiner Bldg., Palmyra, Pa.

The Stage Playing Cards

Handsomest deck of cards made. Pink,

cream, green and gold backs; gold edges;

flexible, highly finished, lively and durable;

fifty-two cards and joker to each pack.

PORTRAITS OF
THE GREAT

STARS
Each card contains a portrait of a great

star, including Marguerite Clark, David War-
field, Julia Marlowe, Alla Nazimova, E. H.
Sothern, Willie Collier, Blanche Bates, Rose
Stahl, Blanche Ring, Frank Daniels, Anna
Held, Grace George, James O'Neill, Ellen
Terry, Henrietta Crosman, Frances Starr,
Margaret Anglin, Eddie Foy, Mrs. Fiske,
Harry Woodruff, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Cissy
Loftus, Tyrone Powers, Henry E. Dixey,
Elsie Janis, William Faversham, Dustin
Farnum, Louis James, Louis Mann, Maxine
Elliott, Herbert Kelcey, Henry Miller and
Effie Shannon.

Most of these great players, and most of

the others, have already made their appear-
ance on the screen, and every one of them
has made stage history, as many of them
are now making Motion Picture history.

Why not take advantage of this oppor-
tunity to make a collection of the portraits
of these great stars, even if you do not want
to use the cards to play with? (Please note
that this set of cards has no connection with
the set of Motion Picture cards in our new
game called “Cast.")

Only 50 cents a pack, in handsome tele-

scope box, mailed to any address, postage
prepaid, on receipt of price. (One-cent
stamps accepted. If a 50-cent piece is sent,

wrap it in folded paper and enclose in

envelope in your letter. An unwrapped coin
sometimes cuts thru the envelope and is lost

in the mails. It is perfectly safe also to

send a dollar bill by mail.)

THE M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 Duffield Street Brooklyn, N. Y.
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CLASSIC

Learn Piano 4 Times Faster
Our Interesting 64-page free book shows the keen delight

which a musical training will bring you; and how you can obtain this
training easilyand th<rroughlyinyourownhomeat one-quarter the
usual cost. It explains the social advantages of musical accomplish-
ment, and tells how you can greatly increase your earning power by
jrrofessional playing or by giving mnsical instruction in your spare
time. It fully describes a method of home study which brings ?ou all
the comprehensive features of the best foreign conservatories, at less
than 43 cents a lesson. All music furnished free. Write for this
valuable book today. It is free.

Or. Quinn's COURSE IN PIANO Of ORGAN
by thewritten method.hasrevolutionizedtbestrdyof music. By theuse
of Dr. Quinn's remarkable device, the COj-.OROTONE (patented) you
scoe three-quarters of the t

' * ~ " *

for learning piano or organ. You play chords immediately
and a complete piece, m every kcy,witnin a few lessons.
The method is scientific and systematic, yet practical
and simple,Hit is endorsed uy leading musicians and
heads ofstate conservatories. Equally effective for chil-
dren or adults, beginners or experienced players. Prac-
tice in spare time, whenever convenient. Successful,
graduateseverywhere. Diploma granted. Special reduced
ierms this month. Investigate without cost or obligation
by writing today for free book, 4‘How to Study Music."

QUINN CONSERVATORY, Box 650K.E CHICAGO

MINIATURE PENNANTS
OF THE FILM STARS

^TNECORATE your room or den with these neat
3x8 in. felt pennants. Just the thin? -to

make round pillow top* and tal>l«* covers. Use them
hh favors, souvenirs, etc. Something new.

Blanche Sweet
Francis X. Bushman
M. Petrova
Winifred Kingston
Beverly Bayne
Lionel Barrymore

Ruth Roland
Anita Stewart
Dustin Farnum
Crane Wilbur
Lois Meredith
Marguerite Snow
Earle Williams

i host of others.

Packets mailed postpaid

12 for 25 cents 25 for 50 cents

Estimates on large quantities on request

D. A. DOBIE
Dept. 3C, 29 Monroe Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Become a Doctor of

Chiropractic

Make Money Practicing
Chiropractic, the Science

of Spinal Adjustment

Earn $3000 to $5000 a

Learn At Home
Here is your opportunity to qualify

at home inyour spare time to become
a Doctor of Chiropractic— to enter
an uncrowded profession and make
a big income. No matter where
you live, or what work you arenow
doing, ifyou are ambitious, you can
become prosperous in the practice
of this fascinating profession of

DRUGLESS HEALING
Never before has the demand been so great for compe-

tent Doctors of Chiropractic. Every thinking person knows
that the day of Drugless Healing is here, and the masses
of people everywhere are eagerly welcoming Chiropractic,
the science of restoring health by means of spinal adjust-
ment, as a natural, scientific substitute for the old out-
grown system of “dosing’* by internal medicines.

5 LESSONS FREE
To show you quicklv and convincingly what Chiropractic is,we offer you 5 Lessons or our Regular Course absolutely Free—also

Light (8) Anatomical Charts beautifully lithographed in lifelike
colors that regularly sell for $15.00.

.
You can become a Doctor of Chiropractic in a surprisingly short
by our pracucal, easy, simplified method of home instruction.

All needless theory is thrown aside—our course offers the shortest,
most direct route to your University Degree of-D. C.—Doctor of
Chiropractic. We give you, right in your own home during your
spare time, just the training you must have to succeed.

Special reduced rates now! Write today for new illustrated
64 page book and remarkable Free Lessons Offer.

,
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY.

162 N. Dearborn St., Dept. 547 Chicago. II!,
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department of briefly reviewed plays.

And just so surely as the day is near

when public interest will increase for

spoken plays when picturized, the day
is not so very far off when original

photoplays, conceived with the screen

alone in mind, by the world’s greatest

screen geniuses, will be dramatized for

the stage.

Guide to the Theaters

Plays Now or Recently in New York

That Are Worth While

(Readers in distant cities will do well to preserve this list

for reference when these plays appear in their vicinity)

Longacre .

—“The Great Lover.” An
exceptionally fine romantic comedy
with Leo Ditrichstein in a particularly

happy role. Interesting thruout, inter-

spersed wTith pathos and humor, and

with a great big smile as the final cur-

tain goes down.
Lyceum .

—“The Heart of Wetona.”

A pleasing Indian story with Lenore
Ulrich and William Courtleigh, who are

well known in pictures, beautifully

staged by Belasco, and splendidly acted

by an excellent cast. Of its kind, this

play has seldom been equaled.

Punch and Judy .

—
“Treasure Is-

land.” If you like fairy stories (with

fierce pirates as fairies), and the sea,

and picturesque settings—including a

real ship—and Stevenson’s sea yarns,

dont miss this elaborate production. It

is exceedingly amusing. The young
folk will be held spellbound, and the

old folk will have a hearty laugh. It

is handsomely and wonderfully done.

Hippodrome.— “Hip-Hip Hooray.”

A tremendous spectacle of dazzling

scenery, music, ballet, dancing, skating,

and fanciful acts that will offend no-

body and delight everybody. A veritable

circus, drama, opera and comedy com-

bined, in which there are a hundred
novelties and a thousand people.

Empire.-—Hall Caine’s “Margaret
Schiller.” A war drama—it might even

be called a tragedy—starring Elsie Fer-

guson as a German spy in an English

home, who loses her heart and sacri-

fices her life. It is of unusual contem-

poraneous interest, and, while founded

on an almost impossible situation, holds

the interest thruout, and gives good op-

portunity for the star to show her

dramatic ability.

Shubert .

—“Alone at Last” (now on

tour). A beautiful light opera with an

excellent cast, superb scenery, and high-

class music that has seldom been

equaled in operas of this kind.

Belasco .

—“The Boomerang.” One of

the most popular comedies of the sea-

son. Entertaining and laughable thru-

out, exquisitely acted and wonderfully
produced—it runs along like the works
of a fine watch.

No Money
InAdvance

(

This Marvelous

CAMERA
On FREE Trial!

I

Only 10,000 of these marvelous, instantaneous
picture-talcing and making cameras to be sent
out absolutely on. approval without a penny In
advance just to prove that it is the most won-
derful invention— the camera sensation of the

age. 80 you must send for it

quick I Just think of it—
the new Mandel-ette.

TAKES
AND

MAKES
Finished

Pictures

Instantly
You press the button, drop card in developer and In one

minute take out a perfect, finished post card photo 2 1-2 x 3 1-2

Inches In size. Camera, Itself, Is about 41-2x6x7 Inches. Loads
In daylight, 16 to 50 post cards at one time.

No Films — No Plates — No Dark Room
Not a bit of the muss and bother of the ordinary kodak or

camera. It Is Instantaneous photography. Universal focus
lens produces sharp pictures at all distances. Pictures develop
and print automatically. Can’t over-develop ; results simply
amazing.

We Trust You
No dlfterence who you are, where you live or what your

age, we will send you the complete “ Mandel-ette ” outfltabso-
lutely on approval and give you ten days to test It. If not
satisfactory return it. But when you see what elegant pictures
It takes—so quick, so easy, with no trouble at all—If you wish
to keep It you simply send us $1.00 per month until our special
price of only $5.00 is paid.

Easy Payments— No References
No red tape of any kind. Monthly payments so small you’ll

not notice them. Lots of fun and big profits.

No Experience Required
Plain Instructions and everything complete with outfit so

you can begin taking pictures the moment it arrives. We
guarantee that even a child can operate It. Mall coupon right
now. No risk or obligation to keep camera.

r
The Chicago Ferrotype Co.

Desk 260 Ferrotype Bldg., Chicago, III.

Send me at once one complete model Mandel-ette Camera
outfit including- supply of post cards and instructions. I agree
to examine and test it thoroughly and if satisfied keep it and
pay you $1 a month until your special price of $5 is paid.
Otherwise I will return it at the end of 10 days.

Name

St. and No

Town State,

BALL HOLDER
FREE

To prove the superior qual-
ity of our celebrated Perle Cro-
chet Thread we will send this
pretty Crochet Ball Holder free to any
lady sending only 10c in stamps or
silver to paypostage and all material to
crochet it. This holder is made of fine art

fabric, stamped both sides^ with the popular “Blue Bird”—omen of good
luck and happiness. On this offer you get—

Crochet Ball Holder—stamped—ready to work
Sufficient Collingbourne’s Perle Floss to work it

One Complete Instruction Diagram
Send for this free Ball Holder today. If not pleased your 10c in stamps will

be returned promptly. Address
COLLINGBOURNE MILLS Dept. 1039 ELGIN, ILL.



Look

I

€| 19 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels

—

Adjusted to the second—

-

•fl Adjusted to temperature

—

<J Adjusted to isochronism

—

€fl
25-year gold strata case

—

CJ Genuine Montgomery Railroad

Dial—

•fl New Ideas in Thin Cases.

Only

$2.50
And all of this for $2.50—only $2:50
per month—a great reduction in watch prices

—direct to you—positively the exact prices

the wholesale dealer would have to pay.
We do not care to quote these prices here, but
write—write before you buy. Think of the

high grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at

such a remarkable price. Indeed, the days of

exhorbitant watch prices have passed. Write now.

See It First You don

you see the watch. We don’t let you buy a
Burlington Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, hand-

somely shaped — aristocratic in every line. Then look at the works. There you see the pinnacle of

watch making. You understand how this wonder timepiece is adjusted to the very second.

’t pay a
anybody

a month

Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. This includes
every torpedo boat — every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaughts.

Burlington Watch Co.\ Send Your Na me on Th is
19tb Street and Marshall Blvd. \
Dept. 3365 Chicago. III. ^ ^ ^ ^ . , i . . ,

Please send me (without obligations and \ -1* >3 /) M A<| 7a /'A yi vtC L TflC tjUfllflgLOU
V i #CC Watoh Rnnk hv send-month offer on the Burlington Watch. ^ • T T UUU1V KJ y oC-IlLi.

\ ing this coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch
buying when you read it. You will be able to

‘

‘steer clear’
’

\ of the double-priced watches which are no better. Send

\ the coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

\ Burlington Watch Company
\ 19th St. and Marshall Blvd. Dept. 3365 Chicago, III.

Name

Address..
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
AMONG THE MANY INTERESTING ARTICLES THAT ARE SCHEDULED FOR THE JUNE CLASSIC ARE:

“A Play Day with Marguerite Courtot.” By Grace
Wynden Vail.

This is a four-page article, illustrated with seven beautiful pic-
tures of Miss Courtot:

“Making Up for the Movies.” By J. W. Chamberlain.
Illustrated with pictures of Ralph Ince as Lincoln, Mary Fuller,

King Baggot, Ormi Hawley, Mabel Trunnelle, Vera Sisson, Polly
Moran, Frank Daniels, Charles Ogle, Arthur Housman, Lloyd Ham-
ilton and Bud Duncan.

“Putting the Children in Films and the Films in Chil-
dren.” By B. A. Holway.
Illustrated with pictures of Little Billy Jacobs, Leland Benham,

Helen Badgley, Dorothy Benham and others.

“Tears as a Screen Asset.” By Elizabeth Petersen.
Illustrated with pictures of Mary Fuller, Iva Shepard, Mary

Pickford, Cleo Madison and Rosemary Theby.

“Favorite Recipes of Favorite Players.” By Lillian May.
Including those of Ann Murdock, Pauline Frederick and Nan

Carter. And many other articles just as interesting.

June Motion Picture Magazine Out April 29th

THE JUNE MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE WILL CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING INTERESTING ARTICLES, AMONG OTHERS:

“Why De Wolf Hopper Allowed Himself to be Shot.”
By Bennie Zeidman.
This is a five-page article with an elaborate lay-out of pictures

on every page, including one of Mrs. Hopper, one of Sir Herbert
Tree and many of Mr. Hopper in various costumes.

“Sirens of the Screen.” By Waldemar Wynefort.
This is an unusually interesting article, and the illustrations are

beautiful. Theda Bara heads the list of Screen Sirens, but there
are many others who promise to give Miss Bara an interesting race
for first honors.

"The Lannigans and Brannigans.” By Jas J. Gable.
In which these funny Irish characters created by Mr. Gable

discuss film topics in their usual entertaining style.

“Movie Censorship as It Should Be.”By Freling Foster.
A witty satire showing the folly and futility of official cen-

sorship.

“Adventures of a Cub.” By Martha Groves McKelvie.
In which the “Cub” runs into Eddie Foy, which makes an inter-

esting collision.

“Two Is a Company.” By Rose Standish.
This is an interview with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew and is

illustrated with full-page pencil sketches by James Montgomery
Flagg.

Great Popularity Contest.
In this issue begins the most important contest for photoplayers

that was ever conducted. We advise you to get in early on this, and
to get your friends in, so that your favorites will be kept in the
race. Dont let other people’s favorites get a run-away start on you.

“Tableaux from Children's Picture Plays.” By Harvey
Peake.
This is a cut-out puzzle for the young folks, and tells how to

make four scenes from "Little Red Riding Hood.”

“What They Do When Not Acting.” By Howard Reich.
The busy stage and screen player has other serious affairs de-

manding attention, and this interesting article tells how Howard
Reich, Eleanor Woodruff, Robert Warwick, Alice Brady, Jane Grey,
Frank Sheridan, Muriel Ostriche and Carlyle Blackwell spend their
spare time.

“Frozen Echoes from the Movies.” By Lillian Black-
stone.

Here are some of the recipes to be found in this article, and
they will help to keep you cool this summer: Dorotbv Gish Mint
Frappe, Blanche Sweet Special, Marguerite Courtot Cherry, Anita
Stewart Goddess Fluff, Cleo Madison Three-in-One, and Geraldine
Farrar Carmel Carmen.

“What Are They Saying?” $250 Prize Contest.
While this contest has closed, the winners are yet to be an-

nounced, and everybody will be interested in reading some of the
clever answers.

And dont forget the numerous departments, such as the “ Limericks,” illustrated with pen-and-ink cartoons, the

Popular Plays and Players, the Answer Man, the Answer Lady, As Others See You, the beautiful Gallery

of Players (16 pages) and the wonderful illustrated stories of the films. Dont miss the June number of

the Motion Picture Magazine.

In spite of the high cost of paper, which is about double what it was a few months ago, and the scarcity of good pa-
per at any price, we purpose giving our readers just as good a book as we ever did, and even better. Our aim
always has been to make our readers exclaim, with each successive issue, “The Best Yet,” and we do not pur
pose breaking that record. Dont forget that the Motion Picture Magazinh^vUI be on sale on all newsstands on
and after April 29, and the next Classic on May 13.

The M. P. Publishing Co., 1 7 5 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Publishers of the Motion Picture Magazine and Motion Picture Classic

HEYWOOD STRASSER & VOIGT LITHO CO N Y



She shares honors with the rose

whose complexion glows with the

charm that only such a powder
as Carmen can impart.

It is the one powder perfected

under such a process as to bestow

the fresh bloom of girlhood with-

out a trace of artificiality. It does

not rub or blow off.

You are sure of a charming

complexion at all times— regard-

less of strong lights or of the

effects of perspiration. The scent

enhances its refinement.

50 Cents Everywhere

White, Pink, Flesh, Cream

STAFFORD-MILLER COMPANY
519 Olive Street St. Louis, Mo.

CARM

f the Red
'

Trimmed
Orange Color
ed Box-Seen

v Every-\ where

Our

“On Trial
1

Offer

Purse size box and % \
mirror containing 2 or X I

3 weeks’ supply of Carmen ^
(state shad^) and full 35c. box

of Carmen Rouge (light or dark)

sent prepaid for 25c.

If only purse size box of Carmen

Powder and mirror are wanted, send only

10c. silver and 2c. stamp.

STAFFORD-MILLER COMPANY
519 Olive Street St. Louis, Mo.

Name

Address



EVELYN GREELEY

JUNE 15 Cents
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Mabel Taliaferro
one of the five stars of “The New Hen-
rietta/’ well known to the readers of

Motion Picture Classic, writes

:

Dear Mr. Rieger:—Your exquisite perfume
is very appropriately called Flower
Drops’' and lam enthusiastic about it. Each
drop seems to carry the fragrance of the
very flowers themselves like no other per-
fume I have ever used.

Yours sincerely.

You have never seen anything like this before
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

hen once you scent the true floral odor of this exquisite perfume you will realize what a wonder-

ful advance has been made in the art of perfume making. Take your choice of five odors—Lily

of the Valley, Rose, Violet, Garden Queen or Mon Amour. Price only $ 1 .00 an ounce in

50c and $1 .00 bottles. In concentrated form. Flower Drops comes in handsome hexag-

onal cut glass bottles with long glass stoppers at $1 .50 each (Lily of the Valley, $1 .75).

Either at your dealers or you may order direct from this advertisement. Money re-

funded if youare not morethan satisfied.
*

‘Flower Drops’ ' are sent prepaid of course.

j ,i i Just send 20c (silver or stamps)

2nd the Coupon c°up°n <* ? '<•«« f°r

trial bottle illustrated in the cou-

pon. Be sure to indicate which odor you prefer. Test this exquisite

perfume for yourself. Write today. Send only 20c now.

^ Paul Rieger, 146 First Street, San Francisco, Cah
Paris. New York San Francisco

PAUL RIEGER.

146 First Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

Gentlemen:—Enclosed find
20c for which please send me
[prepaid) trial bottle of Flower
Drops Perfume, same size as w
shown in this coupon. 1 want 4
odor checked below,

:=Roae “Violet =:Lily of the Valley
“Garden Queen =zMon Amour

Name

Address

!1 for Souvenir box. six odors, twenty-five cent bottles,
ten Queen and Mon Amour are the very latest odors.

Send for a bottle of each.
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Finish This Story for

Yourself—
The girl got $6 a week and was lonely. "Piggy”—you can

imagine his kind—was waiting downstairs. He knew where
champagne and music could be had. But that night she didn’t

go. That was Lord Kitchener’s doing. But another night?

O. HENRY
tells about it in this story, with that full knowledge of women,
with that frank facing of sex, and that clean mind that have en-

deared him to the men and women of the land.

From the few who snapped up the first edition at $ 1 25 a set before it was off

the press, to the 1 20,000 who have eagerly sought the beautiful volumes offered

you here—from the stylist who sits among his books to the man on the street

—

this whole nation bows to O. Henry—and hails him with love and pride our

greatest writer of stories.

This is but one of the 274 stories, in 12 big volumes, you get for 25 cents a week, if you send the coupon

To Those Who Are Quick

KIPLING
Given Away

(6 Vol-
umes)

Never was there an offer like this. Not only do you get your 274 O. Henry stories in 12

volumes at less than others paid for one volume of the first edition, but you get Kipling’s best 1 79
short stories and poems and his long novel—without paying a cent. You get 18 volumes,

packed with love and hate and laughter—a big shelf full of handsome books.

Send the Coupon and you will understand
why O. Henry is hailed as "The American

Kipling ;" " The Y. M. C. A. Boccaccio ;

n "Master

of the Short Story "Creator of a New Literature;"

"Discoverer of Romance in New York’s Streets;" "The
American de Maupassant;" "The Homer of the Ten-
derloin;" "Founder of ’a New Style;" "America’s

Greatest Story-Teller;" "The 20th Century Haroun-

Al-Rashid who takes you to every comer of his

beloved Bagdad, New York." right to reprint his stories

Send the Coupon Without Money
You get both sets free on approval. If you don’t laugh and cry over them

—if you don’t read and re-read and love them—send them back

Otherwise 25 cents a week pays for them all. Don’t wait—send

the coupon to-day. This offer is too good to last. It’s only the

avalanche of letters from disappointed people that made us ex

tend it this long. Send the coupon to-day—and be glad.

Review of Reviews Co., 30 Irving Place, New York

Send Coupon and you will understand as never
before why other nations are going wild over him.
Why memorials to him are being prepared; why univer-

sities are planning tablets to his memory; why text-books

of English Literature are including his stories; why
colleges are discussing his place in literature; why
theatrical firms are vying for rights to dramatize

his stories; why newspapers all over the country

are continually offering big sums for the / y^proval. ci^r'ges^ai/by
you, O. Henry’s works

in 12 volumes, gold tops.f Also the 6-volume set of
>0S Kipling, bound in cloth. If

I keep the books I will remit
$1 per month for 15 months for

the O. Henry set only and retain
the Kipling set without charge.

Otherwise I will, within ten days,
return both sets at your expense.

M.P.C.
6-16

REVIEW
of

REVIEWS
30 Irving Place
New York

Address

Occupation
The beautiful % leather edition of O. Henry costs

only a few cents more a volume and has proved a
favorite binding. For a set of this luxurious binding

send $1.50 for 13 months.

(One)



MOTION PICTURE

MINIATURE PENNANTS
OF THE PICTURE PLAYERS

J
UST what you want for room or den decoration. Attractive portraits of the

players mounted on 3x8 inch felt pennants in assorted colors. Y ou can
choose the subjects you desire from a list of thirty of the leading players.

Fifteen of these pennants will be sent FREE with a year’s subscription to the

Motion Picture Magazine at $1.50 or a year’s subscription to the Motion Picture
Classic at $1.75. A combination subscription to the Magazine and Classic at $3.00

entitles you to the whole 30 pennants FREE. Add $1.00 for foreign and New-
foundland, and 40c. for Canadian subscriptions to these prices for extra postage.

All that you have to do is to check the pennants you want on the list below
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THE HORN OF PLENTY

HIGH LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
By H. J. KRIER

Rejoice with me that every day has end, A time to watch the drama on the screen,
And comes the night with solace and with cheer; To share their hope, to see their love prevail;

A time to build new hopes, a time to mend— A time to think of those who work unseen,
To new believe that life and love are dear. Without whose toil the greater work must fail.

(Four)
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Adapted by CATHERINE CARR from the Novelette of G. VERE TYLER

he w o m a n
among the tossed,

silken sheets and
laces of the bed raised

round, creamy arms above
her head in a luxurious yawn,
like Aphrodite rising from the

foam. Two heavy plaits of dark
hair lay along her sides, dwarf-
ing the pale oval of her face to

child-contours, tho there

nothing of the child in her mocking eyes. Her neck
was delicate and pearly-skinned against the flesh-

colored ribbons of the robe-de-nuit. She lay back,
after her indolent awakening, watching the bar of

late morning sunlight slanting across her
bosom, with the half-closed, in-

scrutable eyes of a dreaming
animal.

“Est-ce-que mademoi-
selle peut la chocolat,

maintenent?” With
the padded foot of

service, the maid
was beside the

bed, silver tray in

hand. “C’est bon
jour, aujourd’hui,

et la manicure
viendra

”

“Chocolate ?

Yes, Felice
;

but
it is making me
outrageously
fat!”

“M a i s non!
Mademoiselle est

maigre, vraiment

!

Mon Dieu— fat,

ees eet?”

In her secret

soul Felice won-
dered how a

woman as small

and lacking in

fleshly charm as

her mistress could
be adored, as it was
evident, even to her as-

tute French eves, that

mademoiselle was adored by
the scores of men who came
evening after evening to worship her.

She drew the mauve-colored curtains back,
raised the pillows deftly, and laid the steaming
tray, with its rose-wreathed chocolate-set and little

mound of golden toast, on the coverlet.

“Et la robe pour la nuit, mademoi-
selle?” she questioned on the edge of

flight. “W’at gown you weesh I pre-

pair for zees evening, plees?”

The rose-wreathed cup paused midway to the lips

of her mistress. She considered, half-smiling be-

tween disdainful lips
;
then her heavy-lidded eyes lifted

toward the maid.
“The blanche et noir, Felice,” she said, “and the

bracelets with the chain and opals.”

Comprehension lay in Felice’s malicious smile, as she

tripped away to get out the most striking of mademoi-
selle’s striking gowns. It meant, as she knew very well,

a new man
; no doubt the Harcourt monsieur, who

had appeared last evening. There was a subtle

meaning in every robe in the scented

wardrobe. The black-and-white
meant conquest.

Over her chocolate, Nadine
Girard, known in every
club in New York as
The Huntress, frowned
with sudden memory.
Some puzzlement,

some gnat annoy-
ance had buzzed
thru her dreams all

night, and now she

understood what it

was. That man
last night—the big,

broad, silent man
with the steady
eyes

;
they baffled

her— those eyes

—

and challenged her.

The Huntress
smiled scornfully.

She put down the

cup and flung the

covers back, bring-

ing her body to the

edge of the bed.

Stooping, she
groped for her slip-

pers, then crossed

the deep carpet to the

cheval glass, and faced

her image within. For a
moment she gazed, head

flung back haughtily
;
then she

spread out one white hand as one
motions to a fawning dog at one’s knees.

“I am not afraid,” murmured The Huntress.

“He is big and cool and different from the others

—perhaps a bravo among other men—but he shall

love me, and I shall laugh at him—him, too!”

(Thirteen)
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In the embrasure of the French win-
dow, Fleming Harcourt let his cigar ebb

to a red pin-point of light. Across the

flat city roofs the strange electric con-

stellations of the city flared on the sky,

as a month ago he had watched the

Southern Cross burn red and blue. A
jargon of street noises crept up to him

—

a throaty sobbing of violins from the

music-room, where his hostess and her

court were lingering over coffee and

room of the notorious Huntress, whose
personality, in the two brief glimpses he
had had of it, opened the view of as

exotic, wild, unexplored a country as any
he had seen on his wanderings.

He flicked the long, gray ash-bar from
his cigar with a nervous gesture, and
pressed his forehead to the cool panes of

the window, frowning. It occurred to

him that he had been a bit of a fool to

let Ned Ashley’s maudlin panegyrics

‘‘H’m! lucky there’s a strike on at my
mines,” he muttered wryly. ‘‘If I didn’t

have to go West in a couple of days, I

might Well, I might be a d—n fool

and stay
!”

The cool tinkle of Nadine Girard’s

laughter trickled like crisp water-drops
across his thought^. He half-turned,

took a step toward the curtains, and
checked himself roughly, seeing thru the

folds that Ned Ashley was with her and

DONT LAUGH AT ME, NA DI

N

YL-NADINE ” THE POOR DUPE WAS PLEADING

liqueurs
;
and six weeks ago he had stood

in the gusty moon-washed groves of an
African rubber plantation, listening to

the chattering of small, brown apes above
his head! Well, life was a patchwork
of contraries, and he was a bit tired of

exploring and journeying into strange

places, so he had come home, resolved

to put on the sack-coat of citizenry, to

marry some comfortable, sensible girl

and settle down.
Harcourt laughed softly to himself.

Once an explorer, always an explorer,

it would seem, for here he was, on his

third night in the city, in the drawing-

anent The Huntress arouse his curiosity

to the extent of accompanying Ned to

her house. He had come, sneeringly,

prepared to find a typical vampire
woman, either long and sinuous and
scrawny or over-developed and provoca-
tive. He had found, instead, a slight

child-figure with a face of dainty disdain

and a short, curling, red upper lip that

a man—he realized suddenly—might be
willing to die to kiss

;
and, moreover,,

this Huntress, to whom rumor credited a
hundred conquests, had a mind as well

as a body, and a scornful wit like a
flashing rapier.

speaking with a deadly earnestness that

left no doubt as to the purport of his

words.
“Dont laugh at me, Nadine

—

Nadine!”
the poor dupe was pleading. “I tell you
I mean it—every word. I cant play

poker for thinking of you, nor even read

the newspaper. Hang it all ! I—I adore

you, and you laugh at me ! Haven’t you
got any heart at all?”

“I have never felt it if I have,” said

the woman coolly
—

“at least it is certain

you will not be able to find it for me,
my poor Ned.”

She laughed low. Fleming Harcourt

(Fourteen)
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held his breath, gazing. In the black-

and-white witchery of her strange gown,

with the heavy, gold wristlets linking

her slender arms together by a long,

golden chain, this woman caught the

imagination irresistibly. Once, in an

East African forest, Harcourt had met a

little, striped feline-creature of the

leopard breed and dared to contest the

right of way with her. He bore the

savage marks of the encounter on his

body now, but it had been he who had

conquered and watched, thru the raining

blood, the humbled cat-creature crawl to

lick his feet and die. As he stood in

this luxurious house, behind The Hun-
tress’ velvet, rose curtains, a sudden

memory of the scene flashed across

his brain, and he felt his

muscles tauten and his

blood thicken.

“I could
tame her,”

he thought,
breathlessly

;

“I will
tame
her

!”

B e -

y o n d
the

Harcourt’s feet. He almost stooped to

snatch it up, then, despite the thick beat-

ing of his veins, managed a cool, aloof'

smile.

‘“I am in New York for only a week
longer,” he said. “I fear that is too

short a time for exploration. But no
doubt you will find it a simple matter to

get a substitute. And now good-evening,

Miss Girard.” He bowed, with ironic

politeness, met her glance fully, and
went out of the room, every nerve in his

body quivering.

“Lord!” he muttered, as he went down
the steps and paused to light a cigar

for half of a sleepless night she tossed

among her embroideries and laces, re-

calling every note of a slow, sarcastic

voice, every contemptuous expression of

a strong, handsome face.

“I hate him— I hate him!” she cried.

It was her boast that no man had ever

made her love him, but she did not real-

ize that this same hatred was bringing

her perilously near her Waterloo.
To Fleming Harcourt the days of the

succeeding week crawled by on stum-
bling feet. With every knock on his

door, his heart leaped up suffocatingly,

only to sink again at the sight of the

yellow telegrams that reminded him of

his neglected duties in

the West. And then,

when he had almost

ceased to expect

it, her letter

came. It was
very brief,

almost for-

m a 1 — as
tho each
word in

it had
been

“i HAVE BEEN FAVORED OF MEN ABOVE ALL OTHERS—EVEN TONIGHT YOU COULD NOT HELP BUT HEAR THEIR ADORATION”

curtains Ned Ashley was sobbing over
The Huntress’ white hands.

“I might have known I was a fool to

dream
;
but you make us all fools, Na-

dine,” he said
;

then, with a touch of

dignity, “but I'm not fool enough to stay

here for you to make fun of, nor to come
again. Add me to your list if you want
to, but dont expect to get any more fun

out of me. I’m done, dear

—

done!”
To The Huntress, smiling secretly over

her own thoughts, came a big, quiet fig-

ure from the curtained window and faced
her, drawing her gaze.

“I owe you an apology,” said Fleming
Harcourt, slowly. “I played eaves-

dropper just now. I was interested in

seeing what sort of a woman you were.”
“And' did you discover?” The Hun-

tress shrugged her shoulders disdain-

fully. “I give you full leave to find out
—for yourself.”

The glove of her challenge fell at

(Fifteen)

with shaking fingers, “I’m going to see

this thru. A week, did I say? It cant

be a day longer, or those strikers out

at the mine will get the upper hand.

It's up to her now, and, of course, I

may never hear from her again. But I

dont imagine she ever had a man show
indifference before. I’d bet my bottom
dollar she writes

”

Here his third match burned his

fingers without meeting the cigar-tip,

and he flung both away and plunged into

the surge of traffic, toward the nearest

taxi-stand, hands deep in his coat-

pockets. If the woman left alone in her

beautiful drawing-room—curling, crim-
" son lip caught savagely between white

teeth—could have seen the little matter

of the discarded cigar, perhaps it would
have eased the intolerable smart of her

pride
;
but, as it was, she sent her visitors

home summarily and went up to Felice’s

ministrations with flashing eyes. And

written grudgingly
;
but it asked him to

call on her, and Harcourt knew, when be
read it, that triumph was not so much his

sensation as a profound, sickening relief.

“I love her,” he said aloud, slowly,

over the scented sheets of paper. “I did

not mean to, but it is stronger than I.

But I am not one of her fools to play

to her vanity and weakly take dismissal.

She shall never know I love her, until

she has confessed first that she loves

me.”
It was the last possible night of his

stay in the city. Tomorrow, whether or

no, he must be speeding across the con-

tinent to his mines. But he would
spend this last evening royally—he
would be spendthrift of its few, golden

moments, for the stakes for which he

was gambling were very high.

The Huntress received him alone, a

concession that was almost a confession,

if he could have guessed it, and for an
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hour the two sat in conventional chatter,

wary of each other as two wrestlers

watching their advantage.

“He shall look at me,” she resolved,

fiercely; “he shall not sit there like a

stick or a stone
”

“I must be careful.”, he told himself
;

“she is very beautiful—the most beauti-

ful woman I have ever seen ”

So he rose, leisurely, and walked

away from her, feigning interest in a

print on the wall.

“Charming !” he vouchsafed—“eigh-

teenth century? The coloring is a bit

decadent, tho
”

“Do you find nothing in my room
more worth looking at ?” asked The
Huntress, in a suppressed voice. Har-
court glanced at her calmly.

“Infinitely more worth while, my dear

lady,” he assented—“but hardly as safe.”

“You are afraid?” Scorn edged her

tone. It brought him, as she had desired,

to her side. But the look she had de-

sired was not on his face—only fury

and a sort of savage purpose.

“Are you trying your tricks on me,

my lady?” he asked thru set teeth. “You
will find me a different metal from your
other—friends.”

“Yes?” She was smiling lazily up at

him over the rage of her heart. The
heavy lids above her dark eyes were
violet-tinged. A clear pallor, more
warm than color, ran across her skin.

The short, curling crimson of her upper
lip invited him.

Before he could stop himself, he had
her in his arms, kissing her again and
again. Then he groaned and thrust her

roughly from him, burying his face in

his hands. A silver laugh aroused him.

“Different metal ?” echoed The Hun-
tress, ironically. “You are only a man,
my friend !”

Fleming Harcourt went into the hall

and returned with his hat and coat and
carrying a long, silken wrap of hers.

His face was very white and very

—

terribly—stern.

“Put this on,” he said
—“you are com-

ing with me.”
“Where—cave-man?” But The Hun-

tress’ voice was frightened above the

flippant words.

“I kist you,” said the man, sternly

—

“kist you for the first time I have ever
kist a woman—kist you as I promised
myself, when I was a boy, I would kiss

the woman I was to marry. Now you
are coming with me. You are going to

marry me tonight
”

“But I do not love you !”

“It is not a question of loving,” he
said bitterly. “Put on your wrap. I

am waiting. I shall wait until you
come.”
The comet-like courtship of Fleming

Harcourt and Nadine Girard furnished

the cocktail of gossip for New York’s
club-lounges for many days, but nothing

of their buzzing speculations or com-
ments reached the ears of the principals,

who had left for the West on the very
night of their marriage. Before amaze-
ment had had time to tarnish, however,
they were back again, and had taken up

of news, The Huntress issued invitations
for one of her evenings, sent them to her
old court of admirers, and received them
gracefully, without obtruding her newly
acquired husband's society into the gen-
eral gaiety of the reunion. And the

v.

“now you are coming with me. you are going to marry me to-night-

their quarters in the most exclusive

apartment-house in town.
And then elbows were nudged and eye-

brows lifted and significant shoulders

shrugged. For it became known that

Harcourt and his wife occupied two sep-

arate apartments on different floors of

the building. And before gossip had
caught her breath over this juicy morsel

honeymoon was hardly dim before men
were worshiping at The Huntress’ shrine

as hopefully and hopelessly as before.

All this on the surface
; but beneath

the placid crust of their lives, Harcourt
and his wife, each unknown to the other,

felt the surge of volcanic upheavals.

Before the world and one another they

( Continued on page 63)
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SCENE FROM "STANLEY'S SEARCH FOR THE HIDDEN CITY" (CENTAUR)

The Effect Motion Pictures Have on Heathens

The modern method of educating

heathens is by Motion Pictures.

With the able assistance of a

fairly durable projection machine and
a collection of suitable films, the mis-

sionary can do much to convert them
to Christianity.

The missionary may use all the

eloquence in his power and distribute

books, but the fact remains that

the ignorant natives can understand
neither at first. Teaching them how
to speak, read and understand English

is both a lengthy and uphill task.

In the days before Christianity, the

recognized thought transference me-
dium, so we are led to believe, was to

cut crude pictures on slabs of stone.

The modern equivalent of this is

the Motion Picture. The eye can ab-

sorb much which the brain cannot.

Imagine, then, the effect such a classic

as "From the Manger to the Cross”

( Seventeen)

By ERNEST A. DENCH

would have on heathens out in Africa
or the South Seas. Would not the

life of our Saviour impress them to

a favorable degree? There are many
Biblical stories which could bring
home to them the foolishness of

worshiping stone and wooden idols.

Educational films, on the other

hand, would afford them a compre-
hensive insight into how the Christian

world lives today. American cities,

industries, customs and sanitation are

some of the subjects which are emi-

nently suited for the purpose.

It must be set on record, however,
that the efforts of one missionary in

the wilds of Africa were not very
pleasing, but one must expect to en-

counter some pioneer work in this

direction as in others.

Besides, the persevering man tried

divers ways in order to gain the atten-

tion of the hard-to-please natives, but

failed in every instance. So when a
stranded American came along to the

nearest township and was glad to sell

his Motion Picture outfit for a mere
song, the missionary decided to try

out the Motion Picture as a last

resource.

One night he rigged up his camp-
show near the heathen village and in-

vited all the inhabitants to be present.

Unfortunately, as it turned out to be

later, all his films were slapstick come-
dies, otherwise the right kind of films

might have rewarded his untiring

efforts with success.

The natives were so astonished at

first that they all stood up and then

went down on their hands and knees
as if to show reverence.

Before long they literally laughed
themselves to death and became so

unruly that the missionary had great

difficulty in continuing the perform-
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ance. He experienced a sample of the

effect the films had on them when,
about a week later, he came across

a band of natives acting what they had
seen with great vigor.

Particularly exciting were the chase

scenes, in which the blacks chased one
of the tribe, whose face had been cov-

ered with white clay to resemble a

white man.
Things looked very serious when

they staged the trick incident. One
of the films the}7 had witnessed de-

picted a man beating a tattoo with his

club on another man’s head, only to

find his victim suddenly disappear in

thin air.

To the amazement of the natives,

however, the victim remained where
he was. Just as they were going to

You never can tell from the looks

of a reel how far it will make
the business jump.

There may be risks in movie acting,

but at least there are no eggs to be

dodged—they all land.

Shakespearean actors are gradually
turning to the films for their Bacon.

A director can learn by listening

even to the woman who scrubs the

studio.

deal the victim another vicious blow,

the missionary intervened.

When their attention was eventually

secured, he told them that the thing

was not done in reality. The fact

that they had been deceived “got the

goats” of the natives, who, on the next

day, attacked the tent, when the mis-

sionary was absent, and completely

wrecked everything, including the pro-

jection machine. They used the strips

of film as articles of jewelry.

But in the South Sea Islands,

Vicomte de Geron, a Frenchman, runs

a chain of Motion Picture shows on

the principal islands, which are doing
much to breed the spirit of content

among the natives.

Outside of dances and feasts, the

natives have no other form of amuse-

-CY. -CY. -CY.
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FILM1GRAMS
By EDWARD ABBOTT

Many a career on the screen had
as its foundation the ability to wear
clothes \vell.

Some scenario writers are of the

opinion that tale should have been
called “Ali Baba and' the Forty Film
Directors.

”

When a man has had his ear-drums
ruined by some cat-voiced prima
donna he becomes a firm advocate of

the silent drama.

ment, and the Motion Picture, there-

fore, comes as a boon and blessing.

The theater operator, at the first

performance, blundered, which re-

sulted in one of the reels of film run-

ning loose from his box. The natives

did not know what to make of the

incident, so they each purloined a strip

of the film as a souvenir.

Today the* natives attend as reg-

ularly and orderly as any American
audience. They are not, however, par-

ticular how old the films are. Those
they see have first gone the rounds
of a number of theaters in New
Zealand.

Apart from enlightening them in

regard to how the civilized world lives,

there has been less law-breaking since

the advent of the Motion Picture.

Some movie actors only stop knock-

ing the business long enough to re-

ceive their salaries.

It remained for the silent drama to

put the real noise in amusements.

Individual preferment among movie

stars is very often limited to the man
in the mirror.

My profession—may it always be

noble; but noble or not—my profes-

sion.
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“’DEARS April

1 is the pur-

tiest month
they is!’’ The girl

in the calico gown,
sitting on the
springless wagon-
seat beside Doc
Jenkins, caught at

the scarlet-budded

branch of mountain
maple, blown across

the narrow road-

way, and laughed
aloud— the pure,
ringing laugh of

joyous youth. At
the sound, the man
turned his weather-
colored face, with

its quizzical eyes

and kindly mouth,
toward her. He had
grown old here
among his moun-
tains and se:n life

very deeply and
very simply, as a
country doctor must

;

but he had never
seen anything fairer

than this slim, star-

eyed girl in the

faded pink gown,
shrunken till it

showed every curve
and sweet line of

her young body, as the seed-case
clothes the unfolding bud.

‘‘Lor’! April-gal"—the wistfulness

of age, looking at youth, was in his

voice. He put one great square-fin-

gered hand on the bright head, burned,

by the sunshine of seventeen years, into

a dozen shades of umber and tawny
orange and ripe gold, and turned her

face toward him, solemnly
—

“if you-all

aint the livest

!

Whatever got into ye,

honey, to make you grow up this-

away ?’’

He was thinking of savage Tim
Fagan and his faded, joyless wife,

Martha, with her greasy wisp of hair

and eternal snuff-stick—strange par-

ents for the Ariel-like creature at his

OTVTU?

sometimes I

pretend I’m

side : vivid and eager like a slim flame ;

sensitive as no mountain-girl should

be ; avid of life

The old doctor sighed. He had
brought April Fagan into the world,

and he loved her as tho she had ‘been

his own flesh
;
but he was afraid for

her—terribly afraid.

“I ’low hit’s ’cause I was borned
in April, Daddy-Doc !” laughed the

girl, gaily. “The whole mountain is

livest then, you know—sun a-shinin’,

trees coinin’ alive again, little specks

o’ blue-an’-yaller posies in the grass 1

Glory ! but I love my mountains then,

Daddy-Doc 1” Her eyes grew solemn,

with an odd, mysterious glow of won-
der. She pointed away toward the

low hills,

with one

small brown
paw.

“But— I dont
sense zvhy—some-

how I wist I knowed
what’s yonder, Daddy-

Doc, beyant the hills.”

She looked up at him
vaguely. “Sometimes I dream
’bout hit,” she said

—"
’bout

cities with streets an’ stone

houses an’ grand stores, where
they sell ribbins an’ hats an’

purty gowns, an’

shet my eyes an’

ridin’ in a fine kerridge, all

up in a pink satin

gownd with a trail, like the one
the actress-lady wore at the

Forks Op’rv House, an’ all the

folks are lookin’ at me, an’ the

men are starin’
”

"April!” cried the old man,
sharply.

“Lor’ !” laughed the gir

shamedly, “aint 1 plumb foolish ?

Reckon I'd look like crow-bait

in one o’ they gownds !”

But there was no laughter in

Doc Jenkins’ soul. His old

mouth shook distressfully, and
his old hands fumbled with the reins

“You’re a mountain-gal, April,” he

said harshly. “We-all o’ the hills be-

long amongst the hills
;
mountain folks

an’ valley folks dont mix. Hit’s agin’

God’s laws, gal. The air down yonder
in they cities—hit’s pizenous to hill

people. Stick to the mountains, where
you-all was borned, an’ quit dreamin’

o’ cities, gal, an’—an’—city men.
Aint thar ’nuff beaus in the mountains,
honey ?”

“Oh, beaus!” April's

shoulders scorned them. “Reckon I

dont keer so much for beaus. Thar’s

Casper, now”—distaste lurked in her

tones
—

“he's allers a-pesterin’ me to

marry him, an’ dad he’s set on Cas-

shrugged

(Nineteen
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per, too
;
but me, I hate him like a

pizen snake
!’’

"Casper's a han'some fellow
—

" the

doctor's voice was troubled. As in a

vision, he saw the coarse, reckless

features of the young mountaineer ; his

thick, red-lipped smile
;
his small, bold

eyes and heavy hands on this slim girl-

creature at his side. The vision sick-

ened him, but he was stubborn.

“Casper's one o’ yore own people,

April,” he said slowly. “A mountain-

lass must make a mountain-wife.

Keep yore eyes on the hills, honey

—

an’, mark my words, thev’s trouble

for the hill-gal that looks down into

the valley
"

A sudden, vivid rose colored her

round, childish cheeks, and the tight

breast of the faded calico rose on the

• swell of her breath. She would not

quite meet his eyes.

"Hyar we are home !” she cried

hastily. “Good-by, Daddy-Doc. Thank
you fr totin’ me."
The old man watched the slim figure

vault lightly over the wheel and run

up the weedy path to the cabin,

vanishing into its dusk like an ex-

tinguished sunbeam. He sighed heav-

ily, feeling, on a sudden, old and

helpless. ‘‘G’lang Dapple !’’ he said

—

“g'lang!”

In the low-roofed cabin, odorous

with old bacon-scents and crowded
living, Tom Fagan and his crony,

Casper, sat huddled over a pack of

greasy cards. As April entered, a

look passed between them—a greedy,

covetous look : the young man’s greedy

of 'the girl
;
the other man’s, of some-

thing else, something that clinked in

Casper's hip-pockets as he struck

them with his open palm.

“Four hundred,” muttered he, fol-

lowing the slim figure with his small,

blinking eyes. “Come on. You-all

knows you dont keer nothin’ for her,

Tim, an’ never have.”

“A father’s feelin’s comes high,”

grinned Fagan. “Five hundred’s my
figger—not a d—n cent less. An’
you're gettin’ a bargain at that, too!”

He chuckled evilly. “I reckon they’s

others would give hit, yes, an’

more ”

"What d’ye mean?” The younger
man’s voice was ugly. “Ef ye try any
low-down tricks with that gal I

may be a crook an’ a counterfeiter an’

all that—an’ so are you, Tim Fagan

—

but I mean honest by April. I wants
her fr my woman—lawful

;
an’, by

the devil ! ef I thought ”

“Quit thinkin’, Casper,” growled
Fagan

;
“hit’s yore deal.”

“Whar you-all been, April?” com-
plained Martha Fagan, shifting her
snuff-stick to one corner of her slack
mouth. “

’Pears like you’re never
hyar when I want you, gal.”

Tho her words were whining and
fretful, the dim eyes that looked at

the girl were full of a passionate

pride. In the way of mountain-
women, Martha never voiced her love

for April, but, if the girl could have
read the starved, dreary heart of her,

she would have been amazed. It was
the only passion left the woman. Life

had sucked the blood from her hol-

lowing, gray cheeks, the joy from her
heart, the hope from her soul

; it had
worn her and bleached her and shriv-

eled her, stolen youth and beauty and
love; but it had left April, and, look-

ing up at her young, warm beauty
now, Martha Fagan was content.

“I been journeyin’ with Doc.” The
girl glanced merrily down at her
mother’s face. “What you-all think
he said?” she laughed. “He said he
wondered where I came from to be so
different from the other gals

Why, mammy, what’s the matter?”
For the small, wizened face had

suddenly gone deathly white. Martha
Fagan stole a hunted look at the card-
players and leaned back against the
chimney, one claw-like hand on her
breast.

"The Doc war—talkin’— plumb
foolish, April,” she said, with difficulty,

between blue lips. "Haint you-all my
baby, I’d like ter know? Reckon he
war hyar when you war borned ”

“
’Course I’m yore baby, mammy!”

said the girl, wonderingly. “Doc war
only funning. What makes you-all

look so?”
“Hit war jest my old mis'ry,” said

Martha. “I been feelin’ plumb
ornery lately. Reckon some sassa-

fras ’ll set me up peart again.”

She turned, with an effort, toward
the basket on the bench by the fire.

“Hit’s corn-bread an’ aigs an’ bacon
for the artist-man in the holler,” she

said, resuming her natural whine.

“Reckon you-all have t’ tote it down,
April. Yore pap haint fitten to talk

to when he an’ Casper’s playing

kyards.”

April bent her face suddenly over
the basket, to hide the color that

sprang to her cheeks.

“All right, mammy,” she said, duti-

fully, “I'd jest as soon. Hit’s a sightly

evenin'.”

“Hit looks moughty dark-like yen-

der,” worried her mother. “The hol-

ler’s four miles away, an’ hit’s gittin’

plumb late
”

“Dont you-all fret,” said April,

gaily. “A few drops o’ rain-water

wont melt me, I reckon.”

She passed out into the sunshine

sedately enough, but when she had
turned the clump of mountain-ash, al-

ready in new, vivid leaf, her steps

broke into a little dance. The unhid-

den blush on her round cheeks was

like carmine velvet
;

her eyes were
shy and eager, and her breath panted
between parted lips. It was her fifth

trip to “the holler,” and four of them
had been made with this same sense

of tumultuous adventuring. April did

not confess to herself the secret of her

fast-beating heart or dancing steps,

yet her behavior in itself was a

confession.

At the turn of the path, a noisy

mountain-brook, leaping down hill,

left a still pool lying in the sunshine

beside the way. April knelt down be-

side this pool and peered expectantly

into the water. It was the only mirror
she had at which to array herself for

love’s eyes. Snatching off her sun-

bonnet, she smoothed her golden glory

of curls into staider order
;
she un-

buttoned the top button of her tight

dress, freeing a warm column of

throat, and thrust a handful of scarlet

maple-buds into her belt. Then, still

dissatisfied, she remembered, suddenly,
her cherished brooch, a thing of gilt

and colored stones the Doc had given
her on her last birthday, and turned

back to the cabin to get it.

As she neared the door, loud voices

arrested her feet, and her thoughts
tripped over her own name on Casper’s

tongue.

“I tell ye, once an’ fer all, I’ll give

ye four hundred fr April an’ no
more,” he was saying angrily. “Take
hit or leave hit—

I

dont keer !”

"I’ll take hit,” snarled the deep voice

of Tim Fagan. “Hyar—hand it over

now. Whar’s the gal, Martha?”
“Gone a-walkin’.” The woman’s

tone was sullen.

"D—n hit!” roared Tim. “Well,

when she gits back, you-all kin take

her t’ th’ Forks an’ git that thar circuit

rider t’ splice ye
"

April waited to hear no more.

Blindly, she stumbled away from the

cabin, down the path, basket swinging
recklessly from her arm.
The trip seemed hours long—full of

strange pitfalls for her frantic feet.

Overhead, the clouds drew on across

the sky, and a livid twilight fell, but

April did not heed. Her one thought

was to reach “the holler,” where—-she
had a strange, unreasoning feeling

—

she would be safe from brutal fathers

who sold their daughters like cattle,

and from Caspers with their thick, wet
lips and horrible, strong hands.

Jerry Gordon was cutting kindling

to replenish his supper-fire when the

tragic little figure stumbled, at last,

into the clearing beside his tent. At
the sight of' the stormy look on her

face, he sprang to her side with a little,

involuntary cry.

“April ! What’s the matter, dear ?”

Fie had not meant to say that, but

the tiny, tender word slipped out

(Twenty)
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unwittingly on the tide of his anxiety.

It was the way he had thought of her

for two weeks, and the last thing in

the world he had intended to call her

;

but the harm was done now. In an

instant she was weeping and trem-

bling in the artist's arms. Then, sud-

denly, he knew that he wanted her

there—wanted her more than wisdom
or prudence or the warning voice of

conscience could deny. He had
come to the mountains, it

seemed to him now, just

for this throbbing

ment under the lurid,

thunderous sky—
just for this ten-

der pressure of

her round arms
against his

arms, this

sweetness
of her hair

across his

face.

in what he considered a proper, elder-

brotherly tone. “On my word, you
startled me, child. I thought some-
thing had happened to you.”

“Something has,” said April, shud-

dering, and, in a few words, she

panted out the "Story of her sale to

Casper, who was waiting for her and
drinking raw, moonshine whisky back
in the cabin.

“But I wont marry him!” she fin-

ished in sudden passion, lift-

ing her arms in a wild

gesture. “I’d liefer die

!

Listen! Thar’s a

ravine near hyar.

Folks call it Sal’s

Ravine, be-

k
cause a gal,

whose lover

died, killed

herself
tharoncet.

Ef pap
makes

blazed across the sky, tearing the swol-

len clouds and letting out a cascade of

gusty rain.

“Quick !” gasped Jerry, and drew
April into his tent, fastening the flap to

keep out the wind. Then, a trifle breath-

less, the two faced each other again.

“I hope you dont mind—this,” said

“I WANTS HER f’r MY WOMAN LAWFUL; AN’ EF I THOUGHT ’

He forgot that, after her last trip to

“the holler” with his basket, he had re-

solved to go straight home without

seeing, her again
;
forgot his mother

and father and their conventional, or-

derly world
;
forgot, in a word, every-

thing but the glorious fact of April,

nestling like a hunted thing in his

arms.

So he kist her, and, quite simply and
naturally, she lifted her lovely, tear-

flushed face and kist him
;
and this

might have gone on quite indefinitely

had not a zigzag fork of lightning

(Twenty-one)

Jerry, awkwardly, at last. April’s

eyes questioned him.

“I mean being here in—in—my
tent, you know,” he stumbled

—
“alone

with me. If you like, I’ll—I’ll go
away till the shower is over.”

“And get plumb wet?” she asked.

“Why should you-all do thataway?
Isn’t thar room for both o’ we hyar?”
Her innocence went to his heart like

a pain. He drew away from her, try-

ing to forget that mad moment before

the rain fell.

“Why did you cry, April ?” he asked,

me marry Casper, I'll go to Sal’s

Ravine
!”

The storm roared outside, and the

pale daylight in the tent flickered like

a blown candle. Jerry strode up and
down, jaw set like granite under the

skin, hands clenched at his sides.

Then, suddenly, with a broken cry, as

tho his will had torn itself loose from
the clinging hands of memory and
reason, he went to the girl and took
her gently in his arms.

“Dont think about it any more,
April,” he said quietly. “Casper shall
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APRIL HAD GOTTEN ACQUAINTED WITH JERRY ON HER DAILY TRIPS TO “THE HOLLER”

not marry you. Trust me. You do
trust me. dont you?”.

“I reckon I do,” whispered April.

Outside, the thunder died and the

rain lost its wilder fury, settling down
into a steady, driving all-night pour,

that drew a curtain of darkness and
silence around the little tent under the

trees.

In the wrack of the morning, two
men plowed their way, cursing, thru

the ruin of boughs and leaves that

choked the path to ‘‘the holler.” Both
carried guns, and the faces of both

were distorted with drink and rage.

April, standing in the tent-door, cried

out at the sight of them, bringing

Jerry to her side.

“See!” she pointed. “They-all will

kill you. Pap totes the best rifle in

the mountains. Oh, you mustn’t stay

hyar
”

But Jerry put her clinging arms
gently aside. His young mouth was
set sternly. He picked up his rifle

from the table and strode out of the

tent to meet the intruders, April at his

side, with all her golden wealth of hair

blowing blindingly about her face in

the fresh wind.

Fagan saw them first and called

April a wicked name.
“An’ as f’r you,” he shouted at

Jerry, “you've done me out o’ four

hundred dollars, you d—d scoundrel,

and I’m a-goin’ to blow you to h— !”

His gun went to his shoulder, and
a shot shivered the peace of the dawn.

But, blinded by rage, he missed Jerry,

and before he could pull the trigger

again a voice from the pathway stayed

his hand.
“Tim Fagan,” roared Doc Jenkins,

“put down yore gun 1”

There was something so authorita-

tive about the doctor’s mien that Fagan
sullenly obeyed. But he began to blus-

ter instead, and at his shameful words
April’s face flamed.

“Oh !” she gasped
—

“oh, Daddv-
Doc, vou-all dont understand.”

“But you’re going to understand

right now,” said Jerry, in a danger-

ously quiet voice, drawing April to his

side. “That besotted scoundrel sold

her to another of his breed—sold her

as you might sell an animal
”

(Twenty-two)
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‘‘She'm mine,” broke in Casper’s

sullen voice
;
he turned to Jerry, and

his lips drew back from his teeth in

a snarl. “You-all aint our kind.

What d'you want o’ we-all’s women ?”

April’s mine, I tell you

—

mine!”

“What do I want of her?” said

Jerry, quietly. “I want to love her

and protect her and make her happy.

I want to take her home with

me to my people. I want
her to marry me.
April, will you

—

will you marry
me, dear?”
“Y e s,

said April,

gladly

across the wet grass to the two by the

tent.

“Ef you-all want to get married,

'pears like I'm the man to do hit,” he

said. "Reckon a justice o’ the peace
will do well as a minister. Jine hands,

you two, an’, Tim Fagan, put down
yore gun an’ hold yore peace.”

“two hours ago. That war why I came
to find you. She done told me. whar
you’d gone.”
He was fumbling in a pocket of his

old homespun coat, drawing out a tiny

bundle of soft, yellowed baby-clothes,

richly embroidered, incongruous to a

mountain-hand.
“Afore she died, April,” he said,

“she told me a queer thing. She told

THE PICTURE OF THE CHILD CALLED UP POIGNANT, DEATHLESS MEMORIES

“Yes, Daddy-Doc—I want to marry
him.”
The old man bent his head to hide

the pain in his eyes from her joyous

gaze. April was his sun and moon
and stars—the light of his lonely life

;

and April wanted to go away. Yet
she was young, and young things must
follow the mating call wherever it

leads them, even if it be into the

valleys beyond the sight of an old

man’s eyes. Stiffly he climbed down
from his saddle and went slowlv

It was a strange wedding under the

morning sky, with only the two sullen

mountaineers as witnesses. At the

end, Doc Jenkins kist April and put

her gently into Jerry’s outstretched

arms.
“Take keer on her,” he said sadly,

“f’r she’s all alone in the world now.”
Something in the words drew the

girl’s eyes to his face in terror.

“Doctor !” she cried sharply
—

“not

mammy?”
“Yes, honey,” he told her gently

—

me that you-all

warn’t her child at

all. ’Pears like her

little April died while

Tim yonder war off

a-huntin’, an’ some one

left you thar in the cabin

afore he came back. She never

knowed who, an’ it ’peared to her

then moughty like ’twas God. She

knowed Tim would turn you-all out

ef she told him, so she let him think

you war they own
’’

April was sobbing desolately, face

buried in the tiny garments. “Mammy !

Oh, mammy—ef I’d only loved you-

all a little harder—ef I’d only told

you-all how I loved you
”

Over her bent, golden head the doc-

tor spoke very low to Jerry.

“I reckon she maybe never had a

pappy,” he said sadly. “Hit are that-

away in the mountains often—some
pore, frightened gal—God pity um

!

But ill borned or well borned, she’m

April, an’ you-all has promised God to

love her till death parts you, sir—not

(Twcnty-tliree)
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‘ THAT BESOTTED SCOUNDREL SOLD HER TO ANOTHER OF HIS BREED”

till folks’ tongues, nor education, nor

valley ways, but till death parts you
—remember that

!”

‘‘I will remember,” Jerry promised
simply. ‘‘I love April and nothing
else matters

—

nothing!”

The old doctor watched him lead the

girl across the clearing and into the

misty grove beyond, saw the protec-

tion of the strong arm about her slen-

der shoulders and heard the tender

murmur of his voice as he comforted
her. Yet there was a shade on his face

as he turned heavily back to his

waiting horse.

‘‘Mountain and valley,” he muttered.
“Hit's agin’ nature. They’s trouble

ahead for them, I’m afeared.”

But for a glorious springtime month,
it seemed the doctor’s forebodings
were uncalled for. April and her val-

ley husband spent their honeymoon in

the tent in “the holler,” where the echo
of the world’s acrid comments on the

young artist’s foolish marriage could

not be heard
;
he sketching long, sunny

hours at his easel, while April posed
for him in the torn grace of her calico

gown, and colored gloriously when-
ever his ardent eyes met hers.

Then, abruptly, into the harmony of

their retreat came the De Voes, from
the city, like a discord in a pastoral.

They were old friends of Jerry’s,

traveling for Mrs. De Voe’s health,

and it was quite natural they should

call on the young couple. The Judge
was big and kind and hearty of voice,

and his wife was sweet and gentle and
tactful

;
but, as soon as she could find

opportunity, April stole away into the

kindly shelter of the woods, where she

could still the tumult of her heart un-

seen. So these were Jerry’s people,

these well-dressed, cultivated folks,

with their smooth hands and their

speech that made her own sound crude

and uncouth. April's heart swelled.

How ashamed of her Jerry must be

before his fine friends
;
how ashamed

of her he would be when he took her
down from the mountains into his city

world ! Doctor Jenkins had warned
her, but she had not known what he
meant—then. Now she knew.

“
’Pears like hit'll be moughty hard

for him,” she thought desolately.
“
’Pears like I cant bear hit to make

him ashamed
”

Thru the ruin of her world she

heard her husband’s voice calling her

excitedly, as tho from a great dis-

tance, but she did not answer. As
swiftly as her heavy limbs could take

ber, she moved out of the grove into

( Continued on page 64)
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ETHEL TEARE-AND THAT
FLIRTATIOUS WAY

By

CECILIA^ >v MOUNT

/
v

HARD-WORKIX (

press-agent.

banging
away at a

^

typewriter
in the New
York office of

the Kale m
Company, had

all but exhausted his dictionary of

synonyms. “Vivacious,” “sprightly,”

“captivating,” “alluring,” “animated,"

“joyous”—all these, and many more,

had been plucked and applied to Ethel

Teare. He had even descended to the

comparative tameness of “peppery”
and “enthusiastic.”

Then he emitted a sudden laugh of

glee. “I’ve got it,” he shouted. “Just

the word that describes her. The one
adjective that pictures that dashing,

enchanting personality. ‘Flirtatious’

—that’s it.” With unholy joy he wrote
it over and over again, in advertise-

ments, news stories, circulars and
what-nots. He stalked the office with
the air of a discoverer.

But little did he reckon the full

effect of his deed. Far out in Cali-

fornia, at the Glendale studio, a pair

of flashing eyes read the statement,

and in a second the studio was a flurry

of excitement. When a director with

visions of all sorts of calamities finally

calmed the little tempest down, he

heard a sad tale.

Between gasps and near-sobs, it

sounded something like this. “That
horrid man—I’m not flirtatious—what
does he mean by saying such things

—

I’d like to pull his hair—flirtatious,

indeed
!”

Such was the

scene when I ar-

rived at the studio

to keep an appoint-

ment with Miss
Teare, for an interview

for Motion Picture
Classic readers. For a

moment I thought that

my quest was in vain, but in

the quiet of the dressing-room,

a few minutes later, Miss Teare

turned a smiling face to me, and I

saw that the storm had passed.

“I suppose I am very foolish to get

excited over it,” she said, “but it really

isn’t very pleasant to be called flirta-

tious. You know me. I’m not at all

flirtatious, am I ?”

Appealed to, I sought refuge be-

tween tact and flight. “But,” I fal-

tered, “you really cant blame him.

You—you look that way. He just

meant to describe your peculiar fas-

cination and charm.”
A cheery laugh and a faint blush

were my first reply. Then Miss Teare
went on : “T’ll overlook that flatterv.
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if you will promise not to do it again.

But, really, if you say I look flirta-

tious, then I can only reply that it's

not my fault. I cant
help it. I am just

working, w i t h
every ounce
of energy I

have, to

please peo-

ple all the

t i m e

—

that’s all.

I like to

smile

and

limitations of the English language.”

Miss Teare’s face puckered in the

trying to please. When they dont
call you flirtatious, they tell you that

you have personality—whatever
that is.

“Speaking of that mysterious
thing, personality—it is to

that I owe my entrance on a
picture career. I was play-

ing in vaudeville, when a
Kalem director happened
to attend a Los Angeles
theater at which I was

appearing. Before
the close

laugh
and be

gay, and
I just
cant be

dignified,

to save
my life. If you
call that ‘flirta-

tious/ then make
most of it.”

“That’s why he called you ‘flirta-

tious/ ” I volunteered. “You see, on

the screen you just radiate good cheer

and whole-hearted jollity, and I im-

agine that was the nearest he could

come to describing it with the woeful

the

forgetting what I said about flattery.

It’s a good thing you are not a mere
man. But, I suppose, I am doomed
to go thru life under a cloud of ad-

jectives—flirtatious, vivacious, and so

on. That is one of the penalties of

of the en-

gagement,
I received

an offer from
him to take up

Motion Picture
ork. He said I had ‘personality’ that

( C.nntinued an have 68 )
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FAVORITE RECIPES OF
FAVORITE PLAYERS

Ann Murdock, Pauline Frederick

and Nan Carter Give Some

Interesting Recipes
LILLIAN MAY

A “STAR” MENU
Jellied Soup

(Ann Murdock)

Planked Steak with Vegetables
(Nan Carter)

Stuffed Celery
(Nan Carter)

Pineapple Salad
(Pauline Frederick)

Waffles with Maple Syrup
(Nan Carter)

Lemon Meringue Pie
(Ann Murdock)

ANN MURDOCK Begins With

Jellied Soup

Winsome Ann Murdock sat curled

up in a big chair in her dress-

ing-room. “I have no home,”
she said

;
“at least I dont live in one

place, if that is having a home. Some-
times I settle down for a summer, or

something like that. I have a real

housekeeper, and home is where she

is.

“I dont have much time to think

about cooking or things to eat, but if

I were planning meals, I should always
have them begin with jellied soup and
end with lemon meringue pie—espe-

cially the kind I will tell you about.

“Jellied Soup .—Wash two pounds
of lean beef from middle of round and
two pounds of knuckle of veal. Put
to boil in four quarts of water. Bring
slowly to boil, removing scum as it

arises. Cook slowly about three hours.

Add one onion filled with whole cloves,

one half-cup chopped carrot, one head
celery, one half-can tomatoes, one half-

dozen peppercorns, three bay-leaves,

one-half lemon, half-teaspoonful of

sugar, a few leaves of cabbage, salt

and pepper to taste. Let simmer till

soup is reduced to quantity desired.

Have one package gelatine soaking in

cold water
;
add this to the hot soup.

Strain thru cheesecloth, set in a cool

place, then in the ice-box. This should

be clear and firm and enough for

twelve persons. Serve in glass cups.

“Lemon Meringue Pie .—Blend to-

gether one cup sugar, the yolk of two
eggs, one tablespoon ful butter. Add
juice of two lemons and the rind of

one, and two heaping teaspoonfuls

cornstarch. Put on stove and cook,
stirring constantly. Pour into baked
crust. Beat the whites of two eggs to

a stiff froth, add two tablespoonfuls

powdered sugar, two tablespoonfuls
each of chopped nuts and prepared

or grated cocoanut.

Spread on pie and
brown in oven.”

PAULINE
FREDERICK

Makes

Fine Pineapple Salad

“I never knew
the days were so

wonderful,” said

Pauline Frederick, “un-
til I went into Moving
Pictures. That is be-

I go to bed atcause

night instead

morning, and
of

get
early. When I was on

the legitimate stage, I worked half the
night, slept all day, and ate any time
it happened. This life is much more
normal. I go to bed at a reasonable
hour, and eat three meals a day. Best
of all, I have a real home.”
Her home is an apartment on Park

Avenue, and it is as dainty and artistic

as Miss Frederick herself. The softly

shaded lights gave an atmosphere
of restfulness. There were flowers
everywhere. A small dog, evidently

very much one of the family, com-
pelled attention in a most friendly

manner—even the canary chirped
hospitably.

‘‘I have heard that you are a
regular cook and housekeeper,
Miss Frederick,” I said. She
raised both hands in protest. “Not
now,” she said, “tho I could be;
I know how. Let me see. What
can I cook best?

“There comes mother,” she
said, in a relieved tone. “Mum-
sie, come here and tell this maga-
zine person what I can do.”
“Mumsie” proved to be a

strikingly handsome, dignified,

but exceedingly gracious, lady.

"Pauline is so modest,” she
said. “I nearly always

have to see the inter-

viewers. We are

New Englanders,
which means that

Pauline was
brought up
to know how
to do every-

thing about a

house. She
was just a

small girl

w h e n we
lived in Bos-
ton, but she

woul d go
down to the

basement and
coax the cook to

let her help make
bread. The cook
was good-na-
tured, and would
give her a pieceANN MURDOCK AT HOME
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of dough to knead, and every week
she would make her own little loaf

of bread. So that's how she learnt

to make bread.

"She makes nice hot biscuits, pies

and cakes, and, you know, that is

something most people dont bother

about these days. But we are old-

fashioned (and New England) enough
to like to have home-made cooking—
part of the time at least.

"Pauline does beautiful sewing, and
her darning is as

artistic as fine

embroidery.
If neces-

sary she

can

that’s the way she does everything

—

puts her whole heart and soul in it.

"It makes no difference what road

to fame one aspires to follow, does

it?—whether it is to be an artist on

the screen or an artist in the kitchen

—

that is the whole secret of success,”

concluded the mother of one of the

most popular and dearly loved screen

artists of today.

The interview seemed to be over,

and I was wishing for one more
glimpse of the fascinating Pauline,

when she appeared in the doorway.
"Salad, mother,” she said; "tell them
about my fruit salads. It is my
favorite kind of salad, and one

can have an endless variety by
combining different fruits.

‘Pineapple Salad .—Place let-

tuce leaves on individual

salad plate. Place one
large slice of pineapple on
this. Fill the center with

a ball of pimento cheese.

Use French or

mayonnaise
dressing.
“ IV kite
Grape Salad.
— Use a

sharp knife

and remove
seeds. In

PAULINE FREDERICK AT HOME

scrub, sweep, do fine laundry work
(there’s nothing she cant do), and she
likes to do it.

“Her director says, ‘Nothing is too

hard for Miss Frederick; she is full

of enthusiasm all the time.’ And

center of each put a portion of walnut
or pecan meat. Serve them on a nest

of lettuce with a dressing made of oil

and a little lemon juice.

“Grapefruit Salad .—Cut the grape-
fruit in halves. Scoop out the con-

NAN CARTER

tents of each section with a pointed

spoon. Cut a green pepper into small

bits, mix with the fruit and serve on
lettuce or romaine.”

NAN CARTER Is Noted For

Her Waffles

“It is neither milk and honey nor a

bed of roses,” said Miss Nan Carter,

“to live only to have a good time. One
just goes round and round in a circle,

never getting any place. I was afraid

I would get to the place where I

couldn’t even jump over, so decided

to make my escape and see what I

could do for myself.”

It did not take her long to show
what she could do for herself, for she

is already far along the road to suc-

cess in the profession she has chosen.

Miss Carter is youth, beauty, ambi-

tion and pure-joy-of-living personified,

so she is bound to succeed.

Before entering upon her career.

Miss Carter was very busy at her job

of being a society girl, but she has the

training and all the instincts of the

real home-maker.
"I have never known anvthing but

the home-life,” she said. “Do you see

that water-color over there? That is

our countrv home. We live there

seven or eight months every year. Of
course I play golf and tennis, and

drive, and go to the countrv-club

dances; there is plenty going on all

the time. But we keep only one maid

and try to live as simply as possible.

It is a real farm, you know, and there

is lots of work. I have made butter

—

yes, I did the churning. I work in

the garden and have made all the

bread for weeks at a time.

“When we come back to our apart-

ment, it seems so small at first. We
seem to be all falling over each other.

(Continued on page 67)
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of the Movies
time, and that is her nickname at the

studio
;
but now it will, perhaps, be

changed to “The Doll-Lady of the

Movies”—season with the word “Dim-
pled” and you have her complete.

Among her friends in the “profesh,”

however, Lillian Walker is known
as “Daredevil Lil,” having earned

this soubriquet thru her ability

to do all kinds of athletic

stunts. In "Love, Luck and
Gasoline,” for instance; the

dimpled ingenue star won a

swimming race, handled the

tiller of a racing craft and
steered a sea-plane thru the

clouds—she is more than am-
bitious

;
she has all the qualifi-

cations of a duck, having equal

command of earth, sea and air.

As a diving Venus and dan-

suese she has turned all the sum-
mer girls sea-green with envyi

Photo by Floyd

LILLIAN WALKER

Ever since Lillian Walker played

the leading part in “The Little

Doll’s Dressmaker,” in which
she was even more charming than

usual, she has been identified with

dolls, and it has occurred to many that

she is very much of a doll herself.

She is not much larger than one

;

she has the waxen complexion of

the daintiest Dresden doll
;

she

has the perfect features of the

model doll, and, as for dimples,

what doll can boast of such

beautiful ones as the fair

Lillian? Miss Walker made
another big hit in “Green
Stockings,” which was so ad-
mirably directed by Wilfrid
North, now her regular direc-

tor, and also in “Doctor Polly”
and “Lily of the Valley.”

The title of “Dimples” has
stuck to Miss Walker for a long

The Dresden Doll
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By PETER

B t wasn't so long ago that Mrs.
” Vernon Castle', whose husband is

now hovering in a scout aero-

plane “somewhere over the firing-

line” in France, wired for hotel

reservations at a certain swell

hostelry in Utica, N. Y. She
asked for five rooms with three

baths en suite, and got them. But
she arrived alone—with an entourage of two spider

monkeys, one macaw in his cage, and a Persian kitten

worth .about eighty-nine cents a cubic inch. The
dancer and her maid were to occupy two rooms—the

rest Were for her pets.

It took some time for the astonished hotel-clerk to

become reconciled to > the invasion of his immaculate
gokl-and-white Watteau- rooms by: the Misses Polly,

Tabby and Monk, but,
,

you see, he. had never heard of

the art nouveau.
Mrs. Castle explained things later. By her intimate

study of the movements of animals she had devised some
of her most graceful and natural steps. But where did

the gorgeous-feathered macaw come in ? He is nothing but

a base imitator himself.

Seriously speaking, the animal kingdom has come into its

own and is slowly migrating from the stage to the screen. A
few years ago the simple repertoire of Larry Trimble’s “Shep,”

a beautiful collie, set his audiences in a furore of enthusiasm

;

but with the rapid advancement of pictures the animals have
had to keep apace. We now demand them with either a college

education or served an natural—the more bloodthirsty, the

better. Movie animals, then, are of three distinct types : the

educated, the wild, and the domesticated, such as the unam-
bitious cow, or Mary Pickford’s silly geese. The common

or garden variety can • be picked up anywhere, and
any one, from an “extra” to a scene-setter, can

work in pictures with them. They lend atmosphere,

or are classed as “props,” like a cup of movie tea.

But the trick- or wild-animal specialist is a much-

Turning Timid Hea
Noah and Nero Didn’t Know Half So

as the Modern

( Thirty
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Much About Wild and Woolly Animals

Movie Star

WADE

sought-after person
;
in fact, such actors or actresses are

dubbed “specials” and always command a fat pay-envelope.

An almost perfect exemplar of the “animal actress” is

Lyllian Leighton, of the E and R Company. This sterling

character-woman, who was for many years a Selig leading-

woman, has the animal instinct developed to a rare degree.

Just at present her menage is composed of a pair of apes,

“Napoleon” and “Norah,” the male and female of the

species. And a rare old boy and girl they are. Nobody
knows just how old they are, but they’ve surely earned
their golden wedding as far as salary is concerned. The
uncanny skill with which they act with Lyllian Leigh-
ton, and she with them, is a latter-day product of screen

resourcefulness. Miss Leighton is a “mother” to all

kinds of animals and birds. In the environs of her Lc
Angeles bungalow she is a perpetual wonder to her nei<:

bors—one moment she is gamboling with a litter of lion

cubs
;
the next she is calling to her pet eagle, who

swoops down to perch on her shoulder from his eerie

patrol.

Another bird-fancier par excellence is Lois Weber;
and a sight that would moisten the eyes of an artist, or
of a director with a “seeing soul,” is her mother-call that

brings a white-and-gray storm-cloud of pigeons
around and about her, filling her ample bosom and
tapping lovingly at her white kernels of teeth.

So much praise has been sung of Kathlyn Williams,
the only legitimate successor to Daniel, the original

lion-tamer, that no animal story would be truly wild
without mention of her. She shall not be dragged in,

editorially, by the heels, as it were. So here’s a toast
to her : “Kathlyn—lithe as the wrinkling skin of a
panther

;
brave as a lioness fending her whelps

;
sure-

footed as a bighorn scaling the mountain-lined clouds

;

dowered with the skill of Nimrod, the wisdom of Noah,
the compassion of Androcles, and the lion-heart of
Richard—we crown you liege-woman of your animal
queendom !”

Into Bold Ones

The jungle and the pasture now lie down together.

(Thirty-one)



First Authentic
Film Version of Adam and Eve

Presented in Six Beautiful Reels
By HARVEY PEAKE

In the Garden
of Eden 1

Reel I—Adam and Eve arrive at the Garden
and, disliking the name, decide to call the
place “Eden Terrace.”

Reel II—The Serpent enters and is unable
to give a letter of introduction. He is

received upon promise of good behavior.

Reel III—Being unable to hire a chauffeur
in the neighborhood, Adam is forced to
drive his own car.

Z2225-

Reel V—Eve manufactures a gown for her-
self. “Adam, is it too short?” “No. It’s

nothing to what they will wear in 1916!”

Reel VI—The expulsion, with Eve explaining
why it was Adam’s fault.

(Thirty-two
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The

MOMENTBEFORE

This story was written from the Play of ISRAEL ZANGWILL

hey say—the ones

who know—that

in the great mo-
ment of transition

—the climacteric,

ultimate, miracu-
lous Moment Be-
fore— the varied

panorama of our
human life is lived again. Lived for

the last—the toll-taking time in that

brief instant of finality. May it not be,

perhaps, a screen unfurled for the ad-

judging eyes of God?—a vision fresh

before Him of our life's story?—

a

piteous story told again in that last

( Thirty-three
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breath when there is no amendment?
—a thing held up to Him all stained

with human passions and scarred with

human wrongs?—a sorry manuscript,

blurred with the gray tears of the

spirit and awry with the yearnings of

the heart? What He does with them
we do not know.

But upon the dead, once passionate

face of the sorry Duchess of Maldon
there strayed, benignantly, the hand of

a tender peace.

Lights of a gypsy camp, and the

strange, guttural sounds, and the

stranger, strong odors. Dirty, pic-

turesque, evil-eyed girls and slender-

hipped, indolent men. A scraggy herd

of horses here and there, and the mot-

ley pitching of the tents, flaps drawn
back to show barbaric interiors. Un-
der it all the throb of lawless, ancient

Romany blood—the sickly swamp of

superstition and the laggard moorings
of the nomad.

In one corner of the camp crouched
Madge, the light o’ desire to every

man in the tribe. She was watching
two of them—the swarthiest, the most
brutal, the most feared of them all

—

fight with their naked, raw-red hands
for the possession of her—men who

T §
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RED JOHN WINS THE FIGHT FOR THE HAND OF THE FAIR GYPSY

would knife her for an infidelity, she

knew; men who would rend her in

bits rather than abandon her, the one
to the other

;
men who would beat her

into submission, bruise her into sub-

jection—and call it love. They did

not want her mind or her negative

soul. There would be no nice analyses

with them. They wanted her primor-
dially, nakedly, uncouthly—the touch

of her mouth to quell the lust of theirs

—the surrender of her twining arms.

It was for this that they were fighting.

They knew that she hated them,

loathed them, feared them. They did

not care. The greater joy would the

taming be. The greater triumph the

victory, tho her splendid body be a

blue-black pulp as token thereof.

And of the two, Red John she

hated most bitterly—John, with his

hairy arms and hands of an ourang-
outang; with his great, thick, sweaty
body

;
his ear-ringed ears

;
his coarse,

brutally seeking mouth. Every fiber

of her sensitive flesh crawled at his

touch
;
every drop of her fiery blood

chilled and receded at his approach.

And she knew that he would win

;

and, as she watched, a sneer—habit-

ual, cynical, contemptuous—curled

back her voluptuous mouth. The fit-

ful lights played over her sullen, mag-
nificent face, and still more magnificent

body, and imbued her with a strange

potency. The epitome of all the pas-

sions looked from her narrowed, sinis-

ter eyes. The curves of her cheeks

and chin cried out for the mad kisses

of maddened men. The scornful,

poisonous mouth laughed out a dia-

bolical defiance to the touch of love.

And her crouched body had in its lines

the tenacious resilience of the tiger,

the soft undulation of the serpent, and
the unbelievable whiteness of the flesh

of pampered women—a whiteness

angrily stained by the flood-tides of

her blood.

The tribe had gathered about the

fighting men and were glancing at the

solitary, brooding figure of Madge
with knowing nods and irrelevant, loud

laughs.

‘‘John’ll win,” said one; “lie’s moon-
crazy for the girl.”

“What do they want so of her?”

asked an old crone. “She is like an

ill-omen—a thing of bad luck.” And
the hag crossed herself with gnarled,

nut-brown fingers.

The men staggered into the open.

Their bodies creaked and pulled under
the strain. They sweated, and oaths

burst from their mouths like fetid

waters from a pent-up dam. In their

belts flashed their knife-blades. Then
John caught a glimpse of fingers seek-

ing for his knife, and all of his

vast, untampered strength went into

a last, mighty effort. He won. And
as the vagrants sang and pranced and
otherwise held carnival, the girl slunk

into her tent and lay there, quivering,

like a trapped animal.

The old crone dressed her for the

gypsy marriage rite. And when she

had done, she drew the girl to her

knees and opened her palm. As she

looked, her faded eyes closed under
their hanging bags of wrinkled flesh.

The mystic light of the seeress defied

unlovely age, and her voice took on the

singsong intonation of the prophetess.

“I see tragedy,” she monotoned—“a
death of your own making.”
Madge drew away, but the hag kept

tight hold of the hot, nervous hands.

“I see sorrow,” she crooned eerily,

“then—your death at high noon.”
“Stop!” cried the girl, and jumped

to her feet. “Old hag,” she hissed,

“I am going to a million deaths—to

(Thirty-four)
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“i SEE SORROW,” SHE CROONED EERILY, “THEN—YOUR DEATH AT HIGH NOON”

the low-down embrace of that dog of

a man—I—I who have fought them
off with my bleeding nails—with my
teeth, with my feet, with my body

;
I

who have stood at bay and defied them
—the gluttonous, lustful pack

;
I who

have held myself for something that I

know there is, somewhere, away horn
this place, away from these hideous
people. I must go to him—to him—
to be beaten and kicked and bruised

like a whipped cur. God ! God ! take

me from this man—from this place

!

Lead me into tragedy—into death

—

into passion and despair, but take

me from this man—from this people
!”

“I see tragedy,” moaned the hag,

leering, furtively, fearsomely, at the

invocative, supplicatory figure, “and
then—your death at high noon !”

Once to every man—and to John
for the next two weeks—came the

heaven of his heart. He had fought

(Thirty-five
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with his naked fists for his woman,
and when he obtained her he pro-

ceeded accordingly. The law of self-

preservation persists under the vilest

of degradations, and Madge gave him
her sullen, unresponsive mouth for the

sake of her own protection. He
watched her with the grim, unremit-
ting fidelity of a dog, and for the

slightest show of insubordination there

was a brutal cut across the vivid face

or a warning flash of a ready knife.

Days of this brought to the cat-yellow

eyes a cringing fear, and into the girl’s

hot, rebellious heart an agony of

hatred.

In such a mood she met Harold,
second son of the Duke of Maldon.

Poaching upon the preserves of the

castle-grounds one day, John was im-
prisoned by two of the game-keepers.
Watching from a slight distance,

Madge saw a slight, erect figure com-
ing toward the scene of the disturb-

ance. Something in her stirred. Thru
the sad aftermath of that chance

meeting she never forgot her glimpse

of the light, boyish form, the leafy,

pale-green canopy, and the red-gold in

his hair. There was something about

him—the something she had wondered
about

;
something clean and aloof and

different
;
something that would count.

He spoke to the sullen John and to the

two keepers, and then came over to

the -hesitant gypsy girl. She raised

her mutable, wonderful face, and the

eyes met and lingered and locked.

They had never loved before—either

of them. They knew, in that wordless,

indefinite way all of us know things

sometimes, that they would never love

again as they might love one another.

“What do you—want?” he managed
at last. And he felt himself a bally ass

for standing, without speech, before

an unkempt gypsy maid, when he was
noted for his insouciance, his debonair
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manner among the “Gaiety Girls” and
others up in London.
Madge kept her magnet eyes upon

him. Her lips spoke what her eyes

denied. “His—release,” she said at

last.

Harold nodded curtly, and spoke an
order to the keepers. Then he turned
again to the gypsy girl. "We must
meet again,” he said.

She nodded. Her throat felt thick

and choked. Her temples beat with

an influx of blood. She quivered,

and her nostrils distended. Harold
watched her, and he leaned nearer.

“You ” he broke off and tried to

smile. “Come back again—tomor-

row ” he begged.

She smiled slowly, then turned to

John, who was awaiting her with the

smile of servility on his lips and an

evil passion in his eyes.

Harold watched them as they left.

“She is the kind of a woman men
dream about,” he thought, “and read

about, and crave while they take

what's served up to them. She’s the

meaning of sex—the answer to the

needs of the heart and flesh. God

!

how that woman could love—to what
frenzied depths she could go!”

She came back the next day, and
the next and the next. Wonderful,
illicit, maddening days they were

—

days when the heart of the gypsy woke
to vivid life, like the heavy, odorous,

cloying leaves of the scarlet passion-

flower
;

days when they clung to-

gether, lip to lip and breast to bTeast

—

when heaven seemed to reach down its

ineffable lips and kiss the earth to a

riotous exuberance of verve and
glamour.

“There is no love like ours,” she

sighed.

“World without end—amen !” added
he. And neither dreamed that they

were plagiarizing from the Eden
romance.

John ceased to obsess her with the

old fear. She felt as tho the love of

this man wrapt her about in a garment
of soft flame—as tho nothing but his

voice could penetrate—nothing but his

touch reach.

Then, one day, John found them.

The look in his eyes stirred the

gypsy’s heart to a poignant fear. She
jumped to her feet and faced the en-

raged man, arms akimbo. “Well,”

she mocked into his face, “are you
ready to take me home—husband ?”

She drew near to him, and her

nearness promised him her lips, her

caresses. He swayed a bit, and his

savage eyes softened imperceptibly.

“By Gar! I’ll knife ye if I find ye

this way again,” he hissed, and he

grabbed her rudely by the arm.
Harold watched her swaggering

exit, and waited. An instant later she

was flying back thru the trees, but her

daring face was white. “I have knifed

liim !" she cried
;
“he will be after me !

Cant you find me work in your home ?

Cant you take me?”
Harold noducd eagerly. “I will,”

he assented.

They were young, and their passion

flamed in the gray life of the baronial

hall like some incongruous exotic.

The startling beauty of the girl, the

rapt eyes of the younger son, the all-

too-frequent meetings penetrated the

dullest consciousness at last.

When it came to Lionel, the elder

son and direct heir to the title, he was
enraged. In his aristocratic veins ran
the undiluted blue blood of his fore-

bears. The family name, the family

tree, the family seat—these were the

things that mattered to brother Lionel.

If he had ever stooped from his cor-

rect deportment to the crude sowing
of wild oats, he had stooped in

guarded privacy, atoned, and gone his

untroubled way. An English gentle-

man was Lionel—one who would
marry the pale, proud daughter of an
adjoining lineal estate and breed a

race of pale, proud children.

The clarion-calls of the flesh were
for beefy-faced housemaids and ob-

noxious “fellers” who walked out

Chelsea way of a Sunday afternoon,

or for variety actresses and cheap,

stage-door habitues with a horrid

ambiguity as to their immediate par-

entage. The idea caused Lionel a

shudder down his unbending spine.

His brother’s taste was reprehen-

sible. Breach of good taste was the

unpardonable. And to bring the

wench to Maldon Towers! To defile

the peopled corridors where had paced

their lady-mother and stately duchesses

before ! As for her beauty—one could

go to the zoo, if one cared for the

purely feline, and watch the great

cats swing gracilely, evilly by, with fit-

ful, savage lights in their yellow eyes

and impossible contortions of their

lithe bodies.

When the gossip reached the ten-

antry, Lionel took it upon himself

to speak. Harold took the rebuke

vehemently.

“I wont be dictated to,” he bawled
forth

;
“you can have the d—d name,

Lionel, dontcher know, and the estate

and all. I want the girl, and I mean
to have her.”

“You admit ” gasped Lionel, his

delicate ears affronted by the boy’s

brutality.

“I admit nothing but what your

near-sighted eyes have probably al-

ready seen,” protested Harold. “I

love her, if you ask me, yes—yes

—

such a love as a Maldon has never had

the red blood to feel. I love her, and
I always shall.”

Lionel spoke despairingly to the

aged Duke. "He is disgracing us,” he
lamented.

“Young blood,” countered the
father, harking back to certain hal-

cyon days before his spirit and his

flesh became over-oppressed with tit-

ular glories.

“Bad blood!” grunted the heir, and
the matter dropped.

Two weeks later the Duke of Mal-
don stumbled across the dead body of

his son and heir in the great living-

hall of the castle.

Harold was sent for, and when he
saw his lifeless body he collapsed.

“We quarreled,” he admitted to his

accusative, implacable father, “over

—

the girl. I struck him
;
but it seems

impossible that it could have killed

him. Still it must have. God above
me ! I have murdered my brother

;

I Call the police, father— I'll

give myself up.

The old man raised his sunken eyes
and looked at his youngest born. All

irrelevantly, he recalled him as a

sunny-headed baby rollicking on the

spacious nursery floor and a nurse
predicting .a famous future for the

lusty youngster.. A murderer ! The
slayer of his own blood ! The father

shuddered, and his gaze burned from
the dead son to the living.

“Go forth and wander as did Cain
when he killed Abel,” he pronounced,
“and may the brand of Cain be upon
you. Go !”

Harold bent his head. The spilt

blood of his brother must wash away
the craving of his heart and wipe out

the lusts of his flesh.

Seven years later a lone horseman
rode down the dusty road in the heart

of Never-Never land. His wearied
eyes gazed straight ahead of him as

tho he saw a duty to be fulfilled in

which was only the dry comfort of the

duty done. Abnegation was written

on his face, and the starved heart of

the much-denied pleaded in his eyes.

A cabin showed in the distance with

spirals of smoke curling from its

chimney. “I'll stop here,” the horse-

man said, “and put up for the night,

if they’ll have me.”
A woman stood facing the cabin as

the man rode quietly into the clearing,

and as he looked at her an appreciative

light fired his dulled eye. “What
lines !” he thought—'“what an easy

—

yet what a weary grace
!”

“I beg pardon,” he spoke aloud

;

“I
„

The woman turned, with a spring-

ing, startled movement of her body.

Her yellow, cat’s eyes widened, then

narrowed
;

her vivid, tired mouth
opened. “Harold !” she cried

;
then,

sibilantly, yearningly, like a woman
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who loves the sound of a certain name,

'‘Harold—lover—mate !”'

The man jumped from his horse,

and for one filched moment from the

miser hands of perfect bliss they

wrung their halcyon hours back again.

Life is full of such happenings as

that, after all. Page upon page, chap-

ter upon chapter of dull pedantry

;

then suddenly, unexpectedly, with the

radiance of a brilliant gem, one comes

across a perfect thought clothed in

most perfect rhythm, and the quivering

echoes haunt the heart with the sad

fragrance of pot-pourri till the heart

is a crumpled thing itself.

How our little pawns of selves are

moved back and forth across the

board, and here and there, and hither

and thither, not even immortal Omar
could divulge, but turned in his quaint

wisdom to declaim, “He knows about

it all; He knows—He knows!”
“I am going home—to England,”

Harold said, after the first rapture and
the assurance that John was riding the

range and only a deaf but abhorrent

black was on the place. “My father

has died—and I must take the title.

But .1 am going back—a mur-
derer ”

Madge raised her head. “A

—

what?” she asked.

“I killed my brother, my darling;

that is why I left you so without a
word. My father sent me forth to

wander upon the face of the earth

with the brand of Cain upon me.
I

”

The woman threw back her glorious

head and faced him. “Listen to me,
core of my heart,” she commanded

;

“you are as guiltless of that crime as

you were in your mother’s womb. I

did not know of your flight—because

—John killed Lionel, best beloved,

and he forced me to fly with him.

Lionel came to me and remonstrated

with me after your quarrel with him.

I resented it and struggled to break
loose from him. John forced a long-

sought-for entrance at that moment,
and killed your brother Lionel in a

jealous fury.”

Harold stared at her as one who
dreams over long of grewsome horrors

and wakes, at last, to the peace of a

quiet room and a balmy, untroubled

day.

“You have taken the brand of Cain
from my shoulders,” he whispered

;

“it has never left me, and neither has

your face, my love, my queen. You
have crept into my very veins, and
you stir me to deliriums. Seven years

I have hungered and thirsted for you

;

sweated for you
;
moaned for you in

my sleep. I have been like a man on
a vast desert who gasps in his parched,
swollen throat for a draught of water.

I have raved for you
;

sobbed in-

coherently to God for the touch of

you ;
cursed you, my sweet, for the

very desire you have inoculated me
with. And now I shall never let you

go. You must come home with me

—

to stay.”

Madge crept close to him. In her

gypsy blood there was no law but one

—to follow her man tho he lead to the

outermost brink of the world.

“Come back for me tomorrow,” she

begged, “and I will go.”

Red John was there when he came,

and he leered at him as he faced

him sullenly. Madge, crouching be-

hind a clump of bushes, watched the

gypsy suspiciously, and her tired eyes

gleamed.

John whipped a pistol from his belt

and threw one to Harold. “I’ve

fought for her once, by Gar!’’ he said,

“and I’ll do it again.”

He paused and looked at the

woman, gloatingly. She raised a dep-

recatory hand. “If both of you should

go,” she begged, “what of me—then?”

John laughed harshly. “There’s

the black in the kitchen,” he said

noisomely.

Madge shrank back and Harold
dropped his pistol.

“I wouldn’t fight a dog like you,”

he said. “We’ll toss a coin for the one

to shoot.”

The coins tossed and John picked

his up. “You win,” he said.

Harold paused, and in that pause
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THAT NIGHT THEY RODE FROM NEVER-NEVER LAND AGAINST THE WESTERING SUN

Madge saw John’s hand creep stealth-

ily to his belt. She knew the skulking

meanness of the man—the black blood
in his veins. And she drew forth her

own gun. There came a sharp explo-

sion, a dense puff of smoke, and Red
John lay lumpily still upon the ground.
From under his cooling heart there

crawled and oozed a deathly stream of

blackish red.

That night they rode from Never-
Xever Land against the westering
sun. Ahead of them lay the proud
title of the Dukedom of Maldon—

a

heritage of wealth and beneficent

years. Back . of them reached the

blood-red tares of murder- and adul-

tery—lawless passions and the fruits

thereof.

People called her “queer”— “a
woman with a past”

—
“an unhappy

creature.” Even the tenantry, to

whom she was all bounty and loving
kindness, questioned her. Her mouth,
like a pale pink flower now, smiled

easily, but the dulled yellow of her

cat’s eyes looked forth, shadowed with

a vast tragedy. Life had laid brutal

hands upon her. Her own vehement
passions had seized upon and anni-

hilated her. The ancient superstitions

of her tribe assailed her and she came
to dread the hour of high noon.

And two months after their re-

turn to Maldon Towers Harold was
brought in from the hunting field to

die. Only as he lay upon his last bed
did the glorious eyes blaze again with a

final, surging appeal ; and when they

closed his ardent, glazing orbs, she

bent under the grief as tho stricken to

the very earth.

There followed dreary days when
she sat in the family pew and listened,

avidly, to the holy words, hunger-
ing for some token of absolution

—

craving peace for her troubled heart

and peace for the man she had wor-
shiped.

She grew as thin as a reed, and her

face was formed on the delicate lines of

a cameo, save where two bright scarlet

spots touched her cheeks. But she

seemed to stay strong and her eyes

were on fire with resolve.

Outside the church, one warm, mid-
summer day, she stood talking to the

archbishop. "I desire to give all of

my property, real and personal, to the

church and to charities,” she was say-

ing; “I ” The chimes in the tower
tolled sonorously out. It was the

minute of high noon. The archbishop

looked up at them with a smile of

pleasure on his reverend face. When
he looked down

All this passed in that eternal, tran-

sitory Moment Before, and the eyes

of the Adjudger turned earthward
that He might behold a thing held up
to Him all stained with human pas-

sions and scarred with human wrongs.
What He did with it we do not know.

But upon tlie dead, once passionate

face of the sorry Duchess of Maldon
there strayed, benignantlv, the hand of

a tender peace.

(Thirty-eight)
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Making Up ForThe Mamies
.W.Chamberlain

n the stage, where
the footlights
throw their arti-

ficial illumination

upward, you be-

hold, evidently, a

beautiful girl.

Her perfect, cu-

pid-bow lips are

ruby-red ;
her neck

and her bosom are

like alabaster
;

her

cheeks are like the

bloom of the peach,

and her large, soul-

ful eyes look out at

you with an inno-

cent, entreating gaze

from beneath deep-

fringed eyelashes

and perfect eye-

brows. Put this

same young lady,

with exactly the

same make-up on,

out in the daylight,

before the lens of

the movie camera,

and what is the

result ?

Those cupid-bow,

ruby-red lips will

have become jet

black when shown
on the screen. Her
alabaster neck and

bosom will look like

the high-lights on a

piece of polished
steel—hard, ghastly

white and cold
;
her

peach-blow cheeks

will have become
dark and sunken

;

there will be ludi-

crous black circles

beneath her eye ;

her eyelashes will

appear as tho whit-

tled out of black

whalebone, and her

perfect eyebrows
will have every ap-

pearance of having
been cut from black court-plaster and
stuck in place.

This is because the art of making
up for the stage to appear before the

footlights in person is one thing, but

to make up for the searching lens of

the little camera that reds off hun-
dreds and hundreds of feet of film, to

appear before an audience on a Mov-

a dark gray
;

pink means a light

gray
;
consequently, the ruby-red lips

of the actress would appear jet black,

the powdered whiteness of her neck

turns out a ghastly white, and the

peach-blow tint of pink on her cheeks

shows upon the movie screen as a

light gray, which gives her the ap-

pearance of one fading rapidly away
into a living skele-

ton.

To accentuate her

eves—to make them
appear large and
soulful on the stage

—they are penciled

beneath with blue-

black crayon. Be-

fore the movie cam-
era this comes out

like a charcoal
mark. The thick

grease-paint around
the eyelashes shows
in the film but not

on the stage, and so

it is that the best

make-up man in the

world for the stage

would fall down
completely in at-

tempting to make
up actors for the

movies.

Every big film-

producing concern

has its make-up
man and his assist-

ants. Where there

are immense crowds
for some of the

scenes, it takes the

greater part of the

day to make them
up. Hundreds of

them are, of course,

only “supes,” but

they all have to be

made up with the

greatest of care.

The picture must be

made in the day-

light
;

the “supes”

cannot sleep in their

make-up, as it would rub off, and so

there are times when the make-up
man has to start in as early as five

o’clock in the morning in order to

get his characters ready for a picture

to be taken at three o’clock in the

afternoon.

When the picture entitled “Lin-

coln’s Speech at Gettysburg” was

ing Picture screen, is quite another

thing. There is all the difference in

the world between making up the

actor who is to appear in person and
making up the actor who is to appear
only before the camera in person.

Each is an art in itself. Making up
for the footlights is an ancient art

;

making up for the movies is compara-

tively new, and as yet there are very
few real masters of it.

The reason is that the camera
knows only two color values, ranging
from pure white to jet black, with all

the tones of grays in between. Red
to a camera means black

;
bright blue

to a camera means white
;

light

orange means gray
;
a light red means

RALPH INCE AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
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MARY FULLER, OF THE UNIVERSAL COMPANY

KING BAGGOT, OF THE IMP COMPANY

an old-fashioned sofa. The lines in

the forehead, if examined closely for

a moment, look just like what they

are—dark crayon lines over the skin.

The white paint necessary for the

stage make-up makes them look in the

photograph like an animate ghost, or

as tho the actor had just dipped his

head in a flour-barrel. If the actors

in a Moving Picture play all looked

made, the make-up man had to make
up seven hundred and thirty-eight

characters. He started at five o’clock

in the morning and had his seven hun-
dred and thirty-eight characters made
up and ready five minutes before the

time scheduled for the members of

the cast to take their places. In the

mob scene from “The Little Minis-

ter” he made up five hundred charac-

ters, and these were even more diffi-

cult than those in the Lincoln scene.

If you were to see some movie
actors, especially those in character

parts, in person, instead of on the

screen, in this make-up, you would see

a most grotesque-looking person. The
entire face is sometimes made up in

deep pink to give the rather sallow,

grayish complexion of age. Lines are

used between the eyebrows, across the

forehead, about the eyes and running
down each side of the nose, all of

crimson lake—a bright red color which
photographs black. When this crim-
son lake is blended with the pink

color covering the skin and a

trifle of light put around the

edges for the high-lights, the

camera makes it look like real

wrinkles. Even the quality of

hair in the vug has to be finer

for the camera, or else it would
look more like the stuffing of a

hair mattress than the hirsute

adornment of a human being.

All this hideous mess of

pinks and crimson lake, and
white outlines around the crim-

son-lake streaks, makes the

face grotesque, laughable and
clownish to look at. In the

picture the result is perfection.

To see such a character made
up as he would appear on a

stage before the footlights, the

eyes appear as tho they were
popping out of the head

;
the

eyebrows look as tho they were
glued on, and the false hair

does indeed look as tho it came
from the musty anatomy of ORMI HAWLEY, OF THE FOX PLAYERS
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MABEL TRUNNELLE, OF THE EDISON

COMPANY

Photo
copyrighted
by Hartsook

as they do in these pictures, it womd
give an impression of a convention of

Fourth of July antiques and horribles.

For this reason it may be readily un-

derstood why there is a great differ-

ence between the art of making up for

the footlights and making up

for the movies.

The same care must be

taken in setting the stage for

the movies. Every one who
has visited a photograph

studio to have his picture

taken will readily understand

this. He will have noticed

that there are no scenes in

colors. They are in blacks,

whites and grays. In the

stage-setting for Moving
Pictures, the drawing-room

of a multi-millionaire, for

instance, is a dull-appearing

scene to the onlooker. On
the stage, such a drawing-

room would appear in rich

wood panels, beautifully

colored tapestry, gilded

chandeliers and the

like
;

but these

colors are of

no use for

a movie
scene.

cial Wife,” the queen of the nihilists

attempts to explain why she is a ni-

hilist. As she talks, her vision of the

past is thrown on the screen. It is

the humble home of a Russian serf.

Suddenly the Czar’s soldiers break

down the door and murder her

(

parents and her lover. All this

explains to the audience, with-

out words, just why the beauti-

ful girl has become a nihilist.

To make this scene, great care

was necessary in

order to get the

proper color
values. The
walls of the
room look
gray. If, how-
ever, they had
been painted

gray, they
would have
been the
color of the

soldiers’ uni-

forms. In
order to

give a

POLLY MORAN

Photo by Photoplayers Studio

VERA SISSON

They are more frequently a detriment

than otherwise. The red rosewood
would appear like ebony

;
the blues and

yellows of

the' tapes-

t r y and
gilding
would turn

out a sickly

white
;
the pinks

and other warm
colors of the

rugs and pic-

tures would, on
the screen, be a

dull gray. Con-
sequently, the
making up of

these scenes for the stage-setting of

movies is also quite an art.

In the Russian photoplay, “My Offi-

OF THE KEYSTONE COMPANY

light-gray appearance, the walls were
painted a light orange. The peasant’s

smock, instead of being light blue, as

it is in reality, was made of dark blue,

because the light blue would have
photographed white. The "Queen's”
boots appear lighter than those worn
by the men. This was brought about
by means of making them of light-red

leather. They show at a glance to be

of lighter -and finer material than the

black boots worn by the men. To get

the perfect gray of the helmets of the

soldiers, they were in reality a yellow-

ish orange. Every other detail of

these sort of pictures has to be made
with the mind always on how they will

look in the photograph.

OF THE BIOGRAPH COMPANY
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There is no means of making a

woman’s eyes appear large and lumi-

nous before the lens of a camera. For

the footlights, this is easily accom-

plished; for the movies, only certain

types of women who really take a

good picture can be used for scenes

that demand a beautiful girl. The

dark-blue eyes of Irish brunettes pho-

tograph quite well, but very light-blue

eves will not make a good picture at

all. Dark-gray eyes, and especially

hazel eyes, are strikingly beautiful on

the movie screen. Footlights always

favor the shadows, but the Moving
Picture camera favors the high-lights.

The skilled movie make-up man be-

comes a quick judge of just how
certain high-lights and certain shad-

ows will appear on the screen, and so

he tones down the high-lights and

builds up the shadows. He also su-

pervises the colors and the costumes

that are worn, because he is respon-

sible for the effect on the screen.

The acting is up to the director,

but the color values are always

up to the movie make-up man ;

and when he has learnt his art ham and bud, of th

thoroly, he has a profession that is

worth while and one that brings him
an income that would make many a

professional man envious.

Learning the wizardry of camera
make-up, too, has been the turning-

point in many a movie actor’s career.

“Youth must he served” is an axiom
that nowhere more forcibly applies

than before the unerring
little lens of the camera.
Let a leading-man
gather a few crow’s-

feet under his eyes and
not know how to dispel

them with make-up, and
his career is suddenly,

mayhap cruelly, ended.
Speaking of wrinkles, the

converse side, or the art

of making movie wrin-
kles, can be no better

illustrated than by
Ralph Ince, “the

man who made
Lincoln famous.”

His study of the rugged
features of deep facial lines

e kalem company was one of months.

FRANK DANIELS, OF THE VITAGRAPII

COMPANY
ARTHUR HOUSMAN, OF THE LUBIN

COMPANY
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The Most Beautiful “Good Woman"
in the Movies

Great Girl Within Inspires

Exudes Joy in Volumes

vated by Her Figure

for Anita Stewart

I

heard a rippling mel-

ody in prose

!

At first in the dis-

tance, then gradually

drawing nearer, the

cheery call of a youthful

celebrity re-echoed thru

the corridors of the

west wing of the great

Vitagraph studios,

while I waited.

That sound was
as clear as the high

note of some rich-

reeded, soft-toned

organ, and as ear-

pleasing as the clar-

ion-call of an oriole.

And it heralded the ap-

proach of a creature as

sweet as her voice.

“Well, I got my
pie !” And there, in

the door of her dress-

ing-room
,

a radiant
vision of loveliness stopped

short when she saw that her

secretary was not alone, and
that I was lying in wait for

•her.

Mark my words, however,
that was a striking entrance,

for, as this little leading lady of

the films stood there, in her pretty

blue gown, with a dash of filmy

pink heightening the peach-like

complexion of her pretty, inquisi-

tive face, it was so surely natu-

ral and vivacious that she seemed
to exude joy in volumes, and it re-

vealed, in a mindful manner, the

great girl within, the heart of the most
beautiful portrayer of the “good
woman” in the movies.

I know you’re impatient, dear
reader, to get a glimpse of the

throne-room of Miss Stewart.

When I reached there, I found
she was visiting in another
dressing-room, on her way
in

;
consequently, I reached

the conclusion that she is

a very chummy sort of a

person. This, however,
gave me the opportu-

By TOM BRET
3

nity to meet her secretary,

Mrs. Margaret Talford, who,
because of her motherly ap-

pearance, gives one more the

impression of a chaperon than

of a secretarial lady. The
dressing-room itself is a

dream of white and blue fur-

niture, containing also up-

holstered, semi-circular di-

van
;
olive-green, fireproof

lockers, fairly bulging

with costly costumes

;

an art gallery,

strung by brass
tacks about brown-
and cream-colored

walls. In that gal-

axy of stars are

Mother Maurice,
Hughie Mack,
Wallie Van,
Eleanor Wood-
ruff, and nearly

a hundred other

celebrities of the

Vitagraph fam-
ily, past and
present. I

was struck

by the fact

that S.

Rankin
Drew,
that

a Charming Character Which

—An Ardent Jap Capti-

But No Wedding Bells

Plioto by Campbell

ANITA STEWART (Vitagraph
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voting:

married man. l

She doesn’t
|

smoke cigarets,

^ drink, or stay

f,\ out late at night.

brilliant young scion of a brilliant

theatrical house, which includes the

Drews and Barrymores, occupied the
high altar of Miss Stewart’s affections,

for his photo stood on a center table,

beside a vase of roses and rich, red
carnations
all em-
blems
of un-

dying
devo-

t i o n :

while o n

a dainty
side altar,

as it were,

a portrait of

Earle Will

in another gripping production, en-

titled “A Million Bid,” written by the

late Mrs. Sidney Drew, who was Phyl-
lis Rankin. This revered author-
ess, by the way, was the
mother of S. Rankin
Drew, Miss Stewart’s

present director.

The genial

star confided in me
further that she is

quite as exemplary
in her habits as a

well domesticated

.
To the construction of a magnificent

mansion, which Miss Stewart is hav-
ing erected, of stucco and stone, at

Brightwaters, Bay Shore,
N. Y., is attached a
bit of sentiment, for

she is to call the

place “Wood Vio-
let,” in commem-
oration of the

fact that her
first screen ap-

pearance, three

years ago, was
as a wood-

11 y m p h
,

in a play

of that
name.

rlioto by 2Aped Photo by Ape (Ia

When, rather
timidly, I in-

quired whether
or not she was
engaged, Miss
Stewart became
radiantly enthu-

siastic about

Photo b>
White

not getting
married.
No; she is

not e n -

gaged.and
positively
will not be-

come in-

Photo by W bite

iams, the celebrated

leading man, was also

enshrined among a pro
fusion of pink carnations.

I had just about sized up
the place well, noticing the

running water, fancy elec-

tric lights, and various other

fixtures of modern convenience,

when the most exquisite
young woman in the movies,

the lover of pie and chil-

dren and pretty things, made
her appearance. With the

businesslike directness of an exe-

cutioner, I shortly had her maidenly
confusion subdued, and proceeded with

the interview. She told me, without a

blush, that she is fully nineteen years

of age, and that she gets from sev-

enty to a hundred and fifty letters a

day, most of them from girls, attracted

by her remarkable screen personality.

Incidentally, I noticed her toys, a goat

(her own—no one’s got it yet), and a

doll in the gown of a French maid.

Her beauty secret?

Early to bed and late to rise, and, as

the devoted Mrs. Talford interpolated,

Miss Stewart’s abundant good humor.
Talking shop with this bit of female

Tiffany, I learnt that she believed her

greatest dramatic triumph was not in

the famous serial, “The Goddess,” but

She is

never
out late,

except
at a movie
ball, or a

charitable

affair,
where her

presence is

frequently a

notable event.

Her next picture will be a Russian
masterpiece, in which she is to grow
from girlhood to womanhood and do
all sorts of romantic adventures.

volved in matrimonial entanglements

for the next five years. In this she

seems a most sincere young lady, car-

ing perhaps as little for the admiration

(Forty-four)
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ANITA STEWART IN HER FIRST GREAT SUCCESS, “THE WOOD VIOLET”

of the opposite sex as she does for

jewelry, and she doesn’t wear a trinket

of any sort.

Here’s another mighty pretty thing

about her. She doesn’t even use slang.

Her every effort seems to be to culti-

vate within herself a refined and noble

character, for she is a firm believer in

the principle that her personality shows
in her work, and, to move and enter-

tain the hearts of the throng, she

strives to live so as to reflect a lovable

soul as well as a pleasing personality.

She gets proposals by the bushel.

A widower, in Wales, with some cash,

a farm and a whole hennery full of

chickens, said he would pull out his

hair and have no peace on earth should
she refuse to come to him as his bride.

He’ll be bald entirely before Anita
sees him. Soldier Ramson, ’way over
in the trenches at Verdun, wrote her
that he expected to die on the mor-
row, that he had no kith or kin, and
so he wrote her a note of farewell,

because he had grown to love her on
the screen. He has not written since

and has probably been killed in action.

But the best of all her mash notes
is one from an ardent admirer in

flowery Japan. Here it is, fresh from
the Orient

:

Tokio, Japan,
Jan. 10th, 1916.

My Dear Miss A. Stewart:
I saw the biograph of 413, which are

very amusing, and the great scale in the

(Forty-five)

picture-theater of our city previously and
I specially suit your skilful performance
in it. You are very highly spoken of.

I like very much you. Even now I

cant forgot yours figure from my head,
and therefore if I can see your art in

other day, I am glad very much.
I hope to send you anything what you

wishes, and I beg you will henceforth
favour me with your friendship.

I am anxiously await your photograph
enclosed answer.

I remain,
Sincerely yours,

Chogi Yaciii.

She thought that was the “most
cunning and cutest thing” she had
ever read, and made haste to take the

address of her quaint Japanese wooer

;

then, with hands clasped fervently

over her knee, she mused aloud

:

“My dear Mrs. Talford, have we
sent him a photograph? Let us do it

now. We must surely send him one.”

I really dont blame the Jap. There
are only seven reasons why I should
not be tempted to do the same thing
myself—a wife and six children.

Oh, yes
;
I had a long and enjoyable

talk with Miss Stewart, whom I pro-

nounce clever as well as pretty. Her
composite loveliness lies in the fact

that she has a modest demeanor, the

freshness of youth unspoiled by fame,
the gift of sympathy, a charming per-

sonality, and, withal, a radiant beauty
that emanates from a good and perfect

heart. ’Tis said by wiseacres that an
actress should sink her personality in

her part. If so, I dont want to see

Anita Stewart on the screen again ; for

it is the dainty and charming and
heart-whole ensemble of her—her
personality— that makes her the hit

she is. Seeing this exceedingly re-

markable young woman and great ar-

tist, one may well be reminded of the

poetic tribute of John E. Barrett, the

Scranton bard, when he wrote

:

For it’s not the new woman we want,
nor the old woman,

But the good woman;
Then bend the knee as we address her,
Here’s to the woman who’s good! God

bless her!

IN HER GREATEST TRIUMPH, “a
MILLION BID”



MARY FULLER

that slowly fill the eyes of the misused
one, then trickle gently down her

cheeks—that put the human, gripping

touch into the scene and strike the

sympathetic chord in the heart of the

spectator.

Iva Shepard, playing leads with

the Gaumont Mutual Company at

Jacksonville, Florida, has never found
the time when a dramatic climax could

not be supplied with real tears. Re-

eyes, she confidently awaited the

warm flow of tears
;
but, to the sur-

prise of the director, Mr. Middleton,
and herself, none came.

‘‘It’s too cold today, Mr. Middleton;
I cant weep,” was the forthcoming
explanation. All were distracted

;
the

schedule must be finished, so that the

production would not be delayed; but
without tears the scene would be a
dismal, flat and unconvincing failure.

Finally a stove—one of

those oil affairs you never
really appreciate until you
spend a winter in the sunny
South—was brought onto
the stage. In the embrace
of its gratifying heat, Miss
Shepard once more brought
her dramatic powers to the

front, and great, soul-rack-

ing splotches of emotion
trickled down her cheeks
as the camera started once

IVA SHEPARD

cently, her rep-

utation was on
the verge of a
collapse, during

a scene in “The
Haunted
House.” Con-
flicting emotions
were portrayed

on her face as,

with half-closed

more.
Miss Shepard threatens

even to excel her fine per-

formance in “The Drifter,”

in her newest screen pro-

duction, “The Sorceress.”

Mary Fuller is a con-

vincing and graceful ex-

ponent of the watery art.

Many a lovelorn admirer
has had forcibly to restrain

himself from leaping to her

rescue, or trying to comfort her, when
a close-up revealed her beautiful eyes

desolate with tears.

Perhaps some remote, Irish ancestor

is responsible for the temperamental
nature of Rosemary Theby. Without
warning, her sunny smile will sud-

denly quiver
;
big tears will sparkle

on her eyes, making them look like

drenched, purple pansies, and their

tragic loveliness wins your ready

For what man is able to master
Or stem the great fountain of tears?

O’Shaugnessey.

S
ince the beginning, tears have been

the last and greatest refuge of

the gentler sex in their dealings

with the male. Hard, indeed, was the

heart of a cavalier who could with-

stand the plea of lovely, tear-stained

eyes. Formerly a woman, if she were

capable of weeping at will, could use

this gift to wheedle her-

self into a man’s heart;

but nowadays, with the

era of photoplay, it can
be used to much greater

advantage—in finding

her way into his pocket-

book.

The tense, dramatic

scene seems cold and
conventional, if the ac-

tress goes thru her part

with dry, untouched
eyes. It is the tears

—

(Forty-six)
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sympathy. Then, before your mood
can readjust itself, she is once more the

saucy little sprite of a funmaker she

was in the beginning, and, with true,

Celtic inconsistency, the three-cor-

nered, roguish smile appears once
more. Miss Theby likes sympathetic

parts
; in these, tears are truly in-

dispensable.

In the old Biograph days, when
David W. Griffith reigned supreme,

a little girl named Mary Pickford was
just beginning her rapid climb to

success. Owen Moore was leading

man in the same company, and the

Now Mary Pickford can weep at

will, not needing the spur of out

raged feelings to egg her on, for.

since those bygone, happy days
in the old Fourteenth Street

studio, she has climbed the

highest pinnacle, and holds

her own amongst the best

screen-players of the day.

Nor is it only the woman
who can resort to this

method of winning an audi-
ence. Henry Walthall, the
emotional actor, caused a
quick contraction in the heart

of every spec-

tator when his

remarkable
courtroom scene in

“Temper” revealed his

eyes, which are

even at
their|
brightest a

trifle sad,
full of un-

'

ashamed
tears.

In direct

contrast to

Walthall’s
dreamy, idealistic na-

ture is William Far-
num—virile, strong

;

essentially the sturdy,

out-of-doors man—yet,

in “The Plunderer,”
when he is struck by
his best friend, his eyes

tremble with sudden

MARY PICKFORD

older, more sophisticated stock

members watched with interest the

outcome of their pretty romance.

At that time her dramatic ability

had not reached the prowess it now
boasts, and occasionally Mr. Grif-

fith could not arouse in her the

depths he desired, until one day a

happy thought struck him. From
that day Mary’s tears were at his

command. A few sharp words of

fault-finding with Owen’s acting,

and Mary was dissolved in tears.

Lights were called. A protesting,

weeping heroine went thru her

scene, and eventually the finished

photoplay started its long round.

Ere long, many tears had won
for her the sympathy and love of

the people of every country in

the world—for we all spill tears.

ROSEMARY THEBY

tears. No one—at least no woman

—

could restrain the little tug of pity felt

on seeing this big, apparently so self-

sufficient man resort to the luxury of

tears.

Cleo Madison is still another of the

long list of screen-actresses who have
learnt the art of tears a la

carte. Her large and elo-

quent' eyes can instantly

bedew themselves with the

tortures of her soul, and it

is needless to say that her

audiences suffer with her.

But the High Priestess

of the Tear Duct is sans

doubt the tousled-headed,

great-eyed Blanche Sweet.

It is averred by stage-folk

that Cora Tanner, of a past

generation, invented the

stage-tear—at least she was
its harrowed mistress in

“Camille” and “The Lady
of Lyons.” And Blanche
Sweet has truly caught
her secret. In “Judith of

Bethulia,” the tear-whipped
face of the woman who sold

her soul and body for her

people will never be forgot-

ten. Some day, like kisses,

tears will be classified and
tagged—spiteful ones, re-

morseful, self-pitiful, and
fearsome. But they will

never lose their power as

a deadly screen missile.

(Forty-eight
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day, when
I was quite

small, a

strange
m a n came
along and

stopped at our
house for

several

The Champion Hero
Exploits, Plots

Pearl White, the Girl with Ninety-nine

Perils of Pauline/’ “The Exploits

Hand,” and “The Iron

By HECTOR

When one thinks of Pearl White,

they are quite likely to think

of her as she was pictured in

“The Exploits of Elaine” and many
other thrilling episodes. But when
one meets her face to face, she is re-

freshing in her simplicity and womanly
charm.

“I am a Western girl by birth,” she

began, “and have been on the stage

since I was a wee girl, but every one
knows that about me, dont they, and
about my work in pictures?

“This is the way it began—perhaps
every one doesn’t know that : One

days.

I will

never
forget

how thrilled

I was when
I found he

was a real
actor. Father
had taught me

some things from
Shakespeare and

Tennyson, and I recited

for the actor person. He told me
that I should study for the stage.

“From that moment I had no
other thought, and when my chance
came to take a small part, I was
too happy for words. I have been
in the circus, too

;
that’s where I

got the nerve and some of the train-

ing for the adventurous deeds

people think are so wonderful. But
it is born in every Western girl to

like outdoor life and to do all kinds

of wild, daring things.

“I went back to the stage
;
then

my chance came to go in Motion

Pictures. I have been doing serial

work exclusively for two and a half
years. It suits me perfectly, tho it is

very hard work, every day in the week,
with long hours and a great deal of
traveling. But, you know, work that

interests us, and that we thoroly enjoy,

is never drudgery.
“No

;

frankly, I am not domestic.
Could you expect it when I have had
no home life whatever since I was a

little girl? All the home I know is a

hotel. Why, I dont even have a dog.
The only thing I have about me that

is ‘permanent,’ as you might say, is my
maid. She has been with me a long
time.

“Other girls in the profession have
homes, but they usually have some one
of their own to live with them and
help to make a home. I dont know
the first thing about cooking or taking
care of a house, and as for ordering a
meal or suggesting a menu, I should
be absolutely helpless. You see, my
life has been strenuous, with no time
or place for a real home. But I have
accomplished things, even tho I dont
keep house like a regular person.

“Now, here is a

(Fifty)



ine of Movie Perils,

and Conspiracies

AMES

Lives, Has Been the Victim in

of Elaine,” “The Clutching

Claw,” and Still Lives

1 1

The

mv daily life,” she said. "I get up in

good season, I eat no breakfast at all.

and go to work from seven to ten. I

eat lunch wherever I am, and as I

often work until seven or eight, my
dinner-hour is from seven to ten. 1

like the theater and dancing, but can

never make engagements with any
certainty of fulfilling them. My life

is my work, and that is about all.”

Just then her maid came to the cor-

ner of the big studio, where we were
sitting, with a tray of tea-things. Miss
White poured the tea and dispensed

lumps of sugar and slices of lemon.

‘‘This is as near to being domestic as 1

ever get,” she said.

“If you would ask me what I know
about running a car, instead of a horse,

I could give you a good story,” she

went on. “There is just one thing in

the world I want to do, and some day
I am going to do it. When the war
is over, I shall take my car and travel

around
the world,

shall start from
Honolulu, or

some place, and
go straight around
until I come to

Italy; there I stop,

and there I shall stay.”

I looked at her inquir-

ingly. ‘Yes,” she said, and
her wonderful eyes, with their

changing lights and shadows, grew
misty. “There is one place in the

world that I call home, and that is

Italy. I am American-born, but

see”—turning her profile to me

—

“that is Italian, and see"—turning

her head again
—

“that is Irish.

Cant you see it* and isn’t it an

awful combination?
“I have visited my relatives in Italy

several times. They are at the front

now, and if they and their home are

not demolished when the war is over,

I think the dream of my life will come
true.”

“What will you do there?” I asked.

“Play the Italian theaters,” she said,

“and live and die there—that is, if the

Motion Pictures leave enough of me
to die anywhere,” she laughed, with

one of her sudden flashes from grave

to gay.

It was at the Pathe studio, and,

judging from the hazardous scenes

taking place in filming “The Iron

Claw,” it seemed doubtful if she, or

any of the company, would be allowed

to die a natural death. Miss White
showed untiring interest and cheerful

patience in all the details of the work.
She was everywhere present, and one

( Fifty-one
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could see that she was adored by the

whole company.
A small boy, who had been brought

in for a scene, interested Miss White
greatly. She tried to make friends,

but he shyly withdrew from her em-
brace and made small response to her
kindly inquiries. When she left him,
I said, “You were not very friendly

to Miss White.” He gave me one dis-

work compels the admiration of all

lovers of the photodrama. When, at

last, it was over, she said, ‘‘Now, wait
until I change, and I will be ready.”

In a few moments she appeared. In

the picture she wore a most becoming
creation of purple chiffon trimmed
with spangly things, purple satin shoes,

and purple bands, with more spangly
things, in her hair. Now she was

My dear Mr. Brewster—Your
favor just reached me, as I have been
away on my vacation. I am quite

willing to do all I can to grant your
request for an article on “my favorite

scene,” but for the past two years I

have been appearing only in thrilling

pictures, in which the big scenes were
hairbreadth escapes, and, of course, in

these there are no favorites. Of course

PEARL WHITE’S FAVORITE SCENE, FROM “THE EXPLOITS OF ELAINE” (PATHE)

dainful glance. “Oh, g’wan,” he said,

“that wasn’t Poil White.” “It cer-

tainly was,” I told him, but he was
plainly skeptical. In a few moments
Miss White came back and gave him
a bright half-dollar. His impassive
face lightened as he gazed at the coin

and at her. “Say, you must be Poil

White !” he gasped. And from that

moment, until she was called to work
again, he never left her side.

Soon every one was gone from the

big studio but the director and half a

dozen of the principals. I lingered

—

loath to lose sight of this girl, whose

wearing a long fur coat, and a tailored

hat, with a veil. She was none the

less charming, but different, and I

nearly exclaimed, like the small boy,

"That’s not Poil White.”

The following interesting letter from
Miss Pearl White came in answer to

our request for a few lines and a pic-

ture for our “Favorite Scenes of

Favorite Players” department. Since
writing this letter, Miss White has
signed a new contract with the Pathe
Company, and is now engaged in

doing a new serial

:

they are all terrible, and the only joy

you derive from appearing in them is

when it is all over and you find your-

self still alive. I am mailing you, un-

der separate cover, two “still” pictures

of the last scene taken in the “Elaine”

series, which I can say was the hap-

piest, if not the favorite, scene in my
career, because it was then I received

the news that I was to have a four-

week vacation on salary, and, owing
to the fact I had not had one day off

in two years, naturally it was a joyful

tiding. Sincerely,

Pearl White.
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When Sparrows Muss Up Motion Picture Scenes

The sparrow is such a harmless
creature that it is hard to be-

lieve he is capable of interfer-

ing with the production of Motion
Pictures. Yet he has spoiled many a

Motion Picture scene for the director,

who, as may be expected, does not re-

gard his interference in a favorable

light.

The roofs and sides of many Mo-
tion Picture studios are of glass, and
when the weather is favorable the

glass windows are opened for ven-

tilation purposes. It is thru these

windows that the sparrows fly in and
swing on the steel supports.

One director of my acquaintance

had just ordered the camera-man to

“shoot” a carefully rehearsed scene.

The row of arc lamps was switched

on, and just as the leading woman was

By ERNEST A. DENCH

settling down nicely to her part, two
sparrows swooped by her head. She
and her companion players hastily quit

the scene, as they at first mistook the

birds for bats.

The director’s temper was ruffled,

but the sparrows were driven out of

the studio. However, they returned

twice more, by which time the director

was well nigh crazy. Altogether, the

sparrows caused an hour’s delay.

Another instance occurred in a ro-

mantic photoplay in which the hero
enters his house and is reminded of

his broken romance by seeing rice on
the floor.

.
He shows great sorrow,

but when he was acting this situation,

three sparrows descended on the floor

and started to pick the grains of rice

off the carpet. The incident was so

unexpected that the hero could not

restrain his mirth, with the result that

the scene had to be done over again.

There is a well-authenticated story

of a studio that was closed during nest-

ing time. When the company returned

and turned on the arc lamps, a protest

went up from several hundred feath-

ered throats in the nests above. It

took a day and the fire department
ladders to oust the little squatters.

A certain popular child player never
attends the studio without a bag of

rice, with which he feeds the spar-

rows. One day, however, as he was
acting before the camera, a bunch of

sparrows flew by his side in expecta-

tion of receiving their usual daily ra-

tion. The youngster was so touched
that he stopped to feed his little

charges. Altho the scene was spoilt,

the director’s sympathy was aroused.

MAY ALLISON HAROLD LOCKWOOD HARRY VON MKTKR

A BIG MOMENT FROM “LILLO OF THE ZULO SEAS” (AMERICAN)
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SCENE FROM “SMUGGLERS OF SANTA CRUZ” (AMERICAN)

THE PLAYERS IN VITAGRAPIl’s BIG FEATURE, “GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN”
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“The Edwin Booth of the Screen”
Henry B. Walthall Has

Earned That Title for

Himself, and Has But

Few Competitors

By RICHARD WILLIS

' kwwtlkkkkt s there a photoplay
fan who does not

know the expres-

sive face or the

earnest work of

Henry Walthall
on the screen? It

^1^3 would seem impos-

sible that such
Yes, I believe that

1

3

could be the case.

about every one, and his wife, knows
the screen-Walthall, but there are

mighty few people who know Walthall
the everyday man.

To know Walthall, the man, is a

privilege enjoyed by the few. This

is not because “Wally” thinks him-
self above having many acquaintances,

or that he has a very high estimate

of himself and his own abilities. On
the other hand, one of his greatest

drawbacks in the past was that he
underestimated himself and was more
inclined to discourage praise than to

court it. In fact, it was only after

some of his best friends had gone to

him and talked to and at him that it

dawned upon him that he. might,
after all, be a person of some great

importance.

He presents one of the exceptions

to a general rule. It is said that a

man is taken at his own estimate
;
in

Walthall’s case he was, and is, taken
at other people’s estimate/ and all

the modesty in the world could not

prevent his being placed on a pedestal

and receiving the recognition due to

the man who is said by the best ex-

perts to be the greatest actor of them
all.

Walthall is not a man who can be
successfully interviewed. The best a

writer could expect from him would
be a short talk, forever being hedged
away from the subject of himself and
his doings. The padding would have
to come from references to other in-

terviews and from talks to those about
him. My data have come from the
memories of quiet evenings, of talks
of many things, and from the careful
mind-storage of details which he has
dropped from time to time concerning
his ambitions, his friends and his

past. When he does refer to his
birthplace, it is to recount amusing

(Fifty-five)

HENRY B. “WALTHALL

tales of childhood’s ambitions, joys or

woes. The love of the plantation

where he was born is very evident,

and one easily understands how tena-

ciously he and his brothers and sis-

ters are holding on to the place o’

memories. Walthall says he is going

to return there when he is thru with

art and work, and that he hopes to

end his days on the place where they

started.

Walthall retains the most grateful

appreciation of his association with

David W. Griffith, and never hesitates

to give that great director the full

credit of presenting him to screen

audiences. It was Griffith who dis-

covered Walthall
;
that is, so far as
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his ability as a photoplay actor is

concerned. It was Griffith who had
the foresight to know he had a great

actor, and it was he who brought

out the genius of Walthall thru the

medium of the genius of his own
dii'ection. Between them there has

always been friendship and respect

—

that kind which makes them both

preface each other’s name by the

courtesy of “Mr.” It was not the

and dignified rebuke to a man in his

dressing-room. This man asked Wal-
thall to relate some act of charity he
had done

;
he wished it for publica-

tion in an article in a Motion Picture

publication. Walthall told the appli-

cant of the request that such an act

would surely be spoiled by recount-

ing it—especially for publication !

I write Henry Walthall down as a

man without sham, without silly pre-

MR. WALTHALL IN SCENES TAKEN FROM
NOTABLE PHOTOPLAYS

would never get much of the tragedy
which he injects into his characters.

The acme of the art of Walthall is

that we can see his thoughts on the

screen. With all the artists I can re-

call, I know of but one or two who
can actually do this. Florence Turner
is one; Charlotte Walker, in “Kin-
dling,” did it. Several artists have
succeeded in this remarkable achieve-
ment in certain pictures, but Walthall
manages it in nearly every photoplay
he appears in.

His great performance was, to my
mind, in “The Avenging Conscience”
—a marvel of character-drawing and
of the dragging forth of the inner-

kind of friendship which bred

contempt.
Henry Walthall is naturally of a

sympathetic and emotional character.

The blood of the South runs in his

veins, and it is not such a hard matter

to bring the tears to his eyes. A
wounded dog or a suffering child will

suffice, and his purse has ever been

ready to help the needy. Walthall

does not talk of these things; he will,

not even like mention of it here. I

was present when he uttered a quiet

tense and totally without conceit. He
has a quiet contempt for successful

people who 'suffer from exaggerated
ego. He is a Southerner and slow to

anger, but I have seen him angry. I

saw him angered at a man over some
mean piece of business, and his mo-
bile mouth almost disappeared, his

eyes grew hard and his whole aspect

changed. Yes; Walthall has a tem-
per, thank goodness—otherwise he

most emotions. In this Wal-
thall was almost uncanny, and
every movement of the man—the
twitch of the lips, the eloquent
changes of the eyes, the hands,
even the feet—was caught by
the audiences with painful

reality. He was helped in

this play by marvelous direction.

He will do other great things
;
it is

inevitable. All his work is interest-

ing; and when I last saw him it was
when he paid a flying visit to Los
Angeles. He was well, full of quiet

enthusiasm and happy. He likes his

surroundings at the Essanay studio,

his director and company, and under
such conditions we all look forward to

a further fulfilment of his art, thru
which the Motion Picture and the

great world of photoplay-lovers have
been the gainers.
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zine. When inquiring about plays,
give the name of the company, if

possible. Each inquiry must con-
tain the correct name and address
of the inquirer at the end of the
letter, which will not be printed.
At the top of the letter write the
name you wish to appear. Those
desiring immediate replies, or infor-
mation requiring research, should
enclose additional stamp or other
small fee; otherwise all inquiries
must await their turn.

$
33

*^AN
I

Mr
8

l

This department is for information
of general interest, but questions
pertaining to matrimony, relation-

ship, photoplay writing, and techni-
cal matters will not be answered.
Those who desire answers by mail,
or a list of the film manufacturers,
must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. Address all inquiries to
“Answer Department,” writing only
on one side of the paper, and using
separate sheets for matters intended
for other departments of this maga-

Ada S.—Yes, I consider Henry Albert
Phillips a good authority on photoplay
writing. Violet Mersereau is 18.

Humanbud.—Consuelo Bailey was Dora
in ‘‘The Gangsters of New York.” Yes,
I believe he is. Florence Dagmar was
Rowena in “Puddin’-head Wilson.” We
will publish a chat with E. Forrest Tay-
lor soon. Yes, he was Justus opposite
Beatrice Van in “The Hills of Glory.”
Mary Z.—The picture you enclosed

didn’t look much like me. Yes, they are
constantly changing. Frederick Church
is with Universal, Dolly Larkin with
Equitable and Arthur Allardt with Kalem.
Thanks for your cunning little note.
Melba, Brooklyn.

—

I am sure I cannot
tell you why Harold Lockwood got mar-

$
5
9
99
9
9
9¥5

ried, if he did.
When a per- son dies,
they publish the cause of his death. Why
not publish the causes of marriages?

0. U. Knutt.

—

Hal Cooley was Willie in
“Red Lie” (Universal). Garry McGarry
was Jack in “From Out the Past.” So
you liked Rupert Julian in that Univer-
sal. He is a good player. Fannie Ward
was Tennessee in “Tennessee’s Pard-
ner.” Blanche Sweet was Vera in “Black
List.” Edna Maison left Universal.
Wheeler Oakman is with Fox.

Saratoga.—You need not be afraid of
my shuffling off this mortal coil simply
because I am 75. Of every million per-

sons, 906 die of old age, 1,200 of gout,

2,700 of apoplexy, 7,000 of erysipelas, 7,000

of rheumatism, 7,500 of consumption,
18,400 of measles, 25,000 of whooping
cough, 30,000 of typhoid, and 48,000 of
scarlet fever, so you see that old age
is the safest disease, after all. By
the time you read this Jack Pickford will
be with World. Rosemary Theby and
Harry Myers are with Vim.
Shakespeare.—Indeed! We are al-

ways glad to get letters telling what you
want. We try to please every one, but
it is a hard job.

Demosthenes.—I began my career as a
very little boy. Eleanor Woodruff is with
Equitable, and Paul Kelly is with Imp.
Ignoramus.—A whole lot of statesmen

(?) have censorship on the brain, but
they have very little brain on censorship.

YES, WE DO HATE TO GET INTO THE MOVIES!
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These are the signs
of good health .

Has your baby all

of them ?
Has he a good appetite—a clear pink

skin—bright wide-open eyes—alert

springy muscles—a contented little

face? Does he gain each week in

weight—does he sleep quietly with
eyes and mouth tightly closed?

If he hasn’t one and all of these things—
look out. Something is wrong with him.
And nine times in ten that something is

his food.

Your baby can’t grow rosy and strong if he
doesn’t have the right food. Nurse your
baby, if you can. If you can’t, wean him on

Nestle’sFooH
(A complete food— not a milk modifier)

Don’t give him raw cow’s milk. Cow’s milk

needs a calf’s four stomachs to digest it.

“Cow’s milk, as ordinarily marketed, is unfit

for human consumption,” says the U. S.

Government.

But there is something in cow’s milk that

is good for your baby, if that something is

modified and purified so that it is as light,

as satisfying and as pure as mother’s milk

itself. That is what is done for you in

Nestle’s Food. It comes to you reduced to

a powder— in an air-tight

can. You add only water

—

boil one minute—and it’s

ready with just the right

amount of fats, proteids,

and carbohydrates that will

make a healthy baby.

Send the coupon for free
aample box of Nettle’s —
enough for 12 feedings—and
the Specialist’s book on the
care of babies. Don’t delay.
Your baby’s health depends
on the foodyou give him now.

NESTLE’S FOOD COMPANY
256 Broadway, New York

Please send me, FREE, your Book and Trial
Package.

Name
Address

Punkeydoodle.—He was arrested for
sneezing. Never sneeze in public places.
It spreads germs. I always carry an um-
brella, which I raise whenever I see a
person about to sneeze. Ker-choo! Lil-

lian Gish is the only name she has. You
have the wrong title on that Thanhouser.
Julie A. C.—Thanks for that informa-

tion about “Rosamond.” I shall make
use of it. It was kind of you to bother.

G. U. Stiff.—To tell you the truth I

dont like your name, hut you seem to
think it just the thing. Glad to get
your opinions. You say the three play-
ers who have the most beautiful eyes are
Anita Stewart, Clara Young and Alice
Joyce. I wonder what my other readers
think. Winnifred Kingston was Sally in
“The Call of the Cumberlands.” I en-
joyed yours.

56 Morris St.—

Y

ou did not give your
name. You also do not give a complete
title. Do you refer to No. 329? If so,

Agnes Vernon was Mary. Thanks for fee.

Arizona.—Send a stamped, addressed
envelope for a list of film manufacturers.
Then you can write to them about a po-
sition. It is a hard job, tho. Write di-

rect to the companies for pictures.

Coralie.—Sydney Ainsworth was Dave
in “The Strange Case of Mary Page.”
Henry Walthall was interviewed in

April, 1916. Grace Darling is not playing

now. You were a little late for May.
Glad you like our covers nowadays.
Nellie F. L.—It is the Jacksonville

Gaumont Co. that Gertrude Robinson is
with. Theda Bara has been on the stage.
Dorothy Kelley plays opposite Donald
Hall now. No, they are not married.
Bismark.

—

I suggest the following
game for your party: Provide a pencil
and paper for the scorekeeper and then
start a game of conversation, each per-
son trying not to use the personal pro-
noun I. Let the scorekeeper charge every
person with each offense, and at the end
of the allotted time make the winners
pay forfeits. Try it.

Ford-Cunard Admirer.—Grace Cunard
was interviewed in July, 1915. Francis
Ford in June, 1915.
Amelia T., Kalamazoo.—You had the

audacity to ask me what the weight of a
silver dollar in dollar bills is worth. I

tried all over to get an answer to this
question, but without success, so I bor-
rowed a silver dollar and a lot of dollar
bills, and I found that it took just twenty
of the latter to equal the former in
weight. Now are you satisfied?

Dorothy.—That was Evelyn Brent in

“The Lure of Heart’s Desire” and in “The
Soul Market.” Kenneth Casey is growing
fast now. He is playing in vaudeville

—

plays piano, violin and sings.

MURDOCK MACQUARRIE IN A FAVORITE CHARACTER POSE
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Look

!

€fl 19 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels

—

•I Adjusted to the second

—

if Adjusted to temperature

—

t| Adjusted to isochronism

—

Cfl 25-year gold strata case

—

Ifl Genuine Montgomery Railroad

Dial—

C| New Ideas in Thin Cases.

Only

$2.50
all of this for $2.50—only $2.50

per month—a great reduction in watch prices

—direct to you—positively the exact prices

the wholesale dealer would have to pay.
We do not care to quote these prices here, but
write—write before you buy. Think of the

high grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at

such a remarkable price. Indeed, the days of
exhorbitant watch prices have passed. Write now.

You don’t pay a
cent to anybody

you see the watch. We don’t let you buy a
Burlington Watch Without seeing it. Look at the splendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, hand-

somely shaped — aristocratic in every line. Then look at the works. There you see the pinnacle of

watch making. You understand how this wonder timepiece is adjusted to the very second.

a month

Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. This includes
every torpedo boat — every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaughts.

Send Your Name on This
I r\ii Get the Burlington Watch to Please send me (without obligations and

§ it I % III / l/ll/l 11 1 • i 1
* * prepaid) your free book on watches with

' Book by sending this cou- / o^:Xt!i,Sw^:rS2 -501,no" ,h

pon now. You will know a lot more about watch buying when /
you read it. You will be able to “steer clear” of the double- /
priced watches which are no better. Send the coupon to- i Name

day for the watch book and our offer. f

Burlington Watch Company /
A,ldress

I9th St. and Marshall Blvd. Dept. A-336 Chicago, III. /
= — - *
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^ Wonderstoen =
quickly and S

harmlessly removes “
Superfluous Hair S

without injury to the most —

;

delicate skin. Clean, sani- —
tary, odorless. Don-poisonous. “

Send" for it today. Price, $1.00 ™
postpaid.

“

S BEILIN'S WONDERSTOEN CO.

Brooklyn, N. V.

Wonderstoen is e"dorsed by such celebrated chemists as

Profs. Bonneville, Fergu-on and Weinstein of New York City

niiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniimiiiiinifr

Have Your Scenarios, Short Stories, Etc., Typewritten
Moving picture companies prefer it. Your chance

of it being accepted will increase 1000%. We know
from experience many a good scenario has been
turned down through not being submitted in proper
form. Lowest rates.

CENTRAL STENOGRAPHIC BUREAU
Tel. Bryant 627 1465 Broadway, N. Y.

^<><><><><><><><><>0<><><><>0<><><><><><>00<>-<>0-0-00-C>0

An Ideal

Studio Site
Inland from Nyack-on-the

Hudson, in the township of

Nanuet, there is for sale 1 47
acres of land which would

make an exceptional site for

a Moving Picture Studio.

The scenic attractions of this country are

most beautiful, the property having an

abundance oftrees, open clearances, hills, valleys,

brooks, and in fact everything for outdoor

camera work. For particulars address

GEO. F. HERRINGTON
65 NAVY STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

C0<K><>0<>(><><>(><K><XK>0^^

AUTOGRAPHED PILLOW TOPS
Your choice of the following stars

:

King Baggot Alice Joyce
Theaa Bara Jack Kerrigan
Beverly Bayne Florence LaBadie
Carlisle Blackwell Harold Lockwood
John Bunny Mabel Normand
Francis X. Bushman Norma Phillips
Marguerite Clark Mary Pickford
Maurice Costello Marguerite Snow
Howard Estabrook Anita Stewart
Alec Francis Blanche Sweet
Mary Fuller Emmy Wehlen
Ethel Grandln Pearl White
Arthur Johnson Crane Wilbur
Clara Kimball Young Earle Williams

Sepia, 35c each; Hand-painted, 50c each. Send cash or money order

6x7 Pictures, two for a dime, six fora quarter, $1.00 oet of fifty.

R. K. STANBURY, Dept. M-F, FLATIRON BLDG., N. Y. CITY

Beautiful 11x14 Hand-colored Pictures, 25C each. Send 2c stamp for folder

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged complexion is one fair to

look upon. Mercollzed Wax gradually, gently absorbs the devitalized

surface skin, revealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.

Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true naturalness.

Have j/ou tried it?

Mercolized Wax sold by all drxiKicists.

J. B. V.—Well, I should smile! I was
indeed very glad to know you. Tom
Forman is with Lasky.
Togo T.—Looky here! You must read

the rules at the beginning of this de-
partment first.

Frenchie T.—Earle Williams, the Vita-
graph star, stands 5 feet 11 inches, and
weighs 173 pounds. He was born in Sac-
ramento, Cal., on Feb. 28, 1880. He was
educated in the Oakland public school,

and later attended the Polytechnic Col-

lege of California. It was the Photoplay
Philosopher who said “Love is like the
film; it is best developed in a dark room.”
Oh, yes, he is still around; and you want
him to start a department in the Classic,

do you? Well, he might.
Olga, 17.—No, m’ dear, I do not do up

my hair in curl-papers as Lord Byron
did. Look at my picture and see if you
believe me. I cant tell you anything
about Mary Pickford now. Yes, we still

have our restaurant in the building, and
we have a flower garden in the rear of the
building. Come over and see us again.
Carutheus, Memphis.—That report

about Miss Joyce is true. She does.

Ethel Clayton is married. Black Thurs-
day was the day on which a terrible brush
fire occurred in the colony of Victory,
Feb. 6, 1851.

Doris W. H.—No, I haven’t heard Billy

Sunday as yet. I am the same as you
are. And why do you speak of my wife?
Alas! I haven’t any. You ask me what
time I retire. I try to make it ten; hut
it is more often eleven. I go to bed with
reluctance, yet I quit it with regret. I

make up my mind every night to leave
it early, but I make up my body every
morning to keep it late. Everybody
should hit the feathers not later than ten
every night. Thanks for yours.
Justme.—Frederick Warde Is still with

Thanhouser, and Marc McDermott with
Vitagraph. I believe Miriam Nesbitt re-

mains with Edison. Joseph Kaufman is a
director for Famous Players.
Helen S., Logansport.—Francelia Bill-

ington is with Universal. We will, no
doubt, have a chat with her soon.

Rex, "New York.—You seem to love to
dictate; you should have married a
stenographer. Yes, you needn’t say it;

I know it is an old one. Vernon Steel
was Robert opposite Olga Petrova in “The
Vampire.” Winnifred Kingston opposite
William Farnum in “The Gentleman
from Indiana.”

Dan, 88.—That game isn’t on the mar-
ket as yet. It may be out before the first

of the year. You want to correspond
with a boy whose favorite player is Clara
K. Young. You failed to enclose the
stamp, Dan.

SYLVIA M. KEMP, OF THE HORSLEY COMPANY, SPENDS MUCH OF HER
SPARE TIME MAKING THE ACQUAINTANCE OF SOME OF THE

YOUNG GENTLEMEN OF THE BOSTOCK ZOO
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John M.—You want a picture of Fran-

cis Ford in the next Classic. Very well,

I shall tell the Editor. Yes; Cleo Madi-
son. Wheeler Oakman was with Selig,

but now with Fox. Yes, that is the same
William Brunton of Kalem, now with
Signal.

Leslie W. H., Vermont.—Sorry, but
you should have put your name at the
top of the sheet. Robert Brower was
with Edison last. They do say that Lil-

lian Gish was born in the Buckeye State,

in Springfield, October 14, 1896, and
Dorothy in Dayton, March 11, 1898. Lil-

lian is a beautiful blonde, and was edu-
cated in Ursuline Convent, St. Louis.
Dorothy plays the piano and Lillian

dances.
Elsie T., Brooklyn.—May it please the

court and gentlemen of the jury—Lottie
Pickford (Mrs. Rupp) is the mother of a
baby girl. Francis Ford and Grace
Cunard are no longer with Universal.
Mrs. J. L., B’klyn.—I believe if you

write to Henry Walthall he will answer
your letters. “The Birth of a Nation’’

was taken in California and in the South.
Demosthenes.—Well, well, you here, my

child? Gladys Brockwell is with Fox,
Arthur Mackley with Fox also, and Lil-

lian Leighton with the E. & R. Jungle
pictures. Have you seen those monkeys?

Photo by Photoplayers Studio

EUGENIE BESSERER (Selig)
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amend to

tender skins

toilet soap, the soothing, healing

properties which it derives from

Resinol Ointment help it to keep

the complexion clear and the hair

rich and lustrous, as .soaps which

are merely pure and cleansing can-

Almost any soap will cleanse the skin and n°t be expected to do. Resinol Soap

hair, and many toilet soaps are pure enough is excellent for baby s bath.

to do it without injtiring these delicate tex-

tures. But those who want a soap which

not only cleanses, but actually improves the

complexion and hair naturally turn to Resinol

Soap. In every way an exceptionally pleasing

Resinol Soap is not artificially colored, its rich

brown being entirely due to the Resinol medication

it contains. Sold by all druggists and dealers in

toilet goods. For a trial size cake free, write to

Dept. 13-E, Resinol, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol Shaving Stick gives a rich,

creamy lather which soothes the face.

BECOME A SUCCESSFUL PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
It is nine-tenths a matter of Knowing Where to Get Plots and after that a Knowledge of

Dramatic Construction. These two prime requisites are now set forth for the first time in the
history of Photoplay Writing by the greatest authority on the subject and in a manner that
begets immediate inspiration and puts your fingers in touch with ALL THE MATERIAL YOU
CAN USE IN A LIFETIME!

Tells What Plots Are—Where to

Get All the Plots You Can Use

—

How to Build Them—How to Make
Any Material Dramatic—How to Get the Punch
Every Time. Also A SPECIMEN PHOTO-
PLAY and a Revised GLOSSARY. Used in

Schools, Colleges and Libraries thruout the

United States. Indorsed by ALL AUTHORITIES.
“THE PLOT OF THE STORY"
“ART IN STORY NARRATION

THE PHOTODRAMA By
Henry Albert Phillips

Member of Edison Staff; Associate Editor Motion Picture
Magazine; Photoplay Lecturer for Y. M.C. A. Introduc-

tion by J. Stuart Blackton, Vitagraph.

224 Pages—Cloth Bound—Stamped in Gold. Postpaid $2.10

. By the same Author
“THE PLOT CATALOG" )

All valuable to the Photoplaywright. $1.20 each.

THE CALDRON PUBLISHING CO.
173 DUFFIELD STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Any one with “The Photodrama." $3.10. Two with same, $4.00. All four Rooks, $5.00.
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Learn Nursing at Home

Earn while
you learn

Right in your home, the HOS-
PITAL EXTENSION COURSE
teaches you in detail, the duties of
the nurse—how to make beds—all
kinds of baths—use of antiseptics

—

making and applying ap-
plications, poultices, liniments, solutions and plasters—making
of pads—massaging—enemas and douches—relieving pain-
proper foods, controlling fevers

—

nursing in rheumatism, pneu-
monia, measles, colds, contagion and other mtdical diseases.
Maternity nursing clearly defined. Relieving discomforts of

pregnancy—delivery fully illustrated

—

care of child fully de-
scribed—what to do while awaiting physician—caring for cuts
and wounds—bandaging— assisting the physician.
DIPLOMA, THERMOMETER. DICTIONARY, CHARTS,

RECORDS, and other supplies furnished to students free.

This is a chartered School—23 years' experience—affiliated
with a hospital—instruction by physicians and graduate
nurses.
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER. We will send the lessons for

one month, examine your papers, answer personal questions,
send special feature papers, and give all advantages afforded
students; all for $1.00. Money refunded if not satisfied, or
credited if you continue. Address MISS FRAZIER, Supt.,
Philadelphia School for Nurses, 2242 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia.

TYPEWRITERS
Our entire stock of latest models is offered
at special prices for the summer only.

Factory Rebuilt Typewriters
All trademarked, and guaranteed for one
year. Buy now and save as much as $75.
Branch stores in leading cities.

Write for Catalog and Summer Price-List

American Writing Machine Co.. Inc., 345 Broadway, N. Y.

SUMMER
PRICES

DON’T YOU THINK
that your head is chuck full of ideas which could be made
into side splitting comedies and fascinating dramas ?

DIDN’T YOU
say that you could write as good or better photoplays
than the ones you see on the screen?

NOW
do what you said you could!

Our Mr. Daniel Ellis, former scenario editor of The
Lubin and other big companies, will teach you how to
develop your ideas into photoplays.

Stamped envelope for particulars.

Penn Motion Picture Agency
TKAXSPORTATION BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mention Motion Picture Classic

NOTE
THE
BIG

CHANGE
Beautiful

/ Eye-Brows
and Eye-Lashes

Give a face charm, expression and loveliness. Actresses
and Society Women get them by using

It makes lashes and eye-brows lone, silky, giving depth and soulful
expression to the eyes. Pure and Harmless. Guaranteed treatment.
Send 25c (coin) and we will mail you package prepaid in plain cover.

Beware of worthleen imitation#;
Genuine Lath-Brow-Ine Mold only by

Maybell Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois

The Quizzer.—Alan Hale is with Equi-
table. Isn’t it so—the great philosophers
live under different conditions? Diogenes
lived in a tub, Seneca in a palace, and I

in a hallroom. Lester Cuneo is with
Metro. That is true that Mary Miles
Minter is with Mutual. I know Metro
denied it.

Lucia E. Lugo.—Of course you may be
my friend, and I have no objections. No;
Pearl White has not left Moving Pictures.
She had a narrow escape the other day
at the Pathd studio. Address your let-

ters to Miss Tapley at the Vitagraph
studio.

Fritz T.—Beware of love at first sight
—always take a second look. Ruth
Stonehouse will soon be seen in Universal
pictures. Well, the Rialto Theater is not
quite so large as the Strand. It is on
Forty-second Street and Eighth Avenue,
and opened on April 21st, 1916.

Margot.-—Sorry I didn’t see you in that
play at Madison Square Garden. Yes;
Harry Morey did splendid work in “Sal-
vation Joan.” Every one liked Edna
May’s work very much. The “Life of
Earle Williams” is a fine hook for the
money. So you saw many slips the di-

rector let go thru in “Heights of Hazard.”
Surely you dont mean what you say
about my $8 per. I could, of course,
support several wives on that.

Delight L.—I think it is more difficult

to be a great photoplayer than a great
stage actor. The latter has dozens of

tricks to aid him, such as accent, in-

tonation, inflection and modulation. If

you will send for a list of film manu-
facturers, it will help you. Crane Wil-
bur is with Horsley, Hollywood, Cal.

Yes, write again, old top.

Barbara T., Nevada.—So you thought
Ina Claire resembled Mary Pickford very
much in “A Wife’s Sacrifice.” I have
heard others say that, too. I would rather

be poor and healthy than ill and wealthy.
G. U. Stiff.—Dont call me Eddie.

That’s not my name, and besides, it is

so overworked now. Yes, I have met Mr.
Bushman here in the office. He is a fine

chap. So you think Bud Duncan is twice

as funny as Chaplin. We had an inter-

view with Miss Stewart in December,
1913, and you will see another in the

June Classic.

Jot.—I cannot tell you why it is that

a woman likes to be called a duck or a

ducky, hut not a goose. And a chick or

chicky, but not a hen or chicken. A bird,

but not a crow; a peach, but not a lemon;
a dream, hut not a nightmare; a vision,

hut not a ghost; a lamb, but not a sheep.

Western Lubin are producing. L. C.

Shumway and Helen Eddy are the leads.

Kempton Green and June Daye are play-

ing opposite in the Eastern studio.

Smilax, Rome.—Rupert Julian was
Jack, and Zoe Bech was the child in “The
Desperado.” Next time you come to New
York look me up. Reading this depart-

ment is like eating—of little use without
digestion.

St. L„ No. 1.-—Pearl White, Creighton
Hale and Sheldon Lewis in the Pathe
“Iron Claw.” No; Arnold Daly is play-

ing in “Beau Brummel” at the Cort
Theater, New York. Thank you.

Estelle S., New York.—It will he
quite impossible for me to look up those

ten players you mention and tell you
where they were born. Sorry. Next
time I will try to give you a more com-

plete answer.
Retta Romaine.—Thank you. Yes, I

am a good reformer, but a had performer.

Lots of reformers are good for nothing

else. A horse too fine is useless, for it

will not do for riding, driving nor plough-
ing. I have indeed missed you. I see
Richard Tucker is still playihg. I, of
course, welcome you with open arms.
Ada K.—George Gebhart is with the

Vogue films. Edna Purviance is playing
opposite Charlie Chaplin now for Mu-
tual. Vivian Rich remains with Ameri-
can. Princess Mona Darkfeather played
Ukana in “None So Blind” (Lubin).
Sallie T., Chicago.—Fred Mace and

Anna Luther in “The Village Vampire.”
So many vampires nowadays. Yes, the

scenery was very beautiful in “Sold for

Marriage.” There were a number of

beautiful scenes in that picture, but isn’t

it so with a good many of the Triangle’s?

Popular Player Contest

Here’s the Opportunity to Crown
Your Favorites

he Motion Picture Magazine is

conducting a wonderful contest,

which began in the June number,

and we are enabled to give our readers

a little advance information thereon.

Be sure to get a copy of the July maga-

zine and to see how the players stand,

with full particulars. You will find a

voting coupon elsewhere in this maga-

zine which you should clip out and send

in at once.

Standing of the Leading Players Lp to

Noon, April 24

Mary Pickford 3,440

Marguerite Clark 3,350

Francis Bushman 2,655

Warren Kerrigan 1,785

Henry Walthall 1,755

William Farnum 1,750

Anita Stewart 1,715

Alexander Gaden 1,665

Nellie Anderson 1,540

Theda Bara 1,535

Beverly Bayne 1,285

Earle Williams 1,215

Dustin Farnum 1,100

Crane Wilbur 1,075

Wallace Reid 1,050

Pauline Frederick 885

Pearl White 865

Harold Lockwood 815

Mary Miles Minter 770

William Hart 760

Norma Talmadge 725

Grace Cunard 695
Marguerite Snow 680

Ruth Roland 630

Clara K. Young 625

Edward Earle 620

Carlyle Blackwell 615

E. K. Lincoln 610

Romaine Fielding 600

Cleo Madison 580

Blanche Sweet 565

Edna Mayo 620

Antonio Moreno 515

Florence LaBadie
t

510
Douglas Fairbanks 505

Ella Hall 490
Robert Warwick 485
Kathlyn Williams 475

Harris Gordon 465
Lillian Gish 445

Ruth Stonehouse 440
Owen Moore 430

Edith Storey 425

Olga Petrova 420

Richard Travers 415

Milton Sills 410

Mabel Normand 400

(Sixty-two

)
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The Huntress
( Continued from page 16)

were coldly polite, finely indifferent, but

the small, secret hours of the night often

found the man pacing up and down his

unshared room, fighting the passionate

longing to fling prudence to the winds

and go to her with his love humbly, a

suppliant; often found the woman star-

ing, dry-eved, into her mirror at the

beautiful face that was powerless to

bring her her heart’s desire.

And so—for they were both stubborn

in their pride—it might have been with

these two till the end of the chapter, but

for Nadine’s dinner-party and the events

that followed it.

One morning, over his solitary break-

fast, Harcourt opened a rose-tinted en-

velope, with the suffocating sense of ex-

citement his wife’s handwriting always

aroused. Then he smiled grimly. It was
an invitation to dine with Nadine that

evening and to meet her old friends.

“In these days,” he muttered, “it is an

honor to be asked to dine with one's

wife
;
but—I shall decline.”

For he saw that it would be fatal to

yield to half-way advances now. It must

be surrender or nothing, and he was
beginning to fear that it would be noth-

ing. He had no terror of the other men
who surrounded Nadine—his greatest

rival was himself. He remembered the

bitter days of their sojourn at the mines

:

his sternness, her cold fury, the warring

of their wills, and it seemed to him that

there could be no tender meeting-ground
for them in the long, lonely years to

come. He was very nearly at the end
of his endurance, when he wrote his an-

swer, pleading a previous engagement
to dine with the Countess Panoushka, a

dancer of great beauty and greater

notoriety.

When evening came, inaction became
unendurable. He put on his hat and
coat and strode out into the night, to

fight out his misery under the open skies.

Laughter and the tinkle of glasses and
Nadine’s voice speaking gaily drifted

out to him as he passed her door. He
thought of her short, upper lip, curling

like a scarlet flower-petal, and clenched
his hands till the nails bit the flesh.

“I want her!—God! but I wrant her!”
he cried aloud, as he drove thru the

misty streets at heart-breaking speed-

—

“and I want a man’s natural life, a home
and children, and dear, quiet, gentle

ways r”

He was tired almost to exhaustion,
when, hours later, he climbed the stairs

and pushed open the door of his rooms.
And then he fought with the cry that
sprang to his lips as he saw Nadine her-
self standing before him, holding one
long, white glove in her hands.
They faced each other silently. Then

the woman extended the glove.

(Sixty-three
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“I found this on your dresser. Tell

me—is it hers—your Countess’ ;
I sup-

pose it is. Only a lover, I believe,

cherishes such tokens.”

The barbed malice of her tone pierced

his heart, but, with an effort that turned

his face gray, he controlled himself.

“By what right do you ask?” he said.

“By the right you gave me when you

married me,” she retorted.

“Then,” he said, slowly, “you are right

in your surmise that the glove belongs

to the woman I love.”

Nadine bit her lip. Then, suddenly,

helplessly, she began to cry. Great tears

rolled down her cheeks, but she disdained

to wipe them away. Sudden, strangling

hope seized him. He went to her and

stood looking down into her upraised

face.

“And now it is my turn to question,”

he said, sternly. “Why did you come
here, Nadine?”
She looked down at the glove, then up

at him, with a queer, sad little smile.

“I have deserved this, I suppose,” she

said, quietly
—

“at least I can take my
medicine bravely, I hope. I, who have

been favored of men above all others

—

even tonight you could not help but hear

their adoration—am humbled, shamed by

the man I have married.”

“You are seeking only your natural

bent,” he said coollv
—“water cannot run

uphill.”

“But a woman must love,” she cried,

quite hysterically, “or, unloving, die or

disgrace herself.”

“I must ask you again,” Harcourt said

quietly, “why did you come here to-

night?”

Nadine watched his face closely, altho

her eyes were dancing with defiance. “I

could not leave you,” she said simply,

“without saying good-by, and, perhaps,

leaving a wifely kiss behind me.”
“Then you are going?” She read the

agony in his eyes, back of the words.
There came a moment of silence—the

rending of their world. “I came,” she

decreed slowly, “because I love you and
could not stay away.”

“Nadine !” he cried. “Oh, my girl

!

At last—at last, Nadine !”

And he caught her in his arms.

“Sweetheart,” he whispered, “that is

your own glove. I picked it up where
you had dropped it long ago. It is worn
away—almost—with kisses. It was all I

had of you, Nadine.”
The face against his breast was shy

and solemn. The Huntress of men’s
hearts was gone, and in her place stood a

bride on her marriage night.

“But now,” she whispered, so low he
had to bend to the words—“now there

is no need to kiss—a glove, for—if you
want me—I have come—to stay.”

No more delicate compliment can be L
paid a woman than this—“she is as

pretty as a picture.”
Women who desire a complexion

that will be admired and not questioned
cannot be too careful of the powder
they use. Ordinary face powders (no
matter how tine they may seem in the

box or between the fingers) are disap-
pointing under the real test—on the
face.

Such powders deaden the skin with a
lifeless hue. Or they do worse—bespeak
“make-up.” To use them is to be
haunted by the fear that they will fail

you any minute—in the wind, in the
glaring light or in the .heat of the
dance. There is one complexion pow-
der that stands every test—

Carrrverv
Complexion

Powder
The one powder perfected under such

a process as to impart the fresh bloom
of girlhood without a trace of arti-

ficiality. It does not rub or blow off.

You are sure of a charming complexion
at all times—regardless of strong lights
or of the effects of perspiration. The
scent enhances its refinement.

50c Everywhere
WHITE, PINK, FLESH, CREAM

Our “On Trial” Offer
Purse size box and mirror containing

2 to 3 weeks' supply of Carmen
( state shade) and full 35c box of
Carmen Rouge ( light or dark) sent
prepaid for 25c. If only purse
size box of Carmen Powder and
mirror are wanted , send only
10c silver and 2 cent stamp.

STAFFORD-MILLER
COMPANY,

519 Olive St. ( St. Louis, Mo.

HUD

ILTY DESIGNED f<

* PEARL LOH (T EL

See them on many models in all the Fashion Magazines
'

See that the maid mails your order with sample of
your hair

See the postman bring you a chit handful of 7 soft

dangling curls attached to a shell hairpin; easy
to dress with the knot— high, low or on the side.

Made of finest quality human hair—matching your
sample perfectly Price $225 postpaid.

See how becoming it is to you.

See our guarantee of satisfaction or money returned.

FRANCES ROBERTS COMPANY
Tht Mail Ordrr Hair Muut.

Dept. 95
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7/T Your
Y credit is good \
f with as. You wear

'

the Diamond while

paying for it at

L the rate of only
j

height cents a 1}

Diamonds *'

3n OnfroHit i

TELL MEYOURFOOT TROUBLE
It will ease your Mind;
I will ease your Feet.

Enlarged Joints Reduced and
Toes Straightened by

ACHFELDT’S
Perfection” TOE SPRING

Worn at night without inconvenience, with
auxiliary appliances for day use. Sent on ap-
proval. Money refunded if not as represented.

Use My Improved Arch Supporter
for “Flat Foot” and broken down instep.
Send outline of foot. Full particulars and
advice free in plain sealed envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist

DEPT. K.H. 1326 Broadway, at 34th St., (Marbridge Building), NEW YORK

ITHOUT

You Have a Beautiful Face
BUT YOUR NOSE?

I
N this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute necessity if you
expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to appear as
attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is alone well worth your

efforts, but you will find the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
"looks,” therefore it pays to “look your best” at all times. PERMIT NO ONE TO
SEE YOU LOOKING OTHERWISE; it will injure your welfare! Upon the
impression you constantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny? My new nose-shaper “Trados” (Model 22) corrects now ill-shaped
noses without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does not
interfere with one’s daily occupation, being worn at night. Write today for free booklet,
which tells you how to correct ill-shaped noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist. 549 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

THE

EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING CO.
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS

GOOD CUTS
Half-tone and Line Work for Printing in One or More— Colors for Any Purpose

DESIGNING :: :: RETOUCHING

165-167 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

Evans Art
Pianos and Players
Factory to You

$

and up can be saved bymyplan of
selling direct from my factory to you. I can
save you from $125 to $250 on an Evans Artist
Model Rlano or Rlayer.
Freight Paid The easiest kind of tenns.week-

ly» monthly, quarterly or yearly
payments to suit your convenience. All middle-
men, Jobbers, dealers and agents profits cut
out. These are some of the reasons why I can sell
the Evans Artist Model Pianos for such little

|

money. Let me send you the other reasons.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAD
. If you are not entirely satisfied, we will take St back
|

without any cost to you—you are the sole judge to decide.

Music Lessons Without Cost
We will give a two years course of piano instruction

|
free. Ask about our insurance plan.

STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
I F, O. EVANS, Can, Mgr., Oept. J-49 Chicago

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE?
WE HAVE ALL ON POSTCARDS

Send the names ol eighteen of your screen favorites and
twenty-five cents or a dollar for a hundred in splendid
poses on postcards. 7 poses of Mary Pickford, 3 of Mar-
guerite Clark, 3 of Chaplin. 3 of Theda Bara, Edna Mayo,
autographed pictures of Jack W. Kerrigan, Creighton
Hnle, Sheldon Lewis, and other Iron Claw Stars.

Also actual photos, size II 500 LIST all ORDERS
8x10, at 50c each

|| 0R FREE ON REQUEST
THE FILM PORTRAIT CO,, 127C 1st Place. Brooklyn, N. Y.

OnCredit u*AMonth

Rock Bottom Prices

Easy Credit Terms
Our import prices “di-
rect from the mines to
you" cut out all ths
wholesaler's and re-
tailer’s profits. You
get the benefit of this
saving along with our
liberal credit terms

—

eight months to pay—and you wear the
Diamond while paying
for it. Our large cata-
log is free, write for it.

DIAMONDS
WIN HEARTS"

A Diamond is (As ideal
' rtfor a loved one, it
iU/or«wr. end every

day reminds the wear-
er ofyour regard and
good judgment.

FREE Examination
You don’t pay one cent until you
see and examine any article you desire
right in your own hands. If you like it pay for it

on our easy credit plan. If not entirely satisfied
return at our expense.

GET OUR GREAT 116 PAGE
CATALOG. It contains over 2,000
beautiful illustrations of Diamonds.
Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry, Silverware,
Novelties, etc.—all the latest and most up-
to-date designs at our Importer's bargain prices

1 The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. A616, 108 N. State St., Chicago, III.

I BROS 8r CO. lisa
^torea jg* Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Omaha

DON’T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes
arvd Eyebrows?

ccP You can have the same

applied once each day, will absolutely
produce thick and long eyebrows and eye-
lashes. Easy to apply—sure in results.

Lashneen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of 25c
coin and two cents postage, or Canadian money order.

Beware of Imitations!

LASHNEEN COMPANY (Dept. 19) Philadelphia

MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Small Capital Starts You
our easy payment plan. Begin now

and get your share. We sell every,
thine. Write TODAY.

Capital Merchandise Co.
Dept. SI S25S.Dearborn St. .Chicago

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

^ou co/n Accui TC\jjjua. IaM.t ILu quuk&)7
At Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tellfl

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 89 Lakeside Bldg.,Chicane

April

( Continued from page 24)

the pathway, crouching till the trees
hid the tent from view, and ran, pant-
ing, muttering over and over, with dry
lips :

"He mustn’t be ashamed of me

—

he mustn’t be ashamed of me ”

Sal’s Ravine lay dank and earthy-
smelling, shut away from the sunshine
by moss-strung trees and wet rocks,

whose dripping sounded in the still-

ness like falling tears. April shrank
from the edge of the bluff with a
healthy recoil of soul, but her purpose,
stronger than fear, urged her on.

Suddenly faint, she sank down on the
moss. A few moments—she must have
a few moments more of life to gather
together the precious memories of the
last month to take with her into the
cold dark. Jerry’s words, Jerry’s
kisses—she went over them all as a
drowning person cons over all of life

in one crowded moment. Then, very
white, she got to her feet.

“Good-by, Jerry,” she said aloud,
quietly

—
“good-by, world ”

Sudden feet thudded on the path
above her

; a big figure vaulted down

;

strong, frightened arms closed her
round.

“April !” cried her husband’s shaken
voice in her ear. “Oh, my God! little

girl, what were you going to do ?”

The raw agony of his voice broke
thru her chill lethargy, warming her
to her shivering soul. She clung to
him, as frightened as he.

“I reckoned,” she whispered between
his kisses

—
“I reckoned you’d be

—

plumb—ashamed o’ me ”

“Ashamed of you? April—April

—

and I love you so ! I remembered
what you said once.” He drew
a deep breath and tried to speak
quietly, but she could feel his big
frame trembling. “Dear, the most
amazing thing has happened. You re-

member the little baby-clothes Martha
gave the doctor? Well, I showed
them to Mrs. De Voe just now and she
almost fainted when she saw them.
For she had made them, April, for her
own little baby, who was stolen by a
discharged nurse and never found.
For you—do you understand, dear?”

“My father and mother?” She
whispered the words, awed, incredu-

lous. Then, suddenly, she looked up
into Jerry’s face.

“It's moughty strange,” she said.

“I reckon I ought to he glad
;
I reckon

I am; but somehow, now, nothing
matters, except

”

“Except—sweetheart
”

“Except you an’ me, Jerry,” she
murmured, “and—bend yore head
down, honey—and—the baby that’s-

cornin’ to we-all—some day ”

(Sixty-four)
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June Daye should worry just because
Siegmund Lubin received a self-commen-
datory letter t’other day from one as-

pirant named May Knight.
Naomi Childers, who recently an-

nounced her engagement to the manager
of Shraft’s candy factory, has sorter gone
back on sweets. There’s a saying “Too
much is enough,” or something of the
kind.
Kate Price hears from the war zone

that she is the only anti-fear tonic they
know. Whereat Kate is more joyous
than ever.

Huntley Gordon, recently supporting
Ethel Barrymore in “Our Mrs. McChes-
ney,” is another recruit from the vocal
boards. He has recruited himself to the
Vitagraph forces.

Kittens Reichert, of the Fox Films

—

and Kittens is her name given in bap-
tism, too—has a large and ever-increasing
family of dolls. Each doll is named after
some particular star, and not always very
flatteringly to the star, however. Kittens
also has a “mind-child” called “Margo.”
Margo accompanies her everywhere, and
is the airy heroine of many astounding
adventures.
There are disciples and apostles of

Realism—but listen here! Anita King,
the Paramount girl, drove up a steep in-

cline in a racing automobile that be-
longed to the famous driver, Barney Old-
field, and shot into space, landing on a
cushioned platform 72 feet away. And
some women are afraid of a mouse!
Florence Dagmar, Lasky ingenue in

Paramount Pictures, has just had a girls’

club named for her in Louisville, Ky.
Since it became known that Mary Pick-

ford wore corduroy trousers in many
scenes of “Poor Little Peppina,” many
have been the requests from Italian
mammas for the donation of the afore-
said corduroys. So many have been the
pleas, indeed, that Miss Pickford has de-
cided to preserve strict neutrality and
hold on to them herself. It isn’t safe

—

mixing up in these foreign affairs.

First we had Gerry Farrar in “Carmen,”
then Theda Bara, and now—oh, merry
Fates, Charlie Chaplin! Not as “Carmen,”
of course, but as “Don Jose.”
The actual shooting of an actual oil-

well will be one of the big scenes in “The
Toilers,” starring Nance O’Neil.
William Wright, the Kalem executive,

says that new themes are needed in pho-
toplays. Too many of the prominent
authors seem to think that their hashed-
over ideas are good enough for the screen.
Henry W. Pemberton spends his absent-

from-studio minutes in raising chickens
and dogs.
Friends of CarlyJe Blackwell, who have

watched his nomadic wanderings from
one company to another, can now look for-
ward to three unchanging years. For
Carlyle has signed a three-year contract
with the World-Equitable.
John Mason is responsible for the rise

to stardom of one of the Equitable pro-
gram’s best-known stock players, Clara

Whipple. After viewing the finished pic-

ture in which Miss Whipple appeared
with him, he declared that her work in
the picture merited co-starring. It was
done, and now passers-by will see Clara
Whipple’s name along with the great his-

trionian’s.

After some years with the Universal
Company—years of faithful work and ar-

tistry—Edna Maison has left. She plans
taking a short holiday before deciding
just what her next step will be.

Lives there a woman with purse so
dead as to refuse Charlie Chaplin’s bloat-

ed salary? Yes. Ruth Roland is “her.”
It has been connoted (?) that if the
King of Comedy gets the trifle of over
half a million, annually he’ll have to give
$26,870 of it to Uncle Sammy for income
tax. Says Miss Roland, “To be separated
from that much money for taxes would
surely kill me, and I dont want to die yet.”
Roland Bottomley, who is Jackie Saun-

ders’ new leading man, has had the dis-

tinction of rehearsing under Bernard
Shaw, and of appearing in the London
premiere of two Bernard Shaw plays. He
is full of anecdotes of the famous satirist.

In her latest feature production, “The
Battle of Truth,” Vera Sisson doubles as
her own ghost. If all spooks were as
lovely as Vera, dying would outdo the
dance craze.

Just hang over a garden gate—the rest

is E Z. That’s what Vola Smith, the
dainty Biograph star, was doing—op-

posite the Eastern Biograph studios. D.

W. Griffith came along, decreed a career
for her in pictures, and there you are

—

voild, tout!
Jose Ruben was Bernhardt’s leading

man for several seasons before he joined
the Filmers. He is a marvelous imper-
sonator of female rdles.

Anna Luther will return to her fans
very shortly in “The Village Vampire.”
Work was begun on this picture nearly
three months ago, but owing to a serious
operation which the young star had to

undergo, it was necessary to delay the
filming.

“Happy” is Myrtle Reeves’ new nick-
name— and this notwithstanding her
“vamp” roles. She has a crop of hair as
sunny as her disposition—and—well—the
sobriquet fits as none other could.
Ruth Roland, who has been appearing

in the Balboa serial, “The Red Circle,”
recently received a letter from a girl in
Pennsylvania who stated that she awoke
one morning with a red circle around her
right eye. As she had been attending the
weekly instalments of “The Red Circle,”
she wondered— We wonder too— We
dont know what Miss Roland thinks about
it, but perhaps she is wondering also.

Hugo Munsterberg, the well-known psy-
chologist, is soon to utilize the screen to
teach the fundamentals of psychology in
colleges.

The Pallas Pictures are to give Lenore
Ulrich a c^t if her favorite ending in “The
Heart of Paula” is upheld by the public
as well as the press.
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Positions
Guaranteed!

The Photoplay Hit of the Season
The Little Book of Honest Advice"HERE LIES"

By L. CASE RUSSELL

WE have exhausted the first edition of “Here Lies,” but not Its

demand. A second edition is now ready. This clever and
timely booklet on How Not To Write photoplays is invaluable to
bewildered and discouraged writers. The greatest obstacle in the
road to success Is the “Has been done before” rejection slip. At
least 80 per cent o f the unsold scripts now on the market were
written around stale plots. For the first time, these forbidden
themes have been collected, classified, crucified and buried in
‘‘Here Lies.” Read what studio editors think of it:

Its subtle humor is delicious, while underlying it all there is so
much truth that it is worth reading many times. It is of value te

the traiued and professional author, as well as to the amateur.
CALDER JOHNSTONE,

Universal Film Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Studios.

It would save some of these poor beginners many a heart-ache if

they would learn what to avoid, and you seem to have struck the
keynote in your Dont List. LOUELLA I. PARSONS,

Editor of Scenarios, Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.
Sent postpaid on receipt of 25c in stamps or coin

THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Every day we receive requests from
Marinello Shops everywhere for our graduates.
But requests come faster than our students
graduate. We absolutely guarantee to secure
a good position for you upon grad•

nation, if you do not wish to
open a shop. No other school does
this. The Marinello School is a
high class, reliable institution. You,
ridk nothing when you join—;
future is assured.

Marinello graduates earn $15
to $26 weekly, while others who
open Shops enjoy incomes of
from $2000 to $6000 yearly. Can
you ignore such possibilities?
Then mail the coupon!

Become a

Beauty
Culturist
— master the famous Marinello
Beauty System—get your share of tho
millions spent yearly by women every-
where for beauty treatments. Beauty Cul-
ture is today your opportunityforprosperity
independence and happiness. It is woman's
natural calling, and the only profession that
affords steady employment and large salaries.

Don’t waste your life as an underpaid stenog-
rapher, clerk, nurse, dressmaker, etc. Such jobs are
unsteady-unimportant—pay small wages. Mail coupon!

your

World*9 Largest
Beauty School

Do not confuse us with ordinary resident or
correspondence schools. Bear in mind this is the
world's largest and foremost institution of its
kind—operating and teaching on entirely different
and advanced principles,

Marinello students attend ourbigcollege inChi-
cago—enjoy actual daily practice and study underem-
inent authorities. Don't waste your time and money
trying to learn Beauty Culture by mail. Mail Coupon!
The complete Marinello Course teaches you Mas•
8aging . Shampooing

, Hair Dressing, Manicure
ing, Chiropody—-how to remove tcarts, pimp*
les t

moles, birth-marks—-teaches you every
thing about Beauty Culture according
to the latestprinciples. Mail Coupon I

Start NOW!
The openings await
you! The requests
for our graduates
will increase. Be-
gin at once. Mari-
Hello graduates
never fail ! The
hundreds of women
of all agea who have
come to us are today
grosjierous and happy.
Send the free coupon
now. Success awaits
you. Mail it NOW!

Marinollo I

Co*,Dept.7, MaHers .

Bldg., Chicago, IU.

Send, without cost or obligation
. .

n
l
e * Mwmello Catalog telling allODoat graduates success, low tuition feesand opportunities open to me.
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RUBBER REDUCING GARMENTS
for the Prevention and Reduction of

Superfluous Flesh
The only positive method for reducing flesh and

keeping the figure in proper proportions. Phenom-
enally successful. Physicians endorse by purchasing

for their own use the celebrated

Dissolvene Rubber Garments
CJ We have been manufacturing and selling these

garments for ten years and have thousands of

satisfied customers.

TFrife to-day for Illustrated Booklet

DISSOLVENE MFG. CO.
18 D WEST 34TH STREET

(Adjoining Waldorf-Astoria) NEW YORK

SIGNET RINGS
Gold Shell. Best grade.
Warranted 5 years. Price
includes engraving of Mono-
gram. Sample sent upon
receipt of price. Amount
refunded if not satisfactory.

C. K. GROUSE CO.
North Attleboro Mass.

Box No. 1

t i

HOW PRETTY SHE IS!
Her face beams with the soft, slowing com-

plexion of youth—because she uses the proper
toilet article.

You take pride in your looks. American
Maid Products will make you beautiful. Try
them once—and you will always buy them.

La Rae Face Powder • • • • $.50
La Kae Rouge •••«•• 25
La Rae hall Polish 25
La Rae Lip Stick 25

Special combination offer. All four articles,

postpaid $1.00

La Rae Toilet Specialties

278 Cooper Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

WRITE FOR MONEY
r

Send ubT’OUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS,'
STORIES, etc. We will accept them in ANY

]

form- correct FREE — sell on commission. Big
Rewards! Make money. Write today
for full details.

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE
5 Main, AUBURN, N. Y.

rhe great secret of the Canary Breeders of the Harts
Mountains In Germany. Bird Ganna will restore the
song of cage birds, will prevent their ailments, and
bring them back to good health. If given during the
season of shedding feathers it will carry the littlemusl-
Clan through this critical period without loss of song:
Sold by Druggists and Bird Dealers. Hailed for 15c,

In order to bringout the song of the feathered warbler
almost Immediately, mix a tew drops of the Philad’a
Bird Food Co’s BIRD BITTERS, with the bird’s drinking
water. These Bitters will infuse new life and vitality
Into the household pet. Very often their magical ef-
fects are produced In afewminutes. Sold by druggists,
or sent by maU on receipt of 25 cents.

Be careful not to accept substitutes.

THEBniD UAMn Dnov A handy vol-
FANCIFRS’ ItflllU O UlV.gme,120 pages,
beautifully Illustrated, describing Cage Birds and do-
mestic Pets of all kinds. Diseases of birds, loss of
*ong, mode of feeding, etc. are accurately described.
Mailed on receipt of 15 cents in stamps. Delivered free
to any one sending us the correct addresses of 25 ladies
Who are Interested in cage birds.

THE PHILADELPHIA BIRD FOOD CO.,
Ho. A00 North Third Street. BUXLASHLPRIA, PA.

We hear that Essanay have bought
the picture rights to “Septimus,” and
will star Henry Walthall therein.

Helene Rosson, leading woman with the
American Company, has started a fernery
in her dressing-room. Callers complain
that the fernery is an ulterior thing—

a

snare and a delusion—for if a sprout is

inadvertently stepped upon, Helene shouts
at them, and altogether a call in the fern-
ery is a nerve-racking procedure. A
method in her madness?
Henry B. Walthall has been doing ex-

cellent work in the “Mary Page” serial.
But thete are many who will he glad to
see him again in some good, strong fea-
ture. Walthall in a serial is somewhat
out of place.

Mabel Normand is to appear in a new
field—comedy-drama. She has burst the
bounds of Keystone comedies with her
ability. As there has always been a
touch of drama in her comedy, so there
will undoubtedly he a touch of comedy in
her drama. She will appear in plays
something on the type of “Peggy,” Billie
Burke’s pronounced success.

Alexander Gaden, now a leading man
with the Gaumont Company at Jackson-
ville, Fla., is quoted as preferring the pro-
fessional type on the screen—roles of the
brainy, quiet sort. It is not to be won-
dered at, since Mr. Gaden has wrestled
with hears, fallen from a ship’s mast,
been thrown from a train, fallen down an
elevator shaft, et cetera, et cetera.

Valeska Suratt got in wrong with the
London authorities because she simply
couldn’t help writing home the interest-
ing things she had seen in France, where
she showed Motion Pictures to convales-
cent soldiers. After being summoned to

Scotland Yard and there reprimanded,
then sedulously watched and followed,
Broadway sounded pretty good to Yaleska
—which accounts for her hurried depar-
ture for home.
Virginia Pearson comes from the South,

and believes firmly in some of the old
darkey remedies. The stomach-ache—de-

spised malady, for instance—catch a bee-

tle with both hands and throw it over the
left shoulder without looking hack—then
just wait and see!

The Rialto, Broadway’s latest picture
palace de luxe, opened its doors on April
28th—symphony orchestra, uniformed
corps of ushers, grand opera interludes,

hut no stage—the ghost of stage-sets has
finally departed. Douglas Fairbanks and
Roscoe Arbuckle head-lined the program.
Mary Miles Minter has signed with

Mutual, as has also Audrey Munson of

“Inspiration” fame.
In the future, Vivian Martin will be

seen in Morosco-Paramount features.

Announcing the return of Alice Joyce
to the screen. Negotiations are pending
in several quarters. Definite connection
will be published later.

Evangeline, the temperamental “Iron
Claw” parrot, has acquired a habit of

crabbing all the scenes in which she ap-

pears.
Sydney Ainsworth, the “villyun” in

“The Strange Case of Mary Page,” is a
veteran of the Spanish-American War.

See “God’s Country and the Woman,”
the eight-reel Vitagraph. It’s a hum-
dinger.
Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby are

now making one-reel comedies for Vim.
We have with us this evening: Mary

Fuller and Sydney Bracey, p. 14; Joseph
Girard and Mary Fuller, p. 16; E. Forrest
Taylor and Helene Rosson, p. 22; Pauline
Frederick, p. 33; Edward Sturgis, Paul-

ine Frederick and Thomas Holding, p. 37.

Beautiful
Wavy Hair

You caD wave or curl your hair beauti-
fully. quickly and easily in the latest
fashion without tire or electricity, just
by using these marvelous new

Martha Washington Curlers
NO HEAT EASY TO USE

Just wiMd hair as shown in illustration
and the curlers do the rest. Will not irritate the scalp
or injure the hair in any way. Send 10c for 3—nickel
finished curlers and we will include--free instruction
chart for Correct Hair Dressing.

COIXINGBOUKNE MILLS. Dept. 639. Elgin, 111.

JANNERSl
BUILD UP!

a selling agency. Sell our pen-
(

nants In your club, school or college. Gen -

1

erous discounts for quantities. Catalogue Free.

VfTHUR MFG. C0. t DEPT. L.. LOWVILLE, N. Y.j

C EMBLEMS OF EVERYA 3 DESCRIPTION. Two
catalogs FREE for the asking. Pin shown here with any
letters, numerals, or colors. Silver or Gold Plate 30c each •

$3.oo per dozen.
UNION EMBLEM CO. t 431 Greiner Bldg.. Palmyra, Pa.

ROZALIA
The Royalty of Creams

The Aid to Beauty
A perfect cleanser and massage cream, will re-

move facial blemishes and give the face a clear
soft tone. As a night cream, will ret ove freckles.

Will not grow hair. Perfumed with Rozalia.

Postpaid, 50 cents and $1.00 the Jar
DaintyWhite,whitening for the face, neck and arms

In tubes, 50c
(Money Order or U. S. Currency)

DAINTY—Medicated Cream—White—Rouge, all three $1.50

RAY MFG. CO., Dept. C, 222 West 42nd St., New York

LEARN TO PITCH
Lessons by “MATTY.” ED. WALSH,
“DOO" WHITE. WALTER JOHN-
iSON, “NAP” RUCKER, “SMOKY
JOE” WOOD. PITCH THE FADE-A.
WAY, SPITTER, KNUCKLER, SMOKE
BALL, etc. Clearly described and

Illustrated by 66 Pictures. Entire
COURSE OF LESSONS SENT

IPOSTPAID for SO cents,
JiC«00RNa 721 5.Dearborn Dept. 298 ChlctflOallls

RIDEaRANGER
bicycle and know you nave the best. Buy a machine
you can prove by actual test before accepting.
DELIVERED FREE ON APPROVAL and SO days9

trial. No expense to you if you do not wish to keep it.

LOW FACTORY COST, great improvements and
values never before equalled in our 19)6 models.
WRITE TODAY for our big catalog showing our corn*

plete lineoi 1916 bicycles.TIRES, sundries and parts, and
learn the wonderful low prices and new offers and terms
we will give you. Do not buy until you know what we

can do for you. Write a post card now.
MEAD CYCLE CO. DEPT. N -1 20, CHICAGO

*3

jjevote a 1 1 or spa re time.Startatonce
-NO^ogRESP0NnFNrF rKnpp

DETAILSFREE
Atlas Pub. Co., 798 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati,

Orations, Addresses, Special Papers,
Essays, Debates, etc., prepared

for
individual requirements. Literary assistance. Social,
formal articles. Original and accurate, with the
true ring. Five minute paper (500 words* $1.
Longer writings in proportion. EPHKXIM BUCH-
WALD, Dept. S„ 113 East 129th St., New York,

Be a DOCTOR of
CHIROPRACTIC
$75 TO $100 WEEKLY
The need now for Doctors of Chiropractic is tremen-1
dous—your opportunities are enormous. The public _

Is awake to the wonderful advantages of Chiropractic (drug-
less healing). The possibilities to earn *10,000.a year or more
are here. There's room for you—the field is wide open.

I Aarn UnmA in spare time. Noex-IkCdl II dl II Ul lie perience necessary—!^
anyone can easily learn by our complete simplified, illustrated course and
complete set of free charts, in life-like colors.

5 Lesson Sections FREE! without cost
to you—greatest offer ever made. Write now for free facts.

Illustrated Book Free £r°;?
8
c&

Diseases and Chiropractic treatment, what you need to know to become suc-
cessful in this dignified, prosperous profession. Write for big free offer.

American University, Dept. 548 162 N. Dearborn St., Chicago
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Favorite Recipes of Favorite

Players

( Continued from page 28)

But I like it—no stairs to climb and

everything so convenient. Of course

each place has its advantages. Yes,

I can do every kind of housework,

make my own clothes, and, truly, I

do* 'trim all my own hats.

“I’ll tell you how I learnt to cook.

In our family there are just mother,

two sisters and myself. When we
are in the country we girls take turns

getting the dinners. That means I

have two, sometimes three, dinners to

plan, buy and cook every week. That
is real practical experience, you see,

when one has all the responsibility for

meals.
“1 have given waffle parties, and

cooked all the waffles myself, for

twenty people. Can you figure out

how many waffles that would be ?

Some one is always saying, ‘I want
your recipe

;
I never ate such delicious

waffles.’ That is absurd. I make
them just as any one does. My cook-

ing is mostly plain, substantial things.

You know what I mean—real things

for hungry people, like planked steak

and plenty of vegetables.

"Planked Steak .—Have plank very

hot. Place steak of required size on

this and broil in oven. The length of

time to do this depends on individual

taste, as some require well-done steak.

Have peas, carrots and mashed pota-

toes ready for serving. In a frying-

pan have hot fat ready, and drop into

this spoonfuls of the hot mashed
potatoes. When done, they will be

round, brown balls. Place steak on
large platter. Put the peas, carrots

and potato balls around. Thicken the

gravy from the steak, add one pepper

and one small onion that have been put
thru food chopper, pour over steak

and serve. On the bread-and-butter

plates I put nice stalks of celery, with
the hollows filled with cheese. Any
brand of soft cheese preferred, or plain

American cheese may be used, first

putting it thru the food chopper.

“Waffles .—Mix and sift three cup-
fuls flour, one teaspoonful salt, one
tablespoonful sugar, one half-teaspoon-

ful baking soda. Add two cups sour
milk gradually, yolks of eggs well

beaten, two tablespoonfuls melted lard

and whites of two eggs beaten to a
stiff froth. Cook on hot waffle-iron.

Serve with maple syrup or honey and
butter. Waffles may be served for
luncheon, supper, breakfast, or ‘high
tea.’ The waffle-iron should fit closely
on range, be well heated on one side,

turned, heated on other side and
thoroly greased. In filling put table-
spoonful in each compartment. If
well heated, turn almost at once.”
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Read!
1* Tilt back paper

shelf.

2.

Extra wide platen.

3.

Line space lever.

4.

Two color ribbon shift.

5.

Shift lock.

6.

Back spacer.

7.

Right hand shift keys.

8.

Universal keyboard.

9.

Left hand shift keys.

10.

Margin release key.

11.

Tabulator key.

12.

Two color ribbon.

13.

Carriage release key.

14.

Feed roll release lever.

15.

Paper fingers.

16. Removable platen.
17. High writing line.

18.

Tool steel center guide.

19.

Line lock.

20.

Stencil cutting.

Buys this Brand New 1916 REX, The
King of Typewriters. Absolutely the Finest,
Standard equipment— 10 year guarantee.
You don’t pay a cent to use it for 10 days.
You try it before you buy it— no money
in advance.

SPECIAL! WRITE—Write Before You Buy
Don’t spend a cent, not even $15 until you get our
competition defying, amazing, rock bottom, factory
price! Nothing like this new, startling, revolution-
izing price ever heard of in the history of typewriters.
THIS ASTOUNDING PRICE is lower than the
regular wholesale price—about what you would have to
pay for a good, late model, second hand. We prove
the REX to be superior to any other $100 typewriter
made—tested for eight years—used by America’s lead-
ing merchants, banks, railroads and professional men.

Free Instructions m ™ — — — — — — — — —— — — —
in Typewriting

RECORD BREAKING

OFFER!
TYPEWRITER PRICES

SMASHED

!

SEND THIS COUPON—»» * Please send (prepaid postage) your

A T „ „ , . ,. , . , :
free catalog and wonderful special

Port REE CATALOG and valuable free infor- , cut price easy payment offer on REX
mation about typewriters and the cost of making i Typewriters,

and selling them—no charge—no obligation—send !

today—NOW. f

REX TYPEWRITER COMPANY;

r REX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
J

Dept. 1 16, Steger Building, Chicago, Illinois

1 Name.

DEPT 116, STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS •

Address

.

r

WANTED
*

Railway Mail Clerks

$900 to $1800 a Year
($75 to $150 a month) Business Boom means hundreds of appointments w

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE (The Pathway to Plenty) Dept. J 126, ROCHESTER, N. Y.Rapid advancement to higher Government Positions. “No lav-offi?
because of STRIKES, WARS, FINANCIAL FLURRIES or the WHIMS OF b™8 coupon, filled out as directed, entitles^the sender to a free copy of our book,
SOME PETTY BOSS. THE POSITION IS YOURS FOR LIFE.
Country residents and city residents stand the same chance for irame-

dlate appointment. Common-sense education sufficient. l'olitical in-
cnech-ea.

fluence NOT REQUIRED.

“Government Positions and How to Get Them,” a list of Government
positions now obtainable, and to consideration for Free Coaching for the position

We will coach 25 candidates free of charge
If you want to be one, send coupon immediately
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept 1 126, Rochester. N, Y.

COUPON

} Name.

. .Customs Positions- ($800 to $1500)
• -Stenographer ($800 to $1500)
..Internal Revenue. .($700 to $1800)
..Clerk in the Departments
at Washington ($800 to $1500)

• - Canadian Gov't Positions

Address J 126
Use this before you lose it. Write plainly

..Railway Mall Clerk..($900 to $1800)

..Bookkeeper ($900 to $1800)

. .Postoffice Clerk ($800 to $1200)

. .City Mail Carrier . . .-($800 to $1200)

..Rnral Mail Carrier- ..($500 to $1200)

..Auto Chauffeur
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TFH little knockER &

Atand'NG irtALWE:

one Got a lETtER-
then there V.ERE Hike.

THAT MOV/E

5 xA ADVERTISING
4 ryS 'A OUGHT TDLOOK

GOoO TO You!

STAGE STAR, NEWSPAPER THEATRE
EDITOR, i OWNER*

GCHoOL VOOS 0O__ CRITIC PRODUCE CYHlC TIP?. CEH60I&
TEACHER PREACHER

NINE LITTLE KNockeRS
CHOCK FULL OF HATE,

L iTTLE'IhP SAID 9 WuROD

THEN THERE WERE EIGHT. NEWSPAPER EDITOR. THEATRE SCtlOOU CRITIC THEATRICAL SAlooN cywc MR.CErjf>0R,
PRODUCER KEEPER

THREE liTtlE hMockER$
awfully N01 s'f CREW
ONE 60T Art AJFUL vaRT-

then there WERE TWO.

ONE LITTLE KNOCKER,
Sitting in the suN;
OoWN CAINE THE HAMMER-
THEN THERE WERE NONE!

MR>.
fEH6oa

*0UB Hont-rlftPE PICTiortfiRY &V£5 --"KNOCKS"- A?ES$II1I6T; A CALAMITY HoWL££;fl Voodoo sih&itr.

Ethel Teare, and That Flirtatious

Way
( Continued from page 26)

would get over on the screen. I wasn’t
quite sure that I had what he said, but
I ended my vaudeville tour right there

in Los Angeles, and the following

week found me out here at the studio.

“I can assure you that I am glad
of the change. Instead of those long
rehearsals in a stuffy theater, I have
the glorious outdoors of my native

California; and in the place of the
stuffy hotel rooms and jouncing trains,

I have a pretty little bungalow, with
my mother and sister and everything
that makes ‘home.’ Believe me, ‘This

is the life
!’

“I imagine I have been rather for-

tunate for a girl who has been in Mo-
tion Pictures only a year. I started

with Lloyd Hamilton and Bud Dun-
can, in the ‘Ham and Bud’ subjects,

and, I must confess, I enjoyed play-

ing with those funny fellows so much
it wasn’t really work. Then, when
Ham suffered his unfortunate accident,

it was up to Bud and me to bear the

burden entirely.

“The company officials evidently

liked my work, for when Ham re-

turned, they suddenly surprised me
with the news that I was to star in a
company all my own. They said that

letters from the fans, and reports from
exhibitors, showed that I had secured

a large following, so I deserved to

be a star all alone. You can see that

I owe a whole lot to the dear fans,

who are thoughtful and kind enough to

write letters once in a while. More
than one star has been made thru the

good-will of the fans, who enjoy say-

ing a good word.
“But I hope the fans dont think I

am flirtatious, too. I guess they dont,

or they wouldn’t be so kind, because
no woman or girl likes a flirtatious

cat.”

“Supposing we leave it up to them,”
I declared. “Let me take some of

these very pretty photographs that I

am sure I might almost describe as

‘flirtatious.’ We will publish them in

the Classic, and leave it to the read-

ers themselves to decide just what
adjective applies.”

But I had stumbled into expressing

an opinion of my own—so there was
nothing left for me but to cover my
confusion by quickly securing the pho-
tographs and seeking safety in flight.

As I went down the road from the

studio, I turned to see Miss Teare
waving a pretty farewell. I may get

my hair pulled for it, but I am going
to say right here, that the only word
to describe that bewitching personality

standing at the end of one of the out-

door stages, and waving a good-by to

me, is the word “flirtatious.”

(Sixty-eight)
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We, Babies, Protest
I against the use of safety pins that accidentally open and g
1 prick our tender skins. We want our Mothers to use J

t

gTEWART’5^
JUPLEX
SAFETYPIN5V

j
TRADE MARK REGISTERED ==

“CONSAPICO” |
= Made of stiff, strong brass wire, nickel plated, and J
1 cannot open unless deliberately unfastened. Guaran-

jj

g teed rust-proof.

1 A patented tongue in head and guard over the spring §
1 coil prevent the most delicate fabric from catching and g
jj

tearing. §
g Send 2c stamp today and name and address of g

your dealer for free sample card.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.
1 Dept. S. BLOOMFIELD. N. J.

Ill

CROCHET—EMBROIDERY—TATTING

$1,000 KS MODELS
10

All Shown in This Big New
Book with Complete Instruc*
tions for Making, only

Think of it 1 Nearly a hundred entirely

new designs in NightGown Yokes, Corset

Cover Yokes. Collar and Cuff Sets, Bou-
doir Caps, Luncheon Doilies, Dresser Sets,

Dresser and Piano Scarfs, Guest Towels,
Pillow Tops, Bed-spreads, Curtains,

Party Bags, Coin Purses, Sport Scarfs,

Baby Bootees, etc. Every one of these

handsome new models was personally

selected from hundreds submitted to our

Studios and represents the cream of the

1
best Cluny, Irish, Venetian, Filet, Maltese
and Hardanger work of the world’s most

,
skilled needleworkers. This book is

handsomely printed on fine paper, beautifully illustrated and
every pattern fully described so that even the inexperienced
needleworker can duplicate these wonderful models. Send only
10c for this big book. Money back if not satisfied. Address

VIRGINIA SNOW
|
Snidio 939 Elgin, Ills.

C

And Draw for Magazines.
Newspapers, etc.

FEarn Big Money
Send Sample of Your
Work for Honest

Criticism

All Branches of Art Taught by Mall «r Local Classes.

Write for lllnutrated booklet, terms ami list of successful pupils.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS. 2155 Flatiron Bldg.. TV.Y,

Crochet Threads
and FlossesMILL REMNANTS

For only 10c we will send you a one-ounce box of
assorted mill remnants of our famous Collingbourne’s
Mercerized Threads and Flosses—rich, lasting colors—
sure to please

COLLINGBOURNE MILLS, Dept. 739, ELGIN, ILL.

10c

un eM-n
1 Learn Piano!

1 -bturfv Mk l ’?AEt
i

This Interesting Free Book
['Music

1
1 shows the keen delight which
a musical training will bring you; and
how you ean obtain this training easily and

It explains the social advantages of musical skill; and tells
how to increase your earning power by professional playing or by giv-
ing musical instruction in your spare time. Write for the book today;
it 19 free. It tells of thousands of men, women and children who
have learned to play the piano or organ at one quarter the usual
time, effort, and cost, through

Or. Quinn's Famous Written method
emmmmmmmmK*

including This wonderful patented device the COLOROTONE. You
play chords at once and a complete piece in every key, within four
l«ssoas. Revolutionizes musical study. Endorsed by leading musicians and
beads of State Conservatories. Successful 25 years Graduates everywhere.
Scientific and systematic, yet practical and simple. Hand and finger positions
fully illustrated. For beginners or experienced players, adults or children. Prac-
tice in spare time whenever convenient. All music furnished free. Diploma
granted. Special reduced terms this month. Investigate without cost or obli-
gation by writing today for 64-page free book. How to Study Music.**

M. L. QUINN CONSERVATORY. Box 6S0 KF, CHICAGO. ILL.
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VIVAUDOU’S

MAY IS
TALCUM

breathes the harmonious fra-
grance of crushed flowers. It
is your Talcum if your skin
appreciates a luxurious sense
ot softness.

Talcum 25c, Face Powder 50c,

Toilet Water 75c, Extract $1.00.

Send 15c to Vivaudou (Dept. 18,
Times Building , New York)
for a generous sample of

Mavis Extract .

I Naomi
ChHders
prefers
Mavis
perfume
for her
personal
use and ,

recommends
it in the I

hiohest
terms.

|

VOTING COUPON
25

Votes

The Great Popularity Contest for the Players.

I desire to cast my vote for

as my favorite player.

Name

Address

How much real life there was in that old game

—

“Kneel to the prettiest, bow to the wittiest, and kiss the

one you love the best.” Man has always worshipped beauty.

No wonder women desire it.

Ingram’s

Its use overcomes skin disorders and sallowness,

as well as undue redness, sunburn and freckles—

a necessity for the girl of blooming beauty or for

her who shows signs of years or nerve strain.

You are young but once. You can look young
always. Ingram’s Velveola Souveraine Face
Powder beautifies and iasls. 50c— in four

Milkweed
Cream

50c and $1.00 at Drug Stores
Preserves Good Complex’ons—Improves Bad Complexions

shades. Don’t be afraid to use Rouge if it’s

Ingram’s—the “pink of perfection.”
Ingram Offer—Send us 6c in stamps to cover

cost of packing and mailing, and get free our
Guest Room Package containing Ingram’s Face
Powder and Rouge in novel purse packets, and
Milkweed Cream, Zodenta Tooth Powder, and
Perfume in Guest Room sizes. Address

17 1 : 1 p Cn Established 83 TENTH STREET, DETROIT. U.S.A.rredenck r. Ingram to.,
| 885 Windsor, ont.



MOTION PICTURE

"ALL my life every magazine

I’ve looked into has had a

picture of a man’s leg with a cer-

tain kind of garter on it—Boston*

So when I go into a store to

buy a pair of garters I just nat-

urally say ‘Boston.’ So do you !

”

—AMBROSE PEALE

in the delightful play

“IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE”
By Roi Cooper Megme and Walter Hackett

now in its third successful year.

Boston Garter
SILK 50c
LISLE 25C

Motion Picture Acting”
Will not only help you decide whether you are adapted

for this profession, but will prepare you at home to face
the greatest test of all

—

securing a position. Don't throw
your chance away. Send for this book. Let us help you
decide. Let us tell you first—What the Director’s Photo
Test is—How to Prepare for This at Home—Whether You
Are Fitted for Comedy or Drama—How the Director
Works—Whom to Apply to for a Position

—

Where the
Studios Are Located—What Personal Magnetism Is

—

Salary—Make Up—and a great many other important
facts that are absolutely necessary for you to know.

Don’t Trust to Luck
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big. Be

sure you are right—then go ahead. Directors are con-
stantly looking for Types. You may be the one to have
the personality, the ability to make good.

I am offering for a short time—to readers of this maga-
zine—"Motion Picture Acting" for only fifty cents a copy.
Enclose either stamps or money in an envelope with your
name and address. My book will be promptly mailed and
your money promptly returned if you are not satisfied.

I guarantee this to you and to "Motion Picture Classic."

H. H. GRIFFIN, 353 East 55th Place, Chicago, III.

Make Your Hair Beautifully Curly

and Wavy Over Night D&fHHS
way—and you’ll never again use the ruinous heated
iron. The curliness will appear altogether natural.
* • • | n., • is applied at night with

Liquid hilmenne a
\
oo

.
th brush - Is

^ neither sticky nor greasy.
Entirely harmless. Serves also as a splendid dressing
for the hair. Directions with bottle. At all druggists’.

The Spoken Drama
W" A New Department for Playgoers of the Speakii

By ROBERT GRAU

Altiio there are many plans just

now to intermingle the distinctly

Motion Picture play with that

of the spoken drama, the writer does

not believe that such combinations will

be attended with the happiest results.

It is known that the present success-

ful regime at the New York Hippo-
drome has in mind to stage a combina-
tion photoplay, interspersed with spoken
text, on a colossal scale, the coming
season; but up to now it is not believed

that the Motion Picture producers, who
have the most at stake in the outcome
of such combination productions, are in

sympathy with such undertakings.

The reason for this is not difficult to

explain. In the first place, the finan-

cial results of every effort heretofore

made to intermingle film and spoken
plays have either been disastrous or

else, in desultory instances where they

have been partly successful, it was dis-

covered that the public was not inter-

ested in an expose of the secrets of

the screen. One producer, Thomas H.
Ince, who scored by far the greatest

success as yet achieved with such a

production, concluded that “An Alien’’

was less appealing to the public in mixed
form. After its New York City pre-

miere, just as the picture play combina-

tion was about to be withdrawn, he

devoted the last week of its run to

eliminating the spoken text, with the

final result of a greatly improved pres-

entation, larger box-office receipts and
a sensational success of the film ever

after. This, too, despite the fact that

George Behan’s spoken portrayal of the

“big scene” of the play has never been
approached.

There is that something about the

picture play—the technique of its con-

struction—which should decide those

who have the art of the screen at heart

to discourage the directors of photoplays

against trifling with the constantly ac-

cumulating miracles of a wondrous new
art, and there are those who believe

that the motives of producers bent upon
combining the two arts are wholly

selfish, and mostly due to a desire to

ultimately discredit the infant art.

The greater Motion Pictures of to-

morrow will have less to do with plays

than with vital truths, and we are now
only on the threshold of this wondrous

art, which a few years ago would have

scorned to affiliate with our spoken

players, but enlightenment is so progres-
sive these days we expect to see in the
present decade a type of play on the
screen which all mankind will pro-
claim as ushering in the vital era. Until
then, it is enough to know that photo-
plays have led and spoken plays have
followed.

Their fields are distinct, as are their

methods of expression, and we should
not attempt to confuse them by mixture
or to weaken either by unfair compari-
son. That the photoplay will breed a
race of new players for the spoken
stage is a most probable projahecy.

Guide to the Theaters
Plays That Are Worth While

By “JUNIUS”

(Readers in distant cities will do well to preserve this list

for reference when these plays appear in their vicinity)

Harris.—“Hit-the-Trail Holliday.” A
farce dealing with small-town folks, featur-

ing Fred Niblo in a sort of Billy Sunday
character, who becomes a spectacular tem-
perance lecturer. A trifle old-fashioned,

but it seems to be popular.
Thirty-Ninth Street .

—“A King of No-
where.” A romantic comedy-drama of the

first class, beautifully staged and played.

Lou-Tellegen is handsome and picturesque
and so is Olive Tell, but Sydney Greenstreet,

as Henry VIII, more than shares the honors
—he is great ! An unusually entertaining

performance—one of the best that Broad-
way has seen for many a day.

Booth .
—“The Co-respondent.” An in-

teresting, well-acted drama featuring Irene

Fenwick, who plays excellently the part of a
too-trusting country girl who is nearly

wedded to a millionaire villain by a make-be-
lieve judge, but who finally wins a managing
editor, and everybody is happy.
Lyceum .

—“The Heart of Wetona.” A
pleasing Indian story with Lenore Ulrich

and William Courtleigh, who are well known
in pictures, beautifully staged by Belasco,

and splendidly acted by an excellent cast.

Lyric .
—“Potash and Perlmutter in So-

ciety.” Those who enjoy Jewish types and
wit should not miss this highly amusing
farce, which is quite as laughable as the

original, of which this is a continuation.

Longacre.— 1“The Great Lover.” An ex-

ceptionally fine romantic comedy with Leo
Ditrichstein in a particularly happy role.

Interesting thruout, interspersed with pathos

and humor, and with a great big smile as

the final curtain goes down.
Hippodrome.— “Hip-Hip Hooray.” A

tremendous spectacle of dazzling scenery,

music, ballet, dancing, skating, and fanciful

acts that will offend nobody and delight

everybody. A veritable circus, drama, opera
and comedy combined, in which there are a
hundred novelties and a thousand people.

(Seventy)
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Forty-Eighth Street.—“Just a Woman.”
A strong melodrama in which Josephine

Victor admirably shows what a woman can

do when everything seems to go against her.

A strong play, strong cast, strong plot.

Punch and Judy.—“Treasure Island.” If

you like fairy stories (with fierce pirates as

fairies), and the sea, and picturesque set-

tings—including a real ship—and Steven-

son’s sea yarns, dont miss this elaborate

production.’ It is exceedingly amusing. The
young folk will be held spellbound, and the

old folk will have a hearty laugh. It is

handsomely and wonderfully done.

Comedy'.—“The Fear Market.” An inter-

esting drama with a few comedy touches,

showing how society people are blackmailed

by alleged reformers.
Metropolitan Opera House.—The wonder-

fully beautiful Russian Ballet, and, wonder-
ful music by a wonderful orchestra. If you
like dancing, dont miss this classic.

Cort.—“The Blue Envelope.” A bright,

breezy farce, full of amusing situations that

keep the audience good-natured thruout, and
causing occasional explosions of laughter.

A trifle old-fashioned, and it does not run
so smoothly as it might.

Astor. — “Cohan Revue.” Wonderfully
clever musical burlesque of the popular
plays of the season, done by thoroly com-
petent players.

Playhouse.—“Capt. Brassbound’s Conver-
sion.” Grace George and Robert Warwick
make the most of this effective, pleasing,

Shaw comedy, which is in about the same
class with Miss George’s other great Shaw
success, “Major Barbara.”

Gaiety.—“Erstwhile Susan.” A comedy
in which Mrs. Fiske proves that she is still

entitled to first honors among our great
comediennes. The author might have made
more of a splendid opportunity. Interest-
ing, but there is not much humor in the play.

Belasco.—“The Boomerang.” One of the
most popular comedies of the season. En-
tertaining and laughable thruout, exquisitely
acted and wonderfully produced—it runs
along like the works of a fine watch.

Eltinge.—“Fair and Warmer.” One of
the best farces that New York has seen in

years. Full of amusing situations thruout,
and a laugh in every line.

Attention ! Special Offer

!

Send $1 With Your Photoplay—
or Idea—and Join

“THE MASCOT DOLLAR CLUB"
Advantages—Six Months' Membership.

One Photoplay corrected so that you can re-

write into proper salable form.

Leading film producers’ names and ad-
dresses—what they want.

Reliable advice and instruction about
Photoplay Writing given all Club Members
for half year.

Your ideas worth money. We show you how to
put your ideas into acceptable shape.

Producers pay $25.00 to $100.00 for good Photo-
plays. Don’t delay—enroll your name for membership
at once. Address “MASCOT SERVICE,” Dept.
E, P. 0. Box 142, Morristown, New Jersey.

MY EYELASHES and EYEBROWS
are BEAUTIFUL now

But they were very short and thin be-
fore I started using

N O VI T A
You can see what it has done for me.
NOVITA, if applied each night, will do

the same for you. Easy to apply—sure in
results. Not sold at druggists', but mailed

on receipt of 25c coin and 2c for postage.
Zenithon Company. Dept. 3, Minneapolis, Minn.

(Seventy-one
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YourFavoritePlayerWantsYourVote

S'
(HE Motion Picture Magazine is conducting a great Popularity

Contest for players, which, from the returns so far received,

promises to he the greatest contest of its kind ever held.

Picture-players come and go. Many of those who were popular a
year or more ago are now little known. The object of this contest is to

decide who are the more popular players now.

HOW VOTES WILL BE COUNTED
The votes of this contest will be counted as follows:

Coupon to be found in this issue of the Classic . . .25 votes
Coupon to be found in the Motion Picture Magazine . . 10 votes
A year’s subscription to the Motion Picture Magazine . 100 votes
A year’s subscription to the Motion Picture Classic . . 150 votes
Combination subscription. Magazine and Classic . . . 300 votes

Subscription prices: Magazine, $1.50; Classic, $1.75; Combination, .

$3.00. Add 30 cents for Canada, and $1.00 for Newfoundland and
Foreign to these prices for extra postage.

Those subscribing for the Motion Picture Magazine or the Motion
Picture Classic will be entitled to both the votes above mentioned and
an attractive set of players’ pennants, as described in the announcement
on page 2 of this issue.

SPECIAL PRIZES TO READERS
A cash bonus, divided into first, second and third prizes, in addition

to liberal commissions, will be given to those who send in the most sub-
scriptions to either the Magazine or the Classic during each month.
Thus, by becoming a Special Solicitor for the Magazine and Classic,
you can help boost your favorite player and in addition earn some
extra pin-money.

Begin voting now by sending in the coupon which you will find on
page 69 of this issue of the Classic, and if you desire to enroll as
Special Solicitor, just fill out and mail the coupon below.

All communications should be addressed to the

GREAT POPULARITY CONTEST, M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 DUFFIELD STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

GREAT POPULARITY CONTEST:
M. P. Publishing Co.,

175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

:

I desire to enroll as a Special Solicitor for the Great Popularity Contest. Kindly send
me complete information. *

Name •

Address.

DIAMONDS
-"ON"
CREDIT

b

Atil,

Eight Months

Jar to Pay \S|8
/ Beautiful Diamond n(L \X Sent on Approval— No^S

Money Down
No obligation

;
pay as you can. Older

any diamond from our catalogue
; when re-

ceived, if not absolutely satisfactory, return

it. Otherwise keep it and pay 20 % of the

price, and only 10% per month thereafter.

Ten per cent discount for all cash. A
binding guarantee as to quality with each

diamond. Exchangeable at any time at an

increase of 7 MORE THAN YOU
PAID.
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

DELUXE.49Contains over one thousand

photographs of rings, pins, diamonds, and
other precious stones.

L. W. SWEET & CO., INC.
2 and 4 Maiden Lane, New York City

: «_

,
428

Jtooj

FREE OF COST
This late model

Underwood Typewriter
equipped with 2 - color automatic ribbon,
back spacer and tabulator, shipped to you

WITHOUT OBLIGATION
After you have tried the machine for 10
days and found it all that we claim, you pay
the express agent our special bargain price of

$43.85
(less than one-half the manufacturer's price)

and the machine is yours. This is the great-
est typewriter offer made. Let us prove it.

Easy payment plan can be arranged.

Write today

METRO. TYPEWRITER CO.
65B Front St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Guaranteed for
I 5 Years

i
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Ya Carat

y $50 Value N\

' Genuine Blue White
Perfect Cut Diamond of

fiery brilliancy, in 141c.

solid gold Tiffany style

solitaire ring. Guaran-
anteed $50 retail value,

k Our import money-
Ik saving price, A

GENUINE BLUE WHITE
PERFECT CUT

Special I 1-8 C.
Blue White Dia-
mond. See full
size at ri^ht.
14k. solitaire.

See $8.oo

SMALL
SIZES AS LOW AS

Think of it

!

—You Save 357
And More! Only from BARNARD can

you get genuine, Blue White,

Perfect Cut Diamonds at the

18 per carat. And here’s the

CAUTION!
Beware of houses that ad-
vertise what they claim to

be diamond bargains and
don’tdare to use the words
BLUE WHITE. Why l>ay big

prices for orange-white and other

off-color stones? When you buy
direct from us, you get FINE
QUALITYand save 35£ and more.

astounding price of

reason: We import direct from the European cut-

ters and sell direct to you! You save all middle-

men’s profits. You pay us only one small profit

—

small because our vast, nation-wide business enables us to work on a smaller

margin. $88 per carat is our price to you for diamonds which the retail jeweler

asks $150 per carat for. Think of the saving you make! Our price to you is

even lower than the retail jeweler must pay wholesale. And when you deal

with us you have the satisfaction of knowing that you are dealing with a house

of established integrity and responsibility.

Per

1 C., $88

y4 C., $64.25

SpMl.l ! « C.
Blue White £>i»-
mond. See foil
size at right.
14k. solitaire,

SEE. $17-25

Special l 54 C.
BlueWhite Dia-
mond. See full
size at right.
14k. solitaire.

SE. W2.75

Special t HC.
BtueWhite Dia-
mond. See f/ill

size at right.
14k.
Com-
plete.

solitaire.

$67.13

Above illustra-

tions are half size

TRADE

These illustra- y C„ $40.25
boos are size

Send no money. No, not a cent. Not even a deposit. No references, no waiting, no red tape or formali-
ties like other houses require. We don’t believe in that. Our plan is “different.” It’s your protection. Simply
select from this ad or from our catalog the diamond and mounting you would like to see. We put it right in your
hands for FREE examination. Decide whether you want to keep it or return it after you see it. We pay all
shipping charges. No cost or obligation to you at all. Everything at our risk and at our expense. We KNOW
that we give the biggest values—that’s why we can dare to sell on this amazing plan.

Bankable, Legal Money Back Guarantee
The only BANKABLE cash refund contract in the entire diamond business. Permits you to return the dia-

mond you buy direct to us or through any bank for instant cash refund. No delay, no quibbling, no red-tape.
Also allows full price in exchange any time should you wish to purchase a more expensive diamond. Also legally
certifies weight, color, quality and value of the diamond. Buy your diamond by the carat weight—the safe way
and buy it from BARNARD and have the protection our remarkable guarantee affords you.

Get This 1916 De Luxe Book of

DIAMONDS—FREE

Vi C., $29

V4 C„ $15.50

% C„ $6.25

Get this wonderful diamond book by all means whether you intend
buying now or later. Mail coupon or send us a postcard. Our

De Luxe Book of Diamonds is the authori-
tative guide for the diamond buyer. A real
hound book, full of expert’s facts, profusely
illustrated. Shows our wonderful array of

the new 1916 styles. Tells you how to judge, buy,
tell value of diamonds. Makes everything simple and

easy to understand. Comes to you free and without obli-

gation. Mail coupon or write; or a postal will bring it.

.Write NOW!

Our References
Rogers Park National Bank,

Chicago, your own banker, any
Commercial Agency or any Maga-
zine Publisher will testify to our
fair and square methods.

MARK Expert Personal Service
Mr. Barnard personally serves every

customer. Years of experience qualify him
to satisfy every taste. Our patrons value A
this BARNARD feature. You will too, ^
because it means much to deal per-
sonally with a life-long diamond A w
EXPERT instead of with some
unqualified subordinate. r

BARNARD & CO. // “ail

BootDIAMOND IMPORTERS ^ B°°k

Dept. MP 588

Monroe Name

BARNARD (& CO.
Dept. MP 588

V’ S. YV. cor. Wabash and Monroe St., Chicago
r

Without obligation on my part, please

Free and postpaid, your 1916 De
of Diamonds.

me.

Wabash and
CHICAGO

Address.

THE WILLIAM G. HEWITT PRE»S, 61-67 NAVY ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y. (Seventy-two
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I POMPEIAN CREAM

Care of the Skin
In Summer

Ladies keep and increase their

beauty by using Pompeian Massage
Cream. It is especially helpful to

those bothered with an excess of oil

in the pores. It cleanses the pores

and refreshes the skin as

it rubs in and rolls out

in its own peculiar way.

Complexions made
cloudy by modern life

are cleared, beautified

and youth-i-fied.

Address -

Clip this Coupon

iiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiMiiiimimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiii:

The Pompeian Mfg. Co., 128 Prospect Street, Cleveland, Ohio |
Gentlemen : I enclose stamps or coin for goods I have =

marked with (X) in the little squares. §

Pompeian MASSAGE Cream, Trial Size 4c
[

Pompeian NIGHT Cream, Trial Size 4c

Pompeian HAIR Massage, Trial Size 6c I

Name f

Both creams are used by many women in a special beauty

treatment. First the Massage Cream to cleanse and youth-

i-fy the skin, and then the Night Cream to leave on the

face over night. Try this beauty hint.

as offered on coupon,
i ldl ulZ/Co Be sure pUt X after

goods you want. Clip coupon now.

The Pompeian Mfg. Co., 128 Prospect Street, Cleveland, Ohio

PompeianHAIR Massage
makes the hair healthy and
beautiful. It is a clear am-
ber liquid. Not oily. Can-

not discolor the hair. Fall-

ing hair is often caused by
neglected Dandruff or Itch-

ing Scalp. Don’t wait until

too late. Use Pompeian
HAIR Massage. In 25c, 50c

& $1 bottles at stores.

PompeianNIGHT Cream
cannot wake up the skin

like Pompeian MASSAGE
Cream, but Pompeian
NIGHT Cream does soothe

and soften the skin ‘while

you sleep . It overcomes the

effects of wind or weather,

and gives a velvety softness

to harsh, dry skins. Atstores,

tubes 25c; jars 35c & 75c.



Harold
Lachman
Company

Pick out one of the glorious radiant Lachnite
Gems— set in solid gold and get it on ten days
free trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera —on the street —
to work—everywhere —for ten full days—then decide whether you wish to

buy or not. Put it to every diamond test you ever heard about — fire, acid—
make it cut glass. Hold it up by the side of a diamond. Test it in every way
for 10 days—then—if you can tell the Lachnite from a diamond— send it back
at our expense. You don’t pay us a penny for the trial. If you decide to keep
it, pay only the rock-bottom price, as you can afford. Terms as low as 3Pic
a day without interest. Your credit is good. Send the coupon for free book.

Marvelous New Discovery
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science
has at last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Lachnites and, when you see and wear one, you will not be able to
distinguish it from a diamond. They are perfect in color—dazzling in bril-

liance and are cut by world-renowned diamond cutters. You are invited to
send for one on trial , so that you can see it for yourself. Lachnites stand
fire and acid tests and cut glass. They are guaranteed to keep their bril-

liance and wear forever. Send the coupon today for new jewelry book.

Set Only in Solid Gold
These precious gems are the master products of science— the
realization of the dreams of centuries. They are never set in anything but
solid gold. All kinds of rings, bracelets, LaVallieres, necklaces, scarf pins
are yours to choose from. Write for our new jewelry book today — it’s free.

Send the Coupon
for New Jewelry Book

12 North Michigan Avenue
Dept. A-336 - Chicago, Illinois

Put your name and address in the coupon or on a
letter or a postcard and send to us at once for the big new

book of exquisite Lachnite Gems. Read the fascinating
story of how at last Science has conquered Nature

and has produced a glorious, radiant gem of daz-
zling brilliance. Do not delay an instant. Put

your name and address in the coupon
now — get the free book immediately

while this offer lasts.

Gentlemen ; Please send me absolutely
free and prepaid your new jewelry book about
Lachnite Germ and full particulars of your free trial, ^
easy payment plan. I assume no obligations of any kind.

NX

Name .

Harold Lachman
Company

12 No. Michigan
Avenue
Dept. A-336

Chicago,
III.

A tldress .
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NECKLACE
ON APPROVAL—NO

A BEAUTIFUL
or DIAMOND RING SENT

MONEY DOWN

STRING

ONLY
the finest

quality
Q Blue White
Diamonds, and

the perfect, specially

selected, are given

place in our stock.

Your selection of any of the wonderful bargains here
shown will be sent for your examination without obliga-
tion, all charges paid. If after you have made a thorough
examination and are satisfied as to the quality and superior
value pay a little down and the rest in easy monthly pay-
ments--- a few cents a day. If not satisfactory return at our
expense do not pay a cent until you are satisfied. INVEST IN A DIAMOND and get 7£% a year. We furnish
q ua irv o any diamond and Lo exchange same .it an annua! increase value of 7g% more than you paid. NO SECURI 1Y, NO RED TAPE your credit
15 ^°°

'

.

r " ' ' ol our ^ rrr Lata log Dr Luxe No. 49 containing over a thousand photographs of diamonds, watches, jewelry, etc., and
pariicu ars o this remarkable offer. Select yonr diamonds now* for yourself or loved ones pay later at convenient intervals. Write today.

igned certificate guaranteeing the

full
yourself or loved ones |>ay

L. W. SWEET & COMPANY, Inc,, Dept. 49,-2 & 4 Maiden Lane, NewYork City,

“The World’s Greatest Di mond Merchants”
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Extraordinary Prices on
These Oliver Typewriters

Here'sYour CKance!
Must Sell a Thousand Machines Quick

NO. 5 OLIVER

The great European War makes it impossible to ship typewriters

to Europe. We have 1,000 No. 5 Oliver machines which we must
sell quick. And we are determined to dispose of them in this country

at prices which defy competition. These grand typewriters must be

sold at once. Here is a great opportunity to secure an Oliver at

bed-rock prices. You will never have another chance like this, as

the small number of Olivers at this ridiculously low price will be

sold to the first thousand readers sending in the coupon. Are you
going to be one of these fortunate people ? Act now if you want a

good typewriter. Investigate today.

Genuine Oliver Typewriter
Guaranteed a Lifetime

These machines come to us fresh from the factory. Money will not buy greater
typewriter value. They have all the wonderful Oliver advantages—visible writing,

U-shaped type bar, built-in tabulator, marginal release, universal keyboard with six extra characters, etc., etc.

Each full standard §ize, complete with every accessory and full instructions for operating.

The Oliver has the lightest touch and greatest durability of any typewriter made. Anyone can operate the

Oliver successfully. ^
We will sell you one on the easiest terms ever known. Better still, we cover every single machine with a lifetime

guarantee. Other machines are guaranteed for one year. But we have such confidence in the No. 5 Oliver that we will

guarantee it for life. When you buy an Oliver you buy “for keeps.”

Half the Price of Other Machines
Payments Just Like Rent

These 1,000 machines must go at once. And the price we make is so low that we do not dare even publish it. We can
quote this price only in a confidential letter. Ask for it, if you need a machine. Don’t wait until they are all gone before
investigating. Mail the coupon or a post card today. Our price and terms will surely astonish you.

And remember that this is a regular $100 machine, with many thousands in use all over the world right now. We *

can always undersell manufacturers, because we have no salesmen with their big salaries and expenses. All of our
machines go direct to the consumer, and he gets the saying.

And right now we are going to cut our own low price clear to the bone. Seize this opportunity while you
,

k may, for we doubt if it ever can be repeated. At the astonishingly low price we are quoting, these thousand^ Oliver Typewriters will all be disposed of in a very short time.

Get Our Amazing Price and FREE Trial Offer!
Send for our offer today. Use the coupon or a post card. Find out all about our sensational

cut in prices. A few cents a day will buy your Oliver. And we will let you try one free,

without sending us a single cent. Mail the coupon now, whether you’re ready to buy or not.

Then you will know whether you can afford to do without a standard No. 5 Oliver any ^

longer.

TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
1510-85-S Wabash Ave., Chicago

Jr
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MOTION PICTURE

.Box of Powder and

4other Beauty v

Proparation<_

X2M11ED OFFER
Five Famous Marinello Beauty Preparations Absolutely
Free to every woman just to prove why millions of particu-
lar women prefer Marinello products. Miniature Bo t of
Face Fowder.Jar of Motor Cream, Tube of Tooth Paste,
Box ofPhantom Powder, Jar of Rose LeafJetty and Biok
of Beauty Secrets. Send five 2c stamps for postage and
packing now, before offer is withdrawn.

MARINELLO CO.. Dept. T, Mailers Bldg., Chicago

ALLTHEPOPULARMOYIEFAYORITES
WE HAVE THEM ON POSTCARDS

Send the names of eighteen of yotir screen favorites and
tnenty*five cents or a dollar for a hundred ill splendid
poses ou postcards. 7 poses of Mary Pick ford. 3 of Mar*
puerile Clark. 3 of Chaplin. 8 of Theda Barn, Mary Miles
Minter. autographed pictures of Jnrk >V. Kerrigan.
Creighton Hale, Sheldon Lewis,AUd otherIron CJawStars.

A.SO acma' pho,°s. size
8x10, at 50c each

|j sample card

THE FILM PORTRAIT CO., 127C 1st Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

m i

atoMOO staSDemand
me.Startatonce

yesPQNDFNrF rnr.hr^

io paia^'constair
f t

_
ote ail or spare time.Start atonceJNO

-ISKSs'

Atlas Pub. Co.. 798 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

CAN YOU?
Act Ter The Movies

Realize on Your Personality whilewatching the screen

that you have possibilities— that, if you had the chance to show what

you could do, you would make good ? No one can teach you to be

a star like Mary Pickford or Charlie Chaplin unless you have the

natural ability and a driving Director to bring it out.|j

“Motion Picture Acting”
will tell you some mighty interesting facts about this fascinating pro-

fession. Will prepare you at home to meet the greatest test of all

securing a position. Don't throw your chance away by not

being ready for it. Find out

What the Director’s Photo Test is.
How to Prepare for this at Home.
Whether you are fitted for Comedy or Drama.
What Personal Magnetism is.
How Movie Actors Make Up.|
How the Director works.
What Salary you can expect at the Start*
Whom to Apply to for a Position.
Where the Studios are Located.
How Trick Pictures are made.

Send for THIS BOOK
Don’t sit back and wish you knew just what to

do. At least give us the opportunity to help

you decide this question—to show you what
we can do for you. Mail the attached cou-

pon today—enclose it in an envelope with
/
"fty cents, either stamps or money.
‘Moving Picture Acting' ’will be promptly
mailed and vour money just as promptly
returned if you are not satisfied.

H. E. GRIFFIN, Depl B
353 E. 55th Place, CHICAGO

Enclosed 60c for a copy of “Mov-
ing Picture Acting. ’

' It is understood
that my money will be returned if 1 am

not satisfied.

VOTING COUPON
The Great Popularity Contest for the Players

I desire to cast my vote for

as my favorite player.

Name

Address

AJJHi

MONTREAL,

.EXANDRIA

Niagara io ihe
t/viA. THE TMOXJSA.TSTD ISLANDS

SHOOTING THE RAPIDS
MURRAY BAY .

QUEBECAcfy'y

PASSING QUEBEC

All the charm of quaint, old-world
travel haunts. The most satis-

fying trip in America
for health and rec- z<

’Trescottv
’'*

fP^ltinn BROCKVILLE
redllUIl. KINGSTON
800 miles of

rivers and y (Clayton

rapids s' JLAK.E
ONTAJ^JO

TORONTO ^

The trip includes the

Thousand Islands, the ex-

citing descent of the mar-
velous rapids, the historic

associations of Montreal,

Quaint old Quebec, and
the famous Saguenay River, with its stupen-
dous Capes, “Trinity” and “Eternity.”

Up-to-date Canada Steamship Hotels at

Murray Bay and Tadousac.

Faresfrot
Niagara
Falls:

To Montreal and return,
To Quebec and return, .

To Saguenay River and return.

$18.55
25.90
34.55

• NIAGARA FALLS

ROCHESTER
Send 6c postage for illustrated booklet, map and guide lo JOHN F. PIERCE,

Asst. Pass. Traffic Mgr., CanadaSteamship Lines, 151 R. & 0. Bldg., Montreal, Canada. 1

CANADA STEAMSHIP I/INES

Opportunity Market

AGENTS—DELICIOUS SOFT DRINKS in concen-
trated form. Always ready—just add water—econom-
ical—absolutely pure. Every housewife wants them—
14 different kinds. Enormous demand—big summer
sellers—money comes easy. 250 other popular-priced,
fast-selling household necessities. We furnish free
outfits. Write today—now. American 1'roducts Co.,
4758 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio,

SALESMEN to sell Paint and Paint Specialties, Hoof
Paint and Roof Specialties. Regular or sideline propo-
sition. Commission paid each week. Standard Paint
& Lead Works. Cleveland. Ohio.

BEER IN CONCENTRATED FORM. Greatest seller
in years. Wonderful discovery; makes genuine Beer
in a minute—just add water. Strictly legitimate.
Every dry section a gold mine. JVrite immediately
for territory and Free Trial Offer. THE AMBKEW
CO., 55(il Plum St., Cincinnati, O.

COINS, STAMPS, ETC.

$$—OLD COINS WANTED—$$—$ 4.25 each paid for
U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856. $2 to $600 paid
for hundreds of old coins dated before 1895. Send TEN
cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book,
4x7. Get posted—it may mean your good fortune.
C. F. Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers, Box 155, Le Koy, N. Y.

HELP WANTED
WANTED—MEN AND WOMEN, 18 OK OVER, FOB
U. S. GOVERNMENT .JOBS. $75 month. Vacations
with pay. Short hours. Pleasant work. Pull un-
necessary. Common education sufficient. TVrite im-
mediately for free list of positions now obtainable.
Franklin Institute, Dept. L-78, Rochester, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS
Moulds and Models for ornamental casting of novelties,
statuary, garden furniture, in cement, plaster, Italian
marble, etc. Free illustrated catalogue displaying large
assortment. J. Ruth, Dept. 11, 45 Frost St., B’klyn, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS, SHORT STORIES, POEMS.
$10 to $300 each. Constant demand. No correspond-
ence course. Start writing and selling at once. Details
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 3!>8 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

SEE HERE! We want your ideas for photoplays and
stories! Submit in any form. We’ll criticise them
FREE, and sell on commission. Producers pay BIG
prices. Get details now. Manuscript Sales Co., 97
Main, Hazel Hurst, Pa.

Five Years’ experience fits me to give you the best
satisfaction. Manuscripts of all kinds typewritten. Sce-
narios. short stories, technical work done on short notice.
10c the page with carbon. M, A, Haines. Akron, Ohio.

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS AT HOME, IN
SPARE TIME. Big demand. Pleasant and profitable
work. My FREE literature tells how. H. L. HUR8H,
123-M S. Third St., Harrisburg, Pa.

FOR THE P HOTOGRAPHER
Enlarged Photographs from your Kodak, or from Plate
Negatives. 3 8x10, or 4 5x7, sent prepaid for 50e.
No stamps. Give us a trial. SPRAUER CO., Stahl-
heber Road, Hamilton, Ohio.

MALE HELP WANTED
Government Positions Pay Big Money. Examinations
everywhere soon. Get prepared by former U. S. Civil
Service Examiner. 64-page booklet free. Write today,
l’atterson Civil Service School, Box 1607, Rochester, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS, STORIES, ETC.

Send Us Your Ideas for Photoplays, Stories, Etc. We will
accept them in Any form—correct Free—sell on com-
mission. Big rewards. Make money. Write today for full

details. Writer’s Selling Service, 4 Main, Auburn, N. Y.

PATENTS
PATENTS secured or fee returned. Send sketch for
Free search. Latest and most complete patent book
ever published for free distribution. George P. Kimmel,
Attorney. 262 Barrister Building, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS 'THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Books” and
advice Free. Highest references. Best results.

Promptness assured. WATSON E. COLEMAN, 624 F.
Street, Washington, D. C.

WANTED IDEAS—Write for List of Inventions Wanted
by manufacturers and prizes offered for inventions. Our
four hooks sent free. Send sketch for free opinion.
Victor J. Evans & Co.. 621 Ninth, Washington, I), C.

REAL ESTATE
Mississippi

IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a plantation in Mis-

sissippi is giving away a few five-acre tracts. The
only condition Is that figs be planted. The owner
wants enough figs raised to supply a Canning Factory.

You can secure five acres and an interest in the Fac-
tory bv writing Eubauk Farms Company, 939 Key-
stone, Pittsburgh. Pa. They will plant and care for

your trees for $6 per month. Your profit should be

$1,000 per year. Some think this man Is crazy for

giving away such valuable land, but there may be

method in his madness.
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you neverhad a chance!
“Four years ago you and I worked at the same bench. We were both discontented. Remem-

ber the noon we saw the International Correspondence Schools’ advertisement? That woke me
up. I realized that to get ahead I needed special training, and I decided to let the I. C. S. help

me. When I marked the coupon I asked you to sign with me. You said, ‘Aw, forget it!’

“I made the most of my opportunity and have been climbing ever since. You had the same
chance I had, but you turned it down. No, Jim, you can’t expect more money until you’ve

trained yourself to handle bigger work.” tear out here—
1 INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

There are lots of “Jims” in the world—in

stores, factories, offices, everywhere. Are you one

of them? Wake up! Every time you see an

I. C. S. coupon your chance is staring you in the

face. Don’t turn it down.

Right now over one hundred thousand men
are preparing themselves fcr bigger jobs and better

pay through I. C. S. courses.

You can join them and get in line for pro-

motion. Mark and mail the coupon, and find

out how.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6653, Scranton, Pa. 1

Box 6653, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Expert
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
Metallurgist or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING ANI) HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
CHEMICAL ENGINEER I

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AGRICULTURE
Textile Overseer or Supt.
Navigator Q Spanish
Ponltry Raising 0 German
AUTOMOBILES 0 French
Auto Repairing [jltallan

25th

Anniversary

I. C. S.

In October, 1916, the International Correspond-
ence Schools will celebrate the completion of
25 years of successful educational work in the
interest of technicaland Industrialpreparedness.

More than 130,000 men and women are NOW
STUDYING I. C. S. Courses, preparing for ad-
vancement and increased earnings and greater

service to their employers and their country.

I

|

Name
Occupation

|
& Employer

I
Street

I and No.

City State

I If name of Course you want is not in this list, write it below.

THE STAGE PLAYING CARDS
The handsomest deck of cards ever made. Pink, cream, green and gold backs; gold edges; flexible,

highly finished, lively and durable; fifty-two cards and joker to each pack.

PORTRAITS OF THE GREAT STARS
Each card contains a portrait of a great star, including Marguerite Clark, David Warfield, Julia Mar-

lon* Alla Nazimova, E. H. Sothern, Willie Collier, Blanche Bates, Rose Stahl, Blanche Ring, Frank Daniels,

T-?7-
a 1leld ’ P/ace .George, James O’Neill, Ellen Terry, Henrietta Crosman, Frances Starr, Margaret Anglin,

JLddje hoy, Mrs. Fiske, Harry Woodruff, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Cissy Loftus, and other well known stars.
Most of these great players, and most of the others, have already made their appearance on the screen, and
every one of them has made stage history, as many of them are now making Motion Picture history. Why
not take advantage of this opportunity to make a collection of the portraits of these great stars, even if
you do not want to use the cards to play with? (Please note that this set of cards has no connection with
the set of Motion Picture cards in our new game called “Cast.”)

Only 50 cents a pack, in handsome telescope box, mailed to any address, postage prepaid, on receipt of
price. (Une-cent stamps accepted. If a 50-cent piece is sent, wrap it in folded paper and enclose in
envelope in your letter. An unwrapped coin sometimes cuts thru the envelope and is lost in the mails.
It is perfectly safe also to send a dollar bill by mail.)

THE M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 175 DUFFIELD ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Sent Free, Postpaid, for Examination

An ornament that will grace any library table. The volumes
are pocket size—just the thing for travel reading—for
campers, canoeists and all who love to read out of doors!

Thirty Books Limp Leather Only 5 75
Book-
Rack
Free

List of Titles

25c. Each If Bought Singly—

$5.75 for Thirty — and Book-Rack Free

Christmas Carol—Dickens Sonnets—Shakespeare

Emerson’s Essays Rip Van Winkle—Irving

Barrack Room Ballads—Kip- Sherlock Holmes—Doyle
ling A Doll’s House—Ibsen

Without Benefit of Clergy

—

The Murders in the Rue
Kipling Morgue—Poe

Stories—De Maupassant Ballad of Reading Gaol— i

Arabian Nights
Pelleas and Melisande—Mae-

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

—

terlinck
Stevenson Speeches and Addresses

—

Fifty Best Poems of England Lincoln

Fifty Best Poems of America The Bear Hunt, etc.—Tol-

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam stoy

Sonnets from the Portuguese
Hamlet—Shakespeare —Elizabeth Browning
King Lear—Shakespeare Dreams—Olive Schreiner
Merchant of Venice—Shake- Alice in Wonderland—Car-

speare roll

Macbeth—Shakespeare A Child’s Garden of Verses
Romeo and Juliet—Shake- —Stevenson

speare Comtesse de Saint Geran

—

Julius Caesar—Shakespeare Dumas

World’s Masterpieces, Unabridged
Pocket Size—Sent Prepaid on Approval

OR those who love good books, these volumes have been published.
Glance over the list of titles. They include many -of the world’s
greatest poems, plays, essays and stories—complete and unabridged.

They are works you want to read and reread a score of times. They are
books you want to commune with quietly under your library lamp. You
will carry them with you always—to read in spare moments on trains, or on
your vacation-trips—by the sea—in the woods ! Shakespeare’s greatest'
tragedies, De Maupassant’s most vivid stories, Emerson’s profoundest essays,
Kipling’s stirring ballads and tales, great works of Tolstoy, Oscar Wilde,
Lincoln, Maeterlinck, Ibsen, Dickens, Poe and a dozen others—these are
books you want to live with.

Why the Price Is So Low
The price of this set is so very low that, if you know books, you may imagine these
cannot be of good quality. They are, remarkably sol They are bound in real book-
leather—not imitation—and are printed on excellent paper in clear, readable type. Here-
tofore books of such quality have oftentimes sold for $1.00 apiece and probably never
before for less than 50c each. Yet these excellent little volumes sell for less than 20 cents
each, by the set. Among publishers themselves it has been the year’s sensation that
books so beautiful could be offered at so low a price. But it is no secret as to how this
was done. Several hundred thousand volumes were printed at one time, relying upon
the public’s love for good books, to make the venture self-sustaining.

\ See Them First Before You Buy
If you wish to have a set of these books—thirty of them—with a book-rack free—you need send no money in

advance; you can have them sent, postage prepaid, on approval. You can then judge for yourself whether they

\ are as represented. If you do not want them, send them back within five days. This is an eminently fair offer

thirty books, with a book- \ — it is made in the confidence that no book-lover who once places this set on his library table will ever wish

s
LITTLE \
LEATHER
LIBRARY
437 Flatiron Building

New York

\
\

Send
your

me, prepaid,
complete set of

rack free. Within five

days after receiving them, I
agree to return them, or pay ^
you $5.75.

\

to part with it.

This approval offer is only made to those who buy the complete set of thirty volumes. If you wish

buy single volumes, send the necessary money in advance. If you are not satisfied, return them

once, and your money will be refunded without question.

to

at

Name. \
\

Address. \
City. • State.

\

LITTLE LEATHER LIBRARY
437 FLATIRON BUILDING NEW YORK
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Art Gallery of Popular Players

Photo by White

FLORENCE LAWRENCE
(Universal)



MARGUERITE CLAYTON
(Essanay)



MAE MURRAY
(Lasky)





HELEN MARTEN
(Ganmont)





JUANITA HANSON
(Keystone)



HARRY MYERS
(Vim)
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B
ack in the darker,

more unenlight-

ened days, before

there were such things

as anarchism, socialism,

positivism, absolutism
and nihilism, lived and
labored the great Rus-
sian peasantry, known
as serfs—creatures an-

nihilated of individuali-

ties; oppressed, sup-

pressed; miserable
specimens of man’s de-

pendency on man. As so

many cattle—and often

less than the cattle—they bent their

splendid, vital backbones to the earth

in feudal, cringing submission to over-

lords sans any quality of mercy. Grad-

ually there emerged from the masses

an independent mind here, a radical

thinker there—one, perhaps, with a

wider vision, a deeper sympathy.

Propaganda was circulated, the dullard

blood of serfdom stirred, and the serf

raised his head and gazed about him
as an individual, thinking, seeing, feel-

ing for himself. There was no thought

of socialism then, nor of political

reform, nor of the later dawn of ter-

rorism—merely the slowly assertive

right of the individual. And so was
nihilism originally conceived—an em-
bryo destined to a multiple birth

;
to

much destruction and some construc-

tion
; to bloodshed and the fine temper

of justice; to the hocus-pocus of right

and wrong, without which no great

Cause is won, or lost.

Sophie Karrenina, daughter of a
nihilist, traced her ancestry back to

the days of serfdom. She was Rus-
sian of the Russians

;
in her veins ran

the tortured, resentful, smouldering
blood of the serf, the later heat of
the more thinking rebellion, and the

great bruises of the oppression which
festers the Russian people today and
breeds, like some unhealthy malady,
the dark fears and the darker realities

with which the land abounds.
Sophie Karrenina had been suckled

on the Cause; she had eaten it, slept

it, drank it. It had grown with her
growth. Drummed into her small

head was the relative unimportance of

the individual to the propagation of

the Cause. If one must die that the

truth might live, how glorious a

triumph

!

And when she was fourteen she

witnessed the horrible mutilation and
death of her beloved father and the

consequent death by shock of her

delicate mother. All the teachings of

her childhood crystallized and hard-

ened. The nerves in her sensitive

body brutalized. The violent shock

to her afifections—her heart-strings

—robbed her of j?er dawning woman-
hood, and she turned a face to the

Cause, shorn of all mercy or compas-
sion—hard, relentless, crucified of

emotion.

Sophie Karrenina stood in front of

the great, heavily carved table, and
looked at the four men standing at

attention. Her full lips curved in a

sinister smile ;
her deep-lashed eyes

narrowed. She drew herself up to her

superb height and raised her hand.
Valdor stepped nearer her—he had
been her father’s friend and physician,

and he had not left her since that

night of terror, seven years ago, when
Karrenina’s ghastly body had killed

his wife and turned the heart of a

child to a thing of ice and stone.

She was speaking, and the men
listened eagerly. “Karatoff, ‘The
Butcher,’ enters Warsaw an hour from
now,” she said distinctly

;
“he is

—

better dead. He stands between us

and freedom as a squat, stubborn,

iPrfayraph

cruel bulwark to the

sea. He is far better

—dead. To you,
Mouroff, I entrust the

throwing of the bomb.
Aim well, my man,
for the blow is a vast

one for the Cause.

‘The Butcher’ of

Warsaw is stained

with blood and rotten

with women’s tears

;

he is an oppressor

—

an ” The thick,

passionate voice
halted abruptly. The distant eyes

were seeing, as always, that piteous,

flayed body of the author of her be-

ing, and the dead face of her mother.

She was seeing, thru her personal

tragedy, all miserable victims of man’s
tyranny to man—all dead women who
have died of grief

;
all children aged

and mummified by terror. And the

implacable Cause gleamed from her

eyes and fired her gaze.

The men filed out silently, slipped

down the stairway in the back, entered

the cellar, and were admitted into a

tunnel in the wall by Vasil, Sophie’s

silent, faithful man-servant.

Sophie turned to Valdor, and her

eyes flamed. “If he succeeds, Val-

dor,” she cried, “I shall have begun

—

I shall have begun to erase from my
memory that poor, poor body. It will

not swing before my eyes of nights.

I will not hear the lashes in my ears.

He will rest quietly in his tortured

grave, and the gaping wounds will

heal. The dead face of my mother
will smile at me; that stricken, mortal

look will fade away. I must succeed,

Valdor. The Cause—the Cause must
live

!”

Valdor watched her compassion-

ately and ardently. With her by day,

guarding her by night, he had come to

love her, silently, sullenly, with the

dumb worship of the dog. He had

loved her first for her fervent espousal

of the Cause he loved himself, then for

the womanhood that glowed thru all

the crusts of other aims and thoughts.

“She is a woman first—a nihilist
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second," he would think jealously,

‘‘but she does not know it—yet."

“We will succeed, Sophie,” he an-

swered quietly
;
“the Cause is founded

on justice and inflamed with the faith

of its people. It must have its travail

as all other Causes do ; it must have

its martyrs, too; but its birth will

dawn on some heavenly tomorrow.”
Sophie touched his arm affection-

ately. “My good Yaldor," she smiled

tenderly
—"my physician and more

than friend—how should I have stood

it all if it had not been for you? You
have been my rock of strength

;
you

have not failed me
;
you cannot fail

me now.”
Valdor winced while he smiled.

Then he turned to the window and
pulled open the door excitedly. “Some
one is heading this

way !” he cried. "It

is not one of our
men— and he is

wounded. Ah!”
The stranger

leaped over the

steps a n d sagged
down against the

door. Valdor opened
it and dragged him
within. “It is Prince

Karatoff,” said

Sophie, as the man
swooned and Valdor
laid him on the couch.

“How is he wounded,
Valdor ?”

Valdor looked up at her.

“Had he not better be wounded
—altogether?” he asked mean-
ingly. “If they have let the

father go, here is still—the son.”

Sophie was thinking—her eyes tak-

ing in the slender form, the high-bred

face, the shapely, muscular hands. A
strange light gleamed in her stranger

eyes. “No,” she said—’“no—he must
—live ”

When Paul, Prince Karatofif, re-

vived, he found the most beautiful

woman that he had ever seen bending
over him. Her eyes were softer than

stars set in a Sicilian sky ;
her lips

were like some flower too tender to

unfurl; her lovely, yearning form held

all the graces of all the women in the

world
;
and her voice, when it came

to him, stirred him like the deeper

notes of a harp. “She is more wholly
woman,” he thought instinctively,

“than any woman I have ever seen.”

“How did you get here?” she was
asking him. “Why did you come?”
Then he told her of his father’s

and his entry into Warsaw
; of the at-

tempted throwing of the bomb at his

father
;
how one of the guards averted

it, and how the thrower made good his

escape. “I gave chase,” went on Paul,

“and traced him to almost this very

door. Then I dont know what struck

me
;
evidently he did—the dog ;

but I

ran crazily for a moment, and I awoke
with—with your face over me.” He
smiled up at her. "It was a beautiful

awakening,” he said simply.

Sophie smiled and exulted, even as

she had planned. For all his princely

honors, this man was a man still

—

little more than a boy—credulous and
simple of faith.

They talked a little more, and she

leaned near him, nearer, till he caught
the subtle fragrance of her, probed
the witchery of her eyes, visioned her

mouth cupped for one perfect kiss,

found himself idly contemplating the

living strands of her hair. "This is

cruder than torture,” Sophie was
thinking

—“more subtle, more evil

“to YOU, MOUROFF, I ENTRUST THE
THROWING OF THE BOMB”

than bombs or sudden deaths.”

An hour later Karatoff departed,

to assure his father of his well-being,

save for the broken collar-bone, and to

chant the praises of Madame Sophie
Karrenina with all the callow green-

sickness of youth. “She is like no
woman you ever saw, father,” he

averred; “more beautiful, of course,

but so exquisitely tender—so fine—so

purely bred ” And “The Butcher”
raised his hand and laughed, and sent

Sophie a ring he wore in token of his

gratitude for her care of his only son.

A month later they were quietly

married, with the grim Valdor and the

silent Vasili for witnesses. “It is for

the Cause, Valdor,” Sophie had as-

sured him in reply to his objections.

“Cant you see the irony of it—the de-

nouement there will be? Paul, Prince
Karatoff, the husband of the ni-

hilist leader of Warsaw—the insti-

gator of the attacks on his father’s life,

perhaps the successful slayer of his

father in time ! To end a man’s life

is to deal him a single blow, half the

time of which he realizes nothing. It

is to consign him—who knows?—to

some more blissful sphere. But to

ruin his pride, to sap his very blood,
to drag into the mud the name of an
autocrat—Valdor, Valdor, cant you
see ?”

“Yes,” assented Valdor, tonelessly,

“I can see.”

He did not see fit to add that he
could see Sophie's heart of stone
soften and turn toward the young
ardor of Paul Karatoff. He did not
expatiate on the hold he would have
on her once he had her close within
his arms. And a child—God of all

Causes !—what could
not a child do to a

woman like Sophie
Karrenina ?

Valdor was right..

As the year waxed
and waned, Sophie
turned ever more
eagerly toward

Karatoff. As a
flower reared in the

cold shadow turns its

starved face to the sudden
sun, so she turned to his love,

and her heart opened and drank
it in. His kisses numbed her
memories

;
his passion cooled the

ferment in her veins ; and when
the year’s close saw the birth of

their little son, Valdor groaned and
averted his gaze from the pain and
the sacrilege. She hung over the

tiny bundle with the fond fatuity of

the ordinary woman. And to the

father she accorded that mysterious

something that typifies the indissoluble

bond. The Cause was submerged by
the Trinity. And to Valdor’s remon-
strances she said only : “A brief

respite, Valdor, that is all. I am a

woman—and I must live my little

share—awhile. I have not forgotten

—no ; tell them all I surely have not

forgotten.”

But Valdor smiled ironically, and
knew that she lied with her heart,

whatever her lips might say. The
warm, satisfying present had obscured

the traditional past. The woman had
trampled over the Cause and was as-

serting her right to live—to live a

woman’s life.

And then, one day, Paul came to her

with a strange look on his face—

a

white look of doubt and entreaty.

“Sophie,” he began uncertainly, “I

have heard a horrible thing—from my
father. Why do you pale? I have
not finished yet. He says you are—

a

nihilist—a suspect almost beyond the

pale of the mere suspect. Sophie

—
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answer me
;

tell me. Oh, God Al-

mighty ! It is impossible ! Not you

—

not you—my baby's mother—my
Sophie, listen; I am waiting to hear

you deny it. I am waiting to hear you

laugh at it as ridiculous. Why dont

you answer me?”
Sophie put her hand to her throat.

“I cannot—deny ” she rasped, and

the Lethean waters gurgled and bub-

bled icily about her soul. The brief

thaw of happiness chilled, and she

swayed.
He stared at her. “You—can-

not
—

” he repeated
—

“you mean ”

Sophie woke to sudden, vehement
life. She grasped him by the shoul-

ders and faced him, eyes afire. “No,”
she rang out, “I dont deny it, for,

look you, Paul Karatoff, I dare not

deny my father’s mangled body, nor

my mother’s stricken

face, nor my own
abortive age. While
man oppresses man
with absolute rule,

there will be no hap-

piness, no liberty, no
glory of freedom to do
and to think. Each and
every one of us—you,

born of the autoc-

racy ; I, born of

serfdom—each of us

is endowed with a

heart— a heart that

bleeds the same at pain

and death, and joys the

same at life and laughter.

Each of us is born with a

mind, an intellect, that triumphs
above the peasant or the princely

flesh
;

a splendid, independent, soli-

tary thing—infinitely capable—infi-

nitely dominant. Each of us
—

” she

stepped nearer, and her voice dropped,

“is born with—a soul. A soul that is

often hungry—often very hungry,

very bewildered, and afraid. A soul

that, after all, kneels to the same God
—worships at the same shrine—goes

at last to the great Heaven of us all.

Then tell me, what is this oppression

—what is this wanton massacre of

humans—what is this creed of the

devil that makes Nihilism live? But,

Paul”—she crept nearer to him, plead-

ingly
—

“I am sorry that I married you
now, my dear one

;
not because you

have not made me happy—you have.

You have given me the only happiness

that I have ever had. It is because

you have made me happy that I am
sorry—because our little son has

welded us together as I never thought
possible. Ah, Paul, are we, then, so

far removed—I, who spring from serf-

dom—you, who have been born of

power ?”

Karatoff was watching her blankly.

“A nihilist !” ran thru his brain
—

“a

nihilist ” Then his eye caught his

little son, and something rose in his

throat and choked him. He cast off

the clinging hands and sprang for the

door. “Paul!” came his name wist-

fully, but he did not heed. Outside

the door, Valdor was waiting. As the

young Prince broke thru, impetuously,

Valdor raised his hand, and something

fell thickly to the' ground. Valdor

bent over him and lifted him swiftly,

then he sped down a secret stairway

and out into the twilight with his silent

burden.

An hour later he broke into the room
where Sophie was still sitting, watch-

ing the way that Paul had taken, think-

ing not so much of the man as of the

happiness that he had represented

—

the peace, the warmth, the manna that

fed her hungry heart, nurtured since

birth on the

grim dietary of the

Cause. There had been some-

thing in their life together that could

not come again.

As Valdor entered the room, she

pulled the baby to her breast and
raised her brooding eyes. “What now,
Valdor?” she asked.

The man bent over her and spoke

excitedly. “The police have murdered
your husband,” he hissed ; “they are

tracking us down. ‘The Butcher’ al-

ready suspects, and when he hears of

this it will be all up with us. We must
fly—to England

;
there is not a moment

to lose.”

The life of a conspirator is an alert

one ; there are subterranean flights

and mysterious vanishings
;
there must

be these things to live. That night

found Sophie traveling under her
mother’s name of Katherine Vedsk,
with her son, whom she dubbed Jan,
and Valdor, en route for London.

Deprived of the man who had begun
to make a living, rational woman of
her—his murder but another scab
raised from the wound—the old fervor

of the Cause rushed back upon Sophie

and strangled her with its vehemence.
She had dwelt in her fool’s paradise,

and the oppressors had shattered it

again. Her son remained to her—to

train for the Cause—and the Cause
itself. She yearned for the reign of
terrorism

; for the power to shatter

the world’s monarchies
; for the greater

liberty of all the Russias.

“Pardon me if I intrude,” an En-
glish, low-pitched voice was saying,

“but this is the only carriage empty,
I believe.”

Sophie raised her head, gave the

tall, English stranger a casual nod, and
subsided into her magazine again.

Valdor* scowled at the intrusion, and
little Jan watched, absorbedlv, the

picture on the cover of the military

magazine the stranger was reading.

Sir Richard Stanhope watched the

face of Sophie Karrenina fur-

tively. A member of the British

Embassy in Petrograd, he
knew the Russian type

of beauty, and knew
that hers was incom-
parable. “What con-
tour!” he meditated,

stealing abashed
glances, schoolboy-

wise — “ w h.a t

jh -\ strength! what
\ fire

!

what nobil-

ity ! Who can she

be ?—a ‘grande
dame,’ surely, yet

I have never seen

her anywhere.”
There was no one

in the life of Sophie
Karrenina who was

destined to know her so

well or so truly as Sir

Richard Stanhope—no one
who had their impressions first-hand

as did he—not even Valdor, for his

vision was blinded by a passion turned

back upon itself, and he saw, as it

were, thru a glass darkly.

As Richard Stanhope saw and knew
Sophie Karrenina from that day in the

London carriage, let him tell it to us.

“I loved her then and there,” he

said when he told her story to me. “I

knew she was big—beyond the big-

ness of woman—and I knew that she

was beautiful. I couldn’t place the

child, nor the man, Valdor, with the

contradictory face, half-mutinous, half-

cringing. At first I didn’t care. I

only wanted to know her
;
to talk with

her
;
to be with her. My chance came

when she dropped her purse in the

carriage. I found her address, and re-

turned it that night. I found her more
wonderful even than I had thought—

a

trifle reserved to my impatient ardor.

I did not understand why until later.

“My sister called on her, and we
were verv intimate.
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“Having tea at her home, one after-

noon, I chanced to see the framed
picture of a man I had never seen
before. His face smiled at me from
the frame, casually, debonairly. It

seemed to mock my already unset-
tled mind, and to say, ‘I have loved
her first, my friend, and loved her well.

And she? Were those lips made to

grow overripe, unkist? Have those
eyes never lit with warmer fires than
ones you may inspire ?’ Ah ! it is

not only a woman who may feel

the demon fangs of jealousy in her
breast ! It is not for woman alone to

wrestle with the green-eyed monster.
Why should women fear so, merely
for a man—a matter-of-fact figure,

take him at his best? But a man’s
jealousy of a woman—a woman like

Sophie Karrenina—woman, the pur-

sued, the desirable, flower-like, fire-

like, as heady as tombed wine, and as

tender as the Mother of God ! When
I looked at that picture, reason de-

serted me. I felt that I could torture

her—hurt her—strangle her
;
anything

to wring the secret from her—any-

thing to know. I stepped toward her,

menacingly. I forgot

the watchdog
presence of

Valdor.

“Then, one day, when I called there,

I found General Karatoff there and
was introduced to him as Boris Ivan-

itch. and at a sign from him I checked
my bewilderment. But I had gone
too far by then to live on doubts and
fears. Karatoff afterwards told me
that he had captured a nihilist messen-
ger bound for Katherine Yedsk’s resi-

“my sister called on her, and we
WERE VERY INTIMATE”

drear childhood, in the very grip of

terrorism—as I think of that half-

grown, sensitive thing compelled by
sheer force to watch the beating to

death of her beloved father and the

shocking end of her mother—I cannot'

wonder
;

I can only be glad that the

woman was not wholly killed, that the

crucified heart persisted under the ar-

mor of stone.

Many times
she has told

me since,
sobbing
suddenly

in the

dence, had intercepted him, tor-

tured him, and finally come him-
self as Boris Ivanitch, a name well

known among the nihilists. He
had never seen Sophie Karrenina,

and therefore did not recognize her in

Katherine Vedsk.
“One week-end I prevailed upon

them all to come down to the manor
as our guests. There I found Kara-
tofifs catlike watch of Katherine Vedsk
insupportable. I told him so, and the

Russian laughed coldly.
“ ‘You have heard of Karatoff the

butcher, Stanhope,’ he said
;

‘have

you ever heard of Karatoff the father ?

My son was murdered in a nihilist’s

home—the home of Sophie Karrenina,

in Warsaw.’
“I said no more, but I did not see

what the murderess, Sophie Karrenina,

had to do with the lovely, tho mis-

guided, Katherine Vedsk.
“In the meantime— I can say it now,

safe, and blest by her most wonderful
love—she had grown to care for me.
Poor, lonely, tortured heart, out of the

bloody mists of her childhood and the

rigors of her brutal womanhood I

must have seemed to her a harbor safe

and sound. As I look back on that

“PARDON ME IF I INTRUDE, BUT THIS IS THE ONLY CARRIAGE EMPTY,
I believe”

night, that she can hear them yet

—

the merciless strokes—can see her

mother’s face—live the whole scene
over and over. And to think that I

—

brute blindness of man—had to cause
her still more suffering—I, who loved

her then, and love her now, better

than life, better than all there is!

“My own jealousy set off the fig-

urative bomb—my own, ignited with
that of Valdor.

I shouted in my anguish, ‘Who is

this ?’ and as I saw her whiten, I knew
that I had put a poignant question.

Thwarted desire, baffled curiosity over-

whelmed me. ‘Who?’ I shouted, for-

getting myself. ‘Tell me—I demand!’

“Valdor stepped from the other side

of the room, and his unforgettable

face was all twisted and livid. He
looked like a man pushed beyond all

endurance.
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‘SHE IS SOPHIE KARRENINA, NIHILIST LEADER OF WARSAW, AND THE
MISTRESS OF PAUL, PRINCE KARATOFF”

“ ‘Who is she

?

you’d better ask,’ he

snarled, and the betrayal look of Judas
Iscariot was on his face. ‘She is

Sophie Karrenina, nihilist leader of

Warsaw, and the mistress of Paul,

Prince Karatoff.’

“There followed blank weeks of

misery for me—a misery I cannot trust

myself to write of—broken by occa-

sional visits from Karatoff, who in-

formed me that the nihilists, including

Katherine Vedsk, were shortly to

meet in Paris, and that he, as Boris

Ivanitch, would gain admittance. ‘I

did not give myself away,’ he said

grimly
;

‘I stood before the murderess
of my only son—and smiled.’

“I shall never forget that nihilist

meeting in Paris—the first and the

last I have ever attended—not the

first, but the last ever attended by
Sophie Karrenina.
“Mouroff was there—the Mouroff of

the old, bomb-throwing conspiracy

—

Valdor, and Boris Ivanitch. When
Mouroff saw Boris Ivanitch, he knew
—knew that the game was up, and he

and Valdor broke down and confessed

everything. Behind Mouroff stood a

pale, vaguely smiling man, and as Mou-
roff led him, silently, forward, Boris

Ivanitch swayed, and his lips formed
‘My son !’ bewilderedly. Sophie Kar-
renina only stared—mutely, dumbly

—

as tho all the ghosts from her ghost-

ridden past were confronting her.

Boris Ivanitch turned to Mouroff,
and the man cringed. Then explana-

tions came. Valdor told of his jeal-

ousy, of his attempted and supposed
murder of Karatoff, and his placing of

the body on the frozen river. That

was the last he had heard of him.

Mouroff then told how he and his

wife had been driving home from mar-
ket, had seen the body placed on the

ice, investigated, and found life was
not extinct. He told of the bodilv

quietly to the tale of his life, and, as

he did so, the Karatoff police, stationed

outside, burst in. The nihilists drew
their guns, and in the ensuing strug-

gle Paul Karatoff went to his death at

last—lost to his father on the instant

of recovery.

“The police outnumbered them, and
in the end they all were led away.
“Over Paul Karatoff’s dead body

General Karatoff sobbed out his heart.

“And as he did so, Sophie’s son en-

tered with his traveling companion.
‘Madame Karrenina told me to deliver

this to General Karatoff,’ said the

woman. Karatoff opened the small

satchel, and read, dazedly, the mar-
riage certificate of Paul, Prince Kara-
toff, and Sophie Karrenina, and the

birth certificate of their son, Michael
Paulovitch.”

On the platform of the London ter-

minal that evening, incomprehensibly
freed, stood Sophie Karrenina and Sir

Richard Stanhope. As they stood,

silent, passive, a messenger came up
and slipped something into Sophie’s

hand. It was a copy of the document
given to the jailor who had freed

them. Richard bent over her, and
together they read

:

My grandfather has made a grave mis-
take, which I hereby rectify. Miss Vedsk
is an English subject, is free from Rus-
sian law, and will be escorted to her

IN THE ENSUING STRUGGLE PAUL KARATOFF WENT TO HIS DEATH

recovery, but the mental loss. Paul
Karatoff came to consciousness with
his past wiped clean from his mind.
‘I brought him up to be a nihilist,’

finished Mouroff, defiantly; ‘I couldn't

get the father, but, in my own way, I

got the son.’

“General Karatoff pressed to his

breast the man who had been listening

native land by Sir Richard Stanhope. I

will return to my country to fulfill the
duties of my heredity.
Michael Paulovitch, Prince Karatoff.

Sophie looked up at Richard, and

her eyes swam—with abnegation, with

mother-pain and pride. Then her lips

smiled. “Freed,” she murmured, “by

the babv-hand of—an autocrat!”
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FAIRBANKS BECOMES AN UNGENTLE LAMB IN HIS FIRST FILM GAMBOL

A husky, good-natured face grin-

ning with rage, crouched back
of a Gatling and ground its

bullets into a horde of attacking Yaqui
Indians—thus was Douglas Fairbanks
literally shot into Motion Picture

fame. But he didn’t die with one pres-

entation
;
“The Lamb” was too tough,

or too frisky, and he’s been cavorting
ever since.

And just one more bit of praise.

This same D. Fairbanks deserves a
thousand curtain-calls for getting

away from the slapstick, fall-over-

your-feet type of comedy. His plays

have plot and deal with the humors of

real people; his joys and sorrows
spring from the human fount, and are

WHEN DOUGLAS BOXES IT HURTS THE
OTHER FELLOW

not the tragedy of a misplaced custard-

pie, nor the biography of a knavish
garden-hose.

But fights and fisticuffs, mad adven-
tures and tangled love-locks he insists

on having. They’re part of his very
blood, and he has the sinew plus

the personality to “get them over,”

without the slightest resemblance to

burlesque.

The slapstick comedian knows how
to “break” a fall and to continue

nimbly about his business, but not so

with Douglas. He falls hard
;

he
lands squarely ; he gives and takes a

left swing that rattles the molars like

dice.

“Let him up—he’s all in !” the

studio helpers cried as Ed Ken-
nedy, the hard-hitting “pug,”

clinched and threw, for the steenth

time, his determined but “all in”

opponent.

“Gosh! but I’m glad that scene

is over with,” exclaimed the owner
of the soiled trousers and disar-

ranged hair as the camera stopped

its operation. It was Douglas
Fairbanks. He had been por-

traying a gymnasium scene for

“The Man and the Test,” which
was in his film long-ago—his

debutant days on the screen.

“The only thing the matter with

the picture business,” said the

breathless Douglas, “is that I have

to arise with the robins and retire

with the poultry. You cant very

well afford to be photographed

when your face shows signs of dis-

sipation, and it seems so unnatural

and inhuman to be out of bed

Always Up
Douglas Fairbanks’ Rapid

With Black Eyes and

By HECTOR

before ten in the morning. My first

morning in the movies I overslept for

about an hour, and my Jap valet had
a foreign fit. He kept pounding my
door, and I, in sleepy tones, told him
to leave me to myself. However, sud-
denly it dawned on me I had promised
Director Cabanne to be Johnny-on-
the-spot at the studio early that morn-
ing. I missed half my grapefruit, and,

fortunately, it was a cloudy morning
—that alone saved me from being
late. Can you picture such action if

I were playing on the stage?”

“Mr. Fairbanks,” interrupted Direc-

tor Cabanne, “in this scene you are

to (presumably) receive a black eye.

Now, Kennedy, dont be afraid to hit

hard in this scene—we’ve got to ‘get

it across’ big. All ready! We will

rehearse it once.”

This was the signal for Fairbanks

to crush a boxing-glove on the

trainer’s head, and the latter, in turn,

displayed his anger by smothering
Fairbanks with gloved blows. Well, it

sure was a scrap, and in the heat of

the fray Fairbanks entirely forgot his

manners and landed some stinging

blows on Kennedy’s jaw.

“Now for the black eye !” cried the

director, and a rapid bit of feinting

and footwork by ever-ready Kennedy
informed Fairbanks’ eye that it was

he’s an awful handy man with
A GUN—A CRACK SHOT
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Against It

Road to Fame Is Beset

Mangled Wardrobe

AMES

about to be called on. A second later

the knuckled portion of the pug's

glove fitted squarely into Fairbanks’

left eye.

"Stop the camera! Mr. Fairbanks,

you stepped out of the camera-lines

!

Now, boys, we will try it once again.

Right idea in that scene—rough stuff

!

But we’ve got to pin it to celluloid or

get pinched for pulling off a mill.”

The principals rested on the ropes as

the camera-man tinkered with his

weapon.
“Ready for the scene, please ! Billy,

how much film have you got? Fifteen

feet ? All right
;
that’s enough

;
fade

out on this scene as Fairbanks falls

to the floor. Ready ! Action ! Come
on ! Mix it up ! Kennedy, swing on
his eye ! Fine ! That’s it exactly

!

All right, Billy—cut
!”

And so it’s been right down the line

of Fairbanks’ successes—cut, upper-

cut, and smile again

!

“If you want to draw a double

salary,” says the irrepressible Doug-
las, “go into Moving Pictures.

“What is the good of carrying

enormous life and accident insurance

policies if you dont work them?” he

rises to ask. Therefore, when the di-

rector shoves Douglas off a cliff and
breaks his collar-bone, the actor's one
regret is that he was born without a

THE PUGS didn’t TAKE FAIRBANKS
SERIOUSLY UNTIL HE LANDED

EVERY TIME HE TELEPHONES THE INSURANCE AGENT THAT HE’S ALL
RIGHT, THE AGENT IS DELIRIOUSLY HAPPY

second one to break in the same
tumble—it’s no more painful to have
two than one leg, arm, or shoulder

broken, and the check for damages is

just exactly double. Is it any wonder
that Fairbanks’ accident insurance

agents are sitting on the very edges of

their chairs these days, wondering,
anxiously, where the next instalment

of the “Perils of Douglas” serial is to

end up? Meantime, the life insurance

agents are nervously watching the

struggles of their business neighbors

and waiting for the evil day which
brings the bill for “$1,000,000 due for

one Douglas Fairbanks, laid violently

at rest by the movies.”

It is a solemn fact that Douglas
Fairbanks draws a goodly weekly sti-

pend from this source. To maintain

an athletic reputation on the screen is

indeed a hazardous stunt. Fairbanks

dives off here, tackles professional

prize-fighters there, and when he
finally conies to, at home in bed, puts

out a feeble but insistent hand for his

insurance check.

“The Habit of Happiness,” one of

the latest Fairbanks films, is an ex-

ample of insurance casualties. During
the taking of one scene in this, the

actor is attacked by a gang of ruffians.

It so happened that, quite by accident,

Douglas landed on the jaw of one of
them during the skirmish, and. strange
to say, the would-be actor failed to

have the proper artistic appreciation

of this bit of realism. A wholesale
fight resulted, in which all the huskies

jumped on Fairbanks in a heap, and
both camera-man and director kept

cheering “Pretty!” from the side-

lines, while they made the camera
spin overtime. Of course the same di-

rector shouted “Cut!” at just the

crucial time, with the result that the

public are not “let in” on the finishing

tableau to that picture—are also spared
hearing what the insurance man said

as he wrote the $250 check for the

black-and-blue attack which Douglas
suffered as a consequence of the

morning’s episode.

There is a persistent rumor that

several well-known stage comedians,
after a shot or two in the movies, are

about to be “canned,” which is studio

( Continued on page 64)

THE FAIRBANKS SMILE IS SPREADING
ACROSS THE CONTINENT
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An Interview Without a

Word About His Former

Wives— Is That Not Re-

markable? At Least He
Thinks So

Pictures Posed Especially for

the Motion Picture Classic

S
top ! look ! listex ! Oh. ye unbe-

lievers and sons of unbelievers,

there is something new under
the sun ! And I have done it.

Tho my young head receives on
earth no further leaf of laurel.

I am content. I have done
that which has no precedent—will have no repetition.

I have interviewed Nat
Goodwin— peace, peace,

be still ! I hear you
chortling, “Prattler, that

is one of the things the

world has known a mil-

lion million times.” All

the keener is my glory.

I stand forth from the

million million times,

proudly, in bas-relief. I

have interviewed him—

I

am shrieking this—do you
hear me?— with clarion,

open-stop tones

—

I have in-

terviezved him without the

vaguest allusion to his matri-

monial ventures!!! Upon my
head will hurtle, I do not doubt
me, the cynics, the skeptics, the

wan ghosts of past and gone inter-

viewers who have chewed the mari-
tal cud with a wearied Mr. Goodwin
time upon time. They will hurl maledic-

tions at me—they will hint and hiss at my
veracity. But ask him—ask him—that’s

all I can tell you—just you go ahead and
ask him. I'll tell you the honest truth

about it—a lovely trait in an interviewer.

When we had finished nearly a two-hour,
Hymenless confab, I queried: “I’m the

first one who ever interviewed you and
didn’t ask you all about your marriages,

am I not?”
Maybe I looked pathetic, or as if I

wanted to be devilishly original and keep
my job, but, anyway, he smiled sadly and
earnestly and kindly. “You most cer-

tainly are!” he declared
;
“I congratulate

you.” Then he spoke sort of resentfully

of De Wolf Hopper and other maritally

polygamous gentlemen, and implied that

“Out of a city of six million people, why
do they pick on me?” I didn’t know, so

we dropped it.

Now, I suppose you’ll want to know
what we were talking about for two
hours, and why I’ve headed this chat

“Nat Goodwin—Bachelor” so anoma-
lously, and all the rest of it. Just to whet
your bumptious curiosities a bit, I'll say,

for your information, that the two hours

seemed
to me to

be about

two min-
utes. And
permit me
to state
further that

Nat Good-
win’s mar-
riages are by far

the least important part

Goodwin. I didn’t mean to be so orig-

inal—heaven knows it was forced upon
me. I just forgot all about the array of

wives with which he is all too unjustly

credited. I was much too deeply inter-

ested in hearing him tell funny experi-

ences (some privilege from this country’s

foremost comedian !), and talk gravely of

the war, about which he knows some
very illuminating things, and tell of be-

ing an agnostic, and try his Violet Ray
treatment, and speak on Motion Pictures

in general

—

I’ll come up for a breath—
but we did say so much in that two
hours ! And why should I inquire after

a favored few of my own sex? Whv?

After generalization, particularization.

Well, I was motored out to the Mirror
studios in Glendale, L. I., and all the way
out I harrowed the feelings of my com-
panions by demanding plaintively, “But
what can I ask him ?—he’s been inter-

viewed and intervicivcd.” No one seemed
to be able to enlighten me, so I followed
my escort into his dressing-room, with
wobbly knees. Mr. Goodwin was wait-
ing there for a scene—a marvelously
debonair, well-groomed, nattv Nat Good-
win. He has the nicest, most humorous
smile, and the twinkliest, most conipre-
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unsung and unknown Motion Picture

player to leap to stardom overnight.

He’s living in Forest Hills, N. J.,» within easy motor distance of the

1 studio. He likes it—says it re-

\ minds him exactly of an En-

fe \ glish village. And' every

roles, in which I am alternately

irascible, villainous, tender-hearted

and suave.”

“What do you think of their fu-

ture?" I inquired.

“Limitless,” was the emphatic

answer. And, by the way, Mr.
Belasco and gentlemen, he has a

clever new use for the pictures.

When a “legit” stage company is

rehearsing, why not have a camera-

man on deck to take the action ?

Then the company can see them-
selves on the screen, and it will do
them more good than fifty re-

hearsals. To see ourselves as others

see us is a giant stride toward per-

fection. It has enabled many a humble,

*/

cV cV cV cV cV’ cV cV talk

was hopeless

—

that they were
ruined—that I

couldn't go on
again— that I

mustn’t go
on again; they

ranted and wept and
implored and reviled.

I went dejectedly home. I didn’t

know what on earth to do—had
nothing ready—felt down and
out. Failure was too new to

swallow smoothly. Bill Brady
came in to see me. ‘Go on, Nat,’

he advised, jovially; ‘give ’em

“Gunga Din”—just along

hensive eyes, and we immediately began
an animated discussion on the Violet Ray,
about which I knew nothing, and he
knew everything. He says he uses it

when he’s depressed and out of sorts, or

when he has headache. He gave me a

demonstration of it, and it has properties !

It made me feel utterly at my ease and
very conversational. I straightway con-

fessed my plight—about not knowing
what to ask him, since he has been so

endlessly interrogated. He laughed, and
plunged into a discussion of the Motion
Picture, which leads me to my title. “I’m

not wedded to either stage or screen,” he

declared. “I’m absolutely a free agent

—

open to anything—unattached. I enjoy

the pictures tremendously, and I really

would like to have a company of my own
ultimately. I prefer playing these dual

counting himself) motors over with his

midday meal, and every night he receives

his day’s wage. The gorgeous simplicity

of it amuses him.

He told me some side-splitting expe-
riences he had had, among them one that

happened very recently at the Palace
Theater in New York. “It was the first

time in my career,” smiled Nat, good-
naturedly, “that I was a frost. And I

was, that first matinee. The house almost
hissed me. It fell flat. I could barely go
on with the act, which was a splendid

one-act thing by the late Paul Arm-
strong; but there was too much realism

—a hospital scene and all that. After I

had struggled thru it, I ran head-on into

a maelstrom of Hebraic wrath. The pro-

prietors were hysterical with anger.

They told me I was hopeless—the act

spontaneously—do anything !’ I

did—and, by Jove ! I got an ova-

tion. I dont believe I ever had a more
enthusiastic welcome, or more stirring

applause.”

He proceeded to take off the dialog

between the Jewish proprietors and him-

self, and I laughed till I cried. It was a

one-act sketch done to order.

Then we veered into religion—or, at

least, I did. Mr. Goodwin couldn’t, as

he is religionless, being an agnostic. “I’m

open to conviction,” he said, “but I’ve

never been convinced, that’s all.”

We talked about lots of other little

things, such as the war, etc., but some of

the things we said are secrets, and I’m

not going to tell everything I know. If I

did, you wouldn’t be jealous of my two
hours in the Mirror studios. But, anyway,

Nat Goodwin is a bachelor—theatrically!
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always an opportunity for the right

person, provided that person can find

the opportunity. Every company is

constantly taking on new people and
letting old people go, and the demand
for “extras” was never larger than it

is now. You ask me if the market is

oversupplied with photoplayers. I

answer that the market is never over-

supplied with people of the right sort.

Some people say that stage experience

is necessary before a person can get

employment in a Moving Picture com-
pany, but I do not think this is so, tho

stage experience always proves a great

aid. They will listen to you quicker

when they find that you have had stage

experience.

I began my picture career with the

Vitagraph Company, starting at the

bottom of the ladder. If I had to do
it all over again, I should try for small

parts and hope thereby to prove my
value and to get better parts later on.

Do you aspire to become a Motion Picture

star? Or does your son or daughter?

Then read these articles and learn how
to go about it and what the chances are

Editor’s Note: Under this title, a series of

articles by leading players. Motion Picture manu-
facturers and directors will be published in the
Motion Picture Classic and Motion Picture
Magazine, showing what the chances are for out-
siders getting into the pictures and how to go
about it. Every publication, producer, director and
player is constantly flooded with inquiries asking
How to Get In, and these articles are to cover the
field exhaustively and conclusively by the greatest
experts in the business. We urge every reader who
is interested in the subject to read each and every
article in the series, because we find that the opinions
differ widely. Some of the wrriters seem to encourage
beginners, while others plainly discourage them. We
also urge parents to read these articles carefully because,
sooner or later, they may have the problem to solve in their

own household. We wish to make it clear that we are not
inviting persons to try to get into this already overcrowded
business; but at the same time we wish to show that there is

still room for certain classes of applicants, and we desire to point
out the best methods to bring their qualifications before the proper
persons. The first article was by Carlyle Blackwell, and it appeared
in the July Motion Picture Magazine. Our distinguished contribu-
tors for this number are Florence LaBadie, Lillian Walker, Lenore
Ulrich, Theodore Marston and Iva Shepard. The next contributors will
be Anita Stewart, Thomas Chatterton (player and director), Lillian Gish,
Marguerite Clark, Wilfred North, Kathlyn Williams, Thomas Santschi, Leo
Pierson and Antonio Moreno. Watch for further announcements. There are
some surprises coming.

FLORENCE LaBADIE, of the Than-

houser Company, tells about the

kinds that have the best chance

I

am asked to answer a few questions

for the benefit of beginners and
aspirants for photoplay honors,

and I gladly give the results of experi-

ence and observation. Opportunities
for talented players in the Moving Pic-

ture art are always present. If a direc-

tor is seeking a type and the applicant

meets the requirements, experience is

not necessary. Many of our foremost
players had no previous experience. I

do not believe in preparation, such as

schools of acting, a study of the

drama, amateur theatricals, etc. No
particular type is favored

;
but beauty,

in the case of a woman, is absolutely

essential for great success. The par-

ticular requirements are ability to

“register” the gamut of emotions, a

knowledge of the technique of the

screen, personality, looks, but chiefly

brains. Application should be made
to the casting director of a producing
company. Application letters are usu-

ally answered, and it helps a great

deal if the applicant sends a photo-

graph or two, but it cannot be deter-

mined from a photo whether a person
will “register” and photograph well.

It is always better for the applicant

to call personally at the studio rather

than apply by letter, and “influence”

and a letter of introduction are not

necessary. Most beginners have to

start as an extra, and the applicant

should visit the studio daily for an in-

definite period before he or she will be
given a chance. When that chance is

first had, the results will be known im-

mediately. I know of hundreds who
have started as extras and who finally

became regular players with a com-
pany. Stage experience is not essen-

tial, but it is mighty helpful. If I had
to start all over again, I would simply

visit the studios, visit the studios and
visit the studios ! An extra can al-

ways advance himself by attention to

duty, if he is not talented at all, and
the directors are always willing to

coach those extras who show talent

and eagerness to advance. Originality

is a great asset ; in fact, its value is

boundless, and it is given a great deal

of chance for expression.

I hope that I have answered your
questions satisfactorily and that it may
be the means of discouraging the un-

worthy and encouraging the worthy.

LILLIAN WALKER, of the Vitagraph

Company, says there is always an

opportunity for the right kind

I

T is hard to advise beginners how to

get in the pictures. Some can get

in without much difficulty, and
some might never get in. There is
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LILLIAN WALKER

Beauty is not necessary, and there is

even a demand for homely girls and
boys, and for peculiar characters of

all kinds. I think that pronounced
blondes and pronounced brunettes

have the best chances to get in, but
there are also opportunities for espe-

cially plain persons and abnormally
fat and thin persons. Beauty is not
essential, but talent is. I think that

alertness is the principal requisite, and
I mean alertness of mind as well as

alertness of body. I have found that

the time I have spent on the legitimate

stage has been of great use to me in

my screen work. It gave me a certain

ease and knowledge of gesture which
I probably could not have obtained in

any other way. But, as I said before,

stage experience is not necessary, and
there are lots of successful players
who have had no experience of any
kind before going into the pictures.

I would advise beginners who cannot
apply in person to write letters to the

Moving Picture manufacturers, and it

might be well to address the letter to

the casting director of the company.
Letters are answered, if they have the

time, but even then they are often laid

aside and remain unanswered for many
months. It is always well to send one
or two pictures along with the appli-

cation, including a full figure and a

bust picture. They usually can tell

from these whether a person will

“register” and photograph well. Re-
garding calling at the studios, it is my
opinion that a beginner has a very

(Twenty-three
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small chance unless he or she has an
appointment or a letter of introduc-

tion. If possible, I would advise ap-

plicants to have somebody make a few
feet of film of him or herself and send
this along with the application.

You ask me if I advise a beginner to

start as an extra. No, not if he or she
hopes to climb, but there is often no
other way. An applicant must call

daily at the studio until opportunity
knocks at his door. It may be three

or four weeks before he will get a

chance. However, I know several

people who have worked as extras at

first and who were finally taken on.

Extras usually get from $1.50 to $10
per day, and beginners who are taken
on for regular work usually get from
$15 to $45 a week. The briefest and
best description one can send in is

as follows : Height, weight, color of

eyes and hair. It is also well to add
a few lines about your personality and
any experience you might have had in

amateur theatricals, or otherwise. If

you start as an extra, you will have a
chance to advance by intelligent atten-

tion to all that you see and hear, and
by carefully dressing the part. And
dont forget that originality counts for

everything, altho some directors do
not give a chance for its expression.

As a rule, very light eyes, irregular

features and unproportioned limbs are

serious detriments. Large eyes that

are wide apart, regular features, nice

teeth and comely form are important
attributes. If the applicant for work
in the Moving Picture field is as seri-

ous in her desire as she would be in

a commercial business, she may suc-

ceed after a trial
;
but so many look

on Moving Picture work as play and
join the business to have a good time.

These persons will not succeed and
had better seek some other form of

employment.

LENORE ULRICH, the Morosco

Star, believes the road is hard and

you’ve got to be strong to win out

F
ame is a fickle goddess, and, to

some of us on the stage, as well

as in the studio, comes as quickly
as a bolt of lightning out of the blue.

I think this particularly applies to the

Motion Picture stage, where careers
have been made, as it were, overnight

;

but I dont want to mislead you. The
lightning of success usually strikes

only where it is due. I can hardly
think of a case where a man or woman
had been hoisted into pictures thru in-

fluence and could remain successful

without natural ability. The audi-

ences, after all, are the courts of last

resort, and have the final say as to

who their favorites are. In my own
case I must have been a more or less

receptive subject, for when the studio

lightning struck me last year, I had
already played eighty-six roles on the

stage, including such difficult plays as

“Twelfth Night,” and such virile

ones as “The Virginian” and “The
Deep Purple”—all this in the space

of two years. So when Mr. Morosco
“found” me, and cast me as the wild

little mountain-girl in “Kilmeny,” I

was more or less prepared for the

work of the camera.
But, after all, egotism aside, I be-

lieve that acting was born in me.
When I was a young girl, in Mil-

waukee, my irresistible craving was to

sit as close to the players as my slender

purse would permit, and to study all

their movements and expressions. My
father, a practical man, advised

stenography, • hat-trimming—anything

but the hard and long road of acting;

but I believed in my star, and, after

a most modest beginning, was fortu-

nate enough to be singled out to do

“little bits” in musical comedy. Now
as to giving advice, I am afraid I am
not as yet enough of a philosopher to

make it really count.

On the night of the premiere of “The
Heart of Wetona,” a reporter asked

me how I had come to interpret the

role of the Indian maid with so much
feeling. Was it personality? I be-

lieve it was, for I had literally thrown
myself into the part, body and soul,

and, strange to say, had effaced my
own personality in that of the Indian

maid’s, paradoxical as it may seem.

Photo by Moody

LENORE ULRICH
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Both personality and the repression of

personality is a vital factor in both

screen and stage successes.

I dont think influence would help

you very much if you haven't the

latent ability back of it. It may
smooth the way and save you some
hard knocks, but. after all, isn't it the

hard knocks that count in shaping a

career ?

There are many, I understand, who
believe that stage experience is not a

necessary qualification to studio work,
but if it is not essential it is at least

a valuable factor. If a young girl or

young man is determined to start as

an extra, by all means do so, but be

sure to come to a thoro understanding
with yourself. Tell yourself that hard
work, study and ability are necessary

before opportunity will knock at your
door. I have also heard it said that

originality counts for very little in

studio work, and the directors want
those whom they can put thru the

paces the easiest. I must disagree

with these, too. If you have an
original trend of mind

;
if you feel

differently from theirs
;
if you can ex-

press an emotion truly yet differently,

it will not only be appreciated by your
director, but will advance you. Good
directors are earnest to the core and
have a natural repugnance for stock

interpretation of any kind. I would
say that beauty, and especially regu-

larity of features, are strong qualifi-

cations for Motion Picture work.
Small features are detriments, and
large, regular features, generally, with
wide-set eyes, are attributes. The
camera brings you so close to your
audience, that your face must be your
fortune, or your failure, in the end.

THEODORE MARSTON, Vitagraph

Director, says that clean-cut young

men and women are in demand

Acting before the camera is an art

that can be acquired or devel-

oped only by actual experience,

and it requires thought, study, and
careful attention to detail, combined
with personal magnetism and tempera-
ment. I do not believe, therefore, in

schools of acting, correspondence
courses and other devices. Experience
is the only teacher. Furthermore, a

person with no experience has practi-

cally no chance to get placed in a

company, except as an extra. This
means that a beginner must start as an
extra or not at all. Influence and let-

ters of introduction are not necessary,

and they dont help much. Nor do I

advise writing to the different officials

in a Motion Picture company, asking
to be given a chance, for such letters

ate seldom answered. I strongly urge
a personal call, and never a letter or

telephone message. As to whom to

apply, every company usually has a
person designated for that purpose,
and he is usually called the casting
director, altho in some companies
there is a casting director and also a
person or persons who have charge
of the department that engages extras
and “small part people.” I know a
great many people who started as

extras and who finally became regular
members of the stock company. Ex-
tras usually get from $2.50 to $5 a
day, and beginners receive from $15
to $25 a week.
As to who can and who cannot get

in, I would not undertake to say, but
I might give a few of the general
qualifications. The kind of types who
have the best chance to get in are

clean-cut young men and women with
brains, who are willing to begin at

THEODORE MARSTON

the bottom. Beauty is not everything,

but it is, of course, a great help. The
principal requirements are ability,

temperament, patience, in the order
named. There is very little demand
for odd types, such as fat men, old

women, homely girls, and the like, ex-

cept for small parts, and since such
parts are not often to be filled, there

is not much hope for such characters

to get a steady position, unless they

are particularly unique, or particu-

larly talented, such as the late John
Bunny, Sis Hopkins, Roscoe Arbuckle,
and so on.

When a person applies for a posi-

tion and states that he has had stage

experience, his chances are consider-

ably improved. While extras some-
times have a hard row to hoe, and are

compelled to call at a studio day after

day without being selected, that is the

best way. And when an extra finally

gets a small part, he can advance him-
self by doing the little he has to do
well. Originality does not amount to
much, because the director usually in-

dicates just how he wants the "part
played.

Personally, I was an actor and stage
director for twenty years before en-
tering the Moving Picture business.

IVA SHEPARD, the Gaumont Star,

who has done everything from
“supe” to “vampire,” names

the secrets of success

I

f I were going into Moving Pictures
again, and had to start at the bot-
tom, I am sure I would take a care-

ful stock of my qualifications. Have
I the proper temperament ? Am I ver-
satile, always willing, and never dis-
couraged? Am I blest with a good
disposition and a strong set of nerves?
And last, but not least, will the camera
treat my face kindly?
You see, I have disregarded matters

of ability and training altogether, and
am marshaling only what I consider
natural resources. Perhaps my own
first stage experience will best illus-

trate my points. I was very young,
very ambitious, and knew absolutely
nothing of the stage, but I was deter-
mined to get on. I heard, where I

lived, in Portland, Ore., that a call

had been sent out for “supers” for
“Quo Vadis?” With a very light but
trembling heart, I applied at the stage
door, and was jostled in with a stream
of applicants. Mr. Barnard, the man-
ager, selected his supers, and then
announced that he had a small part

—

that of “Lucan”—to cast. He allowed
one boy after another to read the lines,

and usually interrupted them and
“bawled them out.” In desperation he
turned to the girls. I immediately
stepped forward with shaking knees.

“Have you ever been on the stage
before?” he asked.

“No, sir.”

“Have you ever recited?”

“Yes, sir; at Sunday-school.” I

expected a roar of laughter, but his

eyes merely twinkled and he handed
me the part to read. Screwing my
courage up to the straining point, I

read a few lines, in a voice that

sounded as frail as a chickadee’s in a
forest.

“That will do,” he interrupted ; “you
read very well, but remember that it

is a man’s part you are reading.” I

was engaged, and, after the third re-

hearsal, was as bold as brass and as

full-throated as an organ.

That was only a beginning. The
real hard, tortuous work came after-

wards, but I had slipped my foot thru

the magic door and I stayed within.

{Continued on page 69)
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HELEN HOLMES,

J. P. MCGOVYAN, RIGHT
CENTER; J. L. FARLEY, LEFT;

Are Moving Picture Plays Getting Better?

A Wide-Angle View of the Subject by an Eminent Authority

By ROBERT GRAU

w
hy are the picture-

plays so good ? Why
are they not better?

These are the

queries the present

writer has been
asked to reply to

concretely.

That the present-

day productivity of the Motion Picture

studios is good is already conceded in the

query itself. That, as a whole, it is not

better, is, after all, the more vital subject

;

and as 1916 is well under way at the

time of this writing, the moment is a

propitious one to endeavor to discuss

these queries from every possible angle,

(Twenty -five)

in the hope that the producer, the player,

the director, and, lastly, the public, may
perhaps become more enlightened.

Why are Motion Pictures so good?
In the first place, as they have not

been good so very long, wonder is ex-

pressed as to why it took so many years

before the present standard of produc-
tivity was attained.

Why did it take ten years to convince
some of the pioneer producers that the

infant art was capable of something
more vital than animated' pictures of

military evolutions and the one-time
comical “chase”?
That the pioneers were making easy

money and were reluctant to attract un-

due attention ; that they refused to en-

courage the slightest publicity as to their

screen offerings, explains why Mary
Pickford, who, while not so artistic six

years ago as she is today, was not even
known by name to the public which al-

ready idolized her. It explains why Miss
Pickford, once the embargo on publicity

was raised, became quickly the most fa-

mous of her sex in the world of enter-

tainment, and eventually the highest-paid

woman in all the world as well.

Having here explained how Mary
Pickford rose meteorically to fame and
affluence, the reader may comprehend
how others, before hidden in the oblivion

of the publicity embargo, were suddenly
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brought into the lime-light. Men and
women, no longer paid like models in the
artist’s studio, began to stampede the

Motion Picture studios.

The writer believes -that while lifting

the embargo against publicity constituted

the greatest force in bringing the Motion
Pictures to their present standard, it was
the coming into the new field of hard-
headed business men with unlimited capi-

tal, erecting new and palatial playhouses
of large seating capacity, which pro-
vided the producers with incentive to

immeasurably raise the standard of their

productions for the screen. Right here

it should be said that the coming into

filmdom of famous actors did much to

induce this era of building.

Another reason why picture-plays are

so good is that the actors are always on
their mettle, unlike the speaking stage,

where the players are seen for weeks,
even for months, in the same characters.

The photoplayer is constantly creating

new roles. Every moment he is before

the camera he is imbued with the same
ambition and tenseness of interest which
are only in evidence on the stage of a

playhouse at a premiere. Every day is a

“first night” for the photoplayers.

That all the world is a stage, in con-

trast with the limitations of the four-

walled playhouse, is surely another rea-

son why the film-play has such a large

and increasing vogue, and the goal of

appearing before countless audiences

simultaneously musl appeal irresistibly

not only to the actors, but to the authors

and directors as well. The actor knows
that seventy-five per cent, of mankind
bow down to the magic screen. Would
it not, then, be astonishing if picture-

plays were less good than they are ?

Another material contributing fqrce to

the great improvement in photoplays is

the almost unbelievable financial reward
for the genius in film-craft. There is no
greater romance in the history of the

theater than that one which has to do
with the men—and not a few women

—

who never directed a spoken play in their

lives, who began in the studios in a small

way, but who quickly revealed themselves

as “wonders.”
D. W. Griffith, Tom Ince, Mack Sen-

nett, for instance, began to direct for

the screen around 1910. All hail from
the speaking stage. Griffith was so little

known on the theatrical Rialto, however,
that he had the greatest difficulty to in-

duce any reputable players to work for

him. Tom Ince admits that his greatest

incentive, when he joined the Imp Com-
pany, in New York, was that the five

dollars a day he was paid provided a

place of shelter for himself, wife and
baby. As for Sennett, the writer recalls

his earlier career in the older field as

being much like that of the average Thes-
pian. The truth is, that the closest

scrutiny of the prolonged stage careers

of these three giants of screen produc-

tivity indicates in no instance the least

suggestion that either would ever earn

one hundred thousand dollars a year

directing picture-plays.

Now that we have reached the more
vital query, “Why are photoplays not

better?” it may be well to state at the

verv outset that the most destructive

factor against artistic development has

been the so-called theatrical invasion of

Moving Picturedom, because it brought

about what is known as the “gold brick”

era. Scores of more or less famous men
and women, attracted by the lure of tre-

mendous salaries, deserted the stage for

the screen. This procession into the

gold-laden studios has been conducted in

a most disorderly fashion. Famous
names were sold to the highest bidder.

Not one in ten of these stage celebrities

has contributed anything important or

constructive to the new art's develop-

ment. The majority were wholly indif-

ferent to the artistic outcome. The great

(Twenty six)
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minority of those who came seriously to

studio work were invariably of the

younger generation of the stage calling,

and after their first portrayals were re-

tained permanently on a basis of merit
only.

It took but two years to practically ex-
haust the supply of celebrated stage stars,

with the final result that the “gold bricks”
have been eliminated. At most, two
score have found a permanent haven in

the newer field, but these are trulv an
asset, and may be depended upon to con-
tribute materially to the effort to make
photoplays immeasurably better than
they now are.

With the passing of the “gold brick”
stars, which the vaudeville managers now
call “Monday actors,” the producer of

picture-plays is now confronted with a
problem—a sort of blind alley. He
knows that there can be no backward
movement

;
hence, as the day is near

when the famous name will not attract

the public unless the fame is due to dis-

tinctly screen achievement, he has but

one alternative, and the writer believes

that 1916 will witness its adoption

—

(Twenty-seven)

namely, instead of one highly paid celeb-

rity, solely as a headline attraction, we
will see a survival of the stock company,
comprising a well-balanced cast of able

artists, each selected on a merit basis.

Such a policy is already established

with not a few producers. The few
famous stars engaged by the Triangle
producers were selected because of their

peculiar fitness to the work in hand. It

is no secret that all three of the artistic

heads of this company have decided that,

after all, the public prefers the distinctly

picture-player. Mack Sennett must
know that the comedies he presents on
the screen have not added to his fame,
when such stars as Raymond Hitchcock,
Eddie Foy, and Weber and Fields, were
featured. With all his craftsmanship,

Mr. Sennett has been unable to provide
an ample substitute for the endless “gag-
ging” and “spoken asides” which gave
these comedians their fame on the speak-

ing stage.

The late Mr. Keith once told the writer

that, in all the years he had purchased
“fame,” he was never able to discover a

single star who actually drew the people

to the box-office to any extent worthy of

the amounts paid in salary. Daniel

Frohman, who really started the famous
players movement less than three years

ago, recently stated his belief that there

were only two stars in all filmdom who
were worth the money paid to them by
the producers—namely, Mary Pickford

and Charles Chaplin. Mr. Frohman has

since qualified his statement, in that he
had no intention of insinuating that such

successful stars of the stage as Pauline

Frederick, Hazel Dawn and Marguerite
Clark are overpaid.

But the uninspiring spectacle of fa-

mous names converted into cash is not

the only reason why Motion Pictures are

not better than they are. A far greater

menace, in the opinion of this writer, is

the unwholesome preponderance of old-

time, worn-out plays, most of which were
written long before the photoplay era.

Undoubtedly the resort to these stage

plays was unavoidable, and constituted

but one of many expedients in speeding
the camera-man on to his final goal

;
but

it is inconceivable that the infant art,

which has enriched so many men and

1
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women, will long beckon in \ain for a

literature of its own.
More people have seen “An African

Hunt” the world over than have ever

been attracted to see the most successful

of stage-plays visualized. Who can deny
that "The Birth of a Nation” attracted,

as it did, because of its simulation of

realism? Mr. Griffith did not utilize a
single celebrity in the cast. The real

“hits” were scored by the master’s pro-

teges. Moreover, as a spoken play, “The
Clansman” achieved nothing out of the

ordinary. “Quo Vadis?” was a semi-

fiasco on the stage. On the screen it

earned millions. Why?
Because of the limitations of a four-

walled playhouse. Very soon the pro-

ducers will begin to realize that the

farther they depart from all theatrical-

ism, the better picture-plays will become.
Somewhere in this big town there is a

studio being erected, the productions of

which will not be released for ten years.

The man who conceived the idea of the

Hippodrome has interested a group of

financiers in the prodigious plan of film-

ing the Bible from cover to cover. For
ten years the outflow of capital must
continue, with not a hope of any return

perhaps in the lifetime of the public-

spirited investors.

Photoplays are so good because they

have created a prosperity unparalleled in

the history of amusements. That they

are not better is due solely to the infancy

stage of development. But that they

will become better in each year is well-

nigh a certainty. Nevertheless, the writer

has his doubts as to whether purely

dramatic photoplays are the camera-
man’s greater function. A decade hence

we may know for sure.

The writer believes that Motion Pic-

tures have long ago ceased to be second-

class. Always they seem to be getting

better
;
perhaps they will never be as

satisfactory to the public as the spoken
play. But who can deny that the speak-

ing stage is getting better every day as a

result of the influence of the newer art?

(Twenty-eight
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WALLACE REID DOROTHY DAVENPORT-REID

Introducing Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
By ROBERTA COURTLANDT

Reid

uperfluous to state

that neither Wal-
lace Reid nor
Dorothy Daven-
port needs an in-

troduction to the

Motion Picture

public. But it is

iny purpose (and
my privilege) to introduce to you
.Mr. and Mrs. Reid as they are to their

friends off the screen. On the screen,

Wally is a brave and manly hero, who
has numbered among his more recent

achievements the support of Geraldine
Farrar, in “Carmen” and “Maria
Rosa.” Off the screen, he is a violinist

of considerable technique and charm,
a fancier of his wife’s prize cat—and a

vehement fancier of his wife.

On the screen, Dorothy Davenport

walks into many blind and perilous

traps laid for her unsuspecting feet,

thereby giving Lou-Tellegen or Car-
lyle Blackwell an opportunity to dis-

play their rescuing abilities. Among
her more recent achievements have
been the opposite to Lou-Tellegen in

“The Explorer,” and “The Unknown"
and “Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo” oppo-
site Carlyle Blackwell. More recent

still, with Francis Ford, in “The
Palace of a Thousand Tears.”

Thus, taken separately. Taken
jointly, they are “Wally” and “Mrs.
Wally,” both “jolly good fellows,” in-

tensely interested in their home on
Elevado Street, a stunning, new auto-

mobile, and—each other. Minor in-

terests are Wally’s violin, as mentioned
heretofore, and Mrs. Wally’s cat and
dog, which, following the example set

them by Mr. and Mrs. R., live together

in perfect amicability.

At dinner one night, a chance re-

mark of Wally’s brought up the sub-

ject of their wedding, and as I had
heard a variety of stories about it, I

determined to be a deep-sea diver for

the truth.

“If I may be so bold,” I began
tentatively, adopting a pathetic expres-

sion, “please to tell me all about it.”

Wally looked startled.

"For publication?” he demanded
promptly.

“Yes,” I answered boldly, now that

the bomb had burst and my limbs re-

mained intact
;
“think how interested

all the fans would be to hear your own
story of how it all happened.”

“G’wan wid yer blarney !” laughed

Mrs. Wally, with an ould sod brogue.

( Thirty
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“Still, why not?'’ hesitated Wally.

A look at Dorothy’s laughing, brown
eyes seemed to decide him. “All right;

I'm game. Lower the lights, Dot, and
bring mv violin.”

“Violin ! Is the night to be made
hideous, then? We labor under the

delusion that you are to tell a story.

Let the neighbors rest in peace for

one night—do !”

Wally pretended to be deeply hurt,

and had to be coaxed to tell the story.

But he did so quickly enough when
Dot intimated, none too delicately, that

she would if he wouldn't.

it, but I’ve often wondered how that

scene happened to get across.”

“Lucky our emotions weren’t photo-

graphed,” cut in Dot.

“Well, a very few weeks after that

I left Universal to direct the second
company for the American. We did

not correspond, because, you see, I had
proposed to her when we were out

riding the Sunday before I left, and
my answer was, ‘No, indeed. We are

both entirely too young, Mr. Reid, to

contemplate any such idiocy.’ I didn't

agree with her, for I was twenty-one
and she was seventeen. But when I

attempted to argue the matter, my
answer was a shower of gravel from
her horse's hoofs and the sight of my

Juliet disappearing around a

bend in the roadway in a

cloud of California dust. So,

as I said, we did not cor-

respond.

“I stayed away six months,
writing and directing, as well

as playing leads with the

American second company. Then I

returned to take a company of my
own at Universal. I paid her a very
chilly call when I returned, to show
that I didn’t care, after all.

“Well, time passed, as time has a

way of doing even out here. After
trying out various leading ladies, the
firm engaged Dot to play leads for me.
Truth—unlovely truth—compels me

FIRST SCENE PLAYED BY

DOROTHY DAVENPORT AND WAL-
LACE REID TOGETHER, AUGUST,

1912

“To begin at the beginning,

I came West with Otis Tur-

ner in nineteen hundred and

twelve,” he said. “When we
reached Hollywood, and before

Air. Turner could get a com-
pany together (I was the only

one who came West with him )

,

Mr. Farhney—Milton H. Farh- mr.

nev, directing the old Nestor

brand—lost his leading man.
And Mr. Turner gave him ‘a

loan’ of me for one picture, which was
called ‘His Son,’ I think.

“By such chance incidents shall Fate

be known ! Dot was Mr. Farhney ’s

leading woman, and our meeting came
that same afternoon. We were intro-

duced with one breath and thrown into

each other’s arms in the next. It was,

Mr. Reid, Miss Davenport. Take her

in your arms, Reid
;

tell how much
you love her. Ask her to marry you.

Dont be shy, Dot
;
say yes. Dont drag

it out too long!’ Of course we did

AND MRS. REID OFF FOR A BRIEF BRIDAL
TRIP, THE MORNING AFTER THEY
WERE MARRIED, OCTOBER 14, 1913

to state that we quarreled shamefully
and consistently. There were petty

spats—temperamental, spats—until we
were barely on speaking terms outside

the studio.

“Then, one day, I was injured dur-

ing the taking of a scene and carried

to the hospital. Dot called, out of a

sense of duty. We began to get really

acquainted with each other and to be

seriously attracted. She called almost

every day, and her calls began to mean
more and more to me. After two or

three weeks I was released from the
hospital and took up my work again.

“After that things hummed. Right
in the midst of the picture called ‘The
Lightning Bolt’ we agreed on the old

adage that there is ‘no time like the

present,’ and that we were both a whole
year older than we had been the year
before. Doesn’t love do marvelous
things to one’s mentality? So, on the

thirteenth of October, nineteen hun-
dred and thirteen, in a big old church
in Hollywood, with only Dot’s mother,
Ruth Roland and two boys who were
working with my company, Ed Brady
and Philip Dunham, we were married.

‘‘That was two years ago last Oc-
tober. No, there’s no sequel yet. And
we are very happy,” he finished, with

a loverly glance at Dot.

No tale, they say, is complete with-

out the feminine touch, so I turned to

Dot and begged, sweetly, “Fill the

good husband’s story out—please

!

What do you do off-days? What do
you like to do? What dont you like

to do?”
“Ask me a question,” laughed Dot,

who is known for her sunny, laughing

disposition and he! cheerful vigor in

meeting the hard work and unexpected
disappointments that fall to the lot of

the “movie” actress. “Well,” she said,

fingering her demi-tasse, “I spend all

my leisure moments here at home. I

love to cook, and during the recent

rainy season I have had a gorgeous
time among my pots and pans in my
little kitchen. I am very proud of that

little kitchen,” she smiled :
—

“it’s so

complete and compact, if I do say so as

shouldn’t. I hate to darn, but when it

becomes necessary, as it has a habit

of doing, I go after it with a grin.

My hobbies are cats—all animals, in

fact— and — my husband!” Wally
toasted her with his demi-tasse and
began fingering his violin, which he
had secured by stealth.

“My favorite sports are motoring
and dancing. But they live together

as amicably as my cat and dog, and
my husband and I, for I motor by day
and dance by night—and arbitrate

thusly.

“Reading, you say? Well, I dont

rave much over magazines, except

Motion Picture Magazine and Mo-
tion Picture Classic—and for poetry

give me Robert Browning.”
“Suffrage?” I interposed softly.

“I dont know enough about it to be

interested, and I dont care to take time

to study it.”

Her highest ambition, she says, is

to have no enemies. And when I de-

parted— full of dinner, hospitality, the

charming Reids and their charming
romance—I decided that both of them
would reach the topmost pinnacle of

their dearest dreams.

(Thirty-two
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By JOHN OLDEN

leading woman is too old—might
be fifty instead of fourteen ”

Ada nodded. She was not even
jealous of Juliet, which describes

the actress more clearly than
words

;
but what was this they

were saying?
“As for Garrick, he rants like a

barnstormer and simpers like a
fool ! Wish we’d gone to a comedy
with some spirit to it

”

An indignant young voice inter-

rupted him
;
an indignant young face

blazed scarlet. “I think he’s splen-

did !” cried Ada, stormily. “This is

the tenth time I’ve seen him, and
he’s got splendider every time. He’s
the handsomest, bravest, noblest man
I’ve ever seen! He’s got a voice as

velvet as my dress, and the most won-
derful eyes. Oh, how can you call

him a—a barnstormer
!”

The lucky rise of the curtain di-

verted her attention before it caught
the significant glances between her
elders. During the remainder of the

performance she sat, wrapped about
with a mantle of aloofness, in a sort of

a dream. Overpowered with delicious

woe, she did not move as the lights

of the theater sprang out finally and
the pandemonium of departure en-

gulfed her.

Shortly after this glowing night, her

great adventure came to her apace.

By pleas and girlish wiles, she suc-

ceeded in persuading her aunt to

take her to see the master performer
again.

“ T ady, by yonder blessed moon I

| J
swear——•”

The girl swayed forward in

the box. The gray-green stage moon-
light filled her young, impressionable
face with yearning shadows and wist-

ful lines. Her white cloak,

slipping back from round,
tense shoulders,
shivered
with the

tremble

that

fine ecstasy as at

last the velvet cur-

t a i n unfolded
across the World
of Make-Believe.
Not that she was

ran thru

her. From
her soul
out, Ada In-

got was a-quiver

with the pulse of

Romance. The dis-

approving relatives in the

rear of the box, the dark well of

the theater afloat with white blurs

of faces, the stage itself, even, were
non-existent. But the man with the

voice of liquid moonshine, the man
who was pleading his love down yon-

der as all the girls of all the world
have dreamed iove would come to

them, the man whom the program
black-lettered as the famous David
Garrick—she drew a long breath of

ROMEO
AND

JULIET

in the theater who had been able to

locate her heart-strings during the last

half-hour, but she had been the only

one to receive a glance from the dark
eyes below the curls of Romeo.
“How wonderfully Juliet read her

lines!” gushed her aunt’s voice be-

hind. Ada listened eagerly for praise

of her beloved. Juliet, indeed !

“H-m ! Pretty poor performance,”

yawned her uncle, disgustedly. “The

David Garrick

(Thirty-four)



The susceptible girl could not have
enough of him—he filled her eyes and
compassed her heart, and, still by
pleas, she prevailed upon her aunt
to wait with her in the shadow of

the theater’s colonnade so that she

might catch a final glimpse of her

departing idol.

Altho muffled in his cape and bereft

of the gay plumage of Romeo, she

knew him instantly by his sprightly

walk and the brave carriage of his

broad shoulders.

As she turned to enter her sedan-

chair, perturbation got the better of

her singing heart, and the miniature
square of lace, misnamed her hand-
kerchief, fluttered to the walk.

Garrick instantly turned, bowed
gravely, and passed it thru the chair-

window. But in that poignant instant

the filmy thing had brushed against

his lips in its passage.

Half-frightened, half-swooning with

joy, the young girl clasped the treas-

ure, and held it rapturously before her

in the long jaunt homewards. Garrick
stood back in the shadow and watched
the chair disappear. Its link-bov

stabbed a receding and jagged hole of

light in the murky night, and he, who
had never loved until this night, felt

the searing brand of the torch upon
his heart.

Once arrived at the family mansion,
Ada’s aunt, who had seen the whole
startling bit of by-play from her chair,

at once sought counsel with her
husband.

She poured the tale forth, with

some embellishments and a reasonable

share of truth. He was receptive, his

cheeks growing ruddy to the flaming-

point.

“You had better drop her father a

hint,” advised his wife, the feminine

relish for a family fuss lurking in

her unctuous tone. “He’s got his

heart set on Chivy, as you well know,
and Chivy may be good and rich and
all that, but, most assuredly, he is

not handsome, the best vou can say

of him.”

The seed of suspicion having been
planted in fertile soil, soon bloomed
into a quarrel. Simon Ingot,, a

fanatic on family, niggardly of ac-

quaintances who “were not born,” a

man who spelled “right” race, was
infuriated at the very notion of his

daughter’s infatuation for a mere
play-actor.

He would not have been more an-

noyed had she fallen in love with his

butler. That there could be birth, pride

and worth across the footlights had
certainty not occurred to him. But a

small modicum of common sense told

him that to precipitate matters would
be fatal. Contrariness was a trait in

his daughter’s character that had sent

her, after strict parental warnings to

the opposite, straight to dabble in the

very danger denied her. She had, as

a consequence, nearly been drowned,
burned alive and run over by a coach-
and-four before experience had taught
her wisdom. However, Ingot’s wrath

did not have to smoulder long in con-

cealment. One morning, soon after

the theater party, he came on Ada
buried to the hilt, so to speak, in a
volume of Shakespeare’s tragedies,

young breast heaving, cheeks pale and
red by turns. Trying to keep his tem-
per, the father took possession of the

book.

“A foolish thing for a girl to be
reading,” he reproved. “Better your
fancy-work or some other improving
occupation.”

“Fancy-work does not reach the

heart, father,” flamed the girl. “Didn’t

the minister himself quote Shake-
speare last Sunday?”

“Is that your reason for reading it,

child?”

Ada hung her head. Thru her

soft hair her cheeks burned crimson.

Then, with a sudden gallant gesture,

she looked straight into her father’s

eyes.

“No, sir,” she said deliberately; “I

heard David Garrick at the theater the

other night •”

“I thought as much !” shouted Ingot,

flinging the book across the room. “A
cursed pasteboard man—a scented, be-

wigged fool—a common, cowardly
knave of a play-actor ! Mind my
words, young woman, I’ll have no
such disgraceful folly going on in

my house— d’you dare to tell me,
your father, that you’re in love with

him?”
Love feeds on remonstrance. What

had begun in a girl’s extravagant

admiration for a handsome face and
golden voice, suddenly loomed into

more serious proportions. It was as

much anger against her father as it

was any tenderer emotion that put the

conviction into Ada’s voice as she

retorted

:

“You cant forbid the wind to blow,

father
;
no more can you refuse to let

me love whom I choose.”

Before he could reply, the door

slammed across her departure. Ingot

furrowed his brows some moments in

thought. Then he strode to his desk

and scrawled a note, which he ad-

dressed and sealed with grim satis-

faction.

“A knave can be bullied,” he mut-
tered aloud, as he rang for a servant,

“a fool can be bought, and there’s

more ways than one of guiding an

unruly girl.”

With which cryptic remark he

handed the letter to the butler and
settled back in his chair to await the

outcome.
Some three hours later by the

mahogany clock—pure family in

every aristocratic line—a well set-up

stranger, in high beaver hat, strolled

nonchalantly into the severe nicety of

the Ingot drawing-room and bowed

(Thirty-five)
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coolly to the master of the house, who
advanced to meet him.

"David Garrick, at your ser.vice,

sir,'’ he said, and waited politely.

There is nothing so disconcerting

as a wait. It throws the bur-

den of the conversation on
the complainant, who has

not yet got his temper
properly worked up,

and, moreover, has no
speech of his adver-

sary's to complain
of. Ingot hastily re-

vised and expur-
gated some of the

remarks he

had i n -

tended to

make, hut

came to

the point

at once,
nevertheless.

“My daugh-
ter,” he began,

to own a pretty daughter. I’ve spoken
no word to the girl. .Surely ’tis not
demanded of me to toss my profession

'

le
”

Ingot thrust a hand into his pocket.
Silver jingled from it. "Oh,

that!" he snarled. “I’ll make

Thru Garrick's senses rushed ready
expletives, hot to explode

—"Mutton !”

“Fat-headed bully”— and then the
sting of sarcasm barbed his tongue.
"But the man is defending his

young,” he thought
;

“it’s his natural
right. I should honor him.”
“Mr. Ingot,” he said at last, very

quietly, “perhaps you are right in

wishing your child a better husband
than I. At least, I assure you I will

marry no man’s daughter unless he
comes to me hat in hand and begs
the honor of the match. Yet we
must not let the young lady waste

her affections. If you will con-
sent, I have a plan ”

And thereupon, in a very
lucid way, he ex-

plained his method
to rid the girl of

her love for him,
all the time not

knowing that he
was plotting
disaster for the

w o m an he
loved.

In the mean-
while, the
Honorable
Chivy Mort-
house sat, hands
deep in empty

pockets, before a
pile of unpaid
bills, in his

lodgings in

“my DAUGHTER IS IN LOVE WITH YOU. ... I APPEAL TO YOU TO LEAVE TOWN IMMEDIATELY”

in measured tones, “has confessed that

she is in love with you.” He breathed

heavily and glared at the actor, who
looked distinctly pleased instead of

ruffled. “Of course,” he continued

angrily, “of course it is preposterous

—horrible. I appeal to you to leave

town immediately, sir.”
“
’Pon my word !” drawled Garrick,

“a pretty pass when a man must dance
at the bidding of any one who happens

it worth a pretty penny more than
your loss in your trade

!”

“How dare you, sir
!”

Ingot drew hack from his angry
visitor with an uncomfortable sense of

unhinged knees. Gad ! the fellow was
playing the gentleman, was he? He
had not counted on his having human
feelings beneath that insolently hand-
some -exterior. For a moment the two
men glared at each other in silence.

Lincoln’s Inn. He was the favorite

suitor for Ada's hand with Simon In-

got—pride of race, with its lickspittle

glamor—and the time had come, willy-

nilly, for him to take up his option on
her hand.

Seated, half at lithe full length, on a
cushioned settle, a high-colored, quick-

eyed girl watched his every move and
strove to read his thoughts.

At last she stole over softly and
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kist his cheek. He drew her hands

down gently across his shoulders as

if in reparation for his words. “I

must have a pot of ready money,
Fanny,” he said

—“damme, even if I

have to marry it
!”

She stood staring down at him, her

eyes startled and moist, and, annoyed
at her silent inquisition, he lifted her

hands quickly and set to work on his

bills.

As he jumped up and flung on his

cape, Chivy turned at her timid sobs.

“Dont take on so,” he said, with an at-

tempt at admonition
;
“this has hap-

pened before and will happen till the

world’s end.”

With distaste for a scene, he closed

the door quickly and hastened to the

narrow court below.

Some half-hour later, an impetuous
young man in a very decided rage,

hurling himself against the Ingot

drawing-room door, collided with an-

other young man just leaving. That
the stranger was finely set up and well-

looking did not decrease his ill-humor.

With a frown as black as his hair, the

newcomer confronted Ingot, pointed

back with the acerbity of bruised

shins, and demanded heatedly

:

“Who in hades was the fellow I just

met?”
“That, my dear Chivy,” replied

Ingot, pleasantly
—

“that was Mr.
David Garrick, the actor with whom
Ada is in love !”

“Ada ! In love ! That—that
”

Chivy danced gently. “So that’s why
she just threw me over, is it? The
cursed rascal—I’ll—I’ll—I’ll have his

blood, damme if I wont !”

Before Ingot could check him, the

impetuous lover had bolted from the

room. The sputter of his rage

sounded faintly from a distance.

“Chivy is hasty,” murmured the

father, complacently, “but he is like

tow, quick to flame, quicker to die

down. As for Garrick, he’s a clever

chap—and—yes>—hang it, but he has
some of the marks of a gentleman.

That idea of his now”—laughter

seized him—“it’s worthy of myself.

Ada will never suspect—she dearly

loves a dinner-party. Gad ! but I

could almost like the fellow for his

ready wit
!”

“Mr. and Mrs. Smith,” droned the

butler, “Miss Araminta Jones.”

Ada hurried forward, pleasantly

flushed with hostessing. The business

of, shaking hands, of exchanging
polite nothings, of introducing and
being introduced, delighted her. She
fluttered among the guests like a

butterfly at a gathering of earth-

worms
;
for it must be confessed, that

the company gathered on this occa-

sion beneath the Ingot roof-tree was

( Thirty-seven
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somewhat peculiar. Knowing what
might occur during the course of the

evening, the host had selected the less

easily offended ones among his friends

as guests—a couple of dull and worthy
married people

;
a bachelor who dealt

in coal and coke, and stuttered
;

a

maiden of uncertain age, but very
positive notions of color harmonies in

costume. All these Ada had seen be-

fore
;
but who was this advancing to-

ward her, led by her father? She felt

her cheeks burn. “Mr. David Garrick,
my dear,” she heard her father saying.

“Sir, my daughter wishes an oppor-
tunity to tell you how much she enjoys
your talent.”

David Garrick bowed, and as his

eyes came to the level of hers, recog-

nition of her fairy face shot thru him
like a bolt. A storm of emotion swept
over him in that instant : his love, his

nightly visions of her, his promise to

her father—a silly plan that he had
made to cure some old maid of her
whim. And all the while her great,

burning eyes stared mutely into his.

Garrick drew himself up stiffly, and
the conventional words fell from his

lips.

“I shall hope to have the pleasure

of taking her in to dinner, then
”

Could she believe her senses?
That mellow, velvet tone—those dark
eyes Timidly she laid her hand
on Garrick’s proffered arm. He could
feel it fluttering there, very small and
white. With a sudden distaste of the

hideous role he had promised to play,

the actor bit his lips as he looked down
at it. Women—many of them—had
admired him, had flattered and feted

and pursued him with gifts, hysterical

notes and tearful affection
;
but this

girl w'aj different. She was a white
page that had never been written on,

a rose that had never guessed its own
sweetness. These and other figurative

thoughts passed rapidly thru his brain.

He bent over her, his youth on fire

and promises forgotten.

“Since that night o’ dreams,” he

said, as quietly as he could, “I have
wondered if I would ever see you
again.”

She slowly raised her eyes and
looked into his. What she saw there

gave her courage—and reliance and
trust—for she, too, spoke of the

forbidden.

“The handkerchief,” she said awe-
somely—“I have kept it always tucked
close against my heart.”

Their eyes met again—caressed.

Simon Ingot passed close and whis-
pered, hoarsely, in Garrick’s ear:

“Remember! you have given your
word of honor, as an actor, to kill

her infatuation for you.” It was a

poisonous potion for Garrick, but he
took it bravely.

“You have my word !” was his quick

rejoinder.

Having once undertaken the part,

his artistic conscience demanded a

thoro job of it. The actor in him el-

bowed the man aside. As the wines
were passed, he made a great show of

drinking freely, refusing to see the

horror of him that began to dawn in

the girl’s eyes. As he drank he talked

;

at first to her, then loudly to the whole
table. His hand grew unsteady, his

laughter frequent. He made wide,

sweeping gestures that threatened the

cutlery and punctuated his remarks by
pounding on the table till the glasses

sang. It was consummate acting, this

drunkard’s part, that sickened him to

the soul as he caught the pain in Ada’s
young eyes.

“I love—th’ ladies!” he informed

the company, sentimentally. “They’re

fon’ o’ me, too—blesh ’em ! I love

all—th’ ladies ” His eyes wan-
dered about the table, resting at

length on the coquettish green feather

meadows of Miss Araminta Jones’s

hair. “I love—you!” A wavering
finger indexed his choice. “You’re
loveliest— lady— ’f all th’ lovely

ladies—sush flemnine grace—sush

—

sush
”

Ada shrank back in her seat, very

pale. Her father noted, with satis-

faction, that his nefarious scheme
was succeeding better than he had
hoped. Gad ! that fellow certainly was
an actor. Look at him now, would
you, waving his napkin in a maudlin,

Chautauqua salute to Miss Araminta.
Smith was trying his feeble best to

remonstrate.

“Shir-r !” complained Garrick, sway-
ing to his feet, “shir-r, I—co’sider

—

your wor’s ninsult—it’s m’ painfu’

duty to pull y’ hair
”

“Hold on there, Garrick!” Ingot

sprang to his feet warningly, but too

late. Dangling from the actor’s hands

were two wigs, one of rich chestnut

curls that had a moment before graced

the head of Mr. Aloysius Smith, and
the other a snow-white top-piece and
false curls that adorned the head of

Mrs. Aloysius Smith. The table

was in an uproar. Alone of all of

them, Ada was calm. Standing very

straightly, she faced Garrick with

blazing eyes.

“I never dreamed you were like

this,” she said slowly. “It hurts me
to think what a fool I was when I

believed you to be a gentleman. Dont
speak to me ! Go—do you hear me ?

Go!”
The man straightened as tho her

words lashed him. An instant he let

the cloak of drunkenness slip from
his face, and in his eyes she read
amazedly—or did she dream it?—pain

and shame. A moment later, leering
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GARRICK GROWS DESTRUCTIVE

night’s work.” Ingot did not

dare fence words with his

fearsome guest, but hurriedly

dragged a purse bulging with

gold from his pocket and
handed it to Garrick.

As the famous actor weighed
it in his hands, Ingot wet his

lips and eyed it covetously.

“My hat and cane, sirrah,”

and as the servant returned

with his belongings, he non-

chalantly dropped the purse

into his astonished hands. With this,

his last play—leaving Ingot fairly

goggle-eyed with surprise and chagrin
—he stepped off moodily into the

night.

Ingot returned to his indignant

guests, and, with such skill as he could

muster, quieted them down and bowed
them on their way. His troubles over,

he heaved a great sigh of relief, and,

stepping into the library to seek solace

of bis pipe, he came suddenly upon his

daughter.

She sat, with her face cupped in her
hands, staring piteously before her,

and she did not even see his lumbering

I NEVER DREAMT YOU WERE LIKE THIS.

wreck of her world was in the saying

of them.

The night passed slowly and, in

travail, gave birth to a fog-swathed
dawn. Garrick was up at daybreak
and passed the day in gloomy fore-

bodings. He was too little of a fop,

too much of a gentleman, to ponder
the countless fair maids and matrons
who had flung themselves at his feet.

He knew only that his one enduring

love was dead—killed by his own
hand.

. . . GO—DO YOU HEAR ME? GO
!”

There came a general laugh, but
blood—perhaps death—was in the air,

and they felt it.

There is a lonely spot back of Bed-
ford House and just outside the pales

of the Duke’s Park, which the moon
rides high over and bathes with a
pallid, clear light. And strange sights

this bit of smooth turf has revealed to

the sleepy watch making its rounds.
Bits of torn lace, a blood-soaked cam-
bric frill, jeweled buckles with torn

leather clasps, a trampled purse, some-

bulk. He snorted loudly to attract

her attention.

The girl turned her misery-stricken
face toward him, and his sluggish

heart caught with pity at the sight of
it.

“I have been mistaken, father. I

will marry Chivy wherever and when-
ever you wish.”

A few cold words, but the utter

That night, after the play, he sought
relief at the Nag’s Head Tavern, with
its motley of beaux, gamesters, starve-

ling poets and gentlemen-knaves. By
some mysterious back-stairs gossip,

the story of his adventure had pre-

ceded him, and, as he bowed right

and left and took his seat, a battery

of curious eyes followed him.
One more bold than the rest, his

priceless frills dyed with spilt wine,
arose and lurched toward the actor.

“So you kept your word,” he jeered
“like a gentleman !”

Garrick frowned, shivered slightly

with sensitiveness, and turned his

back. But the intruder, a famous
duellist, would not be coldly fubbed
off.

His taunts increased
;
the babel of

conversations slackened, and all lent

attentive ears.

Suddenly Garrick stood up, picked
his gloves from the table and flicked

them smartly across the other’s face.

“Alas, poor Garrick !” paraphrased
a wit

—
“his conscience doth make

cowards of us all.”

and swaying, he was gone. At the

door a servant touched his arm.

“My master would speak with you,

sir.”

Garrick leaned heavily against the

lintel as Ingot approached him. The
look of mingled fright and amusement
on his host’s mottled countenance
brought him up stiffly.

“I trust you are satisfied with the
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times a broken, red-stained rapier,

are the souvenirs of departed guests.

In the elfin light of dawn men in

shirt-sleeves faced each other on the

duelling-ground, their blades a-quiver

with light, like fairy wands.

“I’m a fool!’’ thought one, a fine-

figured man, in plum-colored breeches

and cambric frilled shirt
—

“a twice

discovered fool.” And with that he

gave his salute and set his narrow
blade at play against his opponent’s.

There were resent-

ment, rage, mur-
der in the close-

set eyes of his

opposite, and his

wrist was
a-tremble to

seek the actor’s

heart and be

done with it.

A lunge—

a

parry — a

shivering
of steel,

The wit slowly sank to his knees, his

hand pressed against his shoulder.

And from under the fingers a crimson

stain was slowly widening.

Garrick threw down his weapon.
“I am thru,” he said, “thru

forever with the tricks and
treachery, sordidness and
counterfeit of my lords

and ladies. My adieux.

Tomorrow I start for a

tour of the provinces.”

liquor, but still the heart-breaking,

money-pressed Chivy.

"Mush tell you gr-great zhoke on
Garrish,” he hiccoughed. “Girl was in

love with him ! Old fish of a fazzur

wanted Davy to cure her
”

The story left off ’ suddenly, as

Ingot fetched the tipsy narrator

a sharp kick under the table.

But Ada seized his hands and
begged him to go on.

The whole miserable hoax
jumbled out then, words
stumbling dizzily over each
other as they came to the

duel set for the fol-

lowing morning.
But its meaning
was sufficiently

plain to the girl.

“Oh!” she
wailed, as the

words flowed

under her
eyes, “oh—

a duel!

Ada had passed thru the

sprightly variations of hys-

terics, and now, wept dr\

she lay back listlessly on
the divan, staring out of

the window. Her father -

had attempted to bol- A

“i HAVE NO HOME. I HAVE COME TO YOU. YOU—DONT WANT ME?”

and the man drew back, to find that

his blade had been turned neatly aside.

Then the nerve-jarring scraping of

steel against steel again ;
the quick

turn of a wrist
;

the soft pound of

slippered feet on the sod, and always

the nonchalant actor stood unhurt

before the seeking sword.

A madness fell upon his challenger,

flooding his brain with hot blood, and
he pressed ever closer, seeking the

still heart beneath the frail shirt. “Kill,

kill !” sang the words in his brain.

A maddened thrust at close range

—

the grip of fingers on Garrick’s blade.

“You cur!”

Garrick twisted his rapier free, and

the blood leaped and surged madly in

his head.

“Ah !”

ster up his conscience all night with

the assurance that it would be better to

grieve a few hours than repent a life-

time. Yet the words did not ring

quite true even to himself. He looked

remorsefully down now at his daugh-
ter, with the unease that all men feel

in the presence of tears.

“My dear, actors are all like that,”

he said
—

“vinous; cowardly; abusers

of women. Some day you will be
glad you found him out when you
did.”

“Please, father,” she sighed, “I’d

rather not talk about it.”

Guilt makes men garrulous. Ingot
would have gone on explaining and
protesting until he had talked him-
self blameless, but was interrupted by
a knock. It was Chivy, far gone in

Father, why should they fight with

Mr. Garrick? Was it about

—

me?”
Ingot sank nervelessly into a chair,

rested his head upon his hands and
poured out the whole wretched busi-

ness. By some trick of destiny his

practical joke had become a tragedy.

He had meant no harm—he had been

thinking of her own good
Finishing, he awaited her verdict,

but silence alone answered him. Ada
was gone.

In the early morning, after a dream-
haunted night, Ingot knocked at her

door. No sweet answering call re-

sponded, and pushing in he found
the room in disarray and the bed
untouched.

Instead of her sunny head, a note

( Continued on page 70)
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APLAY-DAYWITU
MARGUERITE COURTOT

&race_ ‘iVji/'tide ttrVa iJ

DVENTURpSOME sun-
light played a jolly

game of tag around
two big windows
where dainty, white

curtains blew gen-

tly in response to a

seven-thirty A. m.

breeze. Finally three little rays,

more brave than the rest, sneaked
into the room beyond the curtains and
kist ever so briefly some score or more
of a headful of curls. The owner of

the curls and the head raised one hand
from her pillow and slowly opened her
eyes. They were big and blue and
long-fringed with black lashes. Slowly
she took cognizance of the sun, of the

breeze, and then, feminine and girl-

like, Marguerite Courtot smiled and
was awake.

It was the beginning of a play-day
for the little screen star, for her first

Gaumont Mutual Masterpicture, ‘‘The

Dead Alive,” had just been completed
at the Jacksonville, Florida, studio,

and Marguerite was having a bit of

respite from keen-eyed camera-lens
and tricksome lights.

Marguerite lives in a lovely little

bungalow out Riverside way in Jack-
sonville, a gem of a place that was
fortunately found willing to be rented

—furnished—when Marguerite, her
mother and her sister came from
New York to Florida last December.
It is a home, for it is where the heart

is—the hospitable, kindly heart of the

Courtot trio.

But seven-thirty—and a play-day !

“Jennie”—Marguerite calls from her

bed, and almost at once a slow-footed
colored girl opens a door leading to the

kitchen and smiles a dental good-
morning.

“Jennie, ith there any mail for me,
pleath ?” Be it noted that Marguerite
possesses a sweet little lisp along with

her other attractions. During the

star’s vacation from the studio her

mail is delivered to her at home, and
even before her young body is bathed

of a morning, comes a perusal of her

varied assortment of letters. Any-
where from ten to fifty letters a day
is the girl’s record for mail, and that

is a figure quoted from truth, not

imagination. Perhaps one of the most

dififerent traits in the girl’s nature is

(Forty one)

SLOWLY SHE TOOK
COGNIZANCE OF

THE SUN, OF THE
BREEZE, AND THEN,
FEMININE AND

GIRL-LIKE,

MARGUERITE
COURTOT SMILED
AND WAS AWAKE

EVEN BEFORE HER YOUNG BODY IS BATHED OF A

MORNING, COMES A PERUSAL OF HER
VARIED ASSORTMENT OF LETTERS

her disapproval of the general run of

press-stories. She objects strenuously

to being credited, thru the press, with

owning family servants, automobiles,

and half-a-dozen homes. Wise wee
thing, she knows that the truth about

herself—something of the story of a

young, healthy-minded, intelligent girl

—is far more interesting than all the

fiction in the world. Marguerite Cour-
tot lives a romance every day far more
effective than the concoctions of an

imaginative brain.

The letters read,

Marguerite jumps
from bed, scram-

bles into a kimona
—always either

pink or blue, with

soft little slippers to

match—and, with

stealthy step,

creeps to a door

connecting her
room with the one

occupied by her

sister, Juliette. In

a second she has

opened the door, peeped in, then, re-

turning quickly for a pillow from her

own bed, throws the thing of down-
and-linen square at the sleeping form

on the bed. Then two brown eyes

open, and Juliette says :

“Now, Marguerite, stop that—be-

have yourself;” but she smiles as she

says it, and, nine times out of ten, shies

another pillow back at the mischie-

vous, curly head tantalizing her from

the door. There are many fine things

in the Courtot home-life, and among
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marguerite’s breakfast stars grape-fruit, for the
EXCELLENT AID TO THE GENERAL DISPOSITION

LITTLE GIRL IS A FIRM BELIEVER IN THE
OF A BIT OF ACID EACH MORNING

the rarest is the devotion between the

two sisters. A quick run to the bath

finally puts an end to the friendly hos-

tilities, and for fifteen minutes the

bungalow rings with the splash of

water as it runs from the shower-bath,

broken at intervals by something that

might be intended for a song gone
wrong. With all her screen su-

premacy, Marguerite Courtot never

could be called a singer.

Breakfast on a screened-in porch

follows. And this brings to mind
something that is especially attractive

in the little star. With the bath over,

the kimona is discarded for a freshly

clean shirtwaist and a tailored skirt.

Mother-dear Courtot objects to having

her young daughter fall into the habit

of a constant kimona when about the

home. The result is that Marguerite

is always a ready-for-anything, happy
girl when at home, quite as she is at

the studio. There is a psychological

malady in kimonas—they make folks

lax, lazy, and largeSome

!

Marguerite’s breakfast stars grape-
fruit, for the little girl is a firm be-

liever in the excellent aid to the

general disposition of a bit of acid

each morning. Soft-boiled eggs, tea

and biscuit complete her first meal,
all to the accompaniment of Florida
morning sun and eighteen-year-old

optimism.

“Mother, can I bake biscuit today?
Jennie, you’ll teach me, wont you?
Juliette, please play When I Leave
This World Behind.’ Now go on,

Juliette. Mother, tell her to.”

All this follows in the hurry of girl-

dom. Juliette adds that Marguerite
has selected well when she wants
“When I Leave This World Behind”
while making biscuit, but Marguerite
only teases with the flip of a grape-

fruit seed that has evaded the eye of

Jennie and finishes her breakfast with

a flirt of her napkin to the table as

she rises.

The Courtot kitchen might have
been designed for picture-taking, for

it boasts quite the most unique Dutch
bench and table—just the sort the

camera loves. Here, when the weather
is a bit chilly, Marguerite has her

breakfast served to her, and here it

was that she was first initiated into

the mysteries of biscuit-making. The
South is spelled with hot biscuit in

capital letters—the sort of bread that

puffs up a bit when in the oven, then

settles back to a matured sort of light-

brown deliciousness, that plays the

very dickens with Northern “innards”
trained to the respectability of toast

for breakfast.

Marguerite has learnt, under the
guidance of black Jennie, to bake
biscuit such as writers of the South
have raved over for decades, and the

accomplishment is quite as vast in the

mind of the screen-star as any screen

achievement she has ever made. Salt,

flour, baking-powder, and such—Mar-
guerite handles them with the gentle-

ness of a young mother with her babes.

The first batch of biscuit Marguerite
was allowed to dominate entirely by
herself was divided up into twelve
shares, with one biscuit going to each
member of the family, and the re-

maining eight carefully deported to as

many friends over at the studio.

And it might be interesting to

romance lovers to know that one,

and the most choice at that, was care-

fully wrapt in tissue paper and pre-

sented, with a blush that was not a

prop affair, to a certain young man
thereabouts ! All of which occasioned

a friendly battle-royal between the

sisters that evening when Juliette

(Forty-two)
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heard of the presentation. But who
could be as pretty, as spring-like, as

gentle, as unaffected as Marguerite
Courtot and not have a severe leaning

toward romance and heart fluctua-

tions ?

The biscuits baked, Marguerite takes

herself, her homy gingham apron, a

knife and a pan, to the lettuce-beds in

the garden at the rear of the home.
The Courtot lettuce is famous in

the neighborhood and at the studio.

Friends of the star call it milk-fed, for

it is of that tender, pale-green variety

found only in French millinery and
nature’s output. All winter the Cour-
tot table has been embellished—in fact,

consecrated—with this young salad

provocation, and it is Marguerite’s

special duty each lunch-time when
home, or dinner-time when away all

day, to prepare a particular dressing

for the lettuce. Two spoonfuls of oil

to one of vinegar, with a little favor-

itism to the oil; a generous dash of

tobasco
;
the same of Worcestershire

sauce ;
ditto of paprika, cayenne and

salt—then, instead of spending hours

mixing the ingredients with a spoon,

Marguerite throws them into a bottle,

with a stopper attached, and shakes it

with all her young strength.

Meanwhile the lettuce, looking as if

it had grown to its present good-looks

with an eye to pleasing just such a girl

as our Marguerite Courtot, has been

presented with a powdering of Roque-
fort cheese. Some half-dozen little,

pearl onions, too, have been tossed to

the home-plate. Over this is poured

a portion of the dressing, and presto

!

food for the gods and ambrosia for the

stomach.
Before noon Marguerite is called on

the phone by a score or more friends.

Two invitations to dinner-dances are

among the messages, but acceptance

of them is withheld until mother-dear

has been consulted. Marguerite has

attended only two formal balls in- her

life, and at her second, where she was
escorted by a fine, young Jacksonville

society gallant, the girl gave away all

the dances marked by crosses on her

program, much to the chagrin of her

escort, and then felt slightly hurt that

her partner did not dance with her

more than the first and last dances.

When Juliette later explained that the

crosses on the program had meant that

her partner intended keeping them for

himself, Marguerite looked serious for

a second, then said

:

“Oh—but, Juliette, I had thuth a
wonderful time, anyway !”

Marguerite is an ardent devotee of

tennis, and every play-day sees her

spending at least an hour on a court

located a couple of blocks from her

home. The chap who plays a good
game of tennis has a huge handicap

(Forty-three)

THE COURTOT KITCHEN MIGHT
HAVE BEEN DESIGNED FOR PIC-

TURE-TAKING, FOR IT BOASTS
A MOST UNIQUE DUTCH
BENCH AND TABLE—AND
HERE IT WAS THAT
MARGUERITE WAS FIRST

INITIATED
INTO THE
MYSTERIES
OF BISCUIT

MARGUERITE HAS LEARNT, UNDER THE GUIDANCE
OF BLACK JENNIE, TO BAKE BISCUIT AND THE
ACCOMPLISHMENT IS QUITE AS VAST IN THE

MIND OF THE STAR AS ANY SCREEN
ACHIEVEMENT SHE HAS EVER MADE

in the race for her

affections, for her
fondness for the game
is truly one of her

hobbies.

After lunch Mar-
guerite spends an
hour attending to her

mail, autographing
pictures and just gen-

erally reminding her

mother-dear that she

is about. Marguerite
is a kissing bug, her

sister declares. She’s

a baby posing as a

grown-up, too
;

for,

like as not, where you
might expect to find a
screen star a poseur,

Marguerite is more
than likely to talk to

an interviewer from a

place on the floor at

her mother’s knee, or
sitting on the arm of

her mother’s chair.

With all the attention,

and really fame, that has come to her,

Marguerite Courtot is a little girl, with
all of the ways, plays, loves and laughs
of girldom.

Often, in the afternoon, Marguerite
goes for a drive in a machine—not her
own, she asserts, but kindly put at her
disposal by one of her many automo-
bile friends. Her trip from her home
to the ferry each work-day is made
in a machine—but not her own! For
these modest confessions alone does
the girl recommend herself to fame

!

Before the trip home of an after-

noon, Marguerite never fails to stop

at Nunnally’s candv-shop, where for

ten minutes she loiters lovingly over
a chocolate ice-cream soda. Chocolate
ice-cream soda !—she loves it

;
she

adores it; she dreams of it; and if the

independence that latterly comes in

every one’s life from parental restraint

has any one advantage to the girl now,
it is that it will mean she may have all

the chocolate ice-cream soda she can
eat, just once! In Jacksonville they

have concocted a particular mixture
from the soda-fount wherein chocolate,

ice-cream and syrup, nuts, whipped
cream, cherries and soda are com-
bined in gorgeous riot, and unto the

entire glass of fifteen-cent dissipation

they have annexed the title, “Mar-
guerite Courtot Chocolate Choice”

—

which is surely another symptom of

fame

!

At dinner the Courtot table is usu-

ally enlarged to accommodate guests,

and here, frequently, several of both

Juliette’s and Marguerite’s boy-friends

are to be found. Mother-dear Courtot

has a fund of wisdom behind soft,
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brown eyes and gray hair, and
her girls are allowed to continue

the wholesome friendships they

have held for the young men
who have happened to come
south from New York, within

the confines of their lovely

home. The Courtots are

French and Swiss blood, and
hospitality is rife with them
always.

A phase of her business

life that finds its way into

the social atmosphere is

tion as well. Screen-life is so

short—we all know that—and
what is there left for them
when they reach their late

twenties and early thirties?

The public will no doubt
be tired of their faces,

and their
minds will

be just about
where they

were at fif-

teen. Oh

—

and you
know it

THE COURTOT LETTUCE IS FAMOUS
FRIENDS OF THE

Marguerite’s excellent habit of con-

stant attendance on screen produc-
tions. Every day the star and her

mother and sister visit the picture-

theaters. The best of the feature films

must be seen, and the trio have refused

social invitations when they conflicted

with this mission of seeing screen

offerings. It is a commendable habit

—one that surely must have fruitful

effect upon the artistry of the star

herself.

There is wisdom in

the pretty head of Mar-
guerite Courtot. She will

discourse at length upon
what she feels are the

mistakes of the young
girls of the screen today.

“When girls stop school

at fourteen and fifteen to

appear on the screen, I

think it is all wrong for

them to stop their educa-

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND AT THE STUDIO
STAR CALL IT “MILK-FED”

is so easy to get a lopsided view of

life when you are playing before the

camera, for all you hear is the nice

things folks have to say—they never

say disagreeable things to your face

—

and so often it is apt to turn one’s

head !”

All of which is in the nature of a

statement that Marguerite Courtot’s

education is constantly going on.

Every day she spends some time with

her text-books, and it is Juliette’s

S

special duty to read from some classic

for at least one hour each day to her
sister. Born of French anil Swiss
parentage in Summit, New Jersey, the
girl has inherited substantial traits of
character. Her nature has nothing of
display in it. She went to the screen
only after a great deal of persuasion.
The Kalem Company in New York

made her many overtures before she
finally went with them. Today she is

devoted to the work. The same screen
adaptability and beauty that made her
the leading woman in "The Octoroon,”
after only four months with the Kalem
Company, has placed her right to

the front among screen personali-

ties today. Of her past achieve-

ments, Marguerite speaks
glowingly of her work in

“The Barefoot Boy.” The
picture is a gem. And one
of Marguerite’s hobbies is

her admiration of, and loy-

alty to, Robert Vignola,
who was one of her first

directors.

The Courtot trio spent

more than a year and a

half in Switzerland, during
one of their visits abroad,

and both Marguerite and
her sister attended school at Lausanne
at that time. Fond of outdoor sports,

particularly tennis and horseback rid-

ing, Marguerite is wonderfully popular
with the younger set in Jacksonville.

To them she is something of usual,

wholesome girldom, yet with a wonder-
wand touch that makes her a bit apart.

But in the bungalow home of the

Courtots, bedtime finds just the girl

again, knowing no sweeter repose on
earth than the knees of her mother-

dear. And that mother,
with her hand protect-

ingly stroking the brown
curls of spoonful-of-June

Marguerite, whispers a
prayer to the good God
that He will always keep
true in the heart of her

baby the simple ideals

that come to the clean

mind that hovers around
the home-lit hearth.

AND THAT MOTHER, WITH HER HAND I’ROTECTINGLY STROKING THE BROWN CURLS OF SPOONFUL-OF-JUNE
MARGUERITE, WHISPERS A PRAYER TO THE GOOD GOD THAT HE WILL ALWAYS KEEP TRUE IN

THE HEART OF HER BABY THE SIMPLE IDEALS THAT COME TO THE CLEAN
' MIND THAT HOVERS AROUND THE HOME-LIT IIEARTH

(
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Putting the Children in Films and the Films in Children

How and Why the Kiddies May Be Encouraged to Attend the Movies

By B. A. HOLWAY

hy dont you open
up your theater in

Albany for the

children on every

Saturday morning
and give them
some place to go
where they can

be entertained,
amused and instructed at the same
time? Dont you know that Albany
wants the children’s movies, and that

unless you theater owners do some-
thing some one else will? You are the

best fitted for it, and surely you can
give up one morning a week for the

kiddies.”

It was in this fashion that Mrs. M.
V. Clark, of Albany, opened up her

campaign for educational movies for

children in Albany, N. Y.
“I tell you what I will do,” Mrs.

Clark went on
;
“I will present this

matter at the convention in Pough-
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keepsie tomorrow and secure the

endorsement of both the Mothers’
Assembly and the Parent-Teachers’

Association. That will give us a start,

and the rest will be easy. If you will

leave this in my hands, I will see to it

that children’s movies in Albany are

a success.”

Mrs. Clark was true to her word
and procured the endorsement of the

convention and, incidentally, state-

wide publicity. With this backing and
the support of the theatrical interests,

she returned to Albany and began her
campaign in earnest.

She secured an interview with Gov-
ernor Whitman and enlisted the sup-
port of Mrs. Whitman. Judge Brady,
of the Juvenile Court, State Superin-
tendent of Schools Finley, the Minis-
terial Association, and practically all

of the social, civic and fraternal or-

ganizations of the city responded to

her appeal and promised their warm

endorsement and support for the

children’s pictures.

The inevitable result was over-

whelming success. The children at-

tended in large numbers and found
the program of selected films enter-

taining, interesting and amusing. Un-
consciously, they found themselves

absorbing facts and information that

they never could have obtained from
the printed page of the school-book,

yet all the while they were enjoying

themselves and following the natural

bent of the modern child—attending

the movies.

What Mrs. Clark has done and is

doing in Albany, other women can do
and are doing elsewhere. The move-
ment in support of children’s pro-

grams in the theaters is receiving

nation-wide impetus and seems des-

tined to play an important part in

amusement circles of the future.

The theater is the logical place for
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the children's programs. It is a psy-

chological fact that the theater enter-

tainment, whatever may be its charac-

ter, has a certain attractiveness and

drawing power that can be found no-

where else. Perhaps it is because

of the glamour that surrounds the

theater and the irresistible lure of

forbidden fruit.

Interesting figures in this connec-

tion have been compiled by Superin-

tendent of Schools R. E. Denfield, of

Duluth, Minn., which show that, while

only fifteen are in the habit of attend-

ing the theater every day, there are

2,621 who attend at least once a week.-

Further figures show that 1,065 at-

tended Moving Picture theaters twice

each week. On an average, 4,500

paid admissions from children go into

the box-offices of the Duluth Mov-
ing Picture theaters each week.

Mrs. Arthur Stone, of New
Rochelle, N. Y., member of

the National Board of Cen-
sors and one of a com-
mittee of two appointed to

pass on special pictures

for children, said, recently,

in this connection

:

“I have found that the

children will go to the

theater when they will not

go to see the

same Motion
Picture en-

tertainment

in a school

want to be amused and entertained,

not educated, and it is along these lines

that the children’s programs must be
worked out.

Mrs. Stone expresses the situation

very aptly in her statement

:

“I used to think that the only thing
was educational pictures, but I have
learnt better. The first thing is to en-
tertain and amuse the children.

The second is to slip in the educa-
tional element indirectly. I have
come to the conclusion that this

can be done more effectively

and with better results thru the

medium of the established picture

theater than in any other way.”
Historic subjects have been

found to be particularly interest-

ing to the boys and girls of all

ages. Not long ago a theater in

development of the story. With the
opening scene of the Boston Tea-
Party their interest changed to patri-

otic enthusiasm, and, as each historic

character was shown on the screen,

BILLY JACOBS AND HIS COMPANY OF
CHILD-PLAYERS (UNIVERSAL)

Mount Vernon, N. Y.,

gave a children’s entertainment

consisting of a four-part children’s

story, a comedy subject and a descrip-

tive picture on the general historic

theme, “The Boston Tea-Party and
Declaration of Independence.” In the

former the children showed strong in-

terest and paid close attention to the

their

applause

and eager
recognition was spon-

taneous. It was
something that they

knew all about and
had read in their

school-books.

In Albany, Mrs. Clark

has been quick to rec-

ognize the importance

of the historic picture

in developing the ed-

ucational side of the

movies and ha^ used
these pictures as the

basis for working up
further interest in

the purely instructive

films. Her original

idea was a prize of some sort for the

best essay on the historic subject

shown the preceding week, the award-
ing of the prize being made one of
the features of the entertainment.

The first prize offered was one dollar.

As she handed it to the ten years of

tow-headed urchin who had won it,

she asked

:

building

or woman’s
club. They
dont want to

educated, but want to

be amused. So, just as soon as you
say ‘school,’ they rebel and immedi-
ately class it as an educational affair.”

This attitude on the part of the New
Rochelle youngsters is indicative of
the attitude assumed generally by the

children all over the country. They
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“Well, little man, what are you go-
ing to do with your prize?”

“I’m going to bank it, ma’am.”
The boy’s reply forcibly impressed

on Mrs. Clark the idea of making the

prize each week the beginning of a

bank account and thereby instil some
thoughts of thrift and economy in the

minds of the young people. It was
no difficult matter to make arrange-

ments with the local banks, and the

following week the prize awarded con-

sisted of a bank-book with one dollar

deposited to the credit of the winner.
The success of this plan has been
overwhelming. Governor Whitman’s

LELAND BENHAM

interest was attracted, and he vol-

unteered as the donor of the prize

at a recent entertainment. The
business men of Albany also became
deeply interested and have volun-
teered their aid in making the chil-

dren’s movies a distinct success.

Mrs. Clark, however, has by no
means a monopoly on the educational
movies for children idea. In Galax,
Va., under the leadership of Mrs.
Lida Crabill, the Women’s Auxiliary
School League has arranged for the
use of a local theater one night in

the week, when special programs
suitable for children are shown.
A small admission fee is charged

to make the movement as nearly
self-supporting as possible, but, as
Galax is a small town, the cost of
the program often exceeds the re-
ceipts of the evening. Only a
nominal rental is charged by the
proprietor of the theater, despite the

DOROTHY BENHAM

HELEN BADGELY LELAND BENHAM

As a result of agitation

in this direction, a meet-
ing was recently called

at the public library,

where initial steps were
taken for providing reg-

ular entertainment of a

combined amusement
and education nature for

the little folk. Thirty-

five of the representative

citizens of Calgary at-

tended this meeting, and
plans were discussed

toward the
films which
in with the

the teachers

looking

and whatever deficit there may be is

made up by the league.

In Calgary, the mothers, thru the

rental of

would fit

work of

in various subjects then being taught.

Investigation developed, as has been

( Continued on page 69)

HELEN BADGELY

fact that he loses whatever business Parent-Teachers’ Association, have
he might otherwise get from adults, started a movement of a similar nature.

HELEN BADGELY LELAND BENHAM
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BILLIE BURKE, in a frock designed by HENRI BENDEL, which she wears in “Gloria’s Romance” (Kleine)

written by MR. and MRS. RUPERT HUGHES
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This story was written from the Photoplay of Q. F. WHITCOMB

I

am going to try to write

it out just as it all

happened, from the

very beginning, and
then, perhaps, I can

forget it and not

dream it over every

night. T*

and nice, white teeth, and
such a nice, friendly smile.

“Hullo!” he said, just as

tho I was a little girl (I

forgot to say I am very

small). “Have you any
long-lost heiresses in th*

very j

but maybe, if any young
5

it may help her to keep ou
of danger. I am sure tha

if my mother had lived an(

fold me what terrible thing:

there were in the world, ;

would never have spoken tc

the woman with the rusty-

red hair, and I would hav<

known, as soon as I saw it

that there was something
queer and wrong about the

house with the drawn blinds.

And now I’ll begin.

You’ll have to excuse me
if I dont tell it like a regular

writer-person, for, of course,

Mrs. Hopkins wouldn’t hear

to my going to school with

Helen, and I never had time

to read much, there were
always so many dishes to

wash and wipe, and floors

to sweep, and shirtwaists to

iron—not mine, you know

—

Helen’s. But I’ll do the

best I can.

To begin with, I suppose,

since I’m the heroine, I’d

better tell you who I am, tho I never
knew myself till a week a go

;
but I’ll

explain about that later. My name is

Nan, and there never was any more to

it than that all the time, I lived with the

Hopkinses—just plain Nan. I’ve lived

there ever since I can remember, and
Mrs. Hopkins used to tell me often, when
she wanted to be particularly hateful, that

I was a foundling that she’d brought up
for charity, and that she could put me out

into the street any time she wanted to.

Besides my name, I have sort of wavy,
brown hair and. blue eyes, and Hal says

I am pretty, but you mightn’t think so.

(I tried to keep Hal out of the story, but

he would get in, so I suppose I’ll have to

tell you about him, too.)

I was eighteen years old and peeling

potatoes when Hal happened. I heard a

rap on the kitchen door, and there he was,

six feet tall, with nice, thick, bushy hair,
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HE SAYS I WILL FORGET THEM ALL—THEY ARE JUST DREAM GOBLINS

—wouldn’t you have been ? But I said,

“No, there is no one lives here but Mrs.
Hopkins and Helen, and I dont think

either of them could be an heiress. Mrs.
Hopkins has gray hair and very little of

it, and scowls so much that there is a

little scowl-mark above her nose even
when she smiles, and Helen chews gum
and wears a wrapper to breakfast and
curl-papers.”

You see, I thought an heiress meant a

lady with golden hair, and rings, and a

diamond necklace, and heaps and heaps
of velvet and silk and satin clothes, like

the society page of the Sunday paper, or

Laura Jean Libby’s books, or Sleeping

Beauty. Hal—of course he wasn’t

“Hal” then, but you know what I mean
—laughed and laughed.

“Well, what about you?” he asked;
“you live here, too, dont you ?” -

“Oh,” I told him, “I’m just Nan.”

e looked at me
of queer, and
n he just
led the door
walked in

!

You funny lit-

rl, you,” he
.jsmiling down
tje. (I said,

lit I, that I

jvery small?)

^uess the ed-

had the wrong
e, and I’ll

bablv get fired

falling down
the story, but

- hang it !
— I’m

o i n g to stick
round and talk

10 you awhile, you
quaint kid, you

—

that is, if you
have no objections to my staying.”

“I’d like you to stay,” I told him,

mournfully, “but I’ve got the potatoes to

peel, and Mrs. Hopkins will be back to

dinner in half an hour.”

“I’ll help peel ’em,” he said. “Got an
apron? Fine! Now tell me all about
yourself

—
‘just Nan.’

”

So I told him about being a foundling,

and Mrs. Hopkins’ scolding, and Helen’s

shirtwaists, and the kitty I’d adopted, so

as to have some one to talk to; and he

listened without saying a word, only his

eyes got kinder and kinder, and once he

sort of reached out and patted my hand
with the potato he was peeling. And
then, when I’d finished, he told me all

about himself : how he was a reporter

in the city (the city is fifteen miles away,
and I’d never been there—then), and
how his editor had sent him out to look

for a lost heiress, and how he’d found me
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instead. By the time the potatoes were
peeled we were quite acquainted. When
he got up to go, he took my hands and
held them tight. “My lucky star was on
the job today, little lady,” he said sol-

emnly
;
“I've got to go now, but I’m com-

ing to see you again, ‘just Nan’—soon.”

And he did
;
and by-and-by—I dont

know just how it happened—we were en-

gaged. Of course I’d like to tell all about
that—about the place in

the woods near the

station, w here I

used to meet him,

so that Mrs.
H o p k i

w o u 1 d n
know, and
the bird's

have any one act happy—there are folks

like that, you know. But she never sus-

pected a thing. She was too much wor-
ried over the letter to pay any attention

to other things.

The letter was the beginning of the

whole trouble. It was written in big,

splashy handwriting and came from the

city, and when I brought it to Mrs. Hop-
kins she turned as pale as a sortjof bricky-

red complexion can turn. After she read

the kitchen, an hour later, all dressed up
in their best clothes, and said that they
were going into the city, and to have
corned-beef hash for supper, and to tell

the milkman, if he came, he’d have to

wait for his money, I never dreamed
what that trip was going to mean to me.

After they had gone, I cleared up the
house, and washed my hands, and put
on a clean apron. I was expecting a let-

ter from Hal, and somehow it seemed as
tho his letters deserved a clean apron to

read them in—that’s the way I felt, any-
way. And, sure enough, it came; and
what do you think? It said he had got
his raise, at last, and would be here in

a week to get me. I didn’t even try

to keep from singing when I read
' ' T was so happy, I even began

ind thoughts about Mrs.
ns and to wish I could do
ething for her. The only
ing I could think of was to

blacken the stove, so I did

that, with the kitten on
my shoulder and Hal’s

letter in one hand,
and

)
But I mustn’t stop

over that letter. Maybe
'

- some of you have had
' love-letters. If you

have, you’ll know
how happy I was
over mine.
(Did your

letters say

“the ONLY THING I COULD THINK OF WAS TO BLACKEN THE STOVE, SO I DID THAT—WITH HAL S LETTER IN ONE HAND”

nest we used as a postoffice, and the

things he said (they were lovely things)

—but I’ve got to hurry over it and get

to the woman with the rustv-red hair.

Some day, when I’ve forgotten all about

her and the house with the drawn blinds,

maybe I will write another story about

Hal and me, but I’ve got to forget the

other first.

We decided not to tell anybody about

being engaged till Hal got his raise, and
then we could be married and no one

could say or do anything hateful. So I

kept on washing dishes and trying not to

sing, for fear Mrs. Hopkins would sus-

pect how happy I was. She hated to

it. she flounced up out of her chair and
went into the parlor, where Helen was
drumming on the piano, and I could hear
them talking and scolding all the fore-

noon. Once I heard Helen say, “But
he’s never seen his daughter since she

was a baby, has he? Suppose you take

me instead.”

And after that I heard Mrs. Hopkins
say, “Sh-h ! Speak lower, cant you? Do
you want to ruin everything?”

I wonder, now, that I wasn’t more
curious about what they meant, but I was
thinking about Hal, and there wasn’t

room for any other thoughts. Even when
Mrs. Hopkins and Helen came out into

“dear-darling” things, and “little bits o’

sweetheart” ones?) Because, all the

time, while I was being so happy, there

was a house with drawn blinds going on
in the world Dear God, please let

me forget it some time!

It was late in the afternoon when
Mrs. Hopkins and Helen got back, and
I could see right away, by their faces,

that they had had a pleasant time. They
were both smiling, but those smiles

frightened me more than their scowls
ever had. I didn’t know what to make
of them.

“Nan,” said Mrs. Hopkins, “I hope
you realize how much I have done for
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You should

have seen their faces !

Helen turned quite pale.

I forgot to say that she was not

very pretty in spite of the curl-

papers.

“Married !” they exclaimed. “What
do you mean?”
So I told them all about Hal. When

I had finished, Mrs. Hopkins came
across the room, took me by the shoul-

ders, and shook me.
“Ungrateful girl !” she cried, biting

her lip with her false teeth
—

“just when
you were beginning to be of some use

around the house. A pretty way to re-

ward me for all my kindnesses to you.

I suppose you expect me to give you a

wedding, too, perhaps? Well, I shant

!

You march straight upstairs to your
room, put on your hat and coat and go.

I wont have such a double-dealing
hussy in my house another moment !”

“Let her wash the supper dishes first,

ma,” suggested Helen.
“Go, Mrs. Hopkins?” I faltered.

“Where shall I go?”

“but WHEN I SAW MYSELF IN THE
GLASS I FELT SICK AND FAINT”

hard, and the furniture old odds and
ends, and there were holes in the carpet,

but it was all the home I’d ever had.

My fingers shook when I put on my hat

and coat, and I hardly knew my face in

the mirror, it was so white and scared-

looking. Downstairs I could hear Mrs.
Hopkins’ shrill voice and Helen’s angry
replies, and suddenly even those sounds
seemed familiar and sort of

—

safe. I

felt in my apron pocket for Hal’s letter,

put it into my coat, and crept downstairs

and out the front door.

It was nearly dark. I’d never been

I had a

five-dollar

bill in my
pocket that

Hal had given
me to get a wed-

ding-dress with, and
there was very little of

it left when I had bought
my ticket. The train was

crowded, but I found a seat

beside a young man in a bright-

blue suit who was reading a

newspaper. If I had had a mother
to tell me things, one of them

would have been—I am sure now

—

never to talk to men I didn’t know. But
he seemed like a polite young man, and
smiled at me so pleasantly that, before

I knew it, I had told him the whole story.

He was very much interested.

“Then no one knows you’re coming?”
he asked. “But, of course, you told the

woman you were living with the name of

your friend?”

“No; I didn’t,”. I said. “I dont even
know all of it myself, only the Hal part.

Do you think it will be hard for me to

find him?”
I suppose my voice trembled, for the

young man answered hastily, “No, no

;

not at all. But it will be rather late to

you all these years and what a grateful

girl you ought to be.”

I ought to have realized it, as many
times as she’d told me

!

“You are now eighteen,” went on

Mrs. Hopkins, “and, of course, your

board and lodging and clothes are a

great expense to me. Many women
would send you away, but I have

decided to let you stay on here. I

only hope, in return for my kindness,

you will try to make yourself useful

about the house. That is the least

you can do.”

“Mrs. Hopkins,” I said

quietly, “thank you very

much for your
offer, but I

shall have

to refuse

it. I am
going to

be mar-
ried.”

“Go find your precious young man !”

she fairly shrieked, “and mind you dont

take a stitch of clothing with you ex-

cept on your back! I’m done with you
—treating me like this—me that’s been

a mother to you all these years
!”

“Me, too!” cried Helen, with some-
thing that sounded like “big sister.”

I went upstairs, feeling, some-
how, smaller than ever and

sort of cold. It wasn’t

out alone in the dark, and never been
to the city at all—there were always so

many dishes to be done evenings. But
I put my hand in my pocket and held

onto the letter, and it was a little like

holding Hal’s big, warm, protecting

hand.

“What a silly you are !” I said to my-
self as I hurried toward the station.

“The city is just houses, and the people

are just folks. There isn’t anything to

worry about. I’ll just

ask the first person

who looks kind

how to find Hal,

and then he
will take care

of me.”
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hunt him up tonight. Have you any
friends in the city you can stay with ?”

I told him no—only Hal.

‘‘Jove! what luck!” he said once or

twice under his breath. Then he leaned

close to me and spoke in a very low tone.

“Now, I expect my—er—my sister to

meet me at the train. If you like. I'll

introduce you, and she will be glad to

take you home for the night. Then, to-

morrow, I'll help you look up your
friend. How will that do?”

I thought I had never seen a kinder

young man. “Oh, thank you,” I said

“that would be lovely. But I hate

to trouble your sister.”

“No trouble at all,” he said,

getting up and putting

hard at her, “this young lady has come
to the city to find a friend of hers. Un-
fortunately, she hasn't his address, so I

told her you would look after her to-

night. This is my sister, Madame
Renaud, Miss—er—

”

“Nan,” I said.

“Certainly !" said Madame Renaud,
patting my shoulder. “I shall be charmed
to look after you. my dear. Your first

visit here? There is plenty to see.

William, tell Peter we are waiting.”

“Thank you, ma'am,” I said, “but I’d

better look for Hal tomorrow, I think.”

The lady laughed. “We’ll see,” she
said. “I have a p^irty at my house to-

morrow evening. I’d like to have you
stay to it—you would meet some very
pleasant people, and I think you would
make quite a hit. But we can talk about
that later, for here we are now.”
The automobile stopped with a jerk,

and the young man opened the door and
helped us out. I had only time to see

that we were standing before a big house,

with a piano playing somewhere within,

altho there was no sign of light in the

windows, before they hurried me

“and THE MEN WERE BIDDING 1 CANT
REMEMBER—I WONT REMEMBER”

on his coat. “Here we are, too. Your
bag? Didn’t bring one? Well, no doubt

my sister can fit you out for a few days.

Hang on to my arm, or you might get

lost, and that would be bad ! A city is

a dangerous place for a girl all alone.”

We went out onto a long platform

and walked what seemed like miles thru

rows of people. It was the biggest,

noisiest place I was ever in, and I felt

smaller and smaller every step. The
lights made me dizzy, but the young man
hurried so fast I had to run almost to

keep up with him. Suddenly he stopped

and pulled me thru the crowd into a

little, sheltered place under a great, wind-

ing staircase. A woman with rusty-red

hair and a soft, rich dress stood there,

turning a great diamond over and over

on one finger. When she saw us she

came toward us, smiling, but, somehow,
I didn’t like her smile very well. It

didn’t seem to fit her eyes.

“Emelie,” said the young man, looking

We went out of the
1

station, and I caught a

glimpse of the city—millions

of lights, great towering
buildings, crowds of men and
women passing by. My heart sank.

How was I ever to find Hal in such a

place? But I didn’t have much chance
to look around before Madame Renaud
and her brother had helped me into a

big automobile, closed the door, and
pulled down the shade as we started to

move. Then, while I was still wonder-
ing about this, I found them both looking

at me in the strangest way.
“You must let me do your hair in the

latest fashion, my dear,” said the lady,

smiling until her teeth seemed to flash

like the diamonds on her hands. “With
that and a dress—say, something rather

pale—eh. William?—pink or blue, or

some baby-color—she would be quite a

beauty
!”

up the steps and into a front hall

blazing with electricity under a dozen red

and yellow and green glass globes. On
either side of the hall were richly fur-

nished rooms, also brightly lighted.

Then I saw that the windows were shut-

tered and hung across with heavy, velvet

curtains, and—I didn't know why—but

my heart began to beat wildly.

There were people in the rooms

—

women with bare shoulders and wonder-

ful gowns
;
men, too, who stared at me.

“This way, my dear,” the lady with

the rustv-red hair said
;
“I will take you

to your room.”
I stumbled after her along a hall car-

peted with something thick and soft, so

our steps made nb sound. A little, yel-

low man with slanting eyes opened a
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door for us, bowing. I had never seen

any one like him. I screamed and hid

my face in my hands.

“What was that?” I shuddered. “I

am frightened. I—I never saw a face

like this before
!”

The woman with the rusty-red hair

laughed again.

“That was my Japanese butler, my
dear,” she said softly. “All my servants

are Japanese. As for the house, what is

there about that to frighten you?”
“All those people,” I tried to explain,

“and the shutters over the windows ”

"I keep a—matrimonial agency, my
dear,” said Madame Renaud. “Those
are my—er—patrons. But we
will talk about

this tomor-

row. You
must get

some

There was the sound of a chair pushed
back. “Run along, sonny,” drawled
Madame Renaud—"it’s late. I've got to

see about getting the girl dressed.”

In a moment my door opened, and the

woman of the rustv-red hair came into

the room, with two others carrying the

most wonderful clothes I’d ever seen.

There was a dress, all shiny satin and
lace, and slippers and stockings and
white, frilly under-tilings. Madame Re-

then I did not know just what frightened
me. Putting on a lovely dress ought not
to scare a girl, but when I saw myself
in the glass, I felt sick and faint, That
girl with the bare shoulders and flower-
wreath on her hair could never be me

—

Nan. I must get away—I must find Hal

;

but suddenly I knew what I wouldn’t
even let myself suspect before. They did

not mean to let me go. I think I went
sort of wild then. I struck out at the

woman with the rusty-red hair and
screamed and tried to tear the door open.

I’ve almost forgotten just what did hap-
pen, but I think some one held a glass

of something sweet and sickish tasting

to my lips. Anyway, I stopped scream-
ing, presently, and let them lead me

downstairs.

I felt queer—cold and
numb, and as tho

my hands

sleep
for those

bright eyes.

•Good-night.”

She went
out and shut

the door, and I

heard a key turn

in the lock. Down-
stairs, the piano crashed

out a dance-tune. A
woman laughed high and
shrill. Feet and the swish

of skirts sounded in the hall

outside. I crept into bed, and lay there

shuddering and cold. Somehow, the

thought of my bare, ugly little room at

the Hopkinses’ made me homesick. I

-never closed my eyes all night long. But
the morning sun, creeping thru the dark-
ened windows, made me feel a little safer,

and I fell asleep and slept till late

afternoon.

It was the sound of angry voices in the

next room that awoke me finally.

“You’ll get your usual percent and no
more,” Madame Renaud was saying.

“Dont try any of your blackmailing
threats on me, Will— I wont stand for it

!”

“I'd like to know who found the girl?”

snarled the voice of the young man of
the train. “She’ll bring a high price, and
you know it. You’ve got to come across
fifty-fifty this time.”

HE HAD BRIBED THE JAPANESE SERVANTS
TO LET THEM IN WITHOUT FIRING A SHOT

naud laid them all on the bed and turned

to me.
“How would you like to wear these at

my party this evening?” she asked.

I tried not to seem frightened. “You’re
very kind, ma’am.” I said, “but I must
go and look for Hal now.”
“Wont Hal keep till tomorrow?” asked

madame, “and are you quite sure, my
dear, that you really want to marry him ?

Is he rich enough, for instance, to buy
you dresses like this? You’d better let

me find a husband for you. Perhaps, if

you are vbry pretty, I can find one to-

night. Come
;

get up and try on the

dress. I’ll have your dinner sent up on
a tray.”

I got up
;
what else could I do ? Even

and feet
didn’t belong

to me, nor my
tongue, either,

and everything

seemed to be a great

way off. There were
people—lots of them—in the

room—men mostly, and there

were thousands and thousands and
thousands of eyes looking at me. Ma-

dame Renaud made me climb beside her
on a sort of platform and turn around
and around, and the men were bidding

—

I cant remember—I wont remember.
They laughed and talked. There was

one man, white-haired and big, with a

face I seemed to remember to have seen
once in a dream.
“Hal !” I kept crying

—
“Hal !” and all

the time I made no sound—only turned
and turned.

Then, suddenly, a crashing sound tore

across my brain. I thought it was in my
head, but the others heard it, too, so I

knew something had happened. The air,

sweeping across my bare shoulders,

cleared my thoughts, and then—I saw
Hal coming toward me thru the strug-

gling crowd.
“Nan !’ he cried, hoarsely, as he

sprang upon the platform and took me
in his big arms. “Oh, my poor little
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girl ! Thank God I came when I did

!

Nan ! Look at me, Nan !”

Then, I think, I fainted.

Afterward I found out how he hap-

pened to come to the house with the

drawn shutters. It was the young man
of the train who had sent him to “write

up” the affair for the newspaper. He
did it to get even with Madame Renaud,
and bribed the Japanese servants to let

them in without firing a shot.

But that wasn't the strangest part of

it. When I came out of my faint, the

first person I saw was Hal bending over

me, and the second person was Mrs.

Hopkins! And she was actually crying

and calling me “poor lamb” and begging

me to forgive her for the way she’d

treated me all these years. And, little

by little, the queerest story came out

:

how my father had hired her to take

care of me when my mother died, and
sent her money every year for me, and
finally asked to see me. That was the

letter that had worried her so. She
didn’t want to lose her servant-girl, you
see. So she had passed Helen off as me,
and my father had dismissed her with a

gift of money and his blessing. I said,

somewhere, didn’t I, that Helen wasn’t
exactly—attractive ?

But Mrs. Hopkins began to feel guilty,

after I had gone, and at last she decided

to confess her deception to my father.

So she had come down to the city, quite

scared because she had let me go, and

gone to his home. But he was not there,

anc| his servant had sent her to—Madame
Renaud ’s ! And the white-haired man I

had seen in that dreadful place had been
—my father. His heart had been weak-
ened by his excesses, and the shock of
her confession killed him.
That is all, except that Hal and I were

quietly married this morning. He is

taking me away for a honeymoon among
the hills, where there will be no re-

minders of this cruel city, nor the house
with the drawn shades, nor the woman
with the rustv-red hair. He says I will

forget them all—they are just dream
goblins—that I will not think of anything
in all the world except him.
And yet, I wonder

SCENE FROM “TRUE NOBILITY” (AMERICAN)
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JJWWI v birth had the dra-

in a t i c effect of

causing a
‘

‘ stage

w a i t. ” My
father, Eugene
A. McDowell,
w a s playing in

Brooklyn, and I

selected a matinee
day for my first appearance on any
stage. Having some pardonable curi-

osity on the subject, my father waited
to have a look at me. He saw me at

1 :10 p. M. and dashed madly on his

way, only to find on his arrival that,

after much excitement, an understudy
had been substituted and he was free

to go home again.

Some sjx weeks afterward my
father started on his annual tour of

Canada, and I was bundled up and
taken on the long trip to Montreal.

My father and mother, Fanny Reeves
McDowell, were great favorites thru-

out the Dominion, and at the time of

my birth the Montreal papers sug-

gested that I be named Victoria in

memory of the Toronto metropolis,

but I was named after a pet part of

mother’s—Claire Ffolliott in “The
Shaughraun.”

Father was a government clerk in

the Treasury Building at Washing-
ton when he got the stage fever. He
gave up his position and came to New
York, where he got an engagement at

Mrs. Conway’s Theater in Brooklyn.

While there he conceived the idea of

taking a first-class company to Can-
ada* Railroad fares were almost pro-

hibitive, so Canada had been shunned
by all companies of importance. For
that reason the better classes had no
theatrical entertainment at all. There-
fore, when father’s company ap-

peared, producing New York successes

of the preceding season, they were
taken up with enthusiasm. Lord
Dufferin was governor-general at the

time, and he and Lady Dufferin as

patrons of the arts entertained lav-

ishly for my parents, who were then

engaged to be married. The marriage
was made a public event, the banks
closing for the afternoon because the

choir was composed of bank clerks.
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first chance by him. Among others

his younger brother Melbourne, J. H.
Gilmore, Andrew Robson, Henry Mil-

ler, Felix Morris, Julia Arthur, May
Robson and Annie Russell were mem-
bers of his company while yet un-
known to fame. One company, I

remember, had Mary Hampton, Percy
Haswell, Timothy D. Frawley, George
Fawcett and our late John Bunny.
During my first season on the road,

to which I have referred, I was car-

ried on as the baby in “Caste” and
starred on the bill as the Honorable
George D’Alroy, Jr. In big black

type were the words, “Her first ap-

pearance on any stage.” I have a few
of those programs, but do not use

them for publicity purposes because

they are dated. How stupid to put

preserved Tn-arr-*^
refused to have the thing in the caum,
so it was tied securely outside the win-
dow. One day a sailor was discovered
in a dreadful state of intoxication,

and the captain accused father of giv-

ing him drink. The affair remained a

mystery until it was discovered that

the jar containing the tarantula had
been opened and the alcohol drained
off!

I never played children’s parts

after my first appearance, altho I was
toted round the country until I was
eight years old. Then I was sent to

school. After graduation I went to

art school, where I studied for a while,

but was forced to seek work that

would bring in money right away. I

played small parts in Charles Froh-
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man’s companies for four years and
understudied desperately all the time.
I am blessed with a remarkahlp mpm_
nrir t-

v-uyj, xor some-
times 1 insist on singing, anyway.

I got my first real dramatic oppor-
tunity that season when “Don Caesar

de Bazan” broke out like a rash all

over the country. All the smaller road
companies played at it, and Hackett
and Faversham gave it on Broadway
simultaneously. I was with the

Faversham company as a Spanish
peasant in the first act and a dancer
in the third. The version in which
Mr. Frohman presented Faversham
was called “A Royal Rival,” and
Jessie Busley was playing the boy
role of Pedro. She got the under-

study for me, and later, when she was
needed for another Frohman produc-
tion, they gave me a trial performance
and I “made good.”

I had the stored-up energy of four
years’ ambition to work off in that
~ r"‘* — J ~" j:— ^“it my wild

me lialf-

liss Opp,
re lovely

iompany,
! was the

business,

a “sun-
he Froh-
! “Sky
on was a

ime back
and I

iudeville

:eks in a

a most
gentle-
ias since

e of our
^essful

ts

—

“heavy” business, adventuresses and
such—and must have been the meekest
little “heavy” ever. I must have
been really funny in some of the parts
I had to play. The leading woman
was much taller than I, also heavier;
and my standing around abusing her
and wrecking her life, as I had to in

many of the plays, I imagine was very
amusing.
Many funny things happen in stock

companies, and ours was no excep-
tion. I remember, along toward the
end of the season, when we were all

growing tired, we put on the time- .

honored “Camille.” Mabel was play-

ing Nanine and had studied her lines

irrespective of cues. On
the contrary, the man
who played De Var-
ville had studied the

sense of his lines,

but not the exact

words. So in a
scene together
they came to

grief. DeVar-
ville, instead

of saying,
‘ And she

died?”
asked,
“Is she

dead?”and
Mabel
solemnly
answered
“S h e

did.”

W i nc h e 1

1

Smith. He and
the other players were kindness itself,

but in spite of this those were the

lonesomest three weeks I ever spent.

Toward the end of the third week
Marie Dressier, who was the head-
liner on the bill, came up beside me as

I stood in the entrance and, putting
her hand on my arm, said: “How’s
the little girl tonight?” I nearly

wept on her shoulder, and she must
have wondered what ailed me.

After that I went into stock for the

summer in Syracuse. N. Y. I had ap-

plied for ingenue roles, but that line

was already filled by one of the sweet-

est pals I ever had—Mabel Trun-
nelle. So I got seconds—that is,

Next
season

I left the
Frohman

fold for Brady and Grismer’s “ ’Way
Down East.” I got no more salary
and was playing the dreaded “one-
night stands,” but what cared I? I

was playing a real leading part

—

Anna Moore, one of the fattest, which,
being translated, means easiest and
best, roles ever written. I was rather

young for an emotional lead and took

the engagement a second season to

prove I was equal to it.

The following season I played in

Thomas Dixon’s “The Clansman.”
My role was the ingenue, Nellie—

a

part not in the picture, “The Birth

of a Nation.” That was a record-

breaking season. We played to capac-

ity business and then some, and while

( Continued on page 68)
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THIS ILLUSTRATION, A SCENE FROM THE LATEST ANNETTE KELLERMAN PICTURE (fox), SHOWS AN UNUSUALLY
LARGE AGGREGATION OF COSTUMED EXTRAS

Extras! Extras!! Extras!!!
There Are Tens of Thousands of Extras—Some Do It for Money and

Some Do It for Fun

The extra is such an important
individual that no producing
company can get along without

his or her assistance. And who are

these players that they are so essen-

tial ? you might ask.

Some photoplays demand so many
minor roles that the company’s reg-

ular players are totally insufficient.

This often occurs when a big drawing-
room or restaurant scene is staged.

Dancing couples and diners are

needed to dress-in the scenes.

Extras of a different kind are those

who figure in mob scenes.

It must not be assumed that they

merely “walk in.” Their acting can
make or mar a play. The director is

the man who drills them into proper
form—a no mean task, I can assure

you.

The Italian and French producers
easily excel in handling crowds of a

thousand upwards in the big, spec-

tacular productions for which they are

noted. But their American brother

By ERNEST A. DENCH

can best manage fifty or so in a

modern drama. I am dubious about
the ability of the average British pro-

ducer, because more than once I have
seen a picture in which the mob was
running in all directions in a manner
as tho uncertain of what they had
to do.

Practically every company experi-

ences great difficulties in obtaining

really qualified extras. One thing

that puzzles them is studio slang,

which the producer uses instead of

plain English.

Now, whenever he wants the players

to stop for a moment or so to read

a letter, or for some other purpose,

he calls out, “Hold it!” which, in

other words, means to keep back the

action.

Well, recently a director handed a

bomb to an extra and told him when
to light and throw it into the picture.

The director resumed instructing the

principals in the background
;
then

came the command, “Hold it!”

The novice thought the order was
meant for him, so he held the bomb.
He spent several weeks in the hospital

recovering from injuries.

If you imagine that all extras play
solely for an income—and an uncer-
tain one at that—you are wrong.

Personal vanity is one reason. Such
persons gratify their desire of being
in the proud position to be able to

prove to their friends that they have
played in a film.

Others do it for the sake of getting
near their picture “idol.” You
should see how they all scramble to

be nearest to him or her, and the

rivalry that exists to perform some
little personal service called for in

the scenario. It’s a sight for the

gods

!

A no small number are prompted
by ambition. They have a hanker-
ing to become a picture “star,” but,

first of all, have to start at the bottom
of the ladder. It is hard to stamp
one’s individuality when in the extra

(Fifty-seven)



EXTRAS MUST HAVE A VARIETY OF TALENTS THE ABILITY TO WEAR A DRESS-SUIT, FOR INSTANCE,
AND THIS COMES HARD TO MANY OF THEM

class, but it is the only way to attract

the director’s notice.

When extras apply for work they

leave their card, giving personal in-

formation on the back, and also a

photograph. Then, when the pro-

ducer is in want of one or more extras,

he just runs thru the cards and
photos and selects the types he needs.

They then are told when to report for

work.
Their payment for a day’s work

varies from two dollars and fifty cents

to ten dollars.

A player, such as a maid or butler,

is not an extra, for all big film com-
panies have artists on their regular

payroll for small parts like these.

HERE ARE A NUMBER OF EXTRA PEOPLE WAITING TO BE SELECTED BY THE DIRECTOR. OBSERVE THAT SOME OF THEM
ARE “CAMERA-CONSCIOUS,” AND HENCE ARE NOT ACCOUNTED PROMISING

(Fifty-eight)
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This department is for information
of general interest, but questions
pertaining to matrimony, relation
ship, photoplay writing, and techni
cal matters will not be answered
Those who desire answers by mail
or a list of the film manufacturers,
must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. Address all inquiries to
“Answer Department,’’ writing only
on one side of the paper, and using
separate sheets for matters intended
for other departments of this maga-

aiiacaciMEACiaaiTccs^

Julia T., Syracuse.—Mary Fuller is

playing in “Thrown to the Lions.’’

Augustus Phillips played in “Why Mrs.
Kentworth Lied.” Ray Gallagher and
Billie Rhodes in “His Wooden Leg.”
Joseph Berkeley.—I shall try to keep

your secret. As Franklin said, three may
keep a secret if two of them are dead.
Tom Mix was Tom Melford in “The Man
Within” (Selig). He also directed it.

Edward J. Piel in “At Piney Ridge” as

Mark Brierson.
Tylye.—You ask me what kind of a

car I prefer. Well, I usually take the
Greene and Gates car, but sometimes the
subway. You just bet that Nell Shipman
is “a comer.”
Kitty T.—King Baggot was the leading

man and Edna Hunter was Josephine in
“Won with a Make-up” (Imp). Hobart
Bosworth was Dr. Samson, Dorothy Dav-
enport was Hazel and Gretchen Lederer
was Miss Hall in “Dr. Neighbor.”
The Quizzer.—All I can do is to give

you Victor Hugo’s opinion: The greatest
Pelasgian wasHomer; thegreatest Hellene,
yEschylus; the greatest Hebrew, Isaiah,
the greatest Roman, Juvenal; the greatest
Italian, Dante, and the greatest Briton,
Shakespeare. As to the greatest Ameri-
can, it is a toss up between Billy Sunday,
Dr. Munyon, Bryan, Willard and myself.
Weeping Willow.—Harry Benham has

a “Flivver,” and he is proud of it. He
can climb the hills of Fort Lee better
than the trolley cars. And now Ben Wil-
son has bought a home at Universal
Heights, N. J.

Ullysis.—I never have any pity for
conceited people, because I think they
carry their comfort around with them.
Well, if you are satisfied that you are
doing well enough, you have reached the
top of only an imaginary ladder, and you
will never climb any higher.
Martha T.—Lois Wilson was Helene,

Maude George was the Countess and J.

Warren Kerrigan was Lord Arthur
Waring in “The Gay Lord Waring.” Jane
Novak is with Universal. Yes, the world
likes the man who loses his heart, but
it has no use for the man who loses his
head.
John S., Winnipeg.—Glad you like the

covers. Yes; Cleo Madison is very ac-

commodating about writing letters to her
admirers. Your other question will be
answered later. Write to Universal,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. C., about “The
Broken Coin”—ancient history now.
Mabel, Lockport.—So you thought

MAN
zine. When inquiring about plays,
give the name of the company, if

possible. Each inquiry must con-
tain the correct name and address
of the inquirer at the end of the
letter, which will not be printed.
At the top of the letter write the
name you wish to appear. Those
desiring immediate replies, or infor-
mation requiring research, should
enclose additional stamp or other
small fee; otherwise al! inquiries
must await their turn.

5
s

¥
¥¥s
¥
¥
¥
¥
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“Stepping Stones” a
fine picture. Toomanyof
those domestic trouble pictures. Well, we
must have the fools as well as the philoso-
phers—dont you think?
Thebes.—No, the Vitagraph Bulletin is

no more. They issue a press sheet which
contains a cast for publicity purposes.
Most all the companies are issuing press
sheets now. Anna Nilsson and Tom
Moore are playing in “Who’s Guilty?”
which is a serial released thru Pathe.

Doria, Florida.—Yes, I liked Violet
Mersereau in “The Great Problem.” I

thought she was very cunning. Also
liked Lionel Adams—he was very digni-

fied and pleasing. Your trouble seems to

be that you think you are thrifty, whereas
you are spendthrifty.
Michael.—Ah, yes, alas! I am quite

sure, brother, that Pygmalion is not the
only person who ever fell in love with
his own work. Ruth Stonehouse is going
to play opposite Eddie Polo.

Charlie T.—Billie Burke played in

“Gloria’s Romance” (Kleine). That is

Harry Watson, Jr., in “The Mishaps of

Musty Suffer.” I think he is quite good.
Marguerite Clark will continue with
Famous Players. You want to make sure
to see “God’s Country and the Woman,”
a Western Vitagraph, which played at the
Fulton Theater, N. Y., for a week. The
scenery was very beautiful.

Patrick V.—Yes, I try to go to the
picture theaters about three or four times
a week. It is essential that I keep up
with the different players, and I ought
to go three times a day to do that. Flor-

ence Lawrence resigned from Universal.

It is said she “developed a temperamental
streak.” Belle Bruce is still with Vita-

graph. She is doing very good work, and
so is Jimmie Morrison. You will see

them soon.
Madge, Memphis.—Yes, there is a Rolin

Film Company. This exhibition is cer-

tainly going to be a big success. I will

tell you about it in the next issue.

Henrietta G.—The old men are distin-

guished from heavies by their gray hair.

The part is usually dignified, exhibiting
noble or pathetic qualities, such as ten-

derness of feeling and magnanimity.
Less frequently the vices of old age are
portrayed. Mme. Rejane is playing in

“Alsace.”
Montgomery.—Haven’t you heard that

many people have been dead a long time?
—their friends have neglected to bury
them, that’s all. Of course, I dont refer

to you. Look up the last two issues for
your information.
Hank T.—I would rather bear with pa-

tience the scoff of fools than to swell
with pride at the praise of flatterers. In
the first case, I may profit by criticism;
in the second, I may lose by conceit.
Gertrude V.-—Pavlowa appeared in “The

Dumb Girl of Portici,” produced by Uni-
versal, and a wonderful play it is—one
of the best I have seen. Gladys Hulette
is with Thanhouser. Your Samsonest is
good. Wallace Reid played in “Old Hei-
delberg” (Triangle), but he is with Lasky.
So you want Charlie Chaplin censored to
Jericho.

Gord. Bastedo, Toronto.—Jewell Hunt
was born in Adairsville, Ga. And then
you ask if Pauline Frederick is French.
She is an American. You refer to Flor-
ence Dagmar. Mary Miles Minter will
be directed by James Kirkwood. She will
play in Western American plays.
Margaret D.—One dollar is equal to

about four shillings in your money. I
have not yet joined any army, except the
Salvation Army, and they believe in pre-
paredness for the next world.

Saratoga.—No, bon ami. You are not
right about that player. You must be-
lieve only what you see, and nowadays
you cant believe that. Audrey Munson
played in “Inspiration” for Fox, and she
is now with Mutual.
Herman.—Yes, indeed, a number of the

players change their names. Here are
a few: Rose Coghlan is Mrs. John Sul-
livan; Hazel Dawn is Hazel Tout; Maud
Fealey is Mrs. James Durkin; Annette
Kellermann is Mrs. James R. Sullivan;
Edna May is Mrs. O. Lewisohn; Mabel
Taliaferro is Mrs. Thomas J. Carrigan.
What, you dont know what T. R. stands
for? No, not Terribly Reticent, but “To
Run,” and there isn’t much doubt that
he will—if he can.
Patsy D., Bethlehem.

—

Edward J. Le
Saint is no longer with Universal. Yes;
Mabel Norman will still be seen under
the Triangle program. It is rumored that
James Young will leave Lasky to direct
her. I would even leave the Magazine
to direct her, or to let her direct me.
Brunetta, 17.—Yes, there is a book,

“The Butterfly on the Wheel,” written by
C. Ranger Gull. You thought there was
some mistake in “The Beloved Vagabond”1

as they wore the same costumes thirteen
years later. That sort of mistake hap-
pens too often. Clothes, like ways, are
never too old to mend.
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/BUY DIRECT,
^WondetJvCOf/ez'9^ostpaid\

Made of white percale with neat stripes of blue, black
and lavender. One of each color, same size to the box.
Coat cut style, cuffs attached, laundered and fashion-
able. Sizes 14 tO 17.

of 5 friends and receive NECKTIE FREE.

DURO Shirts are the biggest sellers in the world. Guar-
anteed not to shrink, fade or rip in six months or new '

shirts free. These shirts would cost you 81 each in stores
without guarantee. Highest bank references. Order
today. WRITE FOR CATALOG
a money-saving: article and you get valuable premiums.

GOODELL & CO ,, Room 220, 158 E. 34th St., N.Y.

THE

EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING CO.
PHOTO- ENGRAVERS

GOOD CUTS
Half-tone and Line Work for Printing in One or More

Color, for Any Purpose

DESIGNING RETOUCHING

165-167 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

YOU,—GET A GOVERNMENT JOB
Candidates Coached Free

A Year
for

Life

$800
to

$1800

Send
Coupon below

No “layoffs” without pay. because ofstrikes, financial
flurries or the whims of some petty boss If you
want immediate appointment., fend today
for free llstof positions now obtainable.
Anv delay lessens your chance of
eariy appointment.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
We Will Coach 25 (The Pathway to Plenty)

Dept. K-126, Rochester, N. V.

itiis coupon, filled out as directed, en-
Free titles the sender to a free copy of our book.

"Government Posit ionsand How to GetTbetn,"
“afull list of positionsnow obtainable, and toconsid-

eration for free Coaching for the position here checked.

COUPON
....Stenographer {$800 to $1;,00]

....Internal Revenue [$700 to $1800]

....Clerk in the Department, at

Washington ($900 to $1,700]

....Canadi n Govern-
nient Positions

AddregV. K 125

Vrice plainly.

Hallway Mall Clerk [$900 to $1-001

.... Bookkeeper [1900 to $1*00)
PoKtofflre Cl**rk [$800 to $1200)

PostoffW Carrier [$800 to $1200)
Rural Mall Carrier [$600 to $1200]

. . . .Customs Pom |(

I

ons [$800 to $1500)

Lydia H.—Harry Millarde was Richard
in “The Strength of the Weak.” I shall
always be glad to hear from you. Court-
land Van Deusen is no longer with Vita-
graph. He is with International.
Charlotte W.—I shall hand your

verses to the Editor. And now you want
an interview with Mary Pickford in the
Classic.

Homer Rice.

—

Harry Beaumont is play-
ing opposite Marguerite Clayton now for
Essanay. He was born in Abilene, Kans.,
in 1888. You will next see Billie Burke in
a serial, “Gloria’s Romance.” The ideas!
Marie W.—Will tell the Editor you

want a picture of Valeska Suratt soon.
Why, yes; Leah Baird is still with Vita-
graph. Bobby Joseph Connelly is the
youngest actor at Vitagraphville. He was
horn on April 4, 1909, of Irish and French
parents. Eleanor Woodruff with Equitable.

Ida H. H.—William Sheere was Dudley,
Hobart Henley was the son, Glen White
was Stanford, and Jack Curtis was Mur-
phy in “Graft” (Universal). Yes, we all

miss Lottie Briscoe. Earle Williams was
born on February 28, 1880. He was born
under the sign of Pisces, and people born
under this sign are said to be very loyal,

and are excellent critics, artists and
writers. Look up the Zodiac.

S. T. K., Philadelphia.—Hazel Daly
opposite Tom Mix with Selig last winter.

Six months ago she was pursuing her

placid studies in high school—now the

villain still pursues her thru the cactus

and sagebrush. Some thorny little jump
to fame in six months! Adele Farring-
ton will play in “What Love Can Do.”
You know “He loves best who loves last.”
Thais, Saratoga.—You seem to feel less

shame for what you have done ’than for
what your friends have found out that
you have done. Ha, ha; he, he, and like-
wise ho, ho! We are discovered! as the
Indians cried when Columbus landed in
1492. Gertrude McCoy will be seen in
“The Isle of Love” (Gaumont). Seems
to me that everything is love these days.
Modern Priscilla.

—

You say your
friends call you an old maid. You know
there’s no fool like the old maid. Will-
iam Russell and Charlotte Burton in
“Soul Mates.”

Grace De C.—What, you dont know
and ask vie? Gracious! Three teaspoon-
fuls equal 1 tablespoonful, four table-
spoonfuls equal one wine-glass, and four
wineglassfuls equal one cup of liquid.

Louise Bates is playing for Mutual, op-
posite Harris Gordon.
Johnson T., Pittsburg.—Nan Carter, in

“The Serpent” (Fox). In private life her
name is Nana B. Sigourney, and she is

accused of being one of the leaders of
the smart set. She will have to step
pretty smart to keep up with the doings
of Theda. You want Jane Novak’s picture?
Julia T.—Peggy Hyland playing in

“Saints and Sinners.” You did wrong,
but I forgive you, m’dear. But the in-

nocence of the intention does not lessen
the mischief of the example. Try Metro.

HORRIBLE NIGHTMARE OF A NOVICE PHOTOPLAYER AFTER HIS FIRST

DAY BEFORE THE CAMERA
Use (bis l*ef$»re you lose It.
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Helen T., Ogdensburg.—Eddie Polo and
Eddie Lyons are not the same persons.
They are both with Universal.
Lizette T.—Katharine Kaelred and

Julian L’Estrange will play in “The Girl
with the Green Eyes.” You are not edu-
cated right if you say that. To have no
education is a misfortune; to have a
wrong education is a calamity.
Duncan McR.—

O

scar and Conrad are
two comedians who are playing under
Thanhouser brand. Of course you will

see old Universals with Rosemary Theby
and Harry Myers in them, but they are
now with Vim.

ROSETTA BRICE (LUBIN)

(Sixty one)
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Night or Day, at Work or Play,
B.V.D. Conserves Your Comfort

Nothing is so typical of the American “level

head,” as the nation-wide popularity of

B.V. D. It is the Summer Underwear of Efficiency

—

of the man who conserves his comfort at work or
at play, just as he conserves his health—as an asset.

Loose fitting, light woven B.V.D.
Underwear starts with the best

possible fabrics (specially woven
and tested), continues with the
best possible workmanship
(carefully inspected and re-

inspected), and ends with com-
plete comfort (fullness of cut,

balance of drape, correctness of

fit, durability in wash and wear).

If it hasn't

This Red
Woven Label

1 MADE FOR THE I

B.VD.
!

IDEj BESTRETAJLTRy

It isn't

B. V. D.

Underwear

( Tradi Mark Reg. U. S. Pit. Off, and Foreign Countriei)

B.V.D. Closed Crotch
Union Suits (Pat.

U. S. A.) $1.00 and
upward the Suit.

B.V. D. Coat Cut Under-
shirts and Knee Length
Drawers, 50c. and
upward the Garment.

The B.V. D. Company, New York.

BECOME A SUCCESSFUL PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
It is nine-tenths a matter of Knowing Where to Get Plots and after that a Knowledge of

Dramatic Construction. These two prime requisites are now set forth for the first time in the
history of Photoplay Writing by the greatest authority on the subject and in a manner that
begets immediate inspiration and puts your fingers in touch with ALL THE MATERIAL YOU
CAN USE IN A LIFETIME!

THE PHOTODRAMATells What Plots Are—Where to

Get All the Plots You Can Use

—

How to Build Them—How to Make
Any Material Dramatic—How to Get the Punch
Every Time. Also A SPECIMEN PHOTO-
PLAY and a Revised GLOSSARY. Used in

Schools, Colleges and Libraries thruout the
United States. Indorsed by ALL AUTHORITIES.
“THE PLOT OF THE STORY**
“ART IN STORY NARRATION
“THE PLOT CATALOG "

All valuable to the Photoplaywright. $1.20 each. Any one with “The Photodrama,” $3.10. Two with same, $4.00. All four Books, $5.00.

By the same Author

By
Henry Albert Phillips

Member of Edison Staff; Associate Editor Motion Picture
Magazine; Photoplay Lecturer for Y. M.C. A. Introduc-

tion by J. Stuart Blackton, Vitagraph.

224 Pages—Cloth Bound -Stamped in Gold. Postpaid $2.10

THE CALDRON PUBLISHING CO.
173 DUFF1ELD STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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For Sprains

| Lame Muscles
| Absorbine, Jr., brings quick

| relief. Keep it always at

| hand for instant use.

1 Athletes use Absorbine, Jr., for

1 the muscle that has been strained;

1 for the cut or laceration that runs

1 a chance of infection ; for the abrasion that pains and 1
1 the limbs that are stiff and lame from over-exertion,

jj

Absorbine.J^
THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

3 When applied to cuts, bruises and sores, it kills
jj

1 the germs, makes the wound aseptically clean and
jj

1 promotes rapid and healthy healing. It allays pain
jj

§ and inflammation promptly. Swollen glands, painful J
1 varicose veins, wens and bursal enlargements yield

jj

1 readily to the application of Absorbine, Jr. jj

1 Absorbine, Jr., is made of herbs and is non- j
jj poisonous— safe to use anywhere, even by the smallest jj

1 member of the family. 1

It Combines Efficiency with Safety 3

Only a few drops of Absorbine, Jr., are required at g
each application, which makes it an economical m
liniment to use. One ounce of Absorbine, Jr., added jj

to a quart of water or witch hazel, makes an antiseptic, g
general liniment of more than ordinary efficacy.

Absorbine, Jr., $1.00 a bottle g
at most druggists or delivered g

A LIBERAL TRIAL BOTTLE \
your address upon receipt of 10c. in stamps.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.

162 TEMPLE STREET, SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
j

Photo-Plays, Plots, Original Stories

Wanted by a new company. Submit in any form. Also

rejected manuscripts. Protection guaranteed. No correspond-

ence school agency. Enclose return postage.

CALIFORNIA SCENARIO COMPANY, INC.
Los Angeles, California

binding guarantee as to quality with each

diamond. Exchangeable at any time at an

increase of 7 MORE THAN YOU
PAID.
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

DELUXE.49Contains over one thousand

photographs of rings, pins, diamonds, and

other precious stones.

L. W. SWEET & CO., INC.
2 and 4 Maiden Lane, New York City

428
$100

Eight Months
to Pay

eautiful Diamond^!
a^Sent on Approval— No”

Money Down
No obligation; pay as you can. Order

any diamond from our catalogue ; when re-

ceived, if not absolutely satisfactory, return

it. Otherwise keep it and pay 20 % of the

rice, and only 10% per month thereafter.

Ora T., College Point.—So you are
plumb down, on Harry Northrup because
he does not answer your letters, and be-

cause he is too conceited. He who thinks
too much of himself generally thinks too
little of others, and thinks that others
think too little of him. But I think you
are entirely wrong about H. Northrup.
Did you know he was a poet?

O. U. Knutt.—Grace Darling was a
special “camera-man” for the Hearst-Selig
animated weekly. She has not since gone
into film posing. Perhaps we admire a
beautiful soul more than a beautiful face,

hut we dont run after them quite so hard.
Jack C.—Vogue is one of the branches

of Mutual. Gladys Hulette played in

“When She Played Broadway.” You ask
me if Sidney Drew acts with Mrs. Drew.
How can he direct her? Come to! Haven’t
you ever heard of an actor-director? In
the case of the Drews, however, they take
turn and turn about at directing. Mrs.
Drew applies the branding-iron when Sid
is doing the doleful, and t’other way
around. If I didn’t have the patience of

Job, and just at present one of his boils,

you’d drive me out of my job. How can
I tell whether Sidney Drew really com-
mitted suicide in “The Swooners,” or
what he was saying thru the telephone?
Studio telephones are dummies in both
senses of the word, and are not connected
with my exchange; so please ring off.

Samuel T.—Yes; Geraldine Farrar’s
“Carmen” was popular in New York.
Lasky claim that 144,000 people paid ad-
mission to see it at the Strand Theater
in one week. Henry Walthall is still play-
ing for Essanay.

J. T. C.—There is a new company
springing up every day. But most of

them are of the mushroom variety. Jane
Gail is with Universal. Mary Fuller and
Augustus Phillips in “The Three Wishes.”

G. U. Stiff.—Pearl White is 28 years

old, and I dont intend to answer any
more questions on ages. Yes, ours is a
good pattern. Grace Cunard is making
productions of her own, and releasing

them thru Universal. Edna Fisher is

Mrs. Rollin Sturgeon, and they are now
the proud owner of a baby boy.

HOW WE FEEL GETTING IN TO THAT CENTER
s
SEAT
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Mother Goose of Motion Pictures
By HARVEY PEAKE

“Hush-a-bye, baby,

Why do you cry?”
“ ’Cause there’s no Picture Show

Anywhere nigh.”

Jack Spratt could eat no fat,

No lean filled wifie’s plate;

But one thing both agreed upon

—

That Motion Plays were great!

Said three wise men of Gotham.
At a Picture Play one time:

“Why should we go
To a two-dollar show,

When here’s just as good for a dime?”

Little Jack Horner sat in a corner,

Writing a Picture Play;

He put in a scene that was new on the screen,

And it brought him a check one day.

Hickory, dickory, dock;

The mouse runs up the clock;

And when it strikes one,

The children all run

To the Picture Show on the next block.

“Pussy-cat, pussy-cat, where have you been?”
“I’ve been up to town to see plays on the screen!

And everything moved, horses, women and men,
And tomorrow and next day I

’m going again !

’ ’
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Ride a-cock horse

To Banbury Cross,

To see Little Johnny get on his white horse;

With rings on his fingers,

And bells on his toes,

He’ll look fine on the films at the Motion Play Shows

“Little Miss, Pretty Miss,

Blessings light upon you;

I have a dime, pray dont decline,

I’ll spend it all upon you!”

To keep your baby
perfectly well this

summer
1. Keep the baby cool.

2. Keep him outdoors as much as
possible.

3. Give him plenty of boiled water.

4. Consult your doctor at the first

sign of illness.

5. Make his food light. You, your-
self, don’t eat as much heavy meat in

summer as in winter. Lighten your
baby’s diet also.

Don’t give him rawcows milk with its heavy,
indigestible curd— and its germs of summer
complaint—summer complaint that kills more
babies than any other cause in the world.

Nurse your baby, if you can. If you can't,

give him the food that’s as safe from germs
—and as light as mother’s milk itself

—

NestlesFooci
Nestl6’s is a complete food—not a milk modi-
fier. It can’t sour

;
no germs can touch it.

In Nestle’s you get milk from healthy cows,
purified, free from germs; the calf needs
are modified— the baby needs are added.
Reduced to a powder, it comes to you in an
air-tight can. No hand has touched it— no
germ can reach it. It is a complete food, so
you add only water and boil one minute—and
you can know that you are
giving your baby the food
his little body needs.

Don’t shock your baby’s
stomach by changing him
from your breast milk to
cow’s milk. In Nestle’s he
will feel no change.

Send the coupon for free
sample box of Nestle’s —
enough for 12 feedings, and
the Specialist’s book on the
care of babies. Don’t delay.
Your baby’s health depends
on the food you give him now.

NESTLE’S FOOD COMPANY
256 Broadway, New York

Please send me, FREE, your Book and Trial
Package.

Name
Address
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E**„ d*O we will send you complete course in modern adver-
1 Ux >p£t tising by the President of Buffalo Advertising Club.

Many have paid $20 for practically same tuition. You
pay $18 less than that—if you act NOW. Similar to usual
$100 course.

$5,000 a year is pay of many advertising experts. Men
in all kinds of business have made fortunes by learning
advertising. Here is your opportunity to study this money-
making art at a saving of $18. In order to introduce this

Course, we offer only

5 00 Introductory <PO
Complete Courses at

Send $2 and we will mail you complete 90 lessons in
book form for your confidential possession. This is just
the book you have been wishing for— it is brim full of new
ideas, etc. Every advertising man should own one. Pin a
$2 bill to your letter-head and mail it today. Do it Now.

NU COMPANY
120 West 32nd Street New York

Society women and actresses get them by using

Note the
:i Big Change ''

Beautiful

Eye-Brows
and

Eye-Lashes

It promotes in a natural manner the growth of Eye-brows and
Eye-lashes, making them thick, long and silky, giving depth and
soulful expression to the eyes. A guaranteed Pure and Harmless
treatment. Send 25c (coin) and we’ll mail package prepaid in
plain sealed cover. Get our FREE Beauty Book.

Beware of worthless imitations —
Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine sold only by

Maybell Laboratories, induSfal.., Chicago, Illinois
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An Ideal

Studio Site
Inland from Nyack-on-the

Hudson, in the township of

Nanuet, there is for sale 1 47
acres of land which would
make an exceptional site for

a Moving Picture Studio.

The scenic attractions of this country are

most beautiful, the property having an

abundance oftrees, open clearances, hills, valleys,

brooks, and in fact everything for outdoor

camera work. For particulars address

GEO. F. HERRINGTON
65 NAVY STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

0-00000-0-000-0000-00000000000000-0-0-0-0

IN “his PICTURE IN THE papers” FAIRBANKS WAS ALMOST BRUTAL TO
HIS SUPPORTING CAST

( Continued from page 19)
parlance for ‘‘losing his job.” And
the reason is that they grumbled—aye,

broke into open rebellion—at the peril-

ous stunts they were made to perform.

But not so Douglas—he loves the

movies. ‘‘They appeal to your game-
ness,” he explained. “With the little,'

old bull's-eye of the camera looking at

you, there’s nothing for it but to go
thru with anything.” And for his

pains—however painful—he’s getting

the balm of the “long green.” In-

surance checks are served regularly,

with eggs and coffee, every Sunday
morning.

PEARL WHITE, HEROINE OF "THE IRON CLAW,” PATHE’s LATEST SERIAL OF

HAIR-RAISING ESCAPES AND DARING “STUNTS”
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The mating season is here, and J. W. Kerrigan, with his customary enterprise, is

already dawdling a four-months-old girl. Not a property baby in pictures, but the

real tootles in real life. She is the daughter of Jack’s brother, Wallace Kerrigan.
Is Jack rehearsing to become a fond parent?

Here is glad news for Alice Joyce admirers—as we all admire this beautiful screen

artiste, it’s glad news for all of us. Miss Joyce has re-entered pictures, and will cast

her charming shadow on the screen under the Vitagraph emblem. She will probably
be the heroine in their coming super-feature, “The Battle Cry of War.”

The Clara Kimball Young Company requests that we withdraw her name from
the Motion Picture Magazine’s Popularity Contest. They regret the action, but do
not explain it. Perhaps she wasn’t getting enough votes to suit them.

Like a lover’s oft-repeated farewell, Geraldine Farrar has not yet said her final

good-by to pictures. A little bird whispers that she will the star of a coining

production under the direction of Cecil De Mille, the erstwhile dramatist.

Gertrude McCoy is suffering with writers’ cramp. At the M,adison Square Garden
Exposition she distributed over 8,000 postcards of herself, all personally autographed.
And now the sad part begins. The distribution of these has brought a demand for

over a million, and Miss McCoy is quoting, “If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off.”

The Famous Players seem to run to pony stars. To settle all disputes, let it

be known that Ann Pennington, their latest sprite, is not so tall as Mary Pickford,
but is real “grown up” compared with Marguerite Clark:

Two of the most popular members of the Los Angeles film colony recently met
their death in an automobile accident. They were Clinton Stagg and George Platt,

members of the Lasky scenario staff. Following upon other similar catastrophes,

their death has cast a gloom over the players, and unnecessary trials of speed will

hereafter be frowned upon.

On account of being so handy to the studios, amateur movies are now all the
rage in Los Angeles. Several of the country clubs are featuring everything, from
their golfers and racket-wielders to Jap chefs and Kanaka pages.

Douglas Fairbanks recently gave a barn dance and jamboree at his home in

Hollywood. When the Griffith cowboys started to shoot blank cartridges, the local

police force entered on the run. He was subdued, however, and soon was mixing
in the fun.

Roma June, who supported Arnpld Daly in the stage play, “Beau Brummel,”
playing in New York, has joined the Vitagraph Company to play an extensive number
of pictures.

Just because gasoline is on the luxury list with champagne does not deter the
players from buying autos. The latest converts to the motor colony are Webster
Campbell and Lucile Lee Stewart, of Vitagraph, and Eugenie Forde and Juanita
Hansen, of American.

Pauline Frederick and a party of friends have gone to the Adirondack Moun-
tains on a hunting and shooting trip. As the game laws are strict, they are hunting
and “shooting” only scenes.

If you want a copy of the cutest painting ever made of “Little Mary” Pickford,
you will find it on the cover of the next Motion Picture Magazine, for sale every-
where on and after July 1st. Dont miss it!

Little Ruth Stonehouse, of the Universal Company, injured herself in a fall from
a trapeze, during the taking of a recent picture, and will have to undergo an opera-
tion in consequence. She is receiving the attention of many friends, and it is stated
that the result is not expected to be serious.

Film companies dont do things by halves nowadays. In “Whispering Smith”
(Helen Holmes-Signal Company) a dozen freight-cars are going to be piled up in a
wreck. The wreckage has already been contracted for by a match company and a
wholesale junk-dealer.

Little Mistress Thelma Salter, who played the rich little girl in “An Alien” with
George Beban, has toddled over to the Horsley-Mutual studios, toting along a full
set of baby dolls with sweet little layettes that she has made all by her lonesome.

Anna Little is having her troubles these days. Recently her car was stolen
while she was shopping in Los Angeles, and on the same day her pet Chow dog was
kidnapped. In both cases the thieves were clever, as the police have discovered
no clues to them.

Miriam Nesbitt and Marc MacDermott are one. Their courtship was almost as
long and quite as romantic as Aucassin’s and Nicolette’s. They were associated to-
gether in the Edison studio for over six years, and their wedding was the outgrowth
of a deep mutual respect. In spite of the secrecy of their plans, a movie camera snap-
shotted them as they emerged from the Jersey City license bureau.

Quite a little building bee is now on among Vitagraph players, who run mostly
to bungalows—the expensive kind. Leah Baird has just completed hers on the south
shore of Long Island; Edith Storey is shaping up a pretty lodge of rubble-stone and
weathered shingles at Northport, on the north shore, and Anita Stewart is putting
the finishing touches on a dream of a villa at Brightwaters.

(Sixty-five)

BELLIN'S WONOERSTOEN CO.

Bax 3C, Station W, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wonderstoen 1* endorsed by such celebrated chemists as
Profs. Bemieville, Ferguson and Weinstein of New York City

niiiiiiiiiiiiiMimimimiiiiiiiiiimiiiimf;

DON’T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes
and Eyebrows?

You can have the same

applied once each day, will absolutely
produce thick and long eyebrows and eye-
lashes. Easy to apply—sure in results.

Lashneen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of 25c
coin and two cents postage, or Canadian money order.

Beware of Imitations

!

LASHNEEN COMPANY (Dept. 19) Philadelphia

PILLOW TOP FREE!
To prove the superior qual-

ity of our celebrated Em-
broidery Floss, we will
send this beautiful Pil
low Top (size IT x21 in.)
stamped on White Em-
broidery Cloth, FREE to
any lady sending only 10c

in stamps or silver to pay fi r postage and the material to
embroider it. On this remarkable offer you get

Pillow Top—Stamped—Ready to Work
One Complete Instruction Diagram
Two Skeins Collingbourne’s Floss

Send for this free Pillow Top today. If you are not pleased, your 10c in
stamps will be returned promptly. Address

[COLLINGBOURNE^ MILLS. Dept. 439. ELGIN. ILL.

Rose Bead Necklaces
Made from Real Flowers

Each bead retains permanently its natural fragrance.

t?

Have one of these attiactive necklaces to wear with
each sown. Old Rose, Violet, Orange Blossom,
Mignonette and Black-Eyed Susies. 2<> inch
necklace 50 cents

;
SS-im-h necklace $ 1 . 00 . Sample

string showing colors for six cents in stamps.

ENDORSED BY LICHTENSTEIN BROS.
—Mary Fuller 10-12 West 22d Street, Dept. C, New York

SIGNET RINGS
Gold Shell. Best grade.
Warranted 5 years. Price
includes engraving of Mono-
gram. Sample sent upon
receipt of price. Amount
refunded if not satisfactory.

C. K. GROUSE CO.
North Attleboro Mass.

Box No. 1

WILL SEND MY f V P
25c book Improve Your race

By Making Faces— for
10c— stamps or coin

This book contains a complete course
of instructions in Physical Culture for the
Face. More than 90.000 persons are fol-
lowing: these instructions to-day. They
will do more to build beauty than all the
paint and powder in the world, for they
get. right at the root of your facial defeets
and overcome them. Not simple or
silly. Just physical culture applied to
the facial muscles: common sense— t hat’s

all. If you want to improve your looks, send 10c for this book, to-day, at
once, while It’s on your mind.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
5121 Barker Bldg., 110 W. 42nd St. NEW YORK CITY
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lO for 25 cents 22 for 50 cents

Estimates on large Quantities on request

D. A. DOBIE
Dept. B, 29 Monroe Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

MINIATURE PENNANTS
OF THE FILM STARS

TT^ECORATE your room or den with these neat
3x8 in. felt pennants. Just the thiue to

make round pillow tops ami table covers. Use them
hx favors, souvenirs, etc. boihething new.

Blanche Sweet Earle Williams
Francis X. Bushman Dustin Farnum
Beverly Bayne Theda Bara
Mary Anderson Anita Stewart
Ruth Roland Jack Kerrigan
Crane Wilbur Mabel Normand
Francis Ford Pearl White

—-and 93 others. Write to-day.

Send two-ceni stamp for folder .

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used this for-

mula to remove traces of age,
illness or worry : loz. of pure

Powdered
SAXOLITE

dissolved in ^ pt. witch hazel ; use as a
face wash. The effect is almost magical.

Deepest wrinkles, crow’s feet, as well as finest lines,

completely and quickly vanish. Face becomes firm,

smooth, fresh, and you loolryears younger. No harm
to tenderest skin. Get genuine Saxollte (powdered) at any drug store.

Greenroom Jottings—Continued
Marguerite Clark’s latest triumph is “Silks and Satins,” and an excellent story

of the play appears in the August issue of the Motion Picture Magazine.

Florence Lawrence’s re-entry into screenland has resolved itself into a triumph.
A Florence Lawrence song has been dedicated to her, and she, in turn, has donated
its receipts to the Actors’ Fund for aged actors. And then she went and resigned.

Lillian Walker has discovered a new tonic—it’s a wonderful bracer. She has
just returned with Evart Overton and Robert Gaillord from Highland Falls, N. Y„
where they “shot” a series of scenes in an iron mine. The fair Lillian drank liberal
potations from springs in the mine, and says she is now feeling as frisky as a robin
struggling with his first spring worm.

Henry Kolker, who supports Billie Burke in “Gloria’s Romance,” is a pretty handy
man with his “dukes.” In the first episode, which was actually taken in the Florida
Everglades, among the Seminole Indians, a fight occurs in which he lands some “corn-
crackers” on the anatomy of several distinguished chiefs.

Mutual Weekly’s camera-man has just arrived in New York after a hurried and
undignified exit from Chihuahua. When he set up his camera in Villa’s home town,
the supply of aerial vegetables that were forcibly presented to him would have de-
lighted a huckster by their variety and ripe old age.

A movie cop was recently discovered by a police inspector in the act of smoking
a cigaret in Central Park. A crowd quickly gathered while the inspector read the
riot act to the dumbfounded “extra.” Madame Petrova finally extricated her humble
support, and as a balm for his wounded feelings he is now smoking some choice
Russian “coffin nails.”

William Conklin, Balboa’s leading man, is two-handed with a vengeance. Each
day, as soon as he is out of his make-up, he hurries to his desk in his big automobile
agency in Long Beach, Cal., which he is managing with success.

Cleo Ridgely is the center of all eyes with her new outfit of sport coats. They
are striped after the manner of tennis-blazers, and the color schemes must have been
worked out after a survey of all the barber poles and awnings in Los Angeles.

A well-known hut misguided studio star, whose reputation for excellent portrayal
does not quite equal his remarkable ability to transfer his affections from one com-
pany to another—as eagerly as an urchin joins Sunday-school around Christmastime

—

has announced himself as a candidate for the Presidency of the United States. No
one else appears to have announced him. His campaign slogan is “Let us have free
silence. Censorship is hell!” Gracious! Have we come to this?

Dont miss Theda Bara’s defense of her “vampire” parts in the August Motion
Picture Magazine.

The Vitagraph Company announces a move that is epoch-making in the film in-
dustry. It will recapitalize for $25,000,000, making it four times larger than any
other Motion Picture company or combination of companies. Mere size means nothing,
but if Vitagraph is true to its promises and follows the history of other great in-

dustries in the systematization and upbuilding of its product—great directors, great
casts, well-balanced programs and famous authors—we may look forward to a second
great stage in both the art and science of Motion Picture advancement.

Duncan McRae, a brother of Bruce McRae, and who last appeared on the screen
as leading man for Florence Reed in “The Woman’s Law,” has been engaged as
leading man for Viola Dana, and they will make their initial Metro appearance in
“The Flower of No Man’s Land.”

Louise Huff has recently become a Famous Player, and is now on Block Island
with a company, creating a seacoast drama, “Destiny’s Toy,” in which the little

star plays the part of a fishermaid.

Everybody is reading our “How to Get in the Pictures” articles. And why not?
Do you know of anybody who does not want to get in, or who has not a daughter or
friend who does? We have some big surprises coming—watch out for them!

A wonderful painting of Anita Stewart will appear on the next Classic cover.

Helen Gibson, the daredevil Kalemette railroader, has received an official warning
from a Western railroad company that her stunts are too dangerous for them to

risk the lives of their train-crews. In a recent scene Miss Gibson persuaded the
engineer to “take a chance,” with the result that his engine-tender jumped the tracks,
and “Helen o’ Hazards” barely escaped with her life.

The Los Angeles’ famous bathing parade has at last been held, all objections to

the contrary, and 300 girls from the various studios garbed in the latest bathing
creations passed in review before 50,000 critics at Santa Monica Beach. The first

prize for ideal figure and costume was awarded to Mabel Johnston, of Thomas H.
Ince’s “Civilization” company. Her swimming togs were a creation of silver cloth

with scarlet belt and cap.

Kathlyn Williams is to have a new leading man, one who at last will frame
up to her in goodly proportions and ability. The gentleman is Courtenay Foote,

formerly of Vitagraph and Morosco fame.

We have with us this evening: Anita Stewart and S. Rankin Drew, p. 13; Lois

Meredith, p. 50; Frank Mayo (left), p. 53; Dustin Farnum and Herbert Standing,

p. 36; Winnifred Kingston and Dustin Farnum, p. 39.

The persistent and prodigious rumor will not die down to the effect that Mary
Pickford is about to ally herself with the Vitagraph Company. Notwithstanding our
prayers and importunities, Little Mary will not commit herself to deny or affirm.

(Sixty-six)
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Popular Player Contest Guide to the Theaters

The Motion Picture Magazine is

conducting a Popular Player Con-

test, and we herewith give our

readers a little advance information

thereon. A voting coupon will be

found elsewhere in this number of the

Classic, and full information will be

found in the August number of the

Motion Picture Magazine, which

will be on sale July 1st.

How the Leaders Stood Up to May 23

Mary Pickford 17,865

Marguerite Clark 15,130

J. Warren Kerrigan 11,970

Francis Bushman 10,910

Theda Bara 10,420

William Farnum 9,795

Henry Walthall.. 9,330

Anita Stewart 8,935

Edward Earle 8,880

Wallace Reid 8,535

Earle Williams 8,055

Alexander Gaden 7,000

Nellie Anderson 8,685

Pauline Frederick 6,380

Pearl White 6,270

Grace Cunard 6,205

Beverly Bayne 6,180

William Hart 6,165

Harold Lockwood... 6,150

Blanche Sweet 5,000

Ruth Roland 4,865

Crane Wilbur 4,815

Dustin Farnum 4,635

Marguerite Snow 4,485

Mary Fuller 4,335

Mary Miles Minter 4,280

Robert Warwick 4,145

Mary Anderson 3,000

Carlyle Blackwell 2,755

Marguerite Courtot 2,700

Florence LaBadie 2,565

Olga Petrova 2,435

Cleo Madison 2,330

Antonio Moreno 2,310

Ella Hall 2,295

Francis Ford 2,290

Edna Mayo 2,285

Clara K. Young 2,215

Charles Chaplin 2,145

Harris Gordon 2,050
Edith Storey 2,045
Romaine Fielding 1,820

Richard Travers 1,695

E. K. Lincoln 1,675

Herbert Rawlinson 1,655

Henry King 1,480
Owen Moore

, 1,470
Bryant Washburn 1,445
Norma Talmadge 1,435
Nell Craig 1,430
Kathlyn Williams 1,375
Violet Mersereau 1,290
Dorothy Gish 1,290
Alice Joyce 1,275
May Allison 1,260
Douglas Fairbanks 1,260
Edward Coxen 1,245
Lillian Gish 1,240
Tom Forman 1,215
Anna Little 1,200
Ruth Stonehouse 1,085
Creighton Hale 1,075
Louise Bates 1,075
Robert Mantell 1,045
Geraldine Farrar 1,045
Mae Marsh 1,025
Mabel Normand 1,025
Florence Lawrence 1,025
House Peters 1,020
Milton Sills 1,010
Hazel Dawn 1,010

By "JUNIUS"

(Readers in distant cities will do well to preserve this list (or reference

when these plays appear in their vicinity)

Harris.—“Hit the Trail Holliday.” A
farce dealing with small-town folks, featur-
ing Fred Niblo in a sort of Billy Sunday
character, who becomes a spectacular tem-
perance lecturer. A trifle old-fashioned,
but it seems to be popular.

Longacre.—“The Great Lover.” An ex-
ceptionally fine romantic comedy with Leo
Ditrichstein in a particularly happy role.

Interesting thruout, interspersed with pathos
and humor, and with a great big smile as
the final curtain goes down.

Belasco.—“The Boomerang.” One of the
most popular comedies of the season. En-
tertaining and laughable thruout, exquisitely
acted and wonderfully produced—it runs
along like the works of a fine watch.

Hippodrome.—“Hip-Hip Hooray.” A tre-

mendous spectacle of dazzling scenery,
music, ballet, dancing, skating, and fanciful
acts that will offend nobody and delight
everybody. A veritable circus, drama, opera
and comedy combined, in which there are a
hundred novelties and a thousand people.

Punch and Judy.—“Treasure Island.” If

you like fairy stories (with fierce pirates as
fairies )( and the sea, and picturesque set-

tings—including a real ship—and Steven-
son’s sea yarns, dont miss this elaborate
production. It is exceedingly amusing. The
young folk will be held spellbound, and the
old folk will have a hearty laugh. It is

handsomely and wonderfully done.

Astor.—“Cohan Revue.” Wonderfully
clever musical burlesque of the popular
plays of the season, done by thoroly com-
petent players.

Gaiety.—“Erstwhile Susan.” A comedy in

which Mrs. Fiske proves that she is still en-

titled to first honors among our great come-
diennes. The author might have made more
of a splendid opportunity. Interesting, but
there is not much humor in the play.

New Amsterdam (Roof).—Ziegfeld Danse
de Follies—the show-place of New York after

midnight—offering a program of far above
the average quality. Good music, excellent
artists, and a multitude of pretty girls.

Plenty of space for those wishing to dance,
and well-arranged tables for the lookers-on.

Fulton.—“A Woman of No Importance” in

four acts, the first of which might well he
omitted entirely; most of the second, also.

In spite of some brilliant dialog, the play
drags until the third act, which works up to

a fine climax. Margaret Anglin is as charm-
ing and clever as ever, but Holbrook Blinn
is miscast. Either bad acoustics or bad
elocution makes about one-third of the lines

of the play unintelligible.

Hudson.—“The Cinderella Man.” A charm-
ing, romantic comedy, intensely interesting
and remarkably well done. One of the hits
of the season.

Lyric.—“Katinka.” An amusing, tuneful
operetta of the conventional kind. It is en-
joying a long run.

New Amsterdam.—“Merchant of Venice.”
Sir Herbert Tree superb as Shylock, but the
talented Elsie Ferguson failed to make the
most of her opportunities as Portia in this
wonderfully beautiful production.

Cort.—“Molly O.” An operetta in two
acts with catchy music, bright lines, new
features, a good company, and some pretty
girls. It is here for a run, if

Physical
Cviltvire
for the Face
My Beauty Exer-

cises will make you
look Younger and
more Beautiful than
all the external treat-

ments you might use
for a lifetime. No
massage, electricity,

vibration, astringents,
plasters, straps, filling

or surgery—nothing
a r t i f i c ial—Just
Nature’s Way.

Results come soon and are
permanent. My system makes
muddy, sallow skins clear, and
the complexion as fresH as ir\

girlhood, firms the flesh, and
never fails to lift drooping and sagging facial muscles,
removing the wrinkles they cause. The too thin
face and neck are rounded out and hollows filled in. No
one too old or too young to benefit.
My system makes double chins disappear quickly,

and it leaves the flesh firm after the superfluous fat is

worked away.

No matter how tired, five minutes of my Facial
Exercise will freshen your complexion and give it a most
exquisite coloring for a whole evening.
Write today for my new FREE booklet “ Facial

Beauty Culture.” If you will tell me what improvements
you would like, I can write you more helpfully. Your
letter will be held in strictest confidence.

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite T-27 Garland Building, Chicago

The first tuoman to teach Scientific Facial Exercise

AUTOGRAPHED PILLOW TOPS
Your choice of the following stars

:

King: Baggot Alice Joyce
Theda Bara Jack Kerrigan
Beverly Bayne Florence LaBadie
Carlisle Blackwell Harold Lockwood
John Bunny Mabel Normand
Francis X. Bushman Norma Phillips
Marguerite Clark Mary Pickford
Maurice Costello Marguerite Snow
Howard Estabrook Anita Stewart
Alec Francis Blanche Sweet
Mary Fuller Emmy Wehlen
Ethel Grandln Pearl White
Arthur Johnson Crane Wilbur
Clara Kimball Young Earle Williams

Sepia, 35c each: Hand-painted, 50c each. Send cash or money order
6x7 Pictures, two for a dime, six for a quarter, $1.00 set of fifty.

R. K. STANBURY, Dept. M-G, FLATIRON BLDG., N. Y. CITY
Beautiful 11x14 Hand-colored Pictures, 25c each. Send 2c stamp for folder

Learn Nursing at Home

Earn while
you learn

Right in your home, the HOS-
PITAL EXTENSION COURSE
teaches you in detail, the duties of
the nurse—how to make beds—all

kinds of baths—use of antiseptics—making and applying ap-
plications, poultices, liniments, solutions and plasters—making
of pads—massaging—enemas and douches—relieving pain

—

proper foods, controlling fevers—nursing in rheumatism, pneu-
monia, measles, colds, contagion and other medical diseases.

Maternity nursing clearly defined. Relieving discomforts of
pregnancy—delivery fully illustrated—care of child fully de-
scribed—what to do while awaiting physician—caring for cuts
and wounds—bandaging—assisting the physician.
DIPLOMA, THERMOMETER. DICTIONARY. CHARTS,

RECORDS, and other supplies furnished to students free.

This is a chartered School—23 years' experience— affiliated

with a hospital—instruction by physicians and graduate
nurses.
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER. We will send the lessons for

one month, examine your papers, answer personal Questions,
send special feature papers, and give all advantages afforded
students; all for $1.00. Money refunded if not satisfied, or
credited if you continue. Address MISS FRAZIER, Supt.,
Philadelphia School for Nurses, 2242 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia.

(Sixty-seven
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CASH’S WOVEN NAMES
Prevent loss at the laundry. They are *eat and
durable. Made in many styles in fast colors of
Red, Blue, Black, Navy, Yellow or Green.

Your fuH name for
$ .85 for 3 dozen
1.25 “ 6 44

2.00 44 12 4

Samples of various styles sent free

J. & J. CASH, Limited
1017 Chestnut St. S. Norwalk, Conn.

REDUCE YOUR FLESH
Wear my famous Rubber Garments a few hours a day while walking
or exercising and your superfluous Flesh will positively disappear

DR. JEANNE WALTER'S
FAMOUS

RUBBER GARMENTS
For Men and Women

Cover the entire body or any part. The safe
and quick way to reduce by perspiration.
Endorsed by leading physicians.

FltOWN ERAD1CAT0K $2.00
CHIN REDUCER 2.00
NECK AND CHIN REDUCER- • 8.00
BRASSIERE 6.00
ABDOMINAL REDUCER 6.00

Also Union Suits, Stockings, Jackets, etc., for the

r
urpose of reducing the flesh anywhere desired,
nvaluable to those suffering from rheumatism.

BUST REDUCER, Price 15, 00 Srnd f" Illustrated Booklet.

Made from Dr. Walter’s Or. JEANNE M. P. WALTER
famous reducing rubber 3S3 frjfjh Avenue

F ““ a n ee
NEW YORK

with coutil hack. Cor. 34th Street. 3rd door East

The Photoplay Hit of the Season
The Little Book of Honest Advice“HERE LIES”

By L. CASE RUSSELL

WE have exhausted the first edition of “Here Lies,” but not its

demand. A second edition is now ready. This clever and
timely booklet on How Not To Write photoplays is Invaluable to

bewildered and discouraged writers. The greatest obstacle in the
road to success is the “Has been done before” rejection slip. At
least 80 per cent of the unsold scripts now on the market were
written around stale plots. For the first time, these forbidden
themes have been collected, classified, crucified and buried in

“Here Lies.” Read what studio editors think of it:

Its subtle humor is delicious, while underlying it all there is so
much truth that it is worth reading many times. It is of value to

the trained and professional author, as well as to the amateur.
CALDER JOHNSTONE,

Universal Film Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Studios.

It would save some of these poor beginners many a heart-ache if

they would learn what to avoid, and you seem to have struck the
keynote in your Dout List. LOUELLA I. PARSONS,

Editor of Scenarios, Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25c in stamps or coin

THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

""FREE!IGDV'T FOSITIQHSj
Earn $75 to $150 monthly at once. Rapid promotion.
Easy work. Short hours. 15 and 30 day vacations,
full pay. Lifetime positions. No strikes, no “lay-
offs/' no "straw bosses,” no pull needed. Ordinary
education sufficient. American citizens 18 or over

r,u At/ rnrr eligible no matter where you live,
j

NEW BOOK FREE Telia about Railway Mail, Post
Office. Panama Canal, Custom

House and many other Gov't positions. Tells how to
prepare for Examinations under supervision of former
U. S. Civil Service Sec’y-Examiner. Write today—postal
will do. Address PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE
SCHOOL, 97 News Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

BASEBALL
CJURVEft
ts the hand, cannot be seen,

V with it you can throw Big Wide/
1
curves. Boys, get this Base Ball *

curver and you can Fan ’Em as
fast as they come to Bat. By mail L

“'lOc, with booklet on how to pitch all
curves. ARDEA CO., Desk 62, Stamford. Conn

BECOME A PHOTOPLAY
ACTOR OR ACTRESS
One of the most pleasant and well paid of

professions. Send stamp for particulars.

THE P. A. BOOKING OFFICES, Box C-363, Chicago, 111.

“CHARLIE CnAPUS TRICK’*
A BRAND NEW ONE

Roll the little cigarette into Charlie's
mouth and make him happy. Kasy 1 II/*
when you know how. Send a dime today.

THE FLORENCE COMPANY
892 St. Nicholas Avenue New York City

__ . _ ... _ .

The Autobiography of

Claire McDowell
( Continued, from page 56)

we were turning people away we
closed up a lot of smaller companies
ahead and behind, because all the
audiences waited to see us. The work
was killing, and nothing but the en-

thusiasm of audiences kept us alive.

When we started out they sold the

gallery to negroes, but in Atlanta a
fight started after the cave scene,

where the negro, Gus, is hypnotized
and made to plead guilty to the attack

on the child. After that they let no
more negroes into the theater, and in

the little towns the galleries were
scrubbed out and sold at two dollars

a seat to the quality folks.

That season I married Charles Hill
Mailes, the actor who played the role

of Gus. He has always claimed that

he did “some stunt” to win a girl

while wearing a black face make-up
and playing such a revolting part.

We signed for the next season, and I

played the lead, Elsie Stoneman.
Both those seasons were so eventful

that even excitement became monot-
onous. The negroes all thru the South
signed petitions to have the play
stopped and resorted to all manner
of threats. In Savannah, Ga., one of

the oldest theaters in the United
States was burned by negroes just be-

fore wre reached the town. The man-
agement immediately hired a skating-

rink with a platform stage at one end,

and we played there with such scenery

as they could get together.

The park where the rink was
situated was a long trolley ride out of

town, and we actors were all given

orders to get out and mingle with the

crowd after the performance, as we
would be in danger of attack if we
went home alone later. There was
very little make-up taken off in the

theater that night, you may be sure,

and most of ns played the last act in

our street clothes.

I stayed at home for two years after

that, raising two husky baby boys.

Later I went on the road for a season,

playing Bathsheba in Faversham’s
production of “Herod.” How I did

enjoy that play ! I love costume

plays, and I look better and am more
at home in them than in modern
society plays.

At the close of the “Herod” season

1 read the writing on the wall and
went into the picture business. My
husband and I have been with Bio-

graph so long that we feel like vet-

erans, and we love the work which has
brought us the esteem of millions to

whom, otherwise, we must have re-

mained unknown.

La Delilah

LIQUID
COLD CREAM
Endorsed by RUTH ROLAND

C A new liquid skin emol-
lient made from pure

vegetable ingredients. Will
not promote growth of hair.

Free from all deleterious sub-

stances. Gives a clean, clear,

soft, smooth skin Price RAc
at best shops, or Uv *

DELILAH CO., Dept. C, 44 West 34th St.,New York

LOOK AT THESE !!

!

Before Buying Photos Elsewhere

PHOTOS SUPERIOR TO
ALL OTHERS

7TNEC0RATE your room or den with
these handsome 7x11 portrait pictures

of movie favorites each mounted in a
heavy folder.

Make Your Selection from the Following

:

Carlyle Blackwell Mary Pickford
Beverly Bayne
Charlie Chaplin
Mary Fuller
The Goddess Group
Alice Joyce
Jack Kerrigan
Lillian Lorraine
IMary Miles Minter
\Mabel Normand
Olga Petrova

Blanche Sweet
Marguerite Snow
Anita Stewart
Norma Talmadge
Pearl White
Ben F. Wilson
Earle Williams
Crane Wilbur
Lillian Walker
Clara Kimball Young

Ten Cents Each -A Set of 12 for a Dollar
Send currency or money-order to

S. BRAM, Publisher, Dept. D, 126 W. 46th St., N. Y.

CROCHET BOOK
FREE

Contains 147 illustrated lessons with
new designs by Virginia Snow. To intro-

duce our new best hard twisted, mercerized
cs Croc het Cotton, we will mail free Colling*

\ bourne's Encyclopedia of Art Need-M lework to any lady sending only 16c for

a sample ball and 4c to cover postage.

QJTTON
r
comes in White and Ecru-—sizes. 1 , 3, 6, 10, 16. 20, 30. 40,

I (12) SO, 60, 70, 80. 100* also in all leading colors—sizes, 5. 30
I

. .
and 60. Crochet Book contains many original ideas in

I Crocheting.Tatting and Embroidery. Also list of 26 Free Premiums. Send to-
I day. COLLINGBOURNE MILLS. Dept. 39. ELGIN. ILLINOIS

WRITE FOR MONEY
Have you Ideas for Photoplays, Stories, etc.? If so,
we will accept them in ANY form—CORRECT
FREE— sell on Commission. Big Rewards! ,Make

Money. Write today for full details.

Send scripts NOW!
WRITER’S SELLING SETtVICE

S Main, AUBURN, N. Y.

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

Uou can lu.out YHuasa iiftt’tfuj qu.liMy
At Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells
how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced punils. j
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC S9 lakeside Bldm.ChicaM

J

TYPEWRITERS
Our entire stock of latest models is offered
at special prices for the summer only.
Factory Rebuilt Typewriters

All trademarked, and guaranteed for one
year. Buy now and save as much as $75.
Branch stores in leading cities.

Write for Catalog and Summer Price-List

American Writing Machine Co., Inc., 345 Broadway, N. Y.

summer
prices

You Can Have Beautiful

EYELASHES and BROWS
(JUST like mine)

EYEBROW-INE, a hair food, stimulate* the quick
growth to perfect, heavy, long, Luxuriant LASHES and
BROWS, adding 100 per cent, to your beauty, charm
and attractiveness. EYEBROW-INK is absolutely harm-
less—sure in results. EYEBROW-INE mailed in plain
sealed cover on receipt of price, 25c, 50c. or $1.

REES MFG. CO., 950 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia, Fa.
f

LEARN NURSING Slttf
out interfering with your present duties. Write for free
booklet and special low offer.

R. I. College of Nursing, Dept. P, Providence, R. I.

r/rttc Pin c emblems of every
A l DESCRIPTION. Two

catalogs FREE for the asking. Pin shown here with any
letters, numerals, or colors. Silver or Gold Plate 30c each

j

$3.00 per dozen.

UNION EMBLEM CO., 445 Greiner Bldg., Palmyra, Pa.

(Sixty-eight)
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Putting the Children in Films

and the Films in Children

( Continued from page 47)

too frequently the case elsewhere, that

the cost of installing the necessary

projecting apparatus, complying with

the fire regulations and meeting the

additional insurance rates, would be

prohibitive were the original plan of

holding these entertainments in the

school buildings carried out. The
offer of the Grand Theater manage-
ment, in turning over the free use

of the theater on Saturday mornings

to the Parent-Teachers’ Association,

solved the question very nicely, and, at

practically no initial expense, the edu-

cational movies for children was
started. It is already predicted that

the movement thus started will spread

thruout the province of Alberta and
that it is only a question of time before

it will embrace all of Western Canada.

The theater owners and managers
thruout the country are more than

ready to fit in with any plans that

may be brought forward for the de-

velopment of children’s programs, but

in most instances they have learnt by
experience that of themselves they can

do but little, as they cannot always

afford to be philanthropically inclined,

and when launched by them as a

business proposition but little support

is received.

If the children’s programs are to

prove successful, it must be thru the

cooperative efforts of the mothers of

the community. It has been demon-
strated that, when agitated by influ-

ences outside of the theater, the civic

and social organizations of the city

respond readily, but let there seem to

appear any element of commercialism,
or any attempt to put special pro-

grams for children on a business and
self-supporting basis, and all support
is coldly withdrawn. Upon the

mothers and public-spirited women of

the country devolves the duty of

promulgating the children’s entertain-

ments. The field is large and the

opportunities for effective work are
many.

(

How to Get In!

( Continued from page 24)

The same broad rules apply to the
stage as to the studio. When a di-

rector once realizes that his humble
extra possesses the qualities above
mentioned, his or her advancement will

be rapid. You will be put to the test

soon enough, and it is then that you
have got to sound the reveille and call

up your waiting recruits—Privates
Grit, Nerve, Fearlessness, “Sunshine”;
and Corporals Versatility, Willing-
ness and Disposition. I dont believe

(Sixty-nine)

How much real life there was in that old game

—

“Kneel to the prettiest, bow to the wittiest, and kiss the

one you love the best.” Man has always worshipped beauty.

No wonder women desire it.

Ingram's Cream
50c and $1.00 at Drug Stores

Preserves Good Complexions—Improves Bad Complexions

shades. Don’t be afraid to use Rouge if it’s

Ingram’s—the “pink of perfection.”
Ingram Offer—Send us 6c in stamps to cover

cost of packing and mailing, and get free our
Guest Room Package containing Ingram’s Face
Powder and Rouge in novel purse packets, and
Milkweed Cream, Zodenta Tooth Powder, and
Perfume in Guest Room sizes. Address

Established 83 TENTH STREET. DETROIT, U.S.A.
1885 WINDSOR, ONT.

Its use overcomes skin disorders and sallowness,

as well as undue redness, sunburn and freckles

—

a necessity for the girl of blooming beauty or for

her who shows signs of years or nerve strain.

You are young but once. You can look young
always. Ingram 's Velveola Souveraine Face
Powder beautifies and lasts. 50c— in four

Frederick F. Ingram Co.,

Tlitrt

is \

Booty

Is Your Photoplay Worth Anything?,
TN the past three years this organization has handled over 15,000 photoplays and to date can show evidence f

of complete satisfaction to 98 per cent, of our clients and of the sincere co-operation of all the repu- f
table producing companies. fOur business has assumed such tremendous proportions and become so important to the industry at large +
that we found it necessary to undergo ‘complete reorganization in order to more fully serve the author.^
and fulfil our obligations to the studio. The former system of conducting our business made it most ^Photoplay
difficult to render the desired service as our business increased and to the end that we should become^ Clearing
the most important factor serving both writer and producer, and after a careful study of all existing^ House,
conditions, we are now reorganized with a new system, under new management and with a ^175 Duffield St.
broader scope. ^Brooklyn, N. Y.’:We wish it thoroly understood that we are not a “revision company,” ‘ school’’ or “agent .”fWe are the manuscript service bureau of the “Motion Picture Magazine,” our influence is Enclosed find stamped,
far-reaching and we are the real aid to the intelligent author of photoplays. ^self-addressed envelopeWe need you, and you need us. ^or which you will send
Send stamped, addressed envelope with attached coupon for full particulars. f me descriptive information

THE PHOTOPLAY CLEARING HOUSE
175 Duffield Street ^ 'C 'C Br^oklyn^New^fork^^Addres^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Your Favorite Player Wants Your Vote
T HE Motion Picture Magazine is conducting a great Popularity Contest for players, which, from the

returns so far received, promises to be the greatest contest of its kind ever held.
Picture-players come and go. Many of those who were popular a year or more ago are now

little known. The object of this contest is to decide who are the more popular players now.

HOW VOTES WILL BE COUNTED
The votes of this contest will be counted as follows:

Coupon to be found in this issue of the Classic
Coupon to be found in the Motion Picture Magazine .

A year’s subscription to the Motion Picture Magazine .

A year’s subscription to the Motion Picture Classic
Combination subscription, Magazine and Classic

25 votes
10 votes

100 votes
150 votes
300 votes

Subscription prices: Magazine, $1.50; Classic, $1.75; Combination, $3.00. Add 30 cents for Canada,
and $1.00 for Newfoundland and Foreign to these prices for extra postage.

Those subscribing for the Motion Picture Magazine or the Motion Picture Classic will be entitled
to both the votes above mentioned and an attractive set of players’ pennants, as described in the announce-
ment on page 71 of this issue.

SPECIAL PRIZES TO READERS
A cash bonus, divided into first, second and third prizes, in addition to liberal commissions, will be

given to those who send in the most subscriptions to either the Magazine or the Classic during each month.
Thus, by becoming a Special Solicitor for the Magazine and Classic, you can help boost your favorite
player and in addition earn some extra pin-money.

Begin voting now by sending in the coupon which you will find on page 2 of this issue of the Classic,
and if you desire to enroll as Special Solicitor, just fill out and mail the coupon below.

All communications should be addressed to the

GREAT POPULARITY CONTEST, M. P. PUBLISHING CO.
175 DUFFIELD STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

GREAT POPULARITY CONTEST:
M. P. Publishing Co.,

175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

:

I desire to enroll as a Special Solicitor for the Great Popularity Contest. Kindly send
me complete information.

Name

Address
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Ladies' Loltto jR
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Belcher Ring / ftT
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Bppear S' ' Y V t / K[v
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than /
it X^
/ Great Reduction >
/ y in Credit Terms /w
/ # and Prices
f w Think of it! A high Hn
I fl grade, guaranteed,!

genuine diamond, per- \\1
ML feet in cut and full of
IVL fiery brilliancy, set in ^
Vm solid gold or platinum

mounting for only $2.50
a month—8 conta a

d*y» /

The
7-Diamond

L Cluster Ring 'cSCEfli
Contains 7 Dia-

^^Qionds set e<» that the
cluster has the appearYM^not' ot a beautiful J

Send for 116-page Jewelry Catalog containing over 2000
beautiful illustrations of Diamonds,Watches.Silverware.etc. Make
a selection either for yourself or as a gift for a friend or loved one.
We will send the article for your examination, all charges pre-
paid by us. You assume no risk: you are under no obligation.

You Don't Pay a Cent until you see and examine the article.
If perfectly satisfied pay one-fifth of the purchase price and the
balance in eight equal monthly payments. If not entirely satisfied,
return at our expense. Whether you buy or not, get Our Catalog.
It is an education in Diamond and Jewelry values and easy credit
buying.*. Send for catalog today—before you forget. It is FREE.
LOFTIS BROS. & CO., The National Credit

0

Jewelers
Dept, B616 > IOO to 108 N. State Street, Chicago, Illinois
(Established 1868) Stores in: Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Omaha

T5he

Photoplaywright’s Primer
By L. CASE RUSSELL, author of “here lies”

The Cleverest Book Ever Written !

The First, Last, and Most Authoritative
Word on the Biggest Subject Today

flit is fresh from the facile pen of L. Case Russell, author
of the famous little "Here Lies" book (which has outsold
all other similar books three to one), and just off the press,

A< Important as your Dictionary

!

flThis book covers every phase of photoplay writing in

such a complete and novel way, as to be almost amazing.
It is as useful to the past master as to the beginner.

Not a Re-hash—Nothing but New Ideas
Contains All the Points, and only 50 cents a copy

flit is printed in large type, 64 pages, size 4%X7>z, with
numerous illustrations.

flMailed to any address on receipt of fifty cents in one
cent stamps or a fifty cent piece. (If the latter, it should be
carefully pasted to letter or wrapped so that it will not
cut thru the envelope.) For sale only by

M. P. PUBLISHING C0„ 17S Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

m
BUILD UPS

a selling agency. Sell our pen-

5

nants In your club, school or college. Gen-

i discounts for quantities. Catalogue Free. 5
ARTHUR MFG. C0„ DEPT.L., LOWVILLE, N. Y._

........ i.i,0

RUBBER REDUCING GARMENTS
for the Prevention and Reduction of

Superfluous Flesh
fl The only positive method for reducing flesh and
keeping the figure in proper proportions. Phenom-
enally successful. Physicians endorse by purchasing

for their own use the celebrated

Dissolvene Rubber Garments

fl We have been manufacturing and selling these

garments for ten years and have thousands of

satisfied customers.

Write to-day for Illustrated Booklet

DISSOLVENE MFG. CO.
18 D WEST 34TH STREET

(Adjoining Waldorf-Astoria) NEW YORK

that it is possible, except by straight-

from-the-shoulder methods.’
Photographs of yourself— full-faced,

bust, full-length, and in profile, with a
detail description of your height,

weight, color of your eyes, hair. etc.

—will help to put a dent in the direc-

tor’s memory. Some girls even have
gone to the trouble and expense of
ofifering a few feet of film of them-
selves for the director’s projection, but
I dont believe this is of any use if it

simply exhibits still poses. It is neces-

sary, of course, to show you under
the stress of some emotion, or at least

instigated by some idea—posing in

action. Unless you are very carefully

rehearsed by a competent director, a

film picture of yourself is likely to be
a fizzle. I will say this, however : if

you have done some good extra work
in a previous studio, or have per-

formed a small part, it would be a

valuable aid to obtain a strip of this

film and to show it whenever you seek

a new engagement. If it is permis-

sible, it may be necessary for you to

haunt a studio for weeks and months
without a chance of appearing, and
then—presto ! a scene is about to be

taken in which you will be given a

chance. I dont believe in carelessly

applying at a studio on a hit-or-miss

principle. Find out from some one
when the next production is to be cast

and extras engaged, and be “Johnny*
on the spot’’ at the proper time.

David Garrick

( Continued from page 39)

lay on the pillow, and he picked it up
and read the tear-blurred words

:

Dear Father—Forgive me for leaving
home, but since I have learnt the truth
about Mr. Garrick, I cannot, and will not,

marry Chivy. He whom I love is in dan-
ger. I am going to him.

Ada.

For a moment the room swam, and
Ingot was near to swooning

;
then,

Avith an oath, he steadied himself.

“By the martyred saints !” he cried

—

“this is rank rebellion ! I will get

Chivy, and when I find her—she’ll

marry him on the spot.” Hat at a

rakish angle, coat askew, he plunged
down the steps and hailed a passing

cab.

“The Garrick Theater !’’ yelled In-

got. “Double quick—double pay !”

The dressing-room was very hot

and stuffy and small. Ingot drew in

a lungful of grease-paint, cold cream,

cigarets and dust and wiped his fore-

head. Whatever else there was here

—and there seemed to be nearly

everything in the alphabet—Ada was
not present—yet. Footsteps sounded

outside; a cold draught of air, fol-

lowing in their Avake, set the limp
garments on the hooks a-dance. The
footsteps paused outside the door.
Ingot glanced about desperately—

a

screen—a stride—the door opened to

admit Garrick. The actor sank into

the single, creaky chair before the

dressing-table and buried his head in

his hands. Ensued a silence, broken
now and then by a heart-sick groan.
Suddenly both men in the room started

violently. Ada had crept in so quietly

that neither guessed her presence till

she spoke.

“Are you

—

dead?” she begged.

“Was there a duel? Did anybody get

killed? Oh, please, are you dead?”
Garrick sprang to his feet and took

his stand by her side, looking down
into the piteous, stained little face.

His mouth was grim, but his eyes

yearned.

“You ought not to be here, you
know,” his stern mouth said, but—

-

“I’m glad
!
glad !” shone from his eves.

The girl began to laugh, a trifle hys-

terically. “You look awfully alive”

she whimpered. “I dont care if you
did kill that man. He used to w-wear
m-m-musk on his handkerchief !”

“He got a scratch—not serious,”

Garrick said implacably. Suddenly
he clenched his hands savagely and
folded his arms for fear they would
go around her. She had cared

!

“I thank you for coming,” he said

slowly. “It’s given me a Avarm thing

to remember. But you must go now.
I am going to take you home.”

“I have no home,” she said, in

simple confession. “I have come to

you. You—dont want me?”
Suddenly the longing heart of him

would have its way. Yet he did not
come any nearer to her.

“Yes—that is why I’m going to take

you home,” he said steadily
—"because

I want you. It is hard on a moth to

be so near a candle. I tried to make
you hate me—and I failed, thank God !

But you shall at least forget me. I

promised your father.”

“There was a condition, tho, to

that promise,” said a voice behind

them. Ingot held out his hand.

“I have come to you, Mr. David
Garrick, to beg the honor of your
marriage to my daughter,” he said.

“And—my hat is in my hand.”
His voice shook with emotion, and

his big frame trembled violently.

“D—n Chivy !” he burst out in un-
conscious apology, “he Avas a louse

compared to you, Mr. Garrick.”

His big hands closed over the elo-

quent one that had stood up for his

girl’s good name, and for years to

come Simon Ingot was David Gar-
rick’s greatest admirer, haunting the

Old Drury Theater and making the

painted rafters ring with his applause.

(Seventy)
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Overheard in the Studio

By JOSEPH F. POLAND

A group of extras:

“She gets three hundred a

week, does she ? Sav, I knew

her when ”

“Yuli know, they gave the part to

that young chit, when I, with my fif-

teen years’ stage experience, could play

the innocent young girl to perfection."

A director, rehearsing a scene:

“You enter, and find your husband

dead! Show grief. No. no! Dont

look as tho you were thinking of his

insurance—show grief !”

“Now we’ll rehearse that scene just

once more.”

“Gee ! He’s said that ten times al-

ready.”

“Oh, lights—lights, please! What is

the matter with that man? Hey!
Lights ! I wanta take this scene some

time this year
!”

“Say, Jimmy, lissun ! I want you to

scour the suburbs. I’ve got to have a

house built in Colonial style, with a

brick balcony outside the drawing-room

windows. There must be elm-trees

around the house and a garage in back.

Get it quick—my people are held up

—

I cant do a thing until I get that

house
!”

“Hello, Jack, what are you today?

I’m a Royal Northwest Mounted po-

liceman.”

“Oh, I’m a general in the Russian

army. I was a French captain yester-

day and a British private the day be-

fore. Quick promotion—what?”

“Oh, lights, lights, please ! Over here

in this drawing-room set.”

“No, I’m not casting today, Miss Bit-

tersweet. I have my people picked for

this picture. Maybe next month
”

“Oh, Anita, you look too sweet for

anything in that riding habit! You cer-

tainly make a dandy Russian countess !”

“Lights, lights, please
!”

“All read}', camera-man
;

grind,

grind! That’ll do; that’s enough. Now
we’ll take some close-ups.”

“Hello, old top ! Back from the

North ?”

“Yes; nearly froze to death taking

some snow scenes. And now we’re off

for the South, to be baked alive taking

trcqiical scenes
!”

The star:

“Four o’clock, and I’m finished for

the day, with just enough time left to

go shopping. John, bring the car
around to the main entrance

!”

“All right, boys, strike this set ! I

wont need to use it again
!”

(Seventy-one)
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DIAMONDS-WATCHES on CREDIT
Pure,

y mond or Watch while paying for it on
easy terms, 20%DOWN - 1 0%A MONTH.

Any honest person given credit. No security required.
All transactions confidential. Goods sent prepaid subject to approval

^•'.•-.Binding Guarantee with each Diamond covering quality and value and providing
exchange. at full purchase price. 1

0
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vJL Jewelry, Silverware, etc. No

JAMES BERGMAN 37-39 MAIDEN LANE
AIEW YORK CITY

Francis X. Bushman
Theda Bara
Carlyle Blackwell
Marguerite Courtot
Marguerite Clayton
Grace Cunard
Mary Fuller
Dustin Farnum
Alice Joyce
J. Warren Kerrigan

CHOOSE FROM THIS UST
Gail Kane
Lillian Lorraine
Antonio Moreno
Mary Miles Minter
Mme. Petrova
Anita Stewart
Blanche Sweet
Edith Storey
Marguerite Snow
Mary Piekford

Marguerite Clark
Henry Walthall
Earle Williams
Pearl White
Lillian Walker
Clara Kimball Young
Edna Mayo
Harold Lockwood
Ethel Clayton
Ella Hall

Enclosed please find $.... for a year’s subscription to the p^turI C^
G
«ic
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}

and

checked above. Begin my subscription with the issue and credit

in accordance with your offer on page 69 of this issue.

Name

pennants

votes for

Address.

MINIATURE PENNANTS
OF THE PICTURE PLAYERS

J
UST what you want for room or den decoration. Attractive portraits of the

players mounted on 3x8 inch felt pennants in assorted colors. You can
choose the subjects you desire from a list of thirty of the leading players.

Fifteen of these pennants will be sent FREE with a year’s subscription to the
Motion Picture Magazine at $1.50 or a year’s subscription to the Motion Picture
Classic at $1.75. A combination subscription to the Magazine and Classic at $3.00
entitles you to the whole 30 pennants FREE. Add $1.00 for foreign and New-
foundland, and 40c. for Canadian subscriptions to these prices for extra postage.

All that you have to do is to check the pennants you want on the list below
and mail with necessary remittance and the pennants will be mailed you at once,
prepaid.

These pennants are not for sale and will be supplied only to subscribers. If
you are already a subscriber it will be necessary for you to extend your subscrip-
tion in order to obtain them.

Our stock is limited to those subjects named in the list and no others can
be furnished.

Those subscribing now for the Motion Picture Magazine or Classic will
also be entitled to vote in the Great Popularity Contest described on page 69
of this issue.

In subscribing just fill in the name of the player for whom you wish to vote
in the coupon below.

The pennants are bound to go like hot-cakes. Better mail your order early.

Motion Picture Pub. Co., 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

VIVAUDOU’S

MAVIS'
TALCUM

Made for those who know
the charm of a luxuriously
soft skin. Its fragrance is

like the simple melody of a
sweet voice.

Talcum 25c, Face Powder 50c,

Toilet Water 75c, Extract $1.00.

Send 15c to Vivaudou (Dept.

IS, Times Building , New
York ) for a generous
sample of Mavis

Extract.

Naomi
Childers
prefers
Mavis
perfume
for her
personal
use and

recommends
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19 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels

—

Adjusted to the second

—

Adjusted to temperature

—

Adjusted to isochronism

—

Adjusted to positions

—

25-year gold strata case

—

Genuine Montgomery Railroad
Dial

—

New Ideas in Thin Cases.

Only

$2.50
all of this for $2. 50—only $2:50

per month—a great reduction in watch prices

direct to you—positively the exact prices

the wholesale dealer would have to pay.
We do not care to quote these prices here, but
write—write before you buy. Think of the

high grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at

such a remarkable price. Indeed, the days of
exhorbitant watch prices have passed. Write now.

You don’t pay a
cent to anybody

until you see the watch. We don’t let you buy a
Burlington Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, hand-

somely shaped — aristocratic in every line. Then look at the works. There you see the pinnacle of

watch making. You understand how this wonder timepiece is adjusted to the very second.

Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. This includes
every torpedo boat — every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaughts.

a month

Send Your Name on This
Please send me (without obligation and \ ^ Get the Burlington Watch

*2- 50 • mol,,h ' A # Book by sending this cou-
X pon now. You will know a lot more about watch buying when
X you read it. You will be able to “steer clear” of the double-AW

priced watches which are no better. Send the coupon to*

^ day for the watch book and our offer.

Aidress

\ Burlington Watch Company
^

19th St. and Marshall Blvd. Dept. B-336 Chicago, III.

THE WILLIAM G. HEWITT PRESS, 61-67 NAVY ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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No fairy garden can

breathe a rarer fragrance

than these flower perf

the achievement of

Perfumer
NewYork.WISTAKIA

TAU PrtWDCK

Each Page toilet requisite

is offered in four odors :

—

Violetf Wistaria

,

Rose and Corylopsis

Talcum Powder 15c

(in glass bottle) 25c

Face Powder 50c

Toilet Water 75c

A YULET1DE HINT
Page has prepared three attractive Christmas B<

permanent ornaments for the dressing-table Coni

Face Powder d* -I of
and Toilet Water «P A

Face Powder, Toilet Water
and Talcum Powder d» *

(in glass bottle) *

Face Powder, Toilet Water
Talcum Powder

(in glass bottle) and Perfume



GENUINE PERfkt cut DIAMONDS
V40RV0S fW® M 'ZZ DIRECT FROM

VOWLST ^0 A Carat IMPORTER TO YOU

You Save 35
when you buy from L. Basch & Co., direct

y

importers of diamonds. All middlemen’s profits
are eliminated by our method. $97.50 per carat/
is the lowest price at which genuine, perfect/
cut diamonds can be sold, and a comparison
will prove to you that their retail valued
is at least $150.00 per carat

Thousands of Motion Picture

Classic Readers Among Our
Satisfied Patrons

Many of them right

in your own town.
—let us refer you/
to them— all wi&/ All

testify to our / platinum

reputation for/ %c. flia.

value - giving/ in center. 2 dias. on each side,

and relia-/ Complete $4 25.00
bility. /

DIRECT FROM
IMPORTER TO YOU

\You Can Examine Any Diamond
Free—At Our Expense

you prove our claims yourself at our ex*
ense! Just choose any diamond from this ad or
'ram our catalog. We forward a selection for
‘ ’our full examination and approval at our expense

—

without obligating you to buy. It doesn't cost you
pne cent to see one of oar diamonds. If you don’t

think the selection we send you is the greatest
v
value you have ever seen, simply return it at
our expense.

Xmas Gift
Suggestions

Xmas is almost here and your
thoughts naturally tarn to the

gifts yoa Intend to bay. You
will find our catalog a wonder-
ful help in the selection of

Christmas Gifts for every-
\body, and our prices effect

Platinum
_
to P\ a saving for you of a

great deal of money.
\Each article is en-
xs. cased in a hand-

gome presentation
box of surprising
beauty. See our
catalog before
' making your

Xmas pur*
chases I

Basch
Money-
back

Contract

Solid
lavall.

V and chain.
1 dia., 2

\ pearls.

Fine\» 5Xmas
Gift
Special
No. X71 - Solid

gold lavalliere and chain/
Threeperfectcut blue white
brilliant diamonds. This
lavalliere will prove an ap-
preciated and treasured gift-
Encased in handsome gift box,
free. Our special price complete.

This iron-clad, pro-
tecting, money -back

Guarantee makes loss or dis-

u .
appointment impossible. It is a

Compl. S 101 .25 s
an(j chain /legal contract in writing to refund

l dia • 2 /'in ca®k full price, less 10% would
pearls Compl /you, f°r any reason, wish to return

$7.00 /the diamond any time within a year.
/Also allows full price in exchange at any
Time. Contains statement of exact carat weight.

Extra Special Bargain
X56. 1/c. dia.

Compl. $135.00/ No. X72
carat diamond of a

beautiful blue white color,

and of magnificent brill-

iancy. Mounting is 14-K solid
gold, handmade tiffany soli-
taire. This diamond ring comes
to you encased ina handsome French
ivory cabinet, engraved free. Our
special import price to you complete

$1022

Great
Foun-
tain
Pen
Value,

(

Only
$ 1.00
No. X70j
—This

I

isasafe-/
ty lever^
self-filling

foun tain
pen. The
Jever-self-
filler is

the sim-
plest and
most prac-

tical foun-

tain pen
everman-
ufactured.

A perfect
flow of
ink is as-

^ sured
at all

times.
The bar-
rel and
cap are
made of
first qual-
ity Para
rubb er.
YOUR
NAME
INLAID
IN GOLD
F R EE.
The pen
is made
of 14K sol-

id gold,
iri dinm
tipped and
hand tem-
pered. We
guarantee
free repairs

for 2 years.

Mailing
charges
prepaid.
Gift case
free. Send
for this pen
NOW, only

No.X72 |— dia. Complete$50

$122/
/ L.

Basch

& Co.Basch 1917 De Luxe Diamond Book Free/
It Solves Your Xmas Gift Buying Problem / DePt.c359o

We will forward you, postpaid, a copy of this valuable book upon receipt of your /State& Quincy Sts.

name and address. The book contains expert and authoritative facts on diamonds / Chicago, U. S. A.
needed to buy safe. Wonderful guide to the selection of Christmas gifts and gifts for all other / *

occasions. It shows thousands of illustrations of fine diamonds, watches, jewelry, silverware, ./
cut glass, leather goods, etc., all quoted at money-saving prices. Mail coupon or write us / Please mail me r k r, b,,

a letter or post card for your free copy NOW! /without obligating me, Basch
/ 1917 DE LUXE DIAMOND

/ BOOK.
/

_ /
/

State and Quincy Streets/Addms

L.BASCH& CO,
Dept. C3590

CHICAGO,

Name .

U. S. A.
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Demand for my graduates three times greater than in any previous year. In new Art Prospectus for free

mailing, America’s leading authorities give valuable advice to brainy young men and women about entering

the advertising field, where large salaries and partnerships await those who secure expert training.

All authorities agree that the advertising busi-

ness is today in its infancy and that the skillful

ad writer is being earnestly sought by business

men as never before.

More than three times as many advertisers are

employing and asking for Powell graduates, com-
pared with any previous year, and I may add
that they are often willing to pay considerably

more than $25 a week at the start. It is nothing

uncommon for a new graduate to get a contract

netting $40 or more a week.

More encouraging still for ambitious young
men and women is the added fact that former
students are not obliged to long remain in these
starting positions.

For example, Dr. Mackenzie, whose portrait

and abbreviated testimony are herewith presented,
shows how Powell graduates are taken into part-
nerships that result in large fortunes.

This partnership phase of the advertising busi-
ness has shown remarkable growth. One reason
is that the trained ad writer is generally the most
valued employee, and upon his skill depend in

no small degree the success and growth of a
given business. Another reason is that adver-
tising enables the ambitious, steadfast student to
achieve success as rapidly as his worth is proven.
Red tape and long service are entirely eliminated.
It is not necessary to serve in the minor clerkships
and waste years trying to get a hold. The skilled
ad man in reality commands the situation.
For instance, a Powell graduate is today Vice-

President of one of America’s great department
store systems, with branches in Europe and
America. A few years ago he became my student
and in four months took his first position as ad-
vertising manager of the largest department store
of Hamilton, Ont. You will be interested in what
he says about advertising as a vocation, although
general oversight of his present great business

has compelled him to turn over the advertising
work to others.

Men and women earning anywhere from $1,200
to $6,000 a year after receiving the benefit of my
training are in all live centers throughout the

country.
My new Art Prospectus, now ready for free

mailing, is far more than a mere explanation of

the Powell System. Not only is the whole adver-
tising situation laid bare, but famous authorities

give valuable advice to the ambitious who have at

least a common-school education and desire to

reach the front in the shortest time.
Why advertising instruction by the true correspondence

system is far superior- to the inefficient class or lecture
plans, is clearly and scientifically demonstrated for the
first time. The colleges and benevolent institutions
have given certain preliminary theoretical advertising
information, but practical advertising instruction and
skill depend on the exhaustive, expert training as
given by the Powell System. In this very connection
you will be interested in the findings of such leaders
as the Inland Printer, leading type founders, T. M. C. A.
directors and heads of the largest national publications,
who send me students because they know they will get
the best advertising training in the world.
But send for the Prospectus today.

George H. Powell, 66 Temple Court, N. Y.

DR. W. A. MACKENZIE
Secy, and Adv. Mgr., Lake

County L»nd Owners’
Assn., Fruitland Park, Fla.

DECLINED $10,000 A YEAR

Dr. Mackenzie’s three-page
endorsement will be found in

the new Art Prospectus. These
two extracts will make you
want to read his complete
story: "When I enlisted as
your student, it was the red
letter day of my existence. I

finally declined $10,000 a year
to accept a $250,000 partner-
ship.” Also: "When a young
man today tells me there are
no opportunities for success. I

pity him. Any man with
some education who will learn
to apply himself and master
the Powell System. I believe
will make an unqualified suc-
cess in the advertising busi-
ness.”

An Ideal Christmas Gift—80 PLAYERS’ PORTRAITS FREE
What could more suitable as a Christmas gift for those of your relatives or friends who are interested in Motion

Magazine?
31* 1* nowa^ ays nearly everyone attends Motion Picture theaters, than a year's subscription to the Motion Picture

It is a gift that will be enjoyed not only for one day, week or month, but for the entire year. Each month it will be
a reminder of your thoughtfulness and kindness at Christmas time.

80 PLAYERS’ PORTRAITS FREE
Just now we are including free with each subscription 80 attractive unmounted 4*4x8^4 rotogravure portraits of leading

suitable for room or den decoration, or for starting an album of the picture players.

» v?
,e °" tr made possible by printing in large quantities and thus reducing the cost.A list of the portraits is given below.

Lillian Gish
Mabel Normand
Dorothy Gish
Bessie Barriscale
Norma Talmadge
Douglas Fairbanks
Mae Busch
William S. Hart
Henry B. Walthall
Charles Chaplin
Mollle King
Muriel Ostriche
Helen Holmes

Fannie Ward
Cleo Ridgely
Louise Glaum
Fay Tincher
Billie Burke
Viola Dana
May Allison
Beverly Bayne
Francis X. Bushman
Harold Lockwood
Mme. Petrova
Valll Valll
Mrs. Sidney Drew

Clara Kimball Young Sidney Drew

Jackie Saunders
Virginia Pearson
Kathlyn Williams
King Bagqot
Beatriz Michelena
Earle Williams
Frank Morgan
Huntly Gordon
Anita Stewart
Lillian Walker
Leah Baird
Dorothy Kelly
Lucille Lee Stewart
Charles Rlchman

Jewell Hunt
Alice Joyce
Peggy Hyland
Alice Brady
Ethel Clayton
Carlyle Blackwell
Jane Grey
Frances Nelson
Marguerite Courtot
Ruth Roland
Annette Kellermann
Frltzle Brunette
Mary Fuller
Mary Miles Mlnter

Pearl White
Ormi Hawley
Edwin August
Kitty Gordon
Mae Murray
Blanche Sweet
Anita King
Wallace Reid
Marie Doro
Vivian Martin
Dustin Farnum
Myrtle Stedman
Lenore Ulrich
Edna Goodrich

Mary Plckford

Marguerite Clark

Pauline Frederick

John Barrymore

Owen Moore

Virginia Norden

Theda Bara
Bessie Eyton

J. Warren Kerugan
Edna Mayo

If you desire them as a present to a friend, a beautiful gift card will be supplied by us, and the portraits, magazine and
card will be sent In accordance to your instructions.

All that you will have to do is to fill out coupon below and mail to us with proper remittance.
Motion Picture Magazine. 1 year $1.50 ($1.80 for Canada, $2.50 for Newfoundland and Foreign) ; Motion Picture Classic,

11.75, Canaria and foreign same as Magazine.

M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 175 DUFFIELD STREET, BR~KLYn"n”""
_

—

Gentlemen:—Enclosed please find $ for one year subscription to the
j MotloH Picture Classic"*

to be sent to Further instructions are given in the attached letter.

Signed

Address

VOL. III. DECEMBER, 1916 NO. 4

CONTENTS FOR DECEMBER
PAGE

Henry Walthall (Essanay). Painting by L.

Sielke, Jr Cover design

Art Gallery of Popular Players 7

My Lady’s Wardrobe Roberta Courtlandt 15

A Romance of Nippon-land Pearl .Gaddis 18

Warren Kerrigan’s Home Life. His mother
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The Actor’s Physical Personality, and its im-

portance L. E. Eubanks 22

Mary Miles Minter in "Dulce’s Adventure”. . 24

The Wager. Story from the Metro film, fea-

turing Emily Stevens Dorothy Donnell 25
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Keeping in Training for the Strenuous Movie
Life .Pauline Allen 31

Psychology and the Screen. . Dorothy Donnell 36

How to Get In. By Marguerite Snow, Rupert

Julian, Edna Goodrich and Mabel Normand 39

The Enemy. Vitagraph story, featuring

Charles Kent and Peggy Hyland. Gladys Ball 41

A Pictorial Trip to Universal City 46

Big Moments from Popular Serials 47

Putting the Laugh in the Films, illustrated with

photos of nearly all the great laugh-makers.
B. A. Holway 48

Behind the Screen. The story of Charlie
Chaplin's latest Mutual release feature,

John Olden 52

Hello, Central ! Give me Mr. Bluebeard

!

Earle Williams and his ten leading ladies

in “The Scarlet Runner” 56

Movie Chess Puzzle 58
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Greenroom Jottings 63
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scenario writers Henry Albert Phillips 66
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‘*Out of the

Wrapping came
Cleopatra, a

radiant Vision,

appealing,

Irresistible
”

“According to the story, Caesar

was unwilling to receive her.

There came into his presence,

as he sat in the palace, a group

of slaves bearing a long roll of

matting, bound carefully and

seeming to conta'n some pre=

cious work of art. The slaves

made signs that they were

bearing a gift to Caesar. The

master of Egypt bade them

unwrap the gift that he might

see it. They did so, and out

of the wrapping came Cleo-

patra, a radiant vision, ap-

pealing, irresistible. Next
morning . .

.”

FREE
Four handsome vol-

umes containing 32

of the most fascina-

ting love stories of all

history.

CLEOPATRA APPEARING
BEFORE C/ESAR

From the painting by Jean
Leon Gerome, by permission
of Goupil & Co., Paris

The Great Romances of the World are Yours for the

Asking—“FAMOUS AFFINITIES OF HISTORY”
Stories That Reveal the Great Part Love Plays in the Destiny of Men and Nations

YOURS free—a rare recital of the loves and
passions of men and women who have made and
destroyed empires and changed the political maps of con-

tinents—and, besides this, history itself as well, history as

revealed behind the scenes, enabling you to understand and
appreciate as never before how love has ruled kings and kingdoms.

Whether you read of Mark Antony throwing away
the mastery of the world in answer to the prompt-
ings of a woman’s will, or of Marie Walewska sac-
rificing herself to the desires of Napoleon in order
that Poland might be free, or whether you read of
Nell Gwyn, the orange girl, and her influence for
good and bad on gay King Charles; or of the fre-

quent courtships and pretended love-makings of
Queen Elizabeth; or the tragic story of Empress
Marie Louise, or any one of the many stories listed

elsewhere on this page—no matter which one of
these stories in “THE FAMOUS AFFINITIES OF
HISTORY” you may for the moment be reading,
you feel that at last you are getting the truth and
are seeing the leaders as they really were.

Here is a rare recital of the loves and passions of
men and women who have made and destroyed
empires and changed the political maps of continents.
Here are told stories of conquerors who have lost
empires for love—of queens who have stooped from
their thrones for love—of great men who have lost
fame and fortune for love.

Here are told the stories, true in every detail, of the
mad infatuations of great men who have lost fame
and fortune for the love of woman; of kings that

McClure Building

How to get the

4 Books FREE
Just send ten cents as first pay-

ment for the three magazines,
McClure’s, Metropolitan, and The
Ladies' World, with the coupon—
that’s all you have to do now, and
the books will go forward to you at
once, all charges prepaid.

After that $1.00 a month for four
months pays for the magazines and
that’s all. If you wish to pay all at
once send just $3.85. Subscriptions
may be new or renewal.
You knew the value and interest

of these three magazines. They will
be bigger and richer than ever during
the next year. Send in the coupon
and we will send you at once the first

number of the magazines and the
four books (lavishly decorated, bound
in cloth, titles stamped in gold)
FREE AND POSTPAID.

have incurred the odium of their people and cared nothing for their

good will in comparison with lingering caresses and clinging kisses.

Many a man, mighty in every way, has become
as wax in the hands of a fascinating woman.

Here are stories of cold-blooded statesmen that have lost the lead-

ership of their party and have gone down in history with a clouded
name because of the fascina-

tion exercised upon them by
some woman,
often far from
beautiful,’ and
yet possessing the
mysterious power
which makes the
triumphs of states-

m a n s h i p seem
slight in compari-
son with the
swiftly flying
hours of pleasure,
and here are
stories of men
who have become
great through the
unselfish devotion
of woman.
The painstaking
research and care-
ful and discrimi-
nating judgment
of the author,
whose pen-name,
“Lyndon O r r ,

”

_ disguises one of

\ J the greatest schol-
ars and writers

America has produced, are instantly apparent once you
open any one of the volumes. While these books show
the human side of the- great me,n and women with whom
they deal, there is nothing in them to offend. Intimate
as are the stories, the reserve of their author has kept
them always well within the bounds of good taste.

THE McCLURE
BOOK CO.

McClure Bldg.. N. Y.
Enclosed find 10c. I

accept your special offer.

Send me FREE
“The Famous Affinities of History”

4 handsome volumes and enter
the following subscriptions:

McClure’s Magazine I year
Metropolitan Magazine I year

The Ladles’ World I year

agree to send you $1.00 a month for
4 months, or until I have paid $4.10 in all.

for which

Name.

Address.

THE McCLURE BOOK CO. New York City
Attach business letterhead to coupon , or write name*

of 2 references on margin below.

M.P.C. 12-16.
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How Will Power Increased
His Earning's 800 %

Followed the Suggestions Found in a Remarkable
Book—Let Us Lend You a Copy—Send No Money

Personal Experiences
It would take a book as thick

as this magazine to carry a full

account *f the amazing results

secured by its users— here,

however, are just a few ex-

tracts from the thousands of
voluntary letters from owners
telling what the book has

meant to them.

800% Increase in 1 Year
“I recommended ‘Power of

Will’ to a young man and his

salary has increased 800% with-

in a year.”

—

W. M- Taylor, Ef-
ficiency Expert, Willys-Over-
land C».

$1 ,500 to $50,000Yearly
“Three years ago I was mak-

ing $1,500 a year and working
day and night. To-day I make
$1,000 a week and have time
for other things as well. To
the lessons in the book ‘Power
of Will’ do I owe this sudden
rise.”—

(

Name on request.)

Worth $3,000 to $30,000
“From what I have already

seen I believe I can get $3,000
to $30,000 worth of good out of

it.”

—

C. D. Van Vechten, Gen.
Agent, Nerth Western Life Ins.

Co., Cedar Rapids, la.

$897 Profit First Week
“ ‘Power of Will’ is a com-

pilation of mighty forces. My
first week’s benefit in dollars is

$900—cost $3; profit $897.”

—

(Figure what his yearly profit

would be.)—/. W. Heistand,

916 Tribune Bldg., Chicago, III.

50% Salary Raise
“First few pages enabled me

to get 50% raise in salary.”

—

Robert B. Laird, Douglas, Wyo.

Another 50% Increase
“More than a year ago I pur-

chased ‘Power of Will’ and I

firmly believe that it—and it

alone—has enabled me to in-

crease my salary more than

50% in that time.”

—

L. C. Hud-
gens, Principal Mayhew Con-
solidated Schools, Boswell,
Okla.

N OT long ago Wilson M. Taylor, the noted efficiency expert of the Willys-Overland Com-
pany, loaned a copy of “Power of Will” to a young man of his acquaintance, with the re-

sult that the latter’s salary increased 800% in less than a year.

Just think of it—within one year he was making eight times as much money as before he read

this wonderful book—a book that Mr. Taylor says he wouldn’t part with for $3,000 if he couldn’t

get another copy

!

This is but one more example of the remarkable financial benefit that thousands of men and
women in every field are securing through the application of the great success-achievihg principles

laid down for the first time in this wonderful book.
Among the users of “Power of Will” are such men as Judge Ben B.

Lindsey; Supreme Court Justice Parker; Wu Ting "Fang, ex-U. S.

Chinese Ambassador
;

Lieutenant-Governor McKelvie of Nebraska

;

General Manager Christeson of Wells-Fargo Express Company
;
As-

sistant Postmaster-General Britt
;
E. St. Elmo Lewis; Governor Fer-

ris of Michigan
;
Governor Capper of Kansas, and many others of

equal prominence.

THE KEY TO FORTUNE
Will Power is the keystone to success. It is the one qualification

without which accomplishment in life is impossible. Man can accom-
plish what he wills—if he sticks to his purpose, but without unswerving
determination he hasn’t a chance. The will might well be termed the

driving force behind the brain.

Until now the will has been neglected from the standpoint of develop-

ment, yet it has been fully proven that the will is more susceptible to

training than the brain or memory.
If you held your arm in a sling for two years, it would become power-
less to lift a feather from lack of use. The same is true of the Will

—because we don’t use it, it becomes scotched and dormant from lack

of use. Yet anyone can easily develop his will to a wonderful power
if he but knew how.

“POWER OF WILL”
by Frank Channing Haddock, Ph.D., a scientist whose name ranks with
such leaders of thought as James, Bergson and Royce, is the first thor-
ough course in Will Power ever conceived. It is the result of over 20
years of research and study. Yet you will find every page in the 28 lessons
written so simply that anyone can understand them and put the principles,

methods and rules into practice at once with noticeable results right from
the very start.

MAY TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE
The users of “Power of Will” have experienced results through its study which
border on the miraculous—it has enabled thousands to win out with big plans

which they have worked on unsuccessfully for years—it has made active men
of affairs out of pitiable down and outs—it has transformed those who had
ahvays been the pawn of others into self-confident powerful leaders—it has
enabled men and women held down by petty fears, by trivial daily incidents, to

brush them aside as though made of papier-mache—it teaches self-mastery

—

control of appetites and desires, and it has enabled strong, successful men by
the thousand to accomplish bigger things by giving them even greater power
to use in their dealings with others.

No matter what your occupation in life—no matter what your age
—“Power of

Will” can help you by giving you the power to become the dominant factor in

your every undertaking. It invariably makes dreams come true—as over

100,000 men and women owners of “Power of Will” can tell you.

Partial Contents
The Law of Great Thinking.
The Four Factors on which it de-

pends.
How to develop analytical power.

How to think “all around” any sub-

ject.

How to throw the mind into delib-

erate, controlled, productive think-

ing.

Detailed directions for Perfect Mind
Concentration.

How to acquire the power of Con-
secutive Thinking, Reasoning, An-
alysis.

How to acquire the skill of Creative
Writing.

How to guard against errors in

Thought.
How to drive from the mind all un-
welcome thoughts.

How to follow any line of thought
with keen, concentrated Power.

How to develop Reasoning Power.

How to Handle the Mind in Crea-
tive Thinking.

The Secret of Building Mind Power.

How the Will is made to act.

How to test your Will.

How a Strong Will is Master of

Body.
What creates Human Power.
The Six Principles of Will-Training.

Definite Methods for developing Will.

THE NINETY-NINE METHODS
fo.- using Will Power in the Con-
duct of Life.

Seven Principles of drill in Mental,
Physical, Personal Power.

FIFTY-ONE MAXIMS for Appjied
Power of Perception,
Memory, Imagination,
Self-Analysis, Control.

How to Develop a strong
keen gaze.

How to concentrate the

eye upon what is before

you -— object, person,
printed page, work.

How to become aware of

Nerve Action.
How to keep the body

well-poised.

How to open the Mind and
Body for reception of in-

coming Power.
This is only a partial list

y

—a complete list of w
contents would al-y
most fill this y
page.

*
PELTON/ PUB. CO.

r / 43-

W

Wilcox Block
/ Meriden, Conn.

SENT FREE
No Money in Advance

Although “Power of Will” is a 400-page leather-bound book containing more
material than many $25.00 correspondence courses, the price is only $3.00. The
publishers will gladly send a copy free, for five days’ inspection. Send no y
money now. Merely mail the coupon on the right, enclosing your business card

ox giving a reference. If you decide to keep the book, send the money. If

not, mail the book back. Tear out and fill in the coupon now, before yr Name
you turn this page. y
PELTON PUBLISHING CO. /

/ Gentlemen : Please
* send me a copy of

/“Power of Will” on ap-

y proval. I agree to remit
' $3.00 or remail the book in

5 days.

43-W Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn. / City State
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Lady’s Wardrobe

We are told that

the eternal
question is

clothes. Do clothes
make the woman, or

is it birth and breed-

ing ? Too many
wise and sensible

folk have stubbed

their figurative toes

on that mooted
question for me,
with a marsh-
mallow brain,

to attempt a

brave * and
solemn dis-

cussion. So
I merely illus-

trate the eternal

question from

Photo l>y Mishkin

EDITH STOREY

of a delicate tone of blue, with
old-fashioned, adorable

nosegay of pastel-shaded

silk flowers. The sleeves

are edged with silver

lace, and a wide band
of silver lace peeps from
under the last ruffle of

the skirt.

Doesn’t it sound fasci-

nating? It’s a veritable-

confection, and black-

and-white photography
is an insult to a gown
of such delectable

colors. It was intro-

duced for the first time,

this gown, at a dance
which the

Cornell
college
boys gave

ANITA STEWART

the angle of clothes—privately I’m
neutral

;
but for story pur-

poses I take the other side.

Which is that? Why—er

—the other side!

But enough of this.

Clothes is—or are

—the subject.

Their wear-
ers are your
good friends,

if you are a

movie fan, and it’s

dollars to peanuts that you
are, or you wouldn’t be

reading this. But, before I again become entangled in

hyperbole, allow me to pass to brass tacks.

Anita Stewart heads the list, wearing a dancing-frock of

flesh-colored chiffon, with a fascinating skirt of a series of

wide ruffles. The waist is also of flesh-colored chiffon, and
the satin girdle, which rises in a large point on one side, is'

VIRGINIA

l'EARSON

ALICE HOLLISTER

in honor of the fair

Anita, and was espe-

cially designed for
purposes of dazzle-

ment. It succeeded,

too. if rumor does
not falsify.

Alice Hollister,

who is vacationing

in New York and
Atlantic City, seems
to spend the greater

part of her time in a

wild orgy of shopping,

which is the feminine

idea of heaven and a blissful time in general. The latest

result of Alice’s shopping is what she terms a “dream” of

an afternoon frock, bv Russek. The chief ingredients of

this dream are white georgette crepe and white moire silk.

The georgette crepe forms the basis of the frock, which is

made with a slightly raised waist-line. The series of ruffles

MABEL TRUNNELLE

By ROBERTA COURTLANDT

(Fifteen)
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DOROTHY KELLY

which form the skirt are bound with the narrowest of white
moire-silk bands, while a girdle of the same separates—or

connects, as you choose—the waist and skirt. The corsage
is finished with a knot of daisies, and a tiny hat of leghorn,

fastened beneath the chin with a pink satin band, with white
kid slippers finished with silver buckles, complete a fasci-

nating costume for tbe board-walk at Atlantic City.

Virginia Pearson is stunning in a suit of pale golden silk,

trimmed in bands of brown fur. The fur collar closely

hugs Miss Pearson's round chin, while two deep bands of

fur finish the long coat. Pockets, in which Miss Pearson
evidently takes a great delight, are a prominent feature of

the coat also. A broad-brimmed, black Milan hat, faced with

golden taffeta in tiny frills, completes this street costume.

After a hard day at the studio, Mabel Trunnelle loves to

hurry home and slip into a loose, comfortable house-gown.
The one shown here is ample excuse for such a desire. It

is of blue-gray chiffon over a white satin slip. A wide band
of gold embroidery, fastened with gold tassels, falls just

below the waist-line. The wide collar of blue-gray chiffon

is also finished with the gold tassels. A cape effect over

back and sleeves is obtained by
skillful draping of fine

“shadow-lace.” Soft
gray kid slippers, with

a huge pom-pom of

gold, finish the en-

semble.

Edith Storey, al-

ways beautiful, is more
so than ever in a dance-

frock of flesh-color net,

beneath which hoops of

narrow, covered wire

help to make the skirt

stand out gracefully.

The net is encircled by
ruffles of exquisite
black lace

;
tbe pleated

JUANITA
HANSEN

BILLIE BURKE

girdle of pale pink satin

with streamers of black

satin velvet
;
the bands

over the shoulder,

that try so -hard to

simulate sleeves
without fooling
anybody, are. of

silver lace. White
satin slippers, sil-

ver-buckled, and
white silk stock-

ings complete Miss
Storey’s more than

attractive dance-frock.

It never rains but it

pours. This seems to

(Sixteen
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rings, bracelets or hair ornaments. Thus the dress is allowed

to shine in all its glory, without being “fussed” with gew-
gaws. Silver satin slippers, laced with silver ribbons over

silver silk stockings, are also worn with this, completing a

frock that is, in every way, worthy of the P. M.’s pretty

fairy story.

Juanita Hansen, always sweet and girlish, is at her very

best in an afternoon frock of cream-colored lace, over pink

chiffon, over palest blue satin. The edge of the full skirt

is bound in palest pink, while the girdle is of the same
material, as is the binding of the flat, square-cut collar and

the long, close-fitting sleeves. With this are worn white kid

slippers and a tiny, close-fitting hat of dull blue, trimmed in

dull pink flowers, the whole combining into a marvelously

pretty costume for the little leading woman of “The Secret

of the Submarine.”
Dorothy Kelly wears one of the oddest vampire gowns

seen on the screen in many
oons, in a forthcoming

V. L. S. E. feature. It was
designed by Mrs. Jane

Lewis, of the Vita-

graph costume de-

partment, and is

of black satin and
chiffon, brocaded

in silver. The
waist and court-

train are in one

be an open season for dance-frocks. Immedi-
ately following Edith Storey’s, we find Billie

Burke, demurely shy, a dimpled smile just

waiting to sprout, and wearing a frock which
according to the press man of Billie’s com-
pany, is the result of a fairy’s dream. Ac-
cording to the P. M., the fairy, tired out
with dancing, fell asleep and dreamed of a

wonderful frock. Waking, the fairy wished
to pass the dream on to some one who, being
mortal, could make it come true. Lucille

—of the daring, the shy, the bold, the

modest—frocks were chosen and the

dream given to her. And Billie Burke
profits by the dream with a frock

that is in every way worthy of the

story told about it.

The dress is of silver chiffon,

hand-embroidered with silver,

over silver lace. The skirt is

very full and “hooped,” while
the waist fits smoothly over
Billie’s white shoulders. A
girdle of silver satin forms
a dividing-line between waist

and skirt. The silver lace at

the bottom of the skirt has a

wide band of dull pink ribbon,

while, a little higher, is a nar-

row band of a different

shade of pink. At intervals,

around the very wide skirt, arc

half-wreaths of deep-blue satin

roses (Oh, daring Lucille!),

while the corsage is finished

with a similar half-wreath. With this frock Miss Burke
wears a small string of perfectly matched pearls, with no

Photo by Photoplayers Studio

LILLIAN WEST
Photo by White

EMILY STEVENS

Photo by Carpenter

RUTH STONEHOUSE

piece, while the chiffon of the skirt covers silver-spangled

satin. The end of the train is finished with peacock feathers.

NELL CRAIG
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SESSUE HAYAKAWA

Once upon a

time, in far-

away N i p p o li-

land, where the moon
hangs heavy o’ nights

;

where the lazy breeze brings

odors of indefinable sweetness
;
where

the cherry-blossoms sway gently, cast-

ing fantastic, witching shadows, the

God - of - Th ings -as-They-Ought-to-Be
planned a romance. It was the will of

the fat, jolly, old god to choose two
children who had never even seen each

other, and, after divers adventures,

bring the threads of their lives to-

gether, weaving them into a bright

pattern of love and happiness. He
chose as the girl a tiny, sloe-eyed tot

not yet six years old, whose name
was Tsuru—but whose mother called

her “Cherry-Blossom.” But
Tsuru’s mother was dead
now, and the little girl lived

with her uncle and aunt,

famous actors of Imperial

Japan.
The boy, who was then al-

most twelve years old, was
Sessue Hayakawa, and his

father had carved out, in

imagination, a wonderful ca-

reer for his straight-limbed,

brave-eyed son. He should

have a high position in the

(Eighteen
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SESSUE HAYAKAWA

TSURU AOKI

( MRS. SESSUE
HAYAKAWA)

And Sessue wanted
‘ to be an actor.

Now. in Japan one

does not go against the

decrees of one’s parents.

The highest law in Japan is rec-

ognized in our own commandment

:

“Honor thy father and thy mother.”

And it might also be amplified to read :

“and all thy ancestors, and relatives

thereof.” So when Sessue had de-

cided that he wanted to be an actor, it

was without much hope of being able

to change his father’s opinion. For-
tunately for us, the American public,

however, his father was in a lenient

mood and accepted the changes his

son wished to make.
“If you choose to be an actor,” he

said, “at least be a good one. Go to

Japanese navy. And he was
being educated at the Jap-
anese Naval School. But
Sessue had visited his “hon-

orable uncle and aunt. Kawa-
kimi and Mme. Yacco,” who
had, as their ward, a thin,

dark-eyed little girl in whom
Sessue wasn’t in the least in-

terested. Boys are boys the

world over, and it isn't boy-

nature to be interested, at the

ripe age of twelve, in thin,

dark-eyed little girls of six.

( Nineteen
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America, to an American college.

Learn the American ways — the

American plays—all that is best in

American drama. Then bring it back
to your countrymen.”

So you see Japanese fathers aren’t

so very different from American
fathers, after all. It was a big am-
bition that he had laid out for his son,

but it was accepted enthusiastically.

A few months later, with Mme.
Yacco, her husband Kawakimi, and

the child Tsuru, he set sail for Amer-
ica. San Francisco was chosen as the

first city in which the noted Japanese

players appeared, fresh from the Im-
perial Theater, Japan. They had also

appeared in the Shintonri Za and the

Teokoku, principal theaters of Tokio,

and it was here that Sessue had first

made his appearance as an actor.

But the humanitarian city of San
Francisco objected strongly to the

stage appearance of a child of eight

years—it was two years since Sessue

had first seen the little girl who was

to mean so much to him in his after-

life. An old friend of Kawakimi's,

one T. Aoki, had evidenced quite an

interest in the child. Hearing of the

difficulties, he suggested to Kawakimi
that he adopt the child, caring for her,

seeing that she was properly educated

in a way that would befit the daughter

of one of Japan’s bravest samurai

—

a man who gave up his life for his

country, on the battlefields of the

Russo-Japanese war. This solved the

problem effectively, and the child was
formally and legally adopted by the

kindly little man. T. Aoki was a very
famous artist. He had been given his

B. A. He had been entertained at

length by Victoria, “England’s Gra-
cious Queen.” His works of art had
been exhibited in the most exclusive,

aristocratic salons of Paris and art-

centers of New York. So it was to

be expected that the child Tsuru could
not but benefit at his hands. She was
sent to a convent, her summers, care-

fully guarded by a French chaperone,
being spent in travel.

Years passed. Sessue had entered

the University of Chicago, and had
spent the four years of his college life

translating the best plays of Ibsen,

Shakespeare, and similar masters of

classic literature, into his native lan-

guage. In the meanwhile, watched
over by the kindly God-of-Things-as-
They-Ought-to-Be, Tsuru was rapidly

growing into a slim, lovely woman, in

the depths of whose dark eyes a

wonderful country awaited the ven-
turesome explorer.

Finally, Sessue started back to

Japan, to do as his father had bidden
him, to “give of the best of American
ways and drama to your own people.”

Mme. Yacco and her husband, Kawa-

kimi, were also returning to their na-

tive land, and the crossing was made
together. During the days of the voy-
age, Mme. Yacco talked much of her
lovely niece, foster-daughter of T.
Aoki, who had grown up amid the

sunny slopes of California. Sessue
was politely bored, until, one day,
Mme. Yacco chanced to display a pho-
tograph of her niece. And instantly

the politely bored young man became
an eagerly interested one. He begged
for the picture, received it, and thru-

out the next two years of his travels

in Japan, introducing Shakespeare
and Ibsen to most of his countrymen,
the photograph of the lovely Nip-
ponese maid was always before him.
And the God-of-Things-as-They-
Ought-to-Be smiled slightly. Finally,

overcome by a restless desire to know
the girl whose photograph he had
come to love, he closed his show and
started for America. But his fame
had gone ahead of him, and he was
engaged to play the leading role in a
massive feature production of “The
Typhoon.” He found the girl of his

heart doing leading roles in Japanese
and Indian photoplays under Tlios. H.
Ince, and as the days passed, the love
he had given the photograph was
transferred to the original.

But Tsuru had all her native co-

quetry, combined with a bit that was
American. And Sessue found his

wooing anything but easy. Neverthe-
less, with a perseverance that was
bound to succeed, he returned again
and again to the attack.

And then—that much maligned, sel-

dom credited “psychological mo-
ment !” Having a day off duty from
her own scenes, Miss Aoki graciously

accepted an invitation to watch some
of Mr. Hayakawa’s, in “The Ty-
phoon.” And—oh, psychological in-

stant !—the scenes she watched were
love-scenes—and, as every one who
has seen “The Typhoon” is sure to

remember, they are very nice love-

scenes, and played in a deceiving

spirit of sincerity. And Miss Aoki
was jealous!

That evening, when Mr. Hayakawa
called, she was more capricious than

ever. When he attempted to “make
love” to her, she flung away crossly.

“You say you love me—yet all the

time you kiss her,” she cried, stormily.

And, being wise above a great many
American men, Mr. Hayakawa recog-

nized his instant, and grasped it in

passing. The next moment she was
weeping out her jealousy and heart-

hurt on his impeccably clad shoulder.

The next day each of them de-

manded four days’ vacation, and Di-

rector Ince, grinning, gave it. They
were married the next day—an Ameri-
can wedding, in an American church,

with bridesmaids, orange-blossoms,
Mendelssohn’s Wedding March, and
all the lovely, useless finery so dear
to the heart of an American girl. The
guests who thronged the church and
crowded the house for the reception

were all American.
But the next day, in a beautiful

Japanese club-house, surrounded by
more than three hundred of their own
countrymen, including many of the

highest rank in southern California,

they were married in their own way,
when the cups of wine were passed,
the obi bow was turned—all the Jap-
anese customs were observed.
The rest of the vacation was spent

in a pilgrimage to the tomb of T.
Aoki, Tsuru’s well beloved foster-

father, in San Diego.
“If only he could have been with

us!” she cried softly, as they knelt

side by side by the tomb of the man
who had meant so much to her. “If
only he knew !”

"I am sure that he does,” said her
husband, softly, as he drew her to

him.

Soon afterwards Sessue - was en-

gaged to play leads for the Lasky
Company. His charming little wife

does not work regularly, doing only

special engagements, as in “Alien
Souls,” released a short time ago. The
best picture work Hayakawa has ever

done has been in “The Typhoon,” the

heavy in “The Cheat” with Fannie
Ward, and the appealing, lovable

Sakata, the lead in “Alien Souls.”

Many of his countrymen objected

strongly to his part in “The Cheat,”

believing that he cast a slur on his

nationality by making the man a

Japanese.

“He might have been a Russian, a

Frenchman, a Spaniard—the nation-

ality didn’t count,” he explained
;
“the

man was merely a villain, and a new
twist was given the scenario by mak-
ing him a Jap.”

But since essaying the role of

Sakata—a role which fits his person-

ality—everybody is pleased.

They live in a beautiful bungalow
in Hollywood, an essentially Ameri-
can bungalow, with American fur-

nishings and an American bulldog,

named for the Japanese god of de-

struction, “Shoji.”

On the Japanese equivalent of our

own All Saints’ Day, which, in Japan,

is the Day of Souls, they make a pil-

grimage to the tomb of Aoki. And
some day they are going to take him
home, where he may rest beside the

bodies of his well-loved ancestors.

And despite their love for America
and Americans, and the love of

America and Americans for them,

they still love Japan and yearn for the

day when they may return to her.
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Kerrigan’s Home Life Ideal. Finds

Motherthe BestCom
By ELIZABETH PETERSEN

Capable as J. Warren Kerrigan is

'

as an actor, and well recognized

as that fact is by the great ma-
jority of theater-going America, still

there is one quality possessed by that

star of the film world that endears him
more to his host of friends and ac-

quaintances than his unusual histrionic

ability. That quality is his deep-rooted

love for the little mother who has

watched over him and who is so

largely responsible for the success and
the high ideals which he possesses.

J. Warren Kerrigan is unmarried,

and so long as he has the mother to

preside over his household, he is likely

to remain so, for the two are insepa-

rable, and it would be a paragon, in-

deed, who would be able to usurp her

place in his regard.

She is a poetess of considerable stand-

ing among the ranks of contemporary
writers of this country and, in addition

to verse-writing,, is the composer of

many successful songs. Art is a pas-

sion with her, and is second only to

her writing. One easily detects the

note of pride in her voice when she

says her son is her se-

verest and kindest critic,

and it is to him that she
first shows her manu-
scripts. Needless to say,

he takes a deep interest in

this line of her chosen en-

deavor and does all in his

power to encourage her.

And so, on the other
hand, Mrs. Kerri-

gan is the inspira

tion which has
been so impor-
tant a factor in

her big son’s

success. Ever
ready with a
word of encour-

agement when it is

needed and always
waiting to offer her expe-

rienced advice, she has
helped him
that road of hard
endeavor that
leads to solid

success.

along

In these days, when the slogan, “Take heed of

thy children,” has so completely usurped the man-
date of past decades, “Honor thy father and thy

mother,” it is pleasing to see an exception so note-

worthy as is the relation between Mother Kerrigan
and her son.

In his home in Hollywood there is the little

mother, the head of the house, ruled by and at the

same time ruling her big, handsome son, who treats

her with the same deference, engendered by real

affection, that he manifested as a boy. They read

his coming roles together ; they discuss his inter-

pretation, his make-up, the details of his action.

They are both fond of flowers and animals and,

together, keep the rose-bushes abloom and care

for his saddle-horse.

And so it is that the Kerrigan family is regarded
as one of the happiest in the Los Angeles photoplay
colony, and her friends regard Mrs. Kerrigan as the

most fortunate of mothers. And, if one may judge
from the light in her eyes when her boy is near her,

perhaps Mrs. Kerrigan feels very much the same wav.
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N ot every actor can be a star, but

every actor should* aim to be

one in his particular work.
Without pride and ambition art can-

not long endure. It is said that the

star system is passing—that the play

of today stands on its own merits. I

cannot agree. There may be fewer
stars on the theatrical horizon just at

present than at some past period, but

is it not possible that our troupes are

more nearly, “all-star” companies and
conceal individual excellence by the

high average ?
The contention that abolition of the

star system will improve the play and
make it more agreeable to the average
audience is poorly founded. If we
represent the average individual ability

of a troupe by fifty and mark one of

the members ninety, the high-class

man may redeem the play by his indi-

vidual power—his personality
;
but an

even tone must be a very high tone to

win by its evenness. Most theater-

goers, particularly since the photoplay

has familiarized the unlearned classes

wijh drama, idealize some certain

actor, and go to see him, confident

that he will make the play interesting,

whatever it be. I know a girl who
would spend a dollar to see Warren
Kerrigan as Mother Goose.

This personal adulation is the mak-
ing of an actor—financially. Regard-
less of the ultimate effect on the drama
as an institution, of the star system,

it is undeniable that the actor individ-

ually profits by it. Personality counts.

If you are an actor, be a star if you
can.

Personality may be smothered. Po-
tential genius must have a favorable

medium for expression. The old-

stager knows his powers and his

limitations
;
he can lift a part to his

level
;
but the star whose light is yet

comparatively dim is wise to make a

special study of adaptation. Suit the

part to your personality until you are

able to suit your personality to the

part. The power of adjustment grows
by exercise, but must not be strained.

Individuality is cultivable. The

The Actor’s

Person
Health and Strength Are

of His Mimed

By L. E.

words of Lewes are as true today as

when he uttered them many years ago

:

“People generally overrate a fine

actor’s genius and underrate his

trained skill. They are apt to credit

him with a power of intellectual con-

ception and poetic creation to which he
has really a very slight claim, and fail

to recognize all the difficulties which
his artistic training has enabled him to

master.”

An actor’s individuality, personal-

ity, stage-presence — whatever that

quality is that makes him exactly

what he is—is both physical and men-
tal. The best conception of a role is

useless if imperfectly expressed. A
weak, effeminate man could not by any
technical skill make a good “Sea-wolf.”

He could depict vindictive brutality,

true—but not in the way London’s
character did it. A Sea-wolf must be

a big, powerful, hard-fisted man, with

a jaw and a voice as big as his shoul-

ders. This we may term elemental

expression of the physical. There are

many others—the magnetism of vigor-

ous, vibrant health, as seen in a “Par-

sifal”; the pulsating passion of warm
blood and a perfect body in a “Cleo-

patra.” Physical health is the founda-

* THEDA BARA IN “CARMEN”
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Physical
ality

the Powder and Shot

Emotions
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DUSTIN FARNUM

tion of personality, its vehicle, ranging-

in force from the brute strength of a

savage chieftain to the half-ethereal

caress of purest love. Touching on

this physical phase, Brander Matthews
said

:

“Sometimes a playwright beholds

one of his characters transformed by

an actor, who charges it with a mean-
ing and a purpose, a variety and

veracity that the author himself did

not suspect and that he had not con-

sciously intended. This transforma-

tion may have been caused by the

artistic insight of the performer, or it

may have been due simply to his per-

sonality. Sometimes a part is thus

transfigured by the physical fitness of

the actor for the character. For it is

not only the personality of the actor

which affects his art ; it is also his

actual person. The tools of his trade

are the members of his body. His

hands and his arms, his walk and his

gestures, the glance of his eye and the

tones of his voice—these are the im-

plements of his art
;

these are his

chisel and his marble, his brushes, his

palette and his canvas.”

Too many actors underestimate the

possibilities of corrective measures.

In this day of marvelous surgery, even

WARREN KERRIGAN IN “THE
RESTLESS SPIRIT”

facial features may.be altered. Many
players suffer ugly handicaps which
could be easily and safely removed.
If you have a nose that hides the rest

of your face, dont resign yourself to

walk in its shadow thru life until you
have consulted a specialist. If the

eyes lack strength and expression, get

at the cause and remove it. Expense
you cannot afford to consider

;
your

appearance is a large part of your
capital. Surely physical attractiveness

is an invaluable asset when bv it alone

so many actors have won success.

Strength and grace come thru

physical exercise. Many present-day
actors have wisely recognized this.

Such men as Francis X. Bushman,
William Farnum and Warren Kerri-

gan—kings of the screen—study to

keep their physique at its best. Bush-
man is an all-around athlete, a sculp-

tor’s model, and one of the best

wrestlers in the country. He culti-

vates every side of his physical self,

and is as graceful as he is strong.

Farnum’s robust manhood and physi-

cal wholesomeness account in large

measure for his popularity, and the

handsome Kerrigan simply would not

be Kerrigan without the broad shoul-

ders, athletic carriage and chivalrous

spirit. Yes, health and beauty mean
much to the actor. Theda Bara’s

charms are physical
;
her serpentine

suppleness, her warmth of passion, her

fire of expression—all come from fine

physical condition, intense health.

Naturalness is the essence of indi-

viduality, and naturalness will not live

in the same corporeal citadel with ill-

health. Nerves, in a pathological

sense, have no place in an actor’s

make-up. Self-control is the very

foundation of the histrionic art. For
the nervous system, if there were no
other reason, all actors should practice

outdoor sports. Theatrical work is

extremely wearing, and the best per-

formers are most likely to suffer

nervous breakdown, for the reason

that they put into their efforts more
emotion—work harder physically and
psychologically—than most of us do.
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EMILY STEVENS

I thought you
wasn’t never goin’

to come ! God ! but

I'm glad to see you

!

Oh, Jim
!”

“Daisy !” said the man, in

a hoarse voice, rusty as the

gate from long disuse, “I was
goin’ straight to find you, girl.’’

The arc-light sent strange shadows
reeling in the cold gusts from the river.

It tossed the stark outlines of the gate-

bars across their locked shadows, and
the girl saw them and shuddered.

“Let’s get out of here,’’ she cried

shrilly
;
“this place gives me the creeps.”

“It’s given me more’n the creeps,” said

Jim, grimly, and something in his tone

sent her glance upward in sudden terror.

She had not seen him yet clearly, but
she saw him now, thin, with dark Hol-

lows under his eyes, and cheeks all fallen

in—her handsome Jim ! And in two
years they had done this to him ! But,

womanlike, she veiled the dread of her

soul.

“You’re lookin’ fine, Jim—fine !” she

lied.

“You cant fool me, old girl,” said the

man, smiling. "I got about ten months
left in me an’ no more. It’s here.” He
struck his chest with a great, gaunt
hand. “I been spittin’ blood a month
now, but dont you fret, Daisy. I’d a

d—n sight rather die than do any more

This story was written from the Photoplay

of GEORGE D. BAKER

time—back there.”

“You aint goin’ to die, an’ you
aint goin’ to do any more time.”

She faced him militantly. “Jim, I been
thinkin’; let’s live straight from now on.

I got a reg'lar job—ten dollars a week.”
Pride lurked in her tone. “I want to

be honest, Jim, an’ have a little flat some-
wheres up in the Bronx, with a rubber-

plant an’ a canary. I want— I want to

be married, Jim!”
The man gazed at her in utter be-

wilderment
;
then he put out a hand and

touched the worn sleeve of her gorgeous
wrap.

“Aint that—the one I got with the

money Slim let me have on that last

haul?” he queried wonderingly. “That’s

all o’ two years ago, Daisy. You mean
to say

”

“I haven’t bought any clothes since,”

she nodded, “except a pair of shoes an’

a rain-coat—marked down. Ten dollars

art n ivers a l gray ness
shrouded the early

morning world, or

perhaps the great,

gray stone building'

tinged everything
about it with its own
dullness, the dreary

color of lost hopes.

A heavy mist, that clogged the eye-

lashes and trickled in green slime from
the stones, rose from the river, which al-

ways ran, like molten lead, by the prison,

tho it was blue-and-green-and-golden

enough below. The girl shivered and
drew her wrap more" closely about her

shapely young shoulders, as she peered

up at the great iron gate, with the arc-

light still burning above it.

It was a strange wrap for such a time

and place—a garment of beautiful crafts-

manship and material, and of a style at

least two years old, shabby, pathetically

jaunty. And it was a strange girl who
wore it there at such a time and such a

place—a slip of a thing with a small,

pointed face dwarfed by a mass of exotic

red-gold hair, with great, purple eyes

that could be at will either blankly in-

genuous, or honey-sweet with coyness, or

hard and old and weary as now.
“If they dont open that gate pretty

d—n quick, I’ll be goin’ buggy,” she

murmured resentfully, then bit her lip in

vexation. “There now ! An’ me plan-

nin’ to be a perfect lady ! I’ll do it, too

!

Dont I always turn every trick I set out

to? But, Lord! it’s goin’ to be a stiffer

job than pinchin’ the crown jools!”

A clamor of reluctant hinges broke the

thread of her thoughts. The tall iron

gate swung slowly open, protesting rust-

ily at the distasteful task of letting loose

one of its wards. A man stumbled out

and stood blinking as tho the dull day-

light were too bright for his eyes. The
girl gave a cry of joy, of pain, of

mother-love and sweetheart eagerness,

and ran to meet him.

“Jim !” she sobbed. “Oh, Jim-boy,
I’ve waited so long—since four o’clock

—
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small hand shot out, snatching off the

hat crammed down on the detective’s

head. “You take off your old lid when
you're talkin’ to a lady !” she commanded
grimly

;
“an’ Jim, you lay still. Stone

aint got nothin’ on either o’ us, an’ I

aint afraid to tell him so to his face.”

She was struggling into her coat as she

spoke
;

she flung open the door, eyes

shining, and tossed Duggan’s hat down
the hall.

“You foilozu ycr hat!’’ she said, mili-

tantly, small, red-gold head high. “You
aint got nothin’ on me an’ Jim—not one

d—n thing!”

She repeated the remark later to Po-
lice Commissioner Stone in the office

where she had faced him, sullen and
defiant, so many times before, and Stone
nodded cordially.

“Not a thing on you, Miss Daisy,” he

agreed blandly; “but I’ve got a job for

you, if you care to make two thousand
dollars. It’s a clean job—no peaching,

no spy work. And it’s a job that only

you can handle, young lady. • You see,

it’s this way. I want you to steal a

diamond necklace and tiara from Thorpe’s
jewelry store for me.”

“It’s a plant!” cried Daisy, angrily.

dont dress a girl stylish, Jim, but she

can keep respectable on it
”

He laughed out. harshly, bitterly.

"Aw, ferget it
!” he scoffed. “You cant

do it, hon’. Ten a week

—

you! Lord!
an' I've seen you spend a hundred in an

evenin' without winkin' an eye ! An’,

anyhow, how can I get a reg'lar job

—

an ex-con with a bum chest? No, hon’;

once a crook, always a crook, I guess ; but

I'm goin’ to play safe now. I'd rather

cash in outside ”

She reached up and
checked his words with

a hand across his lips.

They felt fevered

and dry under

months ” So when the

heavy knock sounded on
the door, and when on
the heels of it Dug-
gan’s coarse face

appeared, she
cringed under

his insolent
gaze as tho

she were

“you’re tryin’

TO FRAME ME UP— I WONT TOUCH IT
!”

her palm, but she forced herself to speak

gafiv.

“That’ll be about all o’ that, old man

!

she cried. “I guess I can manage for

both of us till you’re feelin’—rested up.

I got fifty dollars saved. Listen, hon’;

you gotter give my plan a try anyhow.
I got a hunch I’m right. The straight

an’ narrow dont lead to any road-houses

nor swell hotels
;
but the other way—the

crooked one—that’ll carry us back there,

Jim, sooner or later. They’ve never got

me yet, but they would. Duggan’s been

watchin’ me like a cat for two years, but

I’ve give him the laugh to his face every

time I seen him. It’s great to give th’

bulls the laugh, Jim
!”

She chatted merrily on, trying to

drown the voices of her dread. They
clamored above it all in the ears of her

soul. How could one buy medicine for

Jim’s great, lax body—food that he

needed—how could one buy life and the

power to work and live and love like

honest people with a pitiful ten a week?
Unexpectedly her question was an-

swered two weeks later, at a moment
when her strong soul was off its guard.

All night she had watched some unseen

evil thing doing its will with her man,
tearing at his throat with terrible, strang-

ling fingers, beading his poor brow with

the salt of agony. All night she had
fought this devil of disease with the piti-

fully inadequate remedies she had, and all

night she had heard the doctor’s words
in her tired brain

:

“He must have cream and eggs and
country air, or he will die within six

WANT SOMETHING
THAT AOBODY
COUI.D BUY,
EXCEPT
me”

the
“Dia-
m o n d

Daisy”
of two
years
ago.

“Well,
darling,
they want
you up at

headquarters,” said the de-

tective, suavely
;
then his eyes fell upon

Jim’s ashen face on the pillow. “Hul-lo
!”

he whistled. “Slippery Jim ! I’d forgot

you were due about now. Wonder if th’

ol’ man dont want you, too
”

Daisy’s sagging figure stiffened. One
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“You’re tryin’

to frame me up.

I wont touch it.

You’ve never got

me, an’ you never

will. I tell you I’m

wise to that game
!’’

“Read that, and you’ll see

it’s no plant,” said Stone,

curtly, handing her a paper.

“That’s a written guarantee of

immunity. It’s all a wager. Thorpe
has been boasting that no ‘con’ game
could take him in the way Chandler was
fleeced three years or so ago. Perhaps

you remember how a beautiful, veiled

widow, who wanted to sell her husband’s

heirlooms to him, got the heirlooms

mixed up with a diamond necklace worth

fifty thousand, and walked off, leaving a

pile of ten-cent-store junk behind. Very
clever work it was

”

Daisy met his glance calmly. “Seems
to me I did read about it,” she mur-

mured. Stone chuckled.

“Well, Chandler got peeved at Thorpe’s

boasting, so he bet him five thousand he

could find some one to rob him, too,

within a month. And then he asked me
to get the job done for him—done suc-

cessfully. So I sent for you. But maybe
two thousand doesn’t listen good, eh ?”

Daisy clutched the paper he had given

her till the knuckles grew white with the

grip. Jim—Jim

—

Jim! Two thousand

meant breath for his lungs, blood for his

body. She must buy it for him with

the only talent she had—her knack of

sinning. She could not refuse. Love
urged, blit her face was white and drawn
with pain when, at last, she looked up.

“I’ll do it,” she said briefly. She
turned; her steps dragged. ‘Til do it;

hut it’s tough—it's tough as h—1!”

William James Thorpe sat in his office,

a solid, stolid figure of prosperity and

prose. There was
nothing subtle

about this man who
made his fortune from

the subtlest of all things

—precious stones. Dia-

monds were not^ dreams to

him
;
opals held no mysteries

in their mystic flames
;
sapphires

no secrets—they were his wares.

He sold them as he would have sold

potatoes, unenthusiastically, unimagina-

tively. For thirty years he had sat at

that desk, dumpily, with a hundred ro-'

mances, a score of tragedies, a dozen

unwritten chapters of nation’s history,

and king's loves hidden away in his

cabinets, and dictated dull letters, and
thought dull thoughts, and lived his dull

days. But today was destined to be dif-

ferent—quite, quite different from any

day he had ever lived. And the difference,

tho he did not guess it, lay in the charm-
ing, beautifully dressed schoolgirlish

young person, who stood at that moment
before one of the counters of his store

examining a tray full of diamond rings.

“But they dont any of them cost

enough,” she was objecting ingenuously.

“They’re the sort of thing any girl could

afford to own. I want something that

nobody could buy, except me.” She
leaned forward, round-eyed, dimpling, in

an aura of violet sachet. “My papa is

Martin Meloney, the munition man,” she

told the awed clerk. “Just this one year
he’s made two or three million dollars,

or maybe it’s six— I cant remember ex-

actly—and he's given me five thousand
to spend on my birthday present. I want
to spend that five thousand so it’ll look

like ten!”

“Just be seated a moment, Miss Me-
loney,” the clerk fluttered; “I'll speak to

Mr. Thorpe himself.”

If Thorpe had had an imagination, he
might have used it now, as he came for-

ward, bowing and smiling, to meet the

pretty daughter of the mushroom mil-

lionaire. Having no imagination, he saw
the curls, the ruffles, the dimples, but not

the watchful look in the wide eyes turned

up to him. And somewhere under the

dimples and curls and winning smile a

very determined young woman registered

complete satisfaction.

“I have just the thing you are looking

for, Miss Meloney,” beamed the jeweler,

fussing with the clasp of a maroon velvet

case he had brought out with him
;
“but,

unfortunately, altho this set looks at least

fifteen thousand, it costs ten. Ah, isn't

that a beauty?”
Somewhere underneath a crow of

childish pleasure, and a clapping of girl-

ish hands, Diamond Daisy gave the

opened jewel-case the tribute of a long-

drawn breath of amaze.
“Oh! how darling dear!” she cooed.

“But I haven’t got only five thousand.

I'll tell you what!” She sprang up,

laughing gleefully. “I’ve got my car

outside. Mr. Thorpe, you come home
with me and show the jewels to father.

I know he’ll buy them for me. He never
refuses me on any day, and on my birth-

day he wouldn’t dare
!”

Ten minutes later the unsuspecting

Mr. Thorpe found himself seated in a

closed automobile, opposite an excited

little figure cooing over the maroon case

clasped to her breast. Agreeably ex-

pectant of a pleasant sale, the jeweler

leaned back on the cushions and benig-

nantly surveyed the landscape of the Hud-
son River and Palisades unrolling thru

the car-window. It was fully half an
hour before they drove up a long, wind-
ing roadway and stopped before a low

house quite hidden from the road among
the trees.

“Here we are!” cooed Miss Meloney,
jumping out of the automobile. She
reached up, drew a black veil down from
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the brim of her girlish hat over her face,

making her look oddly mature. When
she spoke to the two husky attendants

who ran down the steps to meet them,

her voice had changed as well, from high,

shrill girlhood to a mellow, sad-timbred

tone that seemed full of tears.

“You will have to hold him securely,”

she told the attendants tremulously. “He
is very wild this morning. I thought I

would never get him here.”

To Mr. Thorpe's horrified amazement,

the attendants promptly seized him, one

by each arm, and bore him, protesting

and struggling, up the steps and into the

hall, where they were met by a bewhis-

kered gentleman with delight tempered

by respectful sympathy.

“Very bad, doctor. He is raving about

stolen jewels now,” murmured the veiled

lady, applying a handkerchief to her

shrouded eyes. At this point Mr.

Thorpe, kicking one of the attendants

viciously in the shins, cried out, in a

voice hoarse with rage

:

“Where am I ? What does this out-

rage mean ? Where are my diamond
necklace and bracelets?”

“You see, doctor,” sighed the lady.

She then turned to Thorpe, who, in con-

sequence of his ill-advised kick, was now
held quite helpless, and actually kist the

affronted man on one leathery cheek.

“Good-by, my poor husband,” she said

tenderly. “Try, try, dearest, to get over

these terrible delusions and come back

to your loving Emmie!”
And she was gone, frantic echoes of

fragmentary speech floating after her

anent: “Thief! Huzzy! Jewels worth

a fortune
!”

An hour later the same lady stood in

a pinched little room in a New York
apartment house, describing her adven-

tures for the edification of a haggard man
in a dressing-gown and a broad grin.

“It was too easy, Jim !” said Daisy,

glowing with pride
;
“not a hitch from

beginnin’ to end. You’d ought to have
heard your little Daisy spiel like a lady.

Gee! Supposin’ I’d been doin’ it on my
own ! Wouldn’t we have made a haul

!”

She opened the case and took out the

jewels with fingers that loved them. A
greedy look sprang to Jim’s sunken eyes.

“Aw, Daisy,” he whispered, “you’d

never give them back, would you ? Think
what -they’d buy us, girl! Slim would
give six thou’ for ’em any minute,

and we could skip out o’ this d—n hole

of a town—go where a man could

breathe ! God ! Daisy, with the price o’

them bits o’ cracked ice I believe I could

cheat the devil yet, and I want to live

!

I’m only twenty-nine; it’s too young to

blink, girl
;
we could have good times

“Jim ! Jim !” she besought him. “Dont,
hon’; I—I cant, Jim! I would if I

could, but somehow I— I got to be re-

spectable! We’ll get the two thousand
and go somewheres, boy. I got to take

the shiners back to Stone. Thorpe’ll be

breakin’ loose any minute now.”
She took up the beautiful stones, lin-

THE POLICE COM-
MISSIONER HANDED
him two sli PS-

realized what she was about

to do, she had sprung to the

window-sill, catching up her

hat and cloak from the bed, wav-
ered there an instant, then leaped

across the chasm and was gone.

“I’ll get you, anyhow!” snarled Dug-
gan, inarticulate with fury, leaping upon
the gaunt figure on the bed and snapping

a pair of handcuffs on Jim’s wrists.

“You’re an accomplice. Get up now,

and quit yer shamming. You’ll tell

Stone what you know about them jewels,

or I’ll kick you into the middle of next

month !”

geringly, regretfully, and then, in sudden
whim, held the necklace up to her throat.

“Looker me, Jim,” she cried. “Are
they becomin’ ? Do I make a good mil-

lionaire, old man?”
The words died in her throat as the

door was flung suddenly open and Dug-
gan stood before them, laughing noisily.

“Caught with the goods on, darling!”

he wheezed. “When I saw you cornin’

out o’ Thorpe’s this mornin’, I says to

myself, ‘Here’s where I hang around
Daisy’s happy home a spell an’ see what’s

doin’,’ and here I am. Hand over the

pretty twinklers, my angel, and come
along of me.”

Daisy drew a quick breath and glanced

about the room under veiled lashes. The
window open, and the next roof only

three feet away—she could make it

easily
;
she must make it and carry

the jewels to Stone, or he’d

think she’d played him an
ugly trick.

All the time her

slim fingers were
laying the
jewels bac

into thejr

velvet
nest.
The n,

before
either

of the

Over the roofs fled Daisy, down a fire-

escape at last, dodging into alleyways,

a hunted thing. .Often and often she had
been pursued thus when she was a fugi-

tive from the law, but today, the maroon
velvet case clutched to her breast, she

was a fugitive toivard the law, and she

knew well her only chance of safety lay

in reaching Stone’s office unarrested. It

was fully two hours later when, lips sag-

ging apart with her gaspy breaths, she

burst at last into the Police Commis-
sioner’s office and leaned heavily against

the door, staring at the scene which met
her eyes.

In an armchair sat Jim, sagging in

every joint of his big frame—Jim, cowed,
dazed, with a look of awful fear on his

poor, white, wasted face. There were
men all about—Thorpe, garrulous with

the shrill anger of a dull man
;
Duggan,

leering triumphantly at her;

Stone, red and fussy and
bullying. But she

saw none of them,

only Jim, her

man, whom they

had been tor-

turing. She
sprang to

him with
the hover-

men
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GIVE THESE
TO THE YOUNG
LADY, BILL,”

HE DIRECTED

gestures of a mother animal, and flung

her arms about his neck.

“Jim !” she cried sharply. “What they

been doin’ to you, hon’?”

Then, suddenly, she grew quiet; she

and Jim were creatures caught in the

envenomed mesh of the law’s web. What
use to struggle? She drew the jewel-box

from beneath her cloak and tossed it to

Stone, who passed it to Thorpe. The

jeweler opened it and held the bits of

icy fire up to them all.

“Count ’em,” said Daisy, grimly.

“Dont take my word.”

“All here,” said the

jeweler, with a sigh of

relief. He turned to

another man,
with a grim
ace of
chag-

rin.

into the neck of her gowri and took out

the paper Stone had given her. “He
hired me to do the trick

;
ask him.”

“How will that sound at the next elec-

tion, Cap’n?” purred Duggan. “Better

get the paper back and tear it up—eh ?”

Stone's glance shifted. He had passed

a wretched afternoon of uncertainty as

to whether . Daisy meant to re-

turn the A jewels or not;

he had been
and scolded

threatened.

rep rove d
a n d

The

“You win, Chandler,” he
admitted. “The five is

yours. It’s worth it to get out

of that insane asylum and to get

these jewels back, and I wont lose the

money, either. I’ll just change the price-

mark on these”—he tapped the case ten-

derly
—“from ten thousand to fifteen.”

“And now, suppose you two come
along with me,” said Duggan, briskly

taking a step toward the two flies in the

web of the great spider. “Your story

about this being a put-up job’ll sound
pretty phoney to the judge—eh, darling?”

He laughed aloud in sheer delight of

his triumph. It would give him the pro-

motion he coveted, and, after all, ex-

crooks were fair game. If he didn’t get

them, some one else would.

“I’ve got his word I wasn’t to be

touched for it,” said Daisy, slowly. Her
face had gone very white. She reached

sinister

possibili-

ties of what
had appealed

to him as a

friendly joke ap-

palled him. But he

did not meet Daisy’s

scornful eyes as he held

out his hand.

“Give me that paper, my girl,”

he said doggedly.

Daisy rose to her feet, one hand on

Jim’s thin shoulder. She could feel it

trembling beneath her touch, and her

blood took fire.

“So you’re goin’ to throw me down,
are you?” she inquired clearly. “Why,
even a sneak thief ’ud be ashamed to

treat a pal like that! You’re goin’ to

get us sent up—me who’s gone straight

as a die for two years—Jim as’ll die

in a month in the pen ! We was goin’

to live clean
;
we was goin’ to get

married like reg’lar folks, an’ now you’re

figurin’ on takin’ our chanct away.” She
drew a slow breath. “Gawd ! but aint

you a skunk, P’lice Commissioner Stone

!

Me an’ Jim here, we’re crooks; we’ve
took what didn’t belong to us

;
one o’ us

has done time, but we’re more respectable

than you are, anyhow ! We never stole

a woman’s chanct to live decent
;
we

never robbed a sick man o’ his chanct to

get well. Aw, what’s the use talkin’
”

Her voice broke. She turned to Dug-
gan, with a hopeless gesture, and held

out her hands.

“Snap ’em on an’ get it over,” she said

lifelessly
—

“I’m done!”
“No!”
Stone stood between the girl and the

handcuffs in the detective’s outstretched

hands. His thick face was congested
with shamed blood. “Take your brace-

lets away, Duggan,” he roared, “or put

’em on me ! The girl’s done nothing.

It’s my fault, and, by Heaven! I’ll stand

the consequences. I was a d—d fool

to meddle with a rotten wager like that,

but if anybody here wants to use my
d—d folly against me, they’re welcome
to. I aint goin’ to hide behind a girl

like this one—square all the way thru
!”

Silence fell over the little office. Daisy
crept closer to Jim. Chandler and
Thorpe consulted in the background,
then beckoned to Stone.

“If there aint any arrestin’ to be

done, I suppose I can go?” growled
Duggan, swinging angrily on his heel

;

[

but Stone’s voice swung him about
again. The Police Commissioner handed
him two slips of paper.

“Give these to the young lady, Bill,”

he directed. “Our friends here have
handed over the stakes they put up for

the wager for her to take her man away
to the country, where he can get strong

and well.”

“What—give ’em the whole thing?”

gasped Duggan, slack-jawed. “Ten
thou’! Ten thou’ to a couple of con-

workers !”

The disappointed detective hesitated

and looked from one to the other.

“Do you mean that these guys are to

get the whole thing, Commissioner?”
“I mean just that, Duggan,” replied

Stone, tartly. “Remove those handcuffs
and hand over these checks.”

Duggan sullenly walked over to the

pair, who were now happy in each other’s

embrace. His crestfallen face was com-
ical in his defeat, but he removed the

steel bracelets, stuffed them janglingly

into his pocket, planted the two slips in

Daisy’s outstretched hand and turned on
his heel.

Daisy looked down at the bits of blue

paper in her fingers. They meant life,

and love, and a chance to be happy and
respectable

;
they meant a little flat in the

Bronx, with a rubber-plant and a canary.

She looked up, and it seemed to her that

Jim’s face, seen dimly thru her tears,

was working with a new softness and
tenderness he was trying hard not to

show.
“Come along, Daisy,” said Jim, putting

one great, gaunt arm about her—beneath
her cheek she felt the muscles tighten,

as he straightened his shoulders, man-
fashion

—“come along and we’ll find a

parson. I want to begin bein’ like folks.

I want to begin now!”

(Twenty-nine)



Wallace Reid, Cook, Student, and Housekeeper

Photo by Stagg

WALLACE REID

Wallace Reid, the popular leading man of the Lasky Company, is not only a student, but his wife, Dorothy Davenport, finds him a very handy assistant

about the house. But Wallace believes in killing two birds with one stone, whenever possible, and here we find him stirring

the soup and reading a copy of Bryce’s “American Commonwealth’’



Keeping in Training for the

Strenuous Movie Life
Many of the Players Are Real Athletes Because They Love to Be, and Many Are

Athletes Because They Have to Be, in Order to Be Fit for the
Arduous Tasks That Are Often Assigned Them

By PAULINE ALLEN

“ A nybody do anything outdoors

—

sports—tennis, golf, riding,

swimming — that sort of

thing?” I asked of one of those shorter

and uglier persons known in filmland

as the P. A.
“Everybody does everything,” he

answered, true to type.

“Be reasonable,” I urged ; “be spe-

cific. Who does what?”
Now, any press agent who would be

reasonable would lose his job, and
after I had listened, while he named
all the stars of his company and de-

clared each one expert in every known
outdoor sport, I decided to take a little

trip around the studio and check up
on him. The quest of outdoor lovers

thus begun lasted many days, for these

film-folks are as hard to find with a

minute to spare as J. P. Morgan or

H. E. Huntington, and you wonder
when they ever get time to play at all,

at all.

They get it—some of them—before

you and I are out of bed in the morn-
ing and at all sorts of odd hours.

Take the Gish girls, for example

—

Lillian and Dorothy—and I am begin-

ning at a studio far from the one
where I asked the question of the

P. A., to avoid a suit for defamation
of his character. They are up when
the birds are breakfasting on the blos-

som-buds of the fruit-trees and the

first bit of green that shows in every-

body’s garden, for they love to walk.

They love it well enough to get up in

time to walk the four miles to their

studio and be there by eight-thirty in

the morning.
They are real sisters, these two

—

chummy and inseparable. And for

all they look as delicate as the flowers

that bloom at the edge of the snows
in the high Sierras, they are keen

outdoor girls. When they have over-

slept a bit, and haven’t time to walk

(Thirty-one)

to their work, they hop into their

motor-car and drive there. And on
Sundays, and the stray holidays that

happen unexpectedly in filmland, they

are off together to a near-by tennis

court, and, not satisfied with these

things, they joined a gymnasium class

at the Young Women’s Christian As-
sociation, and two evenings a week
they are there from six to seven in the

evening, doing all sorts of setting-up

exercises, folk-dancing, club-swinging,

and playing lively at basket-ball and
baseball.

Another one who likes to be up
with the birds, and while the dew is

still on the grass, is a young star that

has just begun to twinkle. And let

me whisper in your ear that they say

she is destined to make people forget

Mary Pickford. Her name is Mary
MacLaren. To her the greatest out-

door sport is to go tiptoeing barefoot

across the wet grass in the garden of

her Hollywood home, with only a few
wisps of gauze between her and the

weather, and with no one to see but

the sun, peeping thru the branches of

a tall eucalyptus at the edge of the

garden.

It’s real fun to dance that way,
sans camera, sans director, sans audi-

ence
;

that is, of course—well, she

wouldn’t like it best then and there

and that way all the time
;
but it’s fun

while she’s doing it, and it puts her in

fine trim for the day’s work.
“That’s the answer,” said Herbert

Rawlinson, when I came upon him in

his dressing-room, playing with one
of the Universal kiddies, and he
kicked a bit of muslin that spread out

V-wise and declared itself that little

bit of nothing that is a track-suit.

Beyond it lay a pair of soft-sole

running-shoes.

“Every morning I get out and take

a run over the hills—.that is, every

morning that my wife and I dont roll

out of bed into our bathing-suits and
then on into our car and drive down
to the sea (ten miles away) for a

plunge in the surf before breakfast.

“When I first went into the movies
I had to do all sorts of outdoor things

to keep in practice for any sort of

stunt I might be called on to do. But
now that Moving Pictures are some-
thing besides falling over precipices

and off horses and railroad bridges,

now that it is drama and not a mere
series of stunts, I’ve cut down my out-

door sports to the ones I like best

—

running, rowing, swimming, golf, ten-

nis, and sometimes I do a bit of boxing
just to keep from getting lazy and
slow. If you want to put ’pep’ in your
work, you must keep physically fit.”

Even as he spoke, he was sitting in

a pair of riding-breeches and boots,

still damp from some mad ride or

other thru some rushing river or

other, with some armful of maiden or

other, and he was keeping his legs very

straight that boots and breeches would
dry in good shape, so I really felt no
alarm lest the movies grow suddenly

too tame.

I came upon Ruth Stonehouse re-

hearsing a scene where a gentleman-

villain in carrot-colored hair and
goatee was seizing her rudely in his

arms, but just before he did, whatever
he meant to do, Ruth’s hand fell luckily

on a paper-knife or dagger—which-

ever it was that chanced to be on the

parlor-table—and, with bulging, blue

eyes, the gentleman-villain desisted.

While the director was telling the

villain how to be more villainesque, I

learnt from Miss Stonehouse that her

favorite outdoor sport is riding, with

a gun across her saddle-bow. She
spent a number of years on a ranch

in Arizona, and there she learnt to

handle a rifle like a man. She can nip
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MARY MAC I.AREX

bobbing across the screen of one
of the shooting galleries on the

pleasure-pier, and sent every duck
under the water. >' She put the

shooting-gallery out of business in

an hour.

It would be a sorry day for any
real villain that might try to molest

Miss Stonehouse when she is strolling

or riding about the Hollywood hills

with her gun.

Jane Bernoudy is another real wild

westerner who loves her horse better

than any old make of automobile. Be-

fore she went into screen work she had
made a name for herself as a Wild
West rider and rope-thrower, and she

does not allow her hand to lose its

cunning. She can still put the noose
of her lariat on hoof or horn of any
animal in full career, and can ride the

the tail-feathers off a bluejay as far as

she can see one. Not long ago she

was with a part}- of friends at one of

the beach resorts near Los Angeles,

and she gave them all the surprise of

their lives when she shot the yellow

glass-eye out of every nigger that went

buckingest broncho that ever bucked.
Marin Sais, too, is a lover of horses

and a splendid horsewoman. She has
won the unique reputation

of salting down some of

the five- and six-figured

horsewomen of the studios. In my
quest I came upon Dustin Farnum,
just back from a fishing-trip.

checks that are the smallest

legal tender known ruth
in filmland. She stonehouse

jd

.

owns a California/ ranch, and among her crops is

W J a string of polo ponies.

_
There are some keen

B JM polo-players in south-

ern California, and
one of them under-
took, not long ago, to

teach Miss Sais the

nB game, and the gossips are say-

gjB ing that little Dan Cupid was
£B sticking around while the.les-

^B sons were going on, and got
in some of his deadly work.

B However that may be, Miss
Sais thinks polo the greatest

B game ever and is

trying to make
up a polo-

Ba team /^^B

LITTLE ZOE BECH

(Thirty-two)
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HOUSE
PETERS

and there was no question

about his favorite outdoor

“There’s just one big city

on this globe,” he said

^
sagely

—
“that’s New York.

There’s just one perfect

spot on this same globe,

and that’s Avalon,
Catalina Island.”

at all And on the lapel of his coat was the

sport, silver button of the Light Tackle Class

of the Tuna Club-—if not the most
ancient, surely the most honorable

Well, then, you cant quite understand.”

But I did understand, for it must be

and enviable order of anglers in

Christendom. Either

of two of this catch

entitled him to this

button.

“No sport like it

anywhere,” he said.

MARIN
SAIS

“Ever tried fishing

W i

MARIE DORO

WALLACE REID

Now
“Dusty,”

as they call

h i m lovingly

out here in Cali-

fornia, has given
the once-over to

most of the places on the globe, having
belted it once and having slipped into

all the nooks and crannies of Europe
many times, so he ought to be an
authority, and you are sure he is when
you look into his honest-Injun eyes.

But to prove the second half of his
dictum, he pulled out a picture he had
brought with him from Catalina, show-
ing himself and a string of five yellow-
tail he had caught the day before, one
of which was then in the oven for a
fish-dinner for all hands at the studio. J. WARREN KERRIGAN

some sport that would
make any actor willing to

go down to posterity on
the pages of a magazine
as a common garden
variety of ugly, un-
shaven man, to say
nothing of his having
posed with his fish on

“the wharf at Catalina

after the nhanner of every

amateur angler that ever

made a catch in that

famous bay.

“I’m just as big a rube as

anybody when I go fish-

ing at Catalina,” laughed
“Dusty,” the darling of the

girls.

Mr. Farnum is a lot of things

besides being an actor. Up in

Maine he’s a farmer—not of the

gentleman sort that doesn’t

(Thirty-three)
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know alfalfa from artichokes—and for

the three years he has been working in

the movies in Califor-

nia he has cut
across the coun-
try in mid-
summer to

see how
his crops

where along the Maine coast, and has

the salt of the sea in his blood, and
that’s why he is never so

happy as when he is

within sniff of the

scared, snared yellowtail. Dustin Far-
num’s string of yellowtail makes

J. Warren Kerrigan’s string of trout

look like a bunch of bait, unless you
happen to know just how sporty a

sport trout-fishing is, just how many
miles one must walk or crawl along
the rocky bank or thru the tangle of

willows, tickling, teasing, taunting,

terrifying those wary,
nervous little

streaks of light-

ning.

Whenever the

company is “on
location” Kerri-

gan is up
at daybreak
whipping
the nearest

stream, and
everybody
has fresh
trout for
breakfast.

JANE
BERNOUDY

MABEL
NORMAND

w

HERBERT
RAWLINSON

One morning, k

when they 1
were in the I

mountains, Ker-
'

rigan made his

usual promise of

a trout breakfast,

and some bets were
made as to whether
he would make good

DUSTIN
FARNUM

TOM FORMAN

are coming on. This year he cut diago-
nally across from San Diego to Maine
in his motor-car. He was born some-

ocean and why it is ecstasy supreme
to be towed across its ruffled1 bosom
at the rate of a mile a minute by a

He came back in a

very short time with a

very long string, and he

collected nearly as many
dollars as he had fish.

And it was a day or two
before the fellows who had paid over

the money learnt that Kerrigan had
reached the stream just a little while

after some road-workers had fired a

blast of dynamite and found it full of

dead fish floating on the top. He
waded in, scooped up the fish, strung

them on a string, and carried them
triumphantly back to camp. And the

bets couldn’t be declared off, because

(Thirty-four

)
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e\ nobody had stipulated the form of

murder he was to commit on the fish.

They had told me Wallace Reid was
some tennis player, but'the day I hap-

pened in at a rehearsal of “The House
of the Golden Windows,” he was much
more inclined to talk about the black

bass he had been catching up some-

where near Santa Maria in somebody’s

private lake. But afterwards he did

admit that he liked tennis, and plays

it whenever he gets a chance, and that

he- is also keen on motoring and horses

and dogs. All the dogs he has just

now are some Saint Bernards, a mixed
wolf and. black shepherd, and a Spitz

—

the latter owned to with the apology

that it’s a pretty bit of a thing for his

wife to wear, said wife being Dorothy
Davenport, a player that the Smal-

leys are proud of finding and who, by

the way, likes all sorts of outdoor

things, and especially golf.

That very day Mr. Reid was in

mourning over the loss of a young
Saint Bernard and the near-loss of his

half-breed wolf. Just at going-to-

work-time the Hollywood populace

was regaled by the sight of an Apollo

in lavender pajamas sprinting down
the main thorofare at record speed,

urged by the yelps of a dog that had
got mixed up with a motorcycle. The
owner of the motorcycle thought the

animal a real wolf and was afraid to

go near it, and nobody else dared. But
he of the lavender pajamas went right

down in the dirt and disentangled his

mad, hurt pet, registering more real

emotion in five minutes than he regis-

ters of reel emotion in five miles of

film.

The bystanders looked about for the

man with the little, black box on the

long, black legs, for every time any-

thing unusual happens the people of

Hollywood think it is part of a

Moving Picture.

Besides dogs and horses and motor-

I had seen as dawn was steering
East—I staggered to my rest

—

All the stars in Filmdom leering.

As at some infernal pest.

I had seen the eyes of Theda
Burn and quiver, swell and sink;

Was it earthquake or tobacco.

Day of Doom or Night of Drink? •

In the full, fresh, fragrant morning,
Billie Ritchie, Chaplin, all

Laws of gravitation scorning,

Paraded gently up my wall

;

Then I watched a camera walking,
And I heard Bob Leonard sing;

And the Selig zoo all talking

Did not seem the proper thing.

(Thirty-five)

ing and tennis and fishing, Mr. Reid
confessed to a liking for and a bit of

expertness at swimming.
“I used to do a good deal of swim-

ming along the Jersey coast,” he said.

“Came pretty near the record on high

dives and hundred-yard dash. When
I first came out here, those feats were
magnified into all sorts of Pacific Coast
championships. I hadn’t had very
close relations with the genus 'homo,
species Press-agenticus, and I began
practicing jiu-jitsu for fear the real

record-holders would attack me on
sight for trying to steal their glory.”

And swimming, somehow, led to a

confession that he was a bit of a

sprinter and weight-thrower—in fact,

one of the all-around track men at

Lafayette (not Lafayette, Indiana, he

begged with all the hauteur that

Easton, Pennsylvania, feels toward
Lafayette, Indiana).

I began to understand that first press

agent, and, by way of simplifying mat-
ters, I asked

:

“Is there anything in the way of out-

door sports that you dont do, Mr.
Reid ?” And he said, quite simply

:

“I’ve never tried landscape paint-

ing.”

Tom Forman is a famous Nimrod.
He goes out into the tall timber after

game in his automobile and forgets

there is such a word as good roads in

the vocabulary, and, if I can diagnose
the picture he gave me to prove his

prowess, he cant get in between his

own gate-posts when he gets home
with the tonneau loaded with deer

and bear and jack-rabbits and other

trophies of the chase.

And so one might go on indefinitely.

Marie Walcamp likes riding and
doesn’t care whether her horse goes on
four feet or two, and if there isn’t a

horse handy she can jump into the cab
of a locomotive and drive it just as

well. Mabel Normand swims like a

T* *

“La Nuit Blanche”
(A modern improvement (!) on Kipling's nightmare)

By MABEL BROWN SHERARD

Half the night I watched the building
Of a million zigzag sets,

Helped the wizards do the gilding
Of their ordinary pets

;

Shook Dave Griffith for his tameness,
Wept for Ince’s dying zest;

Beat my breast for Pickford’s sameness,
Kicked Arbuckle off my chest.

Next, a chain of leaders, weeping,
Dragging “Later” by the tail,

Waltzed into my hot brain, keeping
Step along the crimson trail.

Kalem’s grinning, flashing pinwheel
One-stepped with Triangle’s “T”,

Beauty’s blood-red rose spit cornmeal
In the ohiz of Frank X. B.

mermaid. Anita King is motor-mad
and drove her car all the way across

the continent. Cleo Ridgely rode

horseback from New York to Cali-

fornia. Marie Doro has become a

devotee of the most popular of all out-

door sports in southern California,

Moving Picture taking. Charlie Chap-
lin made her a present of a camera,
and all her pin-money goes into film,

for she shoots everything she sees in

motion, from the back yard cat to a

floral parade.

Last and littlest, but by no means
least of these few doers of outdoor
things in filmdom, is little Zoe Bech,
alias Zoe Du Rae.

The other week there was a big

motor-car parade at Ascot Park for

some benefit or other, with all the

movie queens sitting tight at the

wheels of all the makes of motor-cars
there are. Big as life, and braver
than most and best driver of them all,

was this five-year-old, with her snow-
white Spitz, “Cinders,” helping to fill

the seat.

Somewhere out of sight sat a man
who now and then eked out the baby-
arms and legs when there was manipu-
lating of the brakes or other things

that no human baby could do. But
Zoe managed the wheel and had a lot

of applause.

It was only the second day after the

car was bought that Zoe climbed into

her father’s lap and said

:

“Daddy, I know how to run that

car—jump in and I’ll give you a

ride.”

“What do you do?” queried daddy.
“To start the car, I turn on the igni-

tion
;
then I retard my spark-lever

;

then I step on the foot-lever ; then
de-clutch

;
then I shift my gear into

first
;
then I step on the accelerator

;

then I watch the trees run backward.”
After all, that P. A. wasn’t so short

and ugly as I thought.

So I fled with steps uncertain
On a thousand-year-long race,

But that whizzing, square, white curtain
Kept me always in one place.

All the limbs and forms of Undine
Begged me for a place to skip,

• So I—with a smile of sunshine

—

Gave them all my—upper lip!

Dun and 'saffron, robed and splendid,
Broke the solemn, pitying day,

And I knew my pains were ended,
So I turned and tried to pray.

Nevermore, while time I’m stealing,
On the movies’ Gay White Way,

Will I set my poor brain reeling,
Chewing twenty reels per day

!



EDITH STOREY

I

f you get out Volume P-0 of that

new Encyclopedia Brittanica, that

you're buying at a dollar down and
a dollar ever afterwards, you'll find

that the subject of this article isn’t so
hard as it looks. Reduced to brass
tacks, it simply means the way the
brain works—my brain, your brain,

and the brain of your next-door neigh-
bor (provided he has one). And so

the psychology of the screen means the
way the Motion Picture actors and
actresses express the emotions that are

supposed to be going on in their minds
—love, maybe

;
and how some of those

be-yootiful heroes and heroines do ex-

press that—wheel—or hate, or jeal-

ousy, or despair because the cook is

leaving—and the way they make these

emotions reach out across the orches-

tra and set the fat drummer in the

third row blubbering, or the high-

school girl and her beau to holding
hands.

In the spoken drama, the audience
is continually being coached and di-

rected how to feel. The characters of

the play explain and argue and scatter

words right and left in the most
spendthrift fashion. When the play-

wright is afraid his audience wont un-
derstand the heroine’s state of mind,
he simply sets the butler and the maid
to tidying up the drawing-room to

the accompaniment of a conversation

something like this

:

The Butler (shaking head mournfully)
—It fair breaks me heart to see how
unhappy the mistress is these days!
The Maid (dusting a papier-mache

bust of Lincoln)—Yes, it’s because she’s
too stout to wear this season’s styles.

She’s afraid she’ll have to give up ice-

cream sundaes to keep master’s love.

What brutes you men are!

—

OJO nd 'ttu?

VALESKA
SURATT

SCENE FROM “THE MAN WHO COULDN'T BEAT GOD” (VITAGRAPH)
(Thirty-six)



and so on, until every one knows
the whole situation. Now, on the

screen it is difficult for an actress to

behave like a woman who has had to

give up ice-cream sundaes, or yet

—

as somebody or other has suggested

—to enter the room with the air of

just having had a cup of tea.

Subtleties like these are too fine for

the screen. If the movie audiences are

to understand what is going on, only

the most elementary and recognizable

emotions can be chosen for photoplay

use. We’ve all of us presumably ex-

perienced love, remorse, jealousy and
sorrow at some time in our lives, and
it’s dollars to doughnuts we’ll know
them when we see them. When the

handsome hero with the square jaw
kisses the lovely heroine with the

expensive hair, Friend Wife leans

against our shoulder and murmurs,
tenderly, ‘‘He doesn’t do it half so well

as you did, Jim; and I dont see—do
you ?—why they call her so good-
looking!” And when the villain re-

pents, and dies to slow music, we re-

member the time we gave a lead nickel

to the conductor, and feel for our
handkerchiefs in real sympathy.

A few years ago, photoplays were
mostly pictures of action, cowboys and
Indians on horseback, guns going off,

trains being wrecked, autos speeding

after fugitives, and “something doing”
generally. But people got sick and
tired of Chief Rain-in-the-Face and
his band of Irish-American Indians,

and gun-fights—with the pianist bear-

ing hard on the bass—ceased to

thrill. So the word went forth to the

scenario writers to work a little plot

and heart-interest into their scripts.

The “picture-play” became the “silent

daven /
^jOorotfiif 'Qjottneft !|P

SARAH
BERNHARDT

THEDA BARA

(Thirty-seven)
OLIVER TWIST SCENE IN "THE MAN WHO COULDN’T BEAT GOD” (VITAGRAPH)
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drama,” and the movie actors found
that it was distinctly up to them to

register a large number of emotions,

so that they would “get over” to their

audiences.

Lacking words, the picture people

adopted a sort of shorthand code of

gesture to represent different emo-
tions, and the faithful fans have learnt

this code by heart. When the perse-

cuted heroine clutches her chest and
rolls her eyes, they know she is not

having an attack of acute indigestion,

but a pang of unrequited affection.

When the hero beats his brow and
clenches his fist, they know it is not

the bill for his wife’s new hat that

troubles him, but the fact that he has

just dropped a couple of millions in

Wall Street. Jealousy has its bitten

lip
;
revenge, its flashing eye and set

jaw.

When Theda Bara lets down her

back hair and runs her hands thru it,

in a sort of vampirish shampoo, it is

a sign that she is being very naughty.

I dont quite know why back hair is

as naughty as it is, but when a movie
actress lets hers down, it’s one of the

surest things you know that trouble is

brewing. Likewise when she smooths
it straight back, a la Yaleska Suratt,

or parts it and rolls it very low, so that

it hides her ears.

When Edith Storey’s sensitive nos-

trils quiver and her eyes dilate, the fan

recognizes her portrayal as that of

dread. And when Charlie Chaplin

stumbles onto the screen, with his

million-dollar mustache, he gets a

laugh before he earns it, because, in

the code of moviedom, a stumble and
tumble and ten-cent-store scrap of

whisker is mighty humorous.
To be sure, some people do not

recognize this code at once. When
you take dear old Aunt Matilda from
back home to the Motion Pictures,

and she sees Charlie Chaplin playfully

kick a lady in the stomach, it is just

possible that she may nudge you and
inquire, anxiously

:

“What are all the folks laughing at,

anyhow, Lizzie? Why, ef that young
feller should cut-up round Green Cor-

ners scand’lous as that, the seelect

men would put him in the jail.”

Come to think of it, I’m blest if I

know why a short man in baggy
trousers, kicking out with a shoe two
sizes too large, is so uproariously

funny
;
but it must be, for Charlie gets

seven times as much money as the

President of the United States every

year for doing it. You point out this

fact to Aunt Matilda, and when a little

later Charlie upsets a perambulator
with the crook of his cane, the good .

old soul is quite convulsed with

merriment.
Memory is perhaps the most im-

portant function the brain of man per-
forms. Our emotions are nearly all

of them dependent on the process of
remembering—of tying the present to

the past. We cannot hate very cor-

dially without memory
;
we cannot

love successfully, nor hope, nor grieve.

A baby’s worn shoe is not a pathetic

or tender object unless it makes us
remember some child we have loved
or lost

;
a rose is significant to a lover

because of its connection with past

love-episodes
;
the knife is terrible to a

criminal because of the association it

has with his crime.

In the representation of this most
universal process of psychology, the

photoplay has the advantage of the

CHARLIE CHAPLIN STUMBLES ONTO
THE SCREEN WITH HIS MILLION-

DOLLAR MUSTACHE

spoken drama. It can picture to the

spectator the actual scene that is

being recalled to the hero or heroine’s

mind. In Vitagraph’s “The Man Who
Couldn’t Beat God,” the man’s con-

science-tortured brain is bared to the

gaze of the audience. He has thought

about his old crime so much that sick

memory twists ordinary, everyday hap-

penings inte visions of his victim.

.

Finally, sitting in a box at a perform-

ance of “Oliver Twist,” he sees

Bill Sykes murdering his light-o’-love,

Nancy, and rises up with an irresist-

ible cry of warning and confession.

No mere pantomime could portray

this man’s emotions without the aid of

camera trickery. But the “double-

exposure,” with its possibilities of rep-

resenting dreams, hallucinations and
memories, has done much to change
mere Motion Pictures into emotion
pictures with dramatic possibilities of

spiritual and mental conflict.

Partly on account of this trick work,

the camera is more successful in por-

traying abnormal phases of the mind
than normal ones, the heightened emo-
tions than the simpler and commoner
feelings. Thus love makes a better
picture-theme than affection or friend-
ship, sorrow than grief, and jealousy
than doubt. Of course leaders are
often used to explain emotions that
cannot very well be visualized, but
leaders at their best are bo’-esome af-

fairs, and at their worst they are im-
pertinent interruptions. Two long-
separated lovers at last reach each
other’s arms, but before their lips can
meet, the inconsiderate director cuts
them off with a remark something on
this order

:

The Misunderstanding Between Grace
and Tom Is Finally Removed.

A bank clerk, worried by the odd
millions he had abstracted from the
petty-cash drawer, is about to end his

troubles with a pistol, and again that

busybody of a director interrupts at

the crucial point with a leader anent
the wage’s of sin. No, no

; as few
leaders as possible, if you please, Mr.
Photoplaywright, and, if they are nec-
essary, make them at least truer to

life than they are now.
A little care taken to make not only

the leaders but the letters or news-
paper notices shown in the plays more
convincing would help a great deal

toward improving the psychology of
the screen. As it is now, the charac-
ters commit the most dangerous
secrets to paper, and conveniently lose

the paper for some other character to

find. Crooks communicate freely by
letter, prattling artlessly of murder
and robbery

;
young ladies leave their

love-notes about, to be found by irate

parents or husbands, and a man in-

forms his wife of his plans as fol-

lows (in backhand grammar-school
script) :

Dear Wife: Am leaving on business
for China at two o’clock. Will be back
a year from next January.

Your affectionate husband,
. Bob.

The psychology of the screen is at

present a rather elementary psychol-

ogy, but one in a wonderful process of

development. Its success depends
upon the collaboration of the specta-

tor with the playwright in supplying,

imagining and interpreting what he

cannot say. For this reason it is a

valuable aid to concentration and
alertness of understanding. In a way,

when you and I go to a photoplay, we
are author and actor and audience,

too, like that famous individual of the

Bab Ballads, who was “cap’n and cook
and bo’sun, too and crew of the

Nancy’s brig!”

(Thirty eight)
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MARGUERITE SNOW

How to Get In

the Pictures
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Editor’s Note:—This series of articles began
in the July issues of the Classic and Motion
Picture Magazine. Nearly all of the great

photoplayers are contributing to make this the

most comprehensive and authoritative series of

articles ever published. Those who are par-

ticularly interested should read all of these

valuable essays, because opinions differ, and
conditions vary in different localities and
studios.
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RUPERT JULIAN

MARGUERITE SNOW
the Brilliant Planet of Stardom, Be-

lieves Sincerity Is the Final Word

ere is nothing that has the scope
for learning and broadening
that the picture field has. It

is a very difficult thing to get in

nowadays—even as an extra
;
but if

you get an opportunity to start as

an extra, take it ! It is a very good
training, and ofttimes will cure one
of camera-fright, which is the silent

sister to stage-fright. I think it bad
to visit studios every day, as one can
usually tell when the casting of a

picture is going on. Wait a week, if

necessary, but be sure to try again.

Were I out of an engagement, I

would try to meet some good pro-

ducer or director personally, and try

to convince him that I was worthy
of a trial. I think a few letters are

answered; but then it must be re-

membered that the majority are not;

and then again, who knows but what
yours may be the lucky one. Of
course the applicant should enclose

photographs, as it usually can be de-

termined from photographs whether
a person will photograph well for

the camera. There are some people,

however, who photograph much bet-

ter in Motion Pictures than in stills,

EDNA GOODRICH

and I, therefore, think it a splendid
idea to have a few feet of film taken
of the applicant, and to have this

sent along with the application.

The average salary for beginners,

I believe, is about three to five dol-

lars a day, and for those playing
small parts, ten dollars. Some extras

are fortunate enough to get a guar-
antee of four or five days a week. I

know of quite a number of extras

who have finally gotten in. I can
cheerfully confess that I, also, was
an extra once, and I feel that I am a

beginner yet.

A great number of people have
succeeded in pictures without stage

experience; but I think it must be a

great advantage to know repose and
expression, which is bound to come
with situations and lines in the

spoken drama. Originality is almost
everything, and it’s too bad more of

us are not blest with that wonderful
trait. It always stands out bril-

liantly in any gathering, no matter
how large, and demands recognition.

I have seen an audience held thru a

whole evening by a pair of steady,

earnest eyes. They do the most act-

ing, the kind that will be remembered
the longest.

RUPERT JULIAN

Whose “ Heavy Leads” Have Made
Him Famous, Says One Must Fight

Upward from the Ranks

P
ictures, like all other arts and

professions, demand those per-
sons who, by nature, are most

fitted and adapted to their needs.
To the average beginner, the busi-

ness holds out abundant promises of
glory and easy money

; but, in reality,

it is a hard uphill fight, beset with
failures and heart-breaking reverses.

It takes a great deal of luck, courage
and perseverance to succeed. I cer-

tainly believe in every kind of prep-

aration, dancing especially, which

adds greatly to the player’s deport-

ment.

Personally, I am a believer in

actors rather than types. However,
talented young people of any type

get their chances, and those with

brains, temperament, steadfastness,

personality and originality will get

there in the end. An applicant should

use discretion in applying to the

director at the opportune moment.
Many have lost a chance by pressing

a director when his mind was seri-

ously occupied. In sending photo-

graphs, it is questionable whether it

can be determined from them whether

a person will “register” well, because

the fact of an applicant “registering”

well depends upon his or her ability.

To my mind, starting as an extra

is the only way to break in, these

days. An introduction or influence is

of no value whatsoever, if you haven't

it in you. The salary for beginners

is from one dollar to ten dollars per

day, and for extras about five dollars.

To be frank, I have never heard of

any one who was really successful

who did not begin as an extra. All

extras, and even old actors, are

coached by directors. The stage and
screen alike require every descrip-

tion of face, feature, complexion and
form. Variety of action and feature.

MABEL NORMAND

Jh
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plot and character, is not only the

spice of life, it is life; and the stage,

as well as the screen, is only life at

its crucial periods.

MABEL NORMAND
The Star Who Jumped from Extra
to the Head of a Feature Film Com-
pany, Thinks “You Have Got to

Have Something to Sell”

A s it is a very hard proposition

to get in these days, I think

that an introduction to some
head of a studio, or the influence of

an official, would mean a big help.

The only way for the inexperienced

person to start is to apply as an

extra. The average salary for

extras is from three to five dollars a

day, and twenty-five dollars a week
and up for people in stock. Most
girls that are making a success now
—not the stars, but those who are

just “coming up”—started as extra

girls, and were picked out by direc-

tors and given parts. There are so

many girls on the lists of the differ-

ent studios now, however, that it is

difficult for a stranger to get a posi-

tion even as an extra.

I would not advise sending letters

of application, as these are usually

not answered, unless the person is

known professionally. Only a per-

sonal talk to back them up will aid

and abet all the letters and photos

that an amateur might write or send

to the studios.

You must learn the ins and outs

of each studio
;
who the casting direc-

tor, or business manager, is
;
what his

hours are for interviewing appli-

cants
;
the kind of players he needs.

Going to a studio nowadays ^’“carry-

ing coals to Newcastle,” unless your

looks and talents—latent or apparent

—are the “real goods to sell.”

EDNA GOODRICH
Who Has Shared Equal Honors in

Musical Comedy, Stage and Screen,

Emphasizes Personal Charm

Altho stage experience is not

essential, it helps immensely

to break into the studio fold.

If I were a beginner and wanted to

get in, I would seek an introduction

to some player in the movies, who
has been successful, and take his or

her advice. If the applicant can

afford it, I would advise having a

few feet of film taken of himself or

herself, and send this along with the

application; but this is not always

necessary, as it can usually be de-

termined from a photo whether or

not a person will photograph well.

There have been many extras who

have succeeded by hard work, much
patience and willingness. I should

say that the principal requirements

are naturalness, power of facial ex-

pression, personality, originality,

grace, and, above all, persons who
photograph well. Outside of photo-

graphic requirements, I would group
all other essentials under the head of

personal charm. What is it that in-

stantly attracts us to some people

and repels us from others?—personal

charm. It’s part and parcel of

yourself, or else it does not exist.

And its expression—its voice—will

show in your ease of manner, per-

sonality, deportment and facial ex-

pression. It can be developed and
must be guided by stage training

; but

it must first be born in you.

DELL HENDERSON
Keystone Director, Who for Eight

Years Has Handled Thousands of

Types, Says There Is No Middle

Ground for Looks

I

f you are good-looking, or if you
are homely, there is an excellent

chance to get in today
;
but if you

are just ordinary, passable, the every-

day face, there is very little chance,

unless you happen to be the possessor

of good common-sense and lots of

talent. Personally, I think the mar-
ket is oversupplied with bad photo-

players
;
but there’s plenty of room

for the good ones. An applicant

should apply to the studio manager,
and show him that he or she is capable

of hard work and study. I advise

starting as an extra only when there

is absolutely no chance of getting a

small part with a company. The
only way that I know of for extras

to advance themselves is to display

their talent. And dont forget that

originality counts for everything,

too. I know of many extras who
have finally gotten in, and, as a mat-
ter of fact, mostly all of the Moving
Picture stars started as extras.

THOMAS SANTSCH1
Selig’s Sterling “Character Lead,”
Declares This the Day of Strong

Personality and Decided Types

T
his is the day of types, and the

beginner hasn’t the chance he

had a few years ago. Yet,

talent is of great value to those who
are starting at the foot of the lad-

der, and I advise starting as an

extra, as a great deal of experience

can be gained by so doing. The
chances, of course, are much more in

an applicant’s favor if he should call

personally at the studio, altho I

think quite a few application letters

are usually answered, provided bust

and full-figure photographs are en-

closed. Of course, it cannot always

be determined from a photograph
whether a person will “register” well

on the screen
;
but still, in many

cases I think it hardly practical for

the applicant to have a few feet of

film taken of himself or herself.

Yes, indeed, I know of a good
many extras, some of them of my
personal acquaintance, who are very
clever actor-directors today. If you
should ask them how they got there,

I am quite sure that they would tell

you that it was only by close atten-

tion to the work that they were di-

rected in, personal magnetism, and
by trying to improve on what they

had done.

Stage experience is not always es-

sential, but is a big asset. However,
some of our most popular screen stars

of today were inexperienced in pic-

tures ; but, personally, I think that

a person with no experience has very

little or no chance of getting placed

with a company, unless he or she

happens to be a “type.” The day of

just pretty girls and handsome men
who simply walk, or pose, thru a

picture has come and gone.

CLAY M. GREENE
Lubin’s Distinguished Author-Direc-

tor, Gives Some Succinct “Donts”

D ont forget that extras can ad-

vance by: attention to calls;

profit that they know what
ladies and gentlemen look like

;
by

minding their own business; by not

being “catty,” and by constant proof

of earnestness.

Dont go into Moving Pictures for

the fun of the thing.

Dont dream of it, unless you have
some reputation in the drama, or are

willing to suffer many disappoint-

ments and humiliations before you
get your chance.

Dont consider it, unless you are

thick-skinned and willing to suffer

many stings from evil tongues. This

will surely come to you, especially

if you are promising enough to be

advanced rapidly. There are more
“knockers” in the Moving Picture

business than in any other walk of

public life.

Dont let any one convince you that

it is easy work and plain sailing,

for it is full of head-winds.

Dont, unless you are sure of your-

self, make the effort— it wont count.

Dont be blind; if you haven't

qualifications and have neither ex-

perience nor “pull,” let it alone.

Dont mince matters. Is it worth
while at all ? That is open to serious

question.



This story was written from the Photoplay of CANFIELD THOMPSON, Based Upon the Novel by GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER
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r would take O. Henry
to describe Mike
Doud’s “Sink.” It

would take his pen

—dipped in the ink

of sympathy, wise

with understanding',

at one with man, er-

ring and godlike—to

give to you the atmosphere of the flotsam

and jetsam collected in that place. Crea-

tures distorted beyond all semblance to

men—human things with the evil in

them, the animal greed in them, hideously

pre-eminent ; derelicts with pasts behind

them, stranger than any Arabian Nights,

cruder than the grave to which each was
traveling along the whisky route. Drift-

wood tossed ashore from God alone could

tell what turgid, troubled seas.

“Slumming” one night, it was my un-

forgettable privilege to hear one of these

pasts direct from the unfortunate who
had lived it, to be projected, too, for a

brief instant, into his future.

I shall never forget the evilly smelling

place—the rank stench of strong, cheap

(Forty-one)

whisky
;
the stink of soggy cigar-butts

;

the loathly odors of creatures to whom
bathrooms are a joke and water an ex-

crescence upon the face of the earth ; to

whom existence means but whisky and
sodden sleep, sodden sleep and whisky

;

who wake but to lurid intervals in which
their past lives take on unendurably
haunting forms : black hells of a despair,

under which they sink again, defeated.

It was in such an interval that Hamilton
Stuart told his tale. Sitting there in the

bad light, his conflicting face seen now
dimly, now vividly, thru the shifting

smoke, his clothes recently well tailored,

his face presentably shaven, his eyes wide
and stricken, his mouth spongy and
craven—dear Heaven !—I shall never

forget him

“Whisky !” he screamed suddenly.

“Whisky is what does it : takes from us

our splendid nudity
;
gives us, instead,

filthy carcasses, lower than the beasts

;

filches away our souls—our souls Christ

Jesus died for—ha !— for such as we

—

for you, Red Whitey, and Piggy Mar-

shall, and all of you ! He died for such

as you. And women—women, too”

—

his voice sank, and he crouched back on

bis bench
—

“they have been a million

times crucified,” he said, “for such as

we
;
they have given their honor and their

youth, their first-borns and their strength

to such as we. And in the end, what do

we do, Red Whitey? In the end, what
do we do? We throw it in their faces

—

the whole, indescribable miracle of it

—

the pain and the shame—the giving with-

out end—for whisky! We carve for our-

selves careers—out of the sinews of our

youth
; we plan and toil and dream and

achieve
;
we reach pinnacles and look

down upon the fawning backs of men.
We hold forth our hands, and behold

!

they are filled with the fruits of our
labors

;
and we toss it all away—for

whisky

!

“I had done all of that,” he mumbled.
“I had won the woman I loved—that I

should live to voice it in such a place

!

I had a little baby
;
she could have made

a heaven out of such a hell as this, with
her corn-flower eyes and her unearthly
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there. Perhaps I ramble
;
but you’re all

asleep, you bums—not one of you is lis-

tening—and if you were, then would you
understand ? It was like this : I was
about thirty-five when it got me for keeps
—the booze—previous to that I had been
a ‘gentleman-drinker.’ Dont let them fool

you, boys, a souse is a souse, and there’s

no hair-line between the two. Whisky
is whisky, and the love of it is the love

of it—and there’s no two names to call

it, even tho there are two ways. They
tried—oh, of course, they tried-—my
Jean, my wife—and my baby. They
roped me round about with their soft.

I shamed them, humiliated them, re-

pented, fell again, laughed at them,
cursed them, abused them, then capitu-

lated. Yes, I capitulated thoroly. Har-
rison Stuart died. And there followed
a hell of years. There was no reckoned
time. There was no abiding place.

There was no scheme of things. There
was no ordered plan. The body ceased
to exist. The soul atrophied. The mind
dived into its own cesspool, and wallowed

there. There must have been
short trips—with whisky along

the road, and whisky at the

end. There must have been
run-ins with the police, tho

for the most part I believe

I was as inoffensive as a

whisky-soak can
be. I drank,

and crawled
into some

formation of

the very sub-

stratum, the
courses of the

underlying
waters.

“I had won
friend s

—

friends who
would have pal-ed

with me along the

twilight years:
friends who had
worked with me,
shoulder to shoul-,

der, and counted the

work good
;

friends

who played with me after that work was
done. Good old boys, I haven't for-

gotten them yet. I wonder were you
ever such an one, Red Whitey ?

Sometimes there is that in your
fleshly eye that makes me think of

other things than Doud’s ‘Sink.’

All right, old chapi, dont answer

;

you cant—God help you !—you’ve

had the one too many.
‘‘Ever hear of the resurrection of

the dead ? Ever believe that it could

be so? It can, even in life, in a

measure. But the dead go back to

their graves again, old tops
;

the

whisky dead always—go hack to their

graves. We may rise for a brief instant

and startle the world with our living

presentments, but the old grave is yawn-
ing for us all the time, and in the end

—we go
“I had been in the grave a long

time Whisky, Mike, for the sake

of Thanks, old man; I’ve got to

tell this tale tonight—tonight or—never.

Maybe— I guess not—but maybe it will

reach some poor wreck and pull him safe

ashore ;
maybe it will do nothing other

than send—but that’s neither here nor

there, old man—that’s neither here nor

purity, but she could not save her father.

And yet, thru the many years, her voice

comes to me still like a clear bell
;

I re-

member her awakenings as one remem-
bers ant unfolding rose ; I feel her little,

chubby hand in mine till my palms ache

with the memory
;

I hear her call me
Daddy, and it is the only prayer I know.
“And I had won my laurels

;
they

hadn’t been easily won. To be a struc-

tural architect is to have studied, and
thought, and worked unceasingly. It

held not only a necessarily vast knowl-
edge, but a vaster responsibility. Why,
I knew the very foundations of this city

of New York by heart! I could have
told, in those
days, the

clod of

“he was tall
AND BUILT LIKE
A GREEK GOD”

BILLY’S VALET
BECOMES NURSE
AND MOTHER

TO THE
UNREGENERATE

TOPER

tender
arms

;

they

tried to satiate

my lips with their eager kisses
;

they

perfumed my whole existence with the

fervor— the striving of their love.

Stronger than it all, assailing first my
nostrils, then my will-power, then the

very roots of my manhood, came whisky.

I reached over all of them and grasped it.

hole to

sleep
it off.

Then, like

some filthy,

bellied thing, I crawled forth

again, and drank again. And so they

went—those years.

“One day, a very short time ago, I

heard two men talking; as they talked

they came into the ‘Sink.’ One was short,

keen-eved, alert ;
he didn't interest me

much. The 'other was tall and built like

a Greek god. He had kindly, intelligent

eyes and a cynically humorous mouth. I

(Forty-two)
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had the fool fancy that women would like

him—uncomfortably. But it was their

talk that ‘got me.’ I hadn’t heard that

talk thru all the years. They were talk-

ing ‘shop,’ my ‘shop’—the one thing on

earth I thoroly understand—the one

thing on which no man ever dared to

touch me. I crept to the bar, and leaned

over it, and listened. They were talking

about a survey they had made, and some-
thing being solid as the universe. I

didn’t get it all. I didn’t need to

I knew my job, and by the same
token I knew my New York. I

faced them. ‘Survey’s wrong !’

I snarled aloud; ‘shale up-
cropping; substratum runs

down there like a trough
;
you’re

on the point
’

“The tall one, Billy Lane, knew I

was talking straight. He is the suc-

cess he is only because he is astute.

He was able to see, under the

horror of my exterior, the knowl-
edge that lodged there. He took

me home with him.

“There followed a nightmare
week, a week in which Billy’s

valet guarded me night and day,

jabbed me unmercifully with the

hypo, doled out only enough whisky
to keep me from going off my nut,

and finally achieved my resurrection.

“Then he made me over. You chaps
had called me ‘Bow-wow’

;
you would call

me ‘Bow-wow’ again if you got the

chance, but that’s neither here nor there.

The day I appeared in his

study, freshly clad,

shaven, mani
cured, pal-

1 i d as
death,

begged him to find my family, the wife
I had left, and the little, fairy daughter
who seemed still to be the baby to me.
I told him my whole history, and as he
listened I saw him change color and
shift in his chair. When
I finished, ‘It gets

me, too, Stuart,’ he
said

;
‘I have to

fight it like the

very devil let loose.

the while, and all the while I shuddered,
for these same things had been said to

me, and a woman had pleaded with me
with her whole life, and a little baby had
begged with her whole innocence—bah

!

Whisky, Mike, a long one
;

ah, but it

hits the vitals

“We worked together, he and I. He
was rapidly rising to the place none other
had held since my day, and this Pannard
Building was going to be a big thing for

him. But I knew New York, and I gave
him points he never could have grasped.

good to grasp
—to bend

ONE DAY TAVY CAME TO OUR OFFICES

for good

sober as

a judge,
Billy recog-

nized me ! He
was the ‘younger
generation knock-
ing at my door,’

as Ibsen would
say. He was the

man who could have been my son, but my
fame had not died out. My name was
still revered by my fellow professionals.

When he recognized me I broke down.
I blubbered all over the place, and I

“not till you've
IT, BY GOD

fellow-
ship. I

do it now,
often, be-

cause I

have to.’

.“I felt
sick all

over while he

was speaking.

He was so stal-

wart, so full of

promise. He had
before him all the to-

morrows I had cast

aside. I clont know how
I talked to him, but I

tried to make those rum-
soaked years real years to

beaten him. I recalled myself to

!” his mind as I had been

when he found me —
loathsomely bearded, unbathed, unkempt,
noisome. I held myself up to him as I

had been long before he had ever known
me—beloved, famed, successful, power-
ful. I tried to ask him if it were worth

my mind to the old figuring, the old

calculating—to thrill again to the joy of

having conquered.

“And while we were working, he found
my wife and my little one. And when
he told me about it, I knew that he had
found more than my little one—he had
found the woman yvho was to mean the

secret of life to him. ‘She is beautiful,’

he said simply when I asked about her,

breathlessly, avidly. ‘More beautiful

than the most beautiful' woman you have
ever dreamt of.’

“‘And Jean?’ I asked him; ‘my

—

wife ?’

“
‘She is beautiful, too,’ he told me,

‘but it is the beauty of great pain—the

inner glory shining thru flesh that has
borne too much.’

“That night I fought a terrific battle.

After all, old chaps, I think I’m glad I

shall not fight that way again—the sweat,

and the nausea—the dizzy ache—the

craving that grabs your innards and
twists them about to a jellied pulp. God,
yes, I am glad! I’ll not fight again! I

fought till I fought it down, and fell on
my bed limp. But I knew that I must

(Forty three)
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Another, Mike; ah-h,

it is good—not to

A suffer again—

—

\ “That night
» Billy told me

work—that I dared not think of them
again—that I must shut out the thought
of her beautiful face, glorified by pain,

before I let whisky shut it out for me.
After all. old chaps, it shuts out many
things—the whisky : memories too sweet

to bear—pain too sad to stand thru

—

regret too bitter to mock ;
fears are

bullied into crazy joys; it shuts—out

—

many—things

“He tried to make me take my name
again, but I refused. ‘Harrison Stuart is

dead,’ I affirmed, ‘and until he wins the

right to live again he must remain dead.

It is better so.’ However, I took an of-

fice in his suite, and I worked for and
with him. We did some big things, and
always he begged me to own up—to take

my name and the new laurels I was
‘No, no, boy/winnin g.

I told him,

and I knew that the right was foregone.

‘I should like to see her,’ I managed to

answer, tonelessly, ‘but not as her father,

if you please.’ And so I stood before

her as ‘Mr. John Doe’—took her soft,

little hand in mine—the same little hand
that had come to me among my dung-
hills with its moist, clinging pressure

—

heard her voice, gravely sweet—the same
voice that had sounded in my befogged
ears like the clear tinkling of a bell—and
made polite answers to polite queries.

Flesh of my very flesh—bone of my bone
—the child of my loins—the being I had
helped to make manifest—and I stood

before her a stranger, fearful to touch
the hem of her dainty gown—fearful to

soil her with the breathing of my name.
Inside of me my soul cowered and shud-
dered and was sick. I was glad

when I could go and crouch over
my desk—and suffer

on his knee. I loved him. He gave me
my resurrection. But I loved Tavy bet-

ter, for I had given her life, and if I

could I wanted it to be a better life than
I had made her mother’s. Perhaps

—

over there—there will be wives and
mothers, and they will always smile

—

there will be no whisky—no whisky crav-

ing. Pour me a dose, Mike
;
it’ll clear the

fog from my brain. Thanks, old man

;

you’re as good as they come, Mike, if you
have sent more men to hell from here
than could be counted by the score.

“He fought a good fight
;
there was a

woman—I’d suspected this from the

first—who loved him. She tried to get

- him from Tavy by putting a ‘stick’ in

some supposedly harmless punch, and
getting him lit to the eyes, but Tavy stuck

to him. She rode with him till the

morning, forgetting her mother,

forgetting everything but the man
who was too weak to be alone.

She would do that—Tavy. It is

in her blood
—from. her
mother r' — to

didn’t
harness -

me that
time, and
they wont this.

Work for the sake of working is

the only boon I want, and perhaps,

some day, when I can look whisky in

the face and laugh at it, when the strong

odor of it leaves me unmoved and
pulseless, when it and I can inhabit the

same earth together, and be as separate

as the poles, then Harrison Stuart will

live again. More of the stuff, Mike

;

there’s no call for the poles now. I can

forget—I am—forgetting

i
“There would be nights when Billy

would sit and tell me about my little

Tavy

—

my baby. And I knew that he

had come to love her with a great and
tremendous love. But I knew that the

love of whisky is more stringent than the

love of any woman, and I doubted that

—

Billy and whisky were the necessary

poles apart.

“One day Tavy came to our offices.

Billy came to me excitedly. ‘Now you
can see her !’ he beamed

;
‘aren’t you

glad ?’ But the years that I had been

called ‘Bow-wow’ rose and faced me

—

the disgraced, the darkly hidden years

—

SHE HELD OUT HER MOTHER ARMS—AND THEN
BILLY LOOKED AT ME—HE HAD WON”

he was going to marry her—that she

loved him—and that her mother had
consented. I went suddenly mad. I

think I sprang for him, for as he told me
he helped himself from the decanter that

always stood in his den. ‘No !’ I shouted

as we wrestled back and forth
;

‘no

!

no! no !’

“Before me loomed my girl’s sweet
face, serene, unmarred, content. Before
me loomed her mother’s face as it must
be, dimmed and worn and patient with

weary years. I saw Tavy keeping the

old, sickening watches—I saw her saying

the old, futile prayers—I saw her beauty
dimming in the old, inevitable way—and
I fought.

“
‘Not till you’ve beaten it, by God!’ I

gasped as we sank apart into opposite

chairs
;

‘not till you’ve beaten it to the

finish. When you have, and when I have,

we’ll go to her, together. What do you
say, Billy-boy?’

“I leaned forward and laid my hand

stick and cling—to forget all else

but the man beloved—and then to

forgive when the unforgivable

has been done. And they say the

day of miracles has passed. Every
day a woman loves and gives—and every

day a man takes, and takes again—

a

miracle has been wrought. A miracle so

often brought to pass that men pass it

by as an unworthy thing, and never feel

its glory till—till down here at the bot-

tom rung we look up at it, and close our

eyes—and

—

drink

!

“That night I went to her mother. I

heard that Billy was drunk, and that Tavy
had stayed out in the machine with him,

and I couldn't bear it—for Jean. In my
sane moments, when the whisky let go
my throat, I know that I was kind to her,

that I loved her. I believe that she would
tell you, even now, that she had all that

a woman craves of tenderness and under-

standing and love. I knew that she was
bleeding inwardly for her baby—the only

thing I had left her—the precious thing

she had tended with such beautiful re-

sults. I felt that I must tell her that

Billy would not harm her

;

that, tho

drunk, she would be safe with him
;
that
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this was his first lapse in weeks in the

face of temptations which I could never

have endured. I had come to know that

the booze had not really ‘got’ him. I had

been almost satisfied that he was planted

solidly on his feet.

“So I—went to her—after fifteen years.

I guess I wont tell about it. I’d like to.

It’d do you all good. But I cant. Only

—

if God should lean the unspeakable glory

of His face into this room it couldn’t be

more brilliant than the glory in my
twisted soul when I came face to face

with her again—face to her poor, sad-

dened face—when, in answer to my silent

standing, she held out her mother-arms

and took me to her heart.

Oh, it was good to be there,'

so good ”

do but tfiey must give me a banquet.

They took me to the old clubs, and drank

to me, and I responded in water, and

began to believe the grave had yielded

up her prey and did not want it back.

I began to hug to my breast the thought

of twilight years with Jean—years in

which I would soothe away the sad tears

of the past. The fire of the dawning had
gone, but the evening time might hold

for us a wealth of temperate joys—and
there would be Billy and Tavv to give

us our youth again. I dreamed
“At "the banquet Tavy and Jean sat

in a box in the balcony. They were beau-

tiful that night—Tavy in her glorious

youth, standing with her tremulous, eager

little feet on the brink of the Great Ad-

ster it woke in me, and my brain reeled

in its orbit—and—went out. I reached

for the glass next me, and drained that.

I stole the glass on the other side, and
drained that. I looked up at Jean and
Tavy with a fatuous smile. Their faces

seemed to recede as from a great dis-

tance. All at once I knew that I did

not care. All at once I knew that I never

would care again. I gave a hideous yell.

‘Whisky !’ I screamed, rising and extend-

ing my arms
;
‘whisky !—that’s what does

it—lower than the beasts—filches away
our souls—the souls Christ Jesus died

for—and women—women, too ’ I

looked up again at Tavy and Jean—

a

stricken, swaying, pallid Tavy and Jean.

‘Women, .too !’ I shrieked again, ‘women,
too

’

“Then Billy had me by the arms, and
forced me out

—Billy, breath-

The strong voice halted, and droned

off ;
the erect head sagged, and I

crept nearer into the room, fearful to

lose a word of the tale to which I

believe I was the only listener, save

only Mike Doud, who woke with a

start from a snoring slumber every

now and then. It was growing very

late, and the lights seemed guttering

inside the smeared brackets.

“Deep inside me I shall carry that

moment,” he resumed quietly, “and take

it to the feet of God, and say, ‘If a

woman of flesh and blood can pardon
so divinely, then what of Thee?” And
if He turns me out I shall laugh till my
laughter cracks the walls of Heaven and
warps the floors of hell. I shall laugh
till the secrets of eternity split asunder
and the screaming farce is revealed

;
and

if He forgives, then I shall say, ‘Goa
made, not man, but ivoman in His own
image.’

“We waited together till they came in,

and while we waited she begged me to

come back. I told her that the fight was
not yet wholly fought—that I must be

sure first.

“When they came in, a friend of Billy’s

came, too, and they explained the- whole
put-up job. And when Billy looked at

me I knew that he had won. And we
gave her to him.

“After that came the triumph of

the Pitzman prize with its award of

$10,000. I had won it, but Billy had
helped, and I begged him to keep silence..

He refused, and disclosed my identity.

They flocked in around me—some of the

old crowd who had been my confreres

in the days before the grave—some of the

newer school who stood in awe of the

great Harrison Stuart. Nothing would

venture—Jean smiling thru her mist of

tears foregone. I looked up at them
from my place of honor, and my heart

swelled till it filled my breast like a
mighty organ. That night, I said, I

would go home with them. That night

I would know myself a victor.

“They feted me, and did me honor.

They toasted me, and cheered me, and I

stood in the place I had stood in those

many years ago, and responded, smil-

ingly, in water. I was ‘The Man Who
Came Back’—and I had come back, I

triumphed—come back as I had not be-

lieved it possible to do. And then

“They placed the after-dinner brandy
about, and in my excitement I heedlessly

took a sip of mine—yes, old stuff, you
make the heart forget—and—like a mon-

ing hard and as tho he were sobbing.

“The rest doesn’t matter. They tried,

but I dodged them. At every turn I

dodged them. And here I am. The
whisky grave might yawn and give me
up again—it’s better not. Keep off me,

Jerry—what was it some one said? ‘It’s

a far, far better thing I do than I have
ever done—it’s a far, far better rest I go
to than I have ever known !’ He spoke
the truth, that man. Lights out, boys

—

lights—out
”

A pistol-shot rang out. There were
screams like carrion birds when they

flock, yawking, over some offal prey. The
place swarmed like an infected hole. The
human rats ran hither and thither. Some
one sobbed insanely. Some one cursed.

Some one prayed.

THERE WERE SCREAMS LIKE CARRION BIRDS—SOME ONE CURSED-
SOME ONE PRAYED
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A Pictorial Trip to Universal City
LOUISE LOVELY

ELLA itfALL, THE DAINTY LITTLE STAR WIIO BECAME
FAMOUS WITH ROBERT LEONARD

' *

YVETTE MITCHELL, WHEN SHE PRAYS, YOU SEE,
HAS TAUGHT HER COLLIE TO PRAY WITH HER

HERBERT RAWLI NSONr LAID UP IN A
HOSPITAL FOR REPAIRS, BUT AS SMIL-

ING AS EVER

RUPERT JULIAN, IN COSTUME, WAIT-
ING FOR A SET TO BE COMPLETED

BEFORE GOING IN TO DIRECT IT

MOLLY MALONEY MAKES A GOOD COUNTRY BOY
AND ENJOYS PLAYING SUCH PARTS

IRENE HUNT AND LE ROY SCOTT CLAIRE MC DOWELL
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Big Moments from Popular Serials

MARIE WALCAMP, AS LIBERTY, EDDIE POLO, AS PEDRO,
AND JACK IIOLT, AS BOB RUTLEDGE, HIDING FROM THE
INSURRECTOS IN TIIE MEXICAN MOUNTAINS (“LIBERTY,”

EPISODE 1)

“Liberty, oh Liberty, what crimes are committed
in thy name!” was uttered before “Liberty of the
Border” came into existence, but what she is going
thru—tortures, hair-breadth escapes, intrigues—makes
the immortal quotation to order for her.

VICTOR N
OUTWI

All i

of baffli

criminal
describe

MAURICE COSTELLO, ETHEL GRANDIN AND THOMAS
MCGRANE (“CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY,” EPISODE 8)

Maurice Costello as Harold Stanley, and Ethel
Grandin as Florence Montrose, are deeply enmeshed
in the power of the “Crimson Stain,” a blackmailing
gang. They have lived thru eight episodes—charmed
lives indeed!

JUANITA IIANSEN, AS CLEO, IS RESCUED FROM THE SEA

BY AN OLD FISHERMAN (“THE SECRET OF THE SUB-
MARINE,n EPISODE 15)

Thomas Chatterton as Jarvis Hope, U. S. N., is

in charge of a wonderful new submarine. Informa-
tion of it leaks out, and he is beset by foreign spies.

There follow his thrilling adventures in defense of

Uncle Sam’s new sea weapon, and of his sweetheart,

Cleo Burke.
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there was an indefinable, subtle touch of comedy, an atmosphere
of humor about the scenes and the action of the story that

evoked continuous and responsive laughter.

And the picture did seem to be funny when viewed with

the audience. The writer has a very vivid recollection of

standing in the rear of the crowded theater and laughing
with the audience as “Fatty” (yes, the fat man was Roscoe
Arbuckle) valiantly strained at the rope and then unaccount-
ably fell sprawling backward, while the balloon—with

scene of itself to inspire laughter, yet

the entire atmosphere of the pictured

action on the screen was conducive to

hilarious and unrestrained expression of

humor. Such is the psychology of human nature

that we laugh without knowing why we laugh,

at things that, when analyzed coldly and calmly,

develop nothing that is humorous.
In the illustration cited above, what was there

funny about a girl’s being carried away to un-

known dangers in a runaway balloon? Or in the

frantic efforts of a fat man in a bathing-suit

exerting all his strength in an heroic effort to

prevent such a disaster?

To all intents and purposes, the situation, as

viewed on the screen, was extremely serious and
was treated as such by the two principals. Yet
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Mabel
again

Normand as its passenger

—

soared upward. And here

enters an indis-

putable element
of the psychology

of Moving Pic-

ture comedy

—

K screen humor
Cm. is never so

achieve their best results by
treating comedy seriously.

MovingAnalysis of Moving
Picture comedy points

irrefutably to the fact

that it is only a short

step from the dra-

matic to the farci

cal. from tragedy fj
to comedv. Set- Hicontagious

as when
viewed in a

crowded the-

ater. It has

been demon-
s t r a t e d
again and
aeain that

tings, environment,

atmosphere — all
contribute to the

ultimate result, and
the production of dramatic in-

terest or laugh-making situations oft-

times swings on a very slight pivot.

The same fundamental action that

makes an essentially dramatic scene

thrill an audience with suspense, may,
with only a subtle change of atmos-
phere, rouse that same audience to

spasms of uncontrollable laughter.

It is the writer’s firm belief that the

greatest living tragedian of the legiti-

mate stage of today, appearing before

the camera and in the hands of a com-
petent director, giving the same de-

gree of seriousness to his comedy that

he is accustomed to

give to his tragedy,

prove

A
H ...

.

film farce,

t

w h e n
viewed

r by a

c o m -

P a r.a-

. fiveX few,

will

fall

effortsingle

be a perfect

riot of fun
when pro-
jected before

a large au-

dience.

Reverting

for the mo-
ment to the

comedy men-
tioned in the

foregoing, it

of some
interest to

mention
that, to the

best of the writer’s belief

and knowledge, this was Roscoe Ar-

buckle’s first appearance as a Keystone

star. It is typical, however,- of Fatty’s

style—to treat comedy seriously. P>oth

Roscoe Arbuckle and Mabel Normand

and laughter without a

on his part.

Apropos of this truth, a well-

known film manufacturer said re-

cently, in discussing with the writer

the general subject of comedy films

:

“I had a

funny experience a

few years ago that bears

somewhat on this question.

We had been working on
a picture that was plotted

as a straight melodrama.
Somehow it didn’t come
out quite as we had
expected it would, and

as an experiment I put

some comedy titles in,

burlesqued one or two
scenes, and sent it out as a

farce with the title, ‘The Mys-
tery of the Salt Mackerel

It proved the biggest comedy
success that I think we have ever

turned out. Yet it was staged* origi-

nally as a serious dramatic production

and filmed as such.”

Many rules might be given for

Mine.’
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making successful comedies, and to

every one, one hundred and one ob-

jections might be voiced.

Personality counts. Yet some of the

funniest of stage comedians have

failed utterly in screen comedy.
Charlie Chaplin’s success as a screen

comedian is undoubtedly due to a

happy combination of screen person-

ality—and there is a vast difference

between screen personality and stage

personality—and original mannerisms
and stunts. Imitators have tried to do
on the screen the same things that

Chaplin has done with unparalleled

success, and failed dismally—their

imitations only inviting comparison
with the comedy idol of the nation.

On the other hand, impersonations

of Chaplin on the vaudeville stage or

the speaking stage almost invariably

result in storms of laughter. The line

between impersonation and imitation is

finely drawn, but it is drawn neverthe-

less, and the one succeeds and the

other fails for pretty much the same
reason.

To a very large extent Chaplin’s

success may be said to lie in the fact

that Chaplin is always Chaplin. No
matter what character he may imper-
sonate, or what his surroundings, he
never completely merges his identity

with that of the character he portrays.

His make-up may be perfect. His
impersonations may be wonderfully
realistic. But never is there any doubt
that it is Chaplin. He is always
himself—that droll, irresistible, comi-
cal chap who has been making people

laugh on both sides of the Atlantic

ever since his first appearance on the

stage of a London music hall a score

of years ago.

This trait is not peculiar to Chaplin,

however, but is possessed by practi-

cally all of the screen comedians who
have achieved lasting popularity.

By being essentially themselves and
treating their comedy seriously, they

have made millions laugh where mere
burlesquers have failed. Facial dis-

tortion and grimaces are not necessary
to their comedy, and it has been the

failure to recognize this fact that has

caused many would-be screen come-
dians to fail.

Character make-up, on the other

hand, has proven frequently the suc-

cess of film comedians. Ford Sterling

with goatee, glasses and high hat be-

came a popular favorite, yet is hardly
recognizable when disguised as him-
self. Yet even then he gets the

laughs.

Chaplin is funny without his dinky
little mustache and his big shoes

—

remember him as the souse in that old

Keystone ?—but not nearly so funny as

in the character that his vast follow-

ing knows. The mere flashing of

Chaplin’s name on the screen today is

provocative of laughter.

Billie Ritchie, in style, mannerisms
and make-up, approaches Chaplin

closely and has almost as many imita-

tors. There are many, indeed, who
argue that Ritchie is himself an imita-

tor of Chaplin. Both, however, claim
originality for what is undoubtedly
the most popular style of film comedy
make-up today.

With just enough individuality to

make him seem different, yet withal

following closely the general style of

both Chaplin and Ritchie, Hank Mann
is rapidly forging his way to the front

in the field of screen comedy and is

destined to achieve equal and perhaps
greater popularity.

Mack Sennet, the dean of comedy
directors, is quoting as saying

:

“It is doing the unexpected at the

unexpected moment that constitutes

one of the essentials of real laugh-pro-

voking screen comedy. The player

must know instinctively and intuitively

just what to do and when to do it. A
second too soon or a second too late,

and the whole effect is lost.”

This is a rule that applies particu-

larly to that style of comedy commonly
termed in film parlance “slapstick,”

and it is for this very reason that few
if any pictures of this style possess any
well-defined plot or story. The action,

to a very large extent, is, and must be,

extemporaneous.
“Slapstick” comedies are undoubt-

edly the vogue of the day, and the

more carelessly they are thrown to-

gether, yet following at the same time

the more or less well-defined rules

that apply to this style of farce, the

funnier they are. It is perhaps
strange, but none the less true, that

to see one comedian beat another over
the head with a mallet until he reels

and falls in seeming unconsciousness,

invariably results in a whirlwind of

laughter. Brick and pie throwing
tactics always get the laughs and
water stuff never fails.

The law of contrasts is particularly

applicable to screen comedy. To go
literally from the sublime to the ridic-

ulous, one moment doing what may
be reasonably expected, and the next
something totally different, is one of

the most universally successful and
most prevalent rules of comedy direc-

tion. Many of the funniest comedies
ever screened have relied on this rule

for their big moments, working up to

tremendous dramatic climaxes and
then at ohe stroke smashing the dra-
matic interest with a comedy touch, as

a house of blocks may be tumbled to

the floor with one sweep of the hand.
In following this line of develop-

ment the modern comedy is becoming
as sensational in treatment as the melo-
drama of old. Nor are “fake” thrills

longer effective. The blase picture-

goer of today, gulled with sensa-

tionalism, demands the real thing.

Studio scenes dont go any more and
are easily detected.

In this field of comedy the Triangle-
Keystones seem to lead, but are by
no means alone. For example, in a

recent release, real villains tie a real

girl to a real railroad track. A real

locomotive rushes down upon her as

she lies bound, gagged and helpless

across the rails. It approaches within

a few feet of her. The audience is

thrilled with suspense and revels in

the excitement of the moment until

—

just when it seems that the onrushing
locomotive must crush her beneath its

wheels, it strikes a switch, hitherto un-
seen, and crashes thru the side of a '

“brick” building, the papier-mache
bricks flying in every direction.

Sensationalism to the ’nth degree
abounded in this production. All the

old-time melodramatic thrills were re-

sorted to, but always with a comedy
twist and an unexpected ending that

gave them an entirely new angle and
resulted in storms of laughter.

Consequently the making of comedy
films today requires the same degree of

serious attention as is given dramatic
productions. The players take just as

many chances in creating comedy
thrills as the dramatic players do in

furnishing the audiences with real

hair-raising excitement. Similarly, the

same attention to detail and setting

that characterizes the making of a

dramatic picture applies, and often

much more money is actually spent

in the staging of a farce than in

the filming of a straight dramatic

subject.

But the world must laugh. The
theater managers are crying constantly

“Gives us more comedies !” and the

producers are seeking hourly to find

some new way of putting the laugh in

the films. There are many who claim

that the demand for the “slapstick"

comedy is waning. But if so, its suc-

cessor has not yet been found, and
today Charlie Chaplin, Hank Mann,
Billie Ritchie and the followers of the

rough-and-tumble brand of comedy
are in their zenith. What the morrow
brings no man can know.
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Behind the Screen
Relating the Latest Adventures of Charlie Chaplin

T was day and night

work in the Sunset

studio. When it

rained or fogged for

five or six days at a

stretch, the dramatic
ribbons were ground
out at night

;
and

when the sun con-

descended to peep forth, there was fever-

ish activity to make up the lost daylight.

The directors were temperamental and
appeared to thrive on the fickle weather

;

but the curse of Endor seemed to have
fastened upon Alec, the fat property-

man, who was neither industriously,

spiritually, nor temperamentally inclined.

He needed sleep, did Alec, with an hour
or two over his beer at the lunch-hour.

This ceaseless struggle with the weather

and with directors’ temperaments had
worn him down to baggy cheeks and a

perpetual, nervous growl.

But Alec was forced to complain un-

der his breath. His lords and masters,

the directors, had built up a high reputa-

By JOHN OLDEN

tion for him. He was thought to be a

man with a double, if somewhat vulgar,

brain, and gifted with at least six sets

of arms. The studio revolved around
him, so he thought, and the stars and
ingenues and leading men were but pup-
pets that danced foolishly in and out of

his sets.

There came a sun-bathed morning, fol-

lowing upon two days of drizzle and two
nights of strenuous hustling under the

“overheads,” when Alec made up his

mind to chuck his job. He meant to do
it dramatically, as befitting his station of

property-man. The studio must appear

to be a disorganized wreck without his

guiding hand.

The sun was still cozily resting on the

saddle of the mountain range back of the

town, and the night watchman was still

taking his forty winks, when Alec started

to tug the heavy “flats” out of their

frames and to lug them onto the studio

floor. At last, perspiring greatly, he had
made a heterogeneous mountain of the

painted canvas walls of everything from

a Louis Quatorze salon to a Barbary
Coast gin-mill.

In his satisfaction at leaving the dis-

aster complete behind him, Alec pro-

ceeded to disembowel the property-room
and to scatter his thousand-and-one props
—parlor furniture, rusty typewriters,

suits of armor, wooden cannon—in dis-

ordered heaps across the stage.

As he stood puffing and perspiring

amidst the confusion, tears of self-right-

eousness sprang into his eyes. “Holy-

smoke!” he commiserated. “How those

bum directors will miss your Uncle
Alec

!”

In the golden sunrise he slipped on his

coat and started to go. Something of the

exultation of Nero was within him, as he

watched the burning of Rome, and then,

as the property-man lumbered proudly

across the huge, deserted stage, the Great
Fear smote him.

.

Each tumbled “flat,”

each heap of backing, each outraged prop-
ertyr seemed to rise up like ghosts and
haunt him with their helplessness.

Alec stood, alone and trembling, in the
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HE WRAPT HER SNUGLY IN THE BRIGHT BROCADE

helper performed prodigies of labor. One by one he up-ended
the heavy ‘‘flats’’ and staggered across the never-ending

stage with them. He was as playful as a kitten and as

tireless. The endless assortment of bestrewn proper-

ties were a ceaseless wonder to him, and he extracted

all sorts of amusement out of the task of toting them
back to their shelves. When, in the course of an

A
hour, he had done more work than Alec performed
in a full twenty-four, the stage was swept quite

bare of its confusion, and nothing remained but

,a sprawling, straw dummy, dressed in dingy
evening-clothes.

“Yank that stiff in,’’ ordered Alec, “and kick

him in the slats good an’ hard fer muh.”
The assistant did as he was bid, and even im-

provised an emotional scene, wherein the

dummy was an intoxicated gentleman, and
himself and a sofa were the “hurry-up
wagon” and its officer. With violent ex-

postulation on the part of the dummy, he

was finally wrestled onto the sofa and car-

ried to the property-room, where he was de-

posited head first in a portable bathtub.

One bv one, or in little, shabby, genteel groups,

actors began to arrive at the gates and to gather

in the yard. Alec made feints at bustling about

and kept a wary eye peeled for the supervising

director.
' “Say, bo,” he confided sleepily to his assistant,

“you’re the goods, aw right, and I’m goin’ to let

you take my job a day while I catch

up a year’s sleep. There’s sun today

and lots of doin’s, so be on the

job.”

Presently a tall, bow-
chested man whirled

up in a car and
stepped out
on the bare

stage. His
hands were
full of dia-

grams,
and

h e

“IT’S EASY, KID—1VE BEEN THRU IT MYSELF”

midst of his ruin. The swelling and scowling visage

of the supervising director appeared to tower over

him. The chorus of outraged directors’ and actors'

voices babbled in his ears. Panic seized him, and

he lifted his heavy feet in furious flight.

As the winded property-man rounded the last

monument of “flats,” he was brought up stand-

ing by the sight of a little creature in baggy'

trousers and ridiculous, overgrown shoes, who
stood on the edge of the stage and twirled

his walking-stick merrily.

“Huh! Watcha lookin’ for, kid?” bel-

lowed Alec.

“I want to be a picture actor,” replied

the little creature, with a voice the size of

a canary’s. "Can you direct me to the proper

party ?”

“Surest thing yuh know,” said Alec; “I’m
the guy what bosses the whole establishment.”

At this the little man took off his hat re-

spectfully, and made a nimble bow, so that his

tight curls jostled in the morning breeze.

“The only way, son,” confided Alec, leading

his victim to the privacy behind a huge paint-

frame, “is to begin at the beginning and work
up. Just three years ago I started in here

pastin’ the labels on booze bottles and hammerin’
the studs into them military dress-suits. By
workin’ meself to the skin an’ bone and goin’

without grub an’ sleep, I’ve riz to be head ‘props’

and boss of the whole film foundry.”

The little applicant surveyed Alec’s waist-heavy
bulk appreciatively. “If you are skin and bone,” he
said, “and the work agrees with you like that, I am
willing to be a martyr.”
“Aw right,” cried Alec, spinning his new assistant

around on one heel, “you’re engaged as assistant

property-man. Gimme a hand at puttin’ them ‘flats’

and ‘props’ to rights. It’s turrible the way them bum
directors muss up things.”

Under the property-man’s direction, the diminutive
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proceeded to get busy by making rapid
chalk-marks on the floor.

“Hev, Alec !” he cried, “shoot in that

bar-room set for stage two and knock
'er up in a hurry.”

The little assistant was right on the
job, and in a few words he explained that

he had been engaged as assistant prop-
erty-man, and, before the supervising
director could utter a protest, had started

in setting up the “flats.”

“I'd like to know,” muttered the di-

rector, “what right that slob Alec has
got to engage an assistant, but any old

daffy is better
than he is."

W i t h

marvelous
speed
for a

begi

ner.

long, hard morning’s work. Presently
the twelve-o’clock bell struck, and there
was a rush of scene-painters and helpers
to the property-room. Alec was already
there, wading into a neat pile of pies.

When all were seated, with dinner-pails

opened and jaws working overtime, the
little assistant sidled in and took his place

on the edge of a bench.

His eyes traveled toward the stack of
pies, and he licked his empty chops
reminiscently, but the relentless stare of
his boss gave him no hope. One by one
the pastries disappeared into his huge
paunch. At last the hungry helper be-

gan to search his pockets, and
finally drew forth an aged

sandwich, the relic of bet-

ter days. This he ate

neatly and
with dis-

patch,
doub-

SHE SAWED A NEAT STACK OF BACKING INTO LENGTHS

the assistant erected the bar-room set

and rustled in necessary properties.

Then, nimbly, he hopped behind the bar

and proceeded to mix himself an imag-
inary bracer. During this time the actors

had begun to arrive and stood around
waiting for their director. A fog crept

up from the sea and gradually closed

down over the studio, drizzling in a

most disheartening way.
At last the director arrived, glanced

up where the sun should have been, and
pulled out his watch. “If this con-

founded fog don't stop leaking,” he said

to the assembled company, “we’ll have to

shoot this scene at seven i\ M. sharp.

Company is dismissed for the day.”

“Hoity-toity !” muttered the supervis-

ing director again. “Here’s more work
for the undertaker. Props, strike this

set—Alec’s paint aint any too water-

proof.” Thereupon the little assistant

proceeded to demolish and stow away his

his arms across his flat stomach and
turning his back upon the row of full

dinner-pails. At the close of the noon-

hour Alec disappeared, to loll at ease on
a property-couch, while his newly dis-

covered treasure hopped around, putting

up an elaborate ballroom set.

In the course of his afternoon's work
he fell off a step-ladder in three elaborate

and distinct ways, crashed his head
thru an arc lamp, and stepped thru a

trap-door into a tank below. But at last

his work was complete, to the final' stick

of furniture, and, with nobody watching
him, he sat down, dispiritedly, in the

property-room, and took out his trusty

corn-cob pipe. This learning to be an

actor was not so easy as it seemed.

From beneath the huddled drapery on

a gilded sofa a gentle snore escaped, and
the assistant turned his head sharply,

watching the slow rise and fall of the

wrinkled gold brocade. Inch by inch he

lifted it until an old straw hat, with its

one frayed feather plume, was uncovered
to him. Beneath it he saw a very white
forehead puckered into a frown, and
screening eye-lashes that quivered across
blue hollows. And flung round her neck,
like a rope, was a thick braid of ruddy-
gold hair.

The assistant dropped the drapery in

alarm, and a pair of wide, blue eyes
stared bewilderedly up at him. The girl

sat up, yawned, and dug her knuckles
into sleepy eyes.

"I’d like to know ” began the as-
sistant sternly.

"Please, Mister Manager,” blubbered
the girl, “my name's Effie, and I ran
away from home, and I want to be a
picture actress. They wouldn’t have me,
savin’ I hadn't no style, and I crept in

here, and I guess I must have fallen

asleep. Please, mister, dont put me out
on the road.”

The assistant coughed quite brusquely.
After all, the little stowaway was very
much like himself, he thought, only she
was a helpless kitten and he was a wary
terrier.

“You gotta begin at the beginning,”
he advised, remembering Alec’s instruc-
tion to him. “How would you like to be
my assistant?”

“I’d do anything to get in.” she cried.

“Wont you please help me?”
“All right,” said the little assistant,

briskly
;
“you’re a boy. I'll get you a pair

of overalls, and tomorrow I’ll teach you
how to begin to be an actress. It’s easy,

kid,” he comforted, at the look of aston-
ishment in her eyes. “I’ve been thru it

myself, today.”

Thereupon, as the girl shivered and
her eyes fogged with sleep again, he com-
manded her to lie down, and wrapt her
snugly in the bright brocade again.

With the dawn of a new day, the

friendless girl stepped out on the stage,

togged in the overalls and cap which
the assistant had brought her. He could
not help but notice that even in her dis-

guise she was far too good-looking. “It
hurts, but I guess I’ll have to rough her
up a bit,” he soliloquized, and, rubbing
his hands smartly in the dirt on the studio
floor, he plastered it generously over her
cheeks and throat.

“That will do for a starter,” he said.

“Now look around and get familiar with
the place, while I hit the hay for a

spell.”

It was not to be. The little assistant

had barely snuggled himself on the

luxurious couch, when Alec, refreshed

and assertive from his long siesta, came
blustering in and ordered him to get

busy. “What do you think this is,” he

bellowed— “a sailors’ lodging-house ?

Come; hump yourself and saw up some
lengths of backing.”

“Say, boss,” the assistant confided, as

they walked over to the bar-room set, “I

caught a boy hangin’ around the studio

this morning and set him to work. I

dont suppose you mind as long as it

dont interfere with your beauty sleep."
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Alec turned on him like a bulldog.

'‘Beauty sleep! you little rat!” he thun-

dered. “If you’d been worn down to

skin and bones for three years, there

wouldn’t be enough of you left to make
mince-meat for a pet cat. I’ll show you

what honest work is !” And thereupon

he stood over the cowering assistant, and
his still more trembling assistant, while

“come, come; it’s. all an adventure

—

TOMORROW we’re PRINCE AND PRINCESS”

they sawed a neat stack of backing into

lengths.

“How are you with the hammer?”
stage-whispered the assistant to the girl.

“Never used one in my life,” she whis-

pered back.

.Presently these two were off in the

property-room alone, gathering their

tools together. She looked up at her

little boss defiantly, tears gathering in

her deep eyes, and hands puffed and blis-

tered from the work. “I’m afraid I

cant learn to be an actress,” she blub-

bered; “it’s so different
”

Her boss seized the points of her

shirt-collar and neatly dried her eyes.

“Come, come,” he laughed; “it's all an

adventure. Today we’re property-man

—

and woman
;

tomorrow we’re prince

and princess, or maybe gypsies—who
knows ?”

The girl listened to his philosophy

wondering])', while she attempted to

grasp a hammer with a mannish stroke.

“That will do,” chuckled the assistant, as

she made a fell swipe that came almost

within three inches of a nail-head ; “you
just make the noise and I’ll drive the

nails for you.”

Under his reassuring guidance, the two
worked like beavers until, at the noon-

hour, Alec came around to make an in-

spection. The little assistant was not

without his sense of humor. He remem-
bered his sudden precipitation thru the

(Fifty -five
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trap-door on the previous day, and
slipped its bolt so that it would open
downward at the slightest pressure. As
Alec ponderously approached, his assist-

ant stopped working and grasped the girl

by the arm.
“Stop working,” he whispered, “and

strike a pose of luxury with me on the

bar-rail.”

The conspirators squatted and, appar-

ently, were lost to the approach of the

enraged property-man. “Here, you !” he

bawled, but the rest of his words were
lost in the sudden downward whirl of a

heavy body and its splash in the water
below. The folding-doors of the trap-

door had sprung upward and caught his

round cheeks between them, and there he

hung suspended, thrashing and kicking,

while his merry slaves grinned down
upon him.

“Caught in his own trap!” cried the

assistant. “Lights ! Camera ! Action

!

The ‘heavy’ will register painful dis-

tress.”

When the fat property-man finally

pried himself loose, he proceeded to make
the studio a veritable hell for his work-
ers. The assistant and the girl were set

to labors that made their backs creak

like rusty hinges and almost tore the flesh

from their hands.

As for the stage-hands, they held an

indignation meeting and decided to walk
out. “And as for that big stiff,” cried

the husky ringleader, “we’ll plant a

stick of dynamite—no fake property,

either—under him and blow him to

kingdom come.”
That night the girl stowed herself on

the couch again, and the assistant sat in

the shadowy bar-room set, smoking his

corn-cob pipe and pondering on the flinty

road that leads to Actorland. In the

midst of his star-roving, stealthy steps

and whispering voices sounded on the

stage, and he saw a ghostly group of

stage-hands unlock the door to the

property-room.
The little assistant was outnumbered

ten to one, but, with his thoughts on the

girl, he reasoned there was just a chance

of protecting her in the coming struggle

in the dark. Noiselessly, he followed the

striking stage-hands in and watched them
cross the property-room, their flash-

lamps cutting jagged streaks of light in

the dark.

Presently they came to the luxurious

bed where Alec slept, and slipped a long,

ugly-looking cylinder under it, and just

as noiselessly they retreated on tiptoe,

leaving the assistant alone in the tragic

place.

Instantly he was upon his hands and
knees, fumbling under Alec's bed, and his

hands came in contact with the bomb.
Its fuse was sparkling like a glow-worm
as he drew' it forth, and he squeezed the

fatal thing tightly, until it glowed feebly

and went out. Then to the little man
came a happy, adventurous idea. There
was a chance of giving the dynamiters a

taste of their own medicine. Once out-

side, he saw them groping toward the

gate, and, with a loud “Hello !” he lit the

fuse again and gave chase.

The deadly thing sputtered in his hand
like a glorious Roman-candle, but if he

could once gain the gates with it and then

the road, his chance might come. On
little pipe-stems of legs that fairly twin-
kled across the stage, he dashed out into

the yard and ran toward the gate. The
last of the conspirators, alarmed at his

shout, had just run thru.

Then commenced a weird chase down
the road, with the frightened strikers

running for their lives and the sinister

bomb ever gleaming behind them. Just
as the fuse sputtered out its last gasp, the

assistant property-man gave the bomb a

hearty toss ahead of him, and it burst in

the sky with a roar that fairly shook the

heavens.

The pursuer turned around, grinned
wddely into the moonlight, flipped his

coat-tails, and pirouetted back toward the

.studio gates. He knew that the night

watchman and Alec w^ould tumble awake
at sound of the explosion, and would be
doddering around, hungry for his tale.

And then, too, there was the girl. Per-

“lights ! camera! action! the
‘heavy’ will register painful

distress”

haps he had kept her young star-roving

career from being cut short, too.

“We’ve got it in us,” he chuckled

—

“deep down in us. Tomorrow I’m going
to ask the director to let me stage a real

thriller. And as for that game little

package in overalls, I’ll make a star of

her yet.”



Hello, Central! Give Me Mr. Bluebeard!

Photo of Earle Williams, copyright Underwood & Underwood

Earle Williams has taken to star-gazing, and his observations have been so keen that ten “Novae’’ now revolve about his

planetary self. Novae, astronomically speaking, you know, are newly discovered stars. It all happened in “The

Scarlet Runner,” and Christopher Race, who is down on his luck and takes to public chauffeuring, meets a

host of adventures, each one heralded by a fresh leading-lady. It takes ten stars to make an orbit

around “The Scarlet Runner,” and if you follow his star-gazing eyes, starting from

their level and “taking observations” heavenward around the circle, you will

also discover Louisita Valentine, Betty Howe, Adele Kelley, Gypsy

O’Brien, Lillian Tucker, Edith Storey, Gene Stuart, Peggy Blake,

Billie Billings and Zena Keefe. Billie Billings, Zena Keefe

and Edith Storey have been, of course, long since discovered
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Every winter I use Dean’s Mentholated

Cough Drops. They always make my
throat feel better.

In my business a sudden fit of coughing

can ruin an entire scene. “Retakes are

costly and when I find a mean little cough

getting the best of me and endangering

the success of my work before the camera,

I simply slip a Dean’s Mentholated Cough Drop

under my tongue and forget the cough.

As a means of heading off a fresh cold,

relieving the throat and stopping a “hack-
ing" cough, I have found Dean’s Mentholated

Cough Drops worth many times their small
cost. Duringmy studio work,when a cough
means ruin to a picture, I wouldn’t dare be
without the soothing relief they afford.

"juJUUaj

. r every
1

Dean Medicine Co, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. ^ ^ ^ ^
(Fifty-seven)
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BEILIN'S WONDERSTOEN CO.

Box 3C, Station W, Brooklyn, N. Y

" At All Hiker Hegeman Liggett Jaynes Drug Counters, or

^ your own. druggist will secure Wonderatoen for you. m*

LEARN NURSING moments with-
out interfering with your present duties. Write for free
booklet and special lo\v offer.

R. 1. College of Nursing, Dept. P, Providence, R. I.

Imported
Drawinglnstruments

Free!!
VES, I will give .you this exquisite set

of imported drawing instruments abso-
lutely free and I will give you a 20x25 inch drawing
board, a 24-inch T square, a 12-inch rule, a supply of
drawing paper, 2 triangles and a French curve, pencils,
erasers, thumb tacks, etc. The instruments come in a
superb piush 1 ined leather case—they are gen uine work-
ing instruments and I don't think you could duplicate
this outfit for less than $15. But I give it away abso-
lutelyfree to the men who get my personal instruction.

Be a Draftsman!
Draw $125 to $175 Per Month

There is an urgent demand for skilled drafts-
men. Companies are issuing calls every day for men
to fill positions paying from $125.00 to$175.00 per month.
I will give you just the training you need to hold one
of these big jobs—right in your own home. Write now.

Chief Draftsman
Will Instruct You Personally
I am Chief Draftsman of a large and well known
firm. I have been doing the highest paying expert

drafting: work for a quarter
of a century and 1 know
just the kind of training
that is demanded from
men who get the big sal-
aries. During? my spare
time I will train a few
ambitious men to bold big?

jobs, while they remain
in their own homes. You
will get actual work to
do—-practical instruction

until you consider your-
self competent re-
gardless of how 4

long it takes. Write f
today— now— act LIllGI

at once.

Pay As
YouWish
I want arnbi-
tious men.
Don't worry
about the
Bmall charge
I makeformy
instruction.
Write today.

/
/• DraftsmanDobe

Send the Coupon / Engineer’s Equipment Co.

for Big New Book ®iv* IS59, Chicago, ill.

Send this coupon or a let- ,
l

<£ aVlpoVtca,

rd
*'!
nd "Successful 'Craftsmanship” and

get my new book. No J full particulars of your liberal *‘Per-
obugations. Actnow. jr sonal Instruction" offer to a few stu-f dents. It is understood that I am obii*

gated in no way whatever.

Without any obligations on me
whatsoever, please mail your book
Successful Draftsmanship"

Chief Draftsman

Dobe ^
Engineer’s
Equipment af
Co.. Inc. # A anus

Die. 1559
Chico,

in,

Address
/.

Movie Chess Puzzle
It’s Your Move—Try It and Win a Prize. You Can Play This Game Even It

You Cant Play Chess i

Here is a little game to while away
a winter’s evening—or, perhaps,
several evenings. Imagine that the

diagram given below is a chess-board, and
that you have only one piece, a king. Now,
a king, as you know, can move only one
square at a time, in any direction. Even-
square you light on must be counted, and
when your move is completed the letters will

spell the last name of some photoplayer.

For example, suppose for your first move
you begin with A in the first square. You
then might move to square 2 just under it,

thence to square 2-2 to the right, thence
to square 1-2 above, thence to square

2-3, thence to 3-3, thence to 3-2, ending
at square 4-3, which spells Anderson.

write to us for any further instructions or

information. To be fair to all, we can
say no more, for we have given all the

rules necessary. Be sure your name and
address is on your answer, and dont forget

that neatness and artistic get-up will be
considered in case there should be several

who succeed in discovering all of the

hidden names.

In sending in your answers you may
suit yourself as to the form, only you must
be sure to let us know where you found
the names. A mere list of names will not

be considered. For your convenience we
have numbered each square, and you could

write your answers thus: “Anderson, 1-1,

2-1, 2-2, 1-2, 2-3, 3-3, 3-2, 4-3.” Note that

1 A E H S T A U R u ,
s o R

2 N D R I D N E D o B s T

3 N O S G N A W I L F. H U

4 R A N E T T E S L A N T

5 S M I h Y O N T I M E T

6 H U F u L A J L T S NT o

7 A R F E p C O E E w O H

8 L O R D o O K Y C Ij A K

9 L I) N A H U W A M T R R

10 K E O T G R P R B E S I

11 B U R I X 'E T O K Y c H

12 s N R M O C N T E L A V

1
o 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10 11 12

For the next move, you may start anywhere

you like, and if desired you can move on

some of the same squares as before. But
please note that you can never use the

same square twice in the same move, nor

can you skip over a square—every square

you light on must be counted. If you re-

quire a double, such as an “o” and “o”, as

in Wood, you must use two different ones,

for you cannot light on the same square

twice in the same move.

Now, you will readily find a dozen play-

ers concealed in these 1 44 squares ;
but

there are a great many more than that,

and perhaps the clever player of this

game will discover five dozen or more

—

just how many, we refuse to say. Do not

the first figure of each group is from the

column of figures at the left, and the

second is from the column at the bottom.

Or you may cut the diagram out and

attach it to your answer sheet, or print a

diagram yourself, and make marks on it

from square to square, showing the course

of each move. Or, you can adopt any

other method, but be sure to make it clear.

For the best answer containing the

largest number of names of players, we
will award a prize of $10. For the next

best, $5 ;
for the next five best, a yearly

subscription to the Motion Picture
Classic. All answers must be received on

or before Jan. 31, 1917. Address, Puzzle

Editor, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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MORE VITALITY
FOR YOU
Our Magnetic Abdominal and Kidney Vital-
izer does what all the medicine on earth cannot do.
It gives Life, Tone and Vigor to the blood and nerves,
overcoming congestion, soreness and pain, by rapid
circulation.

Be Well and Strong
through this wonderful invention scientifically
-constructed to flood the system with magnetism
which gives Strength to the Back, Kidneys,
Liver, Stomach and Bowels, Instilling buoyancy,
tone ami rejuvenating vitality into the whole organ-
ism, making you feel like a new being.

MADE FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Send for free book and full information. Describe
your case fully. We advise you free how to apply
Magnetism for treating any form of weakness or
disease.

THACHER MAGNETIC SHIELD CO.
Suite 930, no So. Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. ILL.

1 LET US START YOU 1

1 IN BUSINESS I
THE M. P. PUBLISHING CO.

|j
jj wants a representative for the Mo- §1
m tion Picture Magazine and Motion H
}gg

Picture Classic in every city'
- and U

H town in the United States to build up M
§g a permanent subscription business.

The work requires no investment, M
M is easy and pleasant, is adapted to §|

jH both men and women, and one can m
M devote his or her entire time or spare H
tH hours, as conditions require.

Liberal commissions, large bonuses M
S and our co-operation make this an B
§| unusual opportunity for one desiring M
H to build up a steady income and B
jj permanent business. - B

Write for particulars. n§

§
M. P. PUBLISHING GO. |

H 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y. m

H

EVERT AGENT CAN

OCT AN AUTO FREE

NO CONTEST

Tub
Guaranteed

For Ten Years

You—yourself—can positively make $60 a week and get a Free
Auto. I want men, hustling, energetic, ambitious fellows,
anxiousto make money, who are willing to work with me. Not
for me, but with me. Are you that kind? I want you to ad.
vertise, sell, and appoint local agents for the biggest, most
sensational seller in 60 years—the KOBINSON FOLDING
BATH TUB. Demonstrating Tub Furnished. Here*6 an
absolutely new invention—nothing like it. Makes instant
appeal. Sells easily. Gives every home a modern up-to-date
bathroom in any part of the house. No plumbing, no water-
works needed^ Folds in small roll, handy as umbrella. Self-
emptying, positively nnleakable. Absolutely guaranteed for
10 years. Eemember, fully 70% of homes have no bath rooms.

Sensational Sales Successes
Two sales a day means $300 a month. Breeze, of Idaho, made
$400 profit in 30 days. Rev. Otto Schulze, Mo., got $1600 to date.
Burkholder, Mont., orders $1072 in 17 days. Hamlinton* of
Wyo., made $60 first two days. Hundreds like that. Pleasant,
permanent, fascinating work. Write a postcard. Let me
write yon a long letter. No experience needed, no capital.
Your credit is good if yon mean business. But you must be
ambitious, yon must want to make money. Thars all. Write
a postcard now. I want to pay you $60.00 every week.

H. S. B0B1NS0N, PRES. THE R0BINS0R CABINET MFQ. CO.
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The American Girl at
home and abroad, is famed

for her beauty, her grace and her
charming feminine ways.

All that is characteristic of the
typical American Girl is exquisitely portrayed

by the famous artist, Mr. Frank H. Desch,
in the Pabst Extract American Girl Calendar for 1917. The
face, the form, the pose, the costume, the freshness and

charm of vigorous youth—make a composite picture of womanly
beauty that calls forth the admiration and praise of everyone.

This beautiful art panel—shown in illustration
herewith—is seven inches wide, thirty-six inches long. It is litho-

graphed in twelve shades and tints, harmoniously blended, and
makes a pleasing and attractive decoration for any room or office.

No advertising matter whatever—not even the title

or months—is printed on the front. Scores of calendars, far less artistic,

are sold in art stores at prices ranging up to a dollar or more. But we
sendyou this calendarfree, asking you to pay only the cost of packing
and mailing, hoping that it will remind you that

Pabst Extract
ihe^esTTonic

“Brings the Roses to Your Cheeks”
—that it is a natural tonic which enriches the blood, rebuilds the

wasted tissues of the body, steadies the nerves and tones the entire

system. Being a perfect blending of the extract of choicest

malt and hops with iron, it is nature’s own builder and re-

invigorator—a splendid tonic recommended by leading physi-
cians for nursing mothers, convalescents, anaemics, all who
are run down from any cause, and as a revitalizer for the aged.

*

Order a Dozen from Your Druggist
Insist Upon It Being “Pabst”

The U. S. Government specifically classifies Pabst Extract
as . an article of medicine—not an alcoholic beverage.

This Calendar Is Free
To obtain one it is merely necessary to send us ten
cents in coin or stamps (coin preferred) to cover the

cost of packing and mailing. Each year the de-
mand for these attractive art calendars grows
greater, so send early to avoid disappointment.

PABST EXTRACT CO.
Department 14
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
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Geraldine Farrar Says:
“/ have used Kosmeo Cream and Powder, also your Skin

Food for many years, and like them very much.”

KOSMEO
Cream& Powder
are used by thousands of the
world’s most beautiful women,
to keep the skin clear, fresh
and velvety. Kosmeo Powder
adheres well and is invisible.
Three shades—flesh, white and
brunette. Price 60 cents at
dealers or by mail postpaid.

Free Samples Sr«
K
m
os

Kosmeo Face Powder with 40-page
hook, “Aida to Beauty , “mailed free
if you enclose 4 cents for postage.

Mrs. Gervaise Graham
40 W.lllinois St, Chicago

Your Friends
Will Surely Appreciate a Set of
These Handsome Photos of Movie
Stars for Xmas. Size 7x11 Inches.
Each Mounted in a Heavy Folder.
Just the Thing for Your Room or Den.

Make Your Selection

Carlyle Blackwell
Beverly Bayne
Charlie Chaplin
Mary Fuller
The Goddess Group
Alice Joyce
Jack Kerrigan
Lillian Lorraine
Mary Miles Minter
Mabel Normand
Olga Petrova

Ten Cents

from the Following:
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Marguerite Snow
Anita Stewart
Norma Talmadge
Pearl White
Ben F. Wilson
Earle Williams
Crane Wilbur
Lillian Walker
Clara Kimball Young

Each -A Set of 12

Edith S'Orey
Theda Bara
Francis X. Bushman
Helen Holmes
Marguerite Clark
Edna Mayo
Henry B. Walthall

for a Dollar
Send currency or money-order to

S. BRAM, Publisher, Dept. K, 126 W. 46th St., N.Y.

LANDA “Preparedness” BILLFOLD
Elegant. Practical Xmas Gift—Model result of 25 years’ ex-

perience. Combines currency fold, coin purse, card case, loose-leaf memo
pad. 1917 calendar, identification card and transparent photo frame. Made
of finest, soft, black Seal Grain Leather—splendid wearing qualities.
Compact, thin, flexible. Will fit any pocket—for ladies or gen-

tlemen. Size closed, 3x3 6-8 inches; open, 8 1-4 x 8 6-8. Special Price,
direct to consumer, 50c. $6.40 doz. postpaid. Ordinarily $1.00 each. Any
name or monogram In 23 kt. gold FREE. Packed in handsome gift box,
containing beautiful engraved Xmas card and tinsel cord.
*Landa “Biltmore,” same in finest Morocco Leather. Special
Price, direct to consumer, $1.00. Worth 92.50 each. $10.00 doz. post-
paid. Order either kind for yourself and friends. Send today draft, M. O.
or postage stamps. Order shipped day received. Write for Lancia Xmas
Gifts Catalog and “Landa Reason for Low Prices.”
A. LANDA & SONS CO.» Manufacturers, Dept, J.6 Chicago

50c
Postpaid
Name Engraved

Free in

23 kt. Gold
For Ladies and

Gentlemen

(Fifty-nine)
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OBLONG RUBBER. BUTTON

HOSE
SUPPORTER
The Oblong Rubber
Button is an exclusive
feature of Velvet Grip
goods. Ihis most im-
portant modern improve-
ment in hose supporters
has taken the place of the
old-fashi* ned round but-
ton. ltisacushion of sclid
live rubber, and because
of its large holding sur-
face it prevents tearing
and drop stitches.

Buy corsets having thi

hose supporters with the
Oblong Rubber Button.

Sample set of four
“Sew-ons” for wom-
en and misses, 50
cents. Sample pair
of“Pin-ons” for chil-
dren, 15 cents [give
age]. Sample pair
of “Baby Midgets”
for infants—lisle, 10
cents; silk, 15 cents,
all postpaid.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, MAKERS, BOSTON

& Hew Idea for

©Ituistmas (Sitting
The solution to this perplexing problem
is arrived at by the sending of a box of

CASH'S WOVEN NAMES
to the friend or relative. These pretty
tapes carry a charm of thoughtfulness
of the donor as they prove so useful in
many ways, marking all kinds of house-
hold and personal linen. Prices for any
name not exceeding 22 letters;

12 doz $2 00

imimm "
Sold by all Leading Dry Goods Stores

== and Men’s Furnishing Stores in the United States.

Write us for style sheet of names

J. & J. CASH, Limited,

S3 1 59 North Chestnut Street South Norwalk, Conn.

Our Health and Comfort First!

“Do not be tempted to buy ordinary safety pins
for us in order to save one or two cents on the
cost of a card.

“It is poor economy!
“Ordinary safety pins are dangerous—because they
rust quickly and open accidentally. Insist upon

I

STEWART^
)UPLEX
SAFETY PINS^

TRADE MASK REGISTERED

“CONSAPICO”
Made of stiff, strong, nickel-plated brass wire,
they do not open unless deliberately unfastened.
Guaranteed rustproof.

Send 2c stamp and name and address of nearest
dealer for free sample card.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.
D*pt. S. BLOOMFIELD, N. J.

This department is for information of general interest, but questions pertaining to matrimony, relation-
ship, photoplay writing, and technical matters will not be answered. Those who desire answers by mail, or a
list of the film manufacturers, must enclose a stamped, addressed envelope. Address all inquiries to “Answer
Department,” writing only on one side of the pqper, and using separate sheets for matters intended for other
departments of this magazine. When inquiring about plays, give the name of the company, if possible. Each
inquiry must contain the correct name and address of the inquirer at the end of the letter, which will not be
printed.

_
At the top of the letter write the name you wish to appear. Those desiring immediate replies, or

inform: tion requiring research, should enclose additional stamp or other small fee; otherwise all inquiries
must await their turn. Read all answers and file them. This is the only movie encyclopaedia in existence.

Jean M.—Glad to hear from you. What
do you mean? Henry Walthall will he in
“The Truant Soul.” Mary Charleson will
play opposite him. Vitagraph have “Within
the Law,” which will be released soon. Yes,
it is true that Charles Ogle joined Lasky.
Katherine. — You ask: “If a girl has

ability plus being able to cry at will, but no
experience of any kind, has she a good
chance to obtain a position at a minimum
wage in pictures?” No. The business is

overcrowded with experienced people, and
the ability to cry at will is not rare.
Betty G.—No to your first. Beauty is a

priceless possession, hut personality is even
more so. Mary Pickford is at 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York. Alice Joyce in care of
Vitagraph, Brooklyn.
Yama Yama Girl.—Irving Cummings is

taller than William Russell. Charlotte Bur-
ton is no child. She is of the vampire type
for American. Ah, you flatter me. Please
dont lay it on too thick, Macduff, for, like

wine, it soon goes to the head.
Mrs. J. E. L., Vienna.—Surely I got the

apples. Thanks. The date of Romaine
Fielding’s birth was May 22, 1879. Yes, I

remember saying “The face of a man is like

the face of a watch—it reveals without what
it conceals within.” And you say that re-

minds you of Romaine Fielding’s face.

Chub.—You have reference to Mahlon
Hamilton in “Molly Make Believe.” Norma
Talmadge with her own company now, and
Constance has a three-year contract with
Griffith. Frances Nelson and Arthur Ashley
in “The Revolt.” I dont know whether
Annette Kellermann has any regular nick-

name, but over at the Fox studio they call

her “U-53”—she is such a clever submarine.
Gay Lee.—Charlie Chaplin directs all his

own plays, and he writes most of them also.

Earle Williams has no permanent leading

lady, hut Katherine Lewis is playing op-

posite him now. Gordon Griffith had the
part of Ben Blair in the play by that name.
You refer to Ted Dean' in “Then I’ll Come
Back to You.” I should say you were in the

mood for letter-writing. And why dont you
leave a little white space between the words?
Let me hear from you again, but let me see

more white paper.
Frances M.—Your letter dated September

28th arrived after the November Classic had
gone to press. Hence the delay. The Ridge-

lys left Brooklyn on August 26, 1912, to cross

the continent. They secured subscriptions

for our Magazine. Mr. Ridgely is not play-

ing at present.

Mrs. L. A.—You say that some of the

photography in “Purity” was poor. I dont
think the film stock suffered from over-

exposure—but Audrey Munson did. Sorry,

but I have no cast for “The Smile of a

Child.” It is too old, and has not been re-

issued.

Mal., Dallas.—Indeed! We have never

published a picture of the late Sydney Ayres.

Hobert Henley in January, 1916. No picture

of Roland Bottomley. Louise Lovely is with

Universal, ditto Rupert Julian.

Elizabeth D.

—

I now get $8.00 a week,

and am known as “The Eight-a-Week Cen-

tury Plant.” David Powell as Dick Freeman
in “Gloria’s Romance.” No, to your last.

Mary F., Los Banos.—He was divorced. It

is easier to get married than to stay so.

Yes, some of those scenes were taken in
Alaska. You just bet that was a real fight
in “The Spoilers.” If you could have seen
the way Farnum and Santschi mussed each
other up you would think so.

Lucille C.—Please hire a hall! Or, better
still, get a publisher! You are as prolific
of words as a dictionary. Yes, Valentine
Grant did the Scotch hornpipe finely in
“Daughter of MacGregor.”
Waggie N. C.—Yes, your writing has im-

proved. Your jokes are pretty good. Give
us some more and I’ll publish them. She is

not an old maid, only a bachelor girl.

Lilola.—You refer to Adele Lane in “The
Second Childhood” (Selig). Yes, the marimba
has taken the place of the ukelele as a popu-
lar instrument in New York cabarets. The
marimba comes from darkest Africa, and
has hollow wooden keys that are struck with
wooden hammers. I am not a tango artist;

but I have heard the marimba, and it makes
me feel awfully itchy-pitchy and hunchy-
bunchy.

S. F. M.—No, I didn’t play in “The Gentle-
man from Indiana.” I’m from Brooklyn.
No new contract for Mary Fuller as yet. At
the present time she is taking a much needed
rest in the mountains.
Eloise C., Miami.—So all you ask is for a

picture of Harry Hilliard—the fair Romeo.
Well it’s easy enough to learn how to

economize; the main thing is to learn how
to live without economizing.
Elizabeth.—But dont you know it is

against the rules to ask questions without
giving the full name and address, Betty?
Melva.—Welcome. You refer to Louise

Bates in “Falstaff.” I, too, detest those
chalky-white faces of some of our players.
Why, our screen stars use enough powder in

one year to lick the Germans and Allies
combined.

Millie, Medina.—You ask if Rose Tapley
buys her clothes at Altman’s. No, Altman
buy their clothes of Rose Tapley. Silly

questioners have their uses—if there weren’t
any I could not make a living.

Pollu S. V. Olson.—Norma Talmadge,
Seena Owen and Tully Marshall in “Martha’s
Vindication.” Fire away; I’m always on
guard!
Ethel Anita.—Alice Rinaldo was the

woman and Mae Gaston was the girl in “The
Conscience of John David” (Horsley). So
you want Vitagraph to reproduce “A Million
Bid.” The Capitol at Washington covers an
area of 153,112 square feet, and the dome is

287 feet high.
Olga, 17. So here you are. Crane Wilbur

was born in Naples, Nov. 17, 1887; educated
all over the world; parents are English and
Italian; spends evenings writing and at-

tending theaters; favorite hobby is motor-
boating; very fond of reading; 5 feet 11%
inches in height; weight about 175 pounds;
sings; is a baseball fan; does very much
walking and swimming, and i? particularly

fond of all outdoor sports. Is that sufficient?

I suppose you will want Walthall next.

Brains, S. C.—I do not know why Charlie
Chaplin spreads his feet to either side nor
why he always wears a small derby hat and
a cane; but I imagine he does it to make
little girls ask silly questions. Joseph Hena-
bery was Abraham Lincoln in “The Birth of

a Nation."

(Sixty)
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G. E. H.—William' Hart was Draw Egan
and Margery Wilson was Myrtle in “The Re-

turn of Draw Egan.” Mary MacLaren was
Estelle and Phillips Smalley was Robert in

“Saving the Family Name.” Wrong title on
your other.

Helen F.—Claire Whitney and James Cor-

bett in “The Burglar and the Lady.” Mar-
guerite Nichols was Phyllis, R. Henry Grey
was Bert, and Lulu Bowers was Bertie in “A
Matrimonial Martyr.” Of course, I wish you
were better—wish I could help you.
Madeline J. M. F.—I have attended to

both of your requests. There are several

correspondence clubs now. The Pansy Corre-

spondence Club, Queena Kaliba, Box 217,

Corning, N. Y.; The Reel Club, John H.
Chase, 116 E. 11th St., Los Angeles, Cal.,

and the Scroll Club, Grace Kramer, 3009

North Vanderventer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Take your choice! They are all good.

Mary D.—Yes, they are twins; Marion and
Madeline Fairbanks in “Their One Love.”
Always put your name first. I observed a
very strong resemblance between Lillian

Gish and Sarah Bernhardt.
Eleanor.—William S. Hart has no regular

leading woman. He ought to have Blanche
Sweet—then they could call it the Sweet-
heart Company.
George C.—Dont believe all you read about

players’ salaries. The only player who tells

the truth about his salary is the one who
never mentions it. The nurse wasn’t on the

cast in “Where Are My Children?” See
back issues for that contest.

Granddad’s Girl.—No, I am no granddad,
and never expect to be. I agree about that
cold-blooded lead. But some of our prettiest

flowers are without scent and some of our
prettiest players are without heart. The
soul is pretty sure to show thru, however.

D. L. C., Iowa City.—Send a stamped,
addressed envelope for a list of film manu-
facturers. New list out. Forrest Stanley
was James in “He Fell In Love with His
Wife.” So you dont like the brown ink
in the Gallery.

Clio.—Haven’t seen the “Clarion” this

month. A photoplayer is an artist and a
musician; he paints pictures by means of

the art of facial expression and gesture, and
he plays all kinds of tunes on the human
heart-strings.

M. L. D., Montreal.—The next Pearl White
serial will be “Pearl of the Army.” Fay
Tincher is still with Triangle. That is very
mauvais gout.
Madeline J. M. F.—I agree with you. So

you think “Under Two Flags” is the best
picture you have ever seen. How many
pictures have you seen?

Bessie J.—Of course I always welcome a
newcomer. The more the merrier. You
must put your questions at the beginning of
your letter, please. 1

Chub.—Again? Mary Pickford and Edward
Martindell in “The Foundling.” John Barry-
more and Katherine Harris in “Nearly a
King.” Irene Fenwick has gone back to
pictures. She was the star of the stage play
“The Guilty Man,” which played in New
York. She started her stage career as a
chorus girl in “Peggy from Paris,” and re-

mained in the chorus for only three weeks.
Her opportunity came thru understudying
a star, whose role she assumed when the
latter became ill.

Marietta, Portland.— Yes, Sir Herbert
Beerbohm Tree was splendid in “The Old
Folks at Home”

.
(Triangle). Esquire is a

title used for magistrates and public officers.

Johnson T. D.— Mary MacLaren and
Phillips Smalley in “Wanted—A Home.”
Will some one kindly oblige them? J. War-
ren Kerrigan in “The Social Buccaneer.”
Quite so; love does much, but money does
more. Alas, I have neither.

Johnny Sunshine. — W,e discontinued
“When the Stars Appear” thru lack of space
and because it was crowded out, but it is to
be resumed, I think. Any time you want to
know what play a star is to appear in next,
or the kind of part he or she will take, just
heckle me and I will let you know.

SAVES YOU SERIES OF MIDDLE PROFITS
8177—BRACELET, 10-kt solid gold Flower design.
8181—BRACELET, 10-kt solid gold, extra wide.
8192—BRACELET WATCH, gold filled case guaranteed 25 yrs.
2206—WATCH-BRACELET CASE, genuine calf skin—3 sizes.
3000—SHOPPING CASE, seal grain leather, back strap handle.
8202—SCARF PIN, 10-kt solid gold with genuine cut diamond.
5008—LAVALLIERE, 10-kt solid gold cut diamond, wing pearL
8157—THIMBLE, sterling silver, hand engraved.
6040—BROOCH, 10-kt solid gold, fine cameo, fancy hand carved.
8033— RING, 10-kt solid gold, pink shell cameo.
8085—RING, 10-kt solid gold, three imitation rubies.

7028—EARSCREWS, 10-kt solid gold, French pearls.
3253—TRAVELING COMPANION, genuine Saffian leather.
7050—TIECLASP, 10-kt solid gold with genuine cut diamond.
7041—TIECLASP, 10-kt solid Roman gold.
8440—POCKETKNIFE, men and women heavily gold plated.
3107—TOILET CASE, sealgrain leather, French Ivory fittings.

2308—SHOPPING LIST, green, antique, Spanish leather.
2605—EMBROIDERY SET, case of buckskin leather, contains

embroidery, buttonhole and general house scissor.

2416—CIGARETTE CASE of India pinseal leather.
2225—CIGAR CASE of antique leather and leather lined.

Twenty-thousand other Xmas Gift suggestions displayed in our handsome, fully illustrated catalog. Order today by
number any of the above. Remit by Draft, two-cent postage stamps or M.O. Every article guaranteed—money cheerfully refunded
if not satisfied. Names or initials on jewelry engraved FREE; on leather goods embossed FREE in 23-kt gold. Goods shipped to
you or direct to your friend promptly—by return delivery.

Our Catalog with Factory Prices Plainly Marked
Makes XMAS Shopping Easy. Write for It Today.

A. LANDA & SONS CO., Manufacturers, Dept. 83J, CHICAGO.

A GIFT WORTH WHILE
Rose Bead Necklacemade fromreal
flowers. Fine Xmas gift. Each bead
retains permanently its natural fra-
grance. Have one of these attractive
necklaces to wear with each gown.
Old Rose,Violet, Oi ange Blossom.
Mignonette and Black-Eyed
Susies. 20-inch necklace 60c; 36-
inch necklace $1.00. S.mple string
for 6c in stamps. Latest Fad.

LICHTENSTEIN BROS.,
m',

22^ '

Now or Next Week
SEND FOR YOUR MOVIE FAVORITES

We have them all on post-cards. Send names oi eighteen
of your own choice and twenty-five cents or a dollar foi

a hundred i>» splendid poses, 4 poses of Mary l’irkford

2 of Marguerite Clark, 2 of Chaplin, 3 of Tliedn Itara,

Mar.v Miles Minter, Creighton Hale and Douglas Fair-
banks, 4 poses ot Pearl White and an autographed
picture of Jack W. Kerrigan.

sample card
Film Portrait Co., 127C 1st PI., B’klyn, N. Y.

(Sixty-one

)
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There Is No Longer ANY QUESTION REGARDING

M. TRILETY’S

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVER
I

T IS PERFECT In Every Way.
lieing composed of ingredients
that are of the highest purity

and quality, and prepared dis-
criminately as well as scientifi-
cally; truly a depilatory that will
safely and positively remove, with-
out any unpleasant after-effects,
the most stubborn growth of
suix-rttuous hair. It is used by
thousands and highly recom-
mended by beauty authorities
and experts. Money refunded if

not proven satisfactory.

A 1 ounce* bottle sent Co
you in plain, wrapper
upon receipt of 50 cents.

M. TRILETY, Mfr. of Toilet Requisites
Dept. S-3

Binghamton, New York, U. S. A.

Orations, Addresses, Special Papers,
Essays, Debates, etc., prepared

for
individual requirements. Literary assistance. Social,
formal articles. Original and accurate, with the
true ring. Five minute paper (500 words) $1.
Longer writings in proportion. £1*1111AIM llCCH-
WALD, Dept. S., 113 East 129th St., New York.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
“ r

vill study andget
•eady and maybe
my chance will come'.'

YOUR Chance
Will Come

Bom in a log cabin, Abraham Lincoln had
little chance to acquire an education. But
he was determined to succeed. “Some
day,” he said, “my chance will come.”
So he studied and got ready. And his

chance DID come.
Your chance will come. Some day you'll be
considered for promotion or for a good job in

some other line of work. If you are ready,

you’ll go up.

And you CAN get ready. No matter if your
schooling was limited—if you do have to work
long hours. If you really want a better job,

the International Correspondence Schools can
train you for it at home during your spare time.

Every month more than 400 I. C. S. Students

voluntarily report promotions or salary increases

due to I. C. S. help. What the I. C. S. have
done for these men they can do for YOU

.

Mark and mail the coupon NOW.
RTHtKATlONAl CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS. Box 6657 Scranton. Fa.* " — — —• • TCAR out hcrc “1

I INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6657, SCRANTON. PA.

1 Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the position
i or In the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER

^Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
Metallurgist or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder

^Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING

I n Sheet Metal Worker
| CHEMICAL ENGINEER

IS

] SALESMANSHIP
]
ADVERTISING MAN

J
Window Trimmer
]Show Card Writer
) Outdoor Sign Painter
]
RAILROADER

) ILLUSTRATOR
) DESIGNER
] BOOKKEEPER
J Stenographer and Typist
) Cert. Public Accountant
)
Railway Accountant

j
Commercial Law
JGOOD ENGLISH
] Teacher
JCommon School Subjects
] CIVIL SERVICE
j Railway Mail Clerk
JAGRICULTURE
] Textile Overseer or Supt.
1 Navigator Q Spanish

J
Poultry Raising 0 German
AUTOMOBILES French

]
Auto Repairing 0 Italian

|
Name

I

Occupation
Sc Employer

I Street
land No

letty State.

Underwood T., Canada.—Fannie Ward in

"Witchcraft.” Marguerite Courtot and Owen
Moore in ‘‘The Kiss.” Wallace Pyke, the
well-known character man, has been engaged
by Pallas to play in "The Son of Erin.” See
story in next Magazine.

Tony.—Ah, ha! I have heard that too

—

that Ben Turpin’s real name is Benjamin
Turpentine; but he cut it down when he
became an actor, because they dont allow
explosives around where films are. Blanche
Sweet in "The Blacklist.”

Ramona.—Myrtle Gonzalez and Val Paul
and Fred Church in “A Romance of Billy

Goat Hill.” Dorothy Davenport played in

“Barriers of Society.” Frank Borzage directs

and plays leads in his pictures.

Little John.—William Russell was Tom
and Charlotte Burton was Marie in "The
Love Hermit.” No, you couldn’t quite call

me a love hermit, because I am not a hermit
and am not in love. Newfoundland’s output
of copper ore increased from 2,000 tons in

1914 to approximately 15,000 tons during the
past year. Most of the ore was purchased by
dealers in the United States.

Esty.—Francelia Billington and Jack Holt
in “The Black Sheep of the Family.” It was
Juanita Hansen herself, and not a “double,”
who descendeu the cliff in “The Secret of the
Submarine” by lowering herself on the

stems of vines. By no means do all stars

"double” risky parts or “fake” the perils.

Michael T. B. J.—Bessie Love in “A Sister

of Six.” Yes, the scenes were in 1860, and a
very pretty thing. The six were Violet Rad-
cliffe, Carmen De Rue, George Stone, Francis
Carpenter, Beulah Burns and Lloyd Pearl.

Adolph H.—There’s no time like the pleas-

ant. So you like Maurice Costello and Ethel
Grandin in "The Crimson Stain.” Franklyn
Ritchie and Helene Rosson in “The Under-
tow.” George Gebhart is with the American.
Helen L. R.—Bless your honest heart, and

may the hinges of our friendship never grow
rusty! Always glad to see you whenever
you call, or at any other time and place.

Stella A. D., Memphis.—Gypsy Abbott is

with Mutual. There are sixty-eight Mutual
exchanges thruout America. Mary Miles
Minter has played in “Youth’s Endearing
Charm,” “Dulcie’s Adventure,” “Faith,”

“Dream or Two Ago” and “The Innocence of

Lizette,” while she has been with American.
She is what they call “a comer.”
Louise T. H.—Cleo Madison is still with

Universal. She is playing in “The Chalice

of Sorrow.” Andrew Arbuckle is with Uni-
versal. William Garwood with Western
Universal. He played in "A Soul at Stake.”
Many of the screen players are dandy cooks,

and our articles written and signed by them
were not made to order. A good deal of the
time they are out on a location anywhere
from the backwoods to the desert, and they
pick up all sorts of native recipes. One
player told me ten different ways to cook
eels, which she learnt at Martha’s Vineyard,
and she invited me to taste them, too.

Mazie T. D. — Mary Fuller played in

“Cheaters” (Universal). At this writing she
is taking a rest.

Socrates.—Picture stars’ names and fancy
names in casts have given the Southern
cullud folks a much needed christening field.

Black babies used to run to Mary Andersons
and Lily Langtrys, but now I understand
they are all Mary Pickfords and Marguerite
Clarks. One fond ebony mother has written

me that she has named one of twins "Bella

Donna,” and asks me to suggest a name for

the other. How would “Nux Vomica” do?

Florence C. T.—Yes, she is a widow, I be-

lieve; but I dont know what kind—maybe
grass, maybe sod. Yes, Louise Fazenda is a

fine character player. H. B. Warner is play-

ing opposite Dorothy Dalton in “The Vaga-

bond Prince."

Joseph T. D.—Read the article on Douglas
Fairbanks in the December Magazine. Ruth
Roland was born in San Francisco, Cal., on
August 26, 1892. Parents, German and Irish.

She is about five feet seven and weighs about

128 pounds. Auburn hair, dark blue eyes,

fair complexion. She is a crack shot.

Cleopatra.—Indeed! • Thomas Chatterton
is playing in the Kolb and Dill comedies.
They do say that Winnifred Greenwood is an
expert fortune-teller. I believe Edwin August
is located for a while. He is playing in "The
Law of Nature,” opposite Iva Shepard.
Lillian G. C.—Carter De Haven is Timothy

in the “Breaking Into Society” plays. Vola
Smith was Vola in “The Eternal Way.”
Minta D., Walla Walla.—You ask me to

name the fifty classics of literature. You
have sent me a Herculean task, but here is

the Editor’s list in alphabetical order:
Addison’s “Sir Roger de Coverly”; HSsop’s
“Fables”; Boswell’s “Johnson”; Burton's
“Anatomy of Melancholy”; Butler’s “Hudi-
bras”; Blackmore’s “Lorna Doone”; Byron’s
“Childe Harold”; Bronte’s “Jane Eyre”;
Bunyan’s “Pilgrim’s Progress”; Cervantes’
“Don Quixote”; Coleridge’s “Ancient Mar-
iner”; Carlyle’s “Sartor Resartus”; Draper’s
“Intellectual Development of Europe”; De-
foe’s “Crusoe”; Dickens’ “David Copperfield”;
Dante’s “Divine Comedy”; Darwin’s “De-
scent of Man”; Emerson’s Essays; Goethe’s
“Faust”; Gibbon’s “Rome”; Gray’s “Elegy”;
Goldsmith’s “Vicar of Wakefield”; Holmes’
“Autocrat”; Homer’s “Iliad”; Hugo’s “Les
Miserables”; Hawthorne’s “Scarlet Letter”;
Irving’s “Rip Van Winkle”; Kingsley’s*
“Hypatia”; Lamb’s “Essays of Elia”; Long-
fellow’s “Hiawatha”; Meredith’s “Lucille”;
Milton’s “Paradise Lost”; Macaulay’s Essays;
Pope’s “Essay on Man”; Poe’s “Raven”;
Plato’s “Dialogs”; Plutarch’s Lives; Pepy’s
Diary; C. Reade’s “Cloister and the Hearth”;
W. Reade’s “Martyrdom of Man”; Shake-
speare’s “Hamlet”; Swift’s “Gulliver”;
Scott’s “Ivanhoe”; Stevenson’s “Jekyll and
Hyde”; Sterne’s “Tristram Shandy”; Spen-
cer’s “First Principles”; Spenser’s “Faerie
Queene”; Tennyson’s “In Memoriam”; Thack-
eray’s “Vanity Fair,” and Virgil’s “HSneid.”
I think I can agree with the Editor in the
main.

ELLA HALL PLAYING WITH HER DONKEY
COLT WHILE ENJOYING AN OUTING IN

THE COUNTRY NEAR LOS ANGELES
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J
ust to prove that she is not so black as she is screened, and is as white as she is painted,

Theda Bara is posing for an heroic-sized portrait of herself by the distinguished artist,

Jose Ruchti. The “reformation” of Theda is complete; in her portrait she is posing as

an angel carrying the flaming sword of virtue.

“Los” and its studio colony has seen the last of Lou-Tellegen. Having just completed
his farewell picture, “The Black Wolf,” he is hastening to Baltimore to open the theatrical

season in his last winter’s success, “The King of Nowhere.”
Last winter the fans were all “het up” over the rival Carmens in the persons of Theda

Bara and Geraldine Farrar. Now come the rival Juliets, Theda Bara and Beverly Bayne,
making their screen appearances as the famous loved ones at the same time. No doubt,

the stars who have not been deemed worthy of Juliet’s role are saying, “A pest on both
their houses.”

Hobart Bosworth and Tully Marshall have both decided to make the Lasky studio

their permanent abode. The distinguished character stars took part in a special engage-
ment for “Joan of Arc,” supporting Geraldine Farrar.

Edith Storey’s trip to Los Angeles is being turned into a triumph such as is accorded
only to stars of the first magnitude. In Chicago, Vitagraph’s Bernhardt was entertained
at a supper party by the leading exhibitors and editors, and finally wound up in a cell,

where she had to be handcuffed. But this was at the State Penitentiary, and was only a

“thrilling experience” staged by the warden.
Clara Kimball Young and Conway Tearle are starting to emotionalize Thomas Dixon’s

novel, “The Foolish Virgin.” We dont know what happened to the virgin in the novel,

but we feel quite sure that Clara will put her thru all her paces.
On page 44 we have Charles Kent, Julia Swayne Gordon, Peggy Hyland, Evart Over-

ton and James Morrison playing in “The Enemy,” in the order named.
While still in the thick of her triumph in the stage-play, “The Guilty Man,” Irene

Fenwick has decided to appear also in pictures. Her first photoplay will be “The
Princess Zim Zim,” and Owen Moore will be her leading man.

Norma Talmadge announces that her first screen presentation of her own will be
"Panthea,” from the international stage-play success of Madame Olga Petrova.

Ruth Roland’s postal cards to her friends and admirers are newsy and to the point.

“I am sure,” she writes, “you will be interested in knowing that I am now working on
the first Pathe serial for 1917, entitled ‘The Neglected Wife,’ in which I will be featured.

I hope you are voting for me in the Motion Picture Magazine contest.”

No sooner has Edith Storey started for the West than we hear of Antonio Moreno
“hot-footing” it after her. It is not a romance—“No” (quite coldly), but on the West
Coast Antonio will co-star with Edith in “Money Madness,” a story by Hamlin Garland.

And now for a few dressing-rooms “To Let” and newly furnished. Vera Sisson has
transferred her wardrobe from Universal to Metro; Edwin August still rings the changes
by going from World to Mutual; Flora Finch is now roosting in the Thanhouser hennery;
Harry Edwards and Julia Faye have cavorted from Keystone to Fox; Warda Howard has
left Essanay, and Patsy DeForest has been welcomed into the Vitagraph nest.

Not to be outdone by his elders, little Billy Jacobs has started a film family of his
own, and it is said that it is financed from the money that he saved during his career as
a baby picture actor. Let’s hope that Billy is as good an investor as he is when “just
hisself” on the screen.

Handsome Jack Kerrigan’s latest picture is a comedy, entitled “Parted from His Bride.”
As he has been wedded to his art and to the Universal Company for the past two years,
and the rumor is persistent that he is leaving, his comedy title seems pretty pat.

Enter Dorothy McGowan, the adopted daughter of Helen Holmes. Lucky little Dorothy
was one of a very large and very needy family, but when she proved her dramatic worth
in some scenes in “A Lass of the Lumberlands,” Helen Holmes obtained permission to

permanently adopt her.
“Rensageki,” or a combination of screen- and stage-drama, is now all the rage in

Japan. The fans wont go to see anything else. As we understand it, all the sentimental
parts—lovers’ farewells, love avowals, and the oh-so-pitiful passages are done in dialog.
When it comes to the thrills the stage is darkened and the camera holds sway.

H. B. Warner, the impressive character lead with Triangle, has decided to portray one
of the “Seven Deadly Sins” for McClure pictures. Mr. Warner will be the star of “Wrath.”

Here is another efficacious little box of news pills; Naomi Childers has ricochetted
from Vitagraph and has not yet announced new plans; Sally Crute has been gathered in
under the Metro umbrella, and Vivian Rich has just become a young Fox. The Horsley
studios have reopened, and Crane Wilbur is still the spotlight man. All on one ticket,

Neal Burns, Betty Compson, Stella Adams, Harry Ratten and Billie Rhodes, the Nestor
comedians, have shunted over to the Cub Comedy lair. And then, too, Sidney Dean is

leaving Lasky; Earle Fox has joined Metro; George Beban will resume his Italian roles
with Morosco, and, last but not least, Art Acord has stampeded from the American corral
to Fox.

Edna May, the heroine of “Salvation Joan,” has just recovered from an attack of
appendicitis and the ensuing operation. The former famous stage stat- may never appear
on the screen again, but all of her earnings, to the amount of one hundred thousand
dollars, have been contributed to a fund for the sick and wounded soldiers of the Allies.

Juanita Hansen, the dazzling blonde who rode to fame in “The Secret of the Sub-
marine,” has just joined the Keystone fun-makers. Miss Hansen, by the way, made her
film comedy ddbut under Mack Sennet two years ago.

The photoplay brides of Santa Barbara—Helene Rosson, Anna Little, Rene Rogers,
Gertrude Robinson and others—are going to produce playlets in their home town for the
benefit of European war sufferers. Their first production will be “Cricket on the Hearth,”
under the personal direction of James Kirkwood.

Speaking of brides, Mary Miles Minter turned a neat little trick when she gave a
“Welcome Home” to Mr. and Mrs. Kirkwood (nee Gertrude Robinson). On their arrival at
their honeymoon bungalow they found each room festooned with bowers of roses, smilax
and ferns, all gleefully arranged by little M. M. M.
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AnyWam ZJ&T
on CREDIT

One Customer Writes: watch ju.»_ a year today and our watch
inspector says its the best time keeper on the road. Please find enclosed

my last monthly payment of $1.00.” We have thousands of such letters

on file from satisfied customers, who have bought from us on

30 Days Trial hZKZllSodS
You take no chances with me. I am 4

Square Deal” Miller and I trust

the people. That is why I am doing the greatest credit Watch, Dia-

mond and Jewelry business in the world.

Watches Guaranteed for 25 Years

I Smash the Terms
NO REFERENCES DEMANDED

My terms will surely suit you. You get unlimited credit.

/% 4Thar0** ACCfblint the same kind of credit you get from
/A

yQur grocer Nq mattef where you
live or what your income might be, you can now own the finest of watches,

a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.

q

#

o t Ci FW&iFF Send me your name and address so I

v-Cl(ClIv B\.m—L can mail you Free and postpaid the

most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed, I want you to have this

book. It’s a gem. Write TODAY.

SQUARE DEAL MILLER, Pres.
M1LLER-HOEFER CO. 772 Miller Bldg., Detroit. Mich.

DO YOU ATTEND THE MOVIES ?

If so, you should use the MOVIEGLASS. Cannot he distinguished
from, and is used the same as ordinary eye-glasses. Reduces
flickering, and is invaluable to those with weak eyesight. All
scenes made to look as "close ups” at will, and extremely life-

like. Reveals hidden beauties, and magnifies the charms of both
plays and players. The greatest boon to movie patrons ever de-
vised. Use the MOVIEGLASS and enjoy the pictures a hundred-
fold. Price prepaid $1.00, or send for further information.
Agents wanted everywhere.

THE WEST SALES CO., Box M363, Chicago, 111.

DON’T SHOUT’’
I hear you. I can hear now as well

as anybody. ‘How?’ With
THE MORLEY PHONE.
I*ve a pair in my ears row, but

they are invisible. 1 would not know
1 had them in, myself, only that I

hear all right.

“The Morley PKorveforthe

DEAF
is to the ears what glasses are
to the eyes. Invisible, com-
fortable, weightless and harm-
less. Anyone can adjust it.”

Over one hundred thousand sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 792, Perry Bldg., Phila.

FRIENDSHIP link ring-only
STERLING SILVER OR ROLLED GOLD
Beaded or Plain Designs, 3 Initials EN-
GRAVED FREE, to introduce our Brace-
let Links. Send 18c. and size today.

FRIENDSHIP JEWELRY CO.
83 Chambers St., - Dept. 615

18c

Are You Too
Stout?

Free yourself from the burden
of superfluous flesh! You can
quickly and safely rid yourself
of double chin, too large bust,
thick waist, heavy hips, big
thighs, clumsy ankles. My
Scientific Course of Flesh Re-
duction will soon make your
figure slender and graceful.

or Too Thin?
You can readily fill out that
thin neck, bony shoulders, flat

bust, skinny arms
and ankles, and
gain firm, healthy flesh wherever
needed, and a plump, well rounded
figure. My Scientific Course of Body
Building will positively improve your
figure, increase your weight and
bring you good health.
Whatever course you need, I guarantee
sa isfactory results, or your fee refunded.
Write today for my NEW booklet,
free: “The Means Whereby.” Tell
me just what improvement you re-
quire, and I can then advise you
more intelligently.

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite M212 Garland Building, Chicago |



MOTION PICTURE

Make this car

your office—

-

there is $900.00 to $1800.00
a year in it for you.

Business boom means many Pleasant work, continually traveling

appointments. FRANKLIN INSTITUTE (The Pathway to Plenty), Oept. R 126, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Rapid advancement to higher Government Positions. “ No lay-offs ” This coupon, filled out as directed, entitles the sender to free specimen
because of STRIKES. FINANCIAL FLURRIES or the WHIMS OF SOME questions; a free copy of our copyrighted book, "Government Positions
PETTY BOSS. THE POSITION l> YOURS FOR LIFE. andHew to Get Them." a list of positions now easily obtainable, and o
Country residents and city residents stand the same chance for imme- consideration for Free Coaching for the examination here checked.

diate appointment. Common-sense education sufficient. 1 olitical in-

fluence NOT REQUIRED.
We will prepare 25 candidates FREE !

Write immediately for full list of positions now ob ainabl Don’t delay.
Every day you lose means the lo~s of just so much coaching before the
rapidly approaching exami. ations.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Oept R 126, Rochester, N. Y.

COUPON
.. Railway Mail Clerk.. .*000 to $1800)
..Bookkeeper ($000 to $1800)
. .Postoffice Clerk ($800 to $1*200)
..Postoffice Carrier .. .($800 to $1200)
..Rural Mail Carrier- ..($500 to $1200)
. .Auto Chauffeur

Name Address......
Use this before you lose it. Write plainly.

• .Customs Positions- ($800 to $1500^
• •Stenographer ($800 to $1500l
..Internal Revenue. .($700 to $1800)
. .Panama Canal

Clerk ($1200 to $18C0)

• It 126

Why Not Write Photoplays
that bring $50 to $500 each ? All there is to Learn

set forth for first time by its Greatest Master.

30,000 words of Instruction
;
including Complete

Photoplay. Not a Correspondence Course. $2

complete. Money refunded if not satisfied. Stan-

hope-Dodge Co., Dept. 12J, Larchmont, N. Y.

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE
MOVIE STAR?

Understand all spoken parts. Don’t miss the best part of the

Picture. Read the moving lips. “Lip Reading In The Movies,”
just published, tells how. A wonderful explanation of this most
wonderful science. Simple rules for knowing what different

Lip Movements mean. Send 25c. stamps or coin. Address

SCHOOL OF LIP LANGUAGE, Dept. 014, Kansas City, Missouri.
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This
Interesting Book

shows how you can learn to play the piano or organ in your own home, in

one quarter the usual time and at one quarter the usual cost. It explains

the profound pleasures and well-known social advantages of musical

training, and contains much information which will be extremely interesting to you whether you are already

an accomplished player or do not know a single note. —. ^ » - »“ ii/bittpu
Send letter, postcard or coupon below for your copy

of this valuable 64-page book. It is free.

Music As A Career
Our free book tells you of the concert career which

may be open to you. It explains the ?reat

and increasing demand for professional

players and tells how you can earn $25 to

$100 weekly through your own playing

skill or by giving musical instruction to

others in spare time.
,

.

a It fully describes a method of home
B. L Qfrn Ccucmtorr ^ study which brings you all the
650 K.L. Chicago, DL ^ advantages of the best foreign

Fieaoe send roe without cost or^ conservatories at less than 43
obligation, your 64-page FREE cents O leSSOfl. Send IOT till

3

Book,
"Hov; to Learn Piano or ^ free book at Once*

Organ," and full particulars re- ^
yarding Dr. Quinn’s Course in -

Piano or Organ by the Written
^

Method, and special Twenty-ft/th w
Anniversary Offer now open. Wfft®

Same

Address.

Dr. Quinn's Famous WRITTEN
METHOD for Piano or Organ

has revolutionized the Study of music. By the use

«f Dr. Quinn’s remarkable device, the COLOROTONE
(patented), you save three-quarters of the time, effort and

money usually required for learning piano or organ. You play

chords immediately and a complete piece, in every key, unthin

four lessons. Investigate without cost by sending for free book.

Endorsed by Distinguished Musicians
Dr. Quinn’s WRITTEN METHOD has been proving

its merit by RESULTS for 25 years. Among our graduates

are thousands of accomplished amateur players, as well as

leading composers, distinguished virtuosos and heads of con-

servatories. The method is endorsed by prominent musicians

and educators who can speak with authority. It is scientific

and systematic, yet practical and easy to understand It is

fully illustrated. Itia equally effective for beginners or experienced

players, children or adults. All necessary musio Is Included t Kh.it.

You practice in sparetime at your own convenience. Progress as rap-

idly or slowly aa you wish. Diploma of recognised value is granted.

Investigate Without Cost
Write today, using postcard, letteror free book coupon, forour
64 page book, explaining everything you want to know about How
To Learn Plano OrOrgan.” and giving full particulars of onr COUME.

Special reduoed terms this month on account of our Twenty-fifth

Anniversary Offer. Investigate without cost or obligation NOW.

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory
Box650 K.L. Chicago, III.

Anna Nilsson is about to make her d6but
on the stage, co-starring with Guy Coombs in
a playlet, “The Naked Lie.”

Here’s a toothsome dish for Bushman-
Bayne cohorts: The news has just leaked out
that these famous players are soon to be co-
starred in a long serial. Its title and nature
are not yet divulged, but we promise to be
on hand with a “still” camera as soon as the
affair takes the studio boards. In the mean-
time, they will be seen in “The Diplomatic
Service,” their forthcoming picture.
Now that 'Earle Williams has “shot” the

last scene in “The Scarlet Runner,” we will
see him at least once a month in an eve-
ning’s entertainment. His next best bet is

“The Soul Master,” from the James Oliver'
Curwood story.

Versatile Grace Cunard shows that she is

there in a pinch. Recently Francis Ford was
taken ill, and underwent an operation on his
nose. Miss Grace immediately stepped into
the breach and directed, as well as starred
in, the third episode of “My Lady Raffles.”

“Broncho Billy,” otherwise G. M. Ander-
son, has at last been run to earth. We have
discovered that he has doffed the buskin and
donned the directorial megaphone. Dame
Gossip sayeth that he will direct future 011a
Nazimova pictures.

With the Vitagraph studio heads and
players bidding them good-by and good
luck, Ralph Ince, Lucille Lee Stewart and
Huntley Gordon are retiring to form a new
company of their own. Mr. Ince may take
the Vitagraph’s former studio at Bay Shore,
L. I., nearby his home in Brightwaters.
Milton Sills, who is at present leading man

for Mrs. Vernon Castle in “Patria,” is a good
example of studio pluck. While taking part
in a recent scene a heavy flagstone fell

upon Mr. Sill’s foot, crushing it into the
ground. Without a murmur, he continued
playing to the end of the scene, and after
that, medical attendance and an improvised
ambulance were hastily summoned.

Little Mary Pickford wears two distinct
kinds of pajamas in “Less Than the Dust,”
and avers that the real Oriental ones are
cosier than the “East Indian” night-clothes
made in New Bedford, Mass. By the way, we
have advance information from our Cape
Cod look-out that “Little Mary & Company,”
clad in Scotch plaid, have just descended on
New England’s “barren shores” to capture
some Scottish locations for her next picture.
Methinks Norma Talmadge is grooming

herself to play in “Maid, Wife or Widow?”
The recent announcement of her marriage
has brought a denial from her mother; her
husband cannot be found to either deny or
affirm, and Norma herself hints at an en-
gagement. But we have heard something
about a license and wedding presents; so
there you are!

Carlotta De Felice and Vinton Breese were
secretly married in Newark, New Jersey, on
September 11th. It is a little late to glad-
den us with the news; but as the players’ lips

were sealed, we had to dig it up ourselves.
Glue your eye to another kaleidoscope of

shifting players: Anna Mae Walthall waltzes
from Selig to Essanay; Tom Powers has
just joined Mutual; Universal denies that
Ella Hall is about to leave; Harry Benham
will play leads for June Caprice; Raymond *

McKee is again with Metro; Elsie MacLeod
will beam for Sunbeam, and House Peters
has been paged by Morosco.
A slam-bang Kentucky feud is on between

William Fox and Herbert Brenon, the author-
director of Annette Kellermann’s “A Daugh-
ter of the Gods.” Everything but bullets are
flying. It started with words, thickened up
with law-suits, and ended by Fox barring
Brenon from the Lyric Theater, N. Y. De-
spite the presence of sentinels who could
recognize him, Brenon, who is a master of

make-up, got thru their lines and saw his
picture. Somebody ought to screen it: “Fox,
the Foiled Film Fiend!”
A permanent “playhouse” has at last been

found for Clara Kimball Young, Norma Tal-
madge and Kitty Gordon. The magnificent
Biograph studio in New York has been taken
over for their future studio home.

(Sixty four)
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Stage Plays That Are Worth While

(Readers in distant towns will do well to

preserve this list for reference when these

speaking plays appear in their vicinity.)

44th St .
—“The Flame.” A remarkably

beautiful spectacular drama satirizing Presi-

dent Wilson’s Mexican policy. Disjointed

construction, and plot is not strong; but,

nevertheless, it stands out as a clever, artistic

and entertaining play.

Belasco .
—“Seven Chances.” A bashful

young man has seven chances to marry and
inherit $12,000,000. His efforts to get a wife
are excruciatingly funny. An excellent cast,

with Carroll McComas, makes this a bright

farce well worth while.

Hudson.—“Pollyanna.” A glad play after

the order of “Daddy-long-legs,” “Peg o’ My
Heart” and “The Cinderella Man,” intensely

interesting and beautifully done. A big hit.

Eltinge .
—“Cheating Cheaters.” A thrill-

ing crook-play, full of suspense, surprises and
a few good laughs. Marjorie Rambeau and
entire company are fine.

Harris.
—“Under Sentence.” A strong grip-

ping drama which has been hailed as an-

other “Lion and the Mouse." It should enjoy
a long run.

48th St .
—“Rich Man, Poor Man.” One of

the most engrossing dramas that George
Broadhurst ever wrote, and one of the popu-
lar plays of the season.
Loew’s N. Y. and Loew’s American Roof.

—

Photoplays; first runs. Program changes
every week.

Rialto.— Photoplays supreme. Program
changes every week.

SUCCESSFUL PLAYS NQW ON THE ROAD
“Mr. Antonio.” A drama full of heart interest,

in which the inimitable Otis Skinner plays the
part of a picturesque organ-grinder splendidly, sup-
ported by Eleanor Woodruff and a good company.

“The Intruder.” Altho the doings of a faithless

wife and her paramour form the basis of this drama,
it is one of the best and strongest that Bioadway
lias seen for years, and it ought to become a classic.

Exquisitely acted by an exceptionally appropriate cast,

of which H. Cooper Cliffe easily carries off the
honors in a minor part.

“The Boomerang.” One of the most popular
comedies of recent years. Entertaining and laugh-
able thruout, exquisitely acted and wonderfully pro-

duced—it runs along like the works of a fine watch.

“Paganini.” George Arliss in a very clever char-
acterization. A high-class comedy on the order of
“Beau Brummell,” “Garrick” and “Mr. Lazarus.”

“His Bridal Night.” A farce in which the Dolly
Sisters, famous dancers, get so mixed up that the
bridegroom cannot tell them apart. Result, several
highly interesting situations, as you can easily imagine.

“Mr. Lazarus.” A comedy of the better sort, featur-
ing Henry E. Dixey, who creates an interesting
character in the title role, but most of the fun is

crused by the delightful antics of Florine Arnold.
Tom Powers, well known to picture fans a few years
ago, is also excellent, as also are all the others in
the cast.

“Somebody’s Luggage.” A farce that is different,
in that James T. Powers plays a “low comedy” part.
He seems a trifle out of place at first, but when one
gets used to him he wins a roar of laughter. In this
particular line he has no superiors.

“The Silent Witness.” A virile drama on the order
of “The House of Glass” and “The Co-Respondent,”
and quite as good, containing some tense and thrill-

ing moments. A play that holds the interest from
start to finish, giving a fine cast some excellent
opportunities.

“Sybil.” One of the hits of last season. A very
pleasing musical comedy with Julia Sanderson, Donald
Brian and Joseph Cawthorn.

“Fair and Warmer.” An exceedingly popular farce,
full of amusing situations, and a laugh in every line;
but it is not a play for Sunday-school children.

“Coat-Tales.” A first-class farce-comedy so cleverly
constructed that it is replete with surprises and un-
expected situations, each more laughable than the
Other. A clean, wholesome farce.

START A FRIENDSHIP BRACELET - LINK ONLY
Sterling Silver or Rolled Gold x
“* Beaded or Plain desigrna, 3
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You
Can Have

Beautiful

Eyebrows
and

Eyelashes
They give charm, ex-

pression, loveliness to the
face, adding wonderfully to your
beauty and attractiveness. Society
women and actresses get them by using

It promotes in a natural .manner the growth
of eyebrows and eyelashes, making them
thick, long and silky, giving depth and soulful
expression to the eyes. A guaranteed p^re
and harmless preparation. Two sizes—25c
and 50c. Send coin and we’ll mail LASH-
BROW-INE and our FREE Beauty Booklet
prepaid in plain sealed cover.

Beware of Worthless Imitations

—

Genuine LASH-BROW-INE sold only by

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008- 14 Indiana Avenue, Chicago

C*0«0#C#0»0«0#0»0*0*0»0«0*0#0«0«®*0»0«0*0#0»0«0*0*000»0»0#0*0*0«Q
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FOR SALE
A FARM

at Spring Valley, Rockland County, N.Y.,
consisting of 147 acres, including house, barn and

other buildings, 2 apple orchards, 12 acres ofwood-
land, with ;tream running through property.

Spring Valley is 32 miles from New York City,

7 miles west of Nyack and 7 miles east of Suffern,

and is reached by the N. J. & N. Y. R. R. and

a branch of the Erie R. R., affording 35 trains

daily to and from New York. The railroad rates

are, excursion .f 1.30, monthly tickets $9.45.
The atmosphere of Spring Valley is dry and

invigorating, and persons affected with bronchial

trouble obtain much relief in this part of the country.

Spring Valley has a High School which is fully

up to the standard in every respect, also National

Bank, Churches of every denomination, Tennis

Club, Athletic Association, Royal Arcanum, Odd
Fellows, Masons, Red Men, and Foresters, etc.

Spring Valley entertains more summer boarders

than any other town on the line of the N.
J.
&

N. Y. R. R. and is becoming the choice over

all other localities as a place of residence.

Terms on request. Address :

GEORGE F.

61-67 Navy Street,

HERRINGTON,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

OPPORTUNITY MARKET
AGENTS WANTED TYPEWRITING

Agents—200 Per Cent Profit. Wonderful little article.
Something new; sells like wildfire. Carry right in
pocket. Write at once for free sample. E. >1. Fclt-
inan, Sales Mgr., 9550 3rd St.. Cincinnati, O.

AGENTS—Sell “Zanol” Concentrated Extracts for mak-
ing liquors at home. A few minutes does the work.
Saves over 50%. Guaranteed strictly legitimate. Small
package. Enormous demand, sells fast; coins you money.
Send postal today—ask for free sample. Universal Im-
port Co., G3G1 .Third St., Cincinnati, O.

PHOTOPLAY STORIES, ETC.

WANTED—Your ideas for Photoplays, Stories, Etc. YVe
will accept them in ANY' form—correct FREE—sell on
Commission. Big Rewards! Make money. Get full details
Now! Writer’s Selling Service. 4 Main, Auburn. N. Y.

How to Write Photoplays—A new volume devoted to
motion picture playwriting. Contains model scenario,
list of buyers and all information necessary. Price 35c.
Photoplay Book Co., Dept. A., 4838 Champlain Ave.,
Chicago, HI.

GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
Plays, Vaudeville Sketches, Monologues, Dialogues,
Speakers, Minstrel Material. Jokes, Recitations, Tab-
leaux, Drills, Entertainments, Make-Up Goods. Large
Catalog Free. T. S. Denison & Co.. Dept. 63, Chicago.

HELP WANTED
Men and Women, 18 or over, wanted for U. S. Govern-
ment Life Jobs. $75.00 month. Steady work. Short
hours. Rapid advancement. “Pull” unnecessary. Com-
mon education sufficient. Write immediately for free
list of positions now easily obtainable. Franklin In-
stitute, Dept. R-78, Rochester, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS
TAKE MOTION PICTURES for pleasure or profit.
Big money in it. No capital reauired. Send stamp
for plan. It will interest you. THE MOTION CAM-
ERA CO., Box A-3G3, Chicago, III.

OLD COINS WANTED
Will pay $100.00 for Trade Dollar 1883; $7.00 for 1853
quarter without arrows; $750.00 for certain $5.00 gold
without motto. Cash premiums for rare coins to 1912.
Get posted. Send 4c. Get our Large Coin Circular.
Numismatic Bank, Dept. L, Forth Worth, Texas.

TYPEWRITERS, all makes, factory rebuilt by famous
"Young Process.” As good as new, looks like new,
wears like new, guaranteed like new. Our big business
permits lowest cash prices. $10 and up. Also machines
rented—or sold on time. No matter what your needs
are we can best serve you. Write and see—now.
Young Typewriter Co., Dept. 1133, Chicago.

PATENTS
PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Books and
advice Free. Highest references. Best results.
Promptness assured. WATSON E. COLEMAN, 624 F.
Street, Washington, D. C.

WANTED IDEAS—Write for List of Inventions Wanted
by manufacturers and prizes offered for inventions. Our
four books sent free. Send sketch for free opinion.
Victor J. Evans & Co.. 621 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

REAL ESTATE

Mississippi
IS HE CRAZY'? The owner of a plantation in Mis-
sissippi is giving away a few five-acre tracts. The
only condition is that figs be planted. The owner
wants enough figs raised to supply a Canning Factory.
You can secure five acres and an interest in the Fac-
tory .by writing Eubank Farms Company, 939 Key-
stone, Pittsburgh, Pa. They will plant and care for
your trees for $6 per month. Your profit should be
$1,000 per year. Some think this man is crazy for
giving away such valuable land, but there may be
method in his madness.

NEWS CORRESPONDENTS
EARN $23 WEEKLY, spare time, writing for news-
papers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details
free. Press Syndicate. 457 St. Louis, Mo.

POULTRY
POULTRY PAPER, 44-124 page periodical, up to date,
tells all you want to know about care and manage-
ment of poultry, for pleasure or profit; four months for
10 cents. Poultry Advocate, Dept. 244. Syracuse, N. Yr

.

AUTHORS’ MANUSCRIPT
Wanted: Stories, Articles, Poems, etc. We pay on ac-
ceptance. Offers submitted. Handwritten MSS. ac-
ceptable. Please send prepaid with return postage.
Cosmos Magazine, 1006 Stewart Bldg., Washington, D. C.

iamonds on /Credit

LYONLet us tell how you can wear a

/
Blue-white Diamond while paying for it.

’ iOnXy 20% down and 10% a month. Sent

prepaid for inspection. No Security requir-

ed. A binding Guarantee Certificate ^
with each Diamond.

ASK FOR CATALOG JVo.16

10% discount for Cash. I kAM
J. M. LYON & CO.

71-73 Nassau Street NEW YORK VNl?-
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My Beauty
Exercises
will make you look
Younger and more
Beautiful than all the
external treatments
you might use for a
lifetime. No massage,
electricity, vibration,
astringents, plasters,
straps, filling or sur-
gery

—

nothing artificial

—Just Nature’s Way.
Results come soon

and are permanent.
My system makes
muddy, sallow skins
clear, and the com-
plexion as fresh as in
girlhood, firms the
flesh, and never fails to
lift drooping and sagging
facial muscles, removing the
wrinkles they cause. The too
thin face and neck are round-
ed out and hollows filled in.

No one too old or too young to benefit.
My system makes double chins disappear quickly, and

it leaves the flesh firm after the superfluous fat is

worked away.
No matter how tired, five minutes of my Facial Exer-

cise will freshen your complexion and give it a most
exquisite coloring for a whole -evening.
Write today for my new FREE booklet "Facial Beauty

Culture."

If you will tell me what improvements you
would like, I can write you more helpfully.

Tour letter will be held in strictest confidence.

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite T212 Garland Building, Chicago

The first woman to teach Scientific Facial Exercise

THE

EMPIRE STATE
ENGRAVING CO.
PHOTO- ENGRAVERS

GOOD CUTS
Half-tone and Line Work for Printing in One or More

Colors for Any Purpose

DESIGNING :: :: RETOUCHING

165-167 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Complete training in general, medical,
obstetrical, gynecological and surgical
nursing. Instruction by physicians and
graduate nurses. 20 years' experience.
Affiliated with The Central Hospital of

Philadelphia. Send for free books to

Miss Frazier, Superintendent Phila-
delphia School for Nurses, 2249

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

FOR XMAS A TYPEWRITER!
Show the Xmas Spirit in a big way for little money.
Our Factory Ilebuilt Typewriters are
Ideal Xmas Gifts for children, students, business
people. They save you $25 to $75 on your pur-
chase. Standard Makes, thoroughly rebuilt, trade-
marked and guaranteed the same as new. Branch
stores in leading cities give prompt service. Send .

today for catalogue. I

American Writing Machine Co., Inc, 345 Broadway, N. Y.

‘

Motion Picture Acting”
Will not only help you decide whether you are adapted

for this profession, but will prepare you at home to face

the greatest test of all— securing a position. Don't throw
your chance away. Send for this hook. Let us help you
decide. Let us tell you first—What the Director's Photo
Test Is—How to Prepare for This at Home

—

Whether You
Are Kitted for Comedy or Drama—How the Director
Works—Whom to Apply to for a Position—Where the

Studios Are Locat*<l—What Personal Magnetism Is -

.Salary -Make Up—and a great many other important
facts that are absolutely necessary for you to know.

Don’t Trust to Luck
Booking for a position. The stakes are too big. Be

sure you are right—then go ahead. Directors are con-
stantly looking for Types. You may he 'he cne to havo
the personality, the ability to make good.

I am offering for a short time—to readers of this maga-
zine
— "Motion Picture Acting" for only fifty cents a copy.

Enclose either stamps or money In an envelope with your
name and address. My book will be promptly mailed and
your money promptly returned If you are not satisfied.

I guarantee this to you and to "Motion Picture Classic."

H. H. GRIFFIN, 353 E. 55th Place, Chicago, III.

HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS

The Photodrama
A Department for the Earnest and Popular Consideration of the

Photoplay in All of Its Phases— Hints and Instruction

;

Plotting and Construction
; Selling and Production

Note: All readers of the Magazine are invited to'

follow this department. For, altho it may appeal particu-
larly to those who are already writing photoplays, yet it

will be written in a popular and interesting manner that
will reveal new beauties in the plays you see and read
about thru knowing what they come from and how they
are made. It may he that you have an undeveloped talent
that this department can turn into dollars and cents!

A FEW WORDS FROM THE EDITOR
For some 'time past we have sensed the need and felt the desirability of a depart-

ment that would cater to the wants of that large and growing class of Motion Picture

readers, audiences and students who are interested in the construction, writing and
selling of the photoplay.

We have hesitated, for two reasons, until the present time before launching such
a department. The first is, that the field of photoplay writing itself has been in a
state of primal uncertainty. Few there were indeed who have come anywhere near
mastering its technical requirements.

In the second place, where were we to find the man?
Now, we are happy to state, the Motion Picture has truly found itself. There

are lapses, to be sure, but you who attend the Motion Picture theaters regularly are
rewarded by some of the finest spectacles and deep dramas that can stand without
fear of reproach shoulder to shoulder with the best that our stage can offer.

What we need, then, are masters of the art of photoplay making, and in Henry-
Albert Phillips we are going to place the excellence of our judgment at your service..

We are not the first to select Henry Albert Phillips as a great inspirational

force in the writing of photoplays. The Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, one
of America’s greatest and most conservative educational institutions, has chosen
Mr. Phillips to inaugurate a course in photoplay writing in their venerable halls. The
Y. M. C. A. of New York is retaining Mr. Phillips in a similar capacity for the second
y’ear.

We feel, then, in introducing a Department of Photoplay Writing that we have
fully rounded out the functions of our Magazine so that they now meet the requirements,

desires and interests of the entire Motion Picture universe, whom we have been serv-

ing to the best of our ability for the past five years.

Welcoming either assenting or dissenting voices in the matter, we remain.

Perpetually at your service,

The Motion Picture Magazine and Classic,

Eugene V. Brewster, Editor.

INTRODUCING MY DEPARTMENT

J

ust as I began my efforts as a pioneer

student in the field of the photodrama

I mean to continue them— alway’S

viewing the photodrama as a fine art

capable of infinite power, influence, scope

and expansion. Three years ago my view-

point was ridiculed by critics thruout the

country’ with more or less good nature.

These wise owls averred that I was taking

my’self and the so-called j)hotodrama too

seriously’.

In the meantime, most of those who
paused to scoff have remained to wonder.

Today, any critic who should dare to

rise and call the photodrama a passing

show that will strut and fret its weary-

hour on the screen tonight and be crowded

out of the theaters tomorrow, would be

adjudged something of a fool, and at best,

an ignoramus.

On the contrary, you and I are living in

a wonderful age. We have lived to see the

birth of a new art. We are privileged to

be contemporaneous with the coming of a

new medium for expressing the infinite.

We may see with our eyes an emotional

vision, just as it was created in the soul

of man-with-a-message.

The soul-visions of man-o’-dreams have

become familiar spirits, to be sure, stalk-

ing the stages of our theaters and the
pages of our books, and climbing skyward
in the pinnacles of our cathedrals, or color-

ing canvas and carving stone. But those

art-messages are older than the hills. Few
sages had dared to prophesy the coming of

another to occupy a niche among the
Muses.

Let him who doubts the birth of a new
art stand outside the theaters of the world
at noon, at dusk, at night, and try to count,

if he can, the millions that enter in the

span of a single day

!

If he still doubts, let him enter one of

the lowliest of these theaters of the new
art. In that single temple he will find

sufficient emotion released to shatter the

soul of the strongest man God has created.

And if he still doubts, let him witness-

“Civilization,” “The Birth of a Nation”'

or “Intolerance”—any one of them. Let
him count the tears that fall, if he can.

Let him stand up and declare: “This is-

folderol !” if he dares.

And if he still doubts, he is a fool.

That which can move a million daily Ll

laugh and cry is, verily, nothing short of a.

fine art. Henry Albert Phillips.

(Sixty-six)
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POPULAR PLAYER CONTEST

I

n this issue appears the final ballot for

the Popular Player Contest now run-

ning in the Motion Picture Mag-
azine. Here is some advance information

showing how the leaders stood up to

October 24th:

Mary Pick ford 337,040

Marguerite Clark 287,915

Francis Bushman 249,070

Warren Kerrigan 242,015

Pearl White 208,855

Theda Bara 197,015

Anita Stewart 195,750

Edward Earle 181,505

Henry Walthall 180,520

Wallace Reid 179,635

Harold Lockwood 176,770

William S. Hart 172,945

William Sherwood 172,190

Grace Cunard 170,285

Earle. Williams 169,720

Ruth Roland 167,740

William Farnum 166,750

Pauline Frederick 104,500

Blanche Sweet 100,845

Mary Fuller 100,490

Dustin Farnum 100,285

Beverly Bayne 99,540

Mary Miles Minter 98,570

Crane Wilbur 96,730

Robert Warwick 96,620

Carlyle Blackwell 95,985

Marguerite Snow 93,515

Florence LaBadie 90,240

Creighton Hale 88,425

Nell Craig 88,045

Olga Petrova 87,405

Alexander Gaden ' 85,955

Norma Talmadge 80,430

Lillian Gish 74,645

Clara K. Young 71,455

Francis Ford 71,225

Cleo Madison 69,905

Ella Hall 69,880

Edna Mayo 69,845

Charles Chaplin 69,735

Bryant Washburn 69,720

Edith Storey 69,630

Antonio Moreno 69,575

Marguerite Courtct 67,540

Douglas Fairbanks . 65,820

Alice Joyce 59,235

Harris Gordon 58,835

Cleo Ridgelv 57,350

Tom Forman — 56,955

Romaine Fielding 56,680

House Peters 56,465

Geraldine Farrar 54,600

Kathlvn Williams 54,195

Mae Marsh 52,520

Edward Coxen 50,930

Herbert Rawlinson 50,825

Henry King 50,585

A1 Ray 50,215

May Allison 44,745

Dorothy Gish 43,075

Anna Little 42,645

Lillian Walker 42,540

Thomas Meighan 42,370

Naomi Childers 42,160

Owen Moore 41,160

Fannie Ward 40,840

Ruth Stonehouse 40,830

Irving Cummings 40,830

Bessie Barriscale 40,520

Nellie Anderson 40,505

Jane Novak 40,455

Hazel Dawn 40,185

Mary Anderson 39,900

Billie Burke 39,010

Violet Mersereau . ... 38,970

Jean Sothern 38,010

Viola Dana 36,410

Ethel Clayton 34,610

Robert Mantell 34,410

DIAMOT^^ATCH^^GREmT
or Watch while on'

'

honest person given credit. No security J
All transactions confidential. Goods sent oreDaid subject to annroval/*<^*L*~.%

'si' ^
All transactions confidential. Goods sent prepaid subject to approval/

Binding Guarantee with each Diamond covering quality and value and providing
d’ or exchange. at full purchase price. 1

0°/o DISCOUNT allowed for cath^^^
Write today for FREE CATALOG No. 78Pconiaining

SSpTl|s%5irr^^^rti~-^4000 photographs of Diamonds, Watches.^ggg^^’X 7p
Jewelry, Silverware, etc. No ,

^Sy^jg^w ^^<>hligation to
SSW

JAIMES BERGMAN S».
37-39 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK CITY

WRITE FOR MONEY
Have you Ideas for Photoplays, Stories, etc.?

If so, we will accept them in ANY form

—

CORRECT FREE—and sell on Commission.
BIG REWARDS! You can make
money. WriteTODAYforfulldetails!

vi uitfius kfm.ino sfrvtcf
S Main. AUBURN, N. Y.

CROCHET
BOOK

Contains 84 rare and beautiful designs for Edgings
and Insertions. To introduce TEXASILK. our new
hard twisted, mercerized cordoney (best fortatting.
edging and initials), we will mail this Crochet Rook
Free and postpaid to any lady sending only 10c in
silver or stamps for two full size sample balls.

TEXASILK
comes in size70 only, in white, black medium green,
pink, rose, scarlet, I ght blue, delpn. light yellow.
Crochet Book is clearly illustrated so designs may be
copied by any nee leworker. Send at once and get
this valuable book. FREE.

C0LLIN6B0URNE MILLS, Dept. 2339, Elgin, Illinois

FRIENDSHIP or I ||||# DIKI/^C IO
BIRTHSTONE LlllIV KIN\4Q,IOC—- Sterling Silver or

—
Rolled Gold, Scroll or
Plain design. 3 initials

engraved FREE. Or
Birthstone Link Ring
setwith Gem f°r yoar
birth month. State
size and month. 18c.
each; both 35c postpaid ——

MONOGRAM JEWELRY CO., 119 Nassau St., Oept. t>4, Mew York

LOOK

HERE
Prize Offer.

Learn to Write Photo-Plays
By Our Exclusive Method
Only sure method. This school turns out
more successful scenario writers than all
the other schools together. There's a reason.
You too can make big money. Send for free
booklet of valuable information and Special

Don’t delay—Act, before you turn page.
Chicago Photo-Playwright College, Box 278 X-3, Chicago, III.

LEARN RIGHT AT HOME BY MAIL

DRAWING-PAINTING
Be a Cartoonist, Newspaper, Magazine, or Commercial

|

Illustrator; paint in Water Colors or Oil. Let us develop I

your talent. Free Scholarship Award. Your name ami I

address brings you full pa ticulars by return mail ami I

our illustrated Art Annual Free.

FINE ARTS INSTITUTE. Studio 869. - OMAHA. NEB. I

A BANKER
Prepare by mail for this high profession, in which there are great
opportunities. Six months' term. Diploma av arded. Sendforfree
book,

‘ ‘How to Become a Banker. EDGAR G. ALCORN, Pres,AMERICAN SCHOOL OF BANKING
465 East State Street. COLUMBUS. OHIO

BOOK OF COITT JOBS
1-Tells how American Citizens 18 or over can qualify for U. 3.

positions paying $75 to$150 monthly tobeoxnvnlh.
Unlimited possibilities for advancement.possil
Easy work. Short hours. Slire vacations
with full pay. No strikes. Lifetime
positions. Ordinary education sufficient.

WRITE! Don't be content with poor-
paying, uncertain job when Uncle Sam
offers you steady, well paying position in
Railway Mail Service, Post Office, Custom
House or at Panama Canal. Let former U.
S. Civil Service Sec'y-Examiner prepare
you for examination. Write for beautiful
book.— i^Vee. Patterson Civil Service
Scnool* 912 News Bldg., Kocnestei , i .

Women!
We have positions open at $12.00 to

$25.00 per week for Beauty Specialists.

Never have such opportunities existed.

Right now if you were a graduate of the
famous Marinello School of Beauty Culture, you could
be earning $15 to $25 weekly in a pleasant position.

Thousands of Marinello graduates today
either own prosperous Beauty Shops or have perma-
nent high salary positions. Not one is out of work.
We positively guarantee to secure a good position
for you the day you qualify.

Beauty Culture offers you a great oppor-
tunity. M illions are spent yearly for beauty treatments.

The Marinello School is the largest in the
world. Beauty Culture is taught here in all its

branches on scientific, thorough, advanced methods.

Mail Coupon NOW!
YOU can learn the Marinello system and step into a

j m m m m m lucrative position. Mail coupon for live farts,

. easy tuition fee and Btories of Marinello
Marinello Co., successes. Start on the road to free-

Pept ,320. Mailers ^ dom, independence and happiness

Bldg., Chicago now.
Please send free, full Marinello Co.,
facts about your Course in Dept. 329,
Beauty Culture and easy terms. Wellers Bldg.,

Name Chicago

Address
City State **<«>_

TELL MEYOUR:FOOT TROUBLES
It will ease your Mind;
I will ease your Feet.

Enlarged Joints Reduced and
Toes Straightened by

ACHFELDT’S
Perfection” TOE SPRING

Worn at night without inconvenience, with
auxiliary appliances Ibr day use. bent on ap-
proval. Money refunded if not as represented.

Use !\fy Improved Arch Supporter
for li Flat Foot” and broken down instep.
Send outline of foot. Full particulars and
advice free in plain sealed envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist

DEPT. K.N. 1326 Broadway, at 34th St.. iMarhridge SoildJng). NEW YORK

VOTING COUPON
25

Votes

The Great Popularity Contest for the Players.

I desire to cast my vote for

as my favorite player.

Name

Address

(Sixty-seven )
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m I always use Hiscox’s Liquid
IB Shampoo, because it makes my
S hair soft and glossy. and

H! leaves my scalp so delight-

11 fully clean.

a MARY ANDERSON.

Hiscox's Liquid Shampoo
A Beautiful Face Loses Its Greatest
Attraction When the HaUr Is Neglected

Hiscox’s Liquid Shampoo removes dandruff, cleanses the hair and
scalp thoroughly and brings out_ its real natural beauty. Contains pure
imported Castile Soap compounded with other ingredients which leave
the hair soft, fluffy and glossy, nourish the scalp and remove the causes
which ruin beautiful hair. The more it is used the quicker dandruff
will entirely disappear, the hair will dry very quickly and have the
appearance of being much heavier than it really is. Hiscox’s Liquid
Shampoo is richly perfumed and will leave a delicate Rose fragrance
upon the hair for several days.

At druggists or by mail on receipt of
Price 50 Cents

HISCOX BROS. CO., Dept. C., Patchogue, N. Y.

DON’T

YOU LIKE

My Eyelashes
and Eyebrows ?

J) You can have the same

applied once each day, will absolutely
produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in re-
sults. Lashneen is an Oriental formula.
One box is all you will need. Not sold
at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of 25c
coin and two cents postage, or Canadian
money order.

Beware of Imitations !

Lashneen Company (Dept. 19) Philadelphia

SIGNET RINGS
Gold Shell. Best grade.
Warranted 5 years. Price
includes engraving of Mono-
gram. Sample sent upon
receipt of price. Amount
refunded if not satisfactory.

C. K. GROUSE CO.
North Attleboro Mass.

Box No. 1

LANGUAGE

!

The War has created uillimited opportunities for those who
know Spanish. French, German or Italian. Better your
position or increase your bindneHS. You can learn quickly
and easily, at home, during spare moments, by the

LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD
And Rosenthal’s Practical Linguistry

You listen to the livinsr voice of a native professor pro-
nounce the foreign lanRoage, over and over, until you know
it. Our records fit all talking m chines. W rite for Booklet,
particulars of Free Trial. Makes an Ideal Xmas Gift.

The Language-Phone Method, 989 Putnam Bldg., 2 W. 45th St, N.Y.

A High School Course
InTwo Years Learn in your own

home. Here is a thorough,
complete, and siraplifaed

high school course that you can finish in two years. Meets all
coll ge entrance requirements. Prepared by leading members
of the faculties of universities and academies.

Write for booklet. S^nd your name and address for our booklet
and full particulars. No obligations whatever. Write today—now.

American School of Correspondence, Dept. P1559
,
Chicago, U. S. A.

STATE]MENT OF TI1E OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIR-
CULATION, ETC., REQUIRED' BY THE At T OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24. 1912, of THE MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC,
published MONTHLY, at 175 DUFF IELD STREET, BROOKLYN,
N. Y., for OCTOBER 1, 1916. State of NEW YORK, County of
KINGS.—Before me, a NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State
and County aforesaid, personally appeared EUGENE Y. BREW-
STER, who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is the EDITOR, MANAGING EDITOR, BUSINESS
MANAGER, SEC.-TREAS., of THE MOTION PICTURE CLAS-
SIC, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a
daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for
the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in Section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit: 1. That the names and
addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business
managers are: Publisher. THE M. P. PUBLISHING CO., 175
Du (field St., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Editor, EUGENE V. BREWSTER,
175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Managing Editor, EUGENE V.
BREWSTER, 175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Business Mana-
ger, EUGENE Y. BREWSTER, 175 D’ufflcld St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged complexion is one fair to

look upon. Mercolized Wax gradually, gently absorbs the devitalized
surface skin, revealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true naturalness.
Have you tried it?

Wav in one ounce package, with directions for use,mercouzea W aX sold by all druggists.

YOU
show this standard high grade
42 key fully visible typewriter
to your friends and let them see
wherein it excels any $100
typewriter, if by doing this
ana other small assist-
ance,you could easily have
one to keep as your own?

Then by post card or letter
simply say, ''Mail Particulars. 1 *

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER CO., Dept. D691, Chicago, III.

tunc wilh the times, buy wholesale, save 0-N-E-H-A-LF. Any Diamond you choose,

middleman to pay, you get Price. Qyality and your money's worth. Send to-day for your

SOLID 14 K GOLD WATCH
12 tizc. I 7 Jew. Illinois mvt. Solid gold Wal-
demar chain, solid gold Knife, retail price $42.50

S.RAIVES & CO. EST.26YRS.
.366 FIFTH AVE..NEWYORK.

Diamond, Watch or Jewelry
O-N-E-H-A-L-F We .Kip C. O. D7wii
animation Privilege. Full money back

within 30 day. if not Mli.factory. DO _
WE -
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Pithy Paragraphs from the Pacific

By RICHARD WILLIS

David W. Griffith, Thomas H. Ince and
Mack Sennet are in our midst once more.
Each announces his delight at being back;
each promises big things—Ince and Sennet
in the immediate future, and- Griffith later on.

Alan Forrest, good-looking hubby to Anna
Little, has signed another contract with the
American Company, with whom he will be
featured.
Lamar Johnstone, Edith Sterling and

Louis Fitzroy are among the artists who
traveled to Guatemala to support Tyrone
Power in “The Planter.”

Cecil De Mille has completed his big “Joan
of Arc” special feature. We know, because
he has again been seen about in ordinary
street garb. When working he lives in

puttees and things.
The Pollard Picture Plays Company, with

Harry Pollard at the helm and Margarita
Fischer as the featured star, have the
quaintest studio possible. They occupy the
Panama Village in the San Diego fair

grounds. They like it, too.

A number of people have written Charles
Ray that they Lave entered a scenario in the
Thomas H. Ince contest, written specially

for him. These are the letters a star likes

to get.

Monroe Salisbury has been acting for the
Fox Company under Oscar Apfel. Salisbury
was with Apfel in the first picture the
former acted in and latter directed. Before
that they were in the same speaking stage
productions more than once.
Here is the story of William S. Hart’s

famous daisy-patterned vest. It was made
by a one-armed cowboy, who had learnt to

use his legs; it went to a gambler, who took
it in payment of a debt; Hart’s father bought
it from the gambler and gave it to his son.

Henry King, the Balboa actor and director,

who is putting on the series with little Mary
Sunshine, has suffered severely from bad
sores on his face, originally caused by a
cold and made serious by blood-poisoning.
He has only recently been able to put grease-

paint on his face. He is much loved by little

Mary.
Herbert Rawlinson, the leading man with

the Universal, has been on crutches for a
month. All this while he has gone, around
with a smile, and has joked and jollied him-
self into every one’s good wishes. “Rawley”
will soon be acting again.

Mae Marsh is being generously congratu-
(

lated by the profession on her performance
in “Intolerance.” Constance Talmadge is

also receiving her full share of praise; sister

Norma had better look to her laurels.

Among other actors who are members of!

the Los Angeles Athletic Club are Douglas
Gerrard, Bobby Harron, Thomas Meighan,
Herbert Rawlinson, Lee Moran, Eddie Lyons,
Charles Ray and Donald Crisp.

By the time this is in print, Harold Lock-
wood will have received his new Marmon
automobile. Harold gets a new car every
birthday or so.

Writing of automobiles, it is a moot point
as to which actress has the prettiest car as

far as interior decoration is concerned,
Blanche Sweet, Fannie Ward or Mabel Nor-
mand.
Helen Holmes and J. P. McGowan, of the

Signal Company, have returned to Los
Angeles from the North. Helen swears that

in the two months they were absent they
did not get one day without fog. She will

pin her faith to Southern California in the

future.

Gypsy Abbott, the leading actress with the

Vogue Company, bargained with the man-
ager to have her dress torn for ten dollars,

the company to take the dress. Asked if she

had fulfilled her part of the contract, she
acknowledged she had not; she had merely
handed over what was left—some rags.

Mignon Anderson and Morris Foster have
arrived on this coast. They are visiting,

but admit they may stay; it depends on what
offers they receive.

(Sixty-eight)



CLASSIC

J(pur-$ XUrito My florieS
A practical, helpful brochure that takes the

reader on a little journey through the writ-

ing of an actual story. Also helpful to

D' Motion Picture scenario writers. Fifty

'BO'TL cents in stamps or coin.

T. BELL, Suite 1178, 200 Fifth Avenue, New York

Go - moving picture business

Small Capital Starts You
i our easy payment plan. Begin now
and get your share. Wc sell every-
thing. Write TODAY.
. Capital Merchandise Co.
^ Dept. 51 S2SS.0earborn St..Chicago

ISHORTHAND
IN 30 DAYS

Boyd Syllabic System —written with only nine characters. No
“positions”— no “ruled lines”— no “shading”—no“word-sign9”
—no “cold notes.” Speedy, practical system that can be learned in 30 days
of home study, utilizing spare time. For full descriptive matter, free, address

Chicago Correspondence Schools, 552 Unity Bldg., Chicago

VirtK emblems of everywfUJJ DESCRIPTION. iwo
catalogs FREE f<»r the asking. Fin shown here with any

letters, numerals, or colors. Sterling Silver or Rolled Gold

Plate, 30 cents each or $3.00 per dozen.

UNION EMBLEM CO., 466 Greiner Bldg.. Palmyra. Pa

$50 for a Good Story

$25for Another Not QuiteSo Good

$10 for the Next Best

And $5 Each for the Next Ten
Have you a story to tell? Have you a story

about yourself, or perhaps your family^ or ances-

tors, or friends, or acquaintances? Surely you
have, for there are few men or women in this

world who have not some dramatic story to tell.

Think of some episode in your own life, in the

life of another, or, if you possess the gift of

imagination, write a story that is purely imagina-

tive, but at the same time is TRUE TO LIFE,
and send it in to us, to compete for one of the

prizes set forth above. There is no entrance fee

and anybody may compete. No manuscript will

be returned unless it is accompanied with a

stamped, addressed envelope. The scripts that win
prizes will become our property.

We Demand Only One Condition:

Limit Your Story to Five Hundred Words
Millions attend the Motion Picture theaters

nightly. To satisfy the ever-increasing demands
of these millions of movie fans, the great pro-

ducing companies must have stories. Several of

these film corporations, who are exceedingly
anxious to please the movie patrons, have acknowl-
edged to us that they need stronger plots. We
want to encourage the art of plot writing.

Absolutely No Technical Skill Needed
All the big studios now employ writers who

work out the stories into scenes, and put them in

proper shape for the screen. But there is a great
dearth of stories. The companies must have new
plots, new ideas, new incidents, and they are
obliged to depend in a great measure upon the
public. Moreover, the studios are now willing to

pay big prices for plots alone. The price is con-
stantly rising, and, at the present time,

From $50 to $1,000 Is Being Paid

For Plots Alone
Your story may be incomplete—lack dramatic

interest, suspense, climax, surprise, novelty, char-
acterization or any of the other elements that go
to make up a salable dramatic story. If yo,u think
so you may submit it to us for criticism. For a.

fee of $1.00 we shall be happy to point out to

you the defects in your work, indicating why
certain things should not be done, and suggesting
others that will materially improve your script.

In other words, we shall be glad to collaborate
with you in turning out a strong and appealing
tale. This work will be done only by well-known
scenario writers, who have had studio experience,
including the editors of the Motion Picture
Magazine and Classic.

In addition to an honest, upbuilding criticism,

we will mail you a list of producing companies, to

whom you can submit your story in case you do
not wish to enter it in this contest. You may
enter your story whether or not it has been
criticized, but under no conditions will we answer
questions regarding the merits of stories. Thus
we shall be treating all writers alike. CRITICISM
OF YOUR STORY IS ENTIRELY OPTIONAL
WITH YOURSELF.
THE CONTEST CLOSES ON MARCH 31. 1917.

THE SCENARIO SERVICE BUREAU
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. City

Our Reputation
f Is Your Safeguard
whether a man has expert knowledge of dia-
mouds and jewelry or not he is safe if lie puts his m 1

trust in merchants of good TL

..-
,

years of honorable business sue- %
cess has built our busincs-* up ^
fr<>rn a small store to »h.* largest 1
I>i im-.n.l »n<i Watch Cl e<)it House '

in the world, with branrh stores in
. /.

;**
‘"'

Sla many large cities. The Lott is
•' Guarantee has over a million and

a half dollars back of it. Ourguar-
antee Certificate given with every

diamond we sell, is the strongest,
broadest and most binding ever issued

by a responsible house.

We Guarantee Absolute^ Satisfaction or
Your Money Back

Wmm 0°r import prices “direct from the i

JjWyC mines to you” cut out all the M
Ok Wi wholesalers’ and retailers' profits.

- -ojk \\\ \ou get the benefit of this saving
v\ along with our liberal credit
'A\ terms—eight months to pay

—

and vou wear the diamond
while paying for it. Our

v\ large catalog is FREE.

BROS & CO.

WONDERFUL BARGAINS FOR ONLY

A MONTH
AN D

•MANY ART l£i ES.10N C REDIT
$ la month

’Get Your Christmas Gifts Now
Pay for them in small amounts monthly next year,

after the Holiday demands on your purse are over.
There is no need to hesitate, or delay your gift-buying

because of lack of ready money, for no matter how far

away you live you can buy of us on credit just as easily, and
conveniently as though you paid all cash. We sell guaranteed genuine
Diamonds, perfectly cut and full of fiery brilliancy; all makes of Watches
and all grades of reliable Jewelry, at prices within reach of the most modest
income and on the easiest credit terms imaginable—only a few cents a day.

Your Credit Is Good—Loftis Will Trust You
There is no red tape—we ask no security. We mean just what we say—
Your credit is good. Just select any articlesyou desire from our large 1 16-page
catalog of bargains andwe will send them for your examination, all charges
prepaid by us. You assume no risk, you are under no obligations. You
don't pay a cent until you see and examine the articles in your own hands, If not en-
tirely satisfied return at our expense. If you are pleased with our merchandise pay for
it on our easy credit plan, that has brought Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc., to
hundreds of thousands all over the country, at wonderful Bargain Prices, and on the
easiest kind of payments.

Send For Your Copy of Our Christmas Catalog
It is full of suggestions for Christmas presents as well as for personal wear. See the
wonderful bargains in it for you—the thousands of illustrations of Diamonds, La
Vallieres, Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Novelties, etc.,—all the latest and most
op-to-date designs—all ideal Christmas Gifts at our bargain prices—and easy terms of
payment. Whether you are thinking of buying or not GET OUR CATALOG. It is an
education in Diamond and Jewelry values and easy credit buying—and it will solve
the question what to give for Christmas.

Diamonds and Jewelry as Christmas Gifts
There is no Christmas Gift so prized and cherished by the recipient as a beautiful spark-
ling DIAMOND. There is no Christmas Gift that so well expresses the love or friend-
ship of the giver as a brilliant, genuine DIAMOND. And there is no gift that is worth
while that is so easy to obtain as a splendid DIAMOND—when purchased on the Loftis
Easy Credit Plan. Make all your gift selections from our large catalog—have all charged
in one account, and pay in small amounts monthly after the usual Holiday demands on
your purse are over. Your credit is good with us. Send for your catalog today before
you forget. It is FREE.

The National CreditJewelers
Dept. G616 108 N. State St., Chicago, III.

Stores in Chicago, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Omaha

Writing Photoplays and Fiction
Only Successful Method of Extension Study Instruc-
tion for first time by well-known Editor-Author-
Lecturer. An Institution that is Reliable. Booklet
also “Where to Sell” on request.

PHILLIPS SCHOOL
Dept. 12-J 25 West 42d Street, N. Y.

L1 ILv L' L' to Hunters and Trappers
Ml CVJUflCl Fine Taxidermy Book Now Free! 32p,

with hundreds of photos of mounted,
birds and animals. Learn this profession. Save your troph-
ies. Decorate your homeand den- Great value tosportsmen.

Learn to StuffBirds
and robes. Quickly learned by men and boys. Big Profits from
spare time. Intensely interesting. INVESTIGATE! Write Today
for Free Book. Only a few free—so rush.

Northwestern School ofTaxidermy. 1 5S9 Elwood Bldg. .Omaha. Neh.

HANDSOME XMAS CIFTS
ILLOW TOPS
Your choice of the following Stars:

Theda Bara Florence LaBadie
Beverly Bayne Harold Lockwood
Carlyle Blackwell Mabel Normand
Francis X. Bushman Mary Pickford
Marguerite Clark Marguerite Snow
Maurice Costello Anita Stewart
Howard Estabrook Blanche Sweet
Mary Fuller Emmy Wehlen
Clara Kimball Young Pearl White
Alice Joyce Crane Wilbur
Jack Kerrigan Earle Williams

and others

Sepia SOc. Hand Painted 75c.
The Stars’ BEST pictures, actual size 5x7. 90 players.

Two for lOc — six for 25c— 18 for SOc.
Wonderful Hand Colored Pictures of the players 11x14 inches 25c.

SILVER PLATINOID PHOTO FRAMES 6x8
COMPLETE WITH ANY PLAYER’S PICTURE 60c.

All orders mailed day received postpaid.

R. K. STANBURY. Dept. M.O. FLATIRON BLDG,,NJ
Send two cent stamp for folder and list ol players.

SATINE P

Autographed
Complete with BACKS,

AZ-I-EN-ZA Cream
For PIMPLES and the COMPLEXION
Price 25c, 50c ana $1.00 in jars. Trial size 5c. On sale

at leading druggists.

SENT POSTPAID TO ANY ADDRESS.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money promptly refunded.

E. H. Ball Co., 330 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Learn Music at Home

!

SPECIAL OFFER—EASY LESSONS FREE—Piano,
Organ, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet, Harp,
Cello, Piccolo, Trombone, Flute, Clarionet, or to sing. You
pay only for music and postage—which is small. No ex-
tras. Beginners or advanced pupils. Plain, simple, sys-
tematic. 16 years’ success. Start at once. Send your
name and get free booklet by return mail. Address U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box C186, 225 5th Ave., New York City

(Sixty-nine
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Look!
21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels

—

Adjusted to the second—
Adjusted to temperature

—

Adjusted to isochronism—

Adjusted to positions—
25-year gold strata case

—

Genuine Montgomery Railroad
Dial-

New Ideas in Thin Cases.

Only

$2.50
a month

And all of this for $2.50—only $2.50
per month—a great reduction in watch prices

—direct to you—positively the exact prices

the wholesale dealer would have to pay.
Think of the high grade, guaranteed watch
we offer here at such a remarkable price. And
if you wish, you may pay this price at the
rate of $2.50 a month. Indeed, the days of ex-

horbitant watch prices have passed. Write now.

See It First You don’t pay a
cent to anybody

,
. until you see the watch. You don’t buy a

Burlington Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model,

handsomely shaped—aristocratic in every line. Then look at the works. There you will see the master-

piece of the watch makers’ skill, a perfect timepiece adjusted to positions, temperature and isochronism.

Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. Many have over 100 Burlingtons and
a few have over 200. This includes every torpedo boat—every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaughts.

Islington Watch Co.
Street and Marshall Blvd.

>pt. 1559 Chicago, ill.

lease send me (without obligations and ^
ejpaid) your free book on watches with ^
. 1 explanation of your cash or $2.50 a ^
onth offer on the Burlington Watch.

Send Your Name on Th is

Free CoUpOn the Burlington
Watch Book by send-

\ ing this coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch

\ buying when you read it. You will be able to “steer clear”

“ \ of over-priced watches which are no better. Send the

\ coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

ddress..

Burlington Watch Company
19th St. and Marshall Blvd. Dent. 1559 Chicago, Ell.

THE WILLIAM G. HEWITT PRESS, 61-67 NAVY ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

(Seventy)



IfYou Can Tell a Lachnite
from a HxaxnanA-Senditback
VTES, we will send you one of these exquisite man-made

gems prepaid so that you can wear it for ten full days at our expense.

Put it to every diamond test you ever heard about—fire, acid, the diamond
file. Compare its brilliance with the brilliance of a mined diamond. Notice how it

is cut—by world renowned diamond cutters. Test it in every way. Wear it everywhere
you go. Then after ten days—if you are able to tell which is your Lachnite and which
is your diamond—or if any of your friends have been able to tell the difiference—send

the Lachnite back to us. The trial does not cost you a penny. If you decide to buy
the Lachnite, pay only the rock-bottom price, and if you wish—at the rate of a few
cents a day. Our new jewelry book (sent free) tells all about our generous terms. Write today.

Pay As You Wish
Lachnite gems are mounted only in solid
gold. To hold these splendid jewels we have se-

cured the latest and newest ideas in solid cold
settings. In our new catalog you will see Lustrated
rings by the score for both men and women

—

bracelets, La Vallieres, stick pins, cuff links —all

the newest jewelry—made of solid gold. Write
for our new catalog today—it is free.

Do not decide to buy a genuine Lachnite
Gem until you have worn it for 10 full days.

Then—if you wish—you may pay for it at the

rate of a few cents a day. Terms as low as

3 T
/z cents a day—without interest. You pay

nothing for the ten days’
trial. No red tape. Your
credit is good.

Send the Coupon for Our New Catalog
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a postcard and get our
new jewelry book. It shows handsome illustrations of the newest solid gold
mountings from which you have to choose. Too—it tells the interesting story
of how Lachnites are made—and why their brilliance is guaranteed to wear
forever. You will be delighted with this new book. Write for it today. It

is free and you will be under no obligations in sending for it. Just send this

coupon now.

Harold Lachman Co., Dept. 1559, 12 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

WS Harold

r Lachman Co.

12 N. Michigan Ave.
Dept. 1559, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send
me, absolutely free and

prepaid, your new jewelry
hook and full particulars of

your free trial easy payment plan.
I assume no obligations of any kind.

Name

V Address



ELECTRIC \ VIBRATOR

of study and expert-

Be Your Own
Beauty Specialist

DO you know that the whole art of
professional beauty culture is based on
vibration? Do you know that with the White

Cross Electric Vibrator you can cultivate your beauty
by the same methods famous experts employ?

Nature pave yon a perfect complexion, bright
eyes, a well-rounded figure, luxuriant hair. They are
all inside of you— in your blood. Let vibration bring
them out. Our new free book, “ Health and Beauty,”
tells wliat vibration is doing for others.

Five Minutes a Day!
Use a White Cross Electric Vibrator a few min-
utes night and morning in the privacy of your own
room. Nature is fighting all the time to make you
beautiful. With the help of vibration she may succeed.
Vibration will open up every clogged vein amt capillary
ami the tissue building, cleansing, energizing blood will do the rest.

Vibration Brings to Weary Men
Vim— Vigor— Energy
Strength that is more than mere muscular strength
— the strength of robust manhood may be yours through
vibration. You can regain the springy, elastic step of
youth, the calm nerves, the plump, sound flesh and
muscle, the tingle of perfect health, by treating yourself
a few minutes each day. The White Cross Electric Vibrator is
the busy man’s safeguard against ill-health and disease — a
rejuvenator for worn-out men.

is the perfected product of years
ment. If your home is wired for elec-

tricity you can connect it, up quickly
to a lamp socket. If not, it will run
perfectly on its own batteries.

Special Offer!
For a short time only we are making
a Special Offer on the genuine White Cross
Electric Vibrator. The chance to aave
near I

v one-half tho regular price of this
machine is yours now, if you act at once.

Vibrating Chair FREE
With a White Cross Electric
Vibrator you .can make a
perfect vibrating chair out
of an ordinary rocker.
Nervous,worn -out, irritable
men and women obtain
quicker and more perman-
ent relief from vibration
than from hundreds of dol-
lar’s worth of medicines.

Free
“Health and Beauty”
Book. Send the Coupon

Just your name and address in the free cou-
pon, or a letter or post card is enough. We will
send you, free and prepaid, our new book, ‘‘Health and

VS. Beauty" that tells you all about the wonder-working
power of vibration. Write today for the Free Book.

Lindstrom-

Lindstrom-Smith Co.
1100 S. Wabash Ave.

Dept. 1559
Chicago, III.

Smith Co.

Dept. 1559

1 100 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Please send me, abso-
lutely free and prepaid,
your new book “Health and
Beauty

”

and full particulars
about the White Cross Electric
Vibrator. I assume no obligations
of any kind.

Name

.

Address.
My Klsctrical Dealer’s Name is

We also manufacture White Cross Electric Stoves. Irons, Hair Dryers,
Electric lanterns. Electric Fans. Electric Automobile Horns, Electric
Curling Irons, Heating Pads, Small Motors, etc., etc. Dealers write.

Ac// Craig, one of the Essanay. Stars says.
“MyWhite Cross Electric Vibrator isone ofmy
most highly prized possessions. i?orkeepingmy
complexion in the ‘pink of condition’ I believe
that there is nothing like it, and for driving
out ‘that tired feelig’ it has won its way to

[
my heart.” Sincerely,

%U-

AMM
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